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PREFACE 
There is hardly a book on the late nineteenth and the early twentieth 
century English drama that does not allow the Dutch-bom naturalised 
Englishman J. T. Grein some place in what Henry Arthur Jones called the 
"Renascence of the English Drama. " It was the purpose of this study to 
find out exactly what that place was. 
J. T. Grein, The Story of a Pioneer, 1862-193^, published in 1936, was 
written too soon after the event, and the writer, Michael Orme (Grein's 
wife), naturally, had not taken the proper distance from her subject. 
Moreover, she had at times permitted her memory to be her guide 
rather than documented fact, while the Dutch aspect of her husband's 
career did not receive the attention due to it. The interest of the subject 
seemed to me sufficient warrant to re-write the story from whatever 
documentary evidence could be found. Mr. Malcolm Morley, who had 
helped Mrs. Grein in compiling the biography of her husband, told me 
that he had returned to her all Grein's private papers and letters after 
the book was finished. At some time before or during the war lack of 
storage space, however, compelled Mrs. Grein to dispose of her husband's 
library and voluminous correspondence, and nothing is left now of 
either, except some odd volumes now in the possession of Mr. Malcolm 
Morley, one scrap-book in the Enthoven Collection, Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London, and possibly some items in the theatrical collection of 
R. Mander and J. Mitchenson, Sydenham, London. Mrs. Grein's bi-
ography was, therefore, practically my only starting-point. It provided 
me with information of Grein's writings, and once I had started looking 
for them at various London and Amsterdam libraries, it was a case of 
"every hare starting another hare, " as the Librarian of the British Drama 
League once put it to me. 
The picture that gradually emerged, pieced together entirely from 
printed sources, is presented in this book. It is not only a factual account 
VII 
of Grein's many-sided theatrical career, but also a detailed record of 
fifty years of English and Continental drama in England, and of the spread 
of English drama on the Continent, with all of which Grein was much 
concerned all his life. 
Refraining from conjecture and expression of personal opinion, I have 
strictly kept to documented facts, which I have recorded objectively 
(often in Grein's own sometimes rather peculiar English), and it is as 
such that I want to present this account of fifty years of theatrical history. 
Nijmegen, September 1962 N.s. 
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Jack T. Grein's enthusiastic interest in the theatre was certainly not in 
the family tradition, which on his mother's side was medicine, and on 
his father's side business. Grein Senior, German by birth and Dutch by 
naturalisation, was a well-established Amsterdam merchant, and Jack T., 
the elder of two sons (his brother Louis being ten years his junior) was 
trained for a business career and he remained a business-man all his life. 
As the Greins were a well-to-do middle-class Dutch family, Grein's 
upbringing was that of a well-to-do middle-class Dutch boy, which 
meant, among other things, that he began to leam French at a fairly early 
age. For various reasons he was not a success at his first primary school 
and consequently his father sent him in 1873, when he was eleven years 
old, to a German state school in Wesel, an old German town on the 
Rhine. Here Grein spent four years, after which he was sent for a two 
year course to a commercial college in Bremen. 
After returning home at the age of seventeen, he was sent without 
much delay, towards the end of 1879 or the beginning of 1880, to 
Antwerp to serve an apprenticeship in the office of his uncle Fritz Grein. 
Here he remained for about two years and returned to Amsterdam at the 
end of 1881 to serve another year's apprenticeship. Finally in 1882, not 
yet twenty years old, he entered his uncle Raphael's private bank, where 
he worked until the beginning of 1885, when his uncle went bankrupt 
and retired from business. A relative, living in London,1 found Grein a 
humble job in the City with a Dutch firm, trading with what were then 
the Dutch East Indies. Although Grein was reluctant to leave Amster-
dam, he had not much choice as business was bad in Holland at the time. 
1
 Grein's mother, Frances Davids, was the daughter of Dr. Thomas Davids, whose father. 
Dr. Leonard Davids, was Physician in Ordinary to Napoleon I in the Netherlands (cf. 
The Illustrated London Neves, 21 ƒ j /21 ) , and of Louisa Lucas, an Englishwoman and a Jewess. 
[I] 
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With in three days of the job having been offered to him, he was on his 
way to London. 
His mo the r Frances Davids seems to have been a cul tured woman, who 
played some part in Amsterdam society life. The family did not , how-
ever, regularly frequent the theatre , as they were socially above those 
who did at that t ime , but they must certainly have gone n o w and again, 
for Grein 's first memory of the theatre was that of a performance of 
Alphonse D 'Ennery ' s Centenaire. As a child of five he had seen the rope-
dancer Blondin performing his feats in Amsterdam and he had wanted to 
be a rope-dancer . Centenaire must have impressed him, as did Othello 
played by the famous Salvini. "I have a faint recollect ion of my tenth 
birthday, when the Moor of Salvini excited my young brain so much , 
that I did no t sleep for nights. " ' Grein was apparently stage-struck at 
a very early age. 
Of Will iam Archer it has been said that he endured forty years of 
continual playgoing as a professional cri t ic wi thout going mad. Grein, 
who never was a professional man of the theatre and who remained an 
amateur all his life, endured more than fifty years of it and remained an 
enthusiast right up to the very end. The theatre was only a sideline for 
h im, but a sideline which took up a very great deal of his t ime , energy, 
enthusiasm and, occasionally, money, and it is wi th this sideline that we 
are concerned in this book. 
Whi l e at school in Wesel Grein managed to at tend the Weseler Schau-
spielhaus fairly frequently, although it must have been against the rules 
for h im to do so, and he made friends wi th the local dramatic cr i t ic , who 
even seems to have allowed him once to take his place in the Weseler 
Zeitung and wr i te a short notice of the French melodrama Quasimodo, or 
The Bell-Ringer of the Notre Dame. I have no t been able to find out what 
kind of plays were performed in Wesel , but we can assume that the 
preponderance of German farce was, qui te naturally, even heavier than 
in some Dutch theatres at the t ime . 
It was shortly after he had arrived in Antwerp , however , that Grein 
began to take the theatre seriously. Antwerp had a Netherlands Theat re 
(De Nederlandsche Schouwburg), a kind of national theatre (although 
not all at on the same lines as the Comédie Française) subsidised by the 
municipality of Antwerp , and Grein spent a lot of his t ime the re . He 
also became great friends with a young Belgian working in his uncle 's 
1
 The Illustrated London News, 7 / ^ / 1 9 2 1 . 
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office, Louis Krinkels, who shared his infectious enthusiasm for the 
theatre, and together they set out to find their place in the Antwerp 
theatrical world. 
It is very difficult to trace Grein's early activities in Antwerp. As 
neither the archives of the Netherlands Theatre of Antwerp, nor those 
of the "Archief en Museum voor het Vlaamse Cultuurleven" yield any 
information, our only source is Eloquentia, a weekly magazine published 
in Amsterdam from April 9th 1881 till May ^th 1883, when it ended 
abruptly.1 
Mrs. Grein,2 no doubt, must have had at her disposal information no 
longer available now and which cannot be checked. Some of this infor-
mation, however, which she probably had from her own husband, can be 
checked and proved incorrect. In the Arts Gazette,3 one of Grein's many 
magazines, he wrote in Mj forty years of dramatic criticism that he 
began at seventeen, fresh from school, as an apprentice in his uncle's 
office in Antwerp. With Louis Krinkels, "office boy and later a well-
known critic," he started a little paper and they got sixteen shillings a 
week for printing, editing and publishing it. They criticized the national 
theatre and he brought them new plays from Germany and Holland, 
which he translated at night. 
"Glorious ! in 18 8 î I left Antwerp for Amsterdam.. . a slave in a Dutch bank . . . In 
those three years I mastered the ethics and technique of my calling and at the feet of 
the great critics of the day in Holland, Belgium and Germany, I had studied the 
literature of Europe, and imbued myself with the spirit of what is great, good and 
beautiful in the art of the theatre." 
Grein was in fact only two years in Antwerp and his "little paper" can 
be no other than Eloquentia, which according to Mrs. Grein ran for 
fifteen months and caused such a stir in Antwerp theatrical circles, that 
it resulted in Louis Krinkels and J. T. Grein gradually becoming "the 
chartered translators of the (national) theatre's plays from the German. "4 
The facts traced from our only source, the weekly itself, are a little 
more sober. 
Eloquentia, "a four-page weekly devoted to letters in as far as they 
1
 J. T. Grein is not mentioned in Het Vlaamsche Tooneel, inzonderheid in de 19de eeuw, by 
M. Sabbe, L. Monteyne and H. Coopman, Brussels, 1927, a large and very detailed study 
of the 19th century Belgian drama and theatre (6 jo pp. and a 19 page list of names). 
2
 J. T. Grein, The Story of a Pioneer, by his wife (Michael Orme), London, 1936. To be 
referred to from now on as Orme, Mrs. Grein's pseudonym. ' New Series, No 30, 
2/12/1922. 4 Cf. Orme, pp. 3^-7. 
[3] 
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concern eloquence," was founded by Joh.E. A. van Pellecom ' and 
published in Amsterdam. It was a kind of theatrical magazine in which 
professional and amateur performances, plays, books on the theatre, 
activities of amateur dramatic societies and similar subjects were 
discussed.2 Although Grein was in Antwerp early in 1880, his name 
appears for the first time in the magazine on 2ς June 1881,3 when 
Schermers, Bessern & Co, a comedy with songs in one act, written by Jac. 
Grein and Th. v. Hasendonck is reviewed. The reviewer pointed out 
the quite remarkable similarity of the play to J. v. Maurik's Tooneel-
studi'én and accused the authors of plagiarism. He even suggested the 
possibility that both plays were "imitations "of Angely's • List und Phlegma. 
In a letter to the editor s Jac. Grein denied any form of plagiarism and 
the editor accepted the similarity as accidental and apologized. Later on 
the editor referred again to the case of the two Belgian authors,6 from 
which we must infer that Eloquentia at the time still considered Grein as 
a Belgian. Nowhere in the paper is Grein ever called editor or anything 
of the kind. Once he is called "our contributor" ' and once Louis 
Krinkels signs himself co-editor.8 Grein's first contribution was a 
bombastic article on Hendrik Conscience, "The Father of Flemish 
Literature,"9 and his first dramatic criticism, signed G., appeared on 
i£ October 1881 I0 under the heading Netherlands Theatre of Antwerp.11 
In the nine articles on the theatre in Antwerp, Grein's leniency and 
mildness is remarkable. He reviewed plays by Ch. Birch-Pfeiffer (Der 
Leiermann und sein Pßegekind), Bourgeois and D'Ennery (Krankzinnig uit 
Liefde), Thiboust and Barrière (Les Filles de Marble),12 Bourgeois and Féval 
(De Bultenaar, The Hunchback), Kotzebue (Armut und Edelsinn), L'Arronge 
(Doctor Klaus), A. Dumas Père (De Grafsteen of De Steenhouwer) and similar 
1
 Cf. Eloquentia, 11, No 16, 22/7/82. 2 From Vol. 1, No 16, 23/7/81 a "Flemish Chronicle" 
appeared in Eloquentia; from Vol. 1, No 28 it was extended to 6 pages, the last two of 
which were called "Supplement for Antwerp" from no. 29. As appears from No 39 this 
supplement was printed in Antwerp. It disappeared again after u . No 1, 8/4/81 and its 
place was taken by the old "Flemish Chronicle" from the next issue, з Eloquentia, I, 
N 0 . 1 2 . * 1788-183^. s Eloquentia, 1, No 14, 9/7/81. 6 Ibid., No 2¡, 24/9/81. 
7 Ibid., No í i , 25/3/82. β lb,d.. No 43, 28/1/82. vlbid.. No 26, 1/10/81. lo Ibid., 
No 28, 15/10/81. » From Vol. 1, No 29, 22/10/81 to No 41, 14/1/81 Grein's articles 
appeared in the Supplement for Antwerp and from No 45, 11/2/82 in the main section of 
the paper. There are 9 articles on the theatre in Antwerp, while the last two to appear 
in the Supplement deal with the theatre in Amsterdam, whither he had been recalled by 
his father. His place in the Supplement is taken by L.K., K.B., P., and others. " Cf. 
Nicoli, A History of English Drama, V, p. 97 η ι. 
[4] 
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plays, and he was pleased with most of them. Of Kotzebue's play he 
even said that, "although most of his plays are indigestible now, this 
particular play is so witty and fascinating, that it can hold its own with 
plays of the new style. " I "Les Filles de Marble is an old play which will 
always remain new and many a useful lesson can be learned from it." 2 
Mainly, however, he confined himself to making remarks about acting, 
demanding "free, natural acting and simple, yet graceful manners. " з He 
praised the acting in Krankzinnig uit Liefde, which play he called a 
masterpiece, but "some actors could have been more emotional and 
passionate in their delivery, " * and when we read the description of 
Catherine Beersmans playing the leading part in Fiammma we could 
almost imagine ourselves listening to a very young Harold Hobson 
holding forth on the acting of Mile Edwige Feuillière.s He was very free 
with his advice to actors and actresses and pointed out incorrect pro-
nunciation, wrong carriage, lack of freedom and naturalness, etc.6 In 
his review of the Dumas play he "cannot remember ever having seen 
better ensemble-acting" ' and all the time he implied that his theatrical 
experience and knowledge was quite extensive. 
As for the new plays he claimed to have "brought from Germany and 
Holland," there is no evidence of any Dutch play, and very little of 
German plays. L'Arronge's Doctor Klaus, Lustspiel (1878), which was 
much less of a success in Antwerp than in Germany, because "a trans-
lation, even though in fact quite good, cannot possibly convey the very 
German situations as subtly and as forcibly as the original, " 8 was played 
in the Dutch translation of J. H. Rössing. Grein translated von Moser's 
Der Bibliothekar, Lustspiel (1878),' and we can take it that this play is the 
1
 Eloquentia,!, No 32, 12/11/81. * ¡bid.. No 29, 22/10/81. з ¡bid.. No 28. * Ibid., 
No 29. s Ibid., No 32. 6 Ibid., passim. 7 ¡bid., No 36. *lbid.. No. 33. « In Eloquentia, 
1, No 36, 10/12/81, Grem announced the play for next week and wondered whether it 
would have as much success as in Holland and whether it would succeed in finding a 
permanent place in the repertoire and in the public favour. The play was indeed a 
success, Ibid., No 38. In No 39 we read, in a letter to the editor, that the play cannot 
be said "to be adapted by Jac. Grein," as the manager of the Netherlands Theatre of 
Antwerp had ordered a copy of the Dutch translation of the play by J.Agterberg, 
Steenwijk 1881, which was used on the Dutch stage. (The Netherlands Stage Society 
played it in a translation by Salvo Titulo, from 1881 till 1900. See playbills Toneel-
Museum, Amsterdam.) Henri van Kuyk, co-manager of the Netherlands Theatre of 
Antwerp, answered that he had not ordered a copy of the Dutch translation and that Grein 
had translated the play under his very eyes. Grein's translation was certainly as good as 
Agterberg's (Ibid., No 40). The former writer then corrected what he had written. It 
was not the manager that had ordered a copy, but Grein himself (Ibid., No 42). Finally 
[5] 
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one and only play he ever "brought" to the Netherlands Theatre of 
Antwerp, for it seems very unlikely that Eloquentia would have failed to 
inform us of other translations, if there had been any. 
Apart from one more short article on the theatre in Antwerp,1 on 
von Moser's Unsere Frauen, Lustspiel (1882), "excellently translated by 
Louis Krinkels, " and a few very short notices, this is all there is by Grein 
on the theatre in Antwerp. From it we can hardly conclude that he had 
much influence, let alone that his influence was disturbing, although 
actors and actresses might well have resented the pedantic remarks 
made on their work by a 19 year old boy. 
Recalled to Amsterdam by his father, Grein started writing for Eloquentia 
on the theatre in Amsterdam. His first article concerned Pailleron's Le 
Monde où l'on s'ennuie.2 The translation was fair, although it did not 
bear comparison with the original, the formal and dignified Dutch being 
no rendering of the scintillating and conversational tone of the French. 
The acting was on the whole good, apart from some unnaturalness and 
stiffness, and one actress was too middle-class for this play of high 
Paris society. Mrs. Kleine was excellent in the leading part and Grein 
compared her with Mme Devoyod of the Theatre Français, whom he 
had seen in Paris in the same part,3 and he could not decide whose was 
the better acting. 
It is here perhaps the place to wonder "at the feet" of what "great critics 
of the day in Holland, Belgium and Germany" Grein "had studied the 
literature of Europe, and imbued (himself) with the spirit of what is 
great, good and beautiful in the art of the theatre. " • In Germany he 
may have studied Lessing (1729-81), who can hardly, however, be called 
"a great critic of the day" and he may have read Paul Lindau's collected 
dramatic criticism.s But there were no great Belgian critics, nor were 
there any great Dutch ones. There were, however, a number of able 
Dutch critics; and especially in connection with the Meininger Hof-
theater season in Amsterdam from 4 May to 11 June 1880, a good deal of 
sensible and sound criticism had been published.6 To mention a few 
Louis Krinkels, co-editor of Eloquentia, declared on his word of honour that Grein 
translated the play independently in his presence and that the translation was practically 
finished before Grein got hold of Agterberg's work (Ibid. No 43). l Eloquentia, II, No 30, 
28/10/82. 2 Ibid., 1, No 39, 31/12/81. 3 Grein's mother lived in Paris at the time and 
he may have seen the play while on a visit to her. * Cf. supra, p. 3. 5 Cf. Orme, p. 26. 
6
 Cf. Meiningen en Nederland, Dr. H.H.J, de Leeuwe, Groningen, 1959 
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names: J.H.Rössing, A. С. Löffelt, J. N. van Hall and M.B. Mendes da 
Costa, who were all of them young men of letters and journalists. Then 
there were, of a slightly older generation, J. A. Alberdingk Thijm (1820-
89), Professor at the Academy of sculpture and design in Amsterdam, 
Jan ten Brink (1834-1901), professor of literature in the University of 
Leiden, Taco H. de Beer (1838-1923), editor of several literary maga-
zines, and Martin Kalff (1824-97), who as editor of Het Tooneel (The 
Theatre), the publication of the Netherlands Drama League, founded in 
1870, had done a great deal to brighten up the pages of that rather dull 
magazine. But all these critics wrote in so many different magazines and 
papers, that it seems unlikely that Grein can have read much of their 
work during his stay in Antwerp. Some of them collected their articles 
in book form, but that happened much later. It even seems unlikely 
that Grein read Het Tooneel, for in the lists of members of the League for 
1880 and 1881 no Antwerp members are mentioned.1 Grein no doubt 
must have read some Dutch criticism, but it seems hardly possible to 
attach much value to what he wrote forty years later in his Arts Gazette. 
However this may be, Grein went on writing about the theatre in 
Amsterdam for Eloquentia. In all he wrote fourteen articles on the theatre 
in Amsterdam,2 one more about the theatre in Antwerp,* and three 
reviews of published plays.-* None of it is very remarkable. Of a play by 
von Moser and von Schönthan (Unsere Frauen, Lustspiel, 1882) we are told 
that "the plot is weak, as is mostly the case with von Moser's plays, but 
(that) its strength lies in the characters, which are most wittily drawn." 
The acting, although it left at various points much to be desired ("lack of 
emotion, of natural movements, bad pronunciation, monotony of diction, 
etc. ") s was good "even though the Rotterdam company of van Zuylen is 
not in every respect so good as the Netherlands Stage Society. " This was 
what everybody said, and Grein could only make a comparison between 
the two companies from hearsay, as he had only once seen the Netherlands 
Stage Society with Pailleron's Le Monde où l'on s'ennuie. There was 
always much competition between Amsterdam and Rotterdam, and the 
1
 Cf. Ha Tooneel, x, 1880-81, pp. 34-f : On 1 October 1880 there were only 1 ¡ members 
living outside Holland, a section of 15 members in Gent, Belgium. Het Tooneel, xi, 
1881-82, pp. 33-4: On ι October 1881 this same section in Gent had 12 members. 
There were no Antwerp members at all. 2 Vol. 1, Nos 39, 41 , 4$, 47 ; Vol. 11, Nos 2, 6, 
12, I J , 20, 23, 24, 28, 34, 37. There may have been some more articles as in the only 
copy of Eloquentia that I have been able to find 6 issues (Vol. 11, Nos 1, 3, 4, ¡, 13, 31) 
are missing, э Vol. 11, No 30. • Ibid., Nos io, 12, 18. s Vol. i, No 41 . 
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Netherlands Stage Society, which was soon to be called Royal, was just 
enjoying a very good season and was rightly very popular in Amsterdam. 
Its Hamlet was fair and satisfactory in view of the fact that the actors 
were as yet little used to "high-classical plays. " Burgersdijk's translation 
"deserves in every respect appreciation and admiration. The language is 
so pure and melodious, the verse-line runs so smoothly that one readily 
forgives the talented translator his cuttings and omissions." Grein had 
the grace, however, to say (which was quite unusual for him then and 
later on) that he would leave "a further judgement to more competent 
and qualified critics. " ' 
De Schuld (Guilty), a play by Jan C. de Vos and Μ. В. Mendes da Costa, 
"is a good first play, with the usual shortcomings, but very promising. " 2 
cardou's Odette "is unfit for a Dutch audience. The subject is so risqué, 
the language so indelicate, and the whole play so unattractive, that one 
wonders whether the writer of so many good, even excellent plays and 
the writer of Odette can be the same person." The translation was also 
vulgar and coarse. The play was a wrong choice and the acting at the 
première was none too good either. It improved much, however, later 
оп.з Grein was after all only nineteen years old. 
He had missed his chance over the Meininger Hoftheater season in 
1880. He took it now over the Wallner Theater from Berlin, which 
gave a series of performances in Amsterdam in May 1882, and he wrote 
three articles praising the Germans sky high.* They performed nine 
comedies, one Volksstück, two Schwanke and three farces, which were 
not very well attended, although sometimes there was a full house. The 
comedies (such as those by von Moser) had most success, the farces were 
less popular because the audience did not always see the local German 
jokes, but on the whole the public was delighted and enthusiastic. The 
choice of the plays had been "most happy"; the actors, mise-en-scène 
and ensemble-acting were "excellent, " and the Wallner Theater, one of 
the better German troupes, was better than any Dutch company. "In 
short the whole was so excellent, that even the severest critic could 
hardly have detected any faults " and "special praise and thanks were due 
to the director; der technische Leiter des Ganzen."s Grein had seen 
1
 Vol. ι. No 4f. 2 Ibid., No 47, î j /2/82. Grein translated this play as Eine Ehrenschuld, 
and sent it to Berlin "to the well-known impresario Ed. Bloch, * to offer it for production. 
Cf. Eloquent ia, 1, No j i , 25/3/82 and III, No 7, 17/2/83. Cf. also De Portefemlle, II, 
No 48, 25/2/82, p. 433; iv, No J, 29/4/82, p. 39. 3Eloquentia, 11, No 2, i i / 4 /82 . 
* Ibid., 11, Nos 7, 8, 9. s Ibid., Il, No 9, 3/6/82. Grein used the term "regisseur," at the 
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L'Arronge's Doctor Klaus "played by the most famous German companies" 
and he was interested to see what the Wallner Theater would make of it.1 
The Royal Netherlands Stage Society had the misfortune to perform 
Jourßx, a comedy by Hugo Bürger (a play less good than von Moser's 
comedies, but according to Grein in the same category) at about the 
same time as the Wallner Theater. The performance given by the 
Germans was in every respect much better, said Grein.2 
When the Royal Netherlands Stage Society performed De Rantzau's by 
Erckmann-Chatrian, Grein apparently felt it his duty to lecture Paris, 
where the play had not been liked because it was not risqué enough. It 
was an excellent play, however, and much better than the popular L'Ami 
Fritz. In his opinion "the two writers belong to the most talented 
dramatists of modem French literature."3 The same Royal Society 
celebrated its return to the municipal theatre of Amsterdam with a 
performance of Ponsard's Charlotte Corday. Although Grein had nothing 
but praise for the acting, the play itself was "downright tedious, and 
unfit for a Dutch audience. " + 
Grein knew a good deal about Norwegian plays, at least that is what 
he implied. He regretted therefore, that these plays were never per-
formed in Amsterdam, except occasionally in German translations, 
"which many cannot sufficiently understand," such as "Das Faillissement 
by Bjömsternje (sic), given here some time ago by the German actor 
Possart and which was no success." So he was very pleased with the 
performance of J. Paulsen's Vrouwenharten by van Lier's new company. 
The main quality of the play, which had little of the Norwegian theatre 
about it, was the excellent and natural dialogue, well translated by van 
Lier. He ascribed the defective acting to the lack of rehearsal and the 
inexperience of the actors, and went on to criticize some of the 
costumes; "Some years ago we were in Scandanavia" (one cannot help 
wondering when and where that was) "but we cannot remember having 
met there Amsterdam servant girls, at least not dressed as they appear 
now on the stage. " s 
On a visit to Antwerp he saw an excellent production of von Moser's 
Unsere Frauen. 
time still a very vague appellation, as it included something like production as well as 
stage-management, arranging properties etc. We shall use throughout the term director 
cf. infra, p. 2 Í n. i . ' Eioquentia, II, No 7. 2 Ibid., No 6. ilbid.. No 12, 24/6/82. 
*Ibid., 23, 9/9/82. s Ibid., No 28, 14/10/82. 
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"Led by the able manager van Doeselaer and the director Kettman, the Netherlands 
Theatre of Antwerp seems to be getting better and better. Mr. Kettman, who used 
to be the director of the Netherlands Stage Society in Amsterdam, assists by word and 
deed the talented older actors, but especially the less talented younger ones. " ' 
Grein was delighted with the operetta De Schoone Galathée (Die Schone 
Galathée, text by Poly and music by Franz von Suppé) in the Grand 
Théâtre van Lier, but if smoking in Amsterdam theatres were not stopped 
the voices of some of the singers would deteriorate even more.2 In the 
other theatre of van Lier a German company was playing Heroclc's Anne 
Liese. The play itself was "good, but a little dated" and the acting 
extremely good, but "our public does not like historical plays, especially 
not when they do not know the histories. " з A rather curious statement 
after the colossal success the Meiningers had had in 1880 with their 
historical plays, if not with all the critics, at any rate with almost all the 
audiences. 
Justus van Maurik's new play Fijne Beschuiten (Fine Rusks) was "less 
good than his other plays." It was "longwinded, the fourth act being 
completely superfluous, and three or at the most four acts would have 
been amply sufficient. " Still, in spite of all its faults, the public should 
go and see it. "It was a shame that so few people attended this première 
of a new Dutch play by a well-known Dutch playwright. As for our men 
of letters, most of them were absent. " * This was Grein's last dramatic 
criticism in Eloquentia. It is clear that he had already some fixed ideas 
and that he was anything but modest. He could make sweeping, un-
warranted and foolish statements, and he knew already most of the 
clichés. 
Apart from his activity as a dramatic critic, Grein's main concern 
with the theatre at the time was as first secretary of the Amsterdam 
Amateur Dramatic League. From Antwerp already he had urged the 
foundation of a league of the amateur dramatic societies of Holland and 
Belgium, for although Holland and Belgium were two independent 
kingdoms, culturally they belonged together.5 Co-operation between 
Holland and Belgium, especially in matters of the theatre, was never 
very successful, and a league such as that proposed by Grein was never 
realised, but after much discussion, in which Grein's name was never 
mentioned, it was announced in Eloquentia 6 that some regulations had 
1
 Eloquentia, π, No 30. 2 Ibid., No 34, î j / i i / 8 2 . * ¡bid.. No 34. * Ibid., No 37, 
1 6 / 1 2 / 8 2 . 5/bi<f., I, N o 21 , 2 7 / 8 / 8 1 . « № / ¿ . , N 0 4 1 , 1 4 / 1 / 8 2 . 
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been drawn up and approved by the committee of the Amsterdam 
Amateur Dramatic League. They would be printed and sent to the repre­
sentatives of the various societies. Any society wishing to join the League 
was asked to send in name and address of their representative in order to 
get the same rights as the founders. A general meeting was convened for 
31 January 1882.1 At this meeting the regulations were approved with 
slight modifications and additions, a permanent committee was set up and 
Grein was appointed secretary.2 Trouble soon started, and one of the 
committee members, the librarian, resigned.з Eloquentia became from 
Vol. 11, No 2,* the publication of the Amsterdam Amateur Dramatic 
League, and Grein was to act as temporary librarian. He had given some 
books to the library and he informed the readers that some more books 
had been received.! It was his task as first secretary to organise the 
activities of the League, meetings, celebrations, etc. 6 A special festive 
meeting was organised for 24 June 1882, and in a special issue of 
Eloquentia 7 Grein told the history of the foundation of the League in an 
article entitled Our Child: An Allegory. He also announced that there was 
to be a competition among amateur dramatic societies, which were to 
perform four one-act plays "as a proof of their ability. " 
At the first half-yearly meeting eight amateur dramatic societies were 
present,8 and criticism of the League finally got into print.» It was blamed 
for failing to give guidance to Amsterdam amateur societies, particularly 
in the choice of plays. More competitions were organised10 and the last 
of these, held on 2 December 188211 in the Plantage Theatre van Lier, 
and adjudicated by J. A. Alberdingk Thijm, Martin Kalff, de Beer, J. van 
Maurik Jr. and J.H.Rössing, was heavily criticized.12 The performance 
of the selected one-act play, Estelle, от Father and Daughter by E. Scribe, 
was called a fiasco because of its inordinate length, bad and unnatural 
acting, and bombastic speech and language. The committee was accused 
of lack of interest in national plays, as an original dramatic sketch had 
been given an unfavourable place after Scribe's play and come much too 
1
 Eloquentia, 1, No 43, 28/1/82. 2 Ibid., No 47, 2^/2/82. The League intended to have 
its own building for the use of amateur dramatic societies only. Eloquentia, 1, No j i , 
2^/3/82, informed its readers that in London a society had been formed which had 
already decided to build its own premises for the exclusive use of amateurs and that 
before long the building would be started, з Ibid., No J I , 25/3/82. * Ibid., 11, No 2, 
15/4/82. s Ibid., Nos 6 and 7. * Ibid., Nos 9, io, 12. τ Supplement of Vol. 11, No 12, 
24/6/82. » ¡bid.. No 16, 22/7/82. β Ibid., No 26, 30/9/82. ·» Ibid., Nos 27, 32, 34, 
etc. "Ibid., No 34. According to HI, No 6, 10/2/83, the date was 9 December. 
"Ibid., No 37, 16/12/82. 
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late in the evening. Moreover, the public had behaved badly and the 
whole evening had been a flagrant contradiction of all that the League 
stood for. At the next half-yearly meeting on 4 February 1883 Grein 
resigned. The expenses of the previous general meeting and of the com­
petition of December last had been too high and he himself had advanced 
the deficit of forty guilders. He defended himself against criticism and 
accusations. He was convinced that he had done all he could, and now 
he resigned, first because he had too many other things to do, and secondly 
because he had not met with the co-operation he had hoped for. The 
whole committee resigned with him. Suggestions to discontinue the 
League, however, were rejected and in the end the chairman was per­
suaded to stay on. Grein refused and was made an honorary member.1 
The League did not long survive this disturbance and the last issue of 
Eloquentia, ς May 18 8 3,2 also meant the end of the League. The magazine, 
however, had served its purpose as far as Grein was concerned, and so 
had the League.з He had come into contact with useful people and his 
name had come before the Amsterdam public, not only as a dramatic 
critic, but also as a playwright of some sort, and as an admirer of Zola. 
Eloquentia had serialised his one-act play Gehuwd? (Married?) in ten issues.4 
It was very much a minor affair and was produced for the first time by 
the amateur dramatic society "Eloquentia" on i£ April 1882,5 and once 
more by "Vriendschap en Eendracht" on 11 July 1882.6 
About this time Grein wrote some more one-act plays. His first dra-
matic venture was De Grootste Beloonmg (The Highest Reward), privately 
printed in Amsterdam in 1880. It was produced in the family circle on 
the occasion of the golden jubilee of Dr. Thomas Davids, Grein's grand-
father, on 6 November 1880. It is one of those plays written by the 
dozen for family occasions, but which very few people have the heart to 
put into cold print. After Schermers, Bessern and Co,'' he wrote Cherchez la 
Femme, comédie en un acte, in French.8 De Portefeuille called it "a 
pleasant curtain-raiser for the family circle with a good and smooth 
1
 Eloquentia, 111, No 6. Grein cannot have been very popular with amateurs. He 
certainly made untactful remarks. Reviewing a Belgian play in two acts, The Secret of the 
Condemned Man, he condemned the play as a very old-fashioned blood-and-thunder, and 
the author, Jaak Geertsen, as knowing next to nothing of the theatre. Still, he re-
commended the play to amateurs, as it was easy to play. Eloquentia, 11, No 18, 6/8/82. 
2
 Vol. in, No 18. 3 The League does not seem to have achieved much. One of its more 
palpable effects was a reduction of 2ç% on the subscription to Eloquentia for its members. 
Eloquentia, 11, No 12, 24/6/82. • ¡bid.. Nos 12-24. 5 Ibid., No 12. 6 Ibid., No i j . 
7 Cf. supra p. 4. β Amsterdam, 1884. "Dédié à Mlle Anne R.-B. par sonami Jack". 
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dialogue." ' ¡n de Nachttrein, a comedy in one act,2 was originally called 
Wintervoeten (Chilblained Feet), but Grein considered the title unaesthetic 
and changed it. Het Tooneel з praised the dialogue, but pointed out that 
there was far too much coincidence and more theatrical convention than 
probability. Finally, we have Advertentiën (Advertisements), which was to 
be produced by one of the companies of van Lier. Grein wrote it under 
the pseudonym Tom Voorwaarts (Tom Forwards, quite an appropriate 
name), which he used once more for his article on Zola.* 
The article What Zola Wants appeared in Eloquentia on 2 September 
1882.5 Two years before Zola's Nana had been published, and the whole 
literary world of France and Europe had condemned it. 
"If one has followed Zola's work, it is clear that Nana is not a pernicious b o o k . . . 
Under the motto "There is something rotting (sic) in the state, " Zola has pursued a 
good aim : the betterment of his fellow men. Could he not have done that in another 
way? No, he wanted to expose the cancer of society in order to save what could be 
saved, before everything was utterly rotted through." 
The article was "not meant as propaganda, which was unnecessary," but 
he concluded by urging his readers "to read Zola for themselves and to 
learn from his work." In the article Grein still used the term realism, 
1
 De Portefeuille, vi, No ι, j/4/84. "There is not much development and the choice of a 
wife is rather abrupt," but this was excused on the ground that the play "which gives 
evidence of a (decent) French esprit," was set near Paris. Cf. infra, p . 60. г The Hague, 
188 j . "Dedicated to Mrs. Anna Rössing-Sablairolles." з Het Tooneel, χνι, 1886-7, p. 73. 
The play was produced for the first time by van Lier in Amsterdam at the beginning of 
1889. Cf. Het Tooneel, χνιιι, No 9, 19/1/89, and De Portefeuille, χ. New Series, No 27, 
i/1/89, p. 427, which wrote : "The play is written entirely in the French style, and the 
whole intrigue is based on a not badly contrived device, the fine point of which becomes 
clear only at the very end." According to the Preface, Grein wrote his play, which had 
no other purpose than "to entertain the audience pleasantly for fifteen minutes, " and the 
other plays, mainly for amateurs, who could perform them free of charge. Professional 
troupes were to pay a fee on application to the author according to the copyright law of 
28 July 1881. 4 Cf. Eloquentia, Ш, No 9, 3/3/83 and De Portefeuille, vi, No 48, 24/2/83. 
The play was published as Λ avertenti «1, blijspel in een bedrijf, door Jack, Amsterdam, 
1886. De Portefeuille, vu, No j2 , 27/3/86, called it suitable for amateurs and easy to 
play. Het Tooneel, xvi, 1886-87, P· 73, w a s l e s s kind. The long arm of coincidence which 
clinched the two marriages was much too obvious, and also in view of the trivial and 
occasionally vulgar language, the piece, obviously not new, would have been better left 
unpublished. Dramatic Review, vi, No 146, 12/11/87, p . I2f, wrote: "Another 
play of our contributor Mr. Jack Grein, a one-act farce Advertisements has been accepted 
by the National Theatre at Antwerp. The first performance will take place during 
November." Cf. ¡φα, p . 60. 5 Ibid., 11, No 22. 
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and apparently had not yet heard of the term naturalism in connection 
with Zola. However, his readers could see now how progressive and 
liberal he was.1 
Grein resigned his post as first secretary of the Amsterdam Amateur 
Dramatic League on 4 February 1883 "because he was overburdened 
with work." 2 He told a reporter, or member of the editorial staff of 
Het Tooneel, who visited him in London in 1932, that when he came back 
in Amsterdam from Antwerp (which was towards the end of 1881) he 
became the dramatic critic of Het Nieuwe Weekblad (The New Weekly), 
edited by G.W.Schimmel. Through Taco H. de Beer he also became 
the dramatic critic of the literary weekly De Vortefeuille and in 1883 he 
began to write for a third paper, the daily De Amsterdammer. "Taco H. de 
Beer wrote a preface for my collected dramatic criticisms Sketches and 
Critiques by Jack, for my father did not want to see the name Grein on the 
cover of a book."3 
Grein seems to have considered Taco H. de Beer, the editor of De 
Portefeuille and of Het Tooneel at the time, as his mentor. De Beer certainly 
saw a lot in him. He very much welcomed Grein's idea of publishing a 
number of his articles in book form, and he was very loud in his praises 
in the preface which he wrote to Grein's collection of Dramaturgische 
Schetsen en Causeriën (Dramatic Sketches and Talks) 1883-84, by Jack.* This 
collection contains most of Grein's dramatic criticism written up to that 
time. It consists of two parts: Dramaturgische Schetsen, pp. i - i y i , 
seventy-seven articles discussing 8^ plays, and reprinted from Het 
Nieuwe Weekblad and De Amsterdamsche Courant; and Causeriën, pp. 1-44, 
eleven articles discussing 2 ς plays already discussed in the first part and 
reprinted from De Portefeuille. Both parts contain an alphabetical index 
of actors and authors discussed.s 
Although I have only been able to trace four odd copies of Het Nieuwe 
1
 Grein may have read L. van Deyssel's defence of Hugo and Zola against the Roman 
Catholics in De Dutsche Waranda, Amsterdam, 1881, pp. 478-512. L. van Deijssel was 
seventeen at the time and Grein nineteen, but Grein's article is nowhere near the same 
standard. Later on Grein became friends with Van Deijssel, cf. infra p . 54, note 1. 
2
 Eloqaentia, in, No 6, 10/2/83. з Het Tooneel, New Series, xvin, Dec. 1932, pp. 
102-3. Grein never wrote for De Amsterdammer. He meant De Amsterdamsche Courant. 
He also got the title of his collected dramatic criticisms wrong. •Beverwijk, 1884. 
s As the pages of the second part are also numbered 1, 2, etc., а С will be added to 
distinguish them from the pages of the first part. 
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Weekblad, which started on 6 January 1883 as a general Sunday paper and 
was edited by G. W . Schimmel, we can assume that all the articles in 
Schetsen, pp . 1-80, were repr in ted from Het Nieuwe Weekblad, as all the 
o ther articles are , wi th one or two exceptions, from other sources.1 
In De Amsterdamsche Courant there is nothing by Grein in 1883, and 
there is very li t t le dramatic crit icism at all ; mostly only short unsigned 
notices of cur ren t product ions . Grein 's first art icle appeared on 19 
February 1884 and was unsigned, as was his second article on the follow-
ing day. Both these articles are to be found in Schetsen, pp . 81-2 and 
82-3 . The first signed article (signed G.) appeared on 26 February 1884.2 
All the o ther articles are signed G., except one , which is signed Jack.3 
After Grein ' s last art icle on 29 September 1884 the paper re tu rned to 
its old pract ice of simple short notices. Only three articles do no t 
reappear in Schetsen: Fatinitza, an operet ta , on 17 March 1884; De 
Famihe Evrard, a play in three acts, by V. Jannet, on 19 July 1884: and 
Papa, a comedy in three acts, by A. van Loo and Leterr ier , on 29 Sep-
t ember 18 84, while two articles in Schetsen are not from De Amsterdamsche 
Courant: Die Goede Buitenlui (Nos Bons Villageois), a play by Sardou, pp . 
90-1 and Een vijand des Volks (An Enemy of the People), by Ibsen, pp . 151-3. 
All the o the r articles in Schetsen bear the same dates as those in De Amster-
damsche Courant, wi th a few exceptions, which could easily be misprints.·* 
The second part , the eleven Causenén o r Talks provide nothing new. 
They are all reprints from De Portefeuille, in which they appeared be -
tween June and Oc tober 1884.5 They cover the same ground as the 
1
 At the Instituut voor Perswetenschappen, Keizersgracht 604, Amsterdam, there are 
four odd copies oí Het Nieuwe Weekblad the specimen copy and Nos 1, 10 and 40. No 40 
dated Sunday, 7 October 1883, contains an article signed J.T.G. It is the one in Schetsen 
on pp. 48-9 and dated there 3 October 1883. 2 Schetsen, pp. 83- j . з On iljiji^.. 
• The article An Enemy of the People, dated îijiojSi, could easily be from Het Nieuwe 
Weekblad. There are four articles dated 3, 11, î j and 31 October. An article dated 
21 October could easily be fitted in. The article is a review of the Dutch translation of 
Ibsen's play by Ida Donker, The Hague, 1883. There is no preface by Grein to this 
translation. Orme says: "Already a champion of Ibsen in 1881, it fell to J.T. 's lot to 
write a preface to the first translation into Dutch of An Enemy of the People, , " p. 40 . 
All of this is incorrect, s De Portefeuille, Vol VI. Grein had written for this weekly 
before. His first contribution had been A Letter to the editor, iv, No 39, i^jujii. In 
iv, No 4 1 , 6/1/83, be is already mentioned among the regular contributors. The same 
mention is found in v, No 1, 7/4/83 and vu, No 1, 4/4/8J. In iv, No 42, 13/1/83, he 
had written an article about dailies and weeklies in Amsterdam. In v, No ς, í / í / 8 3 , he 
had reported a meeting of the Netherlands Drama League, where the critic F. van der 
Goes "did nothing but read to the public some of his dramatic criticisms already printed 
hi] 
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articles from De Amsterdamsche Courant and are, if not quite identical, very 
nearly so. One of the three articles from De Amsterdamsche Courant, which 
are not reprinted in Schetsen, the one on Тара, is found in Causeriën, pp. 
40-4. Later on, as we shall see, it became quite an established practice 
with Grein to send more or less identical articles to different papers. He 
started this practice apparently quite early. 
Grein continued his series of Causeriën in De Portefeuille till 2£ 
February i 8 8 j (16 more articles) after which he left for London. 
Finally he wrote one article in Het Tooneel, a survey of the Royal Nether-
lands Stage Society season for 1883-84.1 
According to de Beer, Dramaturgische Schetsen en Causeriën was well 
received by the press. "The scholarly indexes make it into a handbook 
to be used and referred to in the same way as the collected dramatic 
criticism of Lindau and of the "Monsieur de Г Orchestre " . ' ' 2 In the 
preface he had made exaggerated claims on Grein's behalf. 
"Trained in Germany for the study of literature and literary criticism, he (Jack) had 
seen in Germany, France, Belgium and Holland the best plays that were performed 
there. The plays he criticized he knew either from study or reading or repeated 
visits to the theatre . . . His collected articles will be an important contribution to 
the history of the theatre for the last two years, particularly because of the indexes. 
Critics can learn a good deal from this book; the playgoer can compare his own 
opinions with Grein's not infallible but on the whole well-motivated, judgements, 
and the young playwright can learn in what some plays excel and in what others are 
deficient, which is the sole means of knowing what is wanted nowadays by the two 
different kinds of playgoers. The author should not be blamed too much for the 
slightly German shade of some of the earlier articles; his work has also another 
German quality, that of thoroughness. " 
in De Amsterdammer. " Grein himself not infrequently resorted to this practice later on 
when in London. At a meeting of the Dutch club in London he read his pieces on 
Sardou's Theodora (De Portefeuiile, VI, No 41, I O / I / 8 Í ) and on Ohnet's Le Maitre des Forges 
(Schetsen, pp. 9J-100, ic-£C). Cf. De Portefeuille, vu, N0 32, 7 /11/8j ; Algemeen Handels-
blad, Í / I I / S J . ' Het Tooneel, xiv, 1884-;, pp. 164-70. This was Grein's first dramatic 
article in this magazine. Earlier, хн, 1882-3, І О /з/8з, pp. 117-9, he had written 
Л Model Theatre. This was in connection with a pamphlet. Project einer Theater-Rejorm der 
Gesellschaft zar Herstellung zeitgenosser Theater "Asphaha. " This society had built a model 
theatre, at one tenth of its actual size, entirely of metal and brick, only the stage itself 
being made of wood, and in which only electric light was used. In view of the notorious 
lack of safety of the antiquated Dutch theatres, about which Grein was very worried, 
he strongly recommended the pamphlet to every theatre manager. He promised a 
second article on the same subject. This never appeared. Starting a series of articles and 
never completing it was another of Grein's life-long habits. 2 De Portefeuille, vi, No 47, 
I i / î / 8 f . 
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It hardly seems necessary to refute these claims. In Germany Grein 
was simply a schoolboy who had to work hard under a very strict disci-
pline and in Antwerp he was a young clerk, hard up most of the time. 
He was very much interested in and fascinated by the theatre, it is true, 
and he must have picked up various things about the theatre, but there 
is nothing to substantiate de Beer's claims. It is very difficult to find out 
what other people thought of Grein. De Beer's assertion that his book 
was on the whole kindly received by the press, appeared in De Portefeuille 
of 21 February 188$, rather early for many press notices to have ap-
peared. It could easily have been the result of wishful thinking. 
K . J .W. , surveying the theatre in Amsterdam for De Amsterdammer, 
Weekblad voor Nederland, merely announced that "Mr Jack, the dramatic 
reporter of De Portefeuille, was publishing his entertaining Dramaturgische 
Schetsen en Causeriën."I An anonymous writer, surveying the theatre of 
1884 in the same weekly,2 referred to Grein's criticism as follows: 
"The journalistic theatre "causerie" was represented by de Vries with his In and 
About the Theatre (a serial publication) and Mr. Jack, the dramatic reporter of De 
Portefeuille. Both gentlemen chatter quite pleasantly about matters concerned with 
the theatre . . . as if to these two gentlemen the world of the theatre is a park or a 
garden to laze and walk about in, picking a flower for their buttonholes or crushing 
a flower with their walking-sticks, . . . " з 
De Beer was very indignant about this article and in his Theatre 
Criticasters he defended the critics of most dailies and weeklies. Things 
were not at all so bad as "the great unknown" of De Amsterdammer said or 
implied.•* De Beer then quoted a few lines from Grein's current article 
in De Portefeuille* about the actress Miss J.de Groot ("all art and no 
emotion") and defiantly asked "the great unknown" to say whether Grein 
was crushing a flower there or picking one for his buttonhole. A good 
deal of this childish kind of bickering went on all the time. Most of these 
critics were very sure of themselves and they could rarely see anyone 
else's point of view. There is no knowing why Het Nieuwe Weekblad and 
De Amsterdamsche Courant stopped taking Grein's contributions. The 
former may simply have ceased to exist, while with the latter it may just 
have been a passing phase of a paper which of late had spent very little 
space on the theatre. De Amsterdamsche Courant was a very old paper and 
was by tradition mainly concerned with business and advertisements. 
' D e Amsterdammer, ij/2/8j. » Ibid., 18/1/8^, 2f/i/8j, i/i/Sj. *lbid., i / î / S j . 
+ Het Tooneel, xiv, 1884-^, pp. 236-42. This "great unknown" was possibly. A.J. 
Alberdingk Thijm. s vi, No 44, 31/1/8^. 
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On the other hand, if Grein's articles had been very popular, it seems 
unlikely that they would have been stopped right at the beginning of the 
new theatrical season. If we take Grein's first collection of dramatic 
criticism, we can gather from it a fairly clear idea of his critical arsenal 
and equipment. It was the arsenal and equipment which he took along 
to London, for there is hardly any difference between these articles and 
those he wrote during the last few months before he left Amsterdam.1 
Of the 85 plays discussed by Grein 18 are original Dutch plays (13 of 
which were new), 28 are French, 18 German, 2 English, 1 American 
(probably) and 1 Norwegian. The remaining 17 are a mixture of French 
and German operettas and spectacles. All these plays, except one, were 
performed in Amsterdam, although they represent by no means a com-
plete list of all the plays performed there at that time. As for An Enemy 
of the People, which was performed in Rotterdam, Grein did not discuss 
the performance, but only the play itself, which had recently been 
published in Dutch.2 
"The other day," wrote Grein, "I was accused of being extraordinarily hard to please 
of late. I don't think this is true. Nobody is more willing to acknowledge a good 
thing than I am, nor can anyone be more pleased about the slight ray of sunshine 
which as Adnenne Lecouvreui is trying to penetrate the dark thunder-clouds." з 
He admired "this well-known and well-loved play, " written in 1849 
by E. Scribe and Legouvé, very much. He disliked Ponsard's Charlotte 
Corday, Le Lion Amoureux and La Bourse, after the performance of which he 
wrote: "Ponsard, the playwright, is, we believe, quite dead now in 
Amsterdam. The Royal Netherlands Stage Society were his pall-
bearers. " • He probably thought Ponsard was not romantic enough, but 
he was very enthusiastic about Scribe's successor V. Sardou. He was 
positively prejudiced in his favour and always made allowances for him. 
1
 Sixteen more Causenën in De Portefeuille between 18/10/84 ^1^ 28/2/8$. 1 The two 
English plays are Shakespeare's Hamlet and Steeple Chase. Al. Mugge is given as the author 
of the latter and the play is translated from the German into Dutch. Schetsen, pp. 36-8 
and Index p. ¡. It is, however, probably some German adaptation of John Maddison 
Morton's play. Cf. Nicoli, Л History of English Drama, V, p. 496. Miss Multon, (от. Miss 
Multon, or the English Governess as it was called in De Portefeuille, ix, 1887-88, p. 749.) 
by E.Nus and A.Belot, and translated from the French by H.vanOÍFel (Schetsen, pp. 
102-4, Contents p. iv and Index p. ς), could well be the play mentioned by Nicoli, ν , 
pp. 720 and 841, and given there as probably the American drama by A. R. Cazauran. 
* Schetsen, p. 48. *lbid., pp. 67, 113, 129-31. 
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Dora (1887) of "the ingenious and resourceful Sardou" with its "brilliant 
and fascinating dialogue," "complete characterisations and series of 
masterly scenes," "justly claims our praise, admiration and interest."1 
Fedora (1882) "an excellent vehicle for Sarah Bernhardt" "could not but 
produce laurels for a talented actress".2 Divorçons (1880) is 
"in the fullest sense of the word a comedy, though seemingly of the same kind as the 
many Schwanke, which have come over from Germany of late. But what a difference 
in subject, dialogue and characterisation, von Moser, the hero of the Schwanke, builds 
on an extremely trivial subject, misunderstandings, etc., and does not bother about 
the characters of his chief personages, he even does not mind giving two different 
characters to one personage. Sardou on the other hand designs an intricate plot, 
bestows the utmost care on his personages, and writes a dialogue scintillating with 
ingenuity, jokes and witticisms. Nor does he despise the comic force of situations,.. "J 
The German plays, which Grein used to like so much only a short time 
ago, were no longer in favour. He thoroughly detested them and was 
indignant about them. Leon Treptow's Mensch Erger je niet (Keep Your 
Наіт On) was "rubbish" * and 
"the almost unequalled fertility of von Moser exercises a destructive influence on the 
quality of his work . . . But I have a much stronger grievance. To make people 
laugh he uses all sort of lewd jokes and double-entendre, which in fact make his plays 
indigestible. In French double-entendre is just bearable, in German it sounds of­
fensive, in Dutch it is revolting." ' 
"£ine Kranke Familie is one of the oldest and also one of the weakest 
plays of von Moser who is so extravagantly admired in our country. " 6 
Julius Rosen's dialogue in Machines was "insipid and dull" and his Schutz-
geist "has a good basic value, but is badly and thoughtlessly developed, 
many people, no characters, much nonsense and little ingenuity and 
wit ." 7 Oscar Blumenthal's Der Probepfeil was a little better,8 but 
Roderich Benedix, von Schönthan, L'Arrange and others were all 
vehemently attacked» and poor Charlotte Birch-PfeifFer "was every-
thing, . . . except a dramatist. " I0 
1
 Schetsen, p . 11. 2 Ibid., pp . 16, 40. * ibid., p . 27. Further on Sardou, see pp. 41 
(Nos Intimes), 90 (Nos Bons Villageois), 88 (Fernande), 30C (Uncle Sam). On Ohnet, also 
much admired, see pp. 96, 149, 3C. * Ibid., p. 4 1 . s Ibid., p . 47. 6 Ibid., p . 93. 
''Ibid., p . 60. * Ibid., pp. 12J-7 and ÍC-7C . 'Ibid., pp. 117, 119, i j o , 6C etc. 
™lbid., p . I J C . 
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We have seen, that Grein just back from Antwerp, was already an 
admirer of Norwegian plays,1 but as yet Ibsen was very much "terra 
incognita" for him. In An Enemy of the People, he wrote : 
"Ibsen touches a chord, the vibrations of which are felt and understood by every 
cultured person. He exposes boldly the sores of some parts of society and he draws 
in his Folkefjende a character who must arouse the sympathy and admiration of every 
well-meaning and right-thinking person . . . I doubt whether Ibsen's work when 
performed on the stage in our country would be quite satisfactory, as the plot is 
perhaps too simple, the action moves too slowly and the language is too high for our 
public, but the reading of the play, which on account of the masterly presentation of 
the main character may be called a masterpiece, provides true enjoyment for the 
educated reader. " г 
About Dutch plays Grein observed : 
"It really seems that no playwrights are bom in Holland, that our intellectual horizon 
is too limited, our power of imagination too slight to devise plots, to write dialogue 
scintillating with ingenuity and wit, and to draw human characters. Too many people 
write for the stage in our country, but the ratio between quality and quantity is so 
appalling, that we may feel ourselves privileged to be spared by our publishers and 
managers the halfripe and unripe products of those writers." з 
He thought that Dutch plays were on the whole too long-winded. Of 
a five-act play he wrote : "The plot is far too slight for five acts, it would 
have been just enough for one. " s Another play was "too insignificant, " * 
and in a third play "the characters only talk about things which do not 
concern us and about which we do not care, " "the performance being the 
only thing about it deserving of praise. " 6 Another again 
"is a real Dutch play with real Dutch shortcomings and real Dutch qualities ; the plot 
is little original, it is verbose, far too longwinded and borrows stage-effects which 
have already proved their value elsewhere; on the other hand we find in it kind-
heartedness, geniality, integrity and sincerity of character, and often witty and telling 
remarks at the right moment and at the right place. " * 
I n fact G r e i n w a s n o t t o o h a r d o n D u t c h plays a t a l l . " W e h a v e v e r y 
f e w f u l l - l e n g t h D u t c h p lays , b u t t h e r e a r e p l e n t y o f g o o d o n e - a c t c o m e ­
d i e s , " 8 he observed and for some more literary Dutch plays, such as 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 9. г Schetsen, pp. ΐ ί ΐ - 3 . In a note added later we are informed that the 
play was performed by the Rotterdam section of the Royal Netherlands Stage Society 
and had so little success that it was taken off immediately. Cf. ¡nfra, pp. 106-7. 
3 Ibid., p . 109. *Ibid., p . 8. ¡Ibid., p . 69. 6 Ibid., pp. 70-1. ''Ibid., p . 131. s Ibid., 
p . 42 С. 
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F. van Eeden's Het Sonnet and P. Brooshooft's Zijn Meisje komt uit (His Girl 
joins him), he prophesied a permanent place in Dutch literature, which 
they never attained.1 This can hardly be called over-vigorous ciriticism.2 
Of English plays Grein knew as yet nothing, as he himself was often to 
confess later on.3 Hamlet, of course, "is a masterpiece of the immortal 
Stratford bard and poet,"'* but he was less satisfied with Burgersdijk's 
cuts than when he saw it for the first time,s and he was shocked by the 
way in which the play was handled by the Royal Netherlands Stage Society.6 
Grein's preference for the well-made French play with its intricate plot, 
its ingenuity and witty dialogue is quite clear, and in spite of his admi-
ration for Zola, he did not like realism or naturalism on the stage, either 
in the play itself or in the acting. 
"A short time ago many people had been rightly dissatisfied and morally shocked by 
the realistic or rather naturalistic conception of the main part (in Sardou's Divorçons) 
by a Brussels actress.' . . . We used to see murders on the stage without a drop of 
blood being spilt, but here (Decourcelle's Klaveren Aas, Ace of Clubs) we see Juliette 
d'Auberval rushing from her bedroom splashed with so much blood, that it makes the 
audience shudder. We used to be told the horrible things which happen in the lower 
strata of society, but now we enter a café chantant, where we have to witness the 
revolting amusements of the most depraved part of the population of Paris and 
where we hear a language which disgusts our ears, and see actions which offend our 
eyes . . . Many people seem to enjoy this kind of play, . . . but they forget that this 
type of play cannot contribute towards enlarging their minds, ennobling their tastes 
or advancing their education. They forget that neither the interests of art, nor their 
own interests are served by such a play. " 8 
1
 Schetsen, pp. 62, 63, 101 and $8-6о. г W.F.G. A. van Sorgen's new play Een Nieuwe 
Dokter was "hissed off the stage and ridiculed, a thing almost unheard of in this country. 
Even the simple people, who filled the theatre on Saturday could not swallow this insipid 
and tedious play When I read it some months ago, I thought it insignificant, but I had 
never expected such a reception, nor that the dialogue, which proved boring when read, 
would be so terrible when spoken - and well spoken at that. There is no plot, no 
interesting action, nor situations, nor words, nor anything to justify it being called a 
comedy." Schetsen, p. 39. Grein wrote this on 20/8/83. He had in fact reviewed the 
play, when it was published the previous year, in Eloquentia, 11, No 10, 10/6/82, more 
than fourteen months before and he had called it at least partially successful, and 
deserving to be performed, at least by amateurs. The play was not very good, but it was 
not very bad either, and better than the author's previous play De van Dolens van Poelmjk. 
5 Thelll. London News, 4/6/21. 4 Schetsen, p. 141. s Cf. supra, p. 8. 6 Schetsen, pp.14 2-3. 
7 Ibid., p. 27. Apparently Grein did not yet distinguish clearly between these two terms, 
which were in fact often used indiscriminately at the time. * Ibid., p. ¡j. 
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As yet Grein did not speak of the Mission of the Theatre, but this idea, 
which was very much behind his whole theatrical career, at least in 
theory, was already there, even if it was not yet articulate.1 
"Those who cherish and also try to realise the wish, that the theatre should not 
merely provide entertainment, but should also make an attempt at ennobling and 
educating the people, feel hurt to see the people rush to plays which offer everything 
for the eye and the ear and nothing for the heart and the emotions, which serve up the 
same old old stories, poorly dressed into the bargain, in order to mollify the very 
susceptible hearts of a half-educated audience. But what is the use of complaining of 
a matter nobody can do anything about? . . . What we want to stress here is this. 
After reading what I have written the question might be asked, whether the French 
pi èces à moeurs, which are to be seen more and more often on our stage, can exercise 
an ennobling influence, whether those drames de l'adultère can educate the people. 
Our answer is yes. The objectionable tendency of those plays apart, the way in which 
many of them dissect and lay open the human heart and describe the conflict of 
passions, makes the playgoer reflect and sometimes may lead him to examine his own 
motives, all of which increases his knowledge and experience of man, and this 
educates and ennobles him. " 2 
The educational value of the theatre is stressed again and again and 
Grein was snobbish enough to believe that the upper and upper middle 
classes provided the intelligent, educated and cultured audience he was 
looking for. It was the lower classes which needed all the education. 
"Our higher classes are beginning to have more and more sympathy for the (Royal) 
Netherlands Stage Society, which can only be for the good, as far as the application 
and enthusiasm of our actors are concerned. " з "Plays which do not put on the stage 
living, thinking and feeling characters, will not gain the sympathy of our cultured 
playgoers and will have to be content with the too cheap cheers of the lower classes 
which are eager for moving scenes, etc . . . " * 
Janus Tulp, a Dutch volksstuk (play for the lower classes), 
"is by no means a masterpiece, . . . but it is a first-rate volksstuk, it is healthy, full 
of clean jokes, and it teaches a moral which — and we have evidence for what we 
say — has its influence on the common people. " s "There is a shortage of good volh-
1
 In practice Grein believed in potboilers and box office successes to make up for losses 
suffered over good plays. "A theatre manager is at once artist and merchant. As an 
artist he endeavours to give the educated public the best and deepest plays. As a 
merchant he provides plays that pay, however bad these plays, artistically speaking, may 
be. The masses through lack of knowledge prefer these plays to the really good ones. 
The theatres are empty as a rule, when a masterpiece is produced and full, when some 
rubbish is on. So we cannot blame Mr. van Lier for putting on a real box office play 
after the losses sustained on account of Sardou's Fernande." Schetsen, pp. i i j-6 and 92. 
1
 Schetsen, pp. 108-9. 3 Ibid., p . 13. *Ibid., p . i f C . s Ibid., p . 11. 
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stukken, which must be intelligible to the lower classes and irreproachable from a 
moral point of view, to replace the masses of melodramas and blood-and-thunder 
plays, which still flood our stages." ' 
Rudolf Kneisel's Het Lied van de Muzikant was rather a bad play, but 
"its healthy tendency, and its strong and often fresh language are compen­
sation for much and stamp it as a volksstuk in the proper sense of the 
w o r d . " 2 
Grein very much felt himself a protector of public morality and he 
reproached Jan С de Vos for allowing prostitution openly to be dis­
cussed in his Naar de Koloniale Tentoonstelling (A Visit to the Colonial 
Exhibition), and "not mincing his words either." з 
"There also occurs in the play a rather unsavoury scene, when a French demi-mon-
daine whispers sweet words into the ear of a gentleman . . a scene acted by Mrs. 
Vink as decently as she could." * 
The translator of Sardou's Fernande is reprimanded because 
"his translation has little regard for propriety. When a writer puts on the stage the 
most equivocal situations, the translator should be particularly careful with every 
word he uses. " s 
The translator of Ed. Gondinet's La Panache (De Nieuwe Prefekt), on the 
other hand, is praised "for his neat translation in which every double-
entendre has been as far as possible removed or glossed over. " 6 
Grein would be grateful "to be spared insipid, equivocal and am­
biguous jokes, which one might suffer occasionally in a coffee house, but 
would never want to hear in the temple of art. " 7 One could almost say 
that Grein's attitude to plays was rather conventional. Not that there 
were yet at that time many unconventional plays, but he seemed satisfied 
enough with what the general run of critics considered good plays, and 
one can hardly say that his demands were extravagant. 
With regard to acting and stage-mangement, it was much the same. He 
asked for acting that was natural, free and easy, sober and unaffected.8 
Declaiming and reciting must be avoided and delivery must be light, un­
affected, sensitive and emotional. Manners must be free and easy and 
1
 Scheuen, pp. 117-8. 2 Ibid., p. 87. з Ibid , p. j j . *Ibid., ρ ςς. s Ibid., p. 90. 
* Ibid., p. 29. τ Ibid., p. 119. 8 It should be bome in mind, that natural, as regards 
acting, is very much a comparative or relative conception. 
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much attention must be paid to well-mannered behaviour on the stage, 
and to a civilised and accurate way of speaking, in which no trace of 
dialect was discernible.1 On the whole he was not dissatisfied with what 
acting he saw and he was pleased that, although the Jeu sacré was not 
always there, г afiFectation, a failing of most actors of the older school, 
could now be detected in only a few actors.3 The actors of the Royal 
Netherlands Stage Society were in general quite good, and he much ad­
mired Louis Bouwmeester* and his sister Mrs.Frenkel,' who joined the 
Society in I S S J after the death of Mrs. Kleine, another actress much 
admired by Grein.6 His admiration, however, did not make him blind 
to what he considered their shortcomings and Louis Bouwmeester was 
told that he should learn his parts better and dress more carefully,7 while 
Mrs. Frenkel was informed that her way of eating on the stage was posi­
tively annoying.8 
"We have repeatedly pointed out that most of our actors cannot move about in a 
French salon. They lack the refined manners, which characterise the educated 
Frenchman." » 
Art is, time and again, contrasted with emotion and feeling. 
"Art alone is not sufficient here, emotion and feeling are essential as well." 'o "In 
Miss de Groot's Ophelia I have looked in vain for emotion and feeling. Art there is in 
plenty and it seemed to me that everything this Ophelia said was feigned and sham, in 
a word, only acting; there was nothing natural about it. There was emotion in one 
scene only: her talk with Laertes was emotional indeed." " 
Concerning the same actress we are told elsewhere 
"she recited her lines excellently (in Ponsard's Le Lion Amoureux) and her carriage 
was irreproachable. Yet she could not hold her audience, as feeling was most of the 
time lacking. Her acting was artistic, but not natural." " 
Grein's use of terms here is not very clear and distinct. Words seem 
to be used in different meanings, and art seems to stand for something 
very much like artificiality. 
Stage-management was still in its infancy and mainly concerned with 
1
 Schetsen, p. 9 j . * Ibid., p. 49. 'ibiJ., p. 2. * Ibid., pp. 1, 23, 38, 68, 13Í, etc. 
4bid., pp. 7, 16, 41, 8 i , 103, etc. « Ibid., p. 26. » Ibid., p. 68. »Ibid., p. 28. 
β Ibid., p. 41. io Ibid., p. 8$. " Ibid., p. 30 С. "Ibid., p. 68. 
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scenery, costumes and properties, although some attention was beginning 
to be paid to the direction of the individual actor.1 The actor Kettman 
was one of the first directors of the Netherlands Stage Society, where he 
was succeeded by W. P. de Leur in 1879, when he went to Antwerp. 
A. J. Legras made quite a name as director in Rotterdam and H. van Kuyk 
and C. P. T. Bigot Sr., actors like Legras, worked as directors for the two 
sections of Van Lier's company in Amsterdam. The Meininger Hof-
theater, which toured Holland in 1880 and which had more success with 
the general public than with the critics, had left its traces on the theatre 
in Holland, but with them also direction meant mainly mise-en-scène and 
group- or crowd-effects, rather than the direction of the individual 
actor ; and on this latter point the Dutch theatre had little to leam from 
the Meiningers.2 
Grein quite often used the word direction. He also used mise-en-scène 
and in most cases they seem to be synonymous. H. van Kuyk and 
C. P. T. Bigot were the only people he called directors.3 In most cases, 
where the direction is mentioned, it was in connection with the dressing 
of the play, the scenery, costumes and properties.* Only once is 
lighting ("the defective arranging of the lights") s mentioned and in a few 
cases the direction is made responsible for the supernumeraries: "the 
direction should take them in hand. " 6 The performance of Gravin Sarah, 
by Mendes da Costa, was on the whole very well and carefully prepared 
under the direction of the author.7 Grein reproached the direction for 
the bad pronunciation of French names,8 but only once did he hold it 
responsible for the misinterpretation of their parts by the actors : "The 
direction deserves praise for the careful mise-en-scène, but also blame for 
allowing actors to misinterpret their parts. " » 
As with Grein's conception of acting, nothing of this was new or in 
1
 We shall use throughout the terms director and direction. "A certain Monsieur Porel 
once described the profession of director as, "one of the most curious, one of the most 
fascinating, one of the most subtle in the world. " The art of good direction is the most 
mysterious and elusive aspect of theatre practice. There are few rules . . . In this country 
at least the director is not even sure of his correct title - the terms producer and director 
are interchangeable." See Encore, The Voice of Vital Theatre, Vol. 7, No 4, July-August 
i960, pp. 4-$; Theatre Notebook, London, Vol. xiv, No 4, i960, pp. 133-i, and Vol. 
xvi, No 2, 1961-2, p. 66. Cf. also supra, p. 8 n. j . 2 Cf. H. H. J.de Leeuwe, Meiningen 
en Nederland, Groningen, 1959. 3 Schetsen, pp. 116, 121-4. • Ibid., pp. 7, ι ς, з ь 4^» 
ί
0
ι í 8 t 73» 8 ο ι 83> 8 4 · ΙΟΟ> e t c · s Ibid., p. 49. 6 Ibid., pp. 36 and 82. ''Ibid., p. 77. 
»Ibid., p. 124. » Ibid., p. 36 C. 
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any way revolutionary. It was all very much in the air in Amsterdam at 
the time, and common property of practically everybody there writing 
on the theatre. 
In the further sixteen Causeriën which Grein wrote in De Portefeuille ' 
before he left Amsterdam for London, there is nothing to change sub-
stantially the above picture of him as a dramatic critic, except that his 
supercilious know-all attitude had become if anything more cocksure; 
and that he posed more than before as the experienced critic. Writing 
about Sardou's Divorforw, performed in Amsterdam by a French company, 
he casually threw in remarks like "When I saw the play a few years ago",2 
and actors and actresses were even more freely told how bad their acting 
and pronunciation were.3 When Mrs. Theo Frenkel was engaged by the 
Royal Netherlands Stage Society to take the place of Mrs. Kleine-
Gartman, she was given a full list of all her defects in speech, carriage, 
pronunciation and gesticulation that she had better correct before the 
season started.* He patronized everybody. 
His attitude to what should or should not be represented on the stage 
was still the same. "A maid's honour should not be discussed on the 
stage, certainly not in the offending way used by the author (Delpit) in 
this play (Le Fils de Coralié)." s On the other hand, he remained as 
liberal and broad-minded as could be. Referring to Denise, a play by 
Alex. Dumas Fils, which he much admired, he wrote: 
"As a man I am overpowered; as a modest Dutchman I am upset by what is shown 
here on the stage; as a cosmopolitan I must confess that the situations sketched by 
Dumas ("a thinker and philosopher") are t rue." 6 
He began to dislike German farces more and more and had become 
really indignant with the Royal Netherlands Stage Society for bothering 
with them.7 On the occasion of a visit to Amsterdam of Alexander 
Strakosch, a German elocutionist and reciter, he told his readers, how-
ever, that the theatre, which was considered merely as an entertainment 
by the Dutch, was a very serious matter for the Germans and Austrians. 
Moreover, in Holland, the director was nothing but a kind of sheep-dog, 
while the actors did as they liked. In Germany the director really di-
rected the actors.8 Sardou had begun to annoy him. Maison Neuve was 
'De Portefeuille, vi, 18/10/84-28/2/85. 2 Ibid., 8/11/84. ¡Ibid., 18/10/84, 8/11/84, 
29/1 I / 8 Í and 14/2/8Í. *lbid., 14/2/85. s Ibid., 18/10/84, 8/11/84, and 28/2/85. 
6
 Ibid., 24 /1 /85 and 2 8 / 2 / 8 j . »/bid. , 20 /12/B4. « Ibid., 7 / 2 / 8 5 . 
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not a good play,1 and Theodora, which he had seen in Paris, was only saved 
by Sarah Bemhardt's superb acting. As a play it was one enormous ana-
chronism with nothing Byzantine about it but the costumes and the far 
too costly mounting and setting. "Take away the costumes and the 
setting, and nothing remains but a boring drama, long-winded, un-
historical, just a pièce à grande spectacle. " 2 
A few further points may perhaps serve to round off this description of 
Grein as a critic. Grein took himself very seriously as a critic. The 
writer in De Amsterdammer, Weekblad voor Nederland might refer to Grein's 
dramatic criticism as entertaining,з Grein was not out to entertain. He 
considered his work as a vocation and a mission. He did not use such 
terms yet, though he was to do so later, but it is quite clear not so much 
from what he wrote as from the way he wrote it, that this was already in 
his mind. He considered himself very well-read, very well-educated, 
very cultured, refined, well-bred, and of very good taste. Very high­
brow, in fact, and much above the common run of playgoers, who 
applauded plays which for him were really painful to sit through, but 
which his sense of duty as a critic made him attend.* 
"I could envy those laughers, for I myself can find no pleasure in clumsy stage-effects 
containing not a grain of wit, and only lame rhymes, which betray not only an 
appalling lack of wit, but often of propriety as well ; that there are, however, people 
— and they certainly are to be found - who think these plays beautiful, I find truly 
deplorable. One must really have been bom without the slightest sense of the beauti­
ful or have lost every spark of artistic feeling and taste to think so." ' 
He had, however, his moments of consolation. When Louis Bouw­
meester was on the stage Grein "experienced many glorious moments," 6 
and even such a bad and tedious play as Ponsard's La Bourse gave him "a 
moment of pure artistic joy. " 7 The same happened when he saw von 
Schönthan's Roderich Heller,* a lot of pretentious rubbish on a wordy and 
detailed précis of which he spent three whole pages of print, a practice 
Grein rather too often indulged in. 
He never seemed to realise how young he was ; he wrote all the time 
posing as an old wise man, pontificating, moralising and patronising in a 
way which ill suited his years. True, the tone of most contemporary 
criticism may have been more pretentious than we are used to, but 
1
 De Portefeuille, 12/11/84. '•Ibid., l o / i / S j . On Odette, cf. supra, p . 8. 3 Cf. supra, 
p. 17. • Schetsen, pp. 3f, 14C. s Ibid., p . 37C. 6 Ibid., p . 29C. ι Ibid., p . 130. 
8 Ibid., p . 126. 
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Grein's utterances are a clear case of what Sean O'Casay once called 
"critici infallibilibombast. " ' Neither the theatre nor the literature of 
Germany, France, Belgium and Holland seemed to hold any secrets for 
him.2 Concerning Lise Fleuron, the play adapted from Ohnet's novel of 
that name, and which was rather different from the novel, he wrote: 
"To judge it, I must imagine myself in the position of the playgoers who 
do not know the novel ; but this is very difficult for me, as I know the 
novel very well"^ and he went on once more to express his disapproval 
of turning novels into plays.4 Plays adapted from novels were to remain 
one of his pet aversions right to the end of his life. 
He never stopped at anything and quite happily reviewed operettas, 
judging them on their musical qualities.s He took translators to task for 
mistakes in their translations from German or French, managers for 
choosing the wrong play, actors and actresses for their faulty acting, pro-
nunciation or manners. He was quite probably a well-educated young 
man for his years and quite well-read. He also had some theatrical ex-
perience, but there was very little to justify the claims he made in his 
early work, either in plain words or implied, and he never realised his 
own limitations. 
In the early 1880s, when Grein arrived on the Dutch dramatic scene, the 
theatre in Holland had for years been trying to rehabilitate itself, and to 
play in its own independent way its part in the general revival of the 
theatre in several European countries in the late nineteenth century.6 
'Encore, A Quaterly Review JOT Students of the Theatre, London, Easter 1956, p. 6. 
2
 Schetsen, pp. 47-8. * Ibid., p. 34C. * Ibid., pp. 9-10, 3Í-6, 9£-6, 8C-9C. s Ibid., 
pp. 101-2, 147-8, 26C, î g C . 6 Main literature for this section: 
Albach, В., Helden, Draken en Comedianten, Amsterdam, 1956. 
Idem, Het Huis op het Plein, Amsterdam, 19^7. 
Pennink, R., Nederland en Shakespeare, 's-Gravenhage, 1936. 
Hunningher, В., Een Eeuw Nederlands Toneel, Amsterdam, 1949. 
Idem, Het Dramatische Werk ran Schimmel m verband met het Amsterdamsche 
tooneelleven m de 19de Eeuw, Amsterdam, 1931. 
Leeuwe,H.H.J.de, Maningen en Nederland, Groningen, 1959. 
Prince, F., André Antoine et le Renouveau du Théâtre Hollandais, Amsterdam, 1941. 
Rossing, J.H., De Koninklijke Vereenigmg Het Nederlandsch Tooneel. Bijdrage tot de ge-
schiedenis van het tooneel in Nederland gedurende meer dan een halve eeuw, 
Amsterdam, 1916. To be referred to as: Rossing, KVNT. 
Gedenkboek van het Tournee der Rotterdammers m London m 1880. Rotterdam, 1880. 
H. E. van Gelder, Het Haagse toneel-leven en de Koninklijke Schouwburg, 1804-1954. 
The Hague, 19Í4. 
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The dramatic situation had been very bad in the early part of the century 
and there had been plenty of criticism. De Gids, a monthly founded in 
1837, and De Spectator voor Tooneel en Concertl are almost one long tale of 
woe. "And what are we to say of the theatre, that cesspool of the dirtiest 
and filthiest dregs of foreign literature, hideous to behold and revolting 
to anyone bold enough to draw near it," wrote J. A. Alberdingk Thijm 
in 1844.2 
Holland had no national theatre, but the Amsterdam Stadsschouwburg, 
which in 1810 definitely became the Amsterdam municipal theatre, can 
more or less be regarded as such.3 It had no company of its own, but 
was played in by several companies in succession, most of which were 
subsidized by the Provinciale Staten (County Council) of Noord-Holland, 
by the King and by the Town Council, which licensed the companies. 
When in 1849 the Town Council licensed the company of Messrs. Victor 
van Hammen, "the creator of Harlequinades," and Hamecher, "the 
director, alias drill-sergeant of the corps de ballet,"* J. A. Alberdingk 
Thijm, J. H. Schimmel and a number of other men of letters sent on 21 
May 1849 a petition to the Town Council, stating that they expected no 
good whatever for the theatre as long as it remained the business of a 
private person, who could not but "indulge the passions of a fickle and 
frivolous public in order to reap quicker and surer financial returns. " s 
Nothing, however, happened, and as the Town Council was apparently 
unwilling to co-operate, H.J.Schimmel, J.vanLennep, W.J.Hofdijk, 
A. J. de Bull and others informed King William in of the deplorable state 
of the theatre in Amsterdam. The King took the matter seriously and 
appointed a committee to investigate the matter and to suggest ways and 
means of improvement. The Committee's report, handed to the King on 
20 May 18^1, suggested that the best actors and actresses should be 
brought together in one company and that an able and strict director 
should be appointed, together with a manager for whom the theatre 
would not be a purely commercial business. As for the plays to be per­
formed, there should be as many Dutch plays as possible, while any other 
plays should at least not be incompatible with Dutch national character 
and feeling. What was necessary was a national repertoire of literary 
value — a long standing wish - and in order to attain this, Dutch writers 
should be encouraged to write for the theatre and helped in every 
possible way.6 The King was duly impressed, and agreed. He even 
1
 1842-io, 9 vols. 2 De Spectator, Vol. 3, No 1. з Albach, Het Huis, p. 37. • Rossing 
KVNT, p. 13. s Ibid., pp. 12-3. <·/ω., p. 7. 
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promised a liberal subsidy, but nothing came of it all. Dutch plays re-
mained as scarce as they had ever been, and French melodrama (mostly 
badly translated), pièces à grand spectacle, tableaux vivants, and the senti-
mental creations of Kotzebue (i 761-1819) and Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer 
(1800-60), together with spectacular ballet, and what at the time was 
called opera, remained the staple diet of the Dutch theatre. Meanwhile 
a number of Dutch men of letters steadily continued working to improve 
the dramatic situation, and not all their attempts failed, even if at first 
they had no spectacular results and hardly made a ripple on the surface of 
the boisterous, noisy and rather vulgar theatrical life in the capital. 
In 1821 Samuel I. Wiselius, poet, dramatist and reformer of the 
theatre, together with the actress Mrs. Grevelink, founded a school of 
dramatic art "to teach future actors the art of eloquence and everything 
pertaining to it, such as the Dutch language and its proper pronunciation, 
poetry, history, etc., and also to make the public susceptible again for 
the True, the Beautiful and the Sublime." The painter-actor-designer 
Johannes Jelgerhuis (1770-1836) drew up a detailed programme and was 
its principal teacher for at least four or five years, i82i-2£. His lectures 
appeared in print in 1827. After that the school died. 
Also in 18 21 the board of the Amsterdam municipal theatre provided 
some funds for a society for the training and tuition of actors and actresses 
for the Stadsschouwburg in Amsterdam. An early concern for the actor's 
social status and condition was shown in 1829, when this society changed 
its name to Society for the Superannuation of Actors and Training of 
Pupils for the Stadsschouwburg. The first of these two tasks was taken 
over later by the Society Apollo, which was founded in 1849, and ex-
panded to include disabled actors, actors' widows and orphans.1 
J. van Lennep's amateur dramatic Society, Achilles, was founded in 
184^. By its revival of several of Vondel's plays it became quite influ-
ential, and van Lennep even managed to persuade King William in to 
attend a performance of Vondel's Lucifer. His Majesty was most satisfied, 
and afterwards gave repeated proofs of his interest.2 Achilles also tried 
its hand at training young actors ; and L. B. J. Moor, who became a well-
known actor, was one of its pupils.з 
The repertoire of Dutch theatres was the cause for constant complaint. 
Dutch plays were practically non-existent and what there were hardly 
1
 Albach, Helden..., pp. 160-2; Hunningher, Schimmei, pp. 19-10; Rössing, KVNT, 
p. 104. 2 Rössing, KVNT, p. ς. э Ibid., p. 3, Het Tooneel, хххш, 1903-4, No i j , 19/3/ 
1904. ΡΡ· 111-3· 
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ever reached the boards. H.J.Schimmel (1823-1906) sent in two plays 
ІП1846. Both were refused. A third play, Twee Tudors (1847), a romantic 
play in Alexandrine verse, was accepted. It was badly performed and had 
no success with the audience. What little success it had with some 
critics,1 was due to goodwill and not to its value as a play. At the request 
of the manager of the theatre in The Hague, Anton Peters, Schimmel 
wrote that same year Joan Wouterszoon. It had a considerable success, but 
years later Schimmel himself declared that its success could only have 
been due to the fact that it appealed to Dutch national feeling.2 It had 
again been written in Alexandrine verse, as Schimmel had not as yet the 
courage to use prose. In iS^o he translated Casimir Delavigne's (1793-
1843) Louis XI (1832). It was performed by Achilles and its name-part 
was to become one of Louis Bouwmeester's starparts.3 In course of time 
Schimmel wrote a good many plays à la Scribe, none of which were great 
or even good. Especially later on he was heavily criticized, and in most 
cases rightly, and J. A. Alberdingk Thijm was almost his only defender. 
Among a host of minor writers, however, mostly novelists, who now and 
again, and as a rule unsuccessfully, tried to write drama, he was the best ; 
and even if he never succeeded in making his characters speak in a natural 
way, however much he wanted to, it cannot be denied that he played a 
useful part in bringing about a change for the better in the old repertoire. 
J. van Lennep, who had Vondel performed by Achilles, thus bringing 
him back on the Dutch stage, wanted to do the same for Shakespeare, 
who was mostly known in Holland only in translations of Ducis's French 
adaptations. In 1852 he translated Romeo and Juliet. It was an arbitrary 
and bad translation and a complete failure on the stage. Nothing daunted, 
van Lennep next chose Othello (18^4), because the story of the play was 
known in Holland, and also Richard HI. Although slightly better trans-
lated they were also unsuccessful, chiefly owing to bad acting.·* Further-
more the audience, which had lost interest in Ducis's Hamlet, which used 
to be quite popular, did not like the new translations and much preferred 
Ben lei/, de Zoon van de Nacht, Jack Sheppard and Het Geheim van Miss Aurora. 
Out of quite a number of smaller theatres in Amsterdam, which 
provided a useful training ground for many actors and actresses, Abraham 
van Lier's Grand Theatre deserves mention here. It played an im-
portant part in the theatrical life of the capital, because its enterprising 
1
 J. A. Alberdingk Thijm in De Spectator, Vol. 7, No 141. 2 Hunningher, Schimmel, pp. 
74ff. 3 Rössing, KVNT, p. 2. • Pennink, Nederland en Shakespeare, pp. 2 j i -2 ; Hunningher 
Schimmel, pp. 69-70. 
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manager engaged many foreign, mostly German, companies and artists 
to play there. 
In The Hague things were perhaps even worse than in Amsterdam. It 
had a heavily subsidized French Opera, which always drew large audiences 
from the middle and upper classes, but its theatre was almost exclusively 
a lower class affair. 
In Rotterdam, where the theatre was never subsidized, the situation 
was hardly better, and again the (German) Opera was much more popular 
than the theatre. In the early 1860s, however, a company was formed, 
which, owing to lack of funds, could not indulge in spectacular scenery 
and costly mounting, and accordingly paid more attention to acting. 
Louis B.J. Moor (1837-1901) had, while staying in Paris, seen a new 
style of acting, a more natural way of speaking as against the ranting and 
exaggerated rhetoric still rife on the Dutch stage. Although at first not 
in favour of it, he soon introduced the new style in Rotterdam, and the 
company he worked with gradually developed a technique of acting much 
better suited to the new French and German comédies de salon than the old 
rhetoric.1 The Maatschappij tot Nut van het Algemeen (Society for the 
Common Good) in Amsterdam, realising that the theatre could be a 
powerful influence for good in national education, appointed a committee 
which was to examine what could be done to revive interest in the Dutch 
theatre and to make it a fitting form of entertainment for all classes of the 
nation. In 1867 the committee advised among other things the foun-
dation of an institution where young actors could be properly trained, 
and accordingly a school of dramatic art was inaugurated. 
At the Netherlands Congress for Language and Literature in Louvain in 
1869 J .N. van Hall urged the foundation of a drama league for the Low 
Countries and the Netherlands Drama League was founded the following 
year, with H. J. Schimmel as its chairman. Its object was to establish and 
maintain a school of dramatic art, to promote an original Dutch dramatic 
literature and sound dramatic criticism, and to advocate the cause of the 
drama in the Netherlands. It hoped to achieve this by publishing a peri-
odical Het Nederlandsch Tooneel (The Dutch Theatre),1 organising meetings 
and lectures and by trying to influence theatre managers in the choice of 
1
 F. Prince, André Antoine..., p. 9 ; Hunningher, Een Eeuw..., p. 3 6. ζ At first it appeared 
every three months, then twice per month during the theatrical season only. In 1882 it 
changed its name to Het Tooneel (The Theatre), Cf. Vol. χι, p. 114. It remained the 
exclusive publication of the League till 191 ς, when it became the more general Het 
Tooneel, which still appears six times per year. 
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plays. The League seemed to have spent most of its energy in getting 
itself established and nothing happened for the next few years. 
Its periodical fell short of expectations and there was plenty of criticism 
from theatre managers and actors, only a few of whom, A. J. Legras, 
J. Haspels and Mrs. Kleine, joined the League. Finally, with the help of 
the Maatschappij tot Nut van het Algemeen, the School of Dramatic Art 
was opened on 16 November 1874, and seven pupils were admitted to 
its first three-year course. A subsidy of ^000 guilders from King 
William in guaranteed the continuance of the School. 
Meanwhile the Amsterdam municipal theatre had been enlarged and 
improved, and after endless intrigues, quarrels and indignant petitions 
the Rotterdam troupe of Albreght and van Ollefen was granted a three-
year licence at 10,000 guilders per year. With its new realism, more 
natural way of acting and many new plays beside the old repertoire, this 
company was the best in the country, but many of its members refused 
to leave Rotterdam or to play in two towns, and formed a new company 
under A. J. Legras, the director of the original company. Moreover, the 
Rotterdammers were not popular in Amsterdam and although they 
opened on 2 February 1874 with a new original Dutch play, Uitgaan, by 
Glanor (pseudonym of Hugo Beyerman), they soon had to resort to the 
old repertoire of spectacular melodrama and elaborate décor to keep 
going.1 Their Journey Round the World in Eighty Days with a live elephant 
in a leading part — a huge success — caused fierce indignation in Amster-
dam literary circles and the Town Council at last realised that this state 
of affairs could not be allowed to continue. 
In 1876 the Netherlands Stage Society was founded. It was mostly the 
work of H. J. Schimmel and the Amsterdam banker A.C. Wertheim,2 the 
Netherlands Drama League remaining an apathetic onlooker. Schimmel 
wanted to create unity out of the theatrical chaos and to bring the best 
actors and actresses together in one company. He also wanted to try to 
allow the "aesthetic" to predominate and rule supreme over the "com-
mercial." To procure a guaranteed capital of 100,000 guilders a loan 
was issued in shares of 100 guilders. It was fully subscribed in four days. 
As terms and conditions of work were good, actors were quite willing 
to join the new company and the tableau de ¡a troupe, 19 actresses and 
27 actors, provided few difficulties. They came mostly from the Albreght 
and van Ollefen company, and from a company which had played in the 
1
 Rossing, KVNT, pp. 8-10; Hunningher, Schimmel, pp. ізбІГ. 2 Rijxman, Α. Α., 
Л. С. Wertheim, 1832-1S9J, Een bijdrage tot zijn levensgeschiedenis, Amsterdam, 1961. 
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Stadsschouwburg before it had closed for fairly extensive rebuilding in 
1872. Reasonable royalties for authors of original D u t c h plays w e r e 
fixed, and translators were to be well paid. This measure resulted in m e n 
of letters like J. A. Alberdingk Thijm, J. ten Brink, and later Burgersdijk, 
being quite ready to translate plays for the Society. 1 It was easy enough 
to p r o c u r e t h e theatre in The Hague, but the Amsterdam municipal 
theatre was only p r o c u r e d after m u c h canvassing and after arousing far 
too m u c h expectat ion, which could n o t but end in dire disappointment. 
For the opening performance the Board of Directors under H . J . 
Schimmel, its chairman, wanted a Dutch play to show h o w keen it was 
to advance the national drama. Nothing suitably m o d e r n , however, 
could be found, and in the end Sofonisbe was chosen, a tragedy in five acts 
by Emanuel Geiber ( i 815-94), w r i t t e n in 1868 and metrically translated 
by Schimmel, to be followed by an early 19th century one-act play. The 
opening performance in The Hague on ς September 1876, and on the 
following day in Amsterdam, was n o t the success that had been expected 
and F. C. de Bieder, the dramatic cr i t ic of De Amsterdamsche Courant, 
started and led t h e ever growing chorus of lamentat ion. 2 
The Three Musketeers of the King, or Twenty Years After, by A. Dumas Père 
(1803-70) , was chosen as lighter fare for the September Fair. Sheridan's 
Lastertongen {School for Scandal) soon followed, but the first big success 
was De Danichejfs by Nevski and A. Dumas Fils (1824-9 S)· Queen Sophie 
at tended a performance of this play in The Hague, society followed suit 
and the King raised his subsidy from 15,000 to 25,000 guilders. Much 
of the old reper to i re was cont inued, even Iffland (1759-1814) and 
Kotzebue (1761-1819) were still played, but it must be said that they 
were much be t te r produced and acted than they used to be . 
Schimmel being very pro-French, the new part of the reper to i re was 
mainly French, and Scribe (1791-1861) and Sardou (1831-1908) were 
popular wi th the Society, but the Dutch were furiously p ro-German at 
the t ime and despised the godless French. The French comédies des mœurs 
disgusted many, and Froment Jr. and Risler ST., a comedy by A. Daudet 
(1840-97) was called revolting. One scene, in which a man and a woman 
were seen fighting each o ther , caused a tumultuous protest from a group 
of students in the audi tor ium, while during the second season J. J.Schiir-
mann ' s Gabrielle unchained a real tornado of disapproval. 
1
 Rössing, KVNT, p. 29. 2 De Bieder's writing caused a real quarrel and in the end 
Schimmel refused to advertise any longer in De Amsterdamsche Courant. After this de Bieder 
stopped writing about the Society. Cf. Hunningher, Schimmel, p . i j i . 
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New Dutch plays and revivals had a fair share in the repertoire, but 
during the first three-year period there were no Shakespeare plays,1 be-
cause Schimmel believed that neither actors nor public were ready yet 
for them. The only English play, apart from Sheridan's School JOT Scandal, 
was Bulwer Lytton's The Sea-Captain (1839), which in a translation by 
van Lennep was several times successfully performed by the Society.2 
Despite the undeniable and considerable improvement in the style of 
acting, direction, décor, properties, costumes and diction, the critics 
never stopped pointing out the weak spots. It is true the Netherlands 
Stage Society had not realised all that Schimmel had boasted it would do. 
Nobody in his senses could have expected that. But repertoire, trans-
lations, choice of actors and everything else was heavily and constantly 
criticised and even Het Nederlandsch Tooneel, the publication of the Nether-
lands Drama League,3 all too readily joined the lamentations. The result 
of all this criticism and opposition, together with many quarrels between 
the Board of Directors and the Town Council, was that after three years 
the Society, although it could continue playing in the theatre in The 
Hague, had to leave the theatre in Amsterdam, to which the old company 
of Albreght and van Ollefen returned. Both Albreght and van Ollefen 
had belonged to the Society, but they had separated and re-formed their 
old company, which had been dissolved when the Society was founded. 
The Board of Directors had had to decide to reduce the company, as it 
was too big and costly, and rumours of this had reached the actors before 
an official statement had been made. They had other complaints as well : 
too much travelling, too little time for rehearsal, and too many per-
formances. •+ 
The Society migrated to the Grand Théâtre of A. van Lier for the next 
three years and rehabilitated itself splendidly. Many new actors were 
engaged, several of them graduates from the young School of Dramatic 
Art, and it was an almost entirely new company, which opened on 2 
September 1879 with La Joie Fait Рейт by Emile Girardin and Molière's 
Médecin Malgré Lui, translated by Cd. Busken Huet. The 36-year old 
1
 Othello, translated by J. van Lennep, was performed, however, at The Hague on 18 and 
28/12/77, with Mrs.J.Kleine-Gartman as Desdemona and the Hungarian-American 
Maurice Neville as Othello. He played the part in German. Cf. Playbills, Tooneel-
Museum, Amsterdam. 2 Rössing, KVNT, p. 39. 3 Discontented with the League's in-
efficiency Schimmel had resigned as chairman in 1877. + From i/9/76 to 17/1/77 the 
Society had produced 42 plays and 184 performances had been given in Amsterdam, 
83 in The Hague and 22 elsewhere. Cf. Rössing, KVNT, p . 49. 
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Louis Bouwmeester (1842-1925) proved a very valuable asset, and his 
part in the success of the evening was considerable. Up till then he had 
played in many obscure companies and at the time he transferred to the 
Society he was co-manager with Judels of the Salon des Variétés, Am-
sterdam. He appeared in lurid melodrama of the worst kind and he had 
been considered an old-fashioned rhetorical actor. Now he was admired 
for his quiet and modest way of acting, so natural and true. It was on 
account of Bouwmeester that Schimmel was persuaded to have Romeo and 
Juliet played. Although the performance on 22 October 1879 was by no 
means impeccable, the play, in Burgersdij к ' s translation, was as great a 
success as it had been a failure in 1852.1 It meant the end of Ducis-
Shakespeare in Holland and from now on Shakespeare was to be presented 
on the Dutch stage in proper translations and no longer in adaptations 
from the French.2 The first season was successfully concluded with 
Molière's Tartuffe, translated by J. A. Alberdingk Thijm. 
The Merchant of Venice opened the second season, on 4 September 1880, 
with a colossal success, and Louis Bouwmeester exceeded every expec-
tation. Othello followed three months later, on 18 December 1880. The 
classics : Sophocles, Shakespeare, Molière, Racine, Goethe, Schiller and 
Vondel, Langendijk and Bredero were the main items of the repertoire, 
which was supplemented by Scribe, Legouvé and Sardou, while Dutch 
and German volksstukken and farces were not forgotten. Melodrama, in 
which Bouwmeester used to triumph, was not absent either, but in many 
cases it was redeemed by Bouwmeester's acting, which made one forget 
any objections that could be made, in the enjoyment of his art.3 
Direction, mise-en-scène, décor and costumes were all greatly im-
proved. The Meiningers had some influence here with their season in 
Amsterdam in 1880, and the German troupes with Ludwig Bamay and 
Ernst Possart, invited to Amsterdam by A. van Lier, were also instructive. 
The director of the Society, W. P. de Leur, learned quite a lot from them 
and turned the information to good account. The Grand Théâtre became 
the leading theatre of Amsterdam and the Society was even a financial 
success. 
The outstanding successes of the third season were E. Pailleron's Le 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 31. z Othello in van Lennep's translation (18^4) was still played at the 
two theatres of van Lier in Amsterdam in April 1886, (Première on 21/4/86, seven 
performances in all), while the comapny of van Ollefen, Moor and Veltman played 
Ducis's adaptation of Hamlet, translated into Dutch by A.J.Zubli , as late as 29/8/82 in 
Alkmaar. Cf. Playbills, Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam, э Rössing, KVNT, p . 60. 
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Monde où l'on s'ennuie, Augier's Les Fourchambaults, and Le Maître desForges, 
by Ohnet and Ollendorff; and a Soirée on 21 January 1880 in honour of 
the French poet and dramatist François Coppée, who was present him-
self, was quite an event in Amsterdam. 
The French dramatic critic, Francisque Sarcey, attended a per-
formance of Le Monde où l'on s'ennuie and had nothing but praise for it in 
his paper Le Temps. The performance of Le Monde and Le Maître were 
considered as good as those given by the Comédie Française, and in the 
beginning of 1882 King William ш conferred upon the Society the right 
to call itself the Royal Netherlands Stage Society.1 
In September the Society returned to the Amsterdam Stadsschouw­
burg. The company of Daan van Ollefen, Veltman and Moor (Albreght 
had died in 1879), which had played there since 1879, dissolved itself. 
It had made a fair profit from the old melodrama, which many now 
despised, and few people were sorry to see it go. The company, how­
ever, must be credited with the first performance in 1880 of an Ibsen 
play in Holland, De Steunpilaren der Maatschappij (The Pillars of Society). As 
this performance was very bad and met with very little success, it was a 
long time before another company dared attempt Ibsen again.2 
Just before returning to the Stadsschouwburg, the Royal Netherlands 
Stage Society had embarked on a venture which was to prove, in more 
than one way, very costly. In Rotterdam A.J.Legras, J.Haspels and 
W. van Zuylen had built up a very good company, a little bolder and 
more modern than the Society. Its London Season in 1880 had been an 
artistic success,3 but it had cost a good deal of money.* The Rotter­
dammers were constantly in financial difficulties, and they envied the 
Society its prosperity. They had great hopes of a fusion with the Society, 
which fortunately the Board of Directors was considering. The Board 
wanted to extend the Society and to found a branch in Rotterdam. They 
took over Legras's company almost completely. Many difficulties arose 
at once. The Society could not teach the Rotterdammers anything. Its 
avowed aim, a better and more natural style of acting, better diction, 
more Dutch plays and a better foreign repertoire, had already been 
achieved to quite a high degree by Legras's company. Also, artists like 
Legras were not very tractable, and one squabble followed another. 
1
 Rössing, KVNT, pp. 62-3. 2 Hunningher, Een Eeuw..., p . 62. The play was performed 
on 16, 17 and 18 October, also on ι ς and 18 November. See Playbills Toneel-Museum, 
Amsterdam. No name of adapter or translator mentioned, з A. Nicoli, A History of 
English Drama, v, p. 33. * Cf. infra, pp. 47-9. 
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Moreover, the Rotterdammers were losing money all the time and in the 
end, in 1885, the Board decided to discontinue the Rotterdam branch. 
For the next few years the Rotterdammers were paid a subsidy. 
Everything had gone so well during the three years at the Grand Théâtre 
that it seemed too good to last. Schimmel, the chairman of the Board of 
Directors, did not like the new plays from Scandinavia and Germany and 
refused to have them performed. The Rotterdam branch of the Society 
played Ibsen's An Enemy of the People during the season 1883-4, but this 
was done in spite of Schimmel. Almost at once after the Society had 
returned to the Amsterdam municipal theatre the critics started at-
tacking it again, its repertoire (lack of Dutch plays and of new, modem 
plays) being the chief cause of complaint. The production of Richard IIIì 
was called overpowering and impressive, especially as against that of 
Hamlet,2 which, almost three years before, had been a failure, mainly be-
cause Louis Bouwmeester did not seem to know what it was all about.3 
But on the whole the Society's repertoire was not very enterprising, as 
most of its attention and energy were spent on style of acting, direction 
and mise-en-scène. 
Thus, by i88£ when Grein left Amsterdam, he left behind a theatre 
which was certainly alive, even if it had not yet achieved everything it 
had set out to do. Although the Society's repertoire was disappointing, 
that of the Rotterdammers was much better, and there were a few 
smaller theatres with young people starting or trying to start experi-
ments which later on proved worth while. But that was after 1885·.* 
' P remière on 27/10/84. 2 Première on 21/1/82. з Hunningher, Een Eeuw..., p . 68. 
+ 1 have drawn up a list of all the plays performed in Amsterdam during the 1886-7 
season. It is not a complete list and in most cases I have not been able to find out the 
number of performances of a play, while in many cases the numbers I have found will 
almost certainly be incorrect. But however incomplete, I believe it to be a fair indication 
of what the theatre in Amsterdam was like at the time. I have collected my information 
from playbills and scrap-books in the possession of the Toneel-Museum in Amsterdam, 
and theatre-notes and advertisements in the Algemeen Handelsblad and De Amsterdamsche 
Courant. I have also used the incomplete play-lists printed in Met Tooneel, 1886-7 a n d 
1887-8, the annual report of the Royal Netherlands Stage Society, and the handwritten 
volume containing the 1886-7 repertory of the van Lier Theatres, at the Toneel-Museum, 
Amsterdam. I have chosen the 1886-7 season because the Amsterdam Schouwburg 
opened in 1637. If there had been no breaks, it would have been the 2 joth season; the 
Royal Netherlands Stage Society had been in existence for 10 years; both Mrs. Catherine 
Beersmans, Rotterdam, and Louis Bouwmeester, Amsterdam, celebrated their silver 
jubilee as actors ; and finally, Willem Royaards got his first engagement with the Royal 
Netherlands Stage Society. See Appendix 1, pp. 287-312 
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Grein arrived in Amsterdam at the end of 1881 and Le Monde où Von 
s'ennuie was the first Dutch performance he reviewed.1 He was a young 
dramatic critic and it is not surprising that once he had got a little used 
to the trade, he should have his complaints. As with other critics these 
complaints mainly concerned the repertoire and in the four articles in 
which he reviewed the season 1883-4,2 w e a r e informed that out of 37 
plays performed by the Royal Netherlands Stage Society only eleven, 
"hardly one third, " were original plays. Of these but four were new, the 
others were revivals. Of the foreign plays only nine were new.3 Further, 
there were too many melodramas and spectacular pieces by D'Ennery, 
Bouchardon, Decourcelle and Maurice Drack, and far too many German 
farces and comedies. The season had not been very good, but it had 
shown promise. Elsewhere operetta had been plentiful and good, but 
again there had been far too many insipid German farces and too few 
serious German plays, although Albert Lindner's Die Bluthochzeit oder Die 
Bartholomäusnacht (ι 871), translated by Haverkamp, had been very well 
performed and better acted than by the Meiningers in 1880, who had 
mainly relied on décor and mise-en-scène.4 Instead of all the German 
farces Dutch volksstukken like J. vanMaurik'sy<jnui Tulp should be given.5 
From Londen Grein wrote his review of the 1884-5 season in De Porte-
feuille.6 In its report the Board of Directors had said that there had been 
"some thundery clouds," but also quite a few "comforting rays of 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 6. 2 Schetsen, pp. 104-19. 3 Among these Grein mentioned Romeo and 
Juliet in Burgersdijk's translation. A failure because neither L. Bouwmeester nor Miss 
J. de Groot were equal to their parts. The play was in fact a revival from 1879, when the 
general verdict had been that it was by no means impeccable, but fairly good and 
promising. Cf. supra, p. 36. + Grein could only have had this from hearsay as he had not 
seen the Meiningers. s In Het Tooneel, xiv, 1884-j, pp. 164-70, Grein covered practically 
the same ground in his Notes on the Report of the Royal Netherlands Stage Society. He 
was only a little more explicit about the Society's attitude towards the original Dutch 
drama. "The Society is afraid of Dutch plays" and "it should perform a Dutch play now 
and again by way of trial, even if there is no prospect of success. " Also De foitejeuille, 
vi, No 42, 7/1/85, pp. 384-6. The anonymous reviewer of De Amsterdammer, Weekblad 
voor Nederland, 18/1, 2 j / i and 1/2/85, surveying 1884, drew up five categories of plays 
performed by the Society: a) 16th (sic) century English plays (Romeo, Othello, Hamlet, 
Richard III). Here real progress, b) French plays 1880-jo, none too good; 1850-85, 
some masterpieces and well performed, c) 19th century German plays, not worth the 
Society's attention. Van Lier, moreover, does these things better, d) Early 19th 
century Dutch plays. Of these there had been too many, e) Newer Dutch plays. They 
are the real object of the Society. The fact that some of them had been successful 
showed that the public appreciated what was being done in that direction. 6 vu, No 4 1 , 
9/1/86, pp. 665-6. 
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sunshine." Grein thought this rather too optimistic, for "how faded are 
the rays of sunshine and how heavy the thunderstorms let loose upon the 
ever courageously fighting, but ill-fated, Royal Netherlands Stage So-
ciety." It was true, Grein went on, that there had been, as usual, much 
public praise, but fewer people had attended the performances and the 
Society had suffered heavy financial losses. It was also true that the 
Society had been invited to come and play abroad, but they had never 
been able to accept these invitations as there had never been a financial 
guarantee. 
Of the 6$ plays of the season (28 French, 18 German, 4 English, 1 
Italian and 14 Dutch, in all 365 performances) 34 were allegedly new, 
but several of these had only been newly studied. Of the fourteen Dutch 
plays, six had been new, two only of these had been good, one fair and 
the remaining three had only proved the incompetence of those who had 
chosen them. The star of the German Posse was waning, but Labiche, 
Dumas, Sardou and even Augier and Ohnet were as popular with the 
public as ever. Of the four English plays, Hamlet, The Merchant, Othello 
and Richard 111, the last had been the great success, but 
"we must not deceive ourselves. It was not Shakespeare, but the untiring director 
W. P. de Leur and his invaluable factotum and property-man Pareira, who had 
carried the day. Their co-operation had created a mise-en-scène such as had never 
before been seen on the Dutch stage, and of a splendour worthy of the Meiningers. " 
In Rotterdam things had not been any better and of the eight Dutch 
plays performed there only one had been good enough. 
"Holland is in distress. The Royal Netherlands Stage Society has foundered. Only 
one power, the public, can set it afloat again. Our theatre has certainly been raised 
morally, but a sound economic basis should also be provided for it. The Society 
has often failed, it is true, but its services to our national theatre have been so out-
standing, the Board of Directors so much deserves our thanks, that Holland, in order 
not to be branded as another Attica for its ingratitude to its most deserving citizens, 
should see to it that an institution, which started so hopefully but is now in danger of 
perishing miserably, should be preserved. " 
This was the general trend of Dutch dramatic criticism of the Royal 
Netherlands Stage Society only two years after it had returned tri-
umphantly to the Amsterdam Stadsschouwburg. There certainly was a 
good deal of exaggeration in this attitude. Serious dramatic critics always 
tend to complain and it is by now a boring and monotonous common-
place for the theatrical historian to echo and stress these complaints and 
to point out in his turn how bad the situation was at such a time. 
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Critics often forget that the theatre is not just a critics' theatre, nor 
the drama just a critics' drama. To call the theatre a "Temple of Art," 
as they are apt to do, is just as wrong as to call it a place of mere enter-
tainment. The theatre is neither, it is a complex mixture of both. The 
constant preoccupation of so many critics with the drama as art and as 
literature prevents their opinions from being a reliable index not only to 
the vitality of the theatre as entertainment, but also to the vitality of the 
theatre as such, as entertainment is very much a legitimate and essential 
part of the theatre. Consequently, their picture of the dramatic situation 
is necessarily lop-sided. 
Grein was one of those serious critics and his opinions, therefore, both 
on the theatre in Amsterdam and, later, in London, are in constant need 
of correction. 
On the other hand, by insisting on sometimes unreasonably high 
standards, the serious critic serves the useful purpose of preventing the 
drama from falling lower and lower, and dramatists and actors from 
being too complacent. Too few people in London at the time took the 
theatre seriously and London could do with one more serious critic, 
whose unflagging enthusiasm for the theatre could not but be infectious, 
and whose lack of experience and truly balanced judgement was easily 
remedied by considerations of a practical nature and the demands of the 
actual situation. 
[41] 
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G R E I N ' S FIRST W R I T I N G S O N T H E E N G L I S H T H E A T R E 
Towards the end of the nineteenth century England was lagging further 
behind than Holland in the European revival of the drama in France, 
Germany, Russia and the Scandinavian countries, but there is no doubt, 
that The Renascence of the English Drama, as H.A.Jones called it, was 
quite genuine.1 
There were plenty of people decrying the drama and holding it up to 
ridicule,2 but many others, severe critics among them, admitted that 
things were improving and openly said so. Even Henry James, whose 
criticism of the English drama could be very harsh and scathing, con­
cluded his essay London Plays in the Atlantic Monthly of August 1882: "On 
the whole, like exhibitions, the London theatres are improving. " з 
William Archer writing a long essay Are We Advancing?,* answered the 
question in the affirmative and so did H. A.Jones in his essays, addresses 
and lectures to members of the Playgoers' Club and to audiences in the 
provinces.' 
None of these critics can be accused of excessive leniency towards the 
drama and their optimism, therefore, is not unqualified. The clearest 
expression of this qualified optimism is to be found in a statement made 
by H.A.Jones in his The Theatre and the Mob. "Indeed to sum up, one 
1
 London, i 8 9 j . 2 H.A. Jones, op cit., p. 14; W.Archer, About The Theatre, London, 
1886, pp. 10, 17; S.Grundy, Poor Thalia, in Dramatic Review, 14/3/85, pp. looff.; 
A. Nicoli, A History of English Drama, v, p . 2 ; etc. з Henry James began to write about the 
theatre for American magazines in 1872. His first article appeared in The Nation of 
9/1/1873. He settled in London in 1877 and his first piece of dramatic criticism to 
appear in the English press was published in the Pall Mall Gazette of 24/10/1883 : A Poor 
Play well Acted. Cf. The Scenic Art, London, 1949, pp. XI, xx, 192-7, and G.Rowell, The 
Victorian Theatre, London, 1956, p. ι ο ί , n. 1. * About The Theatre, pp. 1-100(18/3/86). 
s
 Collected in The Renascence of the English Drama. 
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might in a sanguine moment be inclined to say that we have ready to our 
hands in abundance every element of a great dramatic renascence... 
except good plays." I 
This was written in 1883. Two years later the following new plays had 
appeared: Saints and Sinners, 1884, by H.A.Jones, In Chancery, 1884, The 
Magistrate and Mayjair (adapted from Sardou's Maison Neuve), 188$, all 
three by A. W. Pinero, The Mikado, 188^, by W.S.Gilbert, Petticoat 
Verfidy, adapted from the French, 1885, by Charles L.Young, The Silver 
Shield, 188j, by S.Grundy, and Nora, adapted by Frances Lord from 
Henrik Ibsen's play.2 None of these plays were great or even very good, 
but they were certainly new, and some of them had been written by 
playwrights of whom better things could reasonably be expected. 
Grein was twenty-two when he left Amsterdam for London in March 
1885, and he had already made some name as a dramatic critic and play­
wright in certain Amsterdam theatrical circles. Earnestly and enthusi­
astically he had been playing his part in theatrical affairs in Amsterdam 
and he had been very reluctant to give that up. Moreover, although he 
had relatives in England, he had never been much interested in that 
country. The main foreign influences so far had been German and 
French, and while he had a fair knowledge of French and a good com­
mand of German, he hardly knew any English. But however reluctant he 
was to leave Amsterdam, once the decision was irrevocable, he was 
quite ready to burst upon the London dramatic scene, of which he was 
as yet completely ignorant. 
On arriving in London he was, as he said, "intimately acquainted with 
the theatre all over the continent, but (he) knew nothing whatever of the 
English drama. " з 
Hardly anybody in Holland at the time knew much about the English 
drama. Shakespeare had always been a matter of interest in Holland as 
well as in other continental countries, but apart from Shakespeare, the 
English drama had made no impact at all. English plays were very seldom 
staged, and information on the subject was scanty and often ill-informed. 
1
 Nineteenth Century Review, March 1883. Reprinted in The Renascence... pp. і-2£. See 
p. 19. 2 The Era Almanack, 1886. New Pieces produced at the London theatres from 
December, 1884, to end of November, i88f, pp. 6^-70 and The Era Almanack, 1887, 
New Pieces etc., pp. 64-9. Nora was not publicly performed, but at the School of 
Dramatic Art, Argyle Street, on 21/3/8^. The Era Almanack, 1886, p . 70. з TheSunday 
Special, 24/2/1901 ; Arts Gazette. N.S., No 30, 2/12/22 ; The 111. L.N., 4/6/21. 
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A remark made by Taco H. de Beer, then editor of Het Tooneel, the 
official publication of the Netherlands Drama League, to the effect that 
all those so-called original English plays, such as School, Caste, Ours, all 
three by Tom Robertson, were merely French plays of which only the 
titles, the names of the characters and sometimes the contents had been 
slightly modified, was quite typical.1 It is true these three plays had been 
adapted from French plays by Tom Robertson, but they did not deserve 
this kind of derogatory remark. The same derogatory tone can be heard 
in the curious mixture of half-truths and generalisations written a few 
years later by M.A.P.(erk), then honorary secretary of the Netherlands 
Drama League. Reporting from hearsay, he wrote : 
The situation of the English drama is as bad as can be . . . The lower classes do not go 
to the theatre at all, they waste their money on beer and gin, without ever suspecting 
the existence of dramatic art. The bourgeoisie have no taste for the theatre ; for the 
aristocracy it is merely another way of killing time and the intelligentsia stay at 
home . . . As the theatre is not subsidised, it has become purely commercial . . . 
There is no school of dramatic art and most actor-managers have to work with very 
bad supporting casts . . . Men of letters do not write for the theatre (Tennyson had 
very little success with his one drama and two comedies') and the actors write their 
own plays themselves, merely bad translations of French plays "adapted to suit 
English tastes" . . . There is no national theatre in England, as is found in other 
countries, but its want is not felt, as the English cannot play Shakespeare properly . . . 
The Restoration plays are barbarous and most plays dating from that time are borrow-
ings from Molière. Wycherley, Congreve and Farquhar wrote only for the lewd 
mistresses of Charles II and for that profligate prince himself, and if these plays were 
to be performed today, a modern audience would have to stop its ears. Sheridan's 
School for Scandal and The Rivals are the only worth-while eighteenth century plays." 
The writer concluded by saying that, although London society attended 
the performances of the Comédie Française given there yearly since 
1880, he had reason to believe, that, judging from the experiences of 
Sarah Bernhardt and Mrs. Modjeska in that city, hardly anybody under-
stood a word of them. 
There is, however, one ray of light: the intervals are very short. Here the English 
could teach us something. As for the rest, England serves as a warning as to what will 
happen to the theatre if it is considered from a purely commercial point of view and 
if managers allow themselves to be guided exclusively by the tastes of an only half-
educated public." 2 
1
 Het Tooneel, XI, No 1, 1/10/84, p . 14. 2 Het Tooneel, xiii, 188J-4, pp. 199-204; Elo-
quentia, 11, No 30, 28/10/82, gives a very unfavourable unsigned note on the English 
theatre. Similar notes in De Portefeuille, ν, No 24, ΐ ί/9/83; No 43, 26/1/84; No 44, 
2/284, a n d Het Tooneel, xiv, i88f- i , pp. 257-61. In this same volume two much more 
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As we have said, very few English plays were performed in Holland ' 
and it is therefore not surprising that G. D. Advocaat, once more pointing 
out and criticising the preference of the Dutch for foreign plays, should 
only refer to French (higher) comedies and German farces.2 Hence 
the conclusions arrived at by the writers of Het Vlaamsche Tooneel : "We 
can safely infer that England (in the first half of the nineteenth century) 
lay entirely outside the very limited cultural horizon of Flanders" and 
"(Between 1830 and 1870-80) there is no question of any English in-
fluence on Flemish dramatists, " apply almost equally to Dutch drama and 
Dutch dramatists.3 
Visits of English actors or companies of actors to Holland have always 
been rare and no visits at all are found recorded between 18^0 and 188£. 
At the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth centuries 
visits of English companies to the continent were fairly frequent. They 
mostly went to Germany, and often visited Holland on the way.* One 
would have expected these visits to have increased after the theatres had 
been closed down in England, but somehow that did not happen. 
English actors played in Utrecht, Leyden, Groningen and Franeker in 
164^, in The Hague in 1643, 1644-4J, 1646 and 1648, in Amsterdam 
and perhaps in Breda in 1646, and in Dordrecht in i6 j6 . After that day 
they almost completely disappeared, and although many travelling 
companies pretended to be English, there were in fact very few English-
men among them.s During the eighteenth century Holland repeatedly 
welcomed German and Italian as well as French actors, but no English 
actors seem to have visited the country.6 Between 1800 and 1850 four 
favourable articles by H.M.B., pp. 82-81 and 149-^4. There is nothing much in other 
magazines and I have chosen these periodicals as the most likely to attract Grein's 
attention. ' Appendix и : English Plays m Holland between ÍA50 and 1885, pp. 313-22. 
2
 De Portefeuille, vu, 188^-6, No 4 Î . 6/2/86, pp. 727-8. з Het Vlaamsche Tooneel, in­
zonderheid m de 19de eeuw, door M.Sabbe, L. Monteyne en H.Coopman Thz., Brussel, 
1927, pp. 83 and 216. 4 J. A. Worp, Engelsche Tooneelspelers op het Vasteland m de 16e en 
de ijde Eeuw, Gent 1886, pp. 2-11 ; R. Pennink, Nederland and Shakespeare, 's-Gravenhage, 
1836, pp. 8-10 and notes; J. G. Riewald, Some Later Elizabethan and Early Stuart Actors and 
Musicians, in English Studies, Groningen, XL, Febr. 1959, pp. 33-41 ; and New Light on the 
English Actors ¡n the Netherlands, c. IJ90-C. 1660, ibid., XLI, April 1960, pp. 6^-92. 
s Cf. Worp, Op. cit., pp. 10-11; also H. E. van Gelder, Het Haagse toneelleren en de 
Koninklijke Schouwburg, '.1804-1954, The Hague, 19^4, pp. ΐ ί - 7 ; Riewald, op. cit., 
supra, n. 4. * Cf. J. Α. Worp, Geschiedenis van het Drama en het Tooneel m Nederland, 2 
vols, Groningen, 1904 and 1908. Cf. Vol. 1, p. 344 n. 2, and Vol. 11, pp. 2££-6o. 
According to H. E. van Gelder, op. cit., p . 34, English actors played in The 
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visits of English companies are recorded, in 1814, 1826, 1829 and 184^, 
but none of these visits were very successful.1 After the 1845 season 
De Spectator wrote : 
We wish they had stayed at home. On the whole the acting was below average, but we 
need not bother to say much about the company. They hardly attracted any attention 
and the number of Dutchmen who understand English sufficiently to judge the trage-
dies and comedies on their own merit, is so small, that there is no chance or danger 
that the English company will leave any lasting impression.2 
Although the English names which crop up occasionally are no certain 
proof, some English variety artists appeared in café chantants and circuses 
in Amsterdam and elsewhere,3 and the troupe of John H.Elliot from 
Newcastle ( 12 people in all) gave "English performances (reciting, 
singing, dancing, pantomimes)" from 8-11 June 1879 at the Grand 
Théâtre in Amsterdam,4 but no regular companies visited Holland be-
tween 1850 and 188 j . A company of forty-five English actors visited 
Brussels in 1884 to play "Billee Taylor, an opera comique, by Ed. Solomon, 
words by Stevens, " at the Theatre des Galeries St. Hubert.5 This company 
may have come to Holland, but it does not seem very likely. 
As for Dutch actors playing abroad, although there were visits to 
Hague in 1774. It should be noted that Ward Bingley (1757-1818), actor and manager 
of almost legendary fame - he was called "the Dutch Garrick" - , and bom in Rotterdam 
from English parents, acted in Dutch. He could act well in French (Cf. Η. E. van Gelder, 
op. cit., p . i n ) , but he never acted in English. He translated a play by Garrick, Een 
Meisje van l6 Jaar (Miss in her Teens ; or, The Medley of Lovers, 1746-7) - which was performed 
six times between 1810 and 1826 (Cf. H.E.van Gelder, op. cit., p. l o j ) . ' Cf. Worp, 
Geschiedenis van.... Vol. и, p . 403; Pennink, op. cit., pp. 268-9; H.E.van Gelder, 
op. cit., p . 64. From playbills and a printed list of 1829, both at the Toneel-Museum, 
Amsterdam, it is clear that Shakespeare was by no means the main item on their 
repertoire. In 1826 there were only two Shakespeare plays among the seven plays 
performed and in 1829 only four out of twenty-three. 2 Spektator, v, 1845, p. 405. 
3 Cf. The Royal Dutch Theatre at The Hague, by G. Hage Gillhoff, The Hague, 1938, 
pp. 140-3. • Cf. Playbills, Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam, s Cf. De Amsterdammer, Week­
blad voor Nederland, 23/3/84. The play was the comic opera Billee Taylor, written by 
Henry P. Stephens, with music by E. Solomon. It was performed for the first time at 
the Imperial Theatre, London, on 30/10/1880. Cf. Playbills, Enthoven Collection, 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London. According to the anonymous Dutch reviewer, 
the contents of the play were "banal and commonplace, but there is no double entendre 
as in French plays. Everybody, young and old, can enjoy the clean humour, which 
pervades the whole play. The music is fresh and pleasant, and there is no sickly 
sentimentality. There will be a series of performances and so far the English actors have 
had fairly full houses. " 
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France, Belgium and Germany since the early eighteenth century,1 
England seems to have been entirely outside their orbit. On the occasion 
of the visit of the Rotterdam Company to London in 1880 Lloyd's Weekly 
London Newspaper remarked that this was not the first visit of a Dutch 
company to London. "The Record Office says that the Lord Chamberlain 
(Grafton) granted a license to Mr.Delamain "to exhibit a pantomimic 
performance or concert, with a company of Dutch children, during 
pleasure, at the theatre in St. James's Haymarket" on 28th February 
ΐ 7 4 ί · " 2 
The well-known visit of the Rotterdam company of A.J. Legras, 
W.van Zuylen and J.Haspels to London in June 1880 lasted for nearly 
three weeks. Their considerable repertoire consisted of Annemie, a play 
in five acts, Manus de Snorder (The Cabman), a dramatic sketch in one act, 
De Militaire Willemsorde (William's Military Order), a dramatic sketch in 
one act, and De Ledige Wieg (The Empty Cradle), a dramatic sketch in two 
acts, all four original and by Rosier Faassen.3 Further there were three 
more original Dutch plays: Janus Tulp, 1879, by J.vanMaurik Jr., De 
Kiesvereenigmg van Stellendijk, 1880, (Jhe Election Committee of Stellendijk), 
by L. Mulder, and De Vorstenschool, 1873, (School of Princes), by Multatuli 
( = E.Douwes Dekker), and some translations: Mane Antoinette (trans­
lated from a French version of Paolo Giacometti's Maria Antonietta), Vriend 
Frits (Erckmann-Chatrian's L'Ami Fritz) andS.Mosenthal'sDeèoraA.* The 
company played at the Imperial Theatre, Westminster Street, and the 
première of Annemie on 7 June was quite a success. The critic of The 
Daily Chronicle called the acting of the Dutch company "a powerful rival 
of the compietesi form of French dramatic art (which is considered un-
approachable here) hitherto witnessed. " s From the Memorial Book, 
Gedenkboek van het Tournee der Rotterdammers Legras, van Zuylen en Haspels m 
1
 The well-known company of Jacob van Rijnsdorp and others visited Germany, Danzig, 
Denmark, Belgium and France m the first half of the 18th с There seems to have been 
less traffic roughly between і7$о-і8уо, but towards the end of the 19th с things 
improved again. Worp, Geschiedenis... Vol li, pp 245-9 and 394-5 Cf also H.b van 
Gelder, op. at, pp. 23-4, 32. 2 Lloyd's Weekly London Newspaper, 12/6/80 э Only 
Manus de Snorder en De Militaire Willemsorde were published in Rosier Faassen's Dramatische 
Werken, Vol. 1, Sneek, 1882-83 (Vol. II, Sneek, 1884). The other plays have no date. 
The title William's Military Order is taken from the English playbill in the Enthoven 
Collection, at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. + This play, written in 1849, 
was very popular in London, "in London allein joomal aufgeführt." Cf. W. Kosch, 
Deutsches Theater Lexikon, I9Í7, p. IÍ23. s Daily Chronicle, 8/6/80. 
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Londen in 1880, which was presented to each member of the company 
shortly after their return, and which contains in full 35 reviews from 
English papers and magazines, one German and one French review, it 
appears that the season was an artistic success mainly because of the 
acting, mise-en-scène and direction. The plays themselves were con-
sidered much less outstanding, although Miss Geneviève Ward bought 
the English rights of Annemie and the English and American rights of De 
Ledige Wieg (The Empty Ci adle).1 
1
 In his autobiography. Mijn Leven, Autobiographie van Rosier Faassen, Rotterdam, n.d., 
Faassen tells us that one evening after a performance Miss Ward offered him £ 100 for 
the English rights of Annemie. A Dutch lady, the wife of a diplomat, volunteered to 
translate it and the contract was drawn up at once, Clement Scott being one of the 
witnesses. After the signing Scott told Faassen that he had been authorised to offer 
£200, but that Miss Ward had forestalled him. Ibid., pp. 107-18. The première of the 
English Annemie took place at the Prince of Wales Theatre, Tottenham Court Road, on 
1/11/80, with Miss Ward in the title part. Het Tooneel, x, 1880-1, p. 61, noted that 
Miss Ward had made a special journey to Amsterdam to see the play again before 
appearing in it herself in London. The Dutch performance in London had drawn so much 
attention especially because of its "couleur locale, " but in English the play proved much less 
satisfactory and opinion about its dramatic value was much divided. The Globe was not 
chary of praise, but The Times was very much reserved. The critic of The III. London News 
criticised it for "the inordinate length, to which it was protracted, and the intolerable 
amount of "talkee talkee" in which the characters indulged... As I saw it on Monday 
(the première), it was suggestive to me of little beyond a great Dutch trekschuyt, dragged 
through a canal by several mourning coach horses on a towing path, with a numerous crew 
of undertakers' men - who, alas, were not mutes - and several Bodies on board." 
(6/11/80.) Some weeks later he saw the play again and "rejoiced at being able to pay a 
well-deserved tribute to the intelligence and the carefulness with which those who have 
control over the play, have endeavoured to lop and prune away many of the excrescences 
which, on the first night, rendered the drama such a wearisome and dispiriting ex-
hibition." (20/11/80.) 
A. Nicoli, op. cit., ν, p. J j8, gives Annemie as a play by Clement Scott, who himself wrote 
in his The Drama oj Yesterday and To-Day, London, 1889, Vol. 11, pp. 459-60 : " . . . a delight­
ful Dutch play Annemie which I rewrote without much success for the English stage, at the 
suggestion of my friend Geneviève Ward, who produced it under the management of 
Edgar Bruce at the old Prince of Wales Theatre. My old friend James Fernandez, and 
Charles Flockton, and Forbes Robertson, were admirable and so was pretty Cissy 
Grahame ; but it was a difficult subject to handle, unless the heroine is "doubled. " In the 
first act she is supposed to be the heroine of "a ruined home, " aged sixteen. For the rest 
of the play she is the grey-haired mother of a girl of eighteen. What actress can do 
justice to such a double character - a girl and an old woman. " 
Annemie is the one Dutch play translated and actually performed in London between 
18 jo and 188 j . No information seems to be available as to whether De Ledige Wieg was 
in fact translated and performed. 
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Practically everybody agreed that, artistically, the season had been a 
success, but in every other way it had been far from satisfactory. Atten-
dance, which from the beginning had for a considerable part been Dutch, 
dropped fairly quickly. Although the audience were provided with 
outlines of the plays in English,1 and although the acting was so good 
that the language was no real barrier to understanding and enjoying the 
plays — at least that is what most of the critics said — Rosier Paassen 
realised after a few performances that "our plays could not attract new 
audiences who did not know our language and could only understand our 
gestures." Moreover, the London impresario had prepared the season 
badly. He had chosen the wrong time and had given it so little publicity, 
that the manager of the Penton Hotel, where Paassen was staying, 
discovered only after a fortnight that Paassen was not just a Dutchman 
enjoying a holiday in London, but a playwright and an actor working 
hard at a nearby theatre.2 It seems that the season had to be closed prema-
turely as the Imperial Theatre was incurring heavy financial losses. For 
a farewell matinée on 23 June the Drury Lane Theatre was offered to the 
company. De Ledige Wieg, De Kiesvereenging van Stellendijk and Manus de 
Snorder were performed for an audience among whom there were many 
actors, and during the interval Miss Geneviève Ward, Henry Irving and 
Miss Ellen Terry asked Paassen to sell the English and American rights of 
De Ledige Wieg to Miss Ward. The contract was drawn up at once and 
signed at the nearby office of the Era. "In the end I had done much better 
business in London than the company, which lost some 8000 guilders 
over their London season, " wrote Paassen.з A year later when the Saxe-
Meiningen company opened their season at the Drury Lane Theatre on 
30 May 1881, The Globe wrote : "As regards ensemble acting this company 
truly deserves its fame, and belongs indeed to the best companies in the 
world. But it is impossible to credit it in this respect with a higher 
degree of quality than the company of the Rotterdammers, who last year 
gave us our first experience of acting of this class. " * 
In The Illustrated London News of 4 June 192 1 Grein wrote: 
It was just my luck that I arrived in London in iSSj when the Bancrofts officially 
ended their reign of glory and bade farewell to the world of the theatre. To be 
candid I had not come to these shores with high ideas of the stage in Shakespeare's 
1
 Small eight page booklets, several of which are to be found among the playbill collection 
of the V. and Α., London. 2 Faassen, op. cit., pp. 107-18. 3 Ibidem. ••Quoted in 
Eloquentia, 1, No n , ,i8/6/81. 
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land. Abroad the British stage was frankly laughed at : "No plays at all (except Caste 
and Our Boys), bad acting, ranting, pantomimes." How well I remember those 
ignorant gibes in days when travelling was the exception rather than the rule. But I 
soon found out that the theatre in England was not as black as it was painted; that 
it was a case of "Barkis is willin' " as far as the public was concerned, and the in-
efficiency of most managers. (Have we changed all that?). 
This discovery, however, apparently took some time and he certainly had 
not much good to say about the English theatre in his first contributions 
to Dutch newspapers and magazines, which he started after he had barely 
been in London for two months. 
When I left Amsterdam, two months ago now, I promised and firmly intended to 
continue my favourite occupation of chronicling plays and performances. During the 
first two months I could not bring myself to do it, because it was difficult to conquer 
my reluctance as I was too modest to judge as yet the artistic life of a foreign nation, 
and whenever I started it seemed to me that my opinion was not sufficiently sub-
stantiated and too bold. Only now after contemplating part of the world of art, do I 
venture to write down some of my experiences. At first my opinions, which I have 
always expressed frankly, may not be so positive as I myself and my readers might like 
them to be, but as a newcomer to this metropolis I prefer to start adagio, hoping to 
have plenty of time later on for thejorte and_/or£mimo. 
wrote Grein with characteristic modesty in the first of his six Talks on the 
London Theatres in De Portefeuille.1 He then went on to inform his Dutch 
readers that London music-halls, apart from being bigger, were not so 
very different from the Amsterdam café-chantants. The jokes were more 
proper than in Amsterdam, but not always very funny and sometimes 
rather vulgar. The public clearly was easy to please, which only proved 
that there was no accounting for tastes.2 As for the theatres proper, 
most of them specialised in a particular kind of play, such as pièces à 
grande spectacle, melodramas and blood-and-thunder. Military spectacles 
were" just now very popular, probably because the real British army was 
being defeated all over the place." Karthoum, a "play" by Muskerry and 
J. Jourdain, was no good as a play; as a spectacle, however, it was mag-
nificent and it was beautifully mounted. The mise-en-scène of Richard HI 
in Amsterdam had been considered magnificent,э but it could not hold a 
candle to this performance in Sanger's Amphitheatre, a third-rate theatre 
at that, and the groupings and crowd effects were astonishingly realistic 
and effective.4 The Private Secretary, Charles Hawtrey's adaptation of 
1
 De Portefeuille, vu. No 6, g/ î /S^, pp. 96-7. The other articles appeared in Nos 8 , 1 1 , 
13, 16, 19. г Ibid., No 6. 3 Cf. supra, pp. 38 and 40. * De Portefeuille, VII, No 8. 
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von Moser's Der Bibliothekar, was very bad indeed, however much the 
public liked it. The play itself was no masterpiece, but The Private 
Secretary was the most miserable and insipid trash one could imagine. 
What little wit the play contained had been left out by Hawtrey, who 
had no idea at all how to adapt a play. This shoddy piece of work so far 
had earned Hawtrey £30,000, and it was not surprising that Hawtrey, as 
rumour had it, should be working on another adaptation from the 
German.1 After this it was the turn of the English actors and actresses. 
Grein had been in London now for just three months, and he had dis­
covered already that English people were physically and temperamentally 
unfit for acting. They played mechanically, without emotion, and only 
to be applauded, which spoiled the plays and prevented the audience 
more often than not from understanding what the plays were all about.2 
Some weeks later Grein relented a little. There were good actors in 
London, but that was purely accidental. There were no traditions of 
acting, and no dramatic school. The few good actors were just bom 
actors. Henry Irving was a great actor and his Lyceum Theatre was "the 
only temple of art" in London. He was very good in Delavigne's mag­
nificently staged Louis XI, from which it was clear that his acting was of 
the same type as that of the Dutchman Louis Bouwmeester, but his 
physique and voice were serious drawbacks. On the other hand, he was 
much more knowledgeable about the theatre than Bouwmeester, and 
always willing to listen to good advice, quite unlike Bouwmeester.3 
Before "pressure of work" (as the editor regretted),4 prevented Grein 
for the time being from pursuing his contributions to De Portefeuille, he 
told his readers finally that Excelsior, a ballet by the Italian Luigi Manzotti, 
was magnificent. It represented the triumph of the Goddess of Light and 
Science over narrow-mindedness, ignorance and bigotry. Grein waxed 
quite enthusiastic about it and called it "a real work of art, a glorious 
epic without words, " the author of which was not only an accomplished 
dramatist and talented playwright, " but also "a poet in the noblest sense 
of the word. " s 
Meanwhile Grein had started writing for the Algemeen Handelsblad, 
one of the leading Amsterdam dailies, of which on leaving Amsterdam 
he had been appointed one of its London correspondents by the editor 
• De PoTtefemUe, vu, No 11. 2 Ibid., No 1 3. з Ibid., No 16. 4 Ibid., No Î9 , 17/10/8$, 
p. 469. s Ibid., No 19, 8/8/8$. Apart from two book reviews in Nos 43 and 46, this is 
for the time being Grein's last article in this weekly. 
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Ch. Boissevain.1 Grein wrote for this paper for sixteen years, but mostly 
on other matters than the theatre.2 After a short note on the Bancrofts 
taking their farewell of the London stage, in which Tom Robertson is 
called "a writer of no extraordinary talent, but with some gift for the 
type of comedy of which the German Benedix is the originator, " з Grein's 
first proper dramatic article, Tooneelcauseriën (Dramatic Talks) I, appeared 
on 8 November 188ς. In it he suggested writing about the world of the 
London theatre, whenever there was anything likely to interest his 
readers, who were warned, however, not to expect too much, "for if 
the English theatre were to be judged by what is to be seen on the 
London stage now, the verdict could not be but most unfavourable." At 
one theatre only the classics were seriously "studied and attempted," 
everywhere else blood-and-thunder, spectacles and low comedies and 
farces flooded the stage. The censor of plays exercised a bad influence, 
but the real cause of the decay of the English drama lay in the bad taste of 
the public, who preferred low farces, crude comedies and worthless 
pantomimes to serious plays, domestic comedies and subtle dialogue. 
Consequently, plays written to please the public and not worth looking 
at, such as those by George R. Sims and Wilson Barrett, were huge 
successes, except Sims's new play, The Last Chance, which even the 
London public could not bear. A. Sullivan was "the one worth while 
popular playwright" (sic). The Frenchman M.L.Mayer, "the London 
' T h i s paper had several London correspondents, L. K., Th. M. Verster, D.A., B. V., 
D.S., and others. Their articles appeared mostly unsigned, marked "Spec. corr." only. 
There are a great many of these articles and those by Grein, mostly unsigned, are among 
them. As no records are kept by the paper after thirty years, there is no way of making 
quite sure which articles are Grein's. In most cases this does not matter as they are not 
concerned with the theatre, while in quite a few cases internal evidence shows clearly 
enough whether Grein was the writer or not. Between 1885-1900 there are 118 articles 
signed J . G . , J . T . G . , J . T . Grein, G., Grein, and once (Uncle) Jack. Of these only 
thirty are directly concerned with the theatre, some of which only slightly. 
2
 Grein's first contribution, Engehche Beschuiten (English Biscuits) I, appeared on 4/6/8 j . 
In it he suggested starting "some kind of chronicle of events from the London world, 
which provides an endless number of interesting topics." After a description of the 
orators in Hyde Park on 1 2/6/8 j , which according to Orme, p. 47, was Grein's début 
in the paper, a second and last English Biscuits appeared on 30/6/8 j . It contained Grein's 
first of many accounts of visits to the Police Courts. Grein's first signed article appeared 
on 8/11/8^. It did not concern the theatre. It is unlikely that Λ Quick Look at London, 
The English Theatre, on 12/7/8 j , a very unfavourable and harsh criticism, is by Grein, 
especially as it seems to be the result of a short and quick visit. 3 Algemeen Handelsblad, 
î i /7/8S . 
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Mayer, as I heard him called in Paris," had brought his company to 
London for the fourteenth time. They were second-rate actors, but their 
excellent ensemble-acting made up for most of their defects. A second 
Dramatic Talk, on ι April 1886, discussed "six theatres which had been 
kind enough" to invite Grein to their performances and was more 
favourable. The Mikado, "already 2ςο performances," was very good in 
every respect; much better than Erminie, a comic opera or operetta by 
H.Paulton and Jacobowski, and in fact some sort of adaptation of 
Bertram and Bertram, well-known in Amsteidam. It was funny, however, 
in parts and the music was good and well played. Hoodman Blind, by 
Wilson Barrett and H.A.Jones, and Alone in London, byR. Buchanan and 
Harriet Taylor,1 had beside all the defects of the old melodrama, such as 
banal and insipid dialogue, scenes from daily life which clearly showed 
how deeply the writers had penetrated into human nature. Some of 
these scenes were written with a masterly hand, and both plays were 
lavishly mounted. Grein concluded the article with a fairly long para­
graph full of praise of Henry Irving, in which he freely reprinted what he 
had written some time ago in De Portefeuille, already a common practice 
with him. 
For the next few years there is nothing in the Algemeen Handelsblad of 
any interest to us here. 2 
According to Orme Grein also wrote during "the full fifty years of his 
London life" for the Haagsche Dagblad and Het Vaderland. There never 
was a Haagsche Dagblad in Grein's time, and the Haagsche Dagblad ap­
pearing in The Hague now was only founded in 1945· and the editor 
assured me that its name was quite new. The editor of the Haagsche 
Courant in his turn also assured me that Grein had never written for that 
paper. Grein did write for Het Vaderland, a daily appearing in The Hague 
since 1869. He contributed to this paper less frequently than to the 
Algemeen Handelsblad and much the same sort of articles.з 
1
 He must have meant Harriet Jay. 2 Grein's regular, and after 1886 not quite so regular, 
contributions are mostly short and have no bearing on the theatre, apart from a few short 
notices about what was on in London at that moment. L.Simons, a friend of Grein's, 
wrote on 20/1/89, referring to Irving's Macbeth, that the London theatre was still far 
below that of Paris, but that it was gaining in prestige mainly because of what Irving and 
Miss Terry were doing at the Lyceum. Irving was not the greatest actor living, but in 
some parts he was very good and his Shakespeare revivals were important, even if one 
did not always agree with him. What the Duke of Meiningen had done for the German 
classics, Irving was doing for Shakespeare, з Orme, p. 135. Like the Algemeen Handels­
blad, Het Vaderland had also many London correspondents. Grein's first article, signed 
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Grein does not seem to have had much time to write in Dutch papers 
and magazines, as he was busy finding his feet in London. However, 
"although far from Amsterdam," he remained "parfaitement au courant" 
of what was going on there, as he wrote to L. van Deyssel.1 When 
therefore Betsy Perk, the sister of the Dutch poet Jacques Perk, wrote 
in De Leeswijzer, a small literary paper, about the "Proeftooneel" in Rome 
and suggested that something similar should be established in Amsterdam, 
Grein could not refrain from making some critical comments. This 
"Proeftooneel" in Rome was a society which gave Sunday afternoon 
readings and performances (without décor and costumes) of new plays 
in order to test and correct them wherever necessary and possible, with 
a view of having them produced on the professional stage. A theatre had 
been put freely at their disposal and necessary expenses were defrayed by 
selling cheap tickets to the public. The success was great and most new 
plays in Rome had reached the stage via this "Proeftooneel. " 2 
"Bravo," wrote Grein. Miss Perk's enthusiastic review of Theodora, 
Sardou's new play,3 had given him a poor view of her abilities as a critic, 
but this new article had made him think better of her. He wanted, 
however, to add some critical notes, if a similar society, which he had 
called "Proof-Stage" when he wrote about it in the Dramatic Review,* was 
to be established in Amsterdam. 
First, all theatre managers should be honorary members of the society 
in order to keep them out of the management; a capital of at least 
2£,ооо guilders would have to be found, and no cheap tickets should be 
sold. Cheap tickets would only attract the lower classes, who had no 
taste at all. Admittance should be exclusively by invitation and the only 
people to be invited were the higher classes, the haute volée, while the 
verdict should be left to knowlegdeable critics, who knew the French, 
English and German drama as well as they knew the Dutch drama. Al-
though art was no business of the state, the state as well as the local 
councils should subsidize the society (just as they ought to subsidize 
G., appeared on 18/2/90; before that there are many unsigned Engelsche Brieven (English 
Letters) and Grein may have written some of these. None of them are concerned with 
the theatre. Among the dozen or so contributions by Grein in 1890 only one bears on 
the theatre, that of i/3/90 (Mrs. Langtrey had returned from America. Her acting had 
not improved). For the next four years there are a number of signed articles by Grein, 
and a fair percentage of them deals with the theatre. His last signed contribution ap-
peared on 11/4/94. ' A postcard to L. van Deyssel, among v. D's papers, now in the 
possession of Mr. H. Prick, Vaals, Holland. 2 De Leeswijzer, ni . No i, I Í / Í / 8 6 , pp. 4-7. 
з Ibid., 11, No 20, 1/3/86, pp. 288-93 and No 2 ' . і і /з/86,рр. 304-6. * CL· infra, pp. $8-9. 
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schools of dramatic art) and they should also provide a theatre. Finally, 
only professional actors were to be employed and any contact with 
amateurs was to be avoided.1 Miss Betsy Perk did not wait for any further 
critical notes which Grein promised and she rejected most of his remarks 
as pedantic. She also protested against Grein writing in the Kustkroniek 
(Art Chronicle),2 that the bigger dailies and magazines were ignoring her 
project, because it had originated from a woman writing in a small maga-
zine. This was not true, the press had always been most kind to her.3 
At the beginning of 1886 Grein had been elected honorary secretary 
of the Netherlands Club in London.·* There he made speeches and gave 
readings and talks,s and although he may have been working on the 
Kunstkroniek, he must generally have been too busy to contribute much to 
Dutch papers and magazines. As he was all his life, however, very much 
his own publicity agent, he saw to it that his Dutch readers knew what 
he was doing.6 
1
 De Leeswijzer, in, No 3, I J / 6 / 8 6 , pp. 40-1. 2 This Kunstkrontek is also mentioned in 
Grein's postcard to L. van Deyssel, supra, p. 54 n. 1. Grein wrote : "I should be grateful 
if you would help me now and again to make something of the Kunstkroniek. I know that 
that little magazine needs a lot of improving in every respect, but I hope with the help 
of friends to be able to obtain before long a respectable place for it among our hebdo-
madaria." The magazine itself is untraceable. ' D e Leeswijzer, m, No ¡, i j /7 /86 , pp. 
6Î-7. The whole scheme, and not least Grein's derogatory remarks about amateurs, 
caused a great deal of bad feeling and controversy. Nothing came of it all. Het Toneel, 
χνι, 1886-7, pp. 1 7 6 - 8 9 ; D« Portefeuille, vin, No 12, 19/6/86, p. 201 ; No 13, pp. 216-7 ; 
No 16, pp. 272-3; No 19, 7/8/86, p. 321. * Algemeen Handelsblad, 24/1/86. 5 De 
fortefemlle, vin, No 33, 13/11/86, p. J I J . 6 ¡bid., vin, No 28, 9/10/86, p . 449, informed 
its readers that Mr. Jac. Grein had become "a member of the editorial staff of the Crystal 
Palace Times, one of the most widely circulated papers of the Sydenham-Forest district. " 
He was to write "Gossips," talks about London and its environments and dramatic 
criticism. He would start off with a series Crystal Palace Sketches. Five weeks later: 
"Our friend and contributor Jact T. Grein has considerably extended his field of activity 
of late and he is, if not the only one, at least one of the very few Dutchmen writing in 
four languages. His articles are to be found, among other magazines, in Le Courrier de 
Londres, Le Précurseur, Das Deutsche Theater, Die Weseler Zeitung, The Academy, Crystal Palace 
Times and An and Wisdom." Moreover, he was preparing for publication in English 
towards the end of the year a collection of short sketches about life in the London 
suburbs, called Suburbiana; a collection of Dutch letters from London would soon 
follow; his answer to the competition of Wit and Wisdom, vii. How to live on £ J2 a year, 
belonged to the twenty best, and finally, he was working on, and had for the greater 
part already completed a French novel, probably to be called Une de Celles. Ibid., vili, 
No 33, 13/11/86, p . J I J . None of these ever appeared, but parts of them are no doubt 
to be found among his non-dramatic writings. Cf. infra, p . 284. 
No one but Grein himself could have supplied all this information. 
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During that same year Grein moved to somewhere near the Crystal 
Palace, London, and started writing his first articles in English in a sub­
urban paper, the Crystal Palace Times. The first article appeared on i6 
October 1886 and described a performance of A Wandering Minstrel at 
Payne's Theatre — a booth rather than a playhouse - in Penge, South 
London. The conclusion of this piece of high-flown and highly-coloured 
belletne read thus : 
I thanked goodness when all was over, and escaping from the place was touched as I 
perceived in the fog outside a fair woman leaning against a wall crying bitterly. I did 
not ask her home, neither did I enquire after the cause of her sorrow. I recognised 
her, and mourned with her : it was Thalia, the Muse, bewailing the massacre of her 
chdd.i 
Grein wrote regularly in this paper for some time, but seldom ap­
parently, on the London theatre. The Crystal Palace occurred repeatedly 
in his general articles in the Algemeen Handelsblad, and several of his contri­
butions were reprinted in his collected non-dramatic writings.2 
On 7 January 1887 the Amsterdam theatre manager A. van Lier died, 
and Grein concluded his obituary in the Dramatic Review on a personal note. 
'Well, Mister Jack," - he always called me thus even in Dutch - he said once after 
a first night, "what do you think of my last venture, isn't it a fine play'" "b ine," I 
said, "yes, blood and thunder style, Dennery, Bourgeois and C o . " Whereupon van 
Lier, who knew me well enough, and was convinced that I would commit my frank 
opinion plainly to print, angrily retorted : "You young and heartless critics, you will 
pull everything to pieces, but what on earth have you ever bui l t ' " . . . "Nothing as 
yet, but we try to lay the foundation stone of a refined taste in our public. You know 
what is wanting and it is not Mr. Dennery who will be the architect" . . . "As a 
director 3 I am cross with you, but as an artist I confess you are right. Pray, think about 
the director when you are writing and do it gently. " And I did it gently and all my 
more powerful fellow-critics did it too, but the play had nevertheless soon outlived 
its noisy and boisterous existence.* 
This was Grein's first contribution to a proper English theatrical maga­
zine and some more articles in that same magazine soon followed. He 
wrote at great length about Civil War, a drama in four acts, by H. Merivale, 
adapted from Delpit's Mile Bressier. 
1
 As quoted by Orme, p. j 1. The play must have been H. Mayhew's The Wandering Minstrel, 
1834. A. Nicoli, op. cit., iv, p. j j j a n d p . $98. 2 Cf. infra, p . 284. A paper called Crystal 
Palace Times does not seem to have existed. Orme may have meant The (Sydenham) Crystal 
Palace Gazette, but the years 1886-7 0 ^ ^аХ paper are not available, з Grein must have 
meant here and in the next line : manager. + Dramatic Review, Journal of Theatrical, 
Musical and General Criticism, London, v, No 111, 12/3/87. 
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I admit that the play is defective; the construction is weak; it sins against dramatic 
rules especially in the lapse of time ; it has all the weaknesses of dramatic work based 
on romances, 
but what absolutely spoiled it was the way in which it had been adapted. 
Really, these ridiculous purifications to please the Lord Chamberlain deserve condem­
nation as clumsy and inartistic ; and the honour of foreign authors, whose works are 
wilfully lacerated and deformed, because our morals and those abroad don't run 
parallel, demands that either an end be put to the wrong which is continually done 
to their work and their reputation, or that we simply abstain from borrowing 
foreign fruits, and adopt the harder and fairer course of living on the products of 
our own meagre dramatic soil.1 
Next we find a very long account of Grein's visit to Albert Delpit in 
Paris,2 followed by an equally long defence of Francillon, Dumas Fils' 
latest play. 
Francillon may be, according to the British matron, an immoral play, not fit to be witnes­
sed by innocent maidens ; but surely it is not more dangerous and impure than Camille, 
for instance, which has held for years an important place in the repertory of English 
actors and theatres . . . There are allusions to impurity, I admit that, plenty of them, 
but the tendency of Francillon is pure, it is neither a glorification nor a defence of 
fallen women ; nay, it is, strangely enough for a play coming from France, a lesson in 
marital faith, dramatized for the benefit of middle-aged husbands and young wives. 
The "simple plot" ("so transparent a story, so little action, so much 
talking") was told then in circumstantial detail, and after much philo­
sophizing on the difference between the French and the English Grein 
concluded : 
I hope that Francillon will be translated into English, and that the work will be 
entrusted to competent hands. There are several situations in the play foreign to the 
English mind, but it contains many a hint which may be appreciated, albeit foreign; 
and as a literary work it is simply a masterpiece.э 
Being in a defensive mood, Grein went on to defend The Doctor, an 
adaptation from Albin Valabrègue's La Doctoresse, by F. C.Burnand, the 
editor of Punch. The adaptation, "a difficult work and cleverly done," 
had certainly suffered from Bumand's inveterate habit of punning, but 
these feeble jokes are freely sprinkled on a withal perfectly fluent, witty and well-
worded dialogue . . . I have seen the play in Paris, in London and in Amsterdam . . . 
1
 Dramatic Review, v, No 127, 2/7/87. 2 Ibid., No 128, 9/7/87. Grein spent some 
months in Paris that summer "on business." Cf. Orme, p. $2. з Ibid.,ν,No 129, 16/7/87. 
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I know parts of the dialogue by heart, and dare to state boldly that the best scenes 
have scarcely suffered in the translation. 
Yet the London critics, Grein went on, and many of them anonymous, 
had killed the play out of spite and from jalousie de métier. "Such a state 
of things is disgraceful, such writers are unworthy to wield the quill as 
advisers of the public. " ' 
After Some Muses Astray, a condescending piece about a music-hall 
show in Sheemess, where he had gone for August Bank Holiday,2 Grein 
apologised for having recommended PaiUeron's L'Etmcelle for adaptation 
into English. A pile of letters had told him that the play had been adapted 
into English three times already, but how was he to know in view of the 
disreputable and common practice of English translators and adapters of 
never acknowledging the original author? 
I leave the money question aside, there are, unfortunately, many well-known 
authors to whom banknotes and sovereigns are dearer than moral reward, these may 
be gifted men, artists in the common sense of the word, but they are not the artists 
Dei gratia who work because unselfish ambition, and an inexpressible but compre-
hensible power compels them to make their thoughts, their fancy, known to the 
wide, wide world. The former need no protection, they get what they want, for our 
lessees are generous and solvent, but the latter are continually wronged, their works 
are annexed by skilful translators (or adapters), they are cheered by the audiences, 
they fill the cash-boxes of the playhouses, they heap laurels on second-hand writers, 
who answer to a call for "the author", and bow to the public, acknowledging the 
praise bestowed on plumage which is not theirs, whilst the original author in France 
or German) reads with amazement in the papers that Mr So-and-So's dialogue is smart, 
and so on Generally when a foreign play is produced in this country, the original 
title is skilfully hidden or exchanged for one which makes it difficult to trace i t , the 
name of the writer is either entirely left out, or mutilated, or printed in so small 
characters that it disappears in the shadow of the fat letters which indicate the 
translators A look at the theatrical advertisements of a week or so ago proves the 
truth of this accusation . . . The result of the vicious system I have exposed is not 
only that foreign authors are damaged by the fact that their names remain unknown, 
that their work is merely the stepping stone for many translators who are not worthy 
to tie their shoe-strings, but it leads to such mistakes as the one committed last week. 
How am I to know that The Private Secretary of Mr Hawtrey is not Mr. Hawtrey's, 
but (von) Moser's Bibliothekar, that Our Diva of Mr. Rae is Paul Ferner and Bocage's 
Josephine vendue par ses soeurs if they are announced as quasi-original works and 
spoken of as such ? з 
In a final article, A Proof-Stage, Grein referred to "a plan ventilated a 
week or to ago by Mr. Ernest J. Andrews in the columns of this magazine, " 
1
 Dramatic Review, v, No 131, 30/7/87. 2 Ibid , vi, No 133, 13/8/87. з Ibid., vi, No 134, 
20/8/87. 
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to help young and unknown dramatists to get their work performed. 
Mr. Andrews had suggested that the numerous amateur societies should 
perform these new plays rather than, as they liked to do, plays well-known 
already. Grein knew something better, he said and went on to describe 
the experiment in Rome in almost the exact terms in which Miss B. Perk 
had described the experiment a year and a half before in Amsterdam. 
In order to let the scheme be universally known, I make an earnest appeal on my 
brethem of the journalistic craft, praying them to fix attention on the matter by the 
powerful voice of their largely circulated organs. In the meantime I beg Mr. Andrews, 
as well as those of my readers who view my proposal favourably, to communicate 
with me through the medium of the Dramatic Review. It is only the first step that is 
the hardest, and when it is once established that the idea of a Proof-Stage in London 
meets with general approval, the Proof-Stage will soon be a fact.' 
These contributions were supplemented by five more articles written 
by Grein from Paris under the heading East and West, a regular Dramatic 
Review feature, and consisting mainly of theatrical gossip and small-talk. 
There are no reviews of Paris plays, as the season was over and practically 
all the theatres closed,2 but Grein suggested some foreign plays as 
suitable for adaptation into English and it is curious to find him re-
commending von Moser and Blumenthal, of whom he had long since 
ceased to be fond.3 Orme claimed that Grein had witnessed the be-
ginning of Antoine's Théâtre Libre in Paris towards the end of 1887.4 
There is no evidence of this in the Dramatic Review. In East and West s 
there is an account of the first Théâtre Libre production, in which 
Villiers de l'Isle-Adam's L'Evasion is said to be "flowery and artificial," 
and where Sœur Philomène, adapted by A.Byl and Vidal from the Gon-
courts, is called "the work of talented amateurs," but the article is 
unsigned and does not read as though written by Grein. 
Eugène Desroches had established in Paris his Théâtre des Jeunes, a 
sort of Proof-Stage, and he had begun a competition to choose plays for 
production during the winter. Grein wrote to him as soon as he heard 
about it, and Desroches explained his project in a letter to Grein, but 
was clearly not interested in further contact.6 Grein sent in a play of his 
1
 Dramatic Review, vi. No 136, 3/9/87, and supra, p . £4-1 г Ibid., ν . No 131, 30/7/87. 
J Ibid., vi, No 136, 3/9/87: Die Leibrente, a comedy by G.von Moser; Le Prêtre, a drama 
by Ch. Buet; Uitgaan, a comedy by Glanor (Dutch). Ibid., No 1 37, 10/9/87 : Frau Venus, 
a comedy, grand spectacle by O. Blumenthal; Het Sonnet, by Fr. v. Eeden (Dutch). 
¡bid.. No 139, 24/9/87: Sonderbare Dinge, a comedy by G.von Moser; Les Saturnales, a 
comedy by Albin Valabrègue. • Orme, pp. $2-3. s Dramatic Review, vi, No 143, 22/10/87. 
6
 Ibid., vi, No 136, 3/9/87. 
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and it was one of the twenty-five chosen for production out of the three 
hundred and sixty-one which Desroches received. The Dramatic Review 
proudly announced : "Among the successful works is a play by the London 
editor of the Dutch Art Chronicle, Mr. Jack T. Grein, our contributor. It 
is called Cherchez la Femme, and will be produced on December 17th. " I 
Meanwhile "the editor of the Dutch Art Chronicle, " as Grein allowed 
himself to be called by the Dramatic Review, had started writing again for 
Dutch periodicals. He congratulated De Leeswijzer on beginning its 
fourth volume and sent in an article, called From the Land of Liberty, in 
which he told his readers that there was no liberty at all in England, to 
tell the plain truth. He was writing a good deal in English periodicals, 
"as you know, " not only because it was so "lucrative, " but also "because 
our small country is too little known here and, alas, despised, and it can 
do no harm to tell John Bull that we Dutch are not so double-Dutch as 
he thinks." But he was scared, for libel actions were all too easily 
brought against anyone telling the truth, and unless things changed for 
the better, editors would soon have to swallow everything, for if they 
told the truth, they were threatened with fines and imprisonment. As 
for the theatre, he went on, the old disease of "Pulchriasis" had broken 
out again. Actresses again thought that to be beautiful was the only neces-
sary qualification. Some critics were taken in, but most were not. He 
would give his own opinion in his next article.2 
De Portefeuille published between March and September 1887 four 
longish articles, Metropolitana. They contain mostly chatty accounts of 
what was going on in London, which plays were failures (most of them) 
and which were moderately successful, and repeat a good deal of what 
had already appeared in the Dramatic Review and in the Algemeen Handels-
blad.3 It appears from these writings that Grein was on the whole better 
pleased with English acting than his article in De Portefeuille would have 
made us expect,* and that he was beginning to feel very much at home in 
the world of the London theatre, as he already called Robert Buchanan 
"my friend." s These articles also furnished the first instance of the rôle 
Grein so much wanted to play : that of being adviser to the Dutch theatre 
1
 Dramatic Review, vi, No 139, 24/9/87. This Dutch Art Chronicle = De Portefeuille. On 
Cherchez la femme, cf. supra, pp. 12-3. 1 De Leeswijzer, IV, No ι, ι í / í / 87 , pp. 8-9. Thenext 
article never appeared, з De Portefeuille, ix, pp. 26-7, 116-8, 209-11 and 353-^. The 
issues are undated, the articles themselves are dated: London, 27/3/87, 3/5/87, i/7/87 
and 11/9/87. 4 Cf. supra, p. ς ι n. 3. s Whose play The Blue-bells of Scotland, "written in 
collaboration with his charming and beautiful sister-in-law Harriet Jay," was a highly 
realistic and tense "volksstuk. " De Portefeuille, ix, pp. 3Í3-Í . 
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in their choice of foreign plays. Talking about The Golden Band, "a most 
curious play" by Freeman Wills and H. Herman, and "notwithstanding an 
elementary mistake (against the English marriage laws) full of suspense, " 
he recommended it for Holland and asked any company wanting to per­
form it to get in touch with him, so that he could see that the translation 
rights were obtained.1 
As his series East and West in the Dramatic Review had been so successfull 
— "I have proof in writing from Europe and three other parts of the world 
that my articles have been translated and reprinted" 2 - Grein offeied his 
"old friend De Portefeuille" a similar series and eight articles entitled Oost 
en West duly appeared.3 In the first article he came back to the point of 
advising on plays and he promised to recommend every week a number of 
English plays to Dutch theatre managers and to undertake gladly to 
procure the rights of translation and production. Jim the Penman, a 
comedy in four acts by Sir Charles Young, Engaged, a comedy in three 
acts by W. S. Gilbert, and Sophia, a comedy in four acts and adapted from 
Fielding's Tom Jones by R. Buchanan, "a striking proof of the progress 
made in England in the art of play-writing, " were his first recommen­
dations,* while Held by the Enemy, a drama in five acts by W. Gillette, The 
Schoolmistress, a comedy in three acts by A. W. Pinero, The Amber Heart, 
a comedy in thiee acts by A. C. Calmour, and The Barrister, a farce in three 
acts by G. M. Fenn, followed in the two next articles.s After that Grein 
stopped his "Menu," as he called it. The articles themselves contain only 
theatrical small-talk 6 and such remarks as "1887 was rather insignificant, 
but everything is expected from 1888." 7 
According to his English Plays on the Continent,9 Grein wrote another 
series of articles for De Portefeuille. After arriving in England, he had set 
out to study seriously the English drama, which, like English acting, was 
despised on the Continent, where Shakespeare, Sheridan and Lytton were 
the only English playwrights that were accepted. 
1
 De Portefeuille, IX, pp. 209-11. г Ibid., pp. Si7'9· 3 Ibid., pp. Í37-9, Í94-Í , 612-3, 
627-8, 644-j , 661-3, 677 and 708-9. These articles, which appeared fairly regularly 
every week, were undated, except the first: London, December 1887. 4 Ibid., pp. 
SÌ7'9J 667. s Ibid., pp. J9J and 613; cf. Nicoli, op. cit., ν, p. 97 η . ι. 6 About such 
things as lavishly staged pantomimes; Uncle Tom produced with live bloodhounds at the 
Princess Theatre; the fire of the Islington Grand Théâtre; some by now customary 
remarks about translations and adaptations ; Henry Irving's social activities besides his 
work in the theatre; rows between playwrights and actors; etc. τ De Portefeuille, ιχ, 
1887-88, pp. Í94-Í . β In Cecil Howard's Dramatic Notes. A Year-Book of the Stage, 
London, 1891, pp. 270-2. 
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This work cost me nearly three years' incessant study, reading, playgoing. But at 
the end of that period I felt equal to speaking with authority on the subject and to 
taking up the gauntlet for the much-maligned and hastily condemned British drama. 
In the end of 1887, at the bidding of the editor of the Dutch An Chronicle in Amster­
dam, 1 began a brief History oj the Modern English Stage, which I continued week after 
week until it was completed in March, 1888. This essay - for I claim no more pre­
tentious title for it - seemed to awake some interest in Holland and Belgium. I got 
many letters on the subject from literary men and theatrical managers, whose 
curiosity to become acquainted with some of the plays named was tickled ; several 
teachers of English literature in Holland asked me to allow the use of my essays for 
their lessons and, finally, I reprinted the whole of the study in a book about London 
published at Amsterdam in 1888. 
The book mentioned here is London. Ellende en Weelde (London. Misery and 
Wealth), which was published in Amsterdam in 1889. It is a collection of 
24 essays only one of which is concerned with the theatre, viz. Het Heden-
daagsche Tooneel in Engeland. Een Studie in Vogelvlucht, 1888 {Modern Drama 
in England. A Bird's Eye View, 1888),1 which is the study referred to above 
by Grein. In this essay Grein collected most of his general observations 
on the English drama, which he had already published in several Dutch 
papers and magazines — certainly not, however, in this form in De 
Portefeuille — together with short descriptions of most modem English 
dramatists, for which he copiously drew on Archer's Are We Advancing,2 
notwithstanding his contention at the end that "these observations are 
the results of personal experience after four years in England. " The result 
of this study was that a Dutch theatre manager, a friend of Grein's, 
— probably van Lier in Amsterdam - asked Grein to suggest plays suitable 
for production in his theatre. Before making any definite proposals Grein 
elicited from all the Dutch companies a promise to pay a certain per­
centage to English playwrights, even though Holland had not joined the 
Berne convention, and a pledge not to accept the services of any other 
intermediary but Grein, 
to put an end to the manipulations of unscrupulous agents, who had, for instance, 
sold in Holland a German perversion of The Magistrate, without Mr. Pinero's consent 
and without offering him a percentage. After an enormous correspondence and 
several journeys I succeeded in opening the Dutch and Belgian theatres, some of the 
leading playhouses in Germany, even the Svenska Theatre in Helsingfors, to the 
British dramatist. France, unfortunately, still remains recalcitrant, although Pierre 
Berton, who, at my request, translated The Middleman hopes that 189Î may see its 
production at a leading house in Paris.) 
1
 Dramatic Notes, pp. 108-47. Cf. supra, p. 284. г In About The Theatre, London, 1886, 
pp. 1-100, esp. pp. 23-6. з Cf. supra, p. 61 n. 8. 
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But we are anticipating. At the end of the penultimate article of the 
series East and West, Grein asked to be allowed to give some information 
about himself. 
Last week I resigned my post as foreign editor of the Dramatic Review in order to accept 
a tempting offer, viz. the editorship of The Playgoers' Magazine, which promises to 
become one of the best theatrical magazines in the country. From 1 March (1888) I 
shall act as the leader writer of this monthly and I hope before long to have the 
opportunity to write an article about the dramatic situation in Holland, of which, 
alas, nothing is known here, despite the highly praised and still vividly remembered 
visit of the Rotterdammers with Annemie.1 
This seems to be the point where Grein, at least in his own opinion, had 
arrived and had really found his niche in the London theatrical world. 
Grain's first writings have been so extensively dealt with because they 
already contain most of the points which he was to continue to write 
about for many years to come : the lack of original plays, bad adaptations 
and translations, bad acting, dishonest and incompetent criticism, the 
censor's bad influence, etc. They also show his ever present readiness to 
suggest schemes and give advice, and his propensity to prolific theatrical 
gossip and small-talk. Finally they make clear that Grein had not 
changed much since he left Amsterdam. After less than three years in 
London he was already his old confident self again, as portentous, 
outspoken and censorious, naive and pompous, prim and at the same time 
broad-minded, as he had ever been. 
1
 De Portefeuille, m, 1887-88, p . 677. 
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There were numerous Playgoers at the time, but the only one available 
for March 1888, on the first day of which month Grein was to start 
writing his leading articles for it,1 is The Playgoers' Magazine, A Monthly 
JOT all Players and Playgoers, edited by Paul Vedder.2 Grein did not write 
for this magazine, and he certainly did not edit it. He may have been a 
little rash in telling his readers about an appointment which might not 
have come off after all ; some magazines die even before they start. It is 
also possible that the magazine is lost. Many magazines have such a short 
life, that after some time no trace of them is left. When inquiring after 
smaller magazines, one is often told by librarians that such ephemeral 
periodicals are not kept, and it is mostly only by accident that one comes 
across them eventually in private collections.з 
After founding the Playgoers' Club in 1884,+ Heneage Mandell started 
in 1888 The Playgoer. He edited it himself and the first number appeared 
on 1 November 1888. It ran for twelve months as a monthly, and expired 
after a short spell as a weekly.5 Grein had been a member of the Club for 
some years, where he made many speeches and seemed to have been 
fairly well-known.6 In its issue of February 1889 The Playgoer remarked : 
The last number of The Fortnightly Pœview contains a most exhaustive criticism of the 
Lyceum Macbeth (Première on 29 December 1888) by Mr. J. T. Grein, editor of 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 63. 2 At the Bodleian, Oxford, there are three monthly issues only: 
Jan.-Febr.-March 1888. з The private library of Mr. Malcolm Morley, St. John's Wood, 
London, has been most helpful. Mr. Morley knew Grein well from about 1921, and he 
was given a small part of Grein's library after the latter's death in 193Í. The rest of 
Grein's library and papers were apparently destroyed. • The Theatre, N.S. , Vol. in, 
April 1884, p . 2 2 j ; cf. also The Sunday Times, S / io /o j . s The Playgoer, A Leaßet for 
Playgoers. Vol. I, 12 monthly issues, Nov. 1888-October 1889, Nos 1-12, all containing 
16 pages, except No 1 (8 pp.) and No 2 (12 pp. ) ; Vol. 11, 6 weekly issues, Nos 13-18, 
2/11/89-7/12/89. «Cf. Orme, pp. jg-éo. 
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La Revue d'Art Dramatique. It is strange indeed to find Frenchmen taking note of 
English productions, and favourable note too.1 
This might mean that the editor, Heneage Mandell, took Grein for a 
Frenchman, or at least for someone unknown to him. At any rate the 
next issue of the magazine duly carried an article by "Grein, London 
Editor of La Revue d'Art Dramatique," entitled The "Lever de Rideau" m 
England, a plea for the curtain-raiser, the one-act comedietta, "so much 
despised in England, and so generally respected in France." 2 This was 
followed by English and French Actors. After comparing the two styles of 
acting, and pointing out the differences of temperament between the 
two nations, the tradition, training, and education of French actors and 
the almost total lack of it in English actors, although compensated in 
many cases by originality, Grein concluded : 
It is difficult to form a conclusion, and to say whether the French or the English 
have the advantage. Each have the defects and qualities of their race. If, at a first 
glance, the former appear to be superior in grace, vivacity, and accuracy in delivery 
and action, still, the latter surpass them m thoughtfulness and in realism - every-
thing is weighed, matured, and deliberated A good English actor will leave nothing 
to the chance of improvisation. This is shown in his acting, which does not make a 
similar impression to that of a French actor, but, at the same time, he presents many 
points with an exactness which, though displeasing to the French, are most acceptable 
in this country.3 
1
 Vol. I, No 4, Febr. 1889. There is no article by Grein in The Fortnightly Renew, 
Vol. XLiv, July-Dec 1888, nor in Vol. XLV, Jan -June 1889. 
Grein wrote a number of articles on the London theatre as London correspondent of La 
Revue d'An Dramatique, Paris. 1 hese articles have not been checked, as most of them are 
also to be found in some form or other in English magazines. He also wrote occasional 
articles in several London periodicals. In the Atheneum, 1, 1888, p . 795, there is a short 
obituary of Vosmaer, a Dutch man of letters, and there is one article in The Theatre, 
N S., Vol. xiv. No 82, 1 Oct. 1889, pp 189-92· First Night Calls. It was a protest 
against the then new practice of theatre managers of making "afterplay speeches, which 
have become inflictions, as they serve no purpose, mean nothing and tell nothing, and in 
which attempts are often made (wrongly) to tamper with the public verdict. " It was also 
a protest against "the ordeal playwrights have to face after a first night Abroad these 
things are ordered be t t e r . . . It is the public's duty to encourage authors, to induce them 
to go on and prosper, while it should be left to the press to criticize or censure when 
their conviction bids them to do so. But the hooting of a man, destroying the value of a 
work which is mostly the fruit of earnest and assiduous labour, is an evil policy that 
cannot but injure the prospects of dramatic literature, for in anathematising the novice's 
work an audience may nip in the bud an unripe but promising talent, and as we are not 
too abundantly blessed with good dramatists, we should smooth the path of newcomers. " 
2
 The Playgoer, Vol. 1, No j , March 1889, pp. 7-9. * ¡bid.. Vol. 1, No 7, May 1889, 
pp. 10 -11 . 
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In a third article, Adapters' Little Ways, Grein denounced another case of 
unscrupulous plagiarism, although in milder terms than he usually did. 
He even admitted that many foreigners greatly exaggerated their accu­
sations regarding this point. His "Mind you, I cannot be held responsible 
for this sort of talk (about unscrupulous adapters), I know better," must 
have come rather as a surprise to people who had read him in the 
Dramatic Review.1 Soon after The Playgoer became a weekly it died. The 
editor had apparently overtaxed the loyalty of its readers.2 
Mrs. Grein wrote that her husband "took over the editorship of [what 
she mistakenly called] The London Playgoer, which became The Playgoer and 
Comedy after the death of its first editor, Heneage Mandell, and the sale of 
the original Playgoer. " 3 It seems highly unlikely that Grein took over the 
editorship without notifying it in the magazine, and there is no mention 
of it anywhere. Nor did the magazine become The Playgoer and Comedy. 
Mandell died suddenly in the beginning of June 1890, apparently just 
after the June issue of The London Playgoer and Comedy had been prepared. 
His death and "his work in the original Playgoer and in the present 
journal" was commemorated on the first page of this fourth and last 
number of The London Playgoer and Comedy.* 
After The Playgoer had been sold, the editor, H. Mandell, and the new 
proprietors disagreed about the policy of the paper, which Mandell 
wanted to keep as independent as it had always been. He therefore 
founded a new monthly, The London Playgoer and Comedy, which was to 
continue in the same spirit of independence as the original magazine.s 
Grein contributed four articles to this monthly. In Why Time Kills English 
Plays he contended, in connection with the revivals of Caste and of Our 
Boys, that English plays lost vitality because they lacked "the three 
qualities which safeguard a play against oblivion : the human interest of 
the action, the logical evolution of character, the natural ring of the 
dialogue," maintaining that English playwrights had not yet learnt "to 
grapple with these canons and still believed in the almightiness of plot 
1
 The Playgoer, Vol. I, No 10, Aug. 1889, pp. ς-6. 2 It seems unlikely that there were 
more than six weekly issues, as the two only available copies, one in the V. and A.Ent-
hoven Collection, London, and one in Mr. Morley's library, both contain six issues 
only. There are no articles by Grein. A number of unsigned contributions might be his, 
but as Grein hardly ever deviated from his practice of signing everything he wrote, we 
believe they can be disregarded, з Cf. Orme, p. 63. * All this is confirmed by Grein 
himself in his To Our Readers in The Playgoers' Review, Vol. I, No 1, Jan. 1891, p . 1. 
Cf. infra, pp. 74.-f. s The London Playgoer and Comedy, Vol. 1, No 1, March 1890, p. 1 : 
To Our Readers. 
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effect and by-work. " ' The Moial Decay of Modern French Drama was an 
attack on modem French plays and playwrights. 
The louder the modern playwrights deprecate their predecessors, the further they 
deviate from artistic ideals, for the most modern school of French play-writing is 
neither fresh nor clear, it is simply filthy . . . The French drama which hitherto 
traded upon the acuteness of the human mind, the conflicts of human life, the inten­
sity of love, has become the plaything of the lower passions and doubtful wit.1 
Henry Irving and the Lyceum were the targets in Henry Irvwg-A Study. 
Irving's reputation and success were "not due in the first place to his 
merits as an actor, nor to those of Miss Ellen Terry, but more specially 
to his really unique quality as a scenist, " and Grein voiced as his greatest 
objection that Irving had done next to nothing for new original plays. 
William Archer had the same objection and he had written about it at 
length in The Playgoer and other magazines.J In The Vitality of English 
Plays, finally, Grein censured Ed. H. Ess, who had written against Grein's 
attack on Caste and Our Boys, for sneering at his (Grein's) predilection for 
continental productions. 
. . . for am I not the only foreigner in London who takes up the cudgels for the 
British drama whenever and wherever it is attacked abroad? Is it not I who has striven 
hard to introduce our drama on the Continent? You know that.·* 
Grein's introduction of the British drama on the Continent had not 
merely consisted in writing — and not always favourably — about it in 
Dutch and other periodicals, such as La Revue d'Art Dramatique and the 
Miinchener Theater-Journal.s He had also repeatedly offered his services as 
an intermediary between Dutch companies and English authors,6 and 
1
 The London Playgoer and Comedy, No 2, April 1890, pp. 25-6. Grein was much kinder 
to Our Boys in The Weekly Comedy, No 19, ΐί/ΐ/90, ρ д. * Ibid., No 3, May 1890, pp. 
41-2. 3 ¡bid.. No 4, June 1890, pp. £7-9. This article was originally written for and 
published in a somewhat different form in La Revue d'An Dramatique, I J Dec. 1889. 
For Archer's articles, cf. The Playgoer, Vol. 11, No 13, Nov. 2, 1889, pp. 9-11, and 
No 14, Nov. 9, 1889, pp. J--6. * Ibid., No 4, June 1890, pp. 61-2. s in the issue of 
20 Oct. 1888 of this paper Grein had written about Armada, a new Romance by 
H.Hamilton and Sir A. Hams He had concluded· Thalia, die Muse, barg ihr Antlitz 
schamrot in den Falten ihres Kleides und weinte bitterlich ob der Entartung der drama-
tischen Kunst im Lande Shakespeares. Cf. De Ponefemlle, x, 1888-9, N0 18, N.S., 
3 Nov. 1888, p. 286. * The London Playgoer and Comedy, N0 2, April 1890, p. 24, carried 
the following advertisement: Royal Society: The Netherlands Stage, Amsterdam and 
The Hague. The directors of this company are prepared to read English plays which have 
been successfully produced in London, and offer liberal terms for the right of production 
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he had suggested several English plays as suitable for production in 
Holland.1 By now he could boast of some successes. 
By mid-1890 Grein had already had two theatrical magazines of his 
own, he was preparing a third, and he had started on his first regular job 
as the dramatic critic of the weekly Life. 
His first periodical was Comedy, A Fortnightly Review of Art, edited by 
J. T. Grein. Its first paragraph read : 
Manna, Mr. Coleman's version of [R. Barrington's] Mr. Barnes of New York, has taken 
Amsterdam by storm, and we are proud to say that, thanks to our endeavours, this 
is the first time that an English dramatist will have received a fair royalty in a country 
with which England has no literary convention.2 
This was Grein's first success. In his second issue he wrote : 
Our Second Success. The following letter explains itself. 
Dear Grein, 
Thanks for the formal contract as to the playing of my piece, Woodbarrow Farm, in 
Amsterdam; and thanks, too, very much, for the courtesy you have shown in the 
management of this pleasant business. 
Yours sincerely 
March 2ith, 1889. Jerome K. Jerome.з 
MT. Barnes of New York was played at the Grand Théâtre van Lier in 
Amsterdam, and had the same huge success as so many similar lurid and 
sensational melodramas at that theatre always had, and Messrs van Lier 
made a good deal of money out of it.* And not only Messrs van Lier, for 
another version of the play started at about the same time at the Salon des 
Variétés, then under the management of Messrs Kreukniet, Blaasser, and 
in Holland. Dramatic authors willing to submit their MSS to the Royal Society are 
invited to communicate with Mr. J. T. Grein, 84, Warwick Street, S.W., who has 
consented to act as intermediary on the Royal Society's behalf. Cf. infra, p . 71 n. 4 . 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 62. 2 Vol. I, No 1, 20/3/89. з Ibid., No 2, 3/4/89. I have not been able 
to find a record of the performance of this play. Cf. infra, p . 1 38. 4 Mr. Barnes of New 
York, a drama in four acts or six scenes, after the purchased original MS of John Coleman, 
translated by W . F . Schlusser. More than 1,000 performances at the Gaiety and the 
Olympic Theatres in London. Greatest success. Thus according to an undated playbill 
at the Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam. The performances started in March 1889, and the 
piece remained a long time on the playlist. An anonymous reviewer of the English 
production found nothing praiseworthy but the acting. Cf. Dramatic Review, Vol. 7, 
No 176, June 9, 1888. 
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Bigot.1 Few people, however, were very happy about it. Grein's part 
in this venture was apparently little known, for it was only after the first 
number of his Comedy had arrived in Amsterdam, that Het Tooneel attacked 
him. The aim of Comedy seemed praiseworthy enough, the editor 
said, but 
We should like to ask Mr. Grein, to whom we owe this horrid melodrama, whether 
he really thinks that he is fostering "the grand cause of the English drama," and 
"convincing the folks across the sea that dramatic literature (sic) is still alive in the 
land of Shakespeare, " by sending us such a play. We doubt it and we ask Mr. Grein 
not to defame us by telling his readers that such melodramas are capable of "taking 
Amsterdam by storm. " We can only hope that in future he will be able to select for 
Messrs van Lier, who advertise in Comedy for English plays to be sent to the editor, 
better specimens of English dramatic literature, and, above all, to prevent, if possible, 
the sending of posters which announced this "sensational drama." In future we should 
like to be spared this distasteful and revolting kind of advertisement. Should they 
ever again deface our city, we shall most certainly take strong action.2 
This proved in no uncertain terms what Het Tooneel thought of Grein's 
efforts, but he seems not to have taken much notice, for shortly after-
wards he sent the following letter to Messrs van Lier. 
Comedy, An An Review, 202, Piccadilly, 
Edited by Jack Grein. London, W. , 
Editorial. July 4, '89. 
Dear Sirs, 
A Misung Man, by S. Edwards and H. Wagner. 
I wrote to you yesterday. 
My friend, the well-known critic Gilbert Evans, offers me this play for production 
by you. I sent it to you as printed matter. It is a sensational drama, which will 
undoubtedly attract great crowds. I think I shall be able to procure it for you at 3%, 
as the author is a great friend of mine. Please answer soon. I shall keep on the 
look-out for good Cassenstiicken. 
Sincerely Yours 
J. T. G.3 
1
 Barnes of New York, newest sensational drama, adapted for the stage from the English 
novel of Clavering Gunter, by Marie Kreukniet. From an advertisement in the Alge-
meen Handelsblad of 1 j / 3 /89 . 2 Het Tooneel, Vol. xvin, 1888-9, No 16, 27/4/89, p . 134. 
3 This letter, which is stamped: "Gebr. van Lier, Theater-directeuren, i8 Juli 1889," 
was found in a book of the van Lier Library. During the German occupation of Holland, 
1940-45, this library, being Jewish property, was taken to Germany, whence it returned 
quite intact to Amsterdam after many wanderings. It was finally given to the Toneel-
Museum, Amsterdam. The name of the critic is not quite clear, the letter is written in 
ink, while neither the play nor the names of the authors are mentioned in A. Nicoli, 
op. cit.. Vol. v. 
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This letter clearly showed the difference between theory and practice. 
The theory was expounded in Grein's own pompous manifesto-style in: 
Comedy's Programme. 
We have come because we found that there was room for straightforward honest 
criticism. 
"Honesty" will be the flag under which Comedy will sail; "Impartiality to Friend and 
Foe" its motto. 
In criticism personal feelings often play a prominent part - it is human nature to pat 
a friend on the back, and strike the enemy whenever we can - and we are only 
human; but we shall strive hard to be just. In saying this we confess that we shall 
be severe ; we shall not shrink from condemning, when condemnation is necessary, 
whoever be the culprit. But where praise is due, we shall not spare our eulogism. 
A staff of competent writers will assist us in our task, and, while our most earnest 
attention will be bestowed on Art at home, we shall not neglect the Dramatic move-
ment on the Continent, and in America. 
We have special correspondents in Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Brussels, and New York, 
who will keep us abreast of the times in those places ; and we shall also acquaint our 
readers with the new productions in Russia, Scandinavia, Holland, Spain, and Italy, 
the Dramatic literature of which countries has hitherto been woefully disregarded 
by our Dramatic press. 
Thus we mean to render a service to our stage and its Rulers, for it cannot live on 
its own resources, the quantity, although overwhelming, being of poor quality, and 
as the drama of France and Germany - that milch cow of our stage - is unmistakably 
degenerating, it will be expedient to look out for another fountain-head. 
We shall endeavour to render Comedy worthy of its name, versatile, bright, 
readable, lively, but we abhor scandal : and those who are always eager to consider a 
public man's private life public property need not peruse our columns — they would 
be disappointed to a degree. We delight in the sunny, not in the seamy side of life. 
This is all we have to say - not much, for words are cheap - and we wish to be 
judged by our deeds. 
A tous présents, et à venir: Salut. 
J. T. Grein." 
Grein certainly tried to start the magazine in a big way. He had also 
correspondents "in Amsterdam, Barcelona, Antwerp, all the large towns 
in Germany, Chicago, Montreal, Petersburg, and Warsaw,"2 but the 
paper ran for about five months опіу.з 
Apart from a fair amount of theatrical small-talk ; two early examples 
of Grein's over-chatty, silly and woman's-magazine-ish interviews with 
famous actresses; some book reviews by Grein; a series Our Dramatists 
^ Comedy, Vol. I, No i , 20/3/89, p . 8. 2 Comedy, Vol. 1, No 1, 20/3/89, p. 8. э Twelve 
issues of 12, sometimes 16, pages, from 20/3/89-24/8/89. 
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(Pinero, Grundy, Jones, Sims), written by F.Allan Laidlaw; short 
notices on the theatre in the provinces and abroad (a short article on the 
Théâtre Libre in Paris, in which E. and J. de Goncourt's La Patrie en 
Danger was called clever as a literary work, but unsatisfactory as a stage 
production, and a superficial article on Shakespeare in Holland and 
Belgium); the beginning of a series Dramatic Critics under the Lens 
(W. Archer, by C. W. Jarvis) ; reviews of plays by several hands ; Comedy 
contained six reviews by Grein, and it is remarkable to notice how mild 
he was, not only with regard to acting and mise-en-scène, or stage-
management and direction, but also with regard to plays. Wealth, an original 
play on English life by H.A.Jones, was, although a failure, "the earnest 
effort of a capable and creative dramatist, whose ambition to be original 
should command respect. " ' Ralph R. Lumley's farce Aunt Jack was 
praised very highly,2 and Little Lord Fauntleroy was almost made the 
touchstone of the improving English dramatic situation. He wanted 
foreigners "to come and see this play and the excellent acting. " 
If they do not go home with an infinitely better opinion of our stage and with feelings 
of regret for their former misjudgments, they may be freely taunted with harshness 
and poorness of intellect.з 
The paper also contained some of Grein's first writings on Ibsen. In 
Realism and Morality, although mainly concerned with his own play, A 
Man s Love, produced at a matinée by Gertrude Kingston at the Prince of 
Wales' Theatre, on ις June 1889,•» he defended A DolVsHouse, "a master­
piece of characterisation if not a dramatic chef d'oeuvre," against the 
critics' charge of immorality, with: "For Heaven's sake tell me, is there 
such a thing as morality, where art is concerned. " s In one of the last 
issues Ghosts was mentioned. 
When GAosts is performed, we shall see once for all. It is a perfect drama, fortunate 
in every respect from an artistic point of view ; and it is sufficiently choquant to weed 
out many of the doubtful supporters of Ibsen. I was told that on one evening of 
A Doll's House, when Miss Achurch came to a line (I forget which) a tall lady in the 
stalls rose up, solemnly gathered a black lace shawl around her waist and walked out 
with such an air of protest that the play was almost interrupted. Ghosts perhaps would 
not lack that sort of interest. 6 
1
 Comedy, Vol. 1, No 4, 4/5/89, pp. 9-10. 2 Ibid., No 10, 27/189, p . 6. з Ibid., No 3, 
20/4/89, p. 6 ; cf. infra, p . 137 n. 3. • A performance on behalf of the Girls' Home, for 
which H.R.H. the Princess of Wales had promised her patronage. Cf. infra, pp. 91-3. 
5 Comedy, Vol. I, No 9, 13/7/89, pp. 8-9. 6 Ibid., No 10, p. 4. The fourth issue carried 
the same advertisement of the Royal Society: The Netherlands Stage for English plays, 
as was found in ГАе London Playgoer and Comedy; cf. supra, p . 67 n. 6. 
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The Weekly Comedy, A Review of the Drama, Music and Literature, edited by 
J. T. Grein and C. W. Jarvis, appeared less than two months after the last 
issue of the Comedy. They had found that a weekly paper was necessary 
"to thoroughly enlist the attention of the public. " It had much the same 
programme as the Comedy : 
To ourselves the drama is an art ; its purpose is to show the tragedy, the comedy, the 
farce of life ; only in the most indirect way can it contribute to the solution of moral 
or social questions. But it is highly desirable that its area should be widened, its 
subjects multiplied ; whilst its situations and characters should have greater closeness 
and relevance to life. To the best of our power we shall aim at assisting progress in 
this direction.' 
It followed much the same pattern and suffered the same fate. It was 
even shorter-lived, for it died after nineteen weekly issues.2 In this 
magazine Grein started his game of competitions : there were three 
within four months. A Dramatic Prize Competition (one guinea for the 
person who, complying with the regulations, named the five best plays 
of the decade 1880-903); the Great Unacted Competition with as prize 
a gold medal and a production at a West End theatre for the best new 
original one-act play 4; and, as third, a prize of one guinea for the person 
who named the prettiest English actress, the most artistic London 
manager, and the most comfortable London theatre.s Results, though 
promised, were never made known in the paper, and some results were 
only known after the paper had died.6 
In the course of The Weekly Comedy's four months Grein managed to 
export Pinero's The Proßigate and H. A. Jones's The Middleman to Holland. 
The Proflígate had its première in Amsterdam on 30 November 1889, and 
ran for four nights. So far the Royal Netherlands Stage Society had not 
had much luck with English plays. Tom Taylor's New Acres and Old Men 
produced as Handelaars en Aristocraten in Amsterdam on 13, 14 ,and i£ 
March 1886, had not been a success,7 and the same must be said of The 
Silver King, by H. A.Jones and H. Herman, despite a run of about fifteen 
performances after the première on 4 September 1886.8 The Profligate 
'The Weekly Comedy, Vol. I, No 1, 12/10/89, p . 1. * From 12/10/89-11/2/90. J The 
Weekly Comedy, Vol. 1, No 1, p . 6. *lbid., No 7, p . 11. ¡Ibid., Ko il, p . 8. 6 The 
winning play was Humble Pie, by Val Conson, cf. Orme, p. 62. Neither play nor author are 
mentioned by A.Nicoli, op. cit.. Vols ν and vi. 7 De Portefeuille, vu, No j i , 20/3/86, 
p . 829; Het Tooneel, xix, No j , 12/12/89, PP· 39-41- 8 Het Tooneel, xvi, 1886-87, PP· 
80-1, called De Zilrerkoning a melodrama, badly translated and so indifferently played that 
the financial success at which this kind of play always aimed, was not achieved. 
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(De Losbot) also had less success than Grein tried to make his readers of 
The Weekly Comedy believe. It was announced as "a tragedy in four acts 
from the English of W.H.Pinero (sic) by J .T.Grein . " ' Grein, how­
ever, was not responsible for the translation which he did not like 
very much. 
The play is fairly well Dutched by a lady, who desires to remain unknown. But in 
future I hope to see the translations before they are produced. There are English 
sentences and idiomatic expressions, which are nearly always misunderstood by 
foreign translators. 
"To accentuate the reconciliation scene," Grein had introduced "the 
ringing of the bells," a scene which The Tlaygoei called "ridiculously 
strained and unartistic. " г 
For this little illustration of the author's words (the ringing of the evening bells), 
as well as for the mounting of the play in Holland, I am responsible. The Royal 
Society invited me to take the lead, as Mr. Pinero could not come, and I co-operated 
with the managing directors to secure a worthy performance of the play. I am happy 
to say that success has rewarded my endeavours to do justice to Mr. Pinero's work; 
on all sides I met with willingness, zeal, and intelligence. The scenery followed 
the London model as closely as possible. 
Although the Dutch reviewers expressed doubts as to whether the play 
would hold the boards, Grein felt justified in concluding: 
But whether there is money in the play or not, matters little; the point is, has the 
production of The Profligate been an artistic success, and has it taught the Dutch that 
English plays are worth listening to, and that not merely melodrama remains supreme 
on our stage - as Continentals believe. I feel justified in saying: Yes. Quod erat 
demonstrandum.* 
Pinero's The Magistrate, translated as De Blauwe Grot, from the German 
Die Blaue Grotte, Schwank in drei Akten nach dem Englishen des A.W. 
Pinero, von Emil Pohl, was played on i6, 17, and 18 June 1888.• This 
was probably "the German perversion of The Magistrate" to which Grein 
referred in his English Plays on the Continent.s The playbill at the Toneel-
Museum, Amsterdam, does not mention a Dutch translator, and no 
'L .Simons in Het Tooneel, xix, No j , 12/12/89, pp. 39-41. г The Playgoer, Vol. II, 
No 18, 7/12/89. J The Weekly Comedy, Vol. I, No 9, 7/12/89, pp. 10-11. «At the 
Nieuwe Schouwburg van Lier, Plantage Franschelaan, and not at the Grand Théâtre, as 
Brian Downs says in Anglo-Dutch Literary Relations, 1867-1900, in The Modern Language 
Review, xxxi, 1936, pp. 289-346; cf. p . 332. s Cf. jupra, p . 62. 
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review of the performance seems available. The Middleman (De Fabneks-
baas), by H.A.Jones, did fairly well, and reached twenty-five per-
formances during the season 1889-90 after its première on 2^ January 
1890. As a literary work it was not above the average, the reviewer of 
De Portefeuille said, but as acted by Louis Bouwmeester, supported by so 
many good actors, the play made a deep impression on account of its 
subject as well as on account of the acting, and a long run was predicted.1 
L. Simons called it less artistic than The Profligate, but more true to life 
and, because of its well-drawn character, a little above the conventional 
French melodrama.2 Grein again went further. 
Mr. Jones may be satisfied, the Royal Netherlands Stage Society may be satisfied; 
Bouwmeester, the great Dutch actor may be satisfied; The Middleman came, was seen, 
and conquered when he made his appearance at the Town Theatre of Amsterdam on 
Saturday last, and if business keeps on as it went on Saturday and Sunday, the success 
will not be confined to "kudos," but will also yield "cash," which is wanted since 
influenza played havoc with the Dutch theatre.з 
The reviewer of De Portefeuille named Grein as the translator, but in view 
of Grein's remarks on the translation of The Profligate, this seems un­
likely. 4 
On the whole Grein was not displeased with the way things were 
going. Looking back on 1889, he considered it "not a great, but a good 
year. " There had been "the average amount of bad and indifferent plays, 
the dead art at the Lyceum,s and the opposition to realistic Drama," but 
there had also been "the normal amount of fair average plays; The 
Profligate, The Middleman, and The Gondoliers; Mr. Hai e's management of 
the Garrick, promising to become the most artistic and national theatre 
in the country ; and Ibsen, and the success of English plays abroad. " 6 
It was nearly a year before Grein started his next magazine, The Playgoers' 
Review, the first issue of which appeared on 1 January 1891, and the fifth 
and last on 1 May 1891. It was published in connection with the 
Playgoers' club, of which Grein had become the Honorary Secretary 
after the death of H.Mandell in 1890, and with every issue running to 
thirty-six pages it was much larger than its predecessors. Grein intro­
duced it in a To Our Readers in his usual style, and reviewing 1890 he 
1
 De Portefeuille, XI, No 44, 1/2/90, p. ¡. * Het Tooneel, xix, No 8, 1/2/90, pp. 67-8. 
3
 The Weekly Comedy, Vol. I, No 17, 1/2/90, p . 9. * De Portefeuille, as in η . ι. Cf. also 
supra, p . 73. s The Weekly Comedy, Vol. 1, No ¡, 9/10/89, pp. 7-8. 6Ibid., No 13, 
4/1/90, pp. 6-7. Cf. also infra, pp. 136-8. 
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wrote that the English theatre had greatly advanced during the last 
twelve months. 
This has only been realised, however, by the small knot of firstnighters who follow 
step by step every moment of dramatic art . . . 1890 has given us one play, Judah, 
by H. A. Jones, which I would call the guide-post to the future of our drama. It 
has given us another, The Pharisee, which places one of our younger dramatists, 
Malcolm Watson, on one line with the best French authors of comedies de moeurs. It 
has given us a third, Sunlight and Shadow, by R С Carton, which, flimsy and thm 
though it may be, is an eloquent protest against the sweeping assertion that the 
English playgoing public craves more for plot, for incident, for scenery, than for 
characters and dialogue It has given us a fourth, Beau Austin, by W. E. Henley and 
R. L Stevenson, hitherto a mere book drama, whose success is another plea for the 
intelligence of our much calumniated public taste . . My joy at the triumph 
achieved by Mr. Jones is boundless If the play had failed the realistic movement 
would have been put back for years. It has succeeded, and now all we want is Jones 
and other men to go on. 
Further, the English theatre was doing well abroad. 
Germany, Belgium, Holland, Austria, and Finland are conquered and before long 
Pans, the most insular of continental capitals, will have to open its gates to the 
modem British dramatist · 
There was little else by Grein after this. Apart from reading papers 
like Subsidized Theatres for the Playgoers' Club,2 he must have been too 
busy with his Independent Theatre, and he left most of the writing 
to others.3 
Dramatic Opinions, An Impartial Weekly Leaßetjor Players and Playgoers, was 
a penny magazine and a very minor affair. Grein was co-editor with 
W. Alison, who had co-operated with him on The Playgoers' Review.* 
There were various reviews of current productions, but the magazine 
was mainly concerned with vindicating the Independent Theatre (and 
1
 The Playgoers' Renew, Vol 1, No 1, 1/1/90, pp. 2-£. The magazine is only available at 
the Bodleian, Oxford; issues 3 and 4 also in Mr. Morley's library. 2 ¡bid., ρ 34. 
Life (ciinfra, pp 84fr ) reporting the celebrations of the Playgoers' Club's eighth birthday, 
noted that since during the secretaryship of Mr. Grein (now President, in succession to 
Mr J.K.Jerome) ladies had been re-admitted, the Club had gone up with leaps and 
bounds. Cf Orme, ρ 6o. * Ibid., No 3, March 1891 To Friend and Foe, by J.T.G , a 
vindication of his Independent Theatre No 4, two reviews of Ghosts, and Ghosts and the 
Reptile Press, by W. Alison. * Only available at Mr.M Morley's library. There are only 
6 issues, Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, ¡, and 11, the others are missing. Date of No 1 is 9/12/91, of 
No 11 it is 17/2/92. 
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Ibsen) against every form of attack, among others from Irving, who had 
said that, as far as he could see, the only things the Independent Theatre 
was independent of were — first, that modesty which is an accompaniment, 
if not an integral part, of all true art ; and secondly, good taste or any 
taste at all in the selection of plays.1 There were the usual diatribes 
against the actor-managers and their commercial attitude,2 and against 
the bad practices of theatrical agents,3 but such schemes as A Students' 
Theatre, or Sunday Theatre,4 and Play-Reciting were given every possible 
support. Play-Reciting especially was recommended as "a good and 
cheap way of trying out plays, " for "a hall, an elocutionist (one man who 
combines the art of diction with the routine of acting), and an intelligent 
audience" was all that was needed, and it was therefore "to be encouraged 
as a compromise between the matinée luxury and the book-form-
futility. " s 
After handing over the actual management of the Independent Theatre 
to Dorothy Leighton and becoming used to his new job in the City, 
Grein soon found time again for other things. He made more money 
now and accordingly spent it more lavishly on his new projects : To-
MOTTOW and Hollandia. 
The first slim-looking and well printed issue of TO-MOTTOW appeared in 
January 1896 and Grein kept it going till January 1898.6 It was a 
"Monthly Review, conducted by J .T. Grein," published in London and 
printed, most of the time, in Holland. Its policy was controlled by "a 
committee consisting of J. T. Grein, Editor-in-Chief, Hannaford Bennett, 
Acting Editor, with J.J.Vezey for Science, H.Tiedeman for Finance, 
L.Simons for Art, Louis Grein (J.T.'s brother and ten years his junior) 
for Music, and Stanley Jones and A.Teixeira de Mattos for General 
Topics," eight people in all, five of whom were Dutch. The first issue 
contained an impressive-looking list of some forty contributors, among 
whom Max Beerbohm, J.Keir Hardy, Cesare Lombroso, Friedrich 
Nietsche, G. Bernard Shaw, Count Tolstoy, and fourteen M.P.s, but 
most of them never sent in any contribution.7 
Although not a theatrical magazine, TO-MOTTOW's main interest was the 
theatre, and its most striking feature was a series of fourteen articles 
1
 Dramatic Opinions, No 2, 16/12/91, p . 3. 2 Ibid., No 1, p. 4 . з Ibid., No 4, p. ¡. 
* Ibid., No 1, p . ς. s Ibid., No г, p . 3. 6 There are four half-yearly volumes and one 
single last issue, that of Jan. 1898. » This list was reprinted almost identically at the end 
of Vol. in, June 1897. 
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under the general title of The Noble Art, written by Stanley Jones. This 
series, a fierce and sometimes vicious attack on the social, intellectual, 
and artistic pretensions of English actors, and on the whole system of the 
London theatre, caused a great deal of annoyance, and gave rise to specu-
lations about the real identity of the writer, many people identifying 
Grein with Stanley Jones. Grein denied this categorically : 
I deeply regret that reality compels me to destroy that pleasant fiction. These articles 
written with so much connaissance de cause have not flown from my quill. I cannot put 
that feather in my cap. Stanley Jones has no connection with myself, except that we 
are intimate friends. And, moreover, I who need fear no one in private or in public, 
am wont to affix my signature to all my writings, whether my conscience dictates me 
to praise my enemies or to lash my friends.' 
Max Beerbohm, who devoted one of the eight articles which he wrote 
for To-Morrow to a defence of English actors, declared that, whatever 
many people said, he was not Stanley Jones, and stated as his opinion that 
the name was a pseudonym, which was denied by the editor in a note at 
the bottom of the article.2 
Grein himself wrote nine lengthy articles about the London theatre. 
He called 1895 "a curious year of stagnation and, to a certain extent, of 
retrogression", and he was very severe, for he thought that 
the time had come when we should no longer fondle the British drama as a struggling 
babe, but deal with it firmly as a strapping boy. I called 189^ a year of stagnation and 
retrogression, because our best authors, the Pineros, Joneses, Grundys, and Cartons 
have not advanced their reputation; because great writers from abroad like Sudermann 
Hauptmann, Bjömson, Ibsen {Little Byolf), Lemaître have been denied a hearing; 
because melodrama alone has triumphantly conquered its place and filled the mana-
gerial coffers; and because no new native light has shed its lustre on the tawdry annals 
of the dramatic уеаг.з 
The new year had started better with H.A.Jones's Michael and his lost 
Angel, the most important play of the moment and Jones's best, "am­
bitious in its treatment, rising above fantasy and romance, and flavoured 
with touches of mysticism, as are to be found in all Jones's serious plays. " 
But, like The Dancing Girl,* it was too long and its last act belonged "to 
the cheap novelette, not to the living drama, of which Michael and his 
lost Angel was such a fine specimen." The play had not been a success, as 
its subject did not appeal to the British public. It would have lived, 
however, if it had been acted well, but neither Forbes Robertson nor 
1
 To-Morrow, Vol. 11, p . 238. 2 Ibid., Ex Cathedra VII, pp. 207-1 2. э Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 54-7. 
+ The play was produced in Holland without its fourth act. Cf. infra, p . 89. 
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Marion Terry had been equal to their task.1 The Lyceum production of 
Sudermann's Magda (Heimat) gave Grein an opportunity to make a plea 
for Sudermann's plays, which he considered as scandalously neglected on 
the London stage. Magda had been an obvious choice, for the play, 
a melodrama about a successful prima donna, a heroine of romance, infused with 
stage-life, and unworthy of its author, who had clearly written it for export, 
was the most likely of Sudermann's plays to please London audiences. It 
had been accurately mounted and the acting had been "far, far better and 
more characteristic than I dared expect after the notices in the leading 
papers," yet it had failed, not only because it was too German for an 
English audience, but also because "Made in Germany" was very un-
popular just then.2 
From the three following articles 3 only one curious sentence need be 
quoted here. Grein seemed to have forgotten that he had attacked Henry 
Irving more than once,* and he blandly prefaced a very severe criticism 
of the stage-mounting and the acting of Irving's Cymbeline ("only Gene-
viève Ward and Ian Robertson had the slightest notion of Shakespeare's 
Style") by: 
I have so often expressed my profound admiration of Sir Henry Irving that I need not 
fear the accusation of partiality when, without beating about the bush, I say that the 
performance of Cymbeline constitutes a dull page in the history of the Lyceum. 
Cymbelme has ever been one of Shakespeare's least popular plays. It is also one of his 
weakest. But the Lyceum version is a work so flimsy and so disjointed that one can 
hardly make head or tail of it . . .s 
Forbes Robertson's Hamlet, on the other hand, was much praised. 
It is a fine performance which we enjoy and admire, and we feel that we could care 
to see it over and over again ; for it is wholly original, and we say to ourselves, I did 
not know that there was so much humour in Hamlet. 
He regretted, however, that this conception of the part caused "a certain 
loss of the tragic value of the play, " and that, although Forbes Robertson 
was very good, he nor any other English Hamlet could be compared with 
the many non-English Hamlets - "Booth, Possart, Mounet-Sully, Bamay, 
• To-Morrow, Vol. i, pp. 118-21. * ¡bid.. Vol. 11, pp. 49-if . Reprinted in J.T. Grein, 
Dramatic Criticism, Vol. 1, London, 1899, pp. 180-4. 3 Ibid., Vol. 11, pp. 239-42, 
291-8, 365-70. 4 Cf. supra, p. 67, and The Weekly Comedy, No j ; cf. supra, pp. 72-3. 
s To-Morrow, Vol. 11, pp. 291-8. 
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Rossi, Bouwmeester, and how many others besides!" - whom he had 
seen in his "by now twenty years of enthusiastic theatre-going. " ' 
This last contribution to To-Morrow was preceded by one reprinted 
from La Revue d'Art Dramatique of Ocotber 1897 about the training of 
English actors, which, Grein maintained, was entirely absent. 
The English stage will remain inferior to that of France so long as the training of its 
actors is neglected, and so long as its managers continue to regard their productions 
not as artistic, but as commercial speculations.2 
It might seem a little unfair of Grein to be so unkind about English acting 
in a magazine published in Paris and full of praise of French acting, but 
Grein felt very strong on this point. In his criticism of English acting he 
singled out again and again Mrs. Patrick Campbell. Of her part in Magda 
he wrote : 
As Magda Mrs. Patrick Campbell had excellent moments. The great scene with 
Keller was full of fire, and Magda conveyed to her audience most forcibly how deeply 
she hated and despised the coward who had betrayed her and abandoned her to the 
world's misery when his passion was gratified Again, she was powerful in the last 
scene with her father, but on the whole her performance was somewhat monotonous. 
It may be that the feeling is entirely personal, but to me her voice is entirely un-
sympathetic. She can storm, she can rage, and imprecate and exhibit all the languor 
of the modem névrose, but she ever fails to convey sweetness and light, tenderness 
and warmth, this Magda was indeed the star in its accepted form, flitting from place 
to place, overworked, overstrung, now feline in her amenities, the capricious, 
satirical, quarrelsome, but never - not even in the scenes she played best - the refined, 
the tender-hearted German Magda, the "great baby," spoilt and pampered, proud, 
vain, and impulsive; yet au fond the ideal woman to love and to be loved. This 
absence of the great feminine charm seems to me to be the overwhelming fault of 
Mrs. Campbell She possesses a personality, power, and a rare capacity to fascinate 
in certain parts, but her talents seems undisciplined, steeped in modernity - the 
soulless modernity which we receive second-hand from France through The Yellow 
Book - and devoid entirely of that emotion which makes the heart beat louder.9 
In Little Eyolf, which "had at last been seen in London, and cheered to the 
echo by large audiences, " 
1
 To-Morrow, Vol. iv, pp 4f-9, The New Hamlet Reprinted in J.T. Grem, Dramatic 
Criticism, Vol. 1, London, 1899, pp. 188-91. Cf. also To-Morrow, Vol. HI, p. 281. Grein 
was 34 years old at the time. The same article, slightly abbreviated, also in the Algemeen 
Handelsblad, 26/9/97, cf- ibidem 18/6/99, a n d The Sunday Special, 18/6/99, reprinted in 
Premières of the Year, London, 1900, pp. 37-40 2 To-Morrow, Vol. iv, pp. 112-j, re-
printed m the original French version in J.T. Grein, Dram. Cnt., London, 1899, pp j-8 . 
> ¡bid.. Vol. 11, pp. 49-ÍÍ· 
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Mrs. Patrick Campbell attempted the Rat-wife, and played it with the hall-mark of 
melodramatic intonations and gestures. It has been praised as kindness in her to take 
so small a part. Why, I don't know, for she is certainly not a greater actress than 
Miss Robins and Miss Achurch, although some people have hailed her as the star of 
stars. But if Mrs. Campbell does want to play Ibsen at all, she should leave the 
Adelphi style alone, and appeal, say, to Antoine, or Lugné Poë for guidance. I feel 
sure that some of the less famous ladies who have taken part in the Independent 
performances, Mrs. Wright, for instance. Miss Hall Caine, or Miss Zetterberg, would 
have played the Rat-wife to perfection in the symbolic style in which it is written, 
without resorting to Mrs. Campbell's well-worn artifices.1 
It was, lastly, "with difficulty that he restrained his indignation" at the 
choice of Mrs. Campbell for the part of Ophelia in Forbes Robertson's 
production of Hamlet. 
I do not hesitate to declare that, in my opinion, her performance of the part was 
the manifestation of an artistic bankruptcy. I had long foreseen this. For a long time 
I was almost alone in my judgment that this lady had not deserved the renown which 
she gained with the trump-card of Pinero's The Second Mrs. Tanqueray, a part which 
every actress of experience can play; a part which, in Holland, Mrs. Frenkel played 
ten times better than she. But the public was as though bewitched. Mrs. Campbell 
was their idol ; Mrs. Campbell was the fashion - and the public had to be disen-
chanted. It happened slowly but surely. She played Juliet and did not satisfy; she 
played Magda and we remained unmoved; she played (why?) the Rat-wife and kicked 
Ibsen's fantasy into the pit of melodrama; she even ousted that brilliant actress Miss 
Janet Achurch and played Rita Aimers herself, and we who love Ibsen shed tears of 
grief, while even the public which adores Mrs. Campbell passed the doors and entered 
not. Now Mrs. Campbell has played Ophelia, and suddenly the dissonant voices 
cease; harmony reigns and unanimity. Why? Because fashion is mortal, because 
the névrose diction of modem taste suffers shipwreck on the cliff's of Shakespeare's 
healthy realism . . . Mrs. Campbell was, either through want of intelligence, or 
through mis-direction, a caricature of Ophelia, a prettily dressed doll, a squeaking, 
humming automaton, bereft of feeling and the sap of life. The failure was complete, 
almost as great as Mr. Robertson's success. Will Mrs. Campbell now at last under-
stand that true art lies in this: in thinking for one's self, feeling for one's self, living 
for one's self? I dare not answer for her; but I do know this, that soulless art is dead, 
and that if Mrs. Campbell does not realise this her fame will vanish like a shooting star.2 
In an article in La Revue d'Art Dramatique of May 1897, by Vicomte 
Colville, and translated for To-Morrow by M. L. Churchill as The House of 
Art,3 much praise, and some criticism, was given to The House of Art, 
a kind of avant-garde theatre in Brussels, and to its latest production The 
Eyes That Have Seen, a Mystery, or Christian Play, by Camille Lemonnier. 
Of this play, which is quite impressive and vaguely reminiscent of 
1
 To-Morrow, Vol. 11, pp. 369-70. 2 Ibid., Vol. iv, pp. 4Í -9 . s /bid.. Vol. in, pp. 343-9. 
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T.S.Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral, especially in its choruses of women, 
Grein acquired the rights of translation, reproduction and representation. 
He had it translated by Martha Leonard, and printed in To-Monow.1 
Hollandia, "A weekly founded by Jack T. Grein," and started just before 
TO-MOTTOW expired, was a rather different proposition. It was published 
in Amsterdam and ran for exactly three years, from 6 November 1897 
till 27 October 1900, 156 issues. Grein, now a naturalised British 
subject, generally directed the paper, but a Dutchwoman, Miss J. Volz, 
was London editor, together with a staff of five Dutchmen living in 
London, Louis Grein, again, taking care of music, and L. Simons of art 
and letters. As in the case of TO-MOTTOW, the first issue printed a long list 
of Dutch contributors. After one year Miss Volz retired, and L.Simons 
took over the editorship together with Grein. In December 1899 
L. Simons returned to Holland, but he remained editor. He even hoped 
that he would be able to conduct the paper better from Holland, 
especially as the paper from then on would address itself not only to 
Dutchmen in England, but to Dutchmen all over the world.2 Two 
months later Grein resigned as editor, a post which he had fulfilled "in 
name only of late. " 
As a naturalised British subject, as a man of business living in London, and as a member 
of the Corps Consulaire, it is my duty to remain strictly neutral in the conflict between 
England and the Transvaal, which is impossible for an editor of Hollandia.3 
In the third volume more and more attention was given to the Transvaal 
conflict, and anti-British feeling ran higher and higher. A special issue 
even of 100,000 copies, addressed "To the American People, " was printed 
in an attempt to mobilize public American opinion against England.• 
Without any reasons given, No 156, 27 October 1900, was the last issue. 
Hollandia, normally containing sixteen pages, was "a weekly for Dutch-
men abroad, " and entirely in Dutch. It was not tied to any political or 
other party, and intended, first of all, to keep Dutchmen in England au 
courant of Dutch affairs in politics, economics, commerce, art and letters. 
It was also meant to keep people in Holland informed of what Dutchmen 
were doing and achieving abroad. "What had seemed impossible, " wrote 
1
 To-Morrow, Vol. iv, pp. 3 i - f8 . * Hollandia, No 112, 23/12/99. s Ibid., No 121, 
24/2/1900. Grein had been appointed Consul General for the Congo in 1897. Cf. Hollandia, 
No 4, 27/11/97. * Ibid., No 13Í, 2/6/1900; in No 14J, 11/8/1900, a second printing 
of another 100,000 copies of this special issue was announced. 
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Grein in the first number, "had been accomplished." Within a week 
enough money had been raised to keep the paper going for at least one 
year.1 Grein himself wrote very little for Hollandia. Apart from some 
editorial notices, he wrote only three articles on the London stage. 
Herbert Tree's revival of Garrick's version of The Taming of the Shrew, 
Katherine and Petruchio, was a shame from every point of view,2 and so 
was Irving's production of Peter the Great, by his son Laurence Irving.з 
The play was a succès d'estime simply and solely because it was produced 
by Henry Irving — "so strong is the Lyceum fetish" —, in any other theatre 
it would have been a complete failure. Regarding Tree's production of 
Julius Caesar, Grein was only too glad to be able to say that it was very 
good. It was not so good as the Meiningers' "gloriously harmonious per-
formance of twenty years ago," * but Tree had learnt from the Germans 
about grouping and crowd effects, and it was very good indeed. "Such a 
performance covers a multitude of sins with the cloak of charity and 
oblivion. " s 
There was very little else on the London theatre. L.Simons and 
A. G. (erson) wrote one or two unfavourable short notices, but the Dutch 
theatre did not fare any better. The many contributions about the 
theatre in Amsterdam and Rotterdam were almost as unfavourable, and 
the complaints about Dutch acting matched those about English acting.6 
According to several correspondents there was very little of any signifi-
cance to be seen on the Dutch stage during those years, and people had 
to wait for visiting German companies to see plays by Sudermann 
(Johannisfeuer), Frank Wedekind (Der Kammersänger), Max Halbe (Jugend), 
Hauptmann (Der Biberpelz, and Erziehung zur Ehe), and some comedies by 
Hartleben.' 
During the career of the Independent Theatre, Grein had managed to 
introduce some Dutch plays into England, but they remained ex-
ceptions.8 One other Dutch play, however, was produced in London, in 
1899. It was The Ghetto, H. Heijermans's third play, which had been a 
great success in Holland and Belgium after its première in Amsterdam on 
1
 Hollandia, No 1, 6/11/97, and No 7, 18/12/97. * Ibid., No 4, 27/11/97. * Ibid., 
No 10, 8/1/98. The same as in The Sunday Special of 2/1/98 (Grein's first article in that 
paper) and in the Algemeen Handelsblad of 6/1/98 ; cf. ibidem, ι j/1/98. * In Amsterdam 
in 1880. Grein had not seen that performance. ¡Hollandia, No if, 12/2/98. 6 Ibid., 
No 128, 14/4/1900, and No 1^4, 13/10/1900. ''Ibid., Nos i j i , 1^3, i j 4 , and i j f , 
22/9, 6, 13, and 20/10/1900. That this was not an unbiassed view will be seen from 
infra, pp. 133-i. 8 Cf. infra, pp. 135-6. 
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Christmas 1898. HoHandia extensively reviewed the English production.1 
On hearing that the English production rights had been acquired by the 
management of the Comedy Theatre, London, A.Teixeira de Mattos had 
offered his services for the translation, but was told that the play had 
already been translated. As the play was to be performed by a cast headed 
by Mrs. Brown Potter and Mr. Kyrie Bellew, Teixeira de Mattos had his 
misgivings, since these two stars had been responsible for spoiling his 
English version of Thérèse Raquin. While playing it in America they had 
added an extra scene of Thérèse drowning herself. The translation of 
Heijermans's play was an adaptation of it made by C. B. Femald, who 
defended his work ("cuttings, alterations, and additions") in an interview 
with a reporter of The Sketch on the ground that the play was "too wordy 
and otherwise unsuited to the taste of an English audience," 2 but he had 
in fact disjointed the play entirely by overstressing the two main parts to 
suit the requirements of his two star performers. According to Teixeira 
de Mattos and the anonymous reviewer in HoHandia 3 the way in which 
the play had been adapted was the reason why The Ghetto, which had its 
London première on 9 September 1899 in the presence of H.R.H. the 
Prince of Wales, was a complete failure. They laid all the blame on the 
adapter and the actors, and Teixeira de Mattos, to prevent the same thing 
happening again, warned prospective Dutch playwrights in the Algemeen 
Handelsblad * not to deal directly with London managers, but only through 
the intermediation of Miss J. Volz, ex-editor of HoHandia, who dealt with 
these matters capably and efficiently. Grein himself was less kind and he 
blamed Heijermans himself for a good deal of the failure. It was true, 
that "unscrupulous adaptation, commercialism and bad acting had caused 
disaster to a play, which, if not a masterpiece, towered above the 
commonplace," but Heijermans himself had been present at the re-
hearsals, and he should not "have bartered away his work and willingly 
allowed it to be deformed for commercial purposes." s Because of the 
failure of the play Heijermans got into financial trouble in London. He 
could not even pay his hotel bills. Grein helped him. When the Paris 
impresario, J. J. Schürmann, sent Heijermans a telegram offering £00 
francs for his play. Grein paid Heijermans's travelling expenses to Paris, 
where the contract was signed.6 
HoHandia, although the kind of paper from which one would expect it, 
'HoHandia, No 99, 23/9/99. 2 The Sketch, 6/9/99. 3 Almost certainly L.Simons. 
•QuotedinHoManA'a, N099 , 2 3/9/99. 5 The Sunday Special, 17/9/99; reprinted in Premiares 
of the Year, pp. $8-63. 6 De Telegraaf, 2/12/1914, Barbarossa on Heijermans. 
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did not provide much information about Grein. Some of his minor 
activities, such as a talk given to the Netherlands Club (Glimpses of English 
Life through Dutch spectacles) l and one on Sudermann to the Women's 
Institute,2 were recorded and so was his appointment for the second 
time as President of the Playgoers' Club,^ but more important things, 
such as his appointment as dramatic critic of The Sunday Special and his 
work for a German Theatre in London, were only perfunctorily referred 
to in a long profile of Grein, written by L.Simons, after Grein had 
resigned as editor of the paper.* Hollandia was not Grein's last magazine, 
but from now on they will be dealt with chronologically. 
At some time in 1890 Grein was accepted as dramatic critic for the 
weekly Life by its proprietor Heinrich Felbermann, who in his Memoirs 
of a Cosmopolitan told how the appointment came about. 
Grein was totally unknown in England when he first presented himself to me with a 
letter from Israel Zangwill and asked to be allowed, through the columns of my 
paper, to ventilate his views on the English drama, for which he had the greatest 
contempt. When I told him that I had no opening in the dramatic department, which 
was then divided between Saville Clark and Byron Webber, he suggested that I 
should take him as an auxiliary, as his work would not clash with that of anyone else. 
Although the subject would be the drama, or, as he expressed himself, the lack of 
drama in England, his views would be of such a novel nature that the articles might 
form a distinctive feature of the paper and would attract considerable attention. He 
assured me that there was no competent critic in England to deal with Ibsen and his 
plays, which were then being first introduced to the English public, and suggested 
that I should allow him to deal with this subject as an independent piece of dramatic 
criticism. Grein although not at all modest as far as his own capabilities were con­
cerned, in this or in fact any other line he took up from dramatic criticism to tea-
tasting, did not stipulate for any exaggerated price for his work - quite the contrary. 
He would forego payment altogether, if his name were allowed to appear at the foot 
of every article contributed by him. I eventually consented. Thus J. T. Grein made 
his first bow to the British public, and it seldom happened that his bold signature 
failed to appear in the columns of Life.* 
Grein worked for Life for four years,6 but the only available copy of the 
weekly, which from 12 July 1890 onwards was called Life, A Weekly 
Journal of Society, is the incomplete set in Mr. M. Morley's library, which 
covers eight months of 1890 and the years 1891 and 1892, the first 
1
 Hollandia, No j , 20/11/97. г ¡bid.. No 73, 25/3/99. з ¡bid.. No 102, 14/10/99. 
• Ibid., No 121, 24/2/1900 5 Heinrich Felbermann, Memoirsofa Cosmopolitan, Edited by 
Renée Felbermann, London, 1936, p . 149. 6 Cf. Orme, pp. Í3-4, 1 j i . 
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available issue being that of £ April 1890.1 Practically every number 
contained an article by Grein, nearly always under the heading In the 
Stalls. His article on ς April 1890 was the first sign in writing of his 
lifelong feud with Clement Scott, who had attacked the Playgoers' Club 
in The Illustrated London News. 
Mr. Scott hates and despises the Playgoers because he knows that they treat him 
likewise. But Mr. Scott errs. I who feel proud of my membership, who have great 
admiration for these young men, because, instead of spending their evenings in idle­
ness, they migrate night after night to the theatre, and devote their leisure to the 
study of that great art, the drama, I can tell Mr. Scott that nobody at the Playgoers' 
Club entertains the least feelings against him - much the reverse. All see in him a 
writer of great gifts, a man of taste and imagination, a poet in prose, as it were. But 
at the same time, we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that he views with enmity 
every effort to extricate our drama from the meshes of conventionality and impro­
bability in which it is entangled, that he calls every new idea a fad, and seems to 
anathematize every form of art which deviates from his own ideals. Hence differences 
of opinion are unavoidable, and no one can blame the Playgoers for defending their 
views as Mr. Scott does his. 
Grein's reviews, covering thirty-two months, tell a sorry and depressing 
tale.2 He tried to be less descriptive than he used to be. There is less 
circumstantial reporting of plot and more attempt at analysis. Scores of 
plays were condemned for their improbable plots, faulty, construction, 
defective, shallow, and inconsistent characterisation, and unnatural and 
irrelevant dialogue. To give a few characteristic specimens of Grein's 
verdicts : 
The new Haymarket play, A Village Priest, suggested to S. Grundy by 
Le Secret de la Terreuse, was with its "unskilful, uninteresting development 
of plot, " its "exceedingly wordy dialogue, " its "five acts instead of three, " 
"boring, puzzling, irritating, and rarely interesting. " з Dick Venables, by 
Arthur Law, was "a ridiculously incompetent, amateurish, sketchy, and 
feeble play, " the whole of which "bears the same relation to a play that 
the roughest sketch bears to the finished picture. " * S. Grundy's Esther 
Sandrez was despite its "brilliant dialogue, masterly construction of the 
first act and cleverness of minor characters," "hard, artificial, and 
thoroughbred melodrama with a highly improbable story. " s Cyrene was 
1
 The set runs from p . 163 to p. j i j S . Volumes and issues are not numbered. Every 
issue contained normally 24 pages; that of 13/8/93, pp. Î799-Î822, is missing. 2 There 
were no other dramatic critics writing in Life now, and Grein must have forgotten that 
Ibsen and his plays were to be his special subject. 3 Life, 12/4/90. * Ibid. ¡Ibid., 
ιο/ί/90. 
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"a graceful poetical fancy by A.C.Calmour, the only one among our 
young dramatists whose dramatic poesy is now and again heard on the 
board," 1 but "improbable." 2 Sweet Nancy was "talky-talky, drawn and 
tedious, " 3 and Welcome, Little Stranger, Mr. Albery's posthumous adap­
tation, was "a puerile, silly, vulgar little play. " * The Drury Lane 
pantomime Beauty and the Beast, finally, with its "lack of wit, poor comic 
songs," and "a few funny distortions of our language," asked for "much 
self-denial and pluck in sitting through it. " s 
There were few good plays. Pinero's The Cabinet Minister was "a very, 
very clever collection of scenes and characters and witty sparks, but not 
a play in the true sense of the word," while his Lady Bountiful was 6 
"simpler and more natural than Sweet Lavender, " but "a perplexing combi­
nation of realistic details and sentimental motives." 7 H.A.Jones's The 
Dancing Girl was a fine play up to the third act. Its fourth act, "a lamen­
table excrescence, which should be eradicated," "nearly wrecked it," 
but "in spite of its lamentable ending" it would rank "among the best 
modern stage literature." 8 His Judah was the one really good play, and 
Grein went into raptures about it, but even there he had his reservations 
because of "its slight deviation into melodrama in the second a c t . " 9 
The 1890-91 season was "one of the worst on r e c o r d " . . . "the audacious 
statement has been heard that the English stage is the best in Europe. If 
so, I pity Europe and the English stage. We are ahead of Europe in 
scenery only. We want authors, actors, and managers, especially 
managers." I 0 The next season seemed better ; more plays got good marks. 
But in retrospect again, they seemed less good than at the time of their 
actual performances, and during 1892 "much was done, much ventured, 
and little achieved. It was a year fertile in attempts, sterile in results, 
and its credit and debit sheets would fill one with despair. " ' " The year 
offered little to be remembered. Oscar Wilde's first play. Lady Winder­
mere's Fan, had been "the play of the year. " "Its faults were known, but 
it was refined and clever and commanded absolute interest, and could be 
seen three or four times without weariness." 1 2 "The Independent 
Theatre had flourished and grown on the abuse showered upon it at its 
birth, but modesty forbade to enlarge on its first original production, 
Mr. G. Bernard Shaw's Widowers' Houses, or its other work." ч 
All this is hardly any harsher than what other critics, e.g. A. B. Walkley, 
1
 Life, 7/2/91. 'Ibid., ί/7/90. ¡Ibid., ι ΐ / 7 / 9 0 . * Ibid., 9/8/90. s Ibid., 10/1/91. 
6
 Ibid., 16/4/90. 7 Ibid., 14/3/91. * Ibid., 17/1/91. 9Ibid., 24 and 31/5/90, 6/2/92. 
«o/biJ., 25/7/91. " Ibid., 17/12/92. "Ibid. " Ibid. 
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wrote of these years, as a look at his Vlayhome Impressions ' will show at 
once, although Walkley may have worded his verdict less bluntly. 
Plays that were in some way new easily found favour with Grein, 
sometimes for the sole reason that they were new and unconventional. 
Bronson Howard's The Henrietta deserved much success "for its new 
motive and masterly third act ," 2 and B. W. Findon's The Primrose Path, 
"another new school," was "powerful and interesting and had much to 
recommend it, in spite of the soliloquy, " which was "quite out of place, "3 
while Louis N.Parker's David deserved attention, "because it was in-
spired by the new Ibsen school. " * On the other hand, he did not admire 
new plays indiscriminately. Dr. J.Todhunter's A Sicilian Idyll was "ama-
teurish and had little dramatic merit, " s and if the verse of his Poison 
Flower was "admirable" it, again, showed "little stage instinct."6 Nor 
was he very happy about Pinero 's The Times, notwithstanding its "traces 
of Ibsen."7 He also condemned H.A.Jones's The Crusaders. The play 
was original, its idea modern, the dramatic conflict and contrast were 
there, but the author had signally failed in his dealing with the conflict.8 
His Saints and Sinners was "merely the first step in the new direction and 
the promising conception of a novice," but "it was nevertheless fasci-
nating and deserved, with all its faults, consideration and sympathy as the 
leader of the renaissance of the drama. " 9 
Realism, of course, was the thing, but in The Struggle for Life, adapted 
by R.Buchanan and F.Homer from A.Daudet's La Lutte pour la Vie, "it 
went too far. " This "conglomeration of human vices was not suitable 
for the English stage. " I0 
Henry Irving, whom Grein had attacked for his neglect of modem 
drama and original plays, was given an amende honorable for his production of 
H. Merivale's Ravenswood, a dramatisation of Scott's novel The Bride of 
Lammermoor,11 while his Much Ado About Nothing was a triumph for Miss 
Terry and for himself, his "mature Benedick" being "the most original 
on record. " I2 
Wilson Barrett's Hamlet was "picturesque and romantic, " I 3 but 
Beerbohm Tree's "impressionist Hamlet" was "one of the most interesting, 
most original of modern Hamlet impersonations." '+ Benson's Othello, 
on the other hand, was "an inadequate and quite unsatisfactory pro-
1
 London, 1892. 2 Life, 4 / 4 / 9 1 . 3Ibid., 14 /J /92 . *Ibid., 1 2 / 1 1 / 9 2 . ¡Ibid., 2 6 / 4 / 9 0 , 
1 2 / 7 / 9 0 , 2 0 / 6 / 9 1 . 6 Ibid., 2 0 / 6 / 9 1 . 7 Ibid., 3 1 / 1 0 / 9 1 . β Ibid., 7/11/91. » Ibid., 6/2/92. 
1 0
 Ibid., 27/9/90, 4/10/90. « Ibid., 27/9/90. I 2 Ibid., 10/1/91. " 1 1 / 4 / 9 1 . »• 30/1/92. 
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duct ion, " 1 while Wil l iam Poel ' s Shakespeare Reading Society was doing 
very good and sound w o r k "popularising Shakespeare. " г 
Grein was n o t impressed by American actors visiting London (the 
Daly Company). James Steele Mackaye's melodrama Paul Kauvar (or 
Anarchy) was b e t t e r than the usual Adelphi fare,3 and The Gold Mme, by 
Brander Matthews and G. H. Jessop, was "on the whole above the average 
for an American play, " 4 but as a rule thei r plays w e r e bad and arbitrary 
adaptations from English plays,5 or even worse adaptations from German 
ones,
6
 and their Shakespeare product ions tended to drag, because they 
w e r e over-elaborate. 7 In most cases, however, the i r acting was good and 
commendable , and Miss Ada Rehan was repeatedly singled out for great 
praise. 8 
It was the same then as it is n o w : many performances w e r e saved by 
the acting,» and very occasionally "no a m o u n t of bad acting could spoil 
such a masterpiece as A Doll's House. " I 0 A few actresses w e r e specially 
praised, - Grein often seemed to pay m o r e at tent ion to actresses than to 
actors . Vera Beringer got some fatherly advice, 1 1 and Elsie Chester gave 
"a t remendous per formance" in Thérèse Raquin at the Cri ter ion. "If she 
would no t be fought for now by London managers, it would say lit t le for 
their d i s ce rnmen t . " 1 2 Winifred Emery, on the o ther hand, "showed 
good p romise , " but was still too colourless and failed to impress. Grein 
wanted to render her a service by his "candid adverse verdict , " ra ther 
than mislead her by lukewarm praise . 1 ' French acting to be seen in 
London was very good,1·* but a great deal of it seemed to Grein less good 
than in former t imes,1 5 and he complained of "the usual French ailment 
of declamatoromania - a big word , but to the point . " l 6 
Finally these reviews provide useful information about Grein ' s non-
critical activities. After introducing H . A . J o n e s ' s The Middleman into 
Holland, Grein managed to arrange for its adaptation and product ion in 
France. "If our hopes are not blighted, the dramatic colonization of 
France will at last be a fait accompli. May Thalia grant i t . " 1 7 A few 
weeks afterwards he secured H . A . jones'sjudah for the Royal Netherlands 
»¿i/i, 26/4/90. *Ibi<l., 2/4/92. з/Ы., 17/^/90. 4/Ы., 2/8/90. 5 Life, 3/1/90. <>lbid.,n 
and 28/6/90, 9/8/90, 12/9/90. 7 ¡bid., 12 and 19/7/90, 7/11/91. 8 ¡bid., 14/6/90, 
19/7/90, 16/8/90, 12 and 26/9/91, 7 / " / 9 1 . "»Ibid., 17 and 31/1/9°, 27/2/92, 6/8/92, 
and ранш. 10 Ibid., 23/4/92. " Ibid., 19/4/90. " Ibid., 6/2/92. « Ibid., 11/4/91 ; cf. 
also 6/8/92 and 5/11/92. м Ibid., 12/7/91, 2^/6/92. ч Ibid., 21/10/90, 20/6/91, 
19/9/91,28/^92,4/6/92. '6 Ibid., 7/6/90. "Ibid., 19/4/90. 
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Stage Society,1 and concluded negotiating its adaptation by Kadelburg, 
and its production in Germany and Austria. Proudly he declared that it 
was "the beginning of regular intercourse between our dramatists and 
foreign theatres." 2 "With Little Lord Fauntleroy a hit in Amsterdam, 
Harbour Lights in Antwerp, The Middleman in Hamburg (in October), and 
Judah in Holland and Germany, the Continent was just now being taught 
that although Shakespeare was dead, there was still such a thing as a 
British drama alive. " з Lastly, he sent H.A.Jones's The Dancing Girl to 
Amsterdam, where it was performed, at Grein's suggestion, without its 
fourth act. It was calmly but favourably received, and Grein considered 
it a compliment to the play that the Dutch press did not agree about 
its merits.* 
He had his troubles. A. M. Moore accused him in The Hawk of i£ 
December 1891 of accepting money for his work as an intermediary. 
Grein answered that he had arranged for Harbour Lights with the managers 
of the Flemish Theatre at their request. He had had no remuneration in 
his capacity of foreign agent for English plays, but his expenses had been 
paid. As for G.R.Sims's The English Rose, he had offered the author 
£20 on behalf of Messrs van Lier in Amsterdam, but Sims had refused. 
Afterwards Grein was relieved that Sims had refused, because the play 
proved worthless.s 
He was not responsible for every production of English plays abroad. 
When Pinero's The Profligate was produced in Berlin as Falsche Heilige, 
adapted by O. Blumenthal, it was much praised, but Pinero's name was 
hardly mentioned. The Royal Netherlands Stage Society had even asked 
Grein whether he could find out who had written the play. This should 
not happen. If The Middleman had not been a success in Berlin and in 
Vienna, it was because it had been put on in the wrong theatres, a thing 
which he would never have allowed to happen.6 
Grein was also much concerned about introducing foreign plays in 
England, and securing for the authors the royalties due to them, just as 
he always tried to secure the royalties of English playwrights. Sylvain 
1
 Cf. supra, pp. 72-4; Life, 31/Í/90. De Portefeuille was not at all impressed by the play, 
but it well acted and carefully mounted, xn, 1890-1, No 4^, 7/2/91, pp. 69-70. Het 
Tooneel, XX, 1890-1, No io , 14/2/91, pp. 73-4, called it below average and full of 
improbabilities. A.Ising, ibid., p . 87, tried to explain the difference in reception in 
London and Amsterdam, by pointing out that the male lead in Amsterdam (Royaards) 
was no match for the more powerful female lead (Mrs. Holtrop), which threw the play 
off balance. 2 Life, 26/7/90. з Ibid., 20/9/90. + Ibid., 18/7/91. s Ibid., 19/12/91. 
* Ibid., 28/3/91. 
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Mayer was "the legal representative of Bloch of Berlin, " and it was his job 
"to foster the interests of German writers in London. " Grein accused 
him of not doing his job at all, for he had made no reference to the 
original German version of Papa's Honeymoon, which he had tried to pass 
off as an original play by himself and W.B. Tarpey.1 Later, in The 
Playgoers' Review, he revealed some more of Sylvain Mayer's practices.2 
He had refused to sell the rights of Unter Vier Augen, from which We Two 
was taken,3 and had made it clear to the applicant that he only wanted to 
deal with his (Mayer's) own version of the play. "Nice man, Mr. Mayer, 
but he has done even better than that. " Some years before a well-known 
actress, organising a charity performance, had asked an intimate friend of 
Grein's to adapt Richard Voss's German play Eva. Bloch of Berlin had 
referred the friend, "who had intimated that any profits (after the charity 
performance) would be shared with the author as a matter of course, " to 
Mayer as his representative. Mayer had curtly refused, informing the 
actress later that he would allow her to produce the play, if she would 
commission him to adapt it, which she had "chivalrously" declined to do. 
"And this is the man, whom Bloch, the most powerful dramatic agent in 
Germany, has chosen to safeguard the interests of German actors in 
London. " All this was part of Grein's continuous fight for the payment of 
royalties to authors when their work was performed in other countries.* 
Grein was always in favour of any new theatrical venture. The Sunday 
Theatre of the Hackney Working Men's Club, which gave Sunday per­
formances which were so well attended that "they should teach the 
opponents of Sunday theatre a lesson, " was hailed as an excellent idea,5 
and he was enthusiastic about the new Society of British Dramatic Art, 
which was "a kind of pendant, but by no means a rival of the Independent 
Theatre. " It had met with more kindness than the Independent Theatre, 
- it had the support of Beerbohm Tree and George Alexander - and 
intended to help unacted plays and unemployed players, and there were 
plans for some sort of school of dramatic art. "It was a great, noble, and 
ambitious aim, one which we should support, if we may feel sure that no 
faddism, no persons with axes to grind, no selfishness will take the helm 
of the bark with has just been launched with no less enthusiasm than a 
new battleship from Her Majesty's Dockyards at Portsmouth. " 6 
Grein had been in London now for seven years, and one cannot help 
1
 Life, i/7/90. 2 The Playgoers' Review, Vol. I, No 4, April, 1891. 3 Not mentioned in 
A. Nicoli, op.cit., Vols, ν and vi. • As a source of information about the Independent 
Theatre Life will be dealt with in Chapter iv. s Life, 21/6/92. 6 Ibid., 7/1 2/92. 
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noticing that he had used his time well. Even if his criticism was still as 
self-assured as it always was, one feels that he was better informed, that 
his passion for the drama and the theatre rested now on a firmer basis of 
knowledge, and that he had more reason to talk and write as he did, than 
he had had before. His next appointment as regular dramatic critic was 
with The Sunday Special, for which he started writing in January 1898.1 
Although De Portefeuille wrote that Jack's recently published comedy 
In de Nachttrein was already being adapted for the English stage,2 Grein 
had the good sense not to translate any of his early Dutch efforts at play-
writing.s He made, however, several further attempts, and while having 
another wrangle with Henry Irving about the latter's neglect of new 
plays he wrote in Diamatic Opinions: "I have had the honour of seeing my 
work rejected many a time. " * 
His first rejected play may well have been On the Brink, a comedietta in 
one act, published by French of London in their Acting Edition. There 
is no date, but the copy of the play in the Theatre Collection of the 
University Library of Amsterdam bears a stamp "Gebr. van Lier, Theater-
Directeuren, 20 Oct. '88," Amsterdam," and it seems likely that Grein 
sent the play straight to van Lier after its publication. The play is very 
short and it deals with the dangers arising out a husband's being often 
away from his newly-married young wife. A former lover of the wife, a 
Frenchman and a friend of the family now, often visits her during her 
husband's absence. The woman is warned and tells her friend not to call 
any more while her husband is away. He then proposes to her, but she 
sends him away. The husband comes home, etc. I have not found a 
record of its performance, although it is not worse than the majority of 
one-act plays performed on the professional stage. It is the one play that 
was published by French, all the other English plays were either privately 
printed, stencilled, or type-written only. Grein's first play, or rather 
adaptation, to be produced in London, was A Man's Lore, a play in three 
acts, adapted from the Dutch of JanC.de Vos, by J. T. Grein and 
C.W. Jarvis.s The play, Suzanne, had been a success in Holland. Taco 
H. de Beer had praised it in De fortefeuille, and Het Tooneel6 had called it 
"a very stirring drama, and one of the best Dutch plays at the moment. " 7 
'Cf. infra, pp. 1 jiff. г De Portefeuille, vìi, No 28, i o / i o / 8 j , p. 4J3. J Cf. supra, 
pp. 4, 12-3, 60; for translations, pp. j , 8 n. 2. * Vol. I, No 1, 9/12/91. 5 Printed 
as a manuscript for private circulation. (British Drama League library, London). ' vu, 
no 28, 10/10/8J, p. 4 Í 2 . 7 Het Tooneel, xvi, 1886-7, PP· 70-2. 
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It is the story of an artist married to a woman who does not understand 
him. Just before his marriage the artist had met his fiancee's sister, 
Suzanne, a pianist studying at the Berlin Conservatoire. It is love at first 
sight, but he remains loyal to his fiancée and marries her. After a child 
is bom, the artist and Suzanne meet again, and in the end they plan to 
elope. She forces him, however, to say good-bye to his wife and child, 
who is seriously ill just then, and that brings him then and there to his 
senses. Suzanne leaves alone. Jan C.de Vos said in his preface that he 
had given the play a happy ending, because of the public's taste. He 
himself had wanted Suzanne to commit suicide after she had eloped with 
the artist.1 Grein wrote that A Man s Love2 was "founded on Jan. С de 
Vos's Suzanne, but entirely re-written and re-constructed byus"3 — he 
had in fact done little more than change the names of the characters -, 
and he went on : 
The majority of our critics were generous in praise, but some few - the same who 
went for Ibsen - had hardly words enough in their dictionary to indite (sic) the 
moral tendency of our work, although - and I must own it to their credit - they did 
justice to the merits of the play, which with its three dramatis personae absorbed the 
audience to such a degree, that not a sound was heard until the curtain fell and then 
there was an outburst of applause which was lasting and spontaneous. How is it 
that you, dear brethren of the critical craft, always talking of creating sympathy as 
one of the canons of dramatic art, yet denounce the characters of A Man's Love as 
morbid and unsympathetic, aye, immoral. How is it that we so thoroughly enlisted 
the sympathy of our hearers that I, who was seated in an upper-tier box, could hear 
their breathing, their sighing, their sobbing, but heard no murmur of discontent, no 
utterance of disgust. Why, if A Man s Love did offend the morality of our distinguished 
and (note this if you please) paying audience,* were the authors called before the 
curtain of an "unpapered" house and heartily cheered? Genuine English audiences, 
above all others, are reserved and frank, they do not applaud "pour l'amour de nos 
beaux yeux, " but they do hoot when they feel disgusted or bored. I shall tell you why 
it was that we had the verdict on our side. Our play was human - painfully so, if you 
like - but true to life; our subject - a married man who loves his wife's sister better 
than his spouse and does not conceal his feelings - is one which intensely interests 
every married woman, and every girl who has a married sister; for let us be candid, 
there are thousands and thousands of families where the germs of our drama are to 
be found ; . . . When the modem realists who aim at nothing but the truth, but 
who, in their admiration of beauty and good taste (bad taste, I call the longing to be 
cynically immoral, suggestive, offensive in language) tell the truth in a polished 
•Suzanne, Tooneelspel in drie bedrijven, door Jan C. de Vos, The Hague, i 8 8 j . 
2
 Produced at a matinée at the Prince of Wales', on 2 j / 6 /89 , and revived at the Opéra 
Comique on 11/3/9$. 3 Comedy, Vol. I, No 9, 13/7/89, p . 8. • I t was a Charity Per-
formance, cf. supra, p . 71 n. 4 . 
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though powerful form ; when they dare to depict the fleshly being as it is ; when they 
portray characters who abound in our midst with their faults, failings, sins, weak­
nesses; then you pounce upon them . . . and denounce them as immoral and their 
hero (whom they do not call a hero, but a man) as repulsive. 
Still, you never call the melodrama scoundrel so. Is it because crime does not 
repel you and human failings do? . . . On the stage it all depends on how the charac­
ters are drawn. If we dramatists can convince our audience that the mental strife for 
good or bad, which we endeavour to bring home to the playgoer, is human, without 
being inartistic ; if we can clothe the sentiments of our personages in a language, 
which will speak to the heart, and penetrate into the same ; if we avoid all that is low, 
vulgar, or offensive to the ear (as the authors of A Man's Love have done) ; if in 
depicting a painful scene, we do not cross the boundaries of indecency, then it 
matters little whether our play deals with the sunny or the seamy side of life. We 
are sure to elicit sympathy and to conquer it. 
And let this be impressed on your minds, my critical brothers, whose posing as 
moralists is more repulsive to enlightened readers than the most realistic play ever 
seen on the stage, that the theatre, which is commonly called a place of amusement, 
has been, and will be in all times, a mirror in which the morals and manners of the 
age are more or less correctly reflected. The mirror in England is rather shallow and 
dusty. Most of our plays of so-called modern English life arc unreal ; not modem and 
not lifelike. 
Somebody is wanted to clean your mirror . . . The realists will perform that 
herculean task, and in time you will acknowledge that they have done your drama 
yeoman service.1 
This is quite typical of how Grein always defended so-called immoral or 
realistic plays. It was a long time before the charges of immorality could 
be met in a more straightforward and simple way. The old fallacy that a 
play whose characters behave immorally is an immoral play, took a long 
time dying, and even today it is not quite dead. 
Spring Leaves* a comedietta in one act, adapted by J. T. Grein and 
C. W. Jarvis from the Dutch, was licensed by the Lord Chamberlain on 
13 February 1891 for production at the Court Theatre on the evening of 
19 February. An anonymous reviewer wrote in The Daily Graphic of 
16 March 1891 : 
1
 Comedy, Vol. 1, No 9, 13/7/91, pp. 8-9. 2 Spring Leaves (the Dutch original of which I 
have been unable to discover), Reparation, Make-beliefs, and The Compromising Coat are only 
available in stencilled or type-written copies in the Registers (1891, No 30 and 1892, 
Nos 114, 118, 172) of the Lord Chamberlain's Office, St. James's Palace, London. The 
Lord Chamberlain graciously allowed me to inspect and read the plays. Dates etc. have 
been taken from the Registers. They slightly differ in places from those given by 
A. Nicoli, op.cit., ν, p. 394. In the library of the British Drama League, London, there 
are playbills for Spring Leaves at the Court Theatre on 14/3/91, for Make-beliefs at the 
Royalty on 27/^/92, and for The Compromising Coat at the Globe Theatre on 27/6/92. 
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The Volcano was preceded by a one-act comedietta called Spring Leaves, adapted from 
a Dutch play by Messrs Grein and Jarvis. It tells of a young man who has "exhausted" 
the first edition of Spring Leaves, his one book of poems, by buying it up himself and 
concealing it. By means of an officious friend his wife, a sentimental young lady who 
married him rather as poet than man, discovers the secret. Luckily she has come to 
love him as man as well as poet, so the discovery merely puts an end to an unfortunate 
deception without causing unhappiness. It is neatly written and in every respect 
better than the average "first piece. " 
This was certainly kinder than the piece deserved. 
Reparation, a play in one act by J .T. Grein and C.W.Jarvis, was 
licensed on ς May 1892 for production at the Vaudeville Theatre (no 
date given). Frank Holt is going to marry Gertrude Foster, the daughter 
of Sir Thomas, a rich businessman. Frank's father, poor and wretched, 
had committed suicide after some charge had been brought against him. 
Frank decides to find out, and he discovers, with the help of a good deal 
of coincidence that the charge was theft and forgery, and that Thomas 
Foster, former clerk of Mr. Markham, and now Sir Thomas and partner 
of Mr. Markham, was the real culprit. Frank demands reparation and 
there is confusion all round, but Mr. Markham makes up with Sir Thomas 
and "the past is buried, but not its obligations. They shall be fulfilled a 
hundred-fold" to the young people. 
It would have been interesting to read how Grein, if somebody else 
had written it, would have flayed the piece, because of the preposterously 
easy way its happy ending was manufactured and the real issue avoided. 
The Compromising Coat, a comedietta in one act by the same authors, 
and licensed on 22 June 1892 for production at the Globe Theatre (no 
date given), was no better. It is a silly piece about husbands losing 
money by gambling, and wives spending too much on clothes. A wife 
searching her husband's coat, finds things that are compromising for him. 
Then she discovers that it is not her husband's coat, but that of a friend's 
husband. Quarrels, mistakes and misunderstandings follow, but all ends 
happily on "This ought to be a lesson for husbands not to keep secrets 
from their wives, and for wives not to be too suspicious of their husbands." 
Make-beliefs, written with Dagmar Holberg and licensed on 2 June 1892 
for production at the Royalty (no date given), was from the Danish of 
O. Benzon. It is difficult to judge Grein's part in it, as he did not know 
Danish, but it is better than the original one-act plays and shows more 
imagination, while its theme, that the whole art of life consists in being 
able to content oneself with make-beliefs, has great dramatic possibilities, 
even if its elaboration here (a duologue between She, a widow who wants 
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to rent a villa in Florence, and He, an artist and bachelor who will only 
let her have it on condition that she sublets the studio to an artist) is 
unsatisfactory.1 
In the Garden of Citrons also appeared in 1892. It is an Idyll in one act, 
by Emilio Montanaro, translated from the Spanish by J .T. Grein, with a 
note by John Gray.2 Mrs. Grein wrote: 
The so-called adapter J. T. Grein had allowed a parrot, which figures largely in the 
play, to raise its voice in Italian. A vigilant critical eye detected the error and the cat 
was out of the bag. E. Montanaro went up in smoke . . ., but not before J. T. had 
had his laugh and the play had enjoyed serious consideration in many quarters.з 
I have found no evidence of this "serious consideration, " except in an 
article by the Dutchman A. Teixeira de Mattos in Dramatic Opinions,* a 
review of the piece "from the proof sheets. " As he was a friend of Grein's 
he may easily have been in on the hoax, and he called the play, "short and 
weak though it may be, literature, and stage literature at that. " As far as 
I can gather it seems to have been in some way a very amateurish imitation 
of Maeterlinck's style of writing and working. Curiously enough, two 
years later Grein published a novel by Emilio Montanaro, Anguish, with a 
preface by J. T. Grein.s 
These were Grein's last attempts at writing original plays, and from 
then on he contented himself with some translations.6 
1
 Of these three plays there are very short and kind notes in Cecil Howard's Dramatic 
Notes, A Year Bookjor the Stage, London, 1892, pp. 77, 98-9, 84. 2 Published by Henry & 
Co, London, 1892. Not a single copy seems extant any more, and performances are 
untraceable, з Cf. Orme, p . 63. • Vol. 1, No j , 6/1/9I. s London, 1894. Cf. infra, 
p. 284. 6 Cf. infra, pp. 113, 116, 1J4. (Blanchette), 119 n. 2 (Emilia Gahtti), 12 j (Jhe Wood-
landers), 137-8 (Little Lord Fauntlerqy and New LampsJor Old), I Í3-4 (Le Monde où l'on 
s'ennuie, A Happy Nook), ι ¡6 η . ι. (Rembrandt), ι ¡j (The Mouse, Fiammma), 1J9 and 
n. 1 (Midsummer Fires, The Battle of the Butterflies), 186 (A Paladine). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE I N D E P E N D E N T T H E A T R E 
1891-1898 
The foundation of the Independent Theatre in London in 1891 is the great 
achievement by which Grein will always be remembered in every the-
atrical history and survey of the nineteenth century theatre in England. 
The idea was not original, nor was Grein the only person in England 
to think of it or want it, but he was the only person there prepared to go 
to endless trouble and great personal expense to put the idea into action. 
Grein was not only always full of ideas of his own, and eager to employ 
those of others, he was essentially a man of action. 
"Free Theatre" was in the air at the time. André Antoine,1 an amateur 
actor, had founded his Theatre Libre in Paris in 1887, and the critic Otto 
Brahm had, together with Theodor Wolff and Maximilian Harden, es-
tablished the Freie Bühne in Berlin in 1889. In Copenhagen university 
students had succeeded in organising a Free Theatre in 1890 or 1891 2 ; 
at about the same time attempts were made in America to set up some 
sort of Free Theatre, where the choice of plays to be performed would 
not depend on the estimated profits of the plays but on their artistic 
merits 3 ; and shortly before that, in 1888, the Dutch critic J. H. Rössing 
had founded the Tooneelvereeniging (Stage Society) in Amsterdam. 
Although all these Free Theatres were somewhat similar, there were 
certain marked differences. The idea had originated with Antoine. He 
wanted a theatre free from government interference and control, but he 
also wanted a theatre free from the old conventions of playwriting and 
acting. He wanted new plays and anew way of acting. He did not create 
a new school of drama or a new school of acting. He took on what he 
1
 S. M. Waxman, Antoine and the Théâtre Libre, London, 1926; Anna Irene Miller, The 
Independent Theatre m Europe. 1887 to the Present, New York, 1931. 2 De Portefeuille, xiii, 
1891-2, No 7, 16/1/91, pp. 760-1 ; xiv, No 4, 23/4/92, pp. 41-2. * Ibid., xii, 1890-91, 
No 18, 2/8/90, p. 23 j . 
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found, provided he thought it good drama. As the naturalistic school of 
literature and drama — the school which confused art, which is the 
finished product, with life, which is the raw material — was just then 
coming into its own, it was natural that Antoine should want naturalistic 
plays, morceaux du réel as he called them,1 but he was also interested in 
philosophical and poetical plays, if they were plays, and not merely of 
literary value. 
Antoine's second consideration was acting. He did not want his actors 
to "act" in the traditional and conventional way. He wanted them to 
behave on the stage as they would in ordinary real and actual life, without 
the usual stage-manners, tricks and conventions, and disregarding the 
audience, as the proscenium-opening was a "fourth wall" and not a hole 
through which people could watch the actors. 
To secure an audience for his plays, and also to have some financial 
security, he made his theatre a subscription playhouse.2 Further, he cut 
down expenses for scenery, costumes and theatrical facilities as much as 
possible, and his amateur actors were cheap. 
The idea caught on and several people adapted it to their own country's 
particular dramatic and theatrical conditions. The Freie Bühne wanted 
new plays, mostly plays rejected by theatre managers or by the mainly 
political censor, but no particular attention was paid to a new style of 
acting, and only professional actors were used. There was, moreover, a 
marked socialistic tendency behind it all, especially behind the Freie 
Volksbühne, which soon succeeded the Freie Bühne, where every play, 
according to its chairman Bruno Wille, was to breathe a "те оіиііопате 
Geist" and a "sozial-kritische Hauch. " 3 
The Théâtre Libre had many ardent admirers in England, and no one 
was more fervent in its praise than William Archer, who felt that if such 
a theatre was needed in Paris, it was much more needed in London, even 
if there were no modern English plays and such a theatre would have to 
rely almost exclusively on foreign material. George Moore asked : 
Why have we not a Théâtre Libre ? Surely there should be no difficulty in finding a 
thousand persons interested in art and letters and willing to subscribe five pounds a 
year for twelve representations of interesting plays. I think such a number of en-
1
 Emile Zola called these plays lambeaux d'existence, a term paraphrased by Jean Jullien as 
tranche de rie, and defined as "a play is a slice of life artistically put on the stage." Cf. 
Waxman, op.cit., p. 80. 2 In 1 886 the London Shelley Society had organised a private 
performance oiThe Cenci for subscription members only. Cf. Orme, p. 74. з Quoted in 
De Toitejeuille, xiv, 1892-3, No 39, 24/12/92, pp. 349-jo. 
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thusiasts exists in London. The innumerable articles which appear in the daily, weekly, 
and monthly press on the London stage prove the existence of much vague discontent, 
and that this discontent will take definite shape sooner or later seems more than 
possible.1 
Moore suggested an English equivalent of the Theatre Libre. Money 
would not be a difficulty, and as for plays, "that they should be rare, 
should be the first and almost the only qualification necessary to secure 
for them the right of representation. " 2 He confessed, however, that the 
prospect of having to find "ten, twelve, fifteen, twenty unconventional 
plays" rather frightened him.3 Further, he proposed a year's programme 
composed of the works of Tolstoy, Ibsen (whom Edmund Gosse had first 
introduced to England with his article Ibsen the Norwegian Satirist in 1873),* 
and a number of plays produced by Antoine in Paris. English plays would 
present the greatest difficulty, but if he were to found such a theatre, he 
would apply to the novelists Meredith, Hardy and Stevenson, and to the 
dramatists Pinero, Grundy and Jones.s 
Then came Grein and founded such a theatre. It is more than rash to 
claim that Rössing's Tooneelvereeniging was the example which Grein 
imitated, as is maintained both by Rössing and Hunningher.6 Rössing 
founded the Tooneelvereeniging in 1888 as a protest against the un-
willingness of Schimmel to have the Royal Netherlands Stage Society 
perform classical and modem plays. As the secretary of the Board of 
Directors of the Royal Netherlands Stage Society, Rössing had con-
tinually fought his chairman Schimmel, who only relented occasionally 
where the production of a Shakespeare play was concerned, and in the 
end Rössing resigned. With Berckenhoff (who had been connected with 
the Rotterdam section of the Royal Netherlands Stage Society in an 
administrative capacity and had also run into trouble with Schimmel over 
the repertoire) and with L.Simons, then editor οι Het Tooneel, Rössing 
championed his views in dailies and weeklies, and propagated the new 
plays, especially Ibsen's, wherever he could. As this proved of no avail, 
they decided to do something to prove how much in earnest they were. 
Originally they wanted to establish a permanent company, but it soon 
1
 Impressions and Opinions, London, 1891, p . uè. 2 Ibid., p . 240. * Ibid., p . 241. 
• The Fortnightly Renew, Jan-June 1873, pp. 74-88. 5 Impressions and Opinions, pp. 238-48. 
Cf. also J. Hone, The Life of George Moore, London, 1936, pp. 169-70. 6 J. H. Ròssing, 
De Kon. Ver. Het Ned. Tooneel, 1876-1916, Amsterdam, 1916, p . 139; B. Hunnigher, 
£cn Eeuw Nederlands Toneel, Amsterdam, 1949, p . 77. Hunnigher is probably merely 
following Rossing. 
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appeared that that was impossible. Then they decided to give one or two 
model performances, and with Sinclair de Rochemont, an ex-actor, 
Rössing founded the Tooneelvereeniging for one single performance 
only. The choice of plays, Ibsen's Nora and Molière's Les Précieuses 
Ridicules, was typical. After much trouble about borrowing actors from 
several companies (Schimmel had at first agreed and then, almost at the 
last moment, he refused to allow his actors to play for Rössing), the 
performance took place at the Grand Théâtre, Amsterdam, on 28 March 
1889 and was, despite much criticism of Ibsen's immorality, a great 
success. It was repeated on 9 April 1889, after which the Tooneel-
vereeniging was dissolved.« Its work was continued by the companies of 
the Salon des Variétés and of L.H.Chrispijn in Amsterdam, and of Jan 
C. de Vos and W. van Korlaar in Rotterdam.2 
Rössing's idea took a long time to mature and its execution may have 
been hastened by Antoine's example ; Rössing may also have taken from 
Antoine the idea of a subscription theatre (other people were admitted 
at rather high prices), but the whole thing was too short-lived to be con-
sidered in Amsterdam as an imitation of Antoine's Theatre Libre. Grein 
knew of course of the Tooneelvereeniging, and it may have given him 
ideas, but as for direct influence, it seems likely that either Het Tooneel or 
De Portefeuille would have drawn attention to the fact, and neither of 
them did. Moreover, it is clear enough that any possible influence of the 
Tooneelvereeniging cannot be compared with that of the Théâtre Libre.з 
Grein's realisation of Antoine's idea was conditioned by the dramatic 
and theatrical conditions and conventions prevailing in England, and 
although his Independent Theatre was a play-producing society on the 
principles which guided Antoine when he founded his Théâtre Libre, it 
was in certain respects different from it. Grein wanted to be free and 
independent of things other than those Antoine had in mind. He wanted 
to be free from the narrow moral code imposed by the censor (unknown 
in this capacity in France, Germany and Holland), and he wanted to be 
independent of the commercial theatre, which refused to put on plays 
without a reasonable certainty of some financial return. Grein had no 
theory about the new naturalistic drama, although he was in favour of it, 
being in favour of anything new, but as most new plays happened to be 
in some way either naturalistic or realistic, he produced them. Because 
many of these plays were liable to get into trouble with the censor, 
1
 J. H. Rössing, op. cit., pp. 134-9. 2 Ibid., pp. 138-9. 3 Cf. supra, pp. 96-7. 
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freedom from the censor's interference ranked highly with Grein, and he 
procured it by making his Independent Theatre a subscription society for 
members and guests (often mainly guests) only, so that its productions 
would be private and the censor would have no authority over them. It 
was the same fiction which still works with the modern theatre clubs, 
with this difference, that some of these clubs count their members by 
tens of thousands, while Grein's Independent Theatre never had more 
than 175. 
There were other differences from the Théâtre Libre. Unlike 
Antoine, Grein never had his own permanent company or theatre. Nor 
was Grein an actor, and he never directed any of the plays that he put on ; 
he rarely even attended rehearsals, whereas Antoine's personal direction 
of his plays was one of the highlights of his Théâtre Libre. 
Grein must have been thinking and talking about a British Théâtre 
Libre soon after he had heard about Antoine, and he started writing 
about it in his Weekly Comedy.1 In the ninth issue of this weekly2 there 
appeared: A British Théâtre Libre, 2, followed by three more articles in 
Nos 10, 11, and 14, and numbered 3,4, and j . The first article of the 
series was nowhere to be found in the weekly. Then the missing article 
was supplied by a purely accidental discovery of a packet of Independent 
Theatre leaflets in the vaults of the British Drama League, London, by 
the librarian. One of the items was entitled A British Théâtre Libre. 
A Suggestion, and was signed by J. T. Grein and C.W.Jarvis. Although 
undated, the imprint "With the compliments of the Editors of The 
Weekly Comedy" was evidence enough that this was the missing article. 
Its style is solemn and unusually sober. 
The historian who shall undertake the task of writing the annals of English literature 
for the decade that is now waning, will be able, when he comes to the chapter devoted 
to the national drama, to sum up the tendency of the whole period in one compre-
hensive statement — We are advancing. 
The days when the stage of England was fed on foreign fare are over. It is able 
now to live upon its own resources, and if our theatres continue to borrow from 
abroad, it is because there still exists among our theatrical managers a want of con-
fidence in native work, and because a foreign success frequently holds out the promise 
of equal success in England. 
Theatrical managers in this country are nothing if not conservative, and the first 
question with them is not, will this prove an artistic success, but will it prove a 
financial one. Therefore they are unwilling to go outside the beaten track; they 
cling to the traditional, well-worn formula, which sends the public home in a satisfied 
1
 Cf. supra, pp. 72-4. г Dated 7/12/89. 
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mood ; a dramatic formula in which reality, likelihood and possibility are thrown over-
board in order to reach the happy ending, without which no play - so they say — can 
hope for financial prosperity. 
Most playwrights, the writers went on, were perfectly content with this 
situation. There existed, however, "a small but daily increasing number 
of younger authors, " whose notion of playwriting was "that real human 
emotion should be roused by the presentment of real human life. " After 
pointing out that the position of these younger writers was hopeless 
"unless they could afford to test their strength at the doubtful trial of a 
matinee, " the writers pointed to the Paris Theatre Libre as a way out of 
the difficulty. 
What has been done in France, cannot it be done, too, in England? Is a British 
Theatre Libre - a theatre free from the shackles of the censor, free from the fetters of 
convention, unhampered by financial considerations - is not such a theatre possible? 
That is the question. 
We do not doubt for one moment the possibility, the expediency, the ultimate 
success of a theatre on these lines. For a British Théâtre Libre would aim, neither 
at fostering playwriting of a merely didactic kind, nor at introducing subjects of an 
immoral, or even unwholesome realistic nature. It would nurture realism, but 
realism of a healthy kind, it would strive to annihilate the puppets which have done 
yeoman's service for years and years, and would instead depict human beings, bearing 
human characters, speaking human language, and torn by human passions. It would 
nurture didactic drama to a certain extent, in so far as dramatic construction, 
delineation, and analysis of characters are concerned. 
But, unlike the French Théâtre Libre, the British Free Stage should banish all that 
is vulgar, low and cynically immoral. Its chief ideal ought to be to admit all who have 
something new to say, who have the courage and the ability to cast aside banal 
sentiment, faulty construction, and useless parody when writing for the stage. 
As in France the initiation of a Free Stage must emanate from private enterprise. 
It must be founded by the co-operation of all who have the welfare of the drama at heart. 
In cases like this the individual is powerless; it is in the union of many that strength 
and the best chance of success lie . . . No formidable sum of money is needed. A 
moderate capital (say £ 2,000) derived partly from honorary contributors, partly 
from earnest subscribers who have the leisure and feel inclined to devote their 
evenings to the performances, which ought not to exceed two a month, and lastly 
from the small fees to be levied on each play sent in, in order to check a too copious 
influx of manuscripts, is all that is needed to start a Free Stage and keep it going. 
The actors can be recruited from the huge crowd of the "disengaged, " who are 
only too willing to lend their services for a moderate remuneration, and a stage can 
easily and cheaply be found in one of the many West End halls which have a licence 
for dramatic performances. 
The main point to ensure success, is the patronage under which the new venture 
is to be launched. In the first place, the united sympathy of the press, which never 
withholds its aid, when a good cause is at stake, is to be hoped for ; in the second place, 
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the valuable service of novelists such as Messrs George Moore and Thomas Hardy, 
whose romances reveal great dramatic ability, and of playwrights ranking as high as 
Messrs Pinero and Jones is to be acquired; and finally, the benefit of the assistance of 
old playgoers, of wealthy disinterested friends of the drama, of artists, historians 
and specialists of all kinds will not be vainly sought. 
For all literary and artistic England is alive to the fact that the future of our ad-
vancing national drama will not depend upon the accuracy, the splendour, the taste 
of the mounting, nor upon the perfection of the acting, nor upon the quantity of our 
playwrights' production. There is only one way to free our drama from the trammels 
of convention and of commonplace. That way is never to lose sight of the principal 
maxim: the play is the thing. 
And to help the play to become what it should be we cherish the thought of, and 
hope for sympathy on behalf of, the establishment of a British Free Stage. 
Experience would soon show Grein how naively he had misjudged the 
situation. 
The suggestion was elaborated in four articles in The Weekly Comedy, 
and generous space was given to letters for and against the scheme. 
Grundy had no time for controversy, and Malcolm Watson doubted 
whether the thing would be successful. Alec Nelson (Dr. Aveling), 
A. C. Calmour, and Mrs. Oscar Beringer were much in favour, and so 
were Haddon Chambers and R. Lumley, both of whom, however, were 
too busy to do anything. Jerome K. Jerome was dead against it. The new 
theatre would only be "a theatrical hothouse for dramatic plants too deli-
cate or abnormal to thrive in natural air," and he concluded: "Don't 
spend any energy on a new school, but dignify and enlarge the old one. " " 
Many thought that the matinee provided everything that was needed, but 
Grein insisted : 
We cannot agree that matinées are a substitute for a Free Stage. They are subject to 
the censor, their efforts are scattered and lost. The attack upon existing conventions 
of form and subject must be concentrated upon one stage, in one theatre. There they 
will operate with tenfold force and influence. This theatre must be private, that 
is, it must not be subject to the veto of the censor. Its management must be guided 
by artistic considerations only . . . To carry out the scheme successfully, there is 
needed a selection of men competent to judge the plays submitted, and who will 
make the choice on artistic grounds only. But the theatre, the acting, the mounting 
are all secondary considerations. Elaborate scenery and eminent actors are only 
needed for a bad play. A play that depends upon the interest of the subject and the 
perfection of its form can stand by itself without the aid of costly mounting or great 
acting, what is most required is careful and ample rehearsal, and the right kind of 
stage management.* 
* The Weekly Comedy, No 9, 7/12/89, p. 8. * Ibid., No 9, 7/12/89, p. 6. 
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Critics were reassured that they need not fear "a deluge of immorality, 
eccentricity, and matinee slovenliness. " 
We can assure our antagonists again and again, that all we have borrowed from Mr. 
Antoine is the name of the theatre, nothing else ; we know well enough that the 
tastes of France and England are vastly different; we are aware that the French 
Theatre Libre transplanted to English soil, is doomed to failure and condemnation. 
At the same we have clearly established the lines on which we think a British Free 
Stage should work.1 
Despite much criticism, the reactions in the press were on the whole 
not unfavourable, and this together with the public interest aroused, was 
encouraging for the originators, who remained full of confidence.2 Still, 
practical co-operation was not forthcoming, nor suggestions or hints for 
which Grein and Jarvis were continually asking, and difficulties increased 
instead of decreasing. But Grein held on stubbornly, writing : 
The possible institution of an English Independent Theatre, which was some weeks 
ago discussed in the press, has become a question of the simplest kind and depends 
merely on money.3 
After observing again how revolutionary was his idea of freedom from the 
censor — however useful the censor in many cases might be* — and how ne-
cessary at least one Free Theatre, Grein expressed for the first time some 
doubt as to whether there would be enough new English plays available.s 
It should be noted that so far Grein had not mentioned foreign plays 
at all. He clearly meant his Free Theatre for new original English plays. 
Now he realised that there were hardly any. But his scheme was meant 
as a stimulus to increase production, and much labour and time would 
have to be sacrificed to sort out plays. Drama had reached a "dead-
point," and a whole season had gone by without anything new, except 
one or two plays by established authors. It was to remedy this state of 
things that the Free Theatre had been conceived. 
Whether it would fulfil its mission, only its existence and results could prove ; it is 
a task that must be tackled with patience and discretion, for its influence would not 
show itself until after some time. But it is worth trying, and if all the well-wishers of 
the British drama who have so much to say about it, would for the nonce accentuate 
their words by action, there is a fair prospect that the British Théâtre Libre will 
become a pillar of our stage.6 
After this a play by Ibsen was an obvious choice. 
1
 The Weekly Comedy, No io , p . 6. 2 Ibid., Vol. и, No 14, 11/1/90, pp. 6-7. з i¡Jet 
31/5/90. * Grein had defended the censor in his Morality on the English Stage, in La Revue 
d'Art Dramatique, Jan. 1889. ¡ Life, 31/5/90. 6 Ibid., 31/5/90. 
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Ibsen was the great new dramatic force at the time.1 He had been intro-
duced to England by Edmund Gosse in 1873.2 About that same time 
William Archer had got to know him and at once made himself Ibsen's 
sponsor for life. The earliest translation of an Ibsen play into English was 
that of Emperor and Galilean, by Catherine Ray in 1876, the earliest per-
formance that of The Pillars of Society, at the Gaiety Theatre on 1 j 
December 1880, in a condensed version by W. Archeras Quicksands; or. The 
Pillars of Society. Frances Lord adapted A Doll's House as Nora, in 1882, 
and it was produced for the first time at the School of Dramatic Art, 
Argyle Street, London, on 2^ March i88j.3 H.A. Jones and H.Herman's 
adaptation of the same play, Breaking a Butterßy, had been seen just over a 
year before this at the Prince of Wales' Theatre on 3 March 1884, but in 
that version little of Ibsen had been left, for they had eliminated Dr. Rank 
and the amours of Krogstad with Mrs. Linden, and the play had been 
given a happy ending, in which Nora and her husband were reconciled 
and tenderly embraced.4 At the Novelty Theatre5 W. Archer's translation 
of A Doll's House was played with Janet Achurch as Nora and Charles 
Charrington as Helmer on 7 June 1889. The anonymous reviewer of The 
Playgoer wrote : 
So much has been heard of late of the social plays of Ibsen, that the first production 
of one of them before an English audience necessarily aroused considerable interest.6 
Grein considered the play "a masterpiece of characterisation if not a 
dramatic chef d'oeuvre," and he was disgusted that it had been "slated and 
crucified in some quarters as an immoral, nasty and morbid piece."7 
As one of many holding such an opinion R. Farquhar Sharp, discussing 
the translations of Nora, The Pillars of Society, An Enemy of the People, and 
Ghosts, wrote in The Theatre : 
It seems that Ibsen's power of producing artistically constructed and effective dramas 
decreases proportionately to the increase of his intensity in discussing social questions. 
But that was not the main point. That came out in the following paragraph. 
Ghosts, intensely, terribly dramatic as it certainly is, and illustrating its lesson with 
fearful force, is repulsive as a theme of drama for the stage, and an offence against 
good taste in dramatic art.9 
1
 Cf. Holbrook Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties, London, 1913. Pelican Books edition, 
1939, pp. 207-17. 2 Cf. supra, p . 98, n. 4. 3 The Era Almanack, 1886, p . 70. • Mario 
Borsa, The English Stage of To-Day, London, 1908, p . 107. s Later the Kings wayTheatre. 
6
 The Playgoer, Vol. I, No 9, July 1889, p . 11. ' Comedy, Vol. 1, No 9, 13/7/89, pp. 8-9. 
8
 Febr. 1889, No 13, pp. 73-81. Cf. supra, p . 71. 
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W. Archer very ably defended Ibsen against charges of didacticism and 
coarseness in a long article in The Fortnightly Review, but it was all of very 
little avail. The battle round Ibsen was to continue unabated for the next 
ten years.1 
The Pillars of Society, in W. Archer's version (Quicksands) was put on at 
the Opéra Comique with Geneviève Ward as Lona Hessel, and Fanny 
Robertson as Mrs. Rummel.2 Grein was not impressed. 
The manner in which the performance was accepted was too phenomenal even for a 
benefit matinée performance . . . Matinée audiences are hopelessly unreliable. The 
Pillars of Society is a bad play for Ibsen. It is full of mannerisms, repetition of ugly 
phrases, and that puppet-like arrangement of entrances, treading on the heels of the 
departing ones. When Ghosts is performed we shall know once for all. It is a perfect 
drama from an artistic point of view, and it is sufficiently choquant to weed out many 
of the doubtful supporters of Ibsen.' 
That same summer G. Bernard Shaw read for the Fabian Society his paper 
on Ibsen, which was to grow into The Quintessence oflbsemsm, published in 
1891, and of which W.Archer's The Quintessence of Ibsemsm, An Open 
Letter to G.B.Shaw, in the New Review of November 1891, is still the best 
criticism. 
Reviewing 1889 in The Weekly Comedy, Grein called A Doll's House 
"peopled with human beings instead of puppets, bold and new to us, but 
true to nature." If The Pillars of Society was more conventional, it was 
"still a thousand times more original than nearly all English plays of 
modem date. " That the Ibsen craze had fallen flat, as so many maintained, 
was a gross exaggeration of the truth. A Doll's House had even been a 
financial success. Moreover, it was not a craze. A proof of the deep 
interest aroused was to be seen in the endless stream of literature, and 
controversy was a sign of vitality, not of flatness. If the realistic school 
ever came into being, it would trace its origin to the so-called Ibsen 
craze of 1889. • 
It was nearly two years before another Ibsen play, Rosmersholm, in 
Charles Archer's translation, and with Florence Farr as Rebecca West 
and F. R. Benson as Rosmersholm, appeared in London at the Vaudeville 
Theatre on 23 February 1891.5 "Acape Omen," wrote Grein. 
1
 July 1889, pp. 136-4.}. г The Playgoer, No 10, Aug. 1889, pp 12-j. 3 Comedy, Vol. I, 
No 9, 13/7/89, pp. 10-11. Mrs. Oscar Bennger had chosen the play as the main at­
traction at Miss Vera Bermger's forthcoming benefit matinée. * The Weekly Comedy, 
Vol. и, No 13, 4/1/90, pp. 6-7. 5 There was a reading of An Enemy of the People in 
W.Archer 's translation at the Haymarket Theatre, on 19/6/90. 
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The Ibsen movement is rapidly gaining ground. At the Playgoers' Club his works 
have thrice been discussed ; the papers teem with Ibsen ; Ghosts is in active preparation 
at the Independent Theatre ; Hedda GubUr at the Lyric Club (a reading) ; The Pillars 
of Society at the new Olympic; and Rosmersholm, the most powerful and also the most 
difficult play, has seen the light at the Vaudeville.1 
Ghosts had at last been chosen for the first production of the Inde-
pendent Theatre, which had been founded in February 1891, and the 
play was "in active preparation." What made Grein choose Ghosts? The 
play must have been in his mind for a long time, and he saw it as the 
epitome of Ibsen's art. Moreover, the play was much connected with the 
Free Theatre movement, and had by that time been performed in 
Germany, France, and Holland. Antoine had been considering its pro-
duction almost from the beginning, but the French translation (from a 
German version), which he had had in his possession since 1888, did not 
satisfy him, and he wanted to wait for a satisfactory translation, however 
much Zola urged him to play it. Despite much opposition from his 
own circle he finally produced Les Revenants on 20 May 1890. The pro-
duction had been very carefully prepared, and it was the first per-
formance of an Ibsen play in France. Most critics found it vague, dull and 
prolix. They did not find it immoral, it was simply boring, too deadly 
serious and entirely foreign to the Gallic mind. Even the few critics that 
agreed that Les Revenants was great drama, considered it clumsily con-
structed.2 Meanwhile the Freie Bühne had opened its season with it in 
Berlin in 1889. Gespenster was not a new play for Berlin. It had been 
seen there several times already, and it was part of the Meiningen 
company's repertoire. It also produced less comment and uproar than 
the Freie Bühne's first production of an original German play, Gerhart 
Hauptmann's Vor Sonnenaufgang. 
In Holland Ibsen's progress had been slow, but it gathered considera-
ble momentum towards the end of the eighties. The TiUars of Society 
had been played in і88о,з but it had been badly received and further 
experiments were not encouraged. J. Alberdingk Thijm, reviewing Ida 
Donker's translation of An Enemy of the People,* called it "a play of the 
genre ennuyeux," and said that, if the Dutch were didactic, that was no 
reason for Ibsen or anybody else to abuse that trait of character and 
bore him to death. As a play it was no good at all, and it was suitable 
1
 Life, 7/3/91. Cf. also W.A.(lison) in The Playgoers' Renew, No 3, March, 1891. 
2
 Waxman, op. at., pp. 114-7; F. Prince, A. Antoine et le renouveau du Théâtre Hollandais, 
Amsterdam, 1941, p. 49. 3 Cf. supra, p. 37. • Pubi, in The Hague, 1883. 
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only for reading.1 Grein had reviewed the translation the previous year 
and he had been enthusiastic.2 He had, however, expressed doubts as to 
whether the play would be satisfactory on the stage. When J.Haspels 
chose An Enemy of the People for his jubilee and, after grudgingly being 
given permission by Schimmel, produced it in Rotterdam on 7 February 
1884,3 the play was slated in De Amsterdammer, Weekblad voor Nederland* 
as completely lacking in the first requirement for a play, dramatic action. 
Nora was performed in Amsterdam on 28 March 1889.s Many considered 
it immoral, but Ibsen had by then strong champions in Holland, and the 
critics were on the whole favourable to the play, which was taken on by 
the company of the Salon des Variétés in Amsterdam, where it had its 
fiftieth performance on 8 November 1889.6 The success of Nora induced 
the Royal Netherlands Stage Society to perform The Wild Duck on 12 
October 1889. Five performances were given, which were all poorly 
attended, probably, as Het Тоопее!7 noted, because the Society's reper­
toire and acting at the time were such that it had lost most of its public. 
The Salon des Variétés started its winter season in September 1890 with 
Ghosts (Spoken). It was such a success that before the middle of November 
56 performances had been given.8 The Royal Netherlands Stage Society 
announced that it would play before long The Lady from the Sea,9 and the 
Tivoli company of Jan C. de Vos and van Korlaar played Hedda Gabler in 
Rotterdam on 26 February 1891. It was no success at all, and M.Hom 
wrote in De Portefeuille ï 0 that, at the risk of being put by the Ibsenites on 
a level with the uneducated mob, he agreed with the public that stayed 
away, for this drama of boredom really was boring. Jean Valois, the 
Rotterdam correspondent of Het Tooneel, was hardly less kind. He went 
even further. He had expected the failure, as Ibsen did not know the 
métier of the dramatist and he advised him therefore to stick to the novel.1 ' 
In view of the fact that Grein always kept his Dutch readers well-
informed of his doings, it is curious to note how little of Grein's plans 
was given in the Dutch press. Although the Algemeen Handelsblad gave 
fairly regular accounts of what went on at the Independent Theatre, there 
was nothing about its preparation. Het Vaderland had only one short 
1
 De Amsterdammer, Weekblad voor Nederland, 23/3/84. 2 Schetsen, pp. І £ І - 3 , 21/10/83; 
cf. supra, p. i j , η. 4· 3 Cf. supra, p. 38· 4 8/2/84; cf · »Iso ^ Tooneel, xvm, No 13, 
і 6 / з / 8 9 . Ρ- I I 0 · 5 Cf. supra, p. 90. 6 Het Tooneel, XIX, No 4, 23/11/89, p. 32. 
' Ibid., No 2, 26/10/89, PP· 13-Í. 8 De Tortejemlle, xii , No 21, 23/8/90, p. 266; No 24, 
•3/9/90, p. 307; No 33, i i /11 /90 , p. 430. vlbid.. No 23, 6/9/90, p. 298. ™Ibid., 
N 0 4 9 , 7/3/91, pp. 6 2 4 - Í . " Het Tooneel, xx, No 11, 7/3/91, p. 85. 
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notice in an article by Grein, Моте Light, about the slow penetration of 
the realistic movement into the half-darkness of modern English drama, 
and about the progress of Ibsen's cause. 
Ghosts will be performed at the Independent Theatre, of which I am one of the founders 
and the play, banned by the censor, will be seen by a choice selection of some 2,000 
guests.1 
Of Het Tooneel and De Vortefeuille, which both paid a certain amount of 
attention to the Théâtre Libre, the Freie Bühne, the Théâtre des Jeunes, 
the Théâtre d'Application, and similar movements, only the latter had 
one short notice to the effect that "Jack Grein, our former fellow-
countryman" was opening a Théâtre Libre in London on ι October 1890 ; 
it would be financed from subscriptions, the plays would be produced at 
the Novelty Theatre, and the foreign repertoire had already been settled. 
Grein was, however, still looking for English plays, as he wanted to 
produce them in equal proportion to foreign ones. So far ten per­
formances a year were planned, but that number might easily be increased 
later on. 2 
The vicissitudes of Ghosts on the Continent made the play an obvious 
choice for Grein after it had become clear that no suitable English play 
could be found. The censor let it be known that he would never license 
Ghosts, but Grein wanted a purely private performance of it, and pro­
ceeded to prepare the production, which was fixed for Friday 13 
March 1891 at the Royalty Theatre, offered to Grein by its pro­
prietress, Miss Kate Santley, for the evening. The Independent Theatre 
had gained so much notoriety by that time, that there were more than 
3,000 applications for tickets, and Grein solved the difficulty by allowing 
people to attend the dress rehearsal two days before the actual premiere. 
The story of the first performance of the Independent Theatre is too 
well-known to need re-telling here in detail. It is recounted by Orme in 
great detail,' and Grein himself told it several times in various places.* 
He gave a fairly comprehensive account in the Stage Society News oí 2 ς 
January 1907, from which Mario Borsa quoted extensively in his The 
English Stage of To-Day ,s a quotation repeated by Waxman in his Antoine 
and the Théâtre Libre 6 without giving any reference.7 Recalling the event 
< Het Vaderland, 3/3/91. 2 De Portefeuille, xa. No 17, 26/7/90, p . 222. 'Cf . Orme, 
pp. 73-89. • Cf. supra, p . 7 j , n. 3. s London, 1908, pp. 99-102. 6 London, 1926, pp. 
214-6. ' T h e Stage Society News, 1903-?, which does not seem to have been connected 
with the Stage Society, is no longer available. The only remaining copy at the British 
Museum was destroyed by enemy action during the 1939-4Í war. 
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in 1922, William Archer, who had kept in his library a file of some forty 
criticisms of Ghosts1 only a small part of the 500 articles which had 
appeared,2 wrote: 
The almost simultaneous productions of Ghosts and Hedda Gabler led to such an out-
burst of foul-mouthed abuse in the newspapers as has seldom disgraced the name of 
criticism. Now, after thirty years, faint echoes of that vituperative chorus still 
make themselves heard in obscure quarters.3 
At the time he strongly defended Grein and Ghosts in Critics "Over the 
Coals" in The Fortnightly Review,* and pointed out some months later in 
the same magazine,s how much more difficult it had been for Grein to 
found his Independent Theatre, than it had been for Antoine to found 
his Theatre Libre, as the general climate in London had been so much less 
favourable than in Paris. The French dramatic critics had, on the whole, 
accepted Antoine even if they "were far from grasping (his) full signifi-
cance, " but the English critics had not accepted Grein. 
I don' t know that Sarcey, for example, understood GAostj much better than Mr. 
Clement Scott did. But at least he remained sane over it. He treated it rationally 
and respectfully, confessing that he did not see very much in it, that the motives and 
sentiments seemed to him foreign and bizarre, but owning that he was probably not 
at the right point of view for estimating it. Other critics, Jules Lemaître for example 
were equally respectful, and much more appreciative. All felt themselves in the 
presence of a serious piece of literature to be discussed, analyzed, possibly condemned, 
but certainly not to be spat upon, execrated, and if possible drowned in a whirlwind 
of noisome epithets. The difference is typical, and the explanation is not far to seek. 
It is simply that the French critics are men of letters, men of acknowledged attain-
ments and competence outside the mere theatrical sphere; while the English critics 
are more or less experienced, more or less time-ridden, more or less jaded, theatrical 
journalists. Taken all in all, English criticism of to-day is fairly honest, as human 
nature goes. It is in literary competence that it fails. The critics' hatred of Ibsen and 
contempt for the Independent Theatre is perfectly genuine, perfectly sincere. The 
plain truth is that the theatrical journalism of to-day is narrow-minded, borné, and if 
not illiterate, at any rate illiberal in its culture.6 
The critics, Archer believed, were really scared, and so were Beerbohm 
Tree, Henry Irving, and other actor-managers. 
There is a strange, and quite groundless panic abroad among those benefactors of their 
species, our actor-managers. They seem to imagine themselves besieged in their last 
1
 Cf. Archer's Library at the British Drama League, London. г As Grein told his readers 
in Het Vaderland, 6/4/91. ' The Old Drama and the New, London, 1923, p. 306. * Jan.-
June 1891, pp. 28^-91. 5 The Free Stage and the New Drama, in The Fortnightly Renew, 
July-Dec. 1891, pp. 663-672. 6 The Fortnightly Review, July-Dec. 1891, pp. 663-72. 
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entrenchment, where they stand back to back, an heroic handful, hitting wildly 
around and resolute to sell their lives dearly. They see, or imagine, foemen on every 
hand ; but are chiefly in dread of a malignant vampire, called Grein, at whose name 
they tremble and gnash their teeth, striving at the same time, to conceal their terror 
behind a mask of sarcasm. "We have heard a good deal about an Independent Theatre, " 
said Mr. Beerbohm Tree in his scintillant lecture to the Playgoers' Club, "which was 
established, I believe, for the purpose of sweeping from the stage that usurping in­
truder, the actor-manager. " Mr. Irving seems to have been even more appalled than 
Mr. Tree at the blasphemous audacity of Mr. Grein in attempting to manage a theatre 
as a mere layman and with no thought of personal profit or emolument. He devoted 
almost the whole of an after-supper speech at Glasgow the other evening to invective 
against the Independent Theatre, piling sarcasm on sarcasm, until one seemed to 
hear Cicero denouncing Catiline and proclaiming the Republic in danger.' 
This did not last very long, however, for within a year Grein himself 
could write in a pamphlet entitled The Independent Theatre Society: 
It is with great satisfaction that I am enabled to record that even those who opposed 
the Independent Theatre as an institution have begun to recognise this fact, that the 
Independent Theatre is the best friend of the managers ; for, if a play has been success­
fully tried on the Independent stage, every effort is made to transfer the rights of that 
play to a manager who may wish to produce it at his theatre ; and that lately I have 
received support from such leading managers as Mr. Henry Irving, Sir Augustus 
Harris, and Mr. Beerbohm Tree, who have kindly allowed artists engaged by them 
to take part in the performances of the Independent Theatre.2 
As a full description of the Independent Theatre's career is to be found 
in Orme, some points only will be touched on here. 3 
Every year resulted in fairly heavy financial losses, which Grein made 
up out of his own pocket, and from gifts from such people as Frank Danby 
(Mrs. Julia Frankau), Mrs. John Richard Green, and Frank Harris, but 
after the performances of The Wild Duck in May 1894 funds were so low 
that the Independent Theatre came more or less to a standstill. In the 
beginning of 189ς Grein was persuaded to make his Theatre into a 
limited company to relieve him of the sole financial responsibility, and 
Grein himself and Dorothy Leighton (Mrs. G. C. Ashton-Johnson) were 
made directors.* Dorothy Leighton's Thjrrza Fleming was produced, and 
1
 The Players, An Illustrated Independent Dramatic Organ, 30/12/91. z A ten-page pamphlet, 
signed by Grein and undated, but written soon after the Ind. Theatre performance of 
van Nouhuys's The Goldfish on 8/7/92, and to be found among the packet of Ind. Theatre 
leaflets found at the B.D.L. library, London, one of our main sources of information. 
Cf. supra, p. 100 3 Cf. Orme, pp. 7 3-150. Mr. M. Morley is responsible for this section. 
* ¡bid., pp. 142-3 . 
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A Man's Love revived for want of anything better, and six performances of 
plays by Ibsen and Maeterlinck, by Lugné Poë's Theatre de l'Oeuvre and 
under the auspices of the Independent Theatre, followed soon after in 
March 189$·. This was virtually the end of the Independent Theatre. 
Grein had to resign for business reasons, and although he remained, at 
G.B.Shaw's suggestion, as Honorary President, Dorothy Leighton was 
in fact in charge.1 
In a Short Summary of the Position and Prospects of the Independent Theatre1 
she described it as 
A society for the performance of plays of a higher artistic value and social interest than 
those which appeal to the great mass of playgoers, whose requirements the ordinary 
theatre must necessarily consult . . . If a couple of thousand people club together to 
give theatrical representations, they can see at least a few performances every season 
of the kind they prefer. The Independent Theatre is simply a club of this kind. 
Originally established in 1891 as a society of subscribers for seats at the performances, 
it is now technically a Joint Stock Company, the Directors preferring legal responsi-
bility for the funds entrusted to them to the old system of moral responsibility only, 
the discharge of which left them heavily out of pocket. The first performances of the 
original society were given under great difficulties and with the scantiest resources, 
because it was not at the time possible to unite all the forces which made for theatrical 
progress. 
The Directors now hoped, she went on, to bring about with the help of 
those "lovers of the theatre whose needs were not satisfied by the average 
commercially successful play, " a concentration of the activities of all who 
were working for theatrical and dramatic progress, such as Miss Janet 
Achurch, Mrs. Oscar Beringer, Miss Elizabeth Robins, Mr. C. Charrington 
and others. 
Mr. Charles Charrington, whose three attempts to establish an advanced theatre in 
London have left him with much valuable experience, and with the unique reputation 
as a stage manager in the class of work in question, has placed his services at the disposal 
of the Independent Theatre by accepting the post of Honorary Director. Mr. Grein 
will remain in touch with the movement in his position as Honorary President. The 
main difficulty in the way of producing Little Eyolf, that of finding, in terms within the 
means of the society, a tragic actress not only willing to undertake the appallingly 
difficult part of Rita, but also capable of doing it justice, has been removed by the 
willingness of Miss Janet Achurch to play the part gratuitously for the Independent 
Theatre in order to enable the play to be produced. The invaluable assistance of Mr. 
1
 Grein was appointed London representative of a big Dutch East Indies firm, cf. Orme, 
p . 14e; cf. also Algemeen Handelsblad, 29/10/9^. 2 To be found in the 1896 volume of 
playbills at the B.D.L. library, London. 
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William Archer, the translator of Ibsen, has also been placed freely at the disposal of 
disinterested producers of the works of the great Norwegian artist, and may be relied 
on in the case of Little Eyoff, which will be the next play produced by the society. 
This scheme cannot have come off, for the production of Archer's trans-
lation of Little Eyolf, with Janet Achurch as Rita Allmers and Elizabeth 
Robins as Asta Allmers, at the Avenue Theatre at a matinée on 23 No-
vember 1896 (for the first time in England), and repeated on the four 
following afternoons,1 cannot be counted as an Independent Theatre 
production.2 It was part of a series of Ibsen performances "Under the 
direction of Miss Elizabeth Robins," and the play was "produced by 
Mr. G. R. Foss," as the playbill stated. There is no mention of Grein, 
Charrington,3 or anybody else connected with the Independent Theatre, 
nor of the theatre itself, and the same applies to a morning performance 
oí John Gabriel Borkman on 14 December 1896 at 10.30 a.m. at the same 
Avenue Theatre (admission two guineas) with Elizabeth Robins as Ella 
Renthelm. 
Two separate Independent Theatre pamphlets * announced Ibsen-
Shakespeare Matinées for May 1897 at the Globe and Princess's Theatres, 
under the direction of Charles Charrington. Wilfred Beckwith would be 
acting manager (for the Independent Theatre) and Janet Achurch headed 
a long list of actors engaged for these performances. A list of 19 plays, 
which had been "among the previous Independent Theatre productions" 
was attached. The Manchester branch of the Independent Theatre, under 
its President Charles Hughes, made the same announcement. A Doll's 
House, The Wild Duck, and The Lady from the Sea (five performances of each 
play) were to be produced at the Globe Theatre, and Shakespeare's 
Antony and Cleopatra at the Princess's Theatre. Only A Doll's House and 
The Wild Duck were produced at the Globe, respectively on 10 May 1897 
and the four following afternoons, and on 17 May, again with four 
matinées following immediately after.s 
1
 There is another playbill for evening performances from Î J / I 1/96. 2 This is also clear 
from what Grein wrote about it in the Algemeen Handelsblad, 12/11/96, 2/12/96. 
3
 С. Charrington, Janet Achurch, and G. R. Foss later directed several Stage Society 
productions. Cf. The Incorporated Stage Society, Ten Years ¡89c) to 1909, London, 1909. 
4
 One among the B.D.L. packet of Independent Theatre leaflets and one in the 1897 
volume of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London, s There is nothing to be found about 
the other two proposed plays in the playbills for 1897 of either the Globe or the Princess's 
Theatres. Antony and Cleopatra was, however, produced at the Queen's Theatre, 
Manchester, with Janet Achurch as Cleopatra and Louis Calvert as Antony. Cf. G. В. 
Shaw in The Saturday Review of 20/3/97, reprinted in Our Theatres in the Nineties, by 
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The next year, 1898, Grein himself was back at the Independent 
Theatre and Brieux' Blanchette, translated by Grein and M.L.Churchill, 
was produced on 9 December 1898. Blanchette was the first Brieux play 
to be presented in England. It was played in its happy-ending version, 
and directed by Conal О'Riordan, who also acted in it. It was the last 
production of the original Independent Theatre and, for the time being, 
the end of Grein's venture. He was to revive it several times later on.1 
Grein had tried to found Independent Theatre branches in the provinces, 
but the only branch that materialized was that at Manchester, founded in 
1893. It is no longer possible to trace the origin of this foundation, nor 
why Manchester was chosen, or how Grein came into contact with 
Charles Hughes, who together with Charles Rowley and Judge Parry 
formed the Committee of the Manchester Independent Theatre Society. 
According to one of the two available playbills 2 the first performance at 
Manchester was that of George Moore's The Strike at Arlingford on 24 
February 1893, three days after the London performance, and played, 
except for two minor parts, by the London cast. The Manchester branch 
was responsible for the production of Robert Browning's A Blot in the 
'Scutcheon in London on ι ς June 1893. It was played, according to a 
B.D.L. playbill, "By a Special Company organised by Mr. Ch. Hughes, 
President of the Manchester branch of the Independent Theatre, in con­
junction with Messrs Louis Calvert and Ch. T. Helmsley. " L. Calvert 
directed the play, and the scenery was by Mr. Barrett of Manchester. 
Louis Calvert's Company performed a number of plays for the Manchester 
Society, as appears from the only other playbill available, that of Goethe's 
Clavigo, performed by Louis Calvert's Company at Manchester on 2 2 
February 1895. The same playbill gives a list of plays so far produced by 
the Manchester Independent Theatre Society : Rosmersholm, Love's Labour 
Bernard Shaw, London, 1932, Standard Edition, Vol. HI, pp. 76-83. 
On 3 May 1897 blizabeth Robins had opened her New Century Theatre with a revival 
of John Gabriel Borkman at the Avenue Theatre. The N.C.T. was an institution similar 
to the Independent Theatre. Alfred Sutro was its Honorary Manager, and formed 
together with W. Archer and Massingham its provisional Committee. It met with great 
difficulties and expired, after only a few productions, in the spring of 1898, when 
Elizabeth Robins left for America to play Hedda Gabler in New York. Cf. Elizabeth 
Robins, Theatre and Friendship, London, 1932 ; re-issued as No 63 of The Life and Letters 
Series, London, 1934, pp. 191-217. 
'Cf. infra, pp. 186-91, 209-12. 2 Manchester Public Libraries, Local History De­
partment. 
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lost, A blot in the 'Scutcheon, The Strike at Arlingford, An Enemy of the People, 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Master Builder, King Richard 11, Hedda 
Gabler, and Clavigo, all of which had been performed by Louis Calvert's 
Company, except The Strike at Arlingford, The Master Builder, and Hedda 
Gabler.1 Michael Field's A Question of Memory "was to be taken to 
Manchester,"2 and there were performances of A Doll's House and of 
G.B.Shaw's Candida.3 The Manchester Independent Theatre Society 
came to an end in 1898, when the Midland Hotel was built and its site 
took in the Gentlemen's Concert Hall, where the performances had been 
given.* When Miss Homiman came to found her Repertory Theatre in 
Manchester in 1907 Charles Hughes and his fellow Committee members 
were among her most loyal supporters. 
The full list of Independent Theatre productions in London, as described 
in the playbills, contained : 
Ghosts, by Henrik Ibsen, translated by William Archer, at the Royalty Theatre, on 
13 March 1891; one public dress rehearsal on 11 March. 
Thérèse Raquin, a Drama in four Acts, by Emile Zola, translated by A. Teixeira de 
Mattos, specially revised by George Moore, at the Royalty Theatre, on 9 
October 1891 ; one public dress rehearsal.' 
The Kiss, an Idyll in one Act, by Th. de Banville, translated into English couplets by 
John Gray; followed by The Minister's Call, a play in one Act, founded on 
Frank Harris's story A Modern Idyll, by Arthur Symons; followed by A Visit, 
a Play in two Acts, by Edward Brandes, translated from the Danish by W. 
Archer, at the Royalty Theatre, on 4 March 1892. 
The Goldfish, from the Dutch of W. G. van Nouhuys, English by A. Teixeira de Mattos, 
at the Opéra Comique, on 8 July 1892.6 
The Duchess of Malfi, by Webster, arranged by William Poel, at the Opéra Comique, 
on 21 October 1892. Two performances.? 
1
 It is not clear whether L. Calvert's Company was a permanent one. As Calvert's name 
is the only name that occurs in the London cast of A Blot... in 1893, and in the cast of 
the Manchester performance of Clavigo in 189$, it does not seem likely. 2 Cf. Works and 
Days. From the Journal of Michael Field. Edited by T. and D. C. Sturge Moore, London, 
19 3 3, p . 184. 3 Cf. Rex Pogson, Miss Homiman and the Gaiety Theatre, Manchester, London, 
I9J2, pp. 24-5. * Cf. Rex Pogson, op. at., ibid. Nothing else is known of the Manchester 
Independent Theatre Society. Grein's German Theatre was later on to pay fairly regular 
visits to Manchester. Cf. infra, p . 147 n. 3. s "By arrangement with Mr. J .T . Grein, 
manager of the Independent Theatre " the play was put on at the same theatre for a short 
commercial run from 14/10/91. There were also some matinees at the Crystal Palace, 
22 and 24/10/91, i /11/91 . Cf. Playbill collection at the V. and Α., London. 6 Het 
Goudvischje, (1892). 'Cf . Robert Speaight, William Poel and the Elizabethan Revival, 
London, I9 Í4 , pp. 73-4. 
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Widowers' Houses, an Original Realistic Play, by G. Bernard Shaw, at the Royalty 
Theatre, on 9 December 1892. A matinee on 13 December. 
Roses of Shadow, a New Original Duologue, by André Raffalovitch, followed by 
Ghosts, a revival, at the Atheneum, 73, Tottenham Court Road, a dramatic 
At Home, on 26 January 1893. 
The Strike at Arlingford, by George Moore, at the Opéra Comique, on 21 February 
1893. 
Alan's Wife, by anonymous author,1 preceded by Theory and Practice, a Duologue, by 
Arthur Benham, at Terry's Theatre, on 28 April 1893. A matinée on 2 May. 
At a Health Resort, a New, Original Play in one Act, by H.M. Paul, followed by Leida, 
a Play in three Acts, by "Josine Holland," translated from the Dutch by 
A. Teixeira de Mattos, at the Comedy Theatre, on 2 June 1893.2 
A Blot in the 'Scutcheon, a Tragedy, by Robert Browning, at the Opéra Comique, on 
I J June 1893.З 
The Cradle, a Domestic Incident in one Act, from the Flemish of Eline van Goethem, 
translated by A. Teixeira de Mattos, followed by Dante, an Idyll, by G. H. R. 
Dabbs and Edw. Righton, followed by Jerry-Builder Solness, a Parody, by Mrs. 
Hugh Bell, at St. George's Hall, a matinée, a dramatic At Home, on 10 July 
1893. 
A Question of Memory, by Michael Field, followed by Le Pater, a One-Act Poetic Play 
in French, by François Coppée, at the Opéra Comique, on 27 October 1983.• 
The Black Cat, a Play in three Acts, by John Todhunter, preceded by The Debutante, 
a little Intermezzo, by James D. Vyner, at the Opéra Comique, on 8 December 
1893. 
The Heirs of Rabourdin, by Emile Zola, translated by A. Teixeira de Mattos, at the 
Opéra Comique, on 23 February 1894.5 
The Wild Duck, a Play by Henrik Ibsen, at the Royalty Theatre, on 4 and ς May 1894.6 
Thyrza Fleming, by anonymous author, at Terry's Theatre, on 4 January 189^7 
A Man's Love, from the Dutch of J. C. de Vos, followed by Salvé, by Mrs. Oscar 
Beringer, at the Opéra Comique, on i¡ March 189J.8 
A Doll's House, by Henrik Ibsen, at the Globe Theatre, five matinée performances 
on 10-14 May 1897. 
1
 Cf. infra, p . 124 n. 1. г Droomleven, by Mrs. Simons-Mees, (1889). з This play had ite 
première at Drury Lane on 11 ƒ 2/1843. * Michael Field, pseudonym of Katherine Bradley 
and Edith Cooper, cf. infra, p . 12 8, n. 1. Le Pater was the first play in London sponsored 
by Grein that was played in another language than English by an entirely English cast. 
The performance reminded one Dutchman of reading-exercises at a secondary school, 
cf. Het Tooneel, XXIII. No 6, i í /12 /93 , p . 39. s Ace. to the playbill this was the i6th 
production, in our list it is the 1 j th . Not all the performances were numbered, but that 
of ГЬе Black Cat was numbered 14. I have not been able to find a production between 
these two. There may have been a play by Mrs. Simons-Mees, as the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche 
Courant of 2/12/22 said that the Ind. Theatre produced one of her early plays in 1894, 
although Leida, prod, in 1893, might easily have been meant here. 'Translated by 
Mrs. Frances Archer. 7 After the performance Dorothy Leighton acknowledged publicly 
that she was the author. β Cf. supra, pp. 91-3. 
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The Wild Duck, by Henrik Ibsen, at the Globe Theatre, five matinee performances 
o n 17-21 May 1897. 1 
Blanchette, a Play by E. Brieux, translated by J. T. Grein and M. L. Churchill, at 
the West Theatre, Albert Hall, a matinee on 9 December 1898. 
There were twenty-one productions in all of twenty-eight plays, only 
four of which (The Duchess of Malfi, A Blot in the 'Scutcheon, A Man's Love, 
and A Doll's House) had been seen in London before. Of the twenty-eight 
plays fifteen were English, five French, three Norwegian, three Dutch, 
one Danish, and one Flemish. Of the fifteen English plays thirteen were 
new : seven one-act plays,2 and six full-length plays, viz. Widowers' Houses, 
The Strike at Arlingford, Alan's Wife, A Question of Memory, The Black Cat, and 
Thyrza Fleming. This is not a bad record, especially in view of the con­
stantly repeated complaint that the Independent Theatre was neglecting 
new original English plays in spite of its principles. Grein himself had 
complained in an interview, with a reporter of The Morning Leader, that 
however much he wanted to produce original English plays, he was forced 
to turn to foreign successes (sic) faithfully translated. Although he had 
a hundred manuscripts in his drawer, sent by authors of all sorts and 
conditions, not one play in fifty was worth considering, and nobody who 
had already made his mark had sent in anything.з This was early in the 
career of the Independent Theatre, and some plays that Grein thought 
worth producing turned up later. 
Among the twenty-eight plays produced, there were only three plays 
by Ibsen, one of which (A Doll's House) had been seen in London before, 
so that the Independent Theatre can hardly be called an Ibsen venture. 
Elizabeth Robins had produced Hedda Gabler, in Edmund Gosse's trans­
lation,1* considerably corrected by W. Archer, at the Vaudeville Theatre, 
a matinee, on 20 April 1891, just over a month after Ghosts, and Alec 
Nelson (Dr. Aveling) had followed with The Lady from the Sea within a 
month at Terry's Theatre on 11 May, also a matinée. Grein thought 
Elizabeth Robins "a masterly Hedda, " but he was not at all enthusiastic 
about the play.s He was even less enthusiastic about The Lady from the Sea, 
1
 Cf. supra, p . i i 2 . 2 Of one of these, Dante, a private reading had been given at the 
Literary Institute, Shanklin, I .O.W., cf. Nicoli, op. cit., ν, p. J43. з ι1βι 22/10/92, 
ρ. 3 0 0 ί · 4 The play had recently been published by W. Heinemann and had been badly 
received. But Heinemann, who also owned the theatrical rights, was determined that it 
should be shown on the stage. Cf. Frederick Whyte, William ¡Hememann, A Memoir, 
London, 1928, pp. 1J2-68. Cf. also Sir Edmund Gosse's Correspondence with Scandinavian 
Writers, Edited by Elias Bredsdorff, Copenhagen, 1961. 5 Life, 2^/4/91, p . 1441. 
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which he found obscure, although this might have been due to the acting, 
which had not done justice to the play at all, despite Alec Nelson's 
excellent production.1 Nearly two years later Elizabeth Robins produced 
The Master Builder, translated by W. Archer and E. Gosse, at the Trafalgar 
Square Theatre, a matinee, on 20 February 1893, and at the Vaudeville 
Theatre, on 6 March 1893. To bring about a revival of Hedda Gabler and 
some further performances of The Master Builder, a Committee was formed 
early in 1893 for the purpose of organising a series of subscription per-
formances of the two plays, together with a revival of Rosmersholm, and, 
if possible, one of Ibsen's poetic dramas. Sir Frederick Pollock and Mrs. 
J. R. Green acted as trustees of the funds, Elizabeth Robins as Manageress, 
and J. T. Grein as Managing Secretary.2 Twelve performances were given 
at the Opéra Comique, four of Hedda Gabler, two matinées and two 
evening performances, and the same of Rosmersholm, and of The Master 
Builder together with the fourth act of Brand.3 Although Henry James 
wrote to Elizabeth Robins from Paris : "I am very, very sorry that I am 
little likely to be present at what you are doing for the "Independent" 
— if it takes place as soon as I suppose," and to Mrs. Hugh Bell : "Do tell 
me about the Independent thing — I haven't a ray of light on it, " + these 
productions can no more be counted as Independent Theatre productions 
than the six performances which Lugné Poë, at Grein's invitation, gave 
with his Theatre de l'Oeuvre at the Opéra Comique under the auspices 
of the Independent Theatre.s Rosmersholm was played together with 
Maeterlinck's L'Intruse on 2£ and 28 March 1895, Maeterlinck's Pelléas 
et Mélisande on 26 and 29 March, and Solness, le Constructeur on 27 and 
30 March. Two extra matinées were added: one of Rosmersholm and 
L'Intruse on 27 March, and one of Solness, le Constructeur on 30 March.6 
Of these only Pelléas et Mélisande was new to London, for Beerbohm Tree 
had staged L'Intruse as The Intruder at the Haymarket Theatre, a matinée, 
on 2 7 January 1892. 
Although the Independent Theatre, therefore, directly presented only 
three Ibsen plays, it was certainly much concerned with Ibsen, but by no 
means exclusively. That Grein could also laugh at Ibsen was proved by 
1
 Life, 16/5/91, p . 1J07. 2 According to a leaflet in the 1893 volume of playbills at the 
B.D.L. library. 3 On 29-30/5 and 5-6/6; 31/5, 1/6 and 7-8/6; and 2-3/6 and 9/10/6. 
All 1893. * E.Robins, Theatre and Friendship, Some Henry James Letten, London, 1932, 
pp. 110-3. Letters dated: 7/4/93 and April ' 93 . s Cf. supra, p . i n , also The 111. L.N., 
22/1/21. * Cf. W.Archer, The Theatrical "World" of 1895, London, 1896, p . 104 n. 1; 
cf. also W.D.Halls , Maurice Maeterlinck, Oxford, i960, pp. 51-2. 
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his production of Mrs. Hugh Bell's parody ]етту- иіЫет Solness, of which 
the same Dutchman that decried the performance of Le Pater,1 wrote : 
I do not know whether it was good parody; the audience seemed to think it very 
funny, but I was hurt by this holding up to ridicule of a play, which I esteem so 
highly.2 
Nor did Grein object to Barrie's burlesque on Ibsen, Ibsen s Ghosts; or, 
Toole up-to-date, at Toole's Theatre, a matinée, on 30 May 1891, other-
wise he would never have allowed his co-editor W. Alison to write so 
favourably about it in Dramatic Opinions.* 
The twenty-four new plays, produced by the Independent Theatre, 
show a fair average of what new plays there were. They were nearly all 
of the kind that would not have been accepted on the commercial stage, 
and if one asks again what the Independent Theatre was independent of, 
the answer is, that the only thing it was really independent of was the 
commercial theatre, and the considerations governing that theatre, as 
Dorothy Leighton had pointed out in her Short Summary.1* While pre-
paring his Independent Theatre Grein had much stressed the necessity of 
freedom from the censor, but Ghosts was in fact the only play produced 
without a licence. The outcry after the production, led by Clement Scott 
of The Daily Telegraph, had so scared theatrical managers, that none were 
prepared to lend or let their theatres to Grein unless a licence had been 
acquired. Accordingly, licences were asked and given for all the pro-
ductions after Ghosts, and when the censor cut a number of lines of 
A Visit, W. Archer protested angrily, and had the full text, with the 
suppressed lines enclosed in brackets, printed on leaflets to be distributed 
to the audience.5 
Grein's choice of plays was often eccentric, and in most cases it is hard 
to see by what else he was governed than by the sheer necessity of having 
to take what was available. The choice of Thérèse Raquin showed how 
desperate he could be, and the same obtains for his accepting Shaw's first 
play. The Free Theatre of Copenhagen had opened with Thérèse Raquin, 
and the play had been quite a success, as De Portefeuille reported.6 Grein 
may have known this, but he only chose the play, and at a very late date 
at that, after he had failed to find anything else. The second production 
was to consist of de Banville's The Kiss, Bj. Björnson's The Newly Married 
Couple, and a new one-act play by Alec Nelson, later announced as Judith 
•Cf. supra, p . i i j n. 4. 2 Het Tooneel, xxiii, No 16, 15/12/93, pp. 38-9. э No ς, 
é / i / g î , p . 3. * Cf. supra, pp. 111-2. s See Translator's Note on the playbill. 6 хш, 
1891-1, No 7, l é / í / g i , pp. 760-1 ; cf. also ibid., xiv, 1892-3, No 4, 23/4/92, pp. 41-2. 
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Shakespeare. Björnson's play had been in rehearsal for quite some time, 
when Grein realised that it would not do. Then rehearsals were started 
on a Swedish play, True Women, by Mrs. Edgren, but the translator, 
H. L. Breakstad, refused to have it presented by the Independent Theatre. 
Eventually Grein asked Zola for permission to play Thérèse Raquin. Zola 
readily consented, and informed Grein that he would not ask any 
payment. Grein had the play translated by A. Teixeira de Mattos, a 
Dutchman, who translated a number of French and Dutch plays and 
novels into English, and George Moore revised the English text. The 
production was "another bomb-shell in Theatre-land," wrote Orme,1 
but even staunch admirers of Grein disapproved of the choice. Grein 
simply had nothing else available at the time. He had plenty of promises, 
and the playbill of Ghosts informed the public : 
The following plays will form the repertoire : 
Original plays have been promised by Messrs Geo. Moore, W. (sic) Wilde, Cecil 
Raleigh, I. Zangwill, C. W. Jarvis. 
Translations : 
Don Juan - from the French by Molière. 
Emilia Galotti - from the German by Lessing.2 
The Dominion of Darkness - from the Russian by Tolstoy. 
The Wild Duck — from the Norwegian by H. Ibsen. 
The Father - from the Swedish by A. Strindberg. 
The Gauntlet - from the Norwegian by Björnsteme Björnson. 
Sister Vhilomène — from the French by de Goncourt (dramatised by Arthur Byl and 
Jules Vidal). 
The Kiss - from the French by Th. de Banville. 
Honour - from the Dutch by W. G. van Nouhuys. 
Napoleon - from the German by K. Bleibtreu. 
Only George Moore wrote the promised play, and as for the translations, 
they were either not made, or Grein could not find the cast for them, or 
the censor would not license them. Only The Kiss and The Wild Duck were 
actually produced. Viola, a Swedish play, by Ashild Agrill was another 
play whose production was under consideration from the very beginning, 
but it was never staged, and the same goes for Sodom's Ende, written by 
Sudermann in 1891, and lent by him to the Independent Theatre. It had 
to be abandoned because "its production overtaxed the resources of that 
little body. " 3 
1
 Cf. Orme, p. 96. 2In 1901 Grein was working on an English version of this play, according 
to The Sunday Special of 1 ¡J 1 2/01, possibly with the idea of having it produced at one of 
his Sunday Special Matinees; cf. infra, pp. 153-6. 3 To-Morrow, July-Dec. 1896, p . 4 9 ; 
cf. supra, pp. 76-81. 
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Casting his productions was always a problem for Grein.1 Everything 
had to be done cheaply and more amateurs were used than seems to have 
been good for the quality of the acting. Mrs. Theodore Wright, who had 
only very occasionally appeared on the professional stage and was in fact 
an amateur, offered herself to Grein for the part of Mrs. Alving in Ghosts, 
and was accepted after a superficial test. Grein 's friends tried te per-
suade him to reconsider his decision, but Grein stuck to it, and it was 
just his good luck that she happened to be a good actress. Clement Scott 
may not have been a good judge of modern plays, but he knew a good 
actress when he saw one, and he was much impressed by her acting in 
Ghosts.1 Later on professional actors were more willing to play for a 
small fee, or for none at all. Most of the time so much publicity attended 
the Independent Theatre, that they thought it worth their while to work 
for it. In many cases feelings pro and con ran so high, that it is hard to 
find unbiassed reviews, but, everything considered, one does not get, on 
the whole, a very favourable impression either of the acting, or of the 
direction of Independent Theatre productions. Cecil Raleigh directed 
Ghosts, although he is not mentioned in the playbill.3 He was succeeded 
by Herman de Lange, a Dutchman living in England, who directed most 
of the other plays, his name occurring in most of the playbills. He had 
some experience in acting and directing when he joined the Independent 
Theatre, but it is difficult to find out how much. After the production of 
van Nouhuys's The Goldßsh, Grein wrote in Het Vaderland 4 that much of 
the success of the play, which had drawn a full house (although very few 
members of the Dutch colony in London had been there), and which had 
been called a real work of art by W. Archer, G. Moore, and the dramatic 
critic of The Times, had been due to the direction of de Lange, who was 
reckoned one of the best directors in the country since his direction of 
Thérèse Raquin. Grein also told his readers that at the Independent 
Theatre four weeks were devoted to preparing a production, and that 
1
 Reviewing a performance of Ostrovsky's The Storm in The Sketch of 18/12/29, Grein 
recalled that a dramatic reading of the play had been given in 1893 at the Opéra Comique 
by a Russian refugee, Stepniak. The play could not be performed at the time "as we did 
not have the actors nor the directors to create the atmosphere. Even our Ibsen per-
formances, in retrospect, suffered from the artificial rhetorical style then prevailing on 
our stage." There are no records of other "dramatic readings" at the time. 2 The Daily 
Telegraph, 14/3/91. 3 Cf. Orme, pp. S ς, 91-2. Cecil Raleigh was one of Grein's 
curious choices. Later, in The 111. L.N. of 8/9/23, recalling events as he often did, Grein 
called Cecil Raleigh "the privileged purveyor of the Drury Lane melodrama. " • Het 
Vaderland, 13/7/9 2. 
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nowhere greater care was spent on it, although, as a rule, the plays were 
performed twice only, once for the members, and once for the general 
public. 
It is interesting to compare here two reviews of The Goldfish, one by 
the dramatic critic of The Theatre, who was generally against the Inde-
pendent Theatre, and one by W. Archer, who was very much in favour of 
it. The dramatic critic of The Theatre wrote : 
The faults of the play are many, but its virtues outnumber them. First of these is the 
plausibility of the whole thing, the atmosphere of familiarity, and the dramatic 
quality of the second act. Greta's bitterness is rather perplexing, perhaps, but its 
value as drama is unmistakable. And this one character excepted, there is no motive 
in the play that is not completely comprehensible, and rigidly and exactly true. As 
a strong acting play, however, the drama will chiefly rouse admiration, and its merits 
in this direction could scarcely have been more strongly emphasized than they were 
by the actors who represented it . . . The Independent Theatre justifies itself, 
through its actors, at every performance, and this time its laurels were won for it by 
Miss Milton.1 
William Archer wrote : 
The Goldfish falls short of excellence in so far as it lacks subtlety, irony, and distinction. 
These defects, too, were emphasized in representation, the three leading parts having 
fallen into the hands of actors whose intelligence was scarcely equal to their good 
will. Nevertheless, the evening was extremely interesting, and quite fulfilled the 
purpose of the Independent Theatre, which is not, I take it, to present only master-
pieces, and these irreproachably, but to give us serious, stimulating, artistic plays 
with the best forces that happen to be available.2 
Oddly enough, the critic of The Theatre is more favourable than Archer, 
which only shows that one is never sure where dramatic criticism is con-
cerned, or perhaps that this Dutch play served the Independent Theatre 
rather well. 
Scenery and properties were also frequently rather poor, and although 
Grein was right in a way that "the play is the thing," one cannot help 
feeling that he overstressed this point to the detriment of the whole, 
although most of the time lack of funds admitted of no other course. 
George Bernard Shaw saw all this very clearly, for however much 
he owed to Grein for producing his first play - a debt he always freely 
1
 The Theatre, N.S., xx, July-Dec. 1892, pp. 80-1. * New ñeriew, Aug. 1892, The Drama, 
p. j 13. According to the London correspondent of the Dutch daily Nieuws ran de Dag 
the play was generally well received, and The Times, The Globe, and Pall Mall Gazette all 
gave favourable reviews, 13/7/92. 
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acknowledged - he never gave another play to the Independent Theatre, 
feeling, no doubt, that it could not do justice to his work. Shaw had 
some name as a young musical critic, and he was becoming known asa 
Fabian and a good public speaker, but he had no experience whatsoever 
as a dramatist, when Grein - in dire want of a new English play -
committed himself to producing Shaw's first and as yet unfinished play, 
without knowing anything about it. The critics received Widowers' 
Houses, "a propagandist play, - a didactic play, - a play with a purpose, " ' 
a good deal less hysterically than Ghosts, but its connection with the 
Independent Theatre gave it a notoriety which might have been warranted 
by its attack on the iniquity of rack-renting, but not by its dramatic value. 
But for Grein, Shaw's distinguished career as a dramatist would have 
started at a considerably later date than on 9 December 1892. Some time 
after the performance Shaw intimated to Grein that he might finish a 
play in time for the 1893-94 Independent Theatre season, and An Original 
Play by G. Bernard Shaw was duly announced for production in September 
1894. Although The Philanderer was finished well before that time, it was 
never produced by the Independent Theatre.2 Mrs. Warren's Profession 3 
was finished by the end of 1893, and Grein, on being informed, inquired 
about it. In a letter from 29, Fitzroy Square, dated 12 December 1893, 
Shaw told him the title of the play and what arrangements he had already 
made with actors and actresses for its production. Then he added that 
the stage of the Opéra Comique, where quite a few of the Independent 
Theatre productions were staged, would hardly be deep enough for the 
scene in the second act of the play. He concluded : "I do not think there 
is the least chance of the play being licensed. How will this affect our 
chance of getting a theatre?" This was a purely rhetorical question, as 
Shaw knew very well that there would be no chance of a theatre at all, 
unless the play were licensed. Arms and the Man, which would have 
suited the Independent Theatre excellently, was staged at the Avenue 
Theatre on 2 1 April 1 894, but not by the Independent Theatre.4 
1
 As stated in the Preface to the play. It was the first play published in the Independent 
Theatre Series of Plays, edited by Grein, London, 189J. Alan's Wife and The Heirs of 
Rabourdin were also published in this series. The Black Cat, A Visit, and A Question of 
Memory were also scheduled for publication, but were never actually published. Cf. 
Leaflet in the 1894 volume of playbills at the B.D.L. library. 2 Cf. infra, p. 164 n. 3. 
3
 Cf. Orme, pp. 117-8. The play was privately produced at the Victoria Hall, on 
30 March 1898, and by the Stage Society on ¡-6 Jan. 1902. Public performances 
remained banned until 1920. Cf. infra, p. 164-j. + Cf. infra, p. ifij n. 2. 
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In Life Grein wrote on 17 December 1892 that the Independent Theatre 
Society had secured six original plays, which would be tried in the 
current (1892-93) season. In view of his complaint about the lack of 
original plays in his interview with The Morning Leader two months 
earlier, this sounds more like a boast than anything else.1 But 1893 was 
to be the best year of the Independent Theatre, and by the end of 1892 
Grein may just have had at his disposal some or most of the original plays 
to be presented in 1893. Of the fifteen plays presented that year in eight 
productions, ten were new English plays, four of which were full-length 
plays: The Strike at Arhngford, Alan's Wife, A Question of Memory, and The 
Black Cat. George Moore's The Strike at Arhngfoid was in a way the result 
of an offer by G.R.Sims. After the revival of The Duchess of Malß Sims 
had challenged the Independent Theatre to produce "an original, un-
conventional play, " and had promised to pay one hundred pounds towards 
the cost of its production. The Strike at Arhngford was not a success, but 
W. Archer held emphatically "that the subscribers got their money's 
worth" at its production.2 
It cannot fail to interest one or two select audiences, but it is not entirely suited 
(though much more nearly so than Widowers' Houses) to the ordinary commercial stage. 
Who can doubt that it is in the highest degree desirable that we should possess a 
mechanism for the production of such works? The Strike at Arhngford is, to my thinking, 
a play with an excellent motive, worked out with an occasional uncertainty of touch, 
but on the whole very ably - and ruined, defaced, massacred by the most unfortunate 
acting conceivable.J 
Alan's Wife disgusted most critics almost as much as it delighted Archer 
and Grein. Towards the end of his Editor's Preface to the printed edition 
of the play, Grein wrote : 
The parting between Jean and her mother was so affecting, that old men, as we saw, 
cried, while women melted in tears; and whenever a play produces this effect, it, 
we believe, represents a true phase of life. Artificial scenes may interest, but they 
never make one's heart ache. Alan's Wife is not a cheerful play, but in art we have 
no right to ask whether a thing is cheerful or pleasant, or painful and awe-inspiring; 
we have but to ask, is it a r t ' And to deny that Alan's Wife, with its directness, its 
'Cf. supra, p . 116. 2 J .Hone, The Life of George Moore, London, 1936, pp. 181-2; 
W.Archer, The Theatrical "World" for 1893, London, n.d., pp. 70-2. з W. Archer, 
op. at., pp. 72-3. The play as produced by the Independent Theatre was the three act 
version of the original j act play, which Moore had written more than three years before, 
and which had been rejected by the actor-manager John Hare, and by Beerbohm Tree, for 
whom it was originally intended. Cf. Hone, op. cit., pp. 164-70, 192. 
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exquisite writing, its soul-stirring power, is a work of art, is simply anathematizing 
tragedy altogether; for if ever tragedy has been written by a modem Englishman, 
Alan's Wife has a right to claim that title. We know but one more powerful, modem 
play, equally sad and equally simple: Ibsen's Ghosts. That is all. Alan's Wije is, in 
my humble opinion, one of the finest tragedies written by a modern Englishman, and 
I can but express my regret that I am unable to divulge the name of the author, which 
in deference to my solemn promise to Miss Robins, I have not even endeavoured to 
ascertain.' 
A Question of Memoiy with its "plot based on the Hungarian rising of 
1848, " proved again how erratic Grein's choice of plays could be. At the 
end of the first act W.Archer thought that Grein had made his first 
serious mistake, later he changed his mind a little. He considered it 
"interesting enough to merit production for once in a way," as it was 
"certainly a dramatic curiosity, but no less certainly not a good play," 
while "the ladies who chose to be known as "Michael Field" must be 
numbered among the many victims of the Victorian drama. " 2 
Beguiled by their passion for the Elizabethans, they conceived that the essence of 
drama lay, not in the nicely adjusted interplay of action and character, but in the 
copious effusion of highly figurative rhetoric. That style was the most dramatic 
which could boast the greatest number of metaphors to the square inch . . . Of the 
appropriateness of speech to character the poets took little thought . . . This 
worship of a dead convention has produced an infinite mass of still-bom literature, and 
the dramas of "Michael Field* are among its most melancholy results.3 
Nor were the ladies themselves very happy about the production, least of 
all about their play having been put on together with Coppée's Le Tater. 
De Mattos urged us to stay for Coppée, and a terrible blow fell on us, for we had not 
read it, and found that it contained an hysterical heroine, soldiers, and twin volleys. 
Grein must have been "a congenital idiot" - to use de Lange's epithet, hurled at 
prompter York - when he chose to put Michael and Coppée together.* 
Todhunter's The black Cat, finally, was considered even by Clement Scott 
as "within an ace of being not only very admirable but most practicable 
drama." "It interested and pleased the few; with a little care it might 
have delighted the many. " This was quoted by W. Archer to show that 
even Clement Scott moved with the tide. And Scott was not the only 
1
 p . vin. Cf. supra, p . 122 n. 1. At a banquet given many years later in honour of the 
founder of the Independent Theatre Mrs.Hugh Bell, then Lady Bell, told Grein that she 
had written Alan's Wife together with Elizabeth Robins, adapting it from a Swedish story. 
Cf. E. Robins, Theatre and Friendship, London, 1932, pp. 118-20. 2 Cf. supra, p . 11 j n. 4 . 
' W . A r c h e r , The Theatrical "World" for 1893, pp. 210-3. • Cf. Works and Days. From 
the Journal of Michael Field. Edited by T. and D.C.Sturge Moore, London, 1933,pp. 
179-80 , 182. 
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one. Critics who at one time would have decried the play were courteous 
now and even enthusiastic. "In this fact lies the chief interest and signifi-
cance of the production, " wrote Archer, whose own objection to the 
play lay in its third act, where the author, after appealing solely to the 
intellect of the audience for two acts, suddenly made, without warning, 
a large impact on their emotions.1 
Other plays scheduled for 1893 were Set Free, by an anonymous author, 
in which Elizabeth Robins was to appear; The Death of Count Godfrey, by 
Walter Besant and W. H. Pollock, and A Famify Reunion, an original play 
in three acts, by Frank Danby (Mrs. Julia Frankau), who had also been at 
work on an adaptation for the stage from her novel The Babe of Bohemia.* 
None were ever produced, neither were Strindberg's The Father,3 trans-
lated by Justin Huntly McCarthy, Maeterlinck's La Princesse Maleine, of 
which a performance by marionettes was planned, "the lines to be spoken 
by well-known actors and actresses," nor Michael Field's poetic drama 
William Rufus, which George Moore wanted performed on a bare draped 
stage, without scenery, so that every value might be given to the beauty 
of the poem and the acting. In the following letter, undated but written 
in 1893, Oscar Wilde probably referred to this play by Michael Field. 
Dear Michael Field, 
In the case of the Independent Theatre you have to rely chiefly on actors who are 
out of engagement - those who have engagements being occupied or away. Tell 
Grein to select only young actors - there are possibilities of poetry and passion in 
the young - and picturesqueness also, a quality so valuable on the stage. Shun the 
experienced actor - in poetic drama he is impossible. Choose graceful charming 
voices - that is enough. The rest is in the hands of God and the poet. 
I look forward to listening to your lovely play recited on a rush-strewn platform, 
before a tapestry, by gracious things in antique robes, and, if you can manage it, in 
gilded masks. 
So, you see, I have nothing to tell you, except that I am your sincere admirer. 
Oscar Wilde.* 
Two writers "of great literary eminence", who had not yet made their 
début as playwrights, had also promised a play, but neither ever came 
forward. A stage adaptation of Hardy's The Woodlanders, made by Grein 
and C.W.Jarvis, and considered for production since 1892, was finally 
given up as it needed a too costly mise-en-scène, and so was Alec Nelson's 
t W.Archer, The Theatrical "World" for 1S93, pp. 28Í-7. * The ill. L.N., 30/4/21. 
3
 Ibid., 20/8/27. 4 Cf- Works and Days, From the Journal of Michael Field. Edited by T. and 
D. C.Sturge Moore, London, 1933, p . 141. 
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Judith Shakespeare. Bjömson's The Gauntlet was discarded because someone 
else wanted it, just as Maeterlinck's L'Intruse had been given up before, 
as Beerbohm Tree wanted to produce it.1 De Goncourt's Sister Philomène, 
Molière's Don Juan, a suggested translation of Giacometti's Faustine, and 
Ibsen's Brand, Act IV,2 never got any further than being discussed at 
committee meetings, and Tolstoy's The Dominion of Darkness proved too 
costly to produce. 
1894 was a bad year. The production of Zola's The Heirs of Rabourdin 
was a complete failure, as Grein frankly admitted in his Editor's Preface 
to the printed edition, but he could not help saying that the judgment of 
some of the critics had been unnecessarily harsh and vindictive.з Some 
years later Grein told the story of how Zola, who himself realised that 
his plays were "but the germs of his intentions, " had not been too keen 
to have Grein produce the play, which had been a success "in Holland, 
Belgium, and Germany, everywhere except in Paris." He had finally 
agreed in the hope of seeing the verdict of Paris reversed, and both 
regretted it.+ The Wild Duck proved a great success, but it was all that 
Grein could muster that year, and the proposed productions of an 
original play by Shaw, and of Hauptmann's Lonely Lives, to be preceded 
by an original one-act play by E. F. Spence, came to nothing. 
An Engagement, by E. Brandes, an original play by Hubert Crackan-
thorpe, Ibsen's The Lady from the Sea, one more original play by an author 
of great literary renown - if funds permitted - and W. Heinemann's The 
First Step, which the censor refused to license,5 all planned for 1895, 
suffered the same fate. Of Thyrza Fleming an anonymous critic wrote : 
To say that the play was presented under the aegis of the Independent Theatre is 
perhaps sufficient indication that its construction is amateurish and its theme un­
pleasant. In both ways Thyrza Fleming fully meets the requirements of the limited 
section of playgoers who boastfully exult in an independence which is apparently 
dependent on all the usual conditions peculiar to dramatic production. 6 
G. B. Shaw, who had just started his weekly column of dramatic criticism 
in The Saturday Review, did not think much of the play either. But what, 
1
 Produced at the Haymarket Theatre on 27/1/92 ; cf. supra, p . 117. 2 Cf. supra, p . 117. 
3
 Cf. supra, p . 122 n. 1. 4Zola as a Dramatist, in The Sunday Special, 19/10/02. s Cf. 
Frederick Whyte, William Hememann, A Memoir, London, 1928, p. 167 and n. 1. Cf. 
also The Sunday Special, 20/1/1901, on War, another play by Heinemann. At some time 
Grein offered to produce Heinemann's third play, Summer Moths, at the Indep. Theatre, 
but Heinemann was not much interested, and damped Grein's enthusiasm with: "Do it 
if you like, but it dates." Cf. The 111. L.N., 23/10/20. * The Theatre, xxv, Special Series, 
19th Year, No 146, Feb. 1895, p . 107. 
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he asked, could one expect? "The special danger of the Independent 
Theatre" was "its liability to its subscribers for the production of half a 
dozen new plays every season." There simply were not enough new 
plays, and one really remarkable play a year was a sufficient excuse for 
half a dozen indifferent ones, including perhaps an occasional dismal 
failure.1 The revival of A Man's Love was another mistake. It might, 
wrote W. Archer, have seemed rather daring when it was first produced, 
but its simplicity of action was not enough to compensate for its un-
sophisticated dialogue and its antiquated technical devices,2 while Shaw 
said that the Independent Theatre was becoming "wretchedly res-
spectable. " 3 This did not apply to the one-act play Salvé, which formed 
one bill with A Man's Love. W.Archer considered it "an unexplained, 
unmotivated horror, " and "the most gratuitously and intolerably painful 
play" he had ever seen.·* 
Of Lugné Poë's visit to London in 189^ Shaw said that Grein could 
have rendered no better service to English art,s but it was generally 
agreed that Elizabeth Robins's Ibsen productions were superior. As for 
Maeterlinck's plays, the production of Pelléas et Méhsande settled for 
Shaw "the artistic superiority of Lugné Poë's company to the Comédie 
Française," 6 but W. Archer was less enthusiastic about it, and regarding 
L'Intruse he wrote : "I pass over L'Intruse — frankly, it ought to have been 
done better, or not at all. " 7 Grein himself fully agreed with Shaw, and 
reviewing Forbes Robertson's production of Pelléas and Méhsande in 
1898 8 he recalled "Lugné Poë's wonderful, well-nigh ethereal per-
formances at the Opéra Comique in 1895." 
The last piece of misfortune in 189^ was Grein's loss of the production 
rights of Little Eyolf. Heinemann » had published this Ibsen play in 1894, 
and for some time Grein held the production rights. But "for practical 
reasons," as Grein wrote, the rights returned to Elizabeth Robins, 
"Ibsen's High-priestess in the English world." " 
It was more than three and a half years before Grein put on his next and 
last production, Blanchette, for there were no productions at all in 1896, and 
Grein was not personally responsible for the Ibsen performances in 1897.12 
1
 The Saturday Review, 26/1/9$. Repr. in Our Theatres m the Nineties, 19^4 Standard 
Edition, Vol. 1, pp. 19-24. 2 The Theatrical "World" of 189s, p . 9S· 3 Shaw, op. cit., 
p . 66. • Op. cit., p . 9ς. s Shaw, op. cit., p . 79. 6 Ibid., p . 76. 7 Archer, op. cit., p . 109. 
8
 The Sunday Special, 26/6/98. «Cf. W.D.Halls, Maurice Maeterlinck, Oxford, i960, 
pp. 64-5. , 0 On Heinemann as publisher of plays, cf. Thelll. L.N., 23/10/20. " Algemeen 
Handelsblad, 2/12/96 ; cf. supra, p . 112. I 2 Cf. supra, p . 112. 
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The career of the Independent Theatre after Grein withdrew from its 
actual management in 1895 showed how much it was the almost single-
handed enterprise of the man who described himself on the playbills as 
"Founder and Sole Manager," "Founder," "Manager," "Director and 
Treasurer," "Manager and Treasurer," or mostly as "Founder and Sole 
Director." Grein had a number of faithful helpers. After C.W. Jarvis 
had retired as Honorary Secretary at the end of the first season, this post 
was filled by A. Teixeira de Mattos, while another Dutchman, Jan 
Mulder, a musician, was Musical Director, and acted for a time as Grein's 
Deputy.1 Frank Lindo was for some time Business Manager, and Charles 
Hoppe for nearly all the time Acting Manager and, after Lindo had 
retired, Business Manager as well. Charles Hughes led the Manchester 
branch, and the playbill of The Heirs of Rabourdin mentioned E. H. Kelly as 
Assistant Stage Manager. Others gave Grein the very much needed 
financial support, for an institution like the Independent Theatre could 
not possibly, from its very nature, pay its own way, and although Grein 
spent a good deal of his own money, he simply could not always bear all 
the losses himself. But almost as soon as he retired the Independent 
Theatre began to falter. It was often to be like this. Grein's enthusiasm 
could always make people help him as long as he himself remained in 
control, but most of his projects fell through as soon as he left them to 
others to be carried on on their initiative. 
Grein may have promoted the chances of a number of actors and 
actresses, but he did not inaugurate a new style of acting with his 
Independent Theatre as Antoine did with his Théâtre Libre. Nor, again 
unlike Antoine, did he discover much new native talent. He produced 
origina' work of fourteen living English dramatists,2 but they were all 
minor, and sometimes very minor and often eccentric talents,з except 
1
 Het Vaderland, г/10/91. 2 Of these, Shaw and Raffalovich had their first plays produced 
by Grein; A.Symons, Michael Field, James D. Vyner, and Dorothy Leighton their first 
and only plays ever to appear on the stage. з Apart from people like J.Todhunter, 
Mrs. Hugh Bell (who also wrote a brench play, Indécis, cf. The Sunday Special, 12/7/03), 
Francis Thompson, whom Grein often met in the eighties and nineties at A.Teix. de 
Mattos's, (cf. The III. L.N., 18/3/33), and a few others, some of the most eccentric 
people Grein was somehow connected with in his Indep. Theatre days, were Michael 
Field (Katherine Harris Bradley, 1848-1914, and her niece Edith Emma Cooper, 1862-
19li)> John Gray and André Raffalovich. All four of them became converts to Catholi-
cism and had close connections with the English Dominicans. For Michael Field, cf. 
Works and Days, The journal ofMichael Field, Edited by T. and D. C. Sturge Moore, London, 
'933 ('t does not seem quite reliable); Kunitz and Haycraft, British Authors of the 
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for Shaw, who would have reached his prominent place in English drama 
without Grein, although it would have taken him considerably longer to 
reach it. The main point about the Independent Theatre, however, was 
not so much the ultimate quality of what it did, as the spirit in which it 
worked. It kept alive among a great number of people the realisation 
that drama was not just a commodity for sale, something solely governed 
by the law of supply and demand, but something worth while for its own 
sake, a valuable and necessary element in human society. Although the 
Independent Theatre helped to change the dramatic climate of London, 
the situation was not any better there after the Independent Theatre than 
before it, and W. Archer had every reason to write The Blight of the 
Diama,1 for things were poor enough in 1897. But then, good theatre 
always was and always will be very much a minority affair. From Grein's 
Independent Theatre onwards, however, there has always been a mi-
nority theatre, for after the Independent Theatre had died, its rôle was 
taken over by the Stage Society and many other similar institutions, and 
Nineteenth Century, New York ; A. Symons, Michael Field, in Forum, LXix, 1923 ; L. P. Smith, 
Dial, Lxxvii, 192J, reprinted in Reperusals and Recollections, 1936; Holbrook Jackson, The 
Eighteen Nineties, Pelican Books Ed., 1939, pp. 44, i j g , 211. Cf. supra, pp. i i j , 124-j. 
John Gray (1866-1934) wrote poetry, took an interest in the theatre, and mixed a great 
deal with the London literary life in the eighties and nineties. He was known as a dandy, 
a man of taste, a poet, and an artist. For Grein he wrote a note to In the Garden of 
Citrons (cf. supra, p . 9 j ) and he translated de Banville's Le Baiser (cf. supra, p . 114). He 
was a great friend of A. Raffalovich, a very wealthy Paris-born Russian Jew(i864-i934), 
who had come to London in the early eighties. Together they wrote The Blackmailers, 
produced at the Prince of Wales', on 7/6ƒ94, and two dramatic duologues, Λ Northern 
Aspect and The Ambush of Young Days. On his own Gray wrote a (musical) play, Sour 
Grapes, produced at the West Theatre, Albert Hall, on 17/4/94, together with a similar 
play by Raffalovich, Black Sheep, (Cf. A. Nicoli, op. cit.. Vol. v.) which were either not 
given to Grein, or not wanted by him. Gray and Raffalovich were both connected with 
The Yellow Book group, and like many of that circle (E. Dowson, L. Johnson, A. Beardsley) 
became Catholics. In 1897 Gray, who was at the time librarian at the Foreign Office, 
went to Rome, where he was ordained priest in 1901. He was appointed to a curacy at 
St. Patrick's, Edinburgh, and a few years later he became rector of St. Peter's, 
Edinburgh, where he built the parish church with his own money and considerable 
support from Raffalovich, who had become a catholic in 189Í, and joined Gray in 
Edinburgh, where they both became well-known in artistic circles. Gray, who had 
been made a Canon in 1930, died in 1934, a few months after the death of Raffalovich. 
Cf. The Times, 19/6/34; The Aylesford Review, Edited by the English Carmelites, John Gray 
Commemorative Number, Spring 1961, Vol. IV, No 2; Two Friends, John Gray and Andre 
Rajfalovich, by Father Brocard Sewell ; Holbrook Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties, Pelican 
Books Ed., 1939, pp. 93, i£9, 166, 266. Cf. supra, pp. 9J, 114. Cf. also infra, 
p . 284 η . 4. , The Fortnightly Review, N.S., 1 Jan. 1897. 
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most notably of late by the English Stage Company at the Royal Court 
Theatre, and the Royal Shakespeare's London Company at the Aldwych 
and the Arts Theatres, London, more professionally and more success-
fully, but all basically the same. 
His work for the Independent Theatre did not exhaust Grein's energy. 
He kept up his weekly column in Lije till the end of 1893, and he went on 
writing fairly frequently and regularly for the Algemeen Handelsblad and, 
less frequently, Het Vaderland. De Portefeuille carried only one article by 
Grein. It was an article "from the English by J .T. Grein, " in which he 
reported his visit to Guy de Maupassant to ask the author's permission 
for the production of Musette by the Independent Theatre.1 De Mau-
passant had been willing enough, but as he had no say in the matter, he 
had referred Grein to the Société des Auteurs, the same body that had made 
him pay £100 for the production rights of de Banville's Le Baiser, after 
Madame de Banville had already given it to him for nothing. That sealed 
the fate of Musette. The more the pity, thought Grein, as it was time that 
de Maupassant's works were introduced to England.2 Het Tooneel re-
printed his article on Tree's revival of The Taming of the Shrew from 
Hollandia,3 and published a short précis of a talk on the responsibilities of 
the dramatic critic, given by Grein to the Playgoers' Club, the printed 
text of which had been sent by Grein to the editor. It contained the 
usual complaints and contentions about the incompetence and backward-
ness of English critics. 
At the most there are ten specialists, and even they do not always understand their 
responsibility, so that even their writings have, except very occasionally, no uplifting 
or educative force.* 
Finally, there was a short tribute from Grein to the actress C. Beersmans.s 
A meeting in 1893 with the newly-remarried August Strindberg, with 
whom Grein had been in correspondence, and who had chosen London 
for his honeymoon, hoping to do some business there at the same time, 
caused some complications. "He dreams of having his own theatre where 
all his plays — dramas and comedies — can be performed in succession," 
1
 De Portefeuille, xv, No 48, 24/2/94, pp. 399-400. I have not been able to trace the 
original text. 2 Musette was presented in Amsterdam at the Salon des Variétés in 1890. 
3 Het Tooneel, xxvii, No 18, 29/1/98, p . 7 1 ; cf. supra, p . 82. * Ibid, xxvin, No 10, 
1/1/99, pp. 37-8. Reprinted in J .T.Grein, Dramatic Criticism, London, 1899, Vol. I, 
pp. 192-201. Cf. infra, pp. і£2 η. ι, 162-3. s/bit/., xxix, No 8, 1/12/99. 
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wrote Grein in the Algemeen Handelsblad,1 brimful of admiration for "this 
greatest of modem Swedish authors, " for whom "naturalism is the highest 
form of art and who maintains that everything should be allowed to be 
described in a work of art, as long as it is important and interesting. " He 
gave a circumstantial account of how Strindberg came to see him in his 
office and later accepted Grein's offer of accommodation in his own house 
in Warwick Street. The possibility of producing The Father for the third 
performance of the Independent Theatre was discussed, but Grein could 
not promise anything definite.2 While Grein was away on the continent, 
Strindberg's wife had managed, probably with the help of Justin Huntly 
McCarthy, who had translated The Father, to interest the publisher 
W. Heinemann in a scheme for establishing a Strindberg Theatre. He had 
promised financial support on the proviso, according to Orme,J that 
Grein would be the Director. The restive Strindberg, however, could 
stand England no longer, and left before anything had been finally settled.4 
The Sunday Popular Debates were yet another scheme of Grein's, and 
the way in which he advertised them was typical of the spirit in which he 
organised most of his activities. 
The unprecedented success of Sunday Entertainments, which have been given both 
in East and West London, has encouraged me to bring forth a plan, which I formed 
and cherished a long time since. 
It is my intention to inaugurate in the beginning of the new year a series of Sunday 
Evening Meetings in which men and women of prominence will deliver Addresses 
on subjects of general interest, and on each occasion opportunity will be afforded for 
discussion. In inaugurating these Sunday Entertainments I do not apprehend that I 
shall offend anyone, not even those who hold that Sunday should be entirely devoted 
to worship and rest. I can conceive of no healthier nor a more fruitful occupation for 
the mind than to listen for an hour or so to a competent lecturer or speaker on an 
interesting subject, for it appeals to our intelligence, it stimulates our thought, it 
enriches our knowledge, and last but not least it may prompt many to practise that 
most enjoyable of personal gifts - public speaking 
The programme of my Debates will be liberal in spirit and catholic in taste. I shall 
under no circumstance make them a vehicle for fads and partisanship, and with that 
object m view, I shall invite lecturers on all possible subjects that are fit for public 
discussion, but I shall exclude party politics and religion, for these are to my mind 
the two debatable points on which peace of mind and amity most frequently come to 
1
 Algemeen Handelsblad, 2^/6/93. * Grein repeated all this in The UI. L.N., 20/8/27, on 
the occasion of the production of The Father at the Everyman Theatre, London. 3 Cf. 
Orme, p. 131. • Cf. В. M. A. Mortensen and В. W Downs, Strindberg, An Introduction to 
his Life and Work, Cambridge, 1949, pp. 49-io, cf. also The Times Literary Supplement, 
20/7/62, p. ς2ς and 27/7/62, p. J41, for 2 letters on some early performances of 
Strindberg plays. 
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grief. On the other hand, I shall do whatever I can to foster the cause of Art in all 
its ramifications, and of humanitarianism : the cause of sympathy for those who 
suffer, and whose sufferings need only to be brought home to the heart of the public 
to find an echo there . . . I venture to hope that I shall encounter the goodwill of the 
intelligent public and that the Sunday Popular Debates will not only afford an enjoy­
able evening to many, but perform a good and useful purpose.' 
A list of dates, speakers and subjects of the first series of six Debates 
(H.A.Jones was to speak on "The Drama" on 2ς February 1894), to­
gether with the names of those who had promised lectures for the next 
series (Sir George Alexander, G.B.Shaw, Justin Huntly McCarthy, and 
others) was appended to this announcement. W. Archer had agreed to 
take the chair, and a Committee, consisting of C. Hoppe as Manager, 
A. Gerson (a young Dutchman) as Secretary, and Eden Greville as 
Honorary Solicitor, the whole "Under the direction of J. T. Grein, " had 
been set up to run the Society, which was to be, of course, non-profit 
making. After the deduction of management expenses the net proceeds 
would be divided into three equal parts. One part would be used to form 
a Reserve Fund for the Debates, the two other parts would be distributed 
to the Discharged Prisoners' Aid Society, and the Theatrical Ladies' 
Guild, in aid of needy members of the theatrical profession. 
The Debates would be held at the Royalty Theatre, which Grein had 
hired for the purpose. Asked whether he would allow a theatre to be 
open on Sunday for the Debates, the Lord Chamberlain had answered: 
"Officially: No reply." It was intimated, however, semi-officially that 
it was up to Grein himself. So Grein went ahead and made the final 
arrangements. The Debates were kept going for about one year, after 
that they had to be discontinued "because of the old-fashioned Sunday 
Observance Act. " 2 
Dutch readers were, on the whole, kept fairly well informed on the 
Independent Theatre once it had started. Grein himself wrote Une 
histoire anecdotique in Het Vaderland, about what happened during the 
week preceding Ghosts, and about what followed immediately after it, 
how some £00 articles had appeared, and how he had been threatened 
with legal actions, but had not been prosecuted in the end, etc., and with 
evident pride he reported that some of the most prominent people in the 
country had become members of his Theatre.з The difficulties attending 
1
 A leaflet in the 1894 volume of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London. 2 Hollandia, 
No 121, 24/2/1900. A profile of Grein by L.Simons. Cf. also Algemeen Handelsblad, 
11/1/94. 3 Het Vaderland, 6/4/91. 
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the second performance were the subject of another article.1 The 
Algemeen Handelsblad was more generous with accounts of the Independent 
productions. They were not written by Grein, as a rule, nor always 
accurate (one could hardly call Janet Achurch "one of Grein's dis­
coveries"), but in general rather favourable and, when Mrs. O. Beringer's 
Salve was called "very impressive, excellent, very well constructed, and 
extremely dramatic," too favourable.2 De Portefeuille allowed ample 
space, and if it did not always admire the Independent efforts, it was 
never lacking in sympathy and understanding. Het Tooneel was, on the 
whole, not very sympathetic. Notices about the Independent Theatre 
were scarce, and the magazine printed three articles by K. van Rijnswaerde 
(ps. Frans Mijnssen) with much criticism of the London theatre in 
general, and of Grein's institution in particular.3 Van Rijnswaerde had 
been playgoing in London, and neither plays nor acting had pleased him. 
Oscar Wilde was a charlatan, and Jones and Pinero mere craftsmen. As 
for the Independent Theatre, he could hardly find words to decry it. He 
had attended the productions on ю July and 27 October (1 893), and he 
had found nothing commendable either in plays, acting or direction. The 
whole thing was appalling, and an institution which could not even stage 
a tolerable production of such a simple one-act playas TheCradle, ought to 
be closed at once, as it did not serve any useful purpose, except as a 
refuge for incompetent actors, and as a means for Grein to indulge his 
ambitions and pursuit of self-glorification. 
L. Simons, ex-editor of Het Tooneel and at the time living in London, 
took up the defence. Van Rijnswaerde had expected too much from 
Grein, who was no Antoine, and he was clearly ill-informed on the 
peculiar situation in London so that he was not competent to judge what 
Grein was doing. Moreover, he had been unlucky. The productions 
which he had seen were not among the best, but that did not prove 
anything. As for accusing Grein of self-glorification, that was just slander 
and showed how ignorant van Rijnswaerde was.* None of all this, how­
ever, convinced van Rijnswaerde,5 and many agreed with him in a way, 
for if few people thought as little of the Independent Theatre as van Rijns­
waerde did, many were not much impressed. People who knew what 
was going on in Amsterdam could hardly be impressed. The goriest 
'Het Vaderland, 2/10/91. 2 Algemeen Handelsblad, 21/3/9^. De Portefeuille completely 
agreed, xvi, N0 j i , 23/3/91, p. 408. з Het Tooneel, ххш, N0 3, 1/11/93, pp. 107-8; 
N0 4, I Î / I I / 9 3 > PP· 27-8; No 6, i i / 12 /93 , PP· 38-9· *Ibid., ххш, N0 8, ii/1/94. 
PP- S°-2; N0 9, 31/1/94, pp. í í - 6 . s ¡bid., N0 9, p . Î 6 . 
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blood- and-thunders were still popular at the Salon des Variétés, it is true, 
but that same remarkable theatre produced a good many modem plays as 
well, and was much in advance of London, while the Royal Netherlands 
Stage Society, although on the whole little more than just respectable, 
also sometimes left the beaten track. It had played The Wild Duck in 1889, 
and Brandes's A Visit early in 1890. That same year Björnson's The 
Gauntlet and de Maupassant's Musette could be seen at the Salon des 
Variétés, where Ghosts came and went without causing undue disturbance. 
Hedda Gabler soon followed in Rotterdam, where Thérèse Raquin had 
already been played in 1884.1 De Banville's Gringoire was performed by 
the School of Dramatic Art, and the Netherlands Drama League had 
established a Reading Committee for new plays, which, if suitable, were 
to be recommended to theatrical managers. Antoine visited Amsterdam 
and The Hague in 1892 with his Theatre Libre, and played, among other 
plays, Brieux' Blanchette, which was performed some months later in 
Dutch by a Rotterdam company at the Salon des Variétés, where 
Maeterlinck's L'Intruse had just been a considerable success. Van Lier 
staged Zola's Les Héritiers de Rabourdin, and even the Royal Netherlands 
Stage Society took up Blanchette before the end of 1892, some time after 
Adolphe Millaud's company had played Thérèse Raquin in French in 
Amsterdam.2 Sudermann's Die Ehre was played in Amsterdam in 1891 by 
German actors, and the Royal Netherlands Stage Society produced it that 
same year, and his Sodom's Ende was one of the first plays to be seen in 
1893 at the Salon des Variétés, where it was followed by La Fille Elisa, 
adapted from a de Concourt novel by Jean Ajalbert. Antoine visited 
Amsterdam and The Hague again in March 1893 with quite a collection 
of his particular plays, and this time he managed to visit Rotterdam as 
well. Sudermann's Heimat was played at the same time by the Royal 
Netherlands Stage Society and by the company of the Salon des Variétés, 
which some months later performed Die Weber by Hauptmann, whose 
College Crampton was being staged by the Rotterdam Tivoli company. 
Strindberg's The Father was the Salon's next play. Then L. H. Chrispijn 
founded, later in 1893, the Nederlandsche Tooneelvereeniging (Dutch 
Stage Society), and played at the Salon after its manager M. H. Kreukniet 
had died and his company had been dissolved. Max Halbe's Jugend was 
one of its first plays, and Nora was revived just before Lugné Poë came to 
'By W. van Zuylen; cf. De Amsterdammer, Weekblad voor Nederland, 24/2/84. 2 Het 
Tooneel, xxii, No j , 1/12/92, pp. 3Í-6. 
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Amsterdam with ñosmersholm1 and Pelléas et Méhsande, early in 1894. 
Lugné Poë returned that same year with, among other plays, Solness, le 
Constructeur, Vlntruse, and Strindberg's Les Créanciers, and Antoine 
followed in his wake for a third visit. 
German actors performed Sudermann's Schmetterlingsschlacht (The 
Battle of the butterflies') in Amsterdam at the end of 1894, and the Royal 
Netherlands Stage Society followed suit with the same play in Dutch. 
That same company staged The Lady from the Sea and de Banville's 
Gringoire in April 189^, just after Hauptmann's Einsame Menschen had been 
presented at the Salon, where Little Eyolj (1894) was produced before it 
was one year old. After his return from Berlin L. H. Chrispijn played 
Strindberg's comedy Playing with Fire, and the Royal Netherlands Stage 
Society presented Miss Julia,1 revived The Pillars of Society, and put on 
Ibsen's new playjo/m Gabriel Borkman early in 1897, after its production 
of Sudermann's Das Glück im Winkel in 1896. Maeterlinck's L'Intérieur 
had to be taken off after two performances in January 1898, because the 
public misbehaved,3 and Thérèse Raqum and Les Héritiers de Rabourdm were 
revived before L. H. Chrispijn produced Hauptmann's Fuhrmann Henschel 
in 1899. 
Among this foreign repertoire original modem Dutch plays had oc-
casionally appeared. Jan C. de Vos had written Fatsoen, Artiest, and Onder 
Ons; M.Emants Fatsoen en Artist, and Domheidsmacht; W. G.Nouhuys 
Eerloos and Het Goudvischje; and H.Heijermans Jr., since 1893, Dora 
Kremer, Ahasvérus, Ghetto (1898, 100 performances within seven months), 
Het Zevende Gebod (1899), and Op Hoop van Zegen (The Good Hope, 1900), 
his best-known pby. These Dutch plays did not figure very con-
spicuously on the playlists, and there were plenty of complaints at the 
time, but compared with what was being done in London, the Dutch 
dramatic situation was impressive enough to make the Independent 
Theatre efforts look rather small. 
Grein never forgot his self-imposed rôle of intermediary between 
England and Holland, and he secured one Flemish and two Dutch plays 
for his Independent Theatre. The Flemish The Cradle was only a one-act 
play, but The Goldfish and Leida were full-length plays, and they were both 
1
 Rosmersholm was played in Rotterdam in 1893 by the Tivoli company. 2 Antoine had 
presented this Strindberg play in a special performance for the press in Amsterdam on 
'7/3/93· Cf. F. Prince, Antoine et le Renouveau du Théâtre Hollandais, Amsterdam, 1941, 
pp. ¡6-j. 3 Hollandia, Nos 8 and 9, 1 and 8/1/98. 
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well received in London. There was considerable difference of opinion 
in Holland about van Nouhuys's The Goldfish,1 but its success in London 
"surpassed" Grein's "boldest expectations," and caused him to make the 
rash and unfulfilled promise to produce van Nouhuys's The Honour in 
1893.2 Of Mrs. Simons-Mees's Leida William Archer wrote: 
Leida is a curious and interesting dramatic study. It smacks a little of farce at first, 
but it presently takes a more serious turn, and becomes genuinely dramatic. For my 
part, I hold with Mr. Pinero that "of all forms of innocence, ignorance is the least 
admirable," and consequently studies of that form of innocence always give me a 
sense of discomfort. But Leida is much less unpleasant than Jules Lemaître's Manage 
Blanc, and much more genuinely human. The first act seemed inordinately long, 
because no hint was given of any sort of dramatic action. It is one thing to dispense 
with intricacies of plot, and quite another to omit everything that can arouse any 
sort of interest or expectation on the part of the audience.3 
Grein did not secure any other plays, but he remained on the look-out 
for them, as a postcard among the papers left by the Dutch playwright 
J .deKoo, (ps. Dr. Juris) proves.1· It was dated "Paris, April 6, 1898," 
and addressed by Grein to E. van Loghem of the Board of Directors of the 
Netherlands Stage Society. 
I have heard so much about (J. de Koo's) De Candidatuur van Bommel that I would very 
much like to read the play with a view to a possible translation or adaptation for 
England. 
Will you be so kind as to pass on my request to the author? He can rely on it 
that, if I think the play suitable, I shall deal fairly with him in every respect. 
Van Loghem passed on the message, but whether or not the play, which 
was notably successful in Amsterdam in 1897, was read by Grein and 
considered suitable, it was never produced in England. 
There is nothing in the Independent Theatre literature, TO-MOTTOW, or 
Hollandia about Grein procuring English plays for Holland. In English 
flays on the Continent,* written at the end of 1891, he had pleaded for 
co-operation between the several London theatrical agencies : Mr. 
S. Mayer, "who had arranged the production of several plays by Pinero 
and Jones in Austria," Mr.H.L.Breakstad, "who had brought The 
Middleman to Scandinavia," and Mr. Pitro, "who had exported one or two 
»De Portefeuille, XIII, No j o , 12/3/92, pp. 1252-3; xiv, No 13, 25/6/92, pp. 129-30; 
Het Tooneel, XXI, No 11, 15/3/92, p . 97. 2 Life, 16/7/92. Cf. supra, p . 121. 
' W . A r c h e r , The Theatrical "World'for 1893, p . 152. 4 Toncel-Museum, Amsterdam. 
s Cf. supra, pp. 61-2. 
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melodramas to the suburbs of Vienna. " Although he had "the field to 
himself in Holland and Belgium," he and S. Mayer "were practically, 
though not intentionally, vying with each other" in Germany and Austria. " 
Co-operation would make "the propagation of the British drama " much 
more effective, and a "Bureau," he concluded, should be set up from 
which all continental business could be conducted. 
At the end of the article a list of English flays produced on the Continent 
through the Intermediation of J. T. Grein contained : 
The Dancing Girl, by H.A.Jones, for the Royal Netherlands Stage Society. 
Judah, by H.A.Jones, adapted by G.Kadelburg, for the Thalia Theater, Berlin, and 
accepted for production in twelve big German cities. 
Little Lord Fauntleroy, by Frances Hodgson Burnett, for the Municipal Theatre in 
Amsterdam. 
The Middleman, by H.A.Jones, for the Svenska Theatre in Helsingfors. 
East Lynne, by J. H. Coleman and Shute, for the Grand Theatre in Amsterdam. 
The production of the following plays had been "arranged for by contract" 
during 1892 and 1893: 
Woodbarrow Farm, by J.K.Jerome, for the Grand Theatre in Amsterdam. 
The Marquesa, bv John Uniaclce, for the same theatre. 
The Prince and the Pauper, by Mrs .O. Beringer, for the Royal Netherlands Stage 
Society. 
Wealth, by H.A.Jones, for the same society. 
Sister Mary, by W. Barrett and C. Scott, for the Tivoli Theatre in Rotterdam. 
The Middleman, by H.A.Jones, adapted by P.Berton, to be produced in Paris. 
The Pharisee, by M.Watson and Mrs. L.Wallis, adapted by G.Kadelburg, to be 
produced in Hamburg. 
Grein also brought to Holland Mr. Barnes oj New York, The Profligate, The 
Middleman, and Judah, and he had tried to introduce The Missing Man.1 
All these plays were actually performed in Holland, except The Missing 
Man (at least no record of a performance can be found). As for Little Lord 
Fauntleroy (The Real Little Lord Fauntleroy), both Orme and Grein main-
tained that Grein himself had translated it for Holland,2 but there is no 
other evidence of this anywhere.3 The play, staged by the Royal 
1
 Cf. supra, pp. 68-9, 72-4, 88-9. 2 Cf. Orme, pp. 67, 69, and The 111. L.N., i j / i 1/24. 
3
 Het Tooneel, xx. No 6, 20/12/90, p . 4 j . At the Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam, there 
are three handwritten translations of the play, one by Mrs. Jo M. de Jonge-Ploegman, 
the other two anonymous, one of which is part of the van Lier library (cf. supra, p . 69 
n. 3). None of them are dated, but they all three show signs of having been used in pro-
ductions. Reviewing a revival of the play at the Court Theatre, London, in 1908, Grein 
maintained that he had succeeded in bringing the play to Germany, France, Holland, 
Belgium, and Finland. The Sunday Times, 27/1 2/08. Cf. also supra, p . 71 . 
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Netherlands Stage Society in Amsterdam on 2 September 1890, was very 
popular, and was frequently revived. New Lamps for Old, by J. K. Jerome, 
also "found its way to Holland in an adaptation by J. T. Grein," again 
according to Orme.1 This play was produced as London, Nieuw om Oud, 
at the Salon des Variétés on 27 January 1891, but no mention of Grein 
can be found.2 East Lynne, of Een Misstap uit Jalousie, adapted from Mrs. 
Henry Wood's novel, by J. H. Coleman, was played at the Grand Théâtre, 
Amsterdam, on 26 October 1893, in an adaptation by W.F.Schlüsser. 
This "sensational drama in nine scenes" must have been very popular, and 
one single performance of it was given at Alkmaar on 4 September 1899 
by the Grand Théâtre company "at the urgent and continual request 
from the public." 
Although no records can be traced of Dutch performances of Wood-
barrow Farm, The Marquesa, The Prince and the Pauper, Wealth and Sister 
Mary,3 there are some records of other plays. Op Afbetaling, "a new 
comedy from the English of Mrs. Musgrave, " which can be no other than 
Our Flat (1889), was performed at the Salon des Variétés in December 
1891 and in January 1892. The production rights had been acquired 
"through the intermediation of Mr. Jac. T. Grein. " He did the same for 
Erminie, a light opera by H.Paulton and C.Bellamy, and The Mystery of a 
Hansom Cab, a sensational drama by Arthur Law and Fergus Hume, for, 
reporting on some copyright difficulties regarding foreign performances 
of Charlie's Aunt, De Portefeuille stated in 1894 that Grein had proved with 
De Fabrieksbaas, Erminie and Het Geheim van het Huurrijtuig how easy it was 
to safeguard the interests of everybody concerned.·* 
Apart from the plays mentioned above, there was not a great deal of 
modem English drama to be seen in Holland between 1885 and 1900. 
After De Rose Dominos, from the French of A. Delacour and A. Hennequin, 
but probably an adaptation from J.Albery's Pink Dominos, in 1886, 
followed a number of sensational dramas and melodramas : Henry Byron's 
The Lancashire Lass (De Misdaad bij Nacht, or Ruth Kirby, of Sterk in de 
1
 Cf. Orme, p . 60. 2 The play, of which no playbill can be traced, was advertised in the 
Algemeen Handelsblad, 27/1/91, as "A new comedy in three acts, from the English of 
J .K.Jerome, by L. Ludolph." "Great success at the Town Hall and Gaiety Theatres in 
London. " The "by L. Ludolph" seems a clear enough contradiction of Orme's contention. 
The play was performed on 27-31 Jan. (incl.), and for the last time on 2/2/91. Inci-
dentally, it had its London première at Terry's Theatre on 8/2/90. 3 Cf. supra, p . 137. 
* De Portefeuille, xv, No 49, 3/3/94. 
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Verzoeking) in 1889, Dion Boucicault's After Dark (De Schelmen van 
Londen), Paul de Vagebond, "a drama in seven acts from the English," 
G. R. Sims and Henry Pettitt's Master and Man (Meester en Knecht) in 1890, 
and Sutton Vane's "great sensational drama in four acts or eleven scenes, " 
The Span of Life (De Levende Brug), in 1894. 
Gilbert and Sullivan's The Mikado was a great success in 1887. The 
Gondoliers appeared in May 1890, and, less successfully, H. M. S. Pinafore 
seven months later. Етттіе cut quite a good figure in 1889 among the 
many light operas produced at Frascati, and it seems probable that San 
Toy, Edward A. Morton's musical comedy, was produced at about this 
same time. 
Two unidentified plays Stiejkmdertjes and Oom Benjamin, "from the 
English of John Douglas," were produced in 1892, at the end of which 
year Oscar Wilde's Lady Windermere's Fan (De Waaier) made its appear­
ance, closely followed by Brandon Thomas's Charley's Aunt (De Tante van 
Charley) in 1893. One of the various adaptations from Ouida's Moths 
(Motten), A.C.Gunter 's My Official Wife (Míjn Oßcieele Vrouw), H.A. 
Jones's The Bauble Shop (Poppenwinkel), and Arthur Law's The (New) Boy 
(De Nieuwe Jongen) could be seen in 1894, while the performance of 
R. Buchanan's The Strange Adventures of Miss Brown (De Lotgevallen van 
Juffrouw Brown) preceded by some months those of Pinero's The Second 
Mrs. Tanqueray (De Tweede Mevrouw Tanqueray) in September 1895, and 
Trilby, Paul M. Potter's adaptation from G. du Maurier's novel, trans-
lated by W. C. Royaards, in April 1896. 
Two more unidentified plays Hoe Langer Hoe Gekker, "a farce from the 
English of Gobbins," and Een Moeder were produced in 1896 and 1897,1 
and Henry Hamilton's Harvest (Oogsttijd) and Niobe, by Harry and E. 
Paulton, may have been presented at about the same time. Sherlock 
Holmes began its successful run in 1898, but W.Barrett 's The Sign of the 
Cross, a great success in Antwerp and Brussels m 1897-8, never reached 
the Dutch stage, while Owen Hall's The Geisha had much more success in 
1898 than H.A.Jones's The Rogue's Comedy (Schurkenstreken) in 1899. 
Pinero's The Gay Lord Quex (Lord Quex), lastly, had its première in 
Amsterdam on 4 May 1900.2 
The English Opera Company of R. D'Oyly Carte visited Amsterdam 
1
 An unidentified play in 1 act, Vader, "adapted by P.v.L. for the Dutch stage from the 
English," had had its première in Amsterdam on lil^/SS. It was seven times performed 
in Amsterdam, and twice in The Hague Cf. Het Tooneel, xvii, pp. 208-11 (List of plays 
performed from 1/12/87-1/Î/88). 2 Cf. infra, p. 168. 
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with The Mikado in November 1887 and again in February 1888, when 
Patience was staged as well, and the Royal English Burlesque Company, 
under the management of Percy Hutchinson, presented Faust up-to-date 
and Carmen up-to-date, both written by G. R. Sims and Henry Pettitt, with 
music by Meyer Lutz, at the Grand Théâtre in December 1892 and 
January 1893. Morocco Bound, by Arthur Branscombe, and Μγ Sweetheart, 
by Fred. Maeder and W. Gill, also seem to have been presented in 
Amsterdam by English companies in 189$ and 1898, but between 1885 
and 1900 there was only one visit by an English company performing 
straight plays. Forbes Robertson's Lyceum Company with Mrs. Patrick 
Campbell played Hamlet in Amsterdam, at the Municipal Theatre, on 
28 March and 2 April 1898, The Second Mrs. Tanqueray on 30 March, and 
Macbeth on the following day. The performances were considered 
"imposing, " but they did not produce much enthusiasm, nor meet with 
much response.1 
Grein must have been too busy to do much about this, in his view, un­
satisfactory state of affairs. He even seems to have missed a few chances 
of bringing good Dutch plays to England, and when Heijermans's The 
Ghetto was produced in London, he had had nothing to do with it, which is 
to be regretted as he might have prevented the play from being the dismal 
failure it was.2 Just before The Ghetto came to London, Grein had invited 
the Dutch actor W. C. Royaards to give a solo performance of Julius 
Caesar for the members of the Dutch colony in London.3 Royaards's per­
formance was enthusiastically received by the Dutch, and most critics, 
invited by Grein, wrote favourable notices,* but this was the only thing 
that Grein managed to do in this direction. He was, no doubt, also 
handicapped by the growing tension between England and Holland over 
the Transvaal.s 
' Het Tooneel, хх ш, No 22, io/i/99, p. 88. 2 Cf. supra, pp. 82-3. з W. C. Royaards 
was a young actor who had some difficulties at first in finding his place in the Dutch 
theatre. To gain experience he had gone to England in 1898, at the age of thirty-one, and 
he had been contracted for a minor part in H. Morton's The Belle of New York, when it 
opened at the Shaftesbury Theatre on 12/4/98. When the play went on tour in the 
provinces, Royaards stayed in it for six months. At the end of the year he returned to 
Holland, and started his solo performances of Julius Caesar, with which he came to 
London at Grein's invitation. * Hollandia, Nos 86 and 87, 24 June and 1 July 1899. 
Í The information in this chapter about Dutch plays and performances in Holland has 
been collected, unless stated otherwise, from the back-files of Het Tooneel and De 
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1898-1918 
The Transvaal affair may have directed Grein's attention more and more 
to a German theatre for London. For some time already he had been 
contemplating the foundation of such a theatre in London, but so far he 
had had little hope of realising his plan. He raised the subject again in an 
article in the Algemeen Handelsblad of 11 July 1897. After giving high 
praise to the Viennese actress Frau Odilon, Sarah Bernardi and Réjane, 
who were then visiting London, he went on at great length about the 
distressing state of the London theatre, where the promise of a renascence 
during the years 1889-92 had not been fulfilled, where commercialism 
and the vanity of the actor-managers closed the door against anything new, 
and where writers turned more and more away from the theatre to 
journalism and novel writing. He concluded : 
A German theatre is an absurdity in London, there is no help for it. The English 
public will not hear of it, either because they dislike anything "made in Germany, " 
or because they cannot understand the language. As for the Germans in London, they 
stay away. They have already too often wasted their money on German troupes, 
scraped together in a hapha7ard way, who came with old plays, mostly Schmieren only, 
and badly acted into the bargain. Moreover, London prices are too high for them. In 
the Vaterland they can see good plays for half and less than half of what they have to 
pay here.1 
However, when August Junkermann's season at St. George's Hall, 
London,2 proved a success, Grein made up his mind to take action. There 
were about ifo,ooo Germans living in London, some 50,000 of whom 
had become naturalised British subjects, and Grein decided that these 
people must want a German theatre in London, or at least long and 
1
 The Germans in London had their own Amateur Dramatic Club, whose work was 
highly commended by Grein later on in The Sunday Times of 31/3/07. 2 Cf. Orme, pp. 
167 ff. There is no documentary evidence, such as playbills, to be found of this season. 
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regular seasons of German plays, played by German actors. After ap-
proaching Junkermann's son, Karl, who was only too eager to organise 
London seasons for his father's company, Grein managed to rouse the 
interest of the German colony in London, and a Committee of Manage-
ment, consisting of H.A.Hertz and A.Schulz Curtius, with Grein 
himself as President, was set up. The necessary money was raised by 
means of subscriptions and gifts, Grein himself running grave personal 
financial risk, and the venture was announced in The Sunday Special of 
8 October 1889. 
A German Theatre for London. 
It has been tried ere this, and it has failed. Why? For want of money, prestige, 
policy and organisation . . . Now - after a lapse of several years — once more the attempt 
will be made. And this time — whatever may be the result of its bid for life - it may be 
confidentially asserted that the enterprise will not be jerry-built. If we succeed in 
doing this thing, we will do it well. For we, the small nucleus of men who have 
initially put our shoulders to the wheel, are in solemn earnest, and we are animated 
by that spirit of enthusiasm which, without striving after the impossible, is in-
dispensable to the accomplishment of any artistic undertaking . . . We know full 
well that the German element in London is not strong enough to allow the constant 
occupation of a regular theatre . . ., but the German colony of at least 1 j0,000 will 
be well able to maintain a bi-weekly theatre of their own, provided that it meets with 
their approval. And this approval, we maintain, is not difficult to conquer. The 
German colony will patronize a theatre where their classics, their renowned con-
temporaries, their modem progressists find a representation worthy of their ambition. 
They will finally, patronize a theatre which, without devoting itself to the cult of 
extremes nor claiming attention which might interfere with social duties and attention 
to our own English stage, will aflford plenty of amusement and a gradual acquaintance 
with the best playwrights and the foremost actors of modern Germany. 
The German Theatre for London is prepared to fulfil all these requirements. It 
will enter into the arena in no spirit of combat or competition. On the contrary, it 
trusts that it may rely on the co-operation of the principal managers, and its highest 
ambition would be realised if from time to time one of the plays produced would 
make such a lasting impression that a faithful translation should find its way into a 
first-rate London theatre. To achieve this, every care will be bestowed on the per-
formances . . . 
The "famous August Junkermann, " whose name was "a guarantee as to 
the plays selected, classical as well as modern, " brought his full company 
of 26 members over to London, and the first season opened at St. George's 
Hall, London, with Mein Leopold, a farce with songs, adapted from Fritz 
Reuter's novel Stromtid, on 30 January 1900, to be followed on 1 February 
by Onkel Bräsig, another farce, neither of which Grein would have cared 
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to produce in London, one would think. They provided, however, a 
good start, and after Sudermann's Das Glück im Winkel on 2 February 
Grein wrote that for once he agreed with The Daily Telegraph: Junker-
mann's company was undoubtedly the best German company that had 
visited London since the Meiningers had been there twenty-five years 
before.1 
The first season lasted till the end of May, twenty-two full-length and 
one-act plays were produced, and the acting was generally considered to 
be good.2 The repertoire consisted of plays by G. von Moser, Oscar 
Blumenthal, Ludwig Fulda and others, which could hardly enhance the 
reputation of the German drama in London, but there were also 
A. Schnitzler's Liebelei, Paul Lindau's Der Andere, Max Halbe's Jugend 
— which Grein called "a minor classic" —3 and apart from Das Glück im 
Winkel, two more plays by Sudermann, viz. Heimat and Fritzchen, which 
Grein very much wanted played in London, especially Heimat, which was 
much better acted by the Germans than, a few years ago, by English 
actors in L. N. Parker's translation as Magda with Mrs. Patrick Campbell 
in the name part.* 
The season had been financially satisfactory and soon circulars were 
sent out inviting subscriptions for the winter season, at "Two pounds for 
twenty performances, " and announcing plays by Goethe, Schiller, Kleist, 
Heine and Lessing; Benedix, Blumenthal, Lindau, von Moser; and Ibsen, 
Sudermann, Hauptmann, Halbe and others.s 
At this time Grein was more and more interested in the theatre in 
Germany, which had been his favourite in early youth. After a visit to 
Berlin in March 1900, he wrote: 
My first acquaintance with the foremost theatre in Germany has been something akin 
to a revelation. The German theatre has made gigantic strides since my schooldays 
in the seventies and eighties. I know well enough, for by flying visits I have kept in 
touch with the development of both playwriting and acting. But to become alive to 
the fullness ofthat recognition, to enjoy modern German art as it ought to be enjoyed, 
I had to visit Berlin, above all the Deutsches Theater. I had high expectations and want-
ed to criticize severely, but my expectations were surpassed. The Deutsches Theater is 
the first theatre in Europe, because it weds art to nature in a unique way. The acting 
is brilliant and there are no stars; there is realism, but no brutality; passion, but no 
1
 The Sunday Special, 4/2/1900. The Meiningers had visited London 19 years before. 
Cf. supra p . 49. 2 Cf. 1900 vol. 11 of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London, з The 
Sunday Special, 18/3/1900. 4 Ibid., 2^/2/1900. Cf. To-Morrow, Vol. 11, 1896, pp. 49- Í4 . 
s Algemeen Handelsblad, 22/7/1900. Cf. also ibid, ς/ς, 8/6, 2 ι/ ιο and 3/12 of the same 
year. Dutchmen visiting London were urged not to miss these German performances. 
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bathos ; the atmosphere of daily life undefiled bv mannerism and affectation . . . Max 
Dreyer's Probekandidat contains too much pleading and too little action, but all this 
is lost in the powerful telling and the overwhelming force of the dialogue. It is a 
play of such intellectual force, that for hours I discussed with my literary friends its 
merits and powerful tendency, and the acting is so good, that the Comédie Française 
or even Antoine could not have bettered it.1 
Ibsen's When We Awake from Death, of which Grein at its publication had 
written : 
It is only right to state that from a purely artistic, not ethical point of view, Ibsen 
has not written anything so beautifully phrased and crystalline in thought,2 
proved a failure on the Berlin stage as 
a drama in which the slow and incongruous evolution of the action fails to be vivified 
by the laborious portrayal of the characters and the elaborate expression of feeling,* 
Hauptmann's Jobmaster Henschel, however, 
struck me dumb and held me for hours in a state of emotional reflectiveness. I 
realised what a master-builder Otto Brahm is, who has continued his work of the 
Free Stage in the Deutsches Theater and brought it to ripeness . . . A master of art, he 
has outrun Antoine and his German thoroughness overcame Antoine's petulance. The 
Théâtre Antoine is now a money-making machine, slowly drifting into mannerisms. 
The Deutsches Theater, governed by rigid discipline, makes steady headway, and its 
director crushes every deviation from the path of genuine art under a heel of iron.4 
This was high praise indeed, and it must have raised the expectations of 
certain London playgoers with regard to the German Theatre in London, 
which almost looked like a permanent institution, for the company was 
back in October, this time at the Comedy Theatre, just over four months 
after their first season had closed. This second season, which opened 
with Ludwig Fulda's Jugendfreunde on 12 October, lasted for exactly six 
months, Ibsen's Nora, oder Ein Puppenheim being the farewell production 
at the Apollo Theatre on 12 April 1901, an At Home, to which Grein, 
"Intendant of the German Theatre, " and the proprietors of The Sunday 
Special invited their guests.5 
Together with German classics, such as Lessing's Nathan der Weise, a 
fair number of modern German plays were introduced to London during 
this season: Hauptmann's Fuhrmann Henschel and Der Biberpelz; Suder-
mann's Die Ehre (which had already been played in London, after "it had 
1
 The Sunday Special, 1/4./1900. г Ibid., 21/1/1900. э Ibid., 8/4/1900. * Ibidem. 
5 Cf. 1900 vol. of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London. 
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fallen into the sacrilegious hands of Augustin Daly, who had it adapted 
and thereby ruined, " ' Johannisfeuer and Die Schmetterlingsschlacht ; Max 
Dreyer's In Behandlung; Felix Philippi's Der Dornenweg and Otto Erich 
Hartleben's Rosenmontag. Although the strain caused by the frequent 
changes of programme was sometimes noticeable in the actors, the 
standard of acting was generally considered to be fairly high, but 
financially the season was less successful than the first, and for its third 
season, which lasted from the end of October 1901 till the end of 
February 1902, the company had to resort again to St. George's Hall, as 
this was cheaper than the Comedy Theatre. Ernst von Wildenbruch's 
Die Haubenlerche, Hauptmann's Der Rote Hahn (which Grein had seen in 
Berlin and which, he had felt confident, despite the bad Berlin notices, 
would be a success when produced by the German Theatre in London,)2 
and Felix Philippi's Das Grosse Licht seem to have been the only significant 
plays of that season. Ihre Familie, a play by Stinde and Engel, produced in 
January 1902, was "nothing but a rough-and-tumble version of Robert­
son's Caste with musical interpolations" and Grein complained that no 
mention was made of the authors's indebtedness to T. W. Robertson.J 
Another English play produced by the Germans in 1904 was Lady Tetley's 
Scheidung, a translation of Lady Tetley's Divorce, by Mrs.F.W.Downing 
and Mrs. Haydon Coffin.* 
Two German actors, Hans Andresen and Max Behrend, had come more 
and more to the fore as directors of plays, and from the fourth season they 
shared the management of the German Theatre in London with Grein and 
H. A. Hertz, after A. Schulz Curtius had resigned. Soon after they seem 
to have taken over more or less completely, as Grein is not mentioned 
at all in several of the later playbills.s After Max Behrend's appointment 
as Director of the Municipal Theatre in Mainz towards the end of 190$, 
Hans Andresen became the sole manager for the short and practically 
1
 To-MoTiow, Vol. 11, 1896, p. 49. 2 The Sunday Special, iy/12/oi. * Ibid., 26/1/02. 
4 The Sketch, 16/3/04. s An appeal for support: Launching the German Theatre, in The 
Sunday Special of 16/11/02, was signed: Honorary Committee J . T . Grein and H. A. Hertz, 
with Max Behrend and Hans Andresen as Directors. Later headings of playbills read: 
Directors Hans Andresen and Max Behrend. By arrangement with the Hon. Committee 
of the German Theatre in London, J . T . Grein and H. A. Hertz. Cf. 1902 and 1903 vol. 
of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London, and the playbills of the Royalty Theatre for 
1900-6 in the Enthoven Collection at the V. and Α., London. The term Director seems 
to mean here Manager. On the connection between Granville Barker and Behrend and 
Andresen, cf. С. В. Purdom, Granville Barker, London, 19^5, pp. 13, 21, 163-4. 
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the last season (the seventh), which started in January 1906.1 
During the next four seasons, which all lasted some four months, 
mostly from November-February, such modern German plays as Haupt-
mann's Die Versunkene Glocke, College Crampton, Einsame Menschen, Die 
Weber, Rose Bernd and Hannele; Sudermann's Es Lebe das Leben, Der Sturm-
geselle Socrates and Stein unter Steinen ; Max Dreyer's Das Tal des Lebens and 
Hartleben's Die Befreiten, were produced together with some Ibsen plays, 
Bj.Bjornson's £in Faillisement and Maxim Gorki's Nachtasyl. But such 
farces as Alt Heidelberg, by W.Förster (so well directed by Max Behrend 
that George Alexander secured his services for the production of the 
English version of the play in 1903),2 Im Bunten Rock, by von Schönthan, 
and similar efforts by the same writers, and by von Moser, Kadelburg and 
others, formed a rather larger part of the repertoire than they had in the 
past. Grein had great influence in the choice of plays, but he did not 
completely control the repertoire,з and he accepted this policy as in­
evitable. As the German-Londoners had expressed their preference for a 
good laugh after "the day's toil and worry," "laughter would be the 
parole. " * This attempt, however, to save the German Theatre by 
appealing to a more popular audience failed, and after the seventh season 
it was clear that it could not go on. In The Sunday Times of 4 February 
1906 Grein wrote of "the end of a disastrous season," and he gave three 
reasons for the ultimate failure of the German Theatre : the German 
colony, although well-to-do was too limited in numbers; too many 
Germans in London no longer wanted to be connected with their 
Fatherland or their language; and English people did not know enough 
German. Grein tried to save his venture by extending it to Amsterdam, 
Antwerp and Brussels with their very large German colonies. He dis­
cussed his plans with prominent Germans there and was given vague 
encouragement. He projected a season of two months in Amsterdam, 
four weeks in Antwerp and six in London, and he appealed for £ 2 jo to 
make this London season possible. Unless the money was forthcoming 
"seven years of labour and sacrifice would have ended in barrenness, to 
say nothing of the many careers connected with the enterprise." s The 
money could not be found, and that was the end of the German Theatre 
1
 Cf. Orme, p. 173. According to Het Tooneel, xxxv, No 9, 2з/і2/оу, p. 69, Grein was 
made a "Knight of the Order of the Crown" by the German Emperor, and given a subsidy 
for his German Theatre by the German Government. 2 The Sunday Special, 19/3/03. 
3 Ibid, 4/1/03. * The Sunday Special, 16/11/02. 5 7Άβ Sunday Times, 4/2/06. Cf. also Met 
Tooneel, Vol. xxxv, 1905-06, No 9, 23/12/05, p . 69 and No 13, 17/2/06, pp. 100-1. 
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in London. Hans Andresen did return to London in 1907 and tried to 
start the eighth season with Rudolf Herzog's Die Condottieri, "a good and 
promising start, " · at Penley's Theatre, but the season had soon to be 
discontinued for lack of funds. The same happened a year later after "an 
excellent performance" of Lessing's Minna von Barnhelm at the Royalty 
Theatre.2 
The significance of the German Theatre in London had been its intro­
duction to London and Manchester3 of a good number of modem German 
plays, most of which had not yet reached London or at least not in a 
satisfactory translation.4 Sudermann's Heimat had been produced as 
Magda and Die Ehre had also had a London showing.s On 10 June 1900 
the Stage Society had introduced Hauptmann to London with The 
Coming of Peace (Friedensfest), which Grein called a wrong choice and 
"unsuited even to the studious minds of the playgoers who patronize the 
Stage Society." 6 Lonely Lives (Einsame Menschen) followed on 31 March 
1901. This play needed, according to Grein, acting of the first quality to 
produce its atmosphere. This atmosphere was entirely lacking in the 
production of the Stage Society,7 whose Committee acknowledged the 
co-operation of Grein in securing the author's permission for the per­
formance.8 The Weavers (Die Weber) was produced by the Society on 9 
and 10 December 1906, Hans Andresen directing the play. Grein, who 
had seen the play in five different languages and still admired it, thought 
that the English production was apt to convey a wrong impression, for 
Hauptmann had not written a melodrama. He concluded by advising the 
Society to produce Hauptmann's The Sunken Bells (Die Versunkene Glocke) 
in the beautiful translation of Henry Meltzer.« 
Shortly before this the Society had produced Sudermann's Midsummer 
Fires (Johannisfeuer) "faithfully rendered in English by Mr. and Mrs. 
J .T. Grein," Hans Andresen again directing.1 0 Frank Wedekind's Der 
1
 The Sunday Times, 7/4/07. 2 Ibid., з/у/о8. J Cf. Orme, p. 177, and The Sunday Times, 
6/11/04. The German Theatre regularly visited Manchester, no doubt because of Grein's 
connections with Manchester from his Independent Theatre days. * The one and only 
German play that had its première in London was Alfred Schirokauer's Pastor Lorm. It 
was produced during the fourth season. Grein was proud to have discovered this new 
dramatist, "a thinker with a sound dramatic instinct." Most London critics called the 
play promising and Grein hoped that the German theatres would follow in the wake of 
his little institution and give the new dramatist a chance. The Sunday Special, 22/12/03. 
s Cf. supra, pp. 143, 144-Í. ' The Sunday Special, 24/6/1900. ''Ibid., 7/4/01. 
B
 Cf. 1901 vol. of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London. « The Sunday Times, 16/12/06. 
10
 Ibid., 20/ί/06. Grein was not at all pleased with the performance. 
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Kammersänger, whichhad not been played by the German actors in London, 
was given a production by the Stage Society on 9 and 10 June 1907. 
Sudermann's Das Glück im Winke], translated by Alice Greeven and 
J. T. Grein as A Happy Nook, had been one of the Sunday Special per-
formances,1 while his Sodom's Ende, not produced by the Germans in 
London, had appeared as The Man and His Portrait, at the Great Queen 
Street Theatre in March 1903. This English version was "so badly trans-
lated, so incompetently pruned and so indifferently acted, that, but for a 
few familiar scenes, Sudermann would probably not have recognised his 
own child." 2 Sodom's Ende had been "murdered by incompetence"; and 
now, in Es Lebe das Leben, translated by Edith Warton as The Joy of Living, 
("an utterly mistranslated title,") and produced at the New Theatre in 
June 1903 with Martin Harvey and Mrs. Patrick Campbell in the leading 
parts, Sudermann was again "the victim of his interpreters. " The trans-
lation, although not fine, was fair, but "it was impossible to pass over 
without censure the crude state in which the play had been flung on the 
stage by actors who had neither the time nor the capacity to do justice 
to their task. " з 
Hauptmann's The Thieves' Comedy (Der Biberpelz)* and Α. Schnitzler's 
In the Hospital, both translated by Christopher Home, were played at the 
Court Theatre during the Vedrenne-Barker management, in 1905·, and 
Franz A.Beyerlem's Zuppenstruck, played by the Germans in London, 
appeared as Lights Out at the Waldorf on 25 October 190J.5 Haupt­
mann's The Sunken Bells, in Meltzer's translation, finally, was put on the 
stage at the same theatre on 22 April 1907 and Hannele one year later.6 
In view of the scarce and often incompetent production of German 
plays by English companies, the productions of the German Theatre in 
London certainly fulfilled a useful purpose, even if the audience reached 
was rather limited. It seems unlikely enough, however, that the acting 
of the Germans, so much admired by Grein, would have influenced 
English acting, which gave him so much cause for complaint. ? 
Towards the end of 1906, when the German Theatre in London would 
almost certainly have to be given up, Grein, never deterred by failures, 
made another appeal to secure the money for the visit to London of the 
Lessing Theater of Berlin, "a company which means to Germany what 
'Cf. infra, pp. IÍ3-Í. 2 The Sunday Special, 18/3/03. 3 Ibid., 24/6/03. * The Sunday 
Times, 2б/з/о£. i Ibid., 2 í / io /of . 6 Ibid., 28/4/07 and 13/12/08. ι The Sunday Special, 
19/7/03 and passim. 
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Antoine's Theatre Libre means to France." The company was to visit 
London at the end of April 1907 after the provisionally planned eighth 
season of the German Theatre in London. No competition was intended, 
for "we have no other desire than to serve the cause of international art 
and of amiable intercourse between our two nations. " Although George 
Alexander handsomely subscribed to the scheme, nothing came of it.1 
Grein was more successful in bringing about the visit of Beerbohm 
Tree's company to Berlin in 1907. During one of his visits to Berlin 
Grein had broached the subject in a conversation with the General-
Intendant of the Emperor's theatres, Graf von Huelsen-Haeseler, who 
fell in with the scheme and was very helpful in organising the visit. Tree's 
company played for a week at the Royal Opera House in April 1907. 
The pièce de résistance was Antony and Cleopatra, which had just finished a 
successful run at His Majesty's in London. The other plays were 
ñichard II, Hamlet, Twelfth Night, The Merry Wives of Windsor and Trilby. It 
is difficult to decide exactly what part Grein played in this enterprise, 
but as the German Emperor conferred upon him and on Beerbohm Tree 
the same Imperial Order of the Red Eagle, it is clear enough that his part 
must have been considerable.2 
With the success of the first two seasons of the German Theatre in 
London came a suggestion from Grein's friends in London and Paris that 
a similar French theatre might be attempted on the same lines. Grein at 
once started working out a scheme. If set up on a small scale and in a 
small theatre, with cheap prices as in France, a guarantee of £2,^00-
3,000 ("the price of any one ordinary London production") would be 
necessary and sufficient. Although the French Government seemed 
willing to help, the money should come from private sources. Grein 
himself was prepared to give £ 50 and to put his services in the selection 
of the repertoire freely at its disposal. "The veteran managerM. L.Mayer, 
who for many years had pioneered French art and artists in London" 
would be the man to judge whether the thing could be done ; and if he 
himself could not be prevailed upon "to take the reins into his competent 
1
 The Sunday Times, lojiljod. According to Orme, p . 179, Grein brought over to 
London the Court Theatre of Meiningen for a short season at the Adelphi Theatre. This 
must be a mistake; no Meininger company \isited London after 1881. г Cf. Orme, 
pp. 179-86, and The III. L.N., 16/10/20. Hesketh Pearson does not even mention Grein 
in his account of Tree's visit in his Beerbohm Tree, His Life and Laughter, London, I 9 i 6 p 
pp. 166-7. 
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hands, " F. Achard or Schiirmann would be a good choice as manager. 
Actors, in Grein's opinion, would not be difficult to find. There were 
enough competent touring companies, who could not go to Paris and 
who would be glad of an outlet. Nor would it be difficult to compose a 
suitable repertoire. "Boulevard offal, of which London got enough in 
bowdlerized versions anyway" would not be wanted, nor "comédie rosse, 
which frequently made the presence of ladies in the audience undesirable 
and embarrassing. " If the actors could cope with it, some classical 
tragedies in verse could be performed, but on the whole the repertoire 
should be drawn from the great French drama of the eighties : Augier, 
Dumas Fils, early Sardou, Gondinet, de Musset, de Banville, Coppée and 
others ; and from modem writers : Brieux, de Curel, Donnay, Hervieu, 
Capus, Becque, Lavedan, Porte-Riche, "an overwhelmingly dazzling 
phalanx. " 
Moreover, Grein went on, a French Theatre in London would perform 
a twofold mission: London would get to know the French drama; and 
the London stage would derive considerable benefit from the French 
Theatre in the form of new plays. This was no chimera. As a consequence 
of the work of the German Theatre in London, at least three German 
plays had already been acquired for translation and production. Finally, 
money spent on a French Theatre would not be wasted on intellectual 
London.1 Again the project came to nothing for the time being. It was, 
however, realised to some extent much later on.2 
Less than a year later Grein broached a similar scheme. This time he 
suggested La Petite Comédie Française which was to produce French plays 
in London on the basis of a society like the Stage Society. There would 
be no permanent company, but French actors or French-speaking English 
actors would have to be engaged for every performance.з 
This part of Grein's activities rather annoyed William Archer, who 
fully appreciated what Grein was doing for the cause of the national 
drama, but was of opinion that "the irrepressible, I mean indefatigable 
Mr. Grein" was going too far. 
1
 The Sunday Special, 12/j/oi. z Cf. infra, p . 183-4. 3 The Sunday Special, 16/2/02. 
Some sort of French Theatre in London was started with the performance of Pailleron's 
La Souns early in January 1906. But no more is heard of it. Cf. The Sunday Times, 
7/1/06: Vive le Théâtre Francais. The French company, which gave performances in 
Febr. 1907 was probably a different Théâtre Francais. Cf. The Sunday Times, 27/1/07 
and 10 and 17/2/07. 
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French plays in London do not stand at all on the same footing as German plays The 
reasons which induce German residents and Englishmen interested in German drama 
to put up with third-rate performances in makeshift settings do not apply in the 
case of French residents and Englishmen interested m French drama Paris is prac­
tically at our doors, and we can easily keep up our acquaintance with French drama 
and acting. The theatrical centres of Germany are remoter and if German drama is 
to be known m England at all, it must seek us out and force itself upon us. So slight 
is our acquaintance with the best German acting that the most ordinary competence 
passes muster in our eyes, and the difficulties of the enterprise are so obvious that we 
extend the amplest of indulgence to defects not only of acting but of scenery and 
costume. These things we endure because most of us (German and English alike) can 
on no other terms keep up with the modern movement in Germany. But we have 
no such motives for accepting third rate French performances - and Mr Grein 
admits, what is perfectly evident, that first-rate performances cannot possibly be. 
Archer was none too pleased about Grein's German Theatre, but of a 
permanent French company in London he expected no good whatever. 
"The pernicious old habit of looking to France for plays still survives" 
and even the remotest possibility of its actually gaining strength again, 
should be opposed. Moreover, Archer went on : 
The whole theory of the drama as an international product is a survival from the bad 
old times of the clockwork intrigue, warranted to go equally well in any climate 
under the sun. The better a play is - the more intimately true to the life of its own 
country - the less likelihood is there of its being properly understood in other 
countries. When a translated play makes a popular success it is almost always in 
virtue of what is poor and commonplace in it. For my part I have as little sympathy 
with the attempt to force Pinero and Jones upon the Fatherland, as with the attempt 
to flood the English stage with French or German work A self-respecting nation 
should be self sufficient in its dramatic activity By all means let us follow the works 
of modern dramatists, and learn from them, but let us not suffer them to come 
between us and our one fundamental duty of portraying and interpreting our own 
national life in our own language ' 
On ς December 1897 the first issue of a new Sunday paper had appeared, 
The Sunday Special, and that same month Grein had been appointed its 
dramatic critic. His first article appeared on 2 January 1898 and dealt 
with Laurence Irving's Peter The Great, produced at the Lyceum, by Sir 
Henry, the author's father.2 Weekly contributions regularly appeared 
under the heading Premières of the Week, which title was used for the first 
time on 24 April 1898. In 1903 The Sunday Special incorporated The 
Sunday Times by buying up this much older paper, and appeared on 
1
 The Morning Leader, 4 /6/01. 2 Cf. supra p . 82. 
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3 January as The Sunday Times. For some years the name was The Sunday 
Times and the Sunday Special, until it finally became The Sunday Times. 
Grein was its dramatic critic for twenty years, his last article appearing 
on 2 June 1918, and he had nearly all the articles that he wrote during the 
first five years reprinted in his five volumes of Dramatic Criticism.1 
Regularly at the end of every year Grein surveyed the dramatic situ-
ation, and "the record is one of which we have no reason to be proud, " 
as he wrote on 16 January 1898, could almost be taken as the keynote 
of these surveys for quite a number of years. 1898 was "a year of much 
cry and little wool," and 1899 "produced an immensity of quartz and an 
infinitesimal quantity of gold. " z Of 1900 "few plays have survived the 
year, and among those the majority not by virtue of their merits, but by 
their momentary influence on the exchequer of the playhouses." 3 The 
next year was a little better. 
Without taking an absolutely optimistic view, it is pretty safe to say that 1901 will 
occupy an honourable place in our yearbooks. 1900 was the year of Stephen Phillips's 
Herod and the intensified Shakespeare revival. 1901 was the year of Pinero's Ins and 
of a great activity among younger playwrights with H.Esmond in the vanguard . . . On 
the whole we view the future with confidence.* 
But 1902 was again a very bad year and it was "a really mournful work" 
to read over one's impressions of the last twelve months.s 
Grein was relentlessly outspoken in his criticism and he must at times 
have been heartily disliked by actors and playwrights as well as by 
managers. After a Playgoers' Club Dinner, at which the lack of new 
English plays had been discussed, George Alexander suggested setting up 
a playreading committee, and B.W.Findon proposed I.Zangwill, Max 
Beerbohm, J. T. Grein and himself as readers of all the plays sent in. The 
selected play would be referred to George Alexander as umpire. If he 
accepted it, Beerbohm Tree would select a cast and direct the pro-
duction. Grein did not believe that the scheme would work, and he 
could not co-operate with Mr. Findon, who hated Ibsen. Moreover he 
did not believe in Beerbohm Tree's promises : one had only to remember 
1
 Dramatic Criticism, by J. T. Grein, Vol. 1, London, 1899; Vol. 11 was entitled Premières 
of the Year, London, 1900; Vol. in, 1900-01, London, 1902; Vol. iv, 1901-03, London, 
1904 (favourably reviewed by William Archer in The Daily Chronicle, 27/1/04); Vol. v, 
1903, London, 190^. All the articles are reprints from the paper, except some in Vol. 1; 
viz. 4 articles reprinted from La Revue d'Art Dramaticjue, pp. 1-18; 3 articles from 
To-Morrow, pp. 180-91; and the text of Grein's speech on The Grave Responsibilities of 
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all Tree's other promises, of which Grein possessed a little list, and what 
had become of them.1 Rather stung, Tree wrote asking Grein to give 
him that "list of all the original plays and classics and of all the other 
promises, which, you state, I have not fulfilled. " Apparently not having 
expected that Tree would take issue with him, Grein replied evasively 
that there was "no need to buckle on the battle-sword." He had made 
his criticism "in amity and fairness" and now only wanted to remind Tree 
of his promise to the manager of the German Theatre to let him have 
Tree's theatre. Afterwards Tree had refused. "My remarks were not 
meant personally; I am never unfair and I hold you in esteem." Tree 
retorted testily that all he wanted was the list of his unfulfilled promises 
and that he was not concerned with Grein's good or bad opinions or 
esteem. This correspondence went on for some time and was published 
at Tree's request in The Sunday Special of 24 March 1901. One week 
later Grein published his list. It consisted of nine gossipy paragraphs 
from The Daily Mail and five from The Era, none of them containing any 
definite promise on Tree's part. Tree, therefore, had little trouble in 
refuting what he called Grein's 
wilful misrepresentation of the facts for the purpose of discrediting me. All managers 
make mistakes, but not such as to warrant the personal aspersions which Mr. Grein 
has before now thought fit to make concerning me . . . Mr. Grein, a theatrical 
entrepreneur himself, has no right to be a critic as well and to use his position on a 
newspaper to assail his fellow managers, even if he do so in the name of "the sacred 
cause of the British drama. " I know that cause - it comes from Amsterdam.2 
Tree's reference to Grein as a theatrical entrepreneur might relate to 
Grein's concern with the German Theatre in London, but it is more pro-
bable that Tree had in mind the series of Sunday Special Matinées, which 
Grein was organising at the time, as far as the selection of the casts and 
theatres were concerned. Grein organised these Matinees on the same 
lines on which he had organised his Independent Theatre performances, 
with this difference that now he had the financial backing of his paper. 
The first Matinee took place at the Royal Strand Theatre on 12 
February 1901. The play performed was one of Grein's old favourites, 
Pailleron's ¿e Monde où l'on s'ennuie, "faithfully translated by Miss 
M. Leonard and J. T. Grein, " with young H. Granville Barker in the cast. 
1
 The Sunday Special, 17/3/01: George Alexander's Munificence. 2 Ibid., 7/4/01. Cf. also 
The III. L.N., 16/10/20. A little later Grein had a quarrel with G.Alexander because of 
a number of false statements he had made in his review of one of Alexander's productions. 
Cf. The Sunday Special, 9/6/01. 
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A second performance was given at the Comedy Theatre, and on ι о April 
it was put into the evening bill at Terry's Theatre under the title of The 
Lion Hunters. The first performances were so well attended that Grein 
could write. "To me all this means one thing only: the promising 
future of the non-commercial drama. " ' In the same article Grein 
announced the production of a new and original play, a comedy in three 
acts by I.Zangwill, The Revolted Daughter, on 22 March at the Comedy 
Theatre, and Sudermann's permission to produce Das Glück im Winkel. 
As in the case of Le Monde I shall prepare a faithful translation of this tender domestic 
drama, and as I strongly believe in collaboration in order to obtain a finely-harmonized 
language, I have invited an English lady of German extraction, Miss Alice Greeven, 
to assist me in this work 
G. B. Shaw's "pleasant play" A Man of Destiny followed one week later, on 
29 March, at the same theatre, with H. Granville Barker as Napoleon and 
H. de Lange, the ex-director of the Independent Theatre as Guiseppe, the 
innkeeper. The farewell performance of the German Theatre in London, 
Ibsen's Nora, at the Apollo Theatre on 1 2 April counted as the fourth 
Matinée.3 For his next Matinée Grein had "secured The Jensen Family, a 
very remarkable Danish play, a strong and realistic comedy in four acts, 
by Edgar Hoyer, which had been very successful in Germany and in 
Scandinavia."4 It was staged at the Criterion Theatre on 23 April. 
Brieux' Blanchette, in an English version by Miss M. Leonard and J. T. 
Grein,s and A Happy Nook, Alice Greeven's and Grein's translation of 
Das Glück im Winkel,6 both at the Court Theatre on 24 and 2ξ May, and 
directed by Max Behrend, were the last two Matinées. 
The performance of Le Monde où Von s,ennuie, which Grein had intro-
duced to his readers as "a really mordant satire and onslaught on the 
fossilized aristocracy" 7 was quite successful, much more so than that of 
The Revolted Daughter, directed by H.Granville Barker, even if the re-
viewer of The Sunday Special wrote : 
When the Comédie Anglaise (as the Sunday Special Theatre may one day be called, if 
its success should be commensurate with Mr Grein's endowment of zeal and energy) 
1
 The Sunday Special, 24/2/01. From this date till 30/6/01 and on 13/4/02 the paper 
provided detailed information about the Matinées. 2 H. de Lange played the same part 
in the Vedrenne-Barker production m 1907. 3 Cf. supra, p . 144. * The Sunday Special, 
3/3/01. s Possibly a different version from the one produced by the Ind. Theatre in 
1898; Cf. supra, pp. 113, 116. 6 The same play was produced at the Coronet Theatre 
in 1909. The playbill (BDL) does not mention the translator(s). ' The Sunday Special, 
3 / 2 / 0 1 . 
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produced Mr. Zangwill's play, it fulfilled the function of discovering the new as 
well as that of reviving the old,1 
or, as Grein had called it "of assisting the great unacted. " 2 
This reviewer was Osman Edwards, who had been invited by the 
editor of the paper to deal with the Matinées in the same spirit of candour 
and independence, which his own dramatic critic applied to the regular 
theatre.3 O. Edwards certainly was candid about The Jensen Family: 
The play deviates now into farce, now into melodrama, Perhaps one should not be 
ungrateful to Mr. Grein for sandwiching this lurid melodrama between masterpieces 
by Ibsen and Sudermann, since it serves to enhance their value. But when he goes 
next to Copenhagen for a play, I hope he will bear in mind the existence of less tur-
bulent writers, of Otto Benzon or Gunnar Heiberg.* 
Shaw was beginning to be well-known and The Man of Destiny had already 
been staged at a suburban theatre, the Grand Theatre, Croydon, on ι July 
1897, after Henry Irving had first promised and then refused to produce 
it at the Lyceum. Neither Nora nor Blanchette were new to London, and 
A Happy Nook, not too modem for London tastes, was quietly successful.s 
The series was quite popular and even Clement Scott was delighted 
with these Matinées,6 which were usually followed by speeches and dis-
cussions, Grein being in the chair and providing his hospitable At Home 
to a large gathering of friends and sympathisers, who, however often they are com-
pelled to differ from him on questions of policy and judgment, willingly recognise 
his devotion to the stage and his ability to provide them with excellent entertainment.7 
The seven Sunday Special Matinees were only part of a much larger 
scheme Grein had set up, used as he was to doing things on a large scale. 
In The Sunday Special of 17 March 1901 he announced: Our Repertoire. 
I have acquired the sole rights and incorporated in the repertoire: 
Max Nordau's Dr. Kohn. 
Sudermann's Die Schmetterlingsschlacht (The Battle of the Butterflies). 
4he Sunday Special, 24/3/01. г Ibid., 24/2/01. з Ibid., 24/3/01. • Ibid., 28/4/01. 
5
 Ibid., 30/6/01. 6 The Free Lance, 6/4/01, p. 10. Grein, who had made up with Scott 
- they had agreed to disagree, as Mrs. Grein put it, Cf. Orme, p . 163 - contributed a 
number of articles to this journal between June-October 1902. In 1908 he became its 
co-editor for a time. He wrote weekly articles, not on the drama, but "concerned with 
some phase of life he had observed, glimpses of the ever present drama of humanity that 
interested h im." Cf. Orme, ρ, 164. At that same time he wrote similar articles in 
London Opinion, and for some years also a weekly column, On London Highways in To-Day. 
Cf. The Sunday Special, 26/10/02. 7 O. Edwards in The Sunday Special, 31/3/01. 
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Felix Philippi's Der Dornenweg (Thorny Path), Das Erbe (The Legacy). 
Paul Lindau's Der Herr im Hause (The Master of the House). 
Lucien Besnard's La Domaine. 
Virgile Josz and Louis Durmur's Rembrandt.1 
These plays are in addition to Nordau's Right to Love and The Shackle, Sudermann's 
Das Glück im Winkel and Brieux' Blanchette. Moreover, and that is the most pleasant 
feature of all, I have obtained leave to revive the first successful original play of the 
Independent Theatre, G.B.Shaw's Widowers' Houses. 
Many more contracts are in course of completion. 
Authors were told that new plays were coming in "to the tune of one or 
two per day" and that a competent reader had been engaged. Conse-
quently a reading-fee would be charged on the same basis as the Lord 
Chamberlain's, to cover the expenses. As for actors, those who had ac-
cepted parts and relinquished them afterwards without good reason, were 
warned that they would never again be allowed to appear in the Matinées, 
"under our banner we want workers, not philanderers. " So many actors 
had applied for parts, that Grein had decided "to attend every Wednesday 
in March from j -6 p.m. at the Comedy Theatre to meet my corre-
spondents by appointment. " 2 
Then he founded the Premières Club "to meet the convenience of many 
playgoers who wish to be present and have fixed seats at our Matinees. " î A 
circular was sent out with details about joining the Club and with the reper-
toire, which contained two of the old Independent Theatre plays.* José 
Echegaray's Mariana was already in preparation and scheduled for pro-
duction on 3 May 1901, when it was discovered that Mrs. Patrick 
Campbell possessed the rights and it had to be abandoned.s "Through 
the munificence of some American citizens," however, Grein could 
announce the production in May or June next of a drama by the well-
known American poet, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, Mercedes.6 In May de 
Balzac's Mercadet, which was "in course of translation by Mr. A. Teixeira 
de Mattos," and Dumas Fils' Denise, "as translated by Mr. Clement Scott, " 
were added to the repertoire.7 Mercedes was to be performed on 6 June 
together with A First Call, Teixeira de Mattos's version of Une Visite de 
1
 Cf. The Sunday Special, jo/10/98. Here Grein printed "as a specimen to show of what 
stuff the play is made and how my collaborator Mr. M. L. Churchill and myself will 
attempt to do justice to the language of the French authors," the translation of the first 
scene of Act ν of this play, which was published in 1896 and which he called "a work 
ranking high as a work of art, because it unites literature and drama in harmonious 
fraternity." 1 The Sunday Special, 10/3/01. 3 Ibid., 24/3/01. • Ibid., 31/3/01. ¡Ibid., 
21/4/01. 6 Ibid., 2 1 / 4 / 0 1 . ' Ibid., 1 2 / ί / ο ι . 
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Noces, "the famous play by Dumas Fils." It would be the penultimate 
production of the summer season, and the sixth of the Premières Club.1 
It had to be cancelled, however, as the censor, Mr. Redford, refused to 
license A First Call. 
Mr. Redford objects to the "morality" of this work, which is considered a little chef 
d'oeuvre all the world over. We now understand why Mr. Redford licensed Kitty 
Grey and other highly moral articles de Pans, and we consider that all discussion may be 
fitly adjourned until we are in a position to compare in these columns the "morality" 
of Sapho (licensed after much palaver, because it is a commercial drama "which can 
do no wrong") with the forbidden ethics of A First Call.2 
In the end Mercedes was "indefinitely postponed. " It was too short for a 
performance by itself, and too long to be put on with A Happy NookJ 
One year later Grein tried to revive the Matinées, and on 13 April 1902 
he announced in his paper a performance of Mercedes together with 
Pailleron's L'Autre Motif, to be played by Madame Ludovici and M. Paul 
Berton "of La Petite Comédie Française, " but the Matinées could not be 
continued. 
In 1902 Grein translated together with Henry Hooton Pailleron's La 
Souris, which was produced as The Mouse at the Comedy Theatre on 11 
December 1902, and another French play, La Fiammina, by Mario 
Uchard, which appeared at the Prince of Wales' Theatre on 9 January 
1903 as Fiammina, an older, anonymous version of which had been staged 
at the St. James's Theatre on 29 January 1872. O.Edwards, reviewing 
them both at great length and fairly favourably, pointed out 
The excellent work of the translators, who have once more performed an inter-
national service by giving us this excellent version of M. Uchard's play.4 
Shortly afterwards Grein founded the Dramatic Debaters' Society,5 of 
which very little documentary evidence is left. Among the playbills at 
the British Drama League library, London, Volume 1906, there is a 
notice of "Performances under the auspices of the Dramatic Debaters, 
President J .T. Grein, " on Sunday 2ς February 1906 at the New Royalty 
Theatre, where Miss Vere D'Arsay, The Death of a Soul, and The Maker of 
Women were performed. These must be the three one-act plays sent in 
by F. M. Meyer, Robert Kelso, and Edith Browne, to compete, in a 
1
 The Sunday Special, 26/f/oi. 2 Ibid., 9/6/01. 3 Ibid., 16/6/01. In the 1901 volume 
of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London, there is a notice of the Premières Club, 
President J. T. Grein, together with a list of the repertoire. * ¡bid., 14/12/01, 11/1/03. 
> Cf. Orme, pp. 214-9. 
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one-act play competition organised by the Dramatic Debaters in 1905, 
and pronounced by the adjudicators (Hamilton Fyfe and Grein) to be the 
best of those sent in. The same Gieen Room Book for 1909, which contains 
this information,1 shows that the Dramatic Debaters were still active in 
1909, meeting every Sunday at Frascati's to discuss the drama and matters 
of interest to playgoers.2 
About this time Grein was invited to become the editor of Stars of the 
Stage, a series of biographies of dramatists and actors. He agreed readily, 
and four small volumes: Ellen Terry, by Christopher St. John; Herbert 
Beerbohm Tree, by Mrs. George Cran; W. S. Gilbert, by Edith A. Browne; 
and Sir Charles Wyndham, by Mrs. Teignmore Shore, were published in 
1908, with introductions by Grein. 
Grein travelled a great deal at the time, mostly on business, but he always 
came back with ideas. Once, on his return from Paris, he wrote A Hint 
to Maecenas, in which he advocated a scheme for training playwrights, and 
suggested travel scholarships for aspirant authors, "to be selected by 
ballot," for a stay of six months in continental theatrical centres, and 
allowing them time to write a play on their return. The necessary 
money ("£3,000 could do all this") should be provided by the Govern-
ment or the County Council, but as they refused, he appealed for 
donations. J 
In October 1901 he went to America for two months. The Editor of 
The Sunday Special, announcing Grein's departure, expressed hopes of an 
"early return, to resume those brilliant chronicles of the English stage. " 
Meanwhile his dramatic critic would send home articles on the American 
stage.* During the following weeks there appeared four articles, 
Americana, on anything under the American sun, except the theatre, until 
in a fifth article Grein told his readers of his disappointment, as the 
American theatre was even more commercialised than the theatre in 
England. He was, however, pleased to be able to report that at the 
moment English art reigned supreme in New York with Justin Huntly 
McCarthy's If 1 Were King, "the finest romantic cape et epée drama ever 
written by an Englishman since my recollection, which began in 188^," 
soon to be seen at the St. James's Theatre ; with Henry Irving and Ellen 
Terry, scoring great successes with a number of Lyceum plays ; and with 
Charles Hawtrey, who was very successful with A Message from Mars* 
1
 Creen Room Book, 1909, p. 666. 2 Ibidem. Cf. also The Sunday Times, 28/3/09. 3 The 
Sunday Special, 3/3/01. • Ibid., 6/10/01. ¡Ibid., 1/12/01. 
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The next article, which was to deal with "Some Plays and Players in 
America, " quite characteristically never appeared. 
With the Stage Society, which Grein later called "the direct off-spring of 
my Independent Theatre, " I and with the Vedrenne-Barker seasons at the 
Court Theatre, 1904-07, Grein was never connected in any managerial 
capacity. There was, however some sort of connection, and he always 
supported both movements — as he supported any new movement — 
although his criticism was sometimes severe. In the first annual report 
of the Stage Society, 1899-1900, Grein's name was among those of the 
members of the Reading and Advising Committee,2 and he helped to 
secure Hauptmann's permission for the production of Lonely Lives in 
1901.З He did the same for the Dutch play, The Good Hope, by H. Heijer-
mans, produced in 1903, and possibly for another Heyermans play, Links, 
staged in 1908, although his name is not mentioned in the playbill.* In 
1906 the Stage Society produced Midsummer Fires, Sudermann''s Johannis-
feuer, translated by Grein and his wife.s The Stage Society also occasion­
ally made use of the services as directors of Max Behrend and Hans 
Andresen of the German Theatre in London, and of players like Mrs. 
Theodore Wright, whose rise to fame was, in a way, due to Grein.6 
There was less connection with the Vedrenne-Barker seasons, but 
H. Granville Barker had appeared in several of the Sunday Special Matinees, 
one of which, The Man of Destiny, was taken on with partly the same cast.7 
Although the Vedrenne-Barker seasons went some way towards a 
repertory theatre, Grein, who wanted a proper London Repertory 
Theatre, brought up the subject again and again.8 Referring once more 
to the Trial Stage in Italian cities," and remarking that von Moser, 
although seventy years old, still tested his plays before putting them on 
the stage, Grein urged the imitation of the Italian institution in England 
1
 The 111. L.N., 19/10/29, 16/11/29. z Cf. 1900 volume of playbills at the B.D.L.library, 
London. 3 Cf. supra, p . 147. + The Incorporated Stage Society, Ten Years, 1899-1909, 
London, 1909, p. 86. s Cf. supra, p . 147. Miss Horniman's Repertory Theatre gave nine 
performances of this play in Manchester in 1909, cf. Rex Pogson, Miss Hormman, p . 200. 
In June 1904 Grein had married Miss Alice Greeven, with whom he had, among other 
plays, translated Sudermann's Schmetterhngsschlacht as The Battle of the Butterßies. Cf. supra, 
p . 1 $4. There is a privately printed copy of this play at the B.D.L. library. No record 
of performance was found. 6 Cf. The Incorporated Stage Society, pp. 40, 4^, 69, 72. 
7 Cf. supra, p . i£4. β Cf. The Court Theatre 1904-1907. A Commentary and Criticism, 
by Desmond MacCarthy, London, 1907, which provides a full list of the repertoire. 
' Cf. supra, pp. i 4 - i , Í8-9. 
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and went on to plead for the establishment of some repertory theatre ina 
London suburb, "where a manager with a sound commercial head could 
do something. " There were plenty of new plays, Grein maintained. He 
was sent an average of 120 plays a year, and he was convinced that 
managers were receiving many more. At this very moment he had in his 
possession at least three dramatic efforts of fairly well-known dramatists, 
all three deserving of production, which was denied them by the 
commercialism of the London theatre. 
If a repertory theatre were founded for the purpose of encouraging promising writers 
to devote themselves to the drama, two ends would be successfully met : many 
unemployed actors would find a permanent and stimulating occupation; and the 
efforts of new writers could not but in the end widen the horizon of the English 
drama.' 
In The Sunday Times of i^ January 190J he published a fully detailed 
scheme : An English Repertory Theatre. Its Artistic Possibility and Financial 
Basis. The Origin of the Project.2 A repertoire had already been chosen 
"from the great literature of the past and from contemporary literature" 
with names of playwrights running from F. Anstey to I. Zangwill. Grein 
admitted that, although actors were there in plenty ("we do not want 
stars"), it would be a problem to find a suitable stage-manager or 
director, but he could be found. After detailed financial estimates of 
five seasons, salaries, pensions, etc., he concluded that a repertory 
theatre, as suggested by him, would pay its way, and that only financial 
support was needed to put it on its feet. There was no response, un­
fortunately, as "in the opinion of all who cared for the stage, the 19ος 
season was one of financial, intellectual and artistic barrenness." 3 
Two years later, just after he had been elected a member of the 
Council of the newly founded Society of Dramatic Critics, with A. B. 
Walkley as President and W. Archer as Vice-president,* he appealed 
again for funds. This time he wanted an English theatre in Paris, an 
"Entente Cordiale Theatre," as "a theatre was such an excellent 
mediator between peoples. " s 
1
 The Sunday Special, Ig/j/i^oa. 2 Cf. also The Ladies' Field, 2 I / I / O J and Dram. Criticism, 
Vol. v. Introduction, з The Sunday Times, 23/7/0^. • Ibid., 13/1/07. "The prime mover 
of its establishment being Mr. J. T. Grein,"ace. to the Green Room Book for 1909,p. 667. 
Cf. also Orme, pp. 230-2, on the Critics' Circle, s Ibid., 20/1/07. Such things as a series 
of talks by Grein to The Women's Institute for their Friday Literary Conferences (Cf. 
1901 vol. of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London) and talks for Oxford under-
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Before the year was out, Grein founded the Anglo-Continental Dra­
matic Club, the aim and object of which was to spread the fame of the 
British drama on the Continent. This was another of Grein's cherished 
schemes, to which he returned again and again. "A generous friend" of 
his, wrote Grein, had laid the foundation stone, and although ί^,οοο 
was needed, he was prepared to start with a company of 12-1 £ actors of 
tried competence, if he had £2,000 in the bank. He was planning a 
series of performances of six plays, the necessary scenery for which could 
easily be found in any continental theatre, and the leading British dra­
matists (Pinero, Jones, Carton, Sutro and Shaw) were being asked to 
co-operate by allowing their plays to be produced abroad.1 This an­
nouncement was made a week after a complimentary dinner at the 
Criterion Restaurant in honour of Grein, to celebrate his twenty-five 
years of service as dramatic critic. The dinner was attended by over 4^0 
people and Grein was presented with a bust of himself, the work of the 
sculptor Courtney Pollock. 
Several hundred people paid me last Sunday, 1 December 1907, a personal compliment 
and several hundred more sent me a kind thought by letter or wire. Fully conscious 
that this hommage is far in excess of my humble services to the drama, I hereby tender 
to one and all the gratitude of an overflowing heart.2 
Appointed dramatic critic of The Ladies' Field his weekly contributions 
appeared in this paper under the title of Masks and Faces from 1 January 
ΐ9θ£ till 8 June 1918, one week after Grein's last article had appeared 
in The Sunday Times and one day before he tendered his resignation as 
dramatic critic of that paper.3 
Extensive checking of the files of The Ladies' Field and comparing its 
articles with those in The Sunday Times, revealed that, although by no 
means identical, the articles in The Ladies' Field are as a rule simply 
shortened versions of what had appeared a week or more before in The 
Sunday Times. The same happened when Grein started writing for the 
Financial News. Between 7 January 1913 and 10 September 1914 Grein 
wrote some 9 ς articles for this paper, under the title of At the Sign of the 
graduates on The Drama and Human Emotion (Cf. The Sunday Times, Sjiljoj, Grein even 
promised to provide a London theatre if they wrote a play), must go unrecorded, and so 
must his rather casual concerns with amateur dramatic clubs. Cf. Orme, pp. 194-J. 
1
 The Sunday Times, 8/12/07. 2 Ibidem. ' The Ladies' Field, Fashion, Society, Art, Drama, 
Music, Sport. Although the reason why Grein left the paper was no doubt the same as 
why he left The Sunday Times, the paper never published any reference to his departure. 
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Rose, a "romantic heading, " as the Editor wrote, urging his readers not to 
miss "Mr. Grein's delightful gossipy criticisms." 1 Of these 95 contri­
butions the greater part also appeared in The Ladies' Field and most of the 
rest in The Sunday Times. Some ι ξ short notices of plays, musical comedies 
and a few operas are to be found in the Financial News only. Although not 
identical, the articles in the three papers can hardly be considered, as 
Mrs. Grein did, as three different analyses of every play, "always, of 
course, arriving at similar results. " 2 After The Sunday Times the two 
other papers provide nothing new. 
Grein did not write for any Dutch papers at the time, but he kept up 
his occasional contributions to the Paris magazines, La Revue d'An Drama­
tique and Gif Blas, of which last paper he was appointed London corre­
spondent in 1906. Again there is nothing new in those French magazines. 
Apart from notices of London productions, there are articles of a more 
general nature. Practically all of them, however, had already been 
published or were published later in English as a number of them in 
Dramatic Criticism, Vol. 1, clearly shows.3 Grein's contributions to French 
papers and his services to French dramatic art in London led in 1911 to 
his being made an Ojficier de l'Instruction Publique by the French Govern­
ment. 4 
During twenty years 1 have seen, digested and summed up more than 3ioo English 
plays. I have survived it and preserved my enthusiasm. Surely after this confession 
even my bitterest foe could not accuse me of being blasé.* 
Indeed, nobody could accuse Grein of being blasé, but as a critic he was 
very severe, and relatively few of the thousands of performances and 
plays which he attended fully satisfied him, although he almost always 
enjoyed them. In The Grave Responsibilities of Dramatic Criticism he wrote, 
after pointing out the incompetence of the majority of the English critics, 
their want of breadth and tolerance, their insularity, their ignorance of 
continental drama, and their lack of enthusiasm, 
Criticism does not simply mean to praise or blame; it means to sum up, to show 
where the faults lie and how they can be remedied, and to extol good work, with 
ample evidence for such praise. 
That is the mission of dramatic criticism, and whoever is too indolent or ignorant 
to work on these principles is unworthy of the office he holds. 
Most English dramatic critics are quite unconscious of their grave responsibilities. 
1
 Finaacial News, 6/1/13. 2 Cf. Orme, p. 162. э Cf. supra, p . 1 ¡г, η . ι. • Cf. Orme, 
p. 163. 5 The Sunday Times, 6/10/07. 
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They forget - many wilfully - that the drama is not a plaything, but an institution 
which should be the pride and the mirror of the nation. They forget that to stimulate 
the good, one must be severe and without fear or favour . . . They forget that in 
judging lightly, hastily, unlovingly, they trifle with the careers, the ambitions, the 
hopes of toilers, whose work, when it is honest, is worthy of all consideration and 
reverence. They forget lastly, that while impartiality should be extended to all, the 
lesser lights, when they err, should be leniently dealt with, while the strong and the 
prominent, by virtue of their very position, should be castigated when, in the hunt 
after money, they should commit violence upon the sacred course of art. 
Where then would I seek my ideal? . . . Intellectual laziness is the fault of our 
players as well as of their judges ; we should work and in the immensity of our task 
before us recognise the smallness of our knowledge. 
I contend that every dramatic critic should strive to be a linguist and know 
English, French and German. The French critics may be able to do without it, but 
all the other critics must study languages and the best of them all over Europe do. 
Did not Archer learn the Scandinavian tongues in ripe manhood? And do we not 
owe to him that, at least, Ibsen, Hauptmann, Brandes and others are something more 
than mere names to us? . . . 
Above all the critic should feel conscious that the office he holds is one of great 
and grave importance ; that he should approach his work with paternal affection, . . . 
that, whatever the circulation of his paper, he deals with the life-work and the career 
of those he judges. Therefore he should be without fear, favour or prejudice, and 
divest himself as far as possible from all human pettiness . . . One element alone he 
should fight, and that is the impure. Persons of irregular life, women brought upon 
the stage by notoriety, should not hold a passport to praise and glory. Merit alone 
should be the standard . . . Let me say, that I hold the office of dramatic critic as 
sacred as the exalted function of Her Majesty's judges, . . . and there should be but 
one desire — to do one's duty by what one believes to be true.1 
Although this hardly conforms to "retracing the creative path the 
playwright took," which Laurence Kitchin rightly considers as the per-
ceptive critic's task,2 these were certainly very high standards, and very 
few English critics can have lived up to them, not even Grein himself. 
As for taking his work seriously, however, and as far as his knowledge of 
languages was concerned, Grein certainly compared favourably with his 
contemporaries. A few years later he wrote : 
Above all, critics should be artists. They should be chosen from and rewarded as 
the élite of the literary world.* 
1
 Cf. J .T . Grein, Dramatic Criticism, Vol. I, London, 1899, pp. 192-201. Cf. also supra, 
pp. IJ9 n. 4, 1^2 n. 1. 2 Cf. Mid-Century Drama, London, i960, p . 86. ' The 
Sunday Special, 22/1 i / o j : Concerning Dramatic Criticism. The same articles appeared, 
enlarged, in the Green Room Book for 1907, pp. 4^4-8, as The Vexed Question of Dramatic 
Criticism. 
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His taste could be peculiar and his insistence on the educative value of 
the drama led him to curious choices and praises. He once wrote : "It 
may not be the mission of the theatre to initiate propaganda, " ' but 
progressive ideas not digested into drama often found favour with him. 
Maxim Gorki's The Lower Depths, produced by the Stage Society, was "as 
good as a sermon," and to the question; what was the good of bringing 
such things on the stage, he replied: 
No good whatsoever to the pleasure-seeker, nor on a soil where the theatre has no 
educational mission. But elsewhere, where one recognises that the stage, like the 
pulpit, can be a great motor for good, . . . its effect cannot be but for good.1 
For the same reason Grein admired Shaw, and his admiration for what 
he called Shaw's "wonderful and powerful intellect," made him for a 
long time oblivious of Shaw's defects as a dramatist : lack of plot, extra-
ordinary construction, creation of types instead of characters, and lack 
of conciseness in the dialogue. Grein repeatedly pointed out these 
defects, but side-tracking the issue, he condoned in Shaw the faults which 
he condemned in others. He even seemed to consider them, as often as 
not, as so many virtues. Of all Shaw's plays that Grein reviewed up to 
1918, few were considered failures by him and for most he had nothing 
but the highest praise. 
It is unlikely that Grein, after in a way discovering Shaw and intro-
ducing him to the non-commercial London stage with the Independent 
Theatre production of Widowers' Houses in 1892, refused The Philanderer, 
as he was too badly in need at the time of new and certainly of original 
plays. It is more likely that Shaw might have had hopes of better financial 
returns than the Independent Theatre could afford.3 The play was not 
produced until 1905 at a suburban theatre, and when it was revived at 
the Court Theatre in 1907, Grein wrote that the old play, "Shaw's one 
complete failure, " should have been left alone. Even the Germans, who 
idolized Shaw, never performed it.-* 
By this time Grein had apparently forgotten about Mrs. Warren s 
1
 The Sunday Special, 6/1 2/03. 2 Ibid., 30/11/03. Cf. also The Sunday Times, 2 j / i 2/04 and 
18/2/06, where Tolstoy's The Power of Darkness and Gorki's Nachtasyl are dealt with in the 
same way and style. ' Anna I. Miller, The Independent Theatre in Europe, 1887 to the Present, 
New York, 1931, p . 17$, maintains that The Philanderer was "specially written for the 
Independent Theatre, but proved too difficult to cast. " With a cast of eight characters 
only and no particularly elaborate settings and scenery, this does not seem very likely. 
Cf. supra, p . 122. Thirty years after the event, Grein said indeed that he had refused the 
play for his Independent Theatre. The 111. L.N., 27/1/23. * The Sunday Special, 10/2/07. 
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Profession, Shaw's third play, which was put on privately by the Stage 
Society at the theatre of the New Lyric Club, on ς and 6 January 1902. 
The progressive and liberal Grein, who together with W. Archer had 
approved of the play in reading, was deeply shocked. 
It was an exceedingly uncomfortable afternoon. For there was a majority of women 
to listen to that which could only be understood by a minority of men . . . By all 
means let us initiate our daughters . . . But there is a boundary line . . . the repre­
sentation was unnecessary and painful. It is mainly for these reasons that, in spite of 
my great admiration for Bernard Shaw, the play was not brought out by the late 
Independent Theatre. 
The play is a "problem play" in the fullest sense of the word. Mr. Shaw will 
probably deny it, and claim that it is ordinary actable drama, but the text will give 
evidence in my favour. We hear Mr. Shaw all the time, and whatever vitality the 
characters possess is not their own, but Mr. Shaw's . . . The point is whether the 
problem is worth discussing and whether it has been dealt with in an adequate and 
convincing manner. I say no on both accounts. The problem is neither vital nor 
important. It has none of the raison d'être of Le Fils de Coralie, La Dame aux Camélias 
or Ghosts . . . If Mr. Shaw had fully known the nature of Mrs. Warren's profession 
he would have left the play unwritten or have produced a tragedy of heartrending 
power. Now he has merely philandered around a dangerous subject . . . and produced 
a play of a needlessly "unpleasant" understructure to no useful end.1 
When Aims and the Man was revived at the Savoy in 1908, Grein wrote 
that he had never liked this "anti-romantic play. " 
When produced in 1894, I was the one sad soul in the house. I found it in bad taste 
at the expense of foreign nations and of the military profession. I disliked the un-
womanly woman. Today in 1908 I like the play even less. I can afford to be direct, 
for I admire Shaw, love much of his work and have ever acclaimed him a man of 
genius. The revival is a mistake and likely to give offence. The Balkan countries 
have cause of complaint and so have soldiers.2 
Candida, however, in the Stage Society performance of 1900, was "im-
mensely superior to nearly every other play produced by our native 
authors. " 
1
 The Sunday Special, i l / i / o l . Cf. supra, p . 122. Cf. also A.Nicoli, op. cit., ν, p. 203. 
2
 The Sunday Times, ¡jijoS; cf. also ibid., ijiojii. The play was produced for the first 
time by Florence Farr in 1894 with the financial help of Miss Horniman, who thus made 
the first really public performance of a play by Shaw possible. Shaw fully acknowledged 
his indebtedness to Miss Horniman in his Preface for Politicians to his John Bull's Other 
Island, London, 1914, p . v, Constable Edition. Although Shaw allowed Widowers' Houses 
and some of his other plays to be performed by Miss Homiman's Repertory Theatre in 
Manchester, most of the time he refused her permission to produce his plays, no doubt 
because she could offer but meagre financial inducement. Cf. Rex Pogson, Miss Horni-
man, London, I9Í4 , pp. vii, ix, 8, 33, 184-j . 
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To essay criticism of Shaw's plays is like trying to catch eels with your hands. He 
has a wonderful intellect and he defies discipline, logic, common sense and all the 
rules and regulations of a well-ordered tradition. He will make his characters do 
things which in other writers we condemn as impossible or scom as hopelessly 
illogical. Yet, if unblinded by prejudice, we cannot get away from the fact that this 
audacious wag of a man rivets our attention, stimulates our brain, conquers our 
protest and constrains us to bow before his knowledge of human nature, and before 
the intrepid and trenchant manner in which he takes it to task.1 
Although ridiculed by many, The Devil's Disciple was 
A great play, a very fine study of character, lined with humour, and all the more 
forcible since it is not machine-made, but springs from the author's nature,2 
and it was one of the three plays of 1899 which were much above the 
average.3 Grein expressed his admiration for The Man of Destiny, which 
to many others was "less a play than a simple medium for the airing of 
the author's well-known opinions,'''* by including it in his Sunday 
Special Matinées.5 How She Lied to Her Husband, he considered a blunder 
and unworthy of its master, as it was a mere descent into buffoonery, 
such as was dear to an older generation, when rough-and-tumble farces 
were popular. Shaw was famous in America and in Germany, but in 
England so far he was only "the idol of the few" and he should not write 
a skit on his own best work (Candida) as it could not do him any good 
with the public.6 You Never Can Tell was, in Grein's opinion, "from a 
purely dramatic point of view no play at all. " It lacked plot, construction, 
and passion, while the dialogue made Grein wonder how the author 
could say so much and say it so longwindedly without boring us before 
we were half through. But that was Shaw's secret. He could "afford to 
do what would be fatal to others." He could upset the whole dramatic 
code, play havoc with the notions of climax, characterisation and 
conciseness of dialogue, but listen one must, for he fascinated and what-
ever he said was worth hearing. His "simulated want of feeling was but 
a mantle to disguise his familiarity with human weaknesses. " So far Shaw 
was only testing how far he could tax and rely on the intelligence of the 
audience, and his plays were only ephemeral experiments, but 
the great thinker, who has fathomed Wagner and Ibsen deeper than any contemporary 
writer in England, is bound, in middle age, to abandon the jester's bauble for the 
trowel of the master builder.' 
1
 The Sunday Special, 8/7/1900; also The Sunday Times, 26/4/04. г Ibid., 1/10/99. 
3
 Ibid., 24/12/99, • A.Nicoli, op. cit., ν , p. 204. 5 Cf. supra, pp. ιςί-ς. 6 The Sunday 
Times, sji¡o¡. 1 The Sunday Special, n/f/igoo. 
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When the play was revived in 1906 at the Court Theatre, Grein stuck to 
his original opinion as he did with regard to other Shaw revivals at that 
same theatre,1 such as that of Captain Brassbound's Conversion, which still 
contained "sterling stuff."2 The Admirable Basbville, or Constancy Un­
rewarded was, again, no good as a play and too longwinded, but it was 
often very witty as a huge skit on our drama, melodrama and poetic plays.3 
About John Bull's Other Island, Man and Superman, Major Barbara, The 
Doctor's Dilemma, and Don juan in Hell, all Vedrenne-Barker productions 
at the Court Theatre, 1904-1907, Grein went on in the same style and 
at great length. 
Mr. Shaw is the most brilliant, the deepest (if not profoundest), the most daringly 
original dramatist of our day . . . his brainpower is superior to that of all our dramatists 
and all his critics . . . Now that he is acknowledged at home and abroad - in Germany 
he is the object of a cult and in France and in the Netherlands he is looked upon as a 
great thinker and a humourist of the subtlest power + — he can venture to do what in 
others would prove fatal. He may convert the stage into a hustings and argue ad 
infinitum.^ 
The failure of The Doctor's Dilemma, due to the mistake of the death scene, 
was yet "a most brilliant failure,"6 and John Bull's Othei Island, whether 
treated seriously or not, defied criticism, as its dramatic form was simply 
an excuse for having all Shaw's views expounded viva voce. But "that was 
a side-issue. " The main point was whether it was amusing. It was "more 
than amusing" and "it kindled so many reflections, that their multitude 
was bewildering and could not be well sifted after one hearing. " 7 
Getting Married, on the other hand, showed that Shaw had no sense of 
dramatic proportion, a thing he could "learn from his bugbear 
Shakespeare. " 8 The Shewing-up of Blanco Posnet greatly annoyed Grein, as 
it was boring, and a play for a novice, not for Shaw, whose criticizing, 
moreover, of the Divine Power was in bad taste,« and Misalliance 
appalled him. 1 0 
Androcles and the Lion was delightful to read and "as a spectacle a feast,Яі1 
The Music Cure was fun, but people would see more in it than met the eye, 
because Shaw wrote it. There was not more in it, and it was a sad 
spectacle to see a great man like Shaw at this tomfoolery.12 Augustus Does 
1
 The Sunday Times, ιi/7/06 and 22/7/09. 2 Ibid., 2^/3/06. 3 The Sunday Special, 18/6/03. 
* The Sunday Times, 6/11/04. 5 Ibid., 6/11/04, iS/j/oj, 3/1 2/of. 6 ibid., 2 J / M / O 6 . 
•> ibid., 6/11/04. »Ibid., 17/Í/08. "»Ibid., 12/12/09. ^Ibid., 27/12/10. "Ibid., 
7/9/13· "Ibid., 1/2/14. 
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his Bit, finally, was "a lark, " l and nobody, not even Shaw's greatest 
admirers, could praise his Inca of Perusalem.2 
However much Grein was blinded by Shaw's brilliance, as a rule he was 
good at spotting new real dramatic talent and at distinguishing good 
from bad among the products of the established playwrights. He easily 
reviewed ι £o to 200 plays per year. This makes a total of between three 
and four thousand during his twenty years with The Sunday Times, and it is 
clearly impossible to record his opinion of every play and playwright. 
Of the established playwrights Pinero remained Grein's favourite. He 
gave high praise to Trelawney of the "Wells" 3 and to The Gay lord Quex, 
which he procured for Holland, where it was "produced with gratifying 
success" and praised by the press in spite of "the Anglophobia now raging 
in Holland." * It had been "the play of 1899, as The Second Mrs. Tanqueray 
had marked an epoch several years ago." s his, with which Pinero 
"consolidated our vote of unabated confidence," was "the play of 1901 " 
and Pinero's power, his insight into human nature, and the boldness with 
which he tackled subjects "disagreeable to the British puritan and often 
ostracized by the censor," were greatly praised. For the first time 
Pinero had really done in his what the Frenchman Jean Jullien called 
"carving slices out of life and placing them on the stage in an artistic 
manner. "
 ή
 Letty was marred by a weak last act, that "Pineroesque defect 
which occurred in most of his latter day work," although Grein was 
convinced, as he wrote when reviewing a revival of The Notorious Mrs. 
Ebbsmith, that the censor and not Pinero was to blame for this. Left to 
himself "Pinero would have built a fine tragedy, and it was a ghastly 
thought that for the sake of government supervision a fine work should 
thus be spoilt and sapped of its vitality. " ' In Letty the defect was 
serious, for 
Here Pinero dons the magisterial robe and proceeds to preach British morality. It 
will please Mrs. Grundy, but artistically it is all wrong and logically false, as the 
artist Pinero must know. On the other hand, the play is a great success. Pinero is a 
master of his craft and from a theatrical point of view failure is almost impossible. 
He knows the limits of the stage, and its licence, and his every move is planned. 
1
 The Sunday Times, 18/1/17. г Ibid., 13/1/18. J The Sunday Special, 23/1/98. This 
article is reprinted in Specimens of English Dramatic Criticism, XV11-XX Centuries, Selected 
and introduced by A. C. Ward, London, 1945, pp. 218-21. Cf. also The Sunday Times, 
э/э/1?· 4 The Sunday Special, 9 and 23/4/99, 20/5/1900 and i i/i/02. Cf. supra, p. 139. 
' Ibid., 7/1/1900. 6 Ibid., 22/9/01. ? Ibid., 10/3/01. 
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Moreover, Letty forms a distinct place in Pinero's repertoire. Pinero is no longer 
confined now to the mondain quarter of Mayfair, a reproach so often levelled against 
him. Letty is essentially a play of bourgeois life, and as such it is a new departure, not 
fully developed yet, but with great future possibilities.1 
A Wife Without a Smile was not good enough and just "a little beanfeast at 
the expense of the playgoing world, " 2 but Thunderbolt was on the whole 
a very clever and well-observed theatrical work and excellent comedy in 
parts. Compared with Pinero's best work, however, it lacked the breath 
of real life and was frequently inclined to stageyness. It was a magnificent 
theatrical edifice, but the central idea and the evolution was "scarcely 
human and not really dramatic enough to kindle more than fleeting 
emotions." 3 Mid-Channel, "that tragedy of a childless marriage," was 
objected to because the characters were, 
to put it mildly, unchivalrous, unrefined, with a language at times seemingly wilfully 
brutish and with nothing noble about them, in fact cads, while we are wont to 
associate tragedy with greatness of character and nobility of feeling. 
However, the play, "although it would not make an epoch," was a con­
siderable work and "interesting from the first word to the awful 
suddenness of the catastrophe. " + 
Presenting Mr. Panmure was very slight and much below Pinero's usual 
standards,5 while The "Mind the Paint" Girl was too slow in starting and 
could do with a lot of pruning.6 The Schoolmistress, revived at the 
Vaudeville in 1913, was still a good play,7 Playgoers, a one-act play, was 
an extravagant picture of domestic conditions of the day, "but, alas, 
fundamentally true, " 8 The Second Mrs. Tanqueray was "still triumphant in 
1913, despite its being twenty years o l d , " ' and the revival οι His House 
m Order was excellent in every way.10 The new logically happy ending of 
The Big Drum, drastically altered at Grein's suggestion, was a great im­
provement,1 ' but The Amazons "defied the clock, " although a great popular 
success could be foreseen. , г 
Finally, Mr. Livermore's Dream, "a mystery play and a wonderful little 
homily," and Monica's Blue Boy, "a beautiful wordless play, beautifully 
musicled (sic) by F. Cowen and beautifully acted, " both showed Pinero 
in the same grave mood," while The Freaks made it clear that Pinero was 
"still a master of his craft and of cunning technique. " '« 
1
 The Sunday Special, 9/10/oj. г The Sunday Times, 16/10/04. 3 Ibid., ιο/ί/08. • Ibid., 
í /9/09. * Ibid., î i / i / n . « / ω . , 18/2/12, іэіфг. У Ibid., 2/3/12. »Ibid., 6/4/13. 
'»Ibid., 8/6/13. "Ibid., 8/10/14. » Ibid., i/s/i j . " Ibid., 14/1/17. » Ibid., 21/1/17, 
14/4/18. «4/ω., 17/2/18. 
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These two specimens must suffice as an example of the way in which 
Grein tackled plays and playwrights, and of his earnest, shrewd, incisive 
and sometimes quite helpful criticism. 
H. A. Jones was one of Grein's lesser gods, and he was told with almost 
boring repetition, that his plots were mostly too thin for the number of 
acts written, and that his last acts were seldom any good atall, the success 
of The Dancing Girl in Holland being due to the fact that the play was 
performed there at Grein's suggestion "shorn of its last act. " 1 
L.N.Parker was reproached over and over again for careless writing 
and construction. He was given too many commissions - the bane, in 
Grein's opinion, of nearly every young and promising playwright - but 
his Drake in 1912, although "more display than play, " was "a great 
national and patriotic show, worthy and moving. " 2 Just after the be-
ginning of the war Grein's notice read : "two years ago Drake thrilled us 
as a prophecy. Today it is a distant echo materialized in towering reality. 
The play is a truly national occasion."3 Bluff King Hall was bad, "much, 
however, may be forgiven unto Mr. L.N.Parker, who with Drake has 
done more for the nation than any living orator. " + Disraeli, "a play that 
rouses imperialism," was of more than ordinary merit and enter-
tainment, s but by then Grein had already for some time thrown 
overboard most standards of serious criticism, as his own contribution 
to the war-effort. 
Another new writer, H. V. Esmond, 
a constant target of Mr. Clement Scott's hysterical hostility, and therefore, obviously 
a writer of original ideas, has written a charming comedy, One Summer's Day, which 
would have deserved a prize for the best comedy of 1897, but for some unnecessary 
tomfoolery in the third act, which was essentially British and wholly unartistic. Mr. 
Esmond is the only young playwright who has latterly come to the fore, and it is to 
be hoped, he has come to stay.6 
His Grierson's Wajr proved that he was "henceforth a dramatist to be 
reckoned with."? The Wilderness and When We Were Twenty-one confirmed 
the promise,8 but the rot set in with The Sentimentalist and went on with 
My Lady Virtue, an older play, which he ought to have left alone.' Five 
•Cf. saprà, p . 89. 2 The Sunday Times, 8/9/12. з ¡bid., 23/8/14. * Ibid., 6/9/14. 
¡Ibid., 9/4/16. 6 The Sunday Special, 16/1/98. ''Ibid., 12/2/99. * Ibid., 14/4/01, 
2 9 / 1 2 / 0 1 . « Ibid., Î 9 / 1 2 / 0 1 , 2 /11 /02 . 
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years later The O'Gnndles was "silly and boresome trash" and proved that 
"Mr. Esmond was careering downwards in full gallop," I a verdict only 
in small part redeemed by Eliza Comes to Stay, The Dangerous Age, and 
A Kiss or Two.2 
Alfred Sutro, the translator of Maeterlinck, did not fare any better. 
His first play, The Walls of Jericho, was important, because its many 
characters were human beings, its evolution vital, and its dialogue "of a 
quality sought in vain, yet ever desired in average plays." 3 Three years 
later Grein was less enthusiastic. It was "interesting" only.·* The year 
before Arthur Bourchier had with his company visited Holland and given 
four performances of The Walls of Jericho in Amsterdam, on ίο, 11, 12, 
and 16 January 1906, and several in Rotterdam, The Hague and other 
places. De Wereldkroniek hailed the event as something special, as there 
had been no English company in Holland since 1898.5 French and 
German actors could be seen fairly frequently, but English actors very 
seldom, and the magazine attributed at least part of the success of the 
tour to this fact.6 The tour was successful with a certain section of the 
population — then as now there was a certain snob-value attached to 
"having been there" — but more serious critics were far from enthusiastic 
either about the play or the acting. The play was dismissed as far from 
important, the characterisation was superficial and the dialogue bookish 
and banal. The acting, moreover, was considered old-fashioned and of a 
type which "good Dutch actors had, thank God, outgrown long ago." 7 
One cannot help agreeing with the Dutch critics. There is a good deal 
of difference between what is natural now and what was natural in 1904, 
but one can hardly believe that Sutro's dialogue in this play was truly of 
a character "desired all the time. " If it was, it serves only to prove how 
feeble the dialogue of most plays was. 
Although he praised A Maker of Men, Grein admitted that "he might be 
taking a somewhat exalted view of this mere trifle in one act, whose 
dialogue was perhaps open to some amendment, " 8 and he was sorry that 
he could not agree with the American reviewers in their praise of The 
Fascinating Mr. Vandervelt, although he felt sure that "as one who admires 
Mr. Sutro's best work and who has made a study of his dramatic career" 
1
 The Sunday Times, 26/1/08. г Ibid., 16/2/13, io/j/14, 7/10/17. a ¡bid., 6/11/04. The 
Chili Widow, produced at the Royalty Theater on 7/9/9^, had been written by Sutro 
together with Arthur Bourchier. * Ibid., 9/6/07. s Cf. supra, p . 140. 6 De Wereld-
kroniek, 20/1/1906. 7 De Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, 14/1/1906. β The Sunday Times, 
29/i/of. 
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he was able to fathom his talent.1 By the time Sutro wrote The Barrier, he 
was a playwright of much experience, possessing the gift of creating 
interest right from the beginning. Yet the play, "although bold in con­
ception, indisputably original, and remarkable as a play of semi-artistic 
and semi-commercial purpose," was badly worked out and full of 
mistakes, which the author himself could have removed, if at rehearsals 
"an independent counsellor and artist had been by his side. " г From then 
on Alfred Sutro degenerated into a mere commercial playwright, whose 
yearly plays, being in the manner but far below the standard of those by 
Sardou and Scribe, were mostly disappointing.з If Scribe "had com­
manded the grace and style of Alfred Sutro, " he would "most certainly 
have made something a good deal better than The Two Virtues. " * 
W.S. Maugham's first play, A Man of Honour in 1903, was "the play of 
the first triennium of the twentieth century" and but for one crucial fault : 
He makes the new woman come to the house where the "old" woman lies drowned, 
an enormity which took our breath away. How could a work so true, so contrary to 
all notions of theatrical conventions, be so wantonly imperilled by one touch of 
barbaric unnaturalness, which is the curse of our drama ; 5 
his success would have been "second to that of our leading dramatist, 
Pinero only." Otherwise Grein could not detect any defects and the 
Stage Society was given credit for introducing W.S.Maugham to the 
London stage. The Silver Box, by J. Galsworthy, was praised even higher. 
It could have been written by Mr. Granville Barker, the author of the 
excellent The Voysey Inheritance. 
Both writers are the same in method. They reveal the same keenness of observation 
and disregard of the conventional formula. There is nothing so difficult as to be 
realistic - to compress phases of life in the narrow limits of the stage ; and to do it 
artistically, as Mr. Galsworthy has done, except in the police court scene, demands 
extraordinary gifts.' 
After The Voysey Inheritance 7 Grein had little time for Granville Barker as 
a playwright. Waste was no good as a play,8 and The Madras House was 
even worse, although "the audience grinned and bore it, bored to tears. " 
Granville Barker was "the idol of the supposed intellectuals, " and Grein 
would like to save him from "that terrible canker of our age: over-
estimation, literary snobbism and the kowtowing of the groundlings. " » 
1
 The Sunday Times, 29/4/06. 2 Ibid., 13/10/07. 3 Ibid., 15/11/08, 12/9/09, 13/2/10, 
17/9/11, 11/2/12, 26/4/14. 4¡bid., 8/3/14. ¡The Sunday Special, 23/2/03 and The 
Sunday Times, 21/2/04. * The Sunday Times, 3/9/06. ''Ibid., 12/1 i / o ; . β Ibid., 1/12/07. 
» Ibid., 13/3/10. 
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The careers of both W. S. Maugham and John Galsworthy were followed 
very closely. Galsworthy's Strife was "the drama of 1909" and one year 
later his Justice was "the drama of the decade. " l Both produced many 
good plays, but in the end there was the by now familiar and almost 
inevitable downward curve. 
St. John Hankin and Stanley Houghton were both saved this fate by 
their untimely deaths in 1913. They belonged to the so-called Manchester 
school which had been made possible by Miss Homiman's Repertory 
Theatre and of which Harold Brighouse was another and less able 
exponent. 
The Man from Blankley's, a stage adaptation from an older novel of the 
same name by the author F. W. Anstey, was "a delightful play" and Grein 
"simply revelled in this Le Monde où l'on s'ennuie ά Γ Anglaise," and his 
Vice Versa, another adaptation from an even older novel, was "the maddest 
thing in London in 1910, and almost the funniest. " 2 
One could go on and on, for Grein never missed a play and, being far too 
seldom, if ever, in two minds, he was always ready with his comments. 
Apart from his nearly always advocating anything new, he was seldom 
very original in his appreciations. He followed the then modem trend 
and wanted naturalistic and realistic plays. This was possibly the reason 
why Grein, who admired the work done by Frank Benson, Beerbohm 
Tree, Ben Greet, Miss Baylis and others, as a rule fought shy of 
Shakespeare, whose plays least lend themselves to a naturalistic and 
realistic representation. He admired the poetic plays of Alfred Calmour3 
and of Stephen Phillips,* but one can hardly repress the thought that these 
plays were liked more because they were what he called "high art, " than 
because they were dramas. At first he did not much relish Barrie's plays 
and poetic fancies either, but A Kiss for Cinderella completely won him 
over. It was : 
Barrie at his best, Barrie the lover of children and humanity, the master of stage craft, 
but above all Barrie the poet who weaves the real and the ethereal into the light of 
similes and the shade that compels a heartfelt tear, s 
When it was revived at Christmas 1917 the play ran for nearly three 
months, and when it came off Grein confessed "with a boyish blush, " 
that he had seen it twenty-four times since Christmas.6 
• The Sunday Times, 27/2/10. 2 The Sunday Special, 28/4/01. The Sunday Times, 13/11/10. 
3
 The Sunday Special, 28/9/03. * Ibid., 4/11/1900, 2/2/02 and 9/3/02. The Sunday Times, 
9/7/oi, 18/1/06, 6/9/08, 11/10/08, 15/9/12, 13/7/1З1 12/7/14 and 6/6/1 J. ¡TheSundaf 
Times, 19/3/16. 6 Ibid., 3/3/18. 
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With Oscar Wilde's plays he was less impressed than some of his 
colleagues. Salome was a special case, but Lady Windermere's Fan was a 
well-made play of plot and incident rathei than an incisive study of 
character ; and A Woman of No Importance had blighted some of his great 
expectations. 
To listen to the bright conversation of a man like Oscar Wilde is always pleasant for 
a time, but when the whole play is padded out with such conversation, and when the 
action and characters seem to float rudderlessly about in an ocean of words, then 
weariness must set in and one cannot pronounce the play a good drama.1 
His "practised eye" discovered an anomaly in the 1901 revival of The 
Importance of Being Earnest between Acts 1 and 11 and Act in. The first two 
were perfect, and in them "the real, the probable and the impossible 
formed a ménage à trois of rare felicity, " but the third act showed signs of 
"forced gaiety." Notwithstanding, however, "a kind of perpetual youth, 
somewhat akin to the work of Congreve and Sheridan" was prophesied 
for it.2 The revival of An Ideal Husband in 1914 was an act of grace,3 but 
the dramatisation of The Picture of Dorian Gray, by the American G. C. 
Lounsberry, who "made common melodrama of that great novel, " was an 
artistic sacrilege to the memory of a great writer.* 
Grein was often hard on English drama, dramatists and actors, but he 
was always loyal to them as soon as anybody decried them abroad. After 
H. A. Jones had lectured the students of Harvard about the very bad state 
of the English drama, Grein told him in an Open Letter in The Sunday Times 
of 18 November 1906, that things were less bad than Jones had said in 
America that they were, and at least he should have worded his com-
plaints differently. And when Shaw wrote in a captious way about Sir 
Henry Irving within a few weeks of his death, in the Neue Freie Presse, 
Shaw was asked whether it was "fair and gracious to deprive the man 
whom the nation mourned and honoured, of his halo, and to emphasize 
in a powerful organ of the foreign press the least favourable aspects of 
our dramatic affairs. " s 
Grein disliked American plays, not out of chauvinism or prejudice, but 
simply because in his opinion most American plays were bad and most 
1
 The Sunday Times, 26/^/07; cf. also The Sunday Special, 9/12/1900. 2 The Sunday Special, 
8/12/01. 5 The Sunday Times, 17/5/14. 4 Ibid., 31/8/13. s From a typed article in Grein's 
Scrapbook 1904-οί, at the V. and Α., Enthoven Collection, London. The article is dated 
29/10/04. This must be a mistake for 29/10/0$. Irving died in October 190J·. 
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American playwrights and adapters had hardly any taste. He admitted, 
however, that in some cases inadequate casting, production and acting in 
England could be held partly responsible for their failure. 
Of American importations and adaptations it is hardly necessary to speak at length. 
The American drama is rarely appreciated here, because its strenuousness and happy-
go-lucky process of action do not appeal to the taste of our public.1 
A rapid précis of Grein's almost yearly surveys of the London stage will 
show that despite his many complaints, Grein remained hopeful. 
1902 was a very bad year,2 but there was "a certain amount of hope, 
discounted by misgivings."3 During 1904-05· the Vedrenne-Barker 
management continued to do excellent work,4 and the Stage Society, 
which had been "undistinguished" during that season, showed some im-
provement in 1906 and together with the Pioneers and others made it 
clear that drama was beginning to be taken more seriously, and "amuse-
ment need not necessarily be divorced from entertainment and elevation. " 
Though the harvest was small, there was cause for hope.s This state of 
affairs persisted through 1907, and Grein was not displeased with 1908. 
If I place my critical standards high, it is because the harvest, poor in quality as it is, 
shows decided progress and indicates that England is no longer content to lag behind 
other civilised nations, where art, literature and drama are concerned. The drama is 
slowly but surely forging ahead, . . . the seed we have tried to plant is bearing fruit.6 
. . . Let us be candid, our stage is in a wonderful course of progress, but our tragedy 
is not in the van. We have neither people who can write it, nor actors to play it.'' 
1909 produced little change, and 1910 was mainly significant for the 
revival of good melodrama, the progress of women as playwrights and the 
establishment of the Repertory Theatre by Charles Frohman. If that had 
not bome the fruit which was expected, it was mainly because two works 
of its most important writers and leading spirits, G. B. Shaw and Granville 
Barker, had been found wanting. But it had amply justified its existence 
by the production of Elizabeth Baker's Chains and Galsworthy's Justice, 
and Grein would like to say in answer to the question: What is wrong 
with our theatre? 
1
 Whitaker's Almanack, 1911, pp. 686-7 and The Sunday Special and The Sunday Times 
passim. 2 Cf. supra, p . 1^2. 3 The Sunday Special, 31/1 г/ог. * The Sunday Times, 23/7/0^. 
¡Ibid., 6/1/07 snd Whitaker's Almanack, 1908, pp. 66^-6. 6 Green Room Book, 1908, 
p. 478. ' The Sunday Times, 29/11/08 and 27/12/08. Also Whitaker's Almanack, 1909, 
pp. 699-701. 
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There is nothing wrong, there is only abeyance. It is a common thing, in the history 
of art as well as of nature, that a prosperous crop is followed by a year of dearth. For 
the drama, like the soil, particularly in this country, is apt to give unequal results. 
And it is quite possible that, if three months hence I had to deal with the same subject, 
I could have pointed to all-round well-being.1 
1912 was a fertile year and Giein asked if he was "a mere enthusiast if 
he proclaimed that the British drama was speeding along in the van of 
progress. " 2 
These promises were not fulfilled during the two following years and 
from 1914-1918 all the British drama could do was try to keep alive, 
waiting for better times. The 191 j-16 season was "the worst since thirty 
years," 3 Harold Brighouse's Hohsons Choice, 1916, being "the one 
comedy of lasting and racial value, " and London f ride, by Gladys linger 
and Neil Lyons, "the one proper war-play." "The spirit of com-
mercialism, hampering the average manager's attention to home-grown 
drama" was still the cause of this sorry record. 
Give new dramatists a chance, I say, in the spirit which has made the theatre of 
France great by forcing the public to appreciate what is good, instead of stooping to 
the public by pandering to thoughtlessness and facility.•• 
But war time was no time for serious criticism and the key-note of 
Grein's writings during the war is to be found in what he wrote, very 
early on in the war, in a review of Rachel Crother's Young Wisdom : I am 
not in the mood to criticize man or woman who tries to cheer us.s 
English acting was, on the whole, considered inferior to French acting, 
great English actresses especially being inferior to such great French 
actresses, as Sarah Bernard, Réjane, Jane Hading, Jeanne Granier and 
others.6 Oddly enough, since the English have always been considered 
to be good at comedy-acting, Grein also complained "not only that the 
art of comedy-writing was pretty well extinct, " but also that comedy-
1
 Whitaker's Almanack, i g i i . p . 686. 2 The Sunday Times, 29/12/12. Independent Theatregoer, 
No 3, Jan. 1913. 3 The Sunday Times, 23/7/16. * Ibid., 7/1/17. s Ibid., 27/9/14. Cf. 
also Ibid., 18/10/14, 8 and 22/11/14, 13/12/14, etc. 6 The Sunday Special, 1/6/02, 
Réjane and Jane Hading (cf. »ho The UI. L.N. 10/4/20 and 26/6/20); 8/6/02, Jane Hading; 
22/6/02, S.Bernardi; 20/7/02, Jeanne Granier; 29/6/03, S.Bemardt; 12/7/03, Réjane; 
14/6/03, Jeanne Granier; 21/6/03, S.Bemardt; 19 and 26/6/04, Réjane; The Sunday 
Times, 3/7/04, S.Bemardt and Mrs.P.Campbell. Later on Grein relented: there were 
many more good English actresses than was always said, The Sunday Times, 9/4/11 ; On 
Janet Archurch see ibid., 30/4/11. 
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acting "lacked verve and vitality, " and that comic parts had often to be 
given to actors, "who by nature were rather on the side of the tragic 
muse. " • After a performance at Drury Lane for the benefit of the 
Actors' Association, in which many stars appeared, it was: "Never have 
I been so conscious of the terrible neglect of the art of diction on our 
stage as on this star matinee". Deportment had been bad, although that 
could have been due to lack of rehearsal, but no amount of rehearsing 
would have bettered the diction. It proved once again how necessary it 
was to train actors properly, and Grein pleaded foi the realisation of 
Beerbohm Tree's scheme for a school of dramatic art,2 the necessity of 
which he had pointed out several years before.з The school was finally 
founded in 1904 and Grein remained its staunch supporter all his life.* 
The acting of Antoine and his company, who visited London in June 
1904 and July 1906 was highly praised,' and reviewing Mrs. Henry de la 
Pasture's Peter 's Mother, Grein wrote : 
On the whole the dialogue was delivered in the ponderous deliberation of the old 
school. If our actors had responded to the invitation of Mr. Antoine, when he was at 
the Royalty, they might have learned that the modern realistic school teaches natural­
ness even in tragic drama. But our actors - half a dozen excepted - did not find it 
worth while to sit at the feet of the French master: the critics did. Isn't it funny? 
But it is true.6 
On the other hand, Grein always tried to be fair, and after a five day visit 
to Paris in 1910 he readily owned that he had seen more bad acting in 
these five days than in five weeks in London.' 
Grein closely followed every dramatic movement and he kept up an 
almost endless stream of plans and schemes of his own. He always 
maintained there were plenty of new plays about,8 and that it was only 
the commercial bias of the London theatre which prevented them from 
being produced. Although his experience with the Independent Theatre 
must have taught him that new plays were less plentiful than he thought, 
most of his schemes and ventures concerned these "new plays." He 
praised the Stage Society and the Vedrenne-Barker management for 
1
 The Sunday Special, 8 and lì/iì/oi. г1Ьіа., 19/7/03. Cf. also ibid., 10/9/03 and The 
Sunday Times, 26/4/03. з The Sunday Special, 27/3/98. * The Sunday Times, ί/з/оу. Cf. 
alsoiW., 24/3/07, io/j/08, 9/4/11, 3 '/з/ '2. >6/зЛз. Í and 12/4/14, 4/4/ΐί, 16/4/16, 
8 and ι j/4/17, 31/3/18; and Kenneth R. Barnes, Welcome, Good Friends, London, 19^8. 
s rAeSunJoj Timei, 26/6/04 and 29/7/06. 6 Ibid., 16/9/06 and 29/11/08. ''Ibid., 16/1/10. 
8
 Cf. supra, p. 160 
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bringing n e w authors to the fore, and for producing plays which the 
commercial theatre would not take on and which he liked to call " the 
intellectual d r a m a . " T h e play was always the first consideration, 
direct ion and acting coming second, but these points w e r e closely 
watched too, as n e w plays by themselves w e r e n o t enough. H e r e the 
Vedrenne-Barker management came undoubtedly first, and its break-up 
was m u c h deplored. 1 "The play (The Voysey Inheritance) and the players 
once m o r e proved that the Court Theatre is at present the promised land 
of the London stage", 2 and it was "for a w o n d e r " that the cast of St. John 
Hankin 's The Charity That Began at Home weis "not happily chosen. " J 
He criticised, however, when he thought crit icism was due, and after 
R. V . H a r c o u r t ' s A Question of Age, t h e management w e r e warned that 
they must remain faithful to thei r excellent t radit ion. Apart from the 
fact that the play should not have been produced at all, as it was a bad 
play, it was under-rehearsed and had started late.* Producing M. Hewlet t ' s 
Pan and the Young Shepherd, the management had made the same mistake 
that so many other theatres made, viz. that of accepting a play n o t be­
cause it was good, but because it was w r i t t e n by a well-known writer .s 
The Stage Society, being m u c h longer-lived and therefore, naturally, 
m o r e liable to failures, came in for m o r e severe crit icism. Some of its 
mistakes impelled h im "to tell the Society in public what was said by 
many in private. " 
Financially it is prosperous, artistically it relaxes. The last season, but for Shaw and 
Brieux, who were welcomed to London long before the Society was dreamed of, 
would have been barren. And now the beginning of the new campaign is characteri­
sed by so much want of judgment in several directions that on looking at the work 
done at the Court there is evidence to question the raison d'etre of the Society. To 
put it plainly, the artistic direction is in too many hands. No theatre is possible 
unless there be one dominating spirit. That spirit may make mistakes, like all mortal 
men, but at any rate, if he be strong, his record will prove superior to the inevitable 
collection of blunders of syndicated "dilettanti." There are in the cabinet of the 
Society a few men quite capable of single-handed rule. Let the Society select one to 
be the intendant as the Germans call it, then there may be policy instead of drifting 
towards irresolution.6 
The product ion of St. John Hankin 's The Casilis Engagement, which had 
been rejected by many London managers, for once showed that London 
managers "were not devoid of judgment, " 
1
 The Sunday Times, і^/з/ов and 17/5/08. 2Ibid., l î / i i / o j . Cf. also ibid., 20/11/04, 
з/12/oïi 30/9/06. ilbid., 28/10/06. 4 Ibid., 11/2/06. s Ibid., 4/3/06. 'ftiif., 
3/12/οί. 
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whereas the Stage Society had proved once again, that its predilection outran its 
discretion . . . . I wonder whether this club, which began so well and was such a 
comer-stone in our dramatic world, when the members were few and the efforts 
great, is suffering from that peculiarly national disease which Lord Rosebery has 
described as "fatty degeneration of the heart. " It is distinctly a sign of prosperity and of 
popularity to number about ι ςοο members, but if these lead to relaxation it is about 
time to sound the alarm. Frankly the Stage Society is in danger of losing caste artistic­
ally by having won it socially.1 
The same attitude was maintained towards the numerous minor so­
cieties for the betterment of the English drama, Grein sounding warnings 
as soon as, and whenever he noticed anything wrong. The Pioneer 
Players were on the whole doing excellent work,2 and so were the 
English Drama Society,3 the New Stage Club,* the Afternoon Theatre,s 
the Little Sunday Club,6 the Oncomers' Society,? the Play Actors,8 the 
Woman's Theatre,« and some others, such as the New Theatre, con­
cerning which Grein remarked: 
We want more intellectual stage-management, instead of ordinary craftsmen and 
actors with notions of routine. We want artists, men of letters, who are able to 
grasp the author's meaning and to govern the stage when a play is in its process of 
germination. 1 0 
No salvation was expected from "such well-intentioned efforts as the 
Pioneers and the Playreading Club," » but, 
While reviewing the record of 1908 one is forcibly struck by the fact that, although 
the plays worth remembering are not numerous compared to the plays produced, 
there has reigned great activity in the dramatic camp. Even the Sabbath has become 
a working day to the actor, and these Sunday performances of the Stage Society, the 
Pioneers, now defunct, and sometimes of single-handed adventures, are not the least 
interesting features of the year's activity. It is not merely conjecture now that the 
so-called Irregular Theatre will leave its mark upon our dramatic literature, it is 
already a patent fact; many names already familiar to the public, such as St.John 
Hankin, John Masefield, Arnold Bennett, and latterly F.D.Bone, have emerged from 
obscurity without the aid of the commercial manager. It is true in most instances the 
1
 The Sunday Times, 17/2/07. Cf. also ibid., 5/4/03, 2o/j/o6, 13/12/08, 9/^/09, 2/1/10, 
4/6/11, 11/2/12 "the second mistake of the season," 7/3/12" "a wasted evening, the 
third of the season," 12/5/12, 14/12/13, 31/1/15, 16/7/16. 2 Ibid., 24/12/05, 27/5/06, 
24/2/08, 31/5/08, 9 / i / i î , 6/6/15, 13/2/16. 9/4/16. ' W i ? . 20/5/17, 23/12/17 and 
passim, з Ibid., 17/12/05, 3/11/12. * Ibid., 15/4/06, a warning "to try easier plays," 
15/3/08. ¡Ibid., 29/11/08, 13/12/08, 3/1/09, 21/2/09, 21/3/09, 16/5/09. (-Ibid., 
7/5/11. τ Ibid., 22/1/11. »Ibid., 17/11/12. 9lb,d., 14/11/13. « Ibid., 10/11/17. 
"Ibid., 23/7/05· 
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novices have made their début with one-act plays, which are not an absolute criterion 
of continuous histrionic ability . . . Yet the one-act play, since it has drawn many 
men and women to the stage who have hitherto devoted their attention to books, is 
a manifestation of a happy augury, and one which should be encouraged by the 
playgoer and critic alike.1 
The Repertory Theatre movement, introduced to London by C. Frohman 
and Herbert Trench, and outside London by the Manchester and 
Liverpool Repertory Companies and, to a certain extent, by the Irish 
Players from Dublin, greatly interested Grein. The Irish Players, as 
Grein always called them, had visited London yearly since 1904, and had 
usually met with praise from Grein, especially with regard to the 
naturalness of their acting, for he did not always appreciate either Yeats's 
or Synge's plays, being more in favour of those by P. Colum and Lady 
Gregory.2 
Shortly after Miss Homiman had founded her Repertory Theatre, 
whose London visits roused Grein's еп у,з as those of the Liverpool 
Repertory Theatre did some years later,* two attempts were made to 
establish a repertory theatre in London. At the end of his review of 
Galsworthy's Strife, produced at the Haymarket Theatre by C. Frohman, 
Grein said that this production was the first evidence that C. Frohman 
was a friend of progressive theatre and he appealed to him to give 
London "an Intellectual Theatre " now. Frohman could be assured of the 
ardent and disinterested support of all who had worked for the progress 
of the theatre and that his name would be honoured by contemporaries 
and by posterity.5 Less than a month later Frohman announced his 
intention of turning the Duke of York's Theatre into a repertory theatre. 
I am convinced that there is now in this country a public who wish to delight in the 
drama as an art. I want to interest the good playgoer, not once or twice a year, on 
what is being done at my theatres, but once or twice a month, and I am hopeful that 
I can do it; at all events I mean to try. 
1
 Whitaker's Almanack, 1909, p. 699. 2 The Sunday Times, 3/7/04, 13/6/09, ς and 19/6/10, 
18/6/11, 9, 16 and 23/6/12, 8 and 22/6/13, 6 and 13/7/14, 14/6/14, 16 and ιο/ς/ις, 
and passim. Cf. also Whitaker's Almanack, 1911, p. 687; Lennox Robinson, Ireland's 
Abbey Theatre, London, I J J I ; Gerard Fay, The Abbey Theatre, London, ig jS. 1 Ibid., 
13 and 20/6/09, « 9 / i / 4 . 2 / 6 / l 2 > 2 9/9/i3. э / и / і З і З о / ч / ' З . 26/4/14 and pajíim. 
Cf. also Whitaker's Almanack, 1911, p . 687, and Rex Pogson, Miss Homiman, London, 
I9Í2 . *lbid., 9/11/11, i f /6 /13, 18/4/1 f, 9 / í / i f · Cf. also Grace W. Goldie, The 
Liverpool Repertory Theatre, London, 193Í. s Ibid., 28/3/09. 
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There would be no clash with the schemes for a National Theatre, as he 
wanted to rely chiefly on new English plays. He wanted, moreover, to 
develop his scheme on more catholic lines than the Court Theatre enter-
prise; Granville Barker, J. M. Barrie, J.Galsworthy and G.B.Shaw, 
who had promised to co-operate, were all engaged on new plays, which 
would be the first, or among the first, productions of the new repertory 
theatre, which would start in February 1910. New writers would be 
specially welcome. He concluded: "As a business-man I am working for 
profit, but as expenses are great, I shall be satisfied if profit is small".1 
Three days before Frohman made this announcement, The Times had 
informed its readers of the formation of another new company for 
theatrical enterprise, which would be based half on the repertory, half 
on the long run system. It was to be directed by Mr. H. Trench, former 
Fellow of All Souls, Oxford, who had been invited to devote all his time 
to the new undertaking, which was to be under the general management 
of Mr. Carl F. Leyd, manager for Frank Benson's Shakespeare company, 
and for Otho Stuart at the Adelphi and Court Theatres.2 
Trench's Repertory Theatre was the first to start, and its King Lear, 
"a very lavish production," showed, "as is so often the case on the 
English stage, the absence of a superior stage direction, " which, Grein 
felt, "was of greater importance than all the actors together. " * C. 
McEvoy's Don Quixotte and Gentlemen of the Road, "a delighful satire on 
snobbism, " provided "an evening full of happy augury, for both our sense 
of humour and our intellect were stimulated, " * but its third production, 
The Blue Bird, by Maeterlinck, in A. Teixeira de Mattos's translation, was 
also its last.5 
This fairy tale of great fascination and full of imagination, by Maeterlinck, whom 
everybody knows or affects to know, made the fortune of the Haymarket, and no 
doubt, induced Mr. Trench definitely to prefer the old system of long runs to the 
revival of Repertory.6 
C. Frohman's venture lived a little longer. After a preliminary start 
with Love Watches, an American adaptation by Miss B. Burke from a 
French play, — "a huge success in America, but not good enough to start 
the Repertory Theatre with" 7 — its first productions were J. Galsworthy's 
Justice and G. Bernard Shaw's Misalliance, followed by a Triple Bill, 
1
 The Sunday Times, I j ^ / o g . 2 The Times, 22/4/o9. 3 The Sunday Times, 12/9/09 
and 2/1/10. * Ibid., 17/10/09. 'Ibid., 12/12/09. 6 Whitaker's Almanack, i g i i . p . 687. 
7 The Sunday Times, 16/5/09. 
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consisting of The Sentimentalists, by G. Meredith, and Old Friends and The 
Twelve Pound Look, both by J. M. Barrie. Further productions were The 
Madras House, by H. Granville Barker, a revival of Pinero's Trelawney of 
the "Wells," Prunella, by L.Housman and H. Granville Barker, Helena's 
Path, by A. Hope and C. G. Lennox, and Chains, by Elizabeth Baker.1 
Justice and Chains were by far the best, Old Friends and The Sentimentalists 
were not good enough, and Prunella had been done before and better at 
the Court Theatre.2 
The reason why the Repertory Theatre did not succeed as it deserved, that is to say, 
did not make the two ends meet for its maintenance, is not far to seek. It had no 
time to fasten its roots in the dramatic soil, and it suffered materially from the non-
success of the Shaw and Barker plays, as well as of a poor comedy by Mr. A Hope and 
Mr. Cosmo Stuart In other words, Mr. Frohman, the astutest manager of our time, 
who deserves great thanks for his effort, made a mistake in policy. Instead of govern-
ing the Repertory Theatre on catholic lines, it ran into a certain groove - it was a 
continuation of the Vedrenne-Barker campaign without its scope. For this reason it 
is deeply to be deplored that Mr Frohman gave up the game after one season, for the 
lesson of the first might have been a guide for the second, and founded the happy 
combination of art and popularity. 
Before leaving the Repertory Theatre it should be mentioned that the one-act play 
The Sentimentalists, by G. Meredith, proved emphatically that a great writer may not 
necessarily be a dramatist of consideration. It was not a happy thought to drag the 
name of G. Meredith to the stage, where it had never shone during his lifetime.3 
Many of these ventures coincided with Grein's own enterprises. After 
his German Theatre in London had finished, Miss Eleonora Driller organ-
ised a German Volkstheater m Cripplegate, London. It was an amateur 
enterprise and may well have developed out of the German Amateur 
Dramatic Club, which had long flourished in the City Road, London.·* 
The Volkstheater could only be started in the first place by a subsidy which 
Grein received from George Alexander, but Miss Driller wanted a firmer 
base for her enterprise, and monthly performances in West End theatres. 
Grein appealed for money,' and apparently managed to collect it,6 for in 
M a y 1911 
An audience of fifteen hundred people attended the inaugural performance of the 
German Volkstheater of West London, which took place at the Scala Theatre last 
1
 The Sunday Times, 27/2/10, 6/3/10, 13/3/10, 10/4/10, 17/4/10, 8/f/ io, 22 / j / io . 
2
 48 performances had been given in 1904-0 j , 1906 and 1907 during the Vedrenne-
Barker seasons. Cf. Desmond MacCarthy, The Court Theatre, 1904-1907, London, 1907, 
pp. 124, 130, I Í 3 , 167. 3 Whitaker's Almanack, I 9 i i , p p 686-7. 4 Cf. supra, p . 141 η ι. 
5 The Sunday Times, 10/1/09. 6 Ibid , 7/ i/ i i . 
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Sunday. The play, Felix Philippi's Das Eerbe, was preceded by a prologue written for 
the occasion by Mr. Max Sylge, the acting-president of the club, and partly translated 
into English by Mrs. Alix Grein. 1 
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree lent his theatre for the second performance, 
"a signal service to a good cause" 2 and the enterprise rather flourished. 
Towards the end of 1912 Grein wrote that he hardly ever mentioned the 
Volkstheater "for the very reason of my connection with it. " Any credit 
for its success, he said, was due to Mr. Sylge, the artistic director, who 
made this enterprise his life-work. Since it moved to the West End in 
May 1911 sixteen performances had been given, mostly of comedies, and 
always light and bright, as the German colony preferred plays for all ages 
to "the strong meat fitting the adult." The quality had gradually im­
proved and the company had lost more and more of its amateurishness. 
When before longjohanmsfeuer, one of Sudermann's best plays, was to be 
produced, Grein trusted that it could be said that the Volkstheater had 
come of age. He did not want to overestimate its work or worth, but it 
was undoubtedly "an excellent little ensemble" and it could vie with any 
ensemble in a German town of some $0,000 inhabitants. It had achieved 
what was expected of it and therefore deserved encouragement.3 
Meanwhile Grein had been trying to set up a similar French popular 
theatre.* Someone had already founded the Little French Theatre, but 
Grein did not think it was good enough, and he was very severe in his 
criticism of its first production. 
If there is room for a French theatre, well and good, but if the standard is that of last 
Tuesday, it will not do, although there is no reason why, with an actor like M. Turic 
at its head, the Little French Theatre should not become an institution. It needs 
more support, a Reading Committee for the selection of its repertoire, and a more 
central theatre.s 
So Grein himself set to work and on 13 April 1913 The Sunday Times 
could announce : 
Something in the direction of the establishment of a permanent and worthy French 
theatre in London has at last been achie\ed in the formation of the Little French 
Theatre - a society that has been founded under the patronage of the Lord Mayor of 
London and a distinguished honorary council for the presentation in London of 
French plays, adequately produced, and acted by French actors of genuine standing 
1
 The Sunday Times, 28/j/i i . г Ibid., 23/7/11. Cf. also ibidem, Í / I I / I I and 3/12/11. 
slbid., 22/12/12. * Ibid., 29/12/12. * Ibid., 29/10/11. The performance had taken 
place at Pembroke Gardens. 
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and ability. The chairman of the executive committee is Mr. J. T. Grein, the honorary 
treasurer Mrs. Léon Rueff, and the administrator Mr. Philip Carr. 
An opening private performance was given at the King's Hall, Covent Garden, on 
Sunday evening and was attended by a crowded audience of well-known members of 
the French colony and representative English playgoers, who had the opportunity of 
rejoicing in a really admirable performance of Sacha Guitry's delightfully piquant 
comedy, La Ttise de Bergen-op-Zoom, from the Paris Vaudeville. 
Mr. Carr himself was the "producer" and he is to be complimented on having 
gathered round him the nucleus of a quite remarkable French company, composed 
entirely of French actors and actresses who happen to be in London. The discovery, 
collection, and rehearsing of this little band of talented players may well have been a 
difficult task, but now that such a company has been got together and has given us so 
excellent a taste of its quality, the continued success of the movement can hardly fail 
to be assured . . . If last Sunday's standard can be maintained the Little French 
Theatre will prosper. 
Although the next production, Le Secret de Polichinelle, by P. Wolff, was 
quite a success,1 and although one more Sunday performance was given 
on 23 November 1913, of La Délaissée, "pièce de MM. Charles Hellen, 
William Valcros, et Pol d'Estoc," and Depuis Six Mois, "pièce de Max 
Maurey, " г at the Court Theatre, the Little French Theatre under its 
chairman Grein did not prosper and soon went the way of so many 
theatrical projects. 
By this time Grein had thought it necessary to start another theatrical 
magazine, the Independent Theatregoer, a twopenny monthly of which only 
six issues appeared from November 191 2-April 1913. The paper was 
conducted by J. T. Grein and Herman Klein, a music critic of The 
Sunday Times.* 
A Word in Overture. 
Twenty years ago the Independent Theatre came, because it was wanted. Now the 
Independent Theatregoer has arrived, because there is room for it. There are excellent 
theatrical papers in London; there is not one earnest Dramatic Review. We intend 
to fill the void. 
We will be independent. 
We will be fair. 
We will try to hold the scales between the leaders and the workers; between the 
critics and the criticised. And in dealing with both the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth, will rule our opinions. We abhor "clique" . . . The world of Art is our 
Republic. Every man in his right place, and a place for every man (especially every 
woman). 
1
 The Sunday Times, 1/6/13. 2 Cf. Royal Court playbills, V. and Α., Enthoven Collection, 
London. A membership form is added to the playbill, з Cf. The 111. L.N., 14/6/24. 
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We intend to avoid insularity. Thirty years of study have welded our contact with 
critics of quality in all the countries that matter from Paris to Petersburg, from 
Christiana to Vienna, from Amsterdam to Milan - to say nothing of hands across the 
sea with our colonies and the United States. These men are ready to work for us — 
to cast the revolving lamp of the lighthouse on those who, like ourselves, believe that 
universality of study makes for knowledge. 
We know that our public will be small. For in England the theatre is generally 
still considered as a toy, instead of an instructor. But also we know that the horizon 
is widening - that day by day the ranks of the "intelligent playgoers" are swelling. 
It is these whom we wish to address . . . 
Modestly we begin . . . If we fail we shall continue to plough our furrow else-
where, conscious of, yet not daunted by, defeat.1 
It is all in the same grandiloquent manifesto style and very familiar by 
now. Grein himself reviewed a number of plays for his magazine, but 
most of the reviewing was left to others, Grein's wife, Michael Orme, 
being one of the regular contributors, while a Dutchman, E. W. de Jong, 
wrote on Ibsen's The Pretenders, played at the Haymarket Theatre in 
W. Archer's translation. He called it "great drama and great art, 
delineating character as only genius can" and "superbly acted. " Although 
"the beautiful continental art" could only be enjoyed by the average 
Englishman "on an independent stage, the dream of Mr. Grein," the 
Haymarket production showed that the English stage could aim high if 
it was given superior work to handle.2 The same writer took up this line 
in My Impression of the English Stage.* Mounting and acting were excellent, 
and the only thing that was wrong with the English stage were English 
plays, which were "no reflection of real life," of the political, national 
and social problems, so that the stage could not fulfil its function of 
elevation and enlightenment. 
Further there were short notices on the theatre in the provinces,* in 
Berlin, Paris, Vienna and Denmark, written by various correspondents; 
some articles on music by Herman Klein and Grein's brother, Louis; and 
one on The Stage in Holland, by the Dutch critic J .H. Rössing,s con-
taining a short review of Lucifer, a tragedy by Joost van den Vondel, 
produced by W. Royaards on 17 November 1912, to celebrate the 3 2 5th 
1
 Independent Theatregoer, No 1, Nov. 191 2. 2 Ibid., No ¡, March 1913. 3 Ibid., No 6, 
April 1913. 4 Charles Hughes analysed in the February issue (No 4, pp. 44-6) the 
difficulties Miss Horniman's Repertory Theatre had to face on account of its tours in 
England and America. The magazine is wrongly called Independent Theatre Gazette in 
Rex Pogson, Miss Horniman, London, I9J2, p . 143. 5 Independent Theatregoer, No 3, 
Jan. 1913, pp. 43 - i . 
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anniversary of Vondel's birth, and a few rather insignificant remarks on 
the Dutch stage. 
In the third issue Grein announced the Revival of the Independent 
Theatre.1 loo-i £o subscribers at two guineas each would enable him to 
re-open its gates. The revived Independent Theatre would not compete 
with the many societies which had taken up its pioneer work after it had 
closed down in 1898. It would only help towards the completion of the 
English dramatic revival, and as the Stage Society and several theatres 
à cote mainly stimulated the output of English plays, Grein wanted to 
confine operations chiefly to new continental plays. Any new English 
play of merit, however, if and when found, would be given precedence 
over all others, while several old Independent Theatre plays deserved 
revival as "they would be better understood and appreciated now than in 
the distant days of the dramatic daybreak of the nineties" (Jhe Kiss, 
A Visit, The Goldfish, The Black Cat, The Strike at Arlingjord and The Wild 
Duck).1 
As for new plays, my quiver is full, and I could easily supply a repertoire theatre 
during a whole year with works of every European theatre, including King Nicholas 
of Montenegro's Empress of the Balkans, of which I acquired the rights years ago. 
For the first production, to be given in February 1913, a Dutch play, 
A Paladine, by Mrs. Simons-Mees, and translated by Grein and his wife, 
was chosen. The well-known Dutch actor Henri de Vries was to create 
the leading part.J Michael Morton's version of Oiseaux de Passage, by 
M.Donnay and L. Descaves, was to follow in March. 
A month later, Grein, who had received a fair number of sub-
scriptions, asked for more. His experience with the Independent Theatre 
had made him a little wiser and although he cordially placed, now as then, 
"the little I know, the great deal I observe, and my unremitting study of 
the world's drama," at the disposal of his fellow playgoers, he had to 
have "sufficient support to make the thing a success. " Hence he appealed 
again not "to the crowd, " but "to those who love Art for Art's sake, the 
Intellectuals as they are called," and who were "to decide whether 
London shall have further access to the drama and literature of Europe. " * 
But there was no response and the planned performances, four per year, 
could not be maintained.5 
1
 Independent Theatregoer, No 3, pp. 7-9. г Cf. sapra, pp. 114-6. 3 Cf. supra, p . 193. 
• Independent Theatregoer, No 4, Febr. і 9 і з , р р . 6 - 7 . i The Sunday Times, 13 and 27/10/1 2, 
1/1/13. Financial News, 6/1/13. 
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To provide good plays at cheap prices was always one of Grein's 
wishes and when at a meeting at the Drury Lane Theatre, organised by 
the dramatic critic S. R. Littlewood, the People's Theatre Society was 
founded exactly for this purpose, Grein asked Beerbohm Tree to take the 
lead and open his theatre one Sunday afternoon to inaugurate the People's 
Theatre.1 But Tree, although in full sympathy with the idea, pointed out 
that there was "strenuous opposition in certain influential quarters," and 
that he personally objected to actors working more than six days per 
week.2 He relented, however, and thanks to his munificence the 
People's Theatre was inaugurated on Whit Monday 1914 at His Majesty's 
Theatre with Shaw's Pygmalion at the really popular prices of half a 
crown for the stalls and threepence for the pit.3 Grein had accepted an 
invitation to join the Executive Committee * and there was one other 
performance, but the People's Theatre was one of the first theatrical 
ventures to be killed by the war. 
About this time Ghosts had cropped up again. In 1910 the Ibsen Club 
had given a performance of it at the Rehearsal Theatre, Maiden Lane, 
under the direction of Miss Catherine Lewis,s and on Sunday 26 April 
1914 Grein organised one at the Court Theatre under the auspices of the 
newly established Constitutional Society for Women's Suffrage. He 
selected the cast and called them Independent Players and he invited a 
young actor, Leon M. Lion to direct the play.6 Grein followed it up 
with an Independent Professional Matinee on 19 May. The playbill of 
this matinée7 announced that a series of J .T. Grein's Independent 
Matinées, under the direction alternately of J.Fisher and Leon M.Lion, 
would be given in due course. The provisional repertoire, printed off 
in the same playbill, contained plays by Hauptmann (Carman Henschel), 
Ibsen (The Lady from the Sea), Sudermann (Long Live Life), Heijermans 
(The Rising Sun), W. Schürmann (The Violiers, a Ghetto play), Verhaeren 
(The Cloisters), O. Mirabeau (The Bad Shepherds), Maurice Donnay (Birds 
of Passage) and Maeterlinck (Monna Vanna). 
But what had failed a year ago, failed again.8 After Ghosts only Monna 
Vanna, for which Grein had procured a licence from the censor, was 
1
 The Sunday Times, 3/J/14. * Ibid., 10/^/14. 3 Ikid., 31/^/14. * Ibidem, s Cf. 1910 vol. 
of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London. 6 Ibid., Vol. 1914. Cf. also The Sunday Times, 
2 î / i / i 4 , and Leon M. Lion, The Surprise of My Life, London, n.d. (c. 194^), pp. 236-7. 
' Cf. Royal Court playbills, at V. and Α., Enthoven Collection, London. 8 Verhaeren's 
Le Cloître was produced at the Haymarket Theatre in Jan. 191 j . Cf. The Sunday Times, 
24 /1 / i i . No connection with Grein can be traced. 
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produced at the Queen's Theatre for three matinées on 21, 23, and 
24 July 1914.1 After the censor had licensed Monna Vanna, Grein applied 
for a licence for Ghosts. It was granted and on 14 July 1914 Grein's 
Independent Players gave a Commemoration Matinée of the play at the 
Haymarket Theatre, "kindly lent for this occasion by Frederick 
Harrison," "under the gracious patronage of their Majesties the King and 
the Queen of Norway. " 2 
A few weeks later Britain went to war, and, inevitably, the theatrical 
scene began to show drastic changes, but the war did not lessen or even 
dampen Grein's activities. Being a great committee man, he was a 
member of several, all devoted to relief and in some way connected with 
the theatre. 
The Anglo-Belgian company of players, which consisted mainly of 
Belgian refugees and started its London performances in October 1914, 
was not organised by Grein, but he always wrote about them with great 
sympathy, helping them where he could, and he was later very sorry when 
they had to disband, in 191 ς.3 
In The Sunday Times of 2 May 191 ς Grein announced an Independent 
Theatre Play (Comedy) Competition, and one week later an All British 
Libretto Competition for a light comic opera. The prizes offered by 
Messrs Laurillard and Grossmith would be in both cases One Hundred 
Pounds. The readers of the paper were kept fully informed about the 
number of plays sent in, and by the end of the year 261 plays had been 
received. On the unanimous recommendation of the judges (W. Archer, 
H. Ainley, and H.A.Hertz) the prize went to Ruts, a comedy by Harry 
Wall, for "its combined qualities of originality, characterisation, 
dialogue, and technique. " •* Far fewer comic operas were sent in, but 
Time and Again, a comic opera by Mrs. Lucy Dale and Miss G. M. 
Faulding, was finally awarded the prize.5 
Meanwhile Grein and other enthusiasts had been organising one 
matinée after another and he repeatedly appealed for funds. "J. T. Grein's 
All-Sketch Matinée for Our Interned Soldiers, Airmen and Sailors in 
Holland" at the Queen's Theatre and under the patronage of Her Majesty 
1
 Cf. 1914 volume of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London. The play had been 
produced privately in London once before at the Victoria Hall, on 19 June 1902. Cf. 
W. D. Halls, Maurice Maeterlinck, Oxford, i960, pp. 74-$. 2 Ibidem, э The Sunday Times, 
18/10/14, 22/11/14, 'S/"*/1*» io and 31/1/ΐί, 28/2/ΐί, 14 and 21/3/if, 18/4/1 J. 
• Ibid., 6/2/16; cf. also The 111. L.N., i î / 2 /21 . s Ibid., 4/6/16. 
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Queen Alexandra" 1 and "The Harold Chapín Memorial Performance" 
(to build a Y.M.C. A. Memorial Hut at the front), at the same theatre on 
14 December 191 ς, were only two out of many. 
The Independent War Players, who under the direction of Mr. Dickson 
Kenwin, travelled from camp to camp and from hospital to hospital to 
perform such plays as Pinero's The Magistrate, Jones's Dolly neformmg 
Herself, J.K.Jerome's Miss Hobbs, and R. C. Carton's Lady Huntworth's 
Experiment; and Le Theatre du Soldat, a small company of Belgian actors, 
who, under the direction of M. Jules Delacre, did very much the same 
thing for the many wounded Belgian and French soldiers, were set up by 
Grein, who in The Sunday Times oí 2ς July 1915 could write that both 
troupes had just started and were doing well.2 The two companies gave, 
"by way of send-off" as W. Archer wrote, an initial week of per­
formances at the Kingsway Theatre, kindly lent by Miss Lena Ashwell. 
Archer had nothing but praise for the French plays and the acting, which, 
although intended for soldiers, would give English playgoers plenty of 
opportunity to further a good cause, at the same time enjoying delightful 
pieces of recent French humour,3 while the Independent War Players 
were quite successful with R. C. Carton's Lady Huntworth's Experiment, 
preceded by a one-act play by Mrs. Grein, The Widow and the Waiter. 
In the midst of all this activity Grein suddenly thought it necessary to 
write a long article on the bad state of the English theatre. This state 
was not due to the war, but the result of several causes, which had been 
at work for years : the scandalously high rent of the London theatres ; the 
far too high salaries, especially for stars; the wrong policy of most 
managers, who always remained on the safe side of box-office successes; 
the too high admission prices ; and the wrong way of advertising.* Tree 
agreed, but others challenged Grein to run a theatre of his own and live 
on it.s Then Grein attacked the status of the actor. There were far too 
many of them and far too many out of work. He advocated "a gigantic 
alteration of the whole system": the abolition of touring companies and 
the establishment of repertory companies in every fair sized town. 6 
Finally, he advocated an Authors' Theatre "to give managers a chance to 
sample the goods before embarking on anything they knew little or 
nothing about, and to give young authors a hearing. " 7 
1
 All the information about Grein's war-time activities is, unless otherwise stated, from 
playbills at the B.D.L. and the V. and Α., Enthoven Coll., London. 2 Cf. also The Sunday 
Times, 13 and 20/6/1 j ; Financial News, i é /6 / i ¡. 3 The Star, 20/7/15. * The Sunday Times, 
27/6/1 £. 4bid., 4/7/1 f andff. * Ibid., 18/7/1$. » Ibid., 28/1 I / I J . 
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The war went on and on and Grein started his French Players, a 
company of French and Belgian actors living in London, directed by 
Jules Delacre, who had collaborated with Grein on Le Théâtre du Soldat. 
They opened their first season at the Aldwych Theatre on Sunday 12 
November 1916 with A. de Mussel's A Quoi Rêvent les Jeunes Filles and 
produced during this first season twelve French plays, seveial of which 
had never been seen in London. The season, however, ended in a deficit, 
"comblé d'ailleurs par le Président de la Société : M. J. T. Grein, " and an 
attempt to raise subscriptions to put the venture on a firmer financial 
basis must have failed, for the second season, of which detailed plans had 
been published, never got any farther than its first performance on 
26 M a y 1 9 1 7 . 
Never to be discouraged, Grein set up another French troupe, Le 
Théâtre des Alliés, Directors Maurice Froyez, J .T . Grein and J .C. 
Chassaigne. This company opened at the Court Theatre on 9 March 1917 
and kept going for some months on mostly light fare, Paul Gavault's La 
Petite Chocolatière being one of its most successful productions. 
Romanticismo, an Italian play by Rovetta, "a wonderful propaganda 
speech play," as Grein called it,1 was produced by the Italian Play 
Society, and Grein proudly wrote : "With Miss Edith Craig, Mr. Fred. 
Wheeler, and Signor Fetore Fasano, I am responsible for this entente 
with our allies." 2 
His last war-time venture with non-English companies, were the 
Dutch Players, who performed a number of Dutch plays at the Court 
Theatre in 1918: De Verlaten Post (The Deserted Post), by Pieter Geyl, Op 
Hoop van Zegen (The Good Hope) by H.Heijermans, Dertig Zilverlingen 
(Thirty Pieces of Silver) a Jewish play by v. Sprinckhuysen, and De 
Schoolmeester (The Schoolmaster), "the famous play of the late Judels Père, 
in which his grandson Nico Roeg will appear. " 
At last, towards the end of 1916, Grein thought the time had come, for 
the execution of one of his oldest projects : the London Repertory Theatre. 
The Entente Cordiale and Cordial Intentions. 
It is likely that the week beginning this Sunday may prove memorable in the annals of 
our drama. For to-morrow is the first performance of the London Repertory Theatre, 
inaugurated with Ruts, the Prize play by H.Wall, and on Thursday the same theatre 
will open the doors of a French theatre for all sorts and conditions of men, when that 
charming comedy, La Petite Chocolatière, promises an auspicious début. 
1
 The Sunday Times, 24/3/18. г Ibid., 17/3/18. 
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As I am a responsible, if materially disinterested, leader of both movements, I may 
be forgiven for launching an earnest appeal to all those, managers and public alike, 
who for years have honoured me by following my work, to support the two enter-
prises. 
For the Theatre des Alliés, the Entente Cordiale enterprise, I harbour little fear; . . 
The theatre of cordial intentions - the London Repertory Theatre — causes me 
greater solicitude. I stand here single-handed, no backer has come forward to lend 
a helping hand. I understand ; it is war-time. Yet I feel it my duty to do my bit for 
the country of my adoption, to which I owe my whole career, in these very times of 
stress and sadness, because the drama of London is in such a condition of anaemia and 
listlessness that it demands a strong, honest, unselfish effort to kindle its vitality . . . ' 
The Court Theatre was secured, but three productions only could be 
managed : Ruts, a comedy in four acts by H. Wall, on 19 and 20 February ; 
The Immortal Memory, a comedy in three acts by R. Whittaker, on 26 and 
27 February; and Partnership, a light comedy in three acts by Elizabeth 
Baker, the writer of Chains, a play very highly valued by Grein,2 on ς and 
6 March 1917. 
Reviewing 1917 Grein mentioned Harold Terry's General Post, which 
had been a success at the Haymarket. "It real ly was a product of the London 
Repertory Theatre, which I tried to create, but — I frankly admit - I 
chose the wrong moment to do it". 3 
There was one other production billed as an Independent Theatre pro­
duction, viz. that of Oscar Wilde's Salome, on 12 April 1918. It caused a 
great deal of trouble and put an end to Grein's connection with The 
Sunday Times.* The production of Ibsen's The Lady from the Sea, to be 
directed by Mrs. Grein and scheduled for May or June, never took place. 
The Times of 1 2 February 1918 carried the following notice : 
Mr. J . T . Grein, by the help of a Java firm with which he is connected, hopes to send 
out a company of English players to Holland for the benefit of British Prisoners 
interned there. Donations will be acknowledged by Miss Valetta, Offices of J. T. 
Grein's War Players, 9, Duke Street, Adelphi, W . C . 2 
Grein went further and set afoot a scheme to send out companies, called 
The British Players, to Denmark, Sweden and Norway as well.5 Then he 
included Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal in his Propaganda for the 
Theatre, which he considered his Mission. 
1
 ГЛе Sunday Times, 18/2/17. 2 Cf. supra, pp. 175-6. 3 The Sunday Times, 13/1/18. 
4
 Cf. infra, pp. 197-206. s The Sunday Times, 24/3/18. 
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I, a grateful Englishman by adoption, am trying my hand at something, which, I hope, 
will benefit my country . . . I shall widen my sphere to all neutral countries if I 
am supported and I hope that our drama, " the voice of our poets and thinkers," 
will form a link between this Island Realm and the lands across the water. 
Detailed plans followed: General Post, by Harold Terry, The Saving Gtace, 
by H. Chambers, The Mollusc, by H. H. Davies, and a new play by a new 
author would be sent to Holland; Hamlet, The Second Mrs. Tanqueray, 
Mid-Channel, John Bull's Other Island and Candida would be sent to 
Denmark, Sweden and Norway.1 
A letter from Mr. Robert Donald, then Director of Propaganda in 
Neutral Countries, of 21 March 1918, had given Grein the conviction, or 
at least impression, that he was organising these tours with Government 
support, and that travelling expenses would be defrayed by the Ministry 
of Information. This Ministry, however, published the following com-
munication in the daily press of 18 April : 
The Minister of Information has never authorized any scheme or granted any subsidy 
for the production of plays in neutral countries. Lord Beaverbrook does not know 
Mr. Grein and has had no correspondence with him. Mr. Grein is not employed by 
the Ministry. 
The Times of 1 May 1918 printed, in protest, a series of letters exchanged 
between Mr. R. Donald and Grein, from which one could only conclude 
that the appointment of Grein as organiser had actually been made and 
that only the details of the scheme were to be settled. But it is clear 
enough that Grein was disowned by Lord Beaverbrook on account of the 
trouble over Salome, which had already started brewing.2 
During his twenty years with The Sunday Times Grein only sent Pinero's 
The Gay Lord Quex to Holland, in 1900,3 and he had nothing to do with 
A. Bourchier's tour of Holland with Sutro's The Walls of Jericho in 1906,* 
nor with two other English performances in Amsterdam in 1911, that of 
The Merchant of Venice, by "The London Shakespeare Company of His 
Majesty's Theatre, London," on 28 April, and that of The Belle of New 
Yoik, a musical comedy by H. Morton, played by "J. Bannister Howard's 
Company of the Shaftesbury Theatre, London," on 3 October.s 
1
 The Sunday Times, 7/4/18. According to a Letter to the Press, a copy of which is to be 
found among the B.D.L. playbills, vol. 1918, sub Royal Court Theatre, Grein also 
wanted to send to Holland The Mma, by L. Melville and G.Calboum. 2 Cf. infra, 
pp. 197-206. 3 Cf. supra, p. 168. 4 Ibid., p. 171. s Playbill coll., Toneel-Museum, 
Amsterdam. 
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As for bringing Dutch plays to England, he procured Heijermans's The 
Good Hope for the Stage Society in 1903, and possibly Links, by the same 
author, in 1908.1 He failed to present Heijermans's The Rising Sun in 
1914,2 - a s he had failed with Mrs. Simons-Mees's A Paladine in 1913 —3 
and the Pioneer Players' production oïThe Hired Girl, another Heijermans 
play, in 191 j , * was no more his doing than that of The Ghetto in 1899.s 
Some Dutch actors visited England, but there is no evidence that 
Grein played any part in organising their visits. Henri de Vries6 gave 
hundreds of performances of Heijermans's Brand in de Jonge Jan (A Case of 
Arson) all over England. In it he represented six characters all by himself, 
a feat of acting which impressed Grein,7 although he warned him some 
years later that de Vries had better make up his mind. Either the music-
hall was his domain, or the theatre, not both.8 In 1913, however, Grein 
considered him good enough to invite him to play the lead in the 
scheduled production of A Paladine.9 Louis Bouwmeester visited London 
towards the end of 1912, and appeared at the Palladium in The Grip {In de 
Klem, adapted from the French of Th. Barrière and A. Decourcelle). 
Grein, who had "seen him in all his great parts, such as in The Middleman, 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 1 $9. г Ibid., p . 187. The Pioneer Players produced it successfully in 1919. 
Cf. Arts Gazette, No 19, 7/6/19; Het Vaderland, 13/6/19. э Cf. supra, p . 186. + "An 
English version, which, as it refers to dollars, must have come to England via Hunland or 
Jutland, certainly not direct from Holland." Grein in The Sunday Times, 1/4/17. s Cf. 
supra, pp. 82-3, 140. 6 H. de Vries, (ps. H. P.L. Walterop) played Brami in de Jonge Jan 
in Dutch at the West Theatre, Albert Hall, on 1/7/04. Its reception by the critics whom 
he had invited encouraged him to have it translated into English. A Case of Arson had its 
première at the Royalty Theatre, which he had rented with the help of some Dutchmen 
in London, on 11/2/of. After the third evening Fred. Harrison invited him to play it 
at his Haymarket Theatre, and offered de Vries £100 a week. Just after the contract 
had been signed, Beerbohm Tree made a similar offer. After some months in London, 
de Vries played the piece all over England, Ireland and Scotland. He took it to America, 
Germany and Austria, but he came back again and again to London, where he settled in 
1910 and lived well on the considerable profits of the play. Plans for a company of his 
own did not materialise, but he put on several other shows: Page 97, at the Garrick, 
London, in 1907 (in which he again played six characters), Jasper Bright (adapted from a 
German farce), and A Dumb Man's Curse. Only Page 97 was successful. In 1909 he 
bought Sutro's^oAn Glayde's Honour, and played it in Amsterdam in 1910, where he also 
played one of A. A. Milne's plays, with which he toured Holland. In 1912 he had the 
French L'Hirondelle adapted as The Submarine, and started it in Liverpool before taking 
it to London, where it ran for two years, and was stopped by the outbreak of war. Then 
de Vries went to America, and concerned himself mainly with films. Cr. Henri de Vries, 
Mijn Memoires, 1864-1946, Maastricht, n.d. Also Henri de Vries file at the Toneel-
Museum, Amsterdam. 7 The Sunday Times, 3/7/04. 8 Ibid., 12/1/08. ' Cf. supra, ρ. ι 86. 
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which I myself brought him, " 1 raised high expectations by introducing 
him to the English public as "One of the greatest actors, honoured by the 
artistic King William of Holland, and knighted by Queen Wilhelmina. " 
Afterwards he wrote : 
No pen can adequately convey the completeness and intensity of this study of charac-
ter, which is not only great art, but has been hallowed by all the great psychiatrists 
who have seen it. 
Have Bouwmeester play or recite some monologues from Richard III, and London 
will see that there are still great tragedians.2 
Grein, who was very fond of music-halls, also wanted cabaret in 
London. "Why not have those cabarets in London they have in Paris? 
The people are there and everything. All that is wanted is the enthusiasm 
of a man and the money of a Maecenas."3 A lady friend of his came 
forward with some money, but Grein did not want to be personally in-
volved. "My mission is to initiate and to further progress, to criticize, but 
not to be the responsible leader of an institution which demands time 
and constant perambulation of the artistic centres of Europe". When The 
Golden Calf was opened, Grein was not very pleased. The programme 
was promising "for a start, " but to be good, everything had to be "near 
perfect," as a cabaret was a "super music-hall."* In 1913 he tried to 
interest Jean Louis Pisuisse, a well-known Dutch cabaret artist, in The 
Golden Calf. Nothing came of it, as "a Mrs. Strindberg, one of the wives 
of the great August Strindberg, " who was to run the cabaret, proved to 
be, in Pisuisse's words "raving mad. " s 
Between 1900-18 Grein wrote very little for Dutch papers and maga-
zines.6 His German Theatre in London was reported in several papers,' 
but on the whole little attention was paid to what he was doing in 
London. Generally speaking, Dutch interest in English drama was not 
very great, and information was scarce. G.B.Shaw was about the only 
ish dramatist to arouse interest, and in a list of modem English plays 
1
 Cf. supra, pp. 72-3. 2 The Sunday Times, 17/10/12. 3 Ibid., 19/3/11. * /W. ,30/6/12. 
s Edmond Visser, Het Nederlandsche Cabaret, Leiden, 1920, p . 63. In The 111. L.N., 
20/8/27, Grein wrote that the second Mrs. Strindberg (cf. supra, pp. 130-1) started the 
first cabaret in London, The Golden Calf. "It began brilliantly, but it foundered on finance 
and conflict with licensing authorities." Cf. also Arts Gazette, No 42, 1011/20. 6 Cf. 
supra, pp. 130-3. 7 E.g. in the Algemeen Handelsblad 8/6, 22/7, l i / i o , and 3/12/1900; 
7/1, 25/4/01, etc., In Bühne und Welt, 1902, Vol. II, pp. 1047fr. there is a long eulogistic 
article: J . T. Grein, als Intendant des Deutschen Theaters in London. 
Engl 
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p r o d u c e d in Holland between 1900 and 1918 he easily comes first wi th 
fourteen plays p e r f o r m e d : Candida in 1906; Mevrouw Warrens Веюер 
(Mrs. Warren's Profession) in 1908; De Vlinder (The Philanderer) in 1909; 
Men Kan Nooit Weten (You Never Can Tell) and De Huizen van den Weduwnaar 
(Widowers' Houses) 1 9 1 0 1 ; Te Wapen (Arms and the Man) in 1912; Een 
Dokters Dilemma (The Doctor's Dilemma) in 1913; Androcles en de Leeuw 
(Androcles and the Lion) and Fanny's Eerste Tooneelstuk (Fanny's First Play) in 
1914; Majoor Barbara, Pygmalion, and Mensch en Oppermensch (Man and 
Superman) in 191 ς; Cesar en Cleopatra in 1916, and, finally, Katharina de 
Groóte (Catherine the Great) in 1918. 
Oscar Wi lde follows wi th four plays : Salome in 1904 ; Een Ideale Echt-
genoot (An Ideal Husband), De Belangrijkheid van Ernst (The Importance of 
Being Earnest) in 1909; and Een Onbelangrijke Vrouw (A Woman of No 
Importance) at about the same t ime. 
A reasonably comprehensive list further includes: P inero ' s Lord Quex 
in 1900; Herodes, by Stephen Phillips, in 1901 ; Je rome K. Je rome ' s 
Miss Hobbs in 1902 ; Justin Huntly McCarthy 's Als Ik Konmg Was (If I Were 
King) in 1903 ; De Tyrannie der Tranen (Tyranny of Tears), by H. Chambers , 
in 1904; De Leugenaars (The Lie), by H . A . J o n e s , and Onze Kate (Cousin 
Kate), by H .H .Dav ie s , in 1907; Pinero 's Zijn Tweede Vrouw (His House m 
Order) in 1908; Dolly Betert Zich (Dolly Reforming Herself), by H . A . J o n e s , 
in 1909; Alfred Sutro 's De Eer van John Glayde (John Glayde's Honour) in 
1910; Miss Sowerby's Rutherford en Co (Rutherford and Son), and Je rome 
K . J e r o m e ' s De Vreemdeling (The Passing of the Third Floor Back) in 1912 ; 
Mijlpalen (Milestones), by A.Bennet t and E.Knoblauch, G. Broadhurst 's 
Gekocht en Betaald (Bought and Paid For), W . S . M a u g h a m ' s Penelope, 
Stanley Houghton 's Fanny (Hwdle Wakes), and Frank Stayton's Het Minder-
waardige Geslacht (Marrying Phyllis) (1) in 1913 ; Maugham's Het Land der 
Belofte (The Land of Promise) in 1914; Huwelijksreis (The Honeymoon), by 
A. Bennett , Pana (The SingleMan)(l), by H. H. Davies, Londen en Ρατψ (The 
Only Way), by Freeman Wills and F. Langbridge - an adaptation from 
Dickens 's A Tale of Two Cities, H.A.Vachel l ' s De Qumneys (Qumney's), 
De Magier (Magic), by G . K . C h e s t e r t o n , and De Gulden Riddertijd (When 
Knights Were Bold), by Charles Marlowe in 191 ς; De Hillarys (?), by 
Stanley Houghton and Harold Brighouse, and A. Bennett ' s Het Groóte 
Avontuur (The Great Adventure) in 1916 ; Peggy Míjn Kind (Peg of My Heart), 
by Hartley Manners, Hobson's Dochters (Hobson's Choice), by Harold 
1
 It was staged in Rotterdam in or before 1904 as Als de «ene Hand de andere wascht, cf. 
De Gids, 1904, pp. ις(>-ι. 
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Brighouse, Wie is 't? (?), by H. A. Vachell, Stuivertje Wisselen (General Post), 
by H.Terry, and Opzet en Toeval (?), by Harold Chapín in 1917; and 
finally, Het Eeuwige Trio (The Man in the Stalls), by Alfred Su tro, and De 
Oester (The Mollusc), by H.Terry, in 1918.1 
Some Dutch critics were impressed by what they considered Shaw's 
brilliance and daring, but on the whole there was much disappointment 
about English plays. 
1
 This list, collected from the back-files of Het Tooneel, newspaper-advertisements, 
cuttings, and playbills at the Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam, includes only plays that were 
new to Holland; revivals and Shakespeare plays are not mentioned. 
A number of artists among the English prisoners of war interned in Groningen formed 
in 191 f, under the direction of Fred Penley (possibly a relation of William Sidney 
Penley, who became famous by playing Lord Babberley in Brandon Thomas's Charley's 
Aunt), a company which presented The Timbertown Follies, a kind of revue, at first for 
their fellow prisoners, and later for the public in Groningen, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, 
and possibly elsewhere. Cf. Het Tooneel, N.S., Vol. 1, Dec. i j i j , p. i n , and several 
playbills at the Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam. 
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1918-1935 
Salome and the notorious trial which followed it, nearly finished Grein. 
Oscar Wilde's play, written in French in the winter of 1891-92 and 
published in 1893, attracted and intrigued Grein from the beginning. It 
was translated into English by Lord Alfred Douglas in 1893 and published, 
with Aubrey Beardsley's illustrations, in 1894 by John Lane, London. 
Beardsley's pictures caused the first "Salomé Row, " as Beardsley himself 
called it in a letter to Robert Ross, a friend of Wilde's who, after the 
latter's death in 1900, was appointed executor and administrator of 
Wilde's literary and dramatic estate. Beardsley's cover design was con-
sidered indecent and out of the ten original drawings he withdrew three 
and substituted three new pictures "simply beautiful and quite irrele-
vant. " ' Although the play was not written for Sarah Bernhardt, nor 
with any idea of stage representation,2 Sarah Bernhardt accepted Salomé 
and proposed to produce it in London. It was cast and put in rehearsal, 
the scenery was prepared and the costumes ordered when, to the great 
surprise and annoyance of Sarah Bernhardt, the censor forbade the per-
formance, no doubt because the play dealt with an event mentioned in 
the Bible, although in accordance with the usual practice no reason was 
given. The scathing remarks on this decision of the censor and the demand 
for "the abolition or at least radical reform of so stupid an anomaly and 
anachronism as our present system of censorship" in the New Review of 
August 1892, could have been written by Grein.з They were in fact 
written by William Archer, who thought on very much the same lines, 
1
 Margery Ross, Robert Ross, Friend of Friends, Letters to Robert Ross, Art Critic and Writer, 
London, 1952, pp. 18-30. Two letters from A.Beardsley to Ross, 1893. г Cf. Robert 
Ross in the Morning Post of 8/11/1910, quoted by Margery Ross, op. cit., pp. 122-3. 
3 Life, 26/3/92. Grein on censorship. 
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but who had not yet read the play at this time, as appears from a letter 
written twelve years later by Archer to Robert Ross. 
Dear Ross, Nov 23, 1904 
I did not know you were Wilde's executor, or I should have come straight to you for 
information. I daresay you were wise to advise him against publishing the play 
(Salome). One looks with very different eyes on the work of a living and of a dead 
man . . The thing is full of crudities and extravagances, and it is quite possible that 
some which exist in the original are masked in the translation. 
Nevertheless it is a thing of extraordinary talent. I happened to read it immediately 
after Stephen Phillips's poem . Sin of David and heavens' what a difference. 
There was more real force in one act of Wilde's play than in all three acts of the 
other . . .• 
Grein's first mention of Salome occurred in Оягаг Wilde as a Dramatist, in 
The Sunday Special of 9 December 1900, shortly after Wilde's death. 
Oscar Wílde once made it clear to me that he considered himself the peer of Ibsen 
and when after the production of Lady Windermere's Fan in 1892 I described him as the 
English Sardou, Oscar Wílde said contemptuously "The founder of the English 
Théâtre Libre calls me an English Sardou " Henceforth his confidence in me was 
radically shaken and he never again came to the Independent Theatre Yet Oscar 
Wílde was the English Sardou, not the Sardou of Tosca and Fedora, but of N05 Intimes . . 
Of his plays Salome was perhaps his best, and to say that Sarah Bernhardt had 
undertaken to bring it before London, is to testify to the excellence of its dramatic 
fibre and the felicity of its poetry To Salome Oscar Wílde owed his great reputation 
in Pans, where his English plays were unknown For Salome, gorgeous as the woman 
of its title, full of charm and quivering with passion, the gates of the literary strong-
hold of the Mercure de France were opened to him, and if Sarah Bernhardt had shown 
more courage, she might by the production of Salome have paved the way to a re-
habilitation of Oscar Wílde But after the scandal Sarah Bernhardt was ashamed to be 
associated with the fallen star. 
The production of Salome by the Theatre de l 'Oeuvre in 1896 was not such as to 
gladden the author or add to his fame. But in bookform the play was an unprecedented 
success, and perhaps some day, when the stain on the author's character has been 
whitened by time, the worthy production of Salome will render posthumous homage 
to the author 
Reviewing W. Trowbridge'syezabei, also written in French and dedicated 
to and accepted by Sarah Bernhardt, Grein pointed out that the author 
had been wise to put the play, originally written in English, into French, 
as the censor would not allow biblical characters on the stage. 
1
 Margery Ross, op cit., ρ 89. Stephen Phillips's Sm of David, a drama in blank verse, 
was published in 1904. 
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The dialogue is often reminiscent of Wilde's Salomé. Indeed I am inclined to think 
that Salomé was the spiritual mother of Jézabel. There is the same effort to create a 
mysterious atmosphere, the richly-laden style, the same tendency to repeat rhythmic 
phrases . . ,1 
By this time Grein had made an attempt to produce the play in London. 
Gordon Craig wrote in his diary on 8 February 1903 : 
J. T. Grein of The Sunday Special asked me to be stage director of Oscar Wilde's 
Salome, in a small bandbox theatre in London. The play was forbidden to be publicly 
performed and Grein would do it by private subscription. I refused. Since then I 
have puzzled and puzzled just how to do that piece, and I believe I have found out 
how. Nobody else seems to have stumbled to the solution.* 
After this abortive attempt Grein kept the play in mind for many years 
and when he saw Pavlova dancing at the Palace Theatre in London in 
191 о he wrote : "Pavlova would be the ideal Salome. " 3 
In 1901 the play was produced in Berlin and ran for 200 nights.* 
According to Mrs. Grein her husband had seen Reinhardt's production 
of it at the Neues Theater in Berlin in 1903,5 but Grein himself stated 
during the 1918 trial that "he had no personal knowledge of its having 
been produced in Berlin. He had, however, seen it chronicled. " 6 The 
play was very popular in Germany and in his speech at a dinner given in 
his honour at the Ritz Hotel, London, on 1 December 1908, Robert 
Ross revealed, 
that the bulk of Wilde's debts had been paid by the receipts of the German perform­
ances of his plays, chiefly of Salome, long before, let me add, Dr. Strauss had set music 
to the words. 7 
The play was also popular in France and Italy, especially as opera with 
Richard Strauss's music, written in 190^, and it was produced for the 
first time in Moscow by the Moscow Art Theatre in September 1913.8 
In 1904 Brondgeest produced a shortened version of Salome in Rotterdam, 
Holland, at the same time that a German company produced the play 
there.» When Brondgeest produced it as an open-air spectacle in the 
Amsterdam Stadium in 1917, the reviewer of Het Tooneel wrote that the 
play had been revived at least a hundred times in Holland and in the 
1
 The Sunday Special, 12/7/03. 2 E.G.Craig, Index to the Story of My Days, 1872-1907, 
London, I9 Î7 , p . 243. 3 The Sunday Times, Î4/4/10. * Margery Ross, op. cit., p . 104, 
also p. 83η. During the 1918 trial Lord Alfred Douglas, who appeared as a witness, 
gave the year 1902. Cf. The Times, 3/6/18. s Orme, p. 197. 6 The Times, 1^/4/18. 
' Margery Ross, op. cit., pp. I Í2-7 . β Ibid., p. 2¡o. ν Het Tooneel, Vol. xxxiu, No 13, 
20/2/04, pp. 9i-6. 
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Dutch East Indies since its production in 1904.1 In England Strauss's 
opera was produced for the first time early in December 191 о at Covent 
Garden, London. There was adverse criticism, such as that by the music 
critic of The Sunday Times, who condemned it as "a wild study of perversity 
and bestial appetite, " 2 but there was nothing like an outcry against the 
immorality of the play or opera. 
Public performances of the play itself remained banned in England, but 
there were some private performances. The first of these seem to have 
been two performances given by the New Stage Club at the Bijou Theatre, 
Archer Street, London, in May 1905, in which Robert Farquharson 
played the part of Herod.з Two further performances were given by the 
Literary Theatre Society in July 1906, Robert Farquharson again playing 
Herod with Florence Farr as Herodias and Miss Darragh as Salome. On 
this occasion the mounting and the dresses were by Charles Ricketts, the 
"well-known illustrator, painter, sculptor, printer, jeweller, designer of 
stage scenery and, we may add, uncompromising cr i t ic . " 4 Ricketts 
wanted Constance Collier for the part of Salome, but she was not 
available as she was going abroad. Then Mrs. Patrick Campbell was 
approached. She refused, reconsidered her refusal, and finally refused 
again. Ricketts hated the Bijou Theatre and the similar King's Hall so 
much, that he urged Robert Ross to ask George Alexander to lend them 
his St. James's Theatre for two afternoons. George Alexander refused 
as he could not afford to break the run of Pinero's His House in Order, but 
suggested the Court Theatre, whose audience, he added, "would jump 
at it. " s The performances finally took place at "the National Sporting 
Club, Covent Garden, the odd locality chosen for an illicit enter­
tainment on which the critics again fell with exacerbated violence," as 
Robert Ross wrote later in the Morning Post of 8 December 19io. 6 
Strangely enough Grein never mentioned any of these performances 
either in The Sunday Times or The Ladies' Field. There may have been other 
private performances, but no records seem to be available. The ban on 
the public performances was lifted in 1931 and Salome was publicly per­
formed for the first time by Nancy Price for her People's National 
Theatre, at the Savoy Theatre, London, on ς October 1931.7 
1
 Het Tooneel, New Series, Vol. HI, No 2, Juli 1917, pp. 29-31. 2 The Sunday Times, 
8/12/10. Cf. also The Times, ii/4/18. 3 Margery Ross, op. cit., p. 114. •Thus Robert 
Ross in 1902. Margery Ross, op. at., p. 76. s Margery Ross, op. at., pp. 114, 122-8. 
One letter from L.Housman and several from C. Ricketts to R. Ross. 6 Ibid., p. 122. 
* Cf. infra, p. 243. 
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On 6 March 1908 a Canadian bom dancer, Maud Allan, appeared for the 
first time in London at the Palace Theatre with her programme of classical 
dances, including The Vision of Salome, with which she had toured Europe 
and which she presented several hundreds of times in London. Her 
autobiography was published as "a special souvenir edition to com-
memorate her 2£oth performance at the Palace Theatre, London." ' Her 
Salome dance had nothing to do with Wilde's play. It was her own inter-
pretation in dance form of a vision Salome had had after she had danced 
before Herod.2 Once, in Germany in 1907, a number of people had 
objected to her dance and the Bavarian government had banned it. Sub-
scription evenings, however, made it possible for her to appear at the 
Munich Schauspielhaus all the same. 
Needless to say, the subscription evenings were perhaps more successful than ordinary 
ones would have been - and why? Because my audience was a purely artistic and 
intellectual опе.э 
In Paris she danced before King Edward vu in September 1907. 
I think it was the happiest moment of my life when he took my hand with his calm 
great dignity and told me that he considered my art a beautiful one and my dances 
worthy of the word classical.·· 
After this there was no trouble with the English censor. 
Grein reviewed the performance favourably,* and when a few months 
later another dancer, Isodora Duncan, appeared, Grein compared the two. 
Maud Allan brings youth and intuition and inimitable grace of manuflection (sic). Her 
play of hands is poetry itself. Isodora Duncan is a consummate mistress of technique, 
inventive, subtle and vivid, and with some, not a complete sense of music. Her feet 
in step and undulation have something unspeakably beautiful.6 
The next year Maud Allan was back again : 
as buoyant as ever and, if anything, with greater mastery of her art. She is the 
comedienne of dancing, for in a more serious mood, in music of great emotion, her 
terpsichorean expression is, if always beautiful, not convincingly pathetic? 
In 1917, finally, she appeared at the St. Martin's Theatre, 
the ideal shrine of the gentle art of Maud Allan. She is exquisite. Her long limbs are 
of a sinuously beautiful subtlety. She excels in valse and let her be satisfied with her 
title of Valse Queen, for in her Western blondness and chasteness, despite of undraping, 
she scarcely conveys an Indian love tale.8 
1
 Maud Allan, My Life and Dancing, London, n.d. (About 1909). 2 Op. cit., pp. 120-8. 
Cf. also The Times, 30/5/18. з Op. cit., pp. 84-f. • Maud Allan, op. cit., p. 86. s The 
Sunday Times, 8/3/08. * Ibid., 12/7/08. 7 ¡bid., 14/2/09. « Ibid., 4/11/17. 
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It was fortunate that Grein's detractors did not bring forward sentences 
like this at the trial that was to come. 
Some time towards the end of 1917 Grein planned one more Inde­
pendent Theatre performance. It was to be a charity performance and he 
chose Oscar Wilde's Salome. Robert Ross "as wielder of the copyright" 
gave permission for the performance,1 and in January 1918 Maud Allan 
was offered the name part, a rather curious choice of Grein's for this 
tragic part, as Maud Allan was in his own words "the comedienne of 
dancing. " It is not clear whether Grein had Maud Allan in mind when he 
chose the play, although this seems quite possible. His wife in fact said 
so in the biography of her husband.2 From the subsequent trial it only 
appears that Grein offered the name part to Maud Allan and both Grein 
and Maud Allan declared that she readily accepted it, as it provided her 
with an opportunity for acting as well as for dancing.з 
The announcement in the papers of a private charity performance of 
Salome by the Independent Theatre did not cause any surprise or dis­
turbance, and nothing would probably have happened but for the 
scurrilous attack on Maud Allan's morals by a Captain Spencer in the 
Vigilante of 16 February 1918, an independent subscription paper under 
the direction of Noel Pemberton Billing, M.P. for Hertfordshire. 
Rehearsals were well under way when Grein drew Maud Allan's at­
tention to the article and both decided to sue Billing, who was re­
sponsible for what appeared in his paper, for libel. 
The case came up on 6 April 1918 at the Bow-Street Police Court, 
where Billing was summoned on the charge of libelling Miss Allan and 
Grein. After Miss Allan had given her evidence and Grein had been cross-
examined by Billing, who conducted his own defence, the hearing was 
adjourned till 13 April, one day after the performance of Salome at the 
Court Theatre. Mrs. Grein, who played the part of Herodias - "a part 
which I may be forgiven for having played none too well" * — directed the 
play, of which, under the circumstances, only one single performance 
could be given, although several performances had been scheduled.s 
1
 The Times, ii/4/18. 2 Orme, p. 157. з The Times, 18/4, 30/j, 4/6 and i/6/i8. • Cf. 
Orme, p. 262. s At first three performances were to be given at the St. James' Theatre 
on 4, 6 and 8 april (cf. Orme, p. 2j8), and one at the Kensington Theatre on 10 April 
"for the great South London public, by invitation, free, gratis, and for nothing." Cf. 
The Sunday Times, 17/2/18. The St. James's Theatre being not available after all, two 
matinée performances at the Court Theatre were scheduled, for 7 and 14 April, and one 
special invitation matinée for 12 April, at which Miss Haysach was to recite Л Ttnbute to 
Britain, composed by J.T. Grein. Cf. 1918 volume of playbills at the B.D.L. library, 
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During the two hearings of the case at the Bow-Street Police Court 
Grein referred to his appointment by the Government as organiser of 
Continental theatrical tours. He stated that he reported all his plans to 
his chief, Lord Beaverbrook, and that, although his work would be 
subsidized by the Government, he would have no salary, and expected to 
be supported by private voluntary donations.1 Later he declared that he 
did not wish to adhere to what he had said about receiving a government 
subsidy from Lord Beaverbrook.2 Lord Beaverbrook's communication 
disowning Grein was printed by The Times as a footnote to its report of 
the second hearing of the case on ι ς April 1918. In most other dailies it 
appeared on 18 April.3 
Neither Maud Allan nor Grein proved a match for Billing, who main­
tained that the paragraph in the Vigilante referred to the fact that both 
Maud Allan and Grein were engaged in presenting a performance which 
was calculated to appeal to moral perverts and practisers of unnatural 
vices. He also submitted that no libel had been proved, and managed to 
refer the case to the Central Criminal Court, welcoming the opportunity, 
according to a report in The Times, "of presenting to a criminal court 
before a jury of his countrymen not only the facts heard by the court, but 
such other facts as he might consider in the interest of his country to 
submit. " * 
The trial for alleged criminal libel of Noel Pemberton Billing at the 
Old Bailey lasted from Wednesday 29 May until Tuesday 4 June, when 
Billing was found Not Guilty on the charge of publishing a false and 
defamatory libel on Miss Maud Allan. 
It is unnecessary to go into the details of the trial which can only be 
characterised as an uncanny symptom of war scare and war hysteria.5 
What started as an attack on Maud Allan soon deliberately degenerated 
into a vicious assault on any form of pro-Germanism and into wild 
allegations of the practice of unnatural vice by thousands of English men 
and women under German influence. In the original article in the 
London, and the (Royal) Court Theatre playbills for 1918 at the V. and Α., Enthoven 
Collection, London. I Cf. supra, p. 192; The Times, 8/4/18. 1 The Times, i j/4/18. 
3
 Cf. supra, p . 192. * The Times, 1 j/4/18. s Full reports of the trial are to be found in 
The Times of 8 and i j April, 30 May, and 1 , 3 , 4 , a n d Í June. Dr. Pieter Geyl, at the 
time London correspondent of the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant fully reported the trial 
for his paper, six articles on 18, 19 and 20 June, and 4, 6, 7 July. Cf. ibid., 2/7/18. 
Reprinted in P. Geyl, Engelse Figuren, ¡, Amsterdam, 1961, pp. 84-107. Cf. also Joseph 
Dean, Hatred, Ridicule or Contempt. Λ Book of Libel Cases, London, 19^3. Pan Books 
Edition, 19ÍÍ , pp. 17-З6· 
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Vigilante it had been claimed that if Scotland Yard were to seize the list of 
the subscribers to the Independent Theatre Salome performance, there 
was "no doubt that they would secure the names of several of the first 
4 7 , 0 0 0 . " 
The explanation of this reference was discovered in an article in a previous issue of the 
paper, in which the libels were directed not against Miss Allan or Grein, but against 
whole classes of other people, not excepting the highest in the land. The writer said 
that there had been many persons who had been prevented from putting their full 
strength into the war by corruption and blackmail and the fear of exposure ; and that 
there were reasons for supposing that the Germans with their usual efficiency, were 
making use of the most productive and cheapest methods. The paper stated that 
the dossier of "The Forty-Seven Thousand" was in course of preparation, and when 
it was ready the necessary steps of bringing some of those people to justice would be 
taken. The paragraph went on to state : "There exists in the cabinet noir of a certain 
German Prince a book compiled by the Secret Service from the reports of German 
agents who have infested this country for the past twenty years, agents so vile and 
spreading such debauchery and such lasciviousness as only German minds can conceive 
and only German bodies execute." 
The article said that that book or the outlines of its contents had been handed to 
the writer of this paragraph. It went on: "More than 1,000 pages are filled with the 
names mentioned by German agents in their reports. There are the names of 47,000 
English men and women." Then there was the suggestion that the most sacred secrets 
of the State were threatened. The article also said that German agents, under the 
guise of indecent liaisons, could obtain information as to the disposition of the Fleet, 
and that the thought of 47,000 English men and women being held in enemy bondage 
through fear, called all clean spirits to mortal combat . . . 
The readers were intended to understand that the reference in the paragraph 
complained of was to the 47,000 people who were addicted to evils which, to use 
the expression in the article, "all decent men thought had perished in Sodom and 
Lesbia. " The suggestion was that if the police were to seize a list of the subscribing 
members of the Independent Theatre they would find the names of several thousand 
people addicted to the hideous vices hinted at.1 
The so-called Black Book, never produced and claimed to be kept in 
Berlin in the house which used to be the British Embassy, played a very 
prominent part in the Old Bailey trial and a lot of time was spent 
listening to Captain Spencer and Mrs. Villiers-Stuart, two witnesses 
brought forward by Billing. Abuse and filth was indiscriminately flung 
at almost every public man in England, but in the end with the whole 
thing completely out of control, the Black Book was ruled out as irrelevant 
by Mr. Justice Darling, whose incompetent and feeble handling of the 
1
 The Times, 8/4/18. 
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case were incredible.1 Then Billing, who during the trial had done 
everything to accuse Miss Allan of immoral practices or at least to suggest 
that she was a party to them, managed to convince the judge that he had 
never meant to cast any doubts on Maud Allan's personal morals. In 
consequence the whole matter boiled down to the question whether 
Salome was an immoral play. The jury, clearly ill-informed in these 
matters and hardly unprejudiced after the hysterical accusations which 
Lord Douglas and others had thought fit to bring forward against Oscar 
Wilde, and the bungling summing up of Mr. Justice Darling, decided 
that the play was immoral and that Billing was Not Guilty. 
Here Grein and Maud Allan have themselves to blame for the foolish 
and childish way in which they had, from the very beginning, defended 
Salome as a spiritual play. If they had clearly acknowledged Salome to be 
the sensuous and sensual play it was, but that its literary value justified a 
private performance ; or that the death of Salome and the circumstances 
attending it made, as far as the audience was concerned, for a vindication 
of the moral laws and that a performance was therefore morally justi­
fiable, their stand would have been much stronger, although it remains 
doubtful whether the jury would have accepted these arguments. As it 
was, however, they invited scom from a man like Billing, who made the 
most of his opportunity, and it is not surprising that there was a lot of 
laughter in court when Grein answered Billing's question: "Does the 
play assist us to concentrate on the great national problem which presents 
itself to every Briton today?, " with "It assists us to find solace in beautiful 
language."2 
Billing, a cantankerous man, who had become an independent M.P. 
for East Hertfordshire, was having the time of his life. As an M.P. he had 
made a nuisance of himself by criticizing the government over its war 
effort, and at the trial he openly admitted to being "a confirmed libeller, 
who had libelled public men for the last two and a half years in the public 
press, on public platforms and in the House of Commons. " з At the 
Old Bailey he went on recklessly libelling and compromising almost 
everybody that he could think of, and he cowed the court into letting 
him get away with it, and the jury into acquitting him, so that Maud Allan 
and Grein lost their case with costs against them. 
1
 This mysterious book still crops up now and again, e.g. in a realistic reconstruction of 
the trial of Sir Roger Casement for high treason, and presented by Independent Television, 
London, on 8/7/1960, as the first of a series of causes célèbres entitled On Trial. 2 The 
Times, 1 i /4/18. з ¡bid., 4/ 6/18. 
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A few days after the trial Charles Ricketts w r o t e to R o b e r t Ross, who 
had been called to give evidence, 
I have been too upset and indignant to write . . . The end came as a surprise. I feel 
that, somehow, surprise is the general feeling, plus growing indignation and a sense 
of shame. You will naturally feel most, and resent most, the verdict on Salome 
itself. Please find consolation in the fact that books outlive verdicts, critical and 
otherwise . . .' 
This is a fair specimen of what a great many people thought and felt at the 
t i m e , although many expressed themselves in ra ther stronger language. 
Most leaders in the daily press, showering scorn and c o n t e m p t on Billing 
— for w h o m it meant the end of any hope of a political career — roundly 
condemned the preceedings. As for Grein, however, his o w n paper 
notified him o n the morning after the verdict that his services would no 
longer be requi red . 2 This came only a few months after The Sunday Times 
had published articles in praise of its dramatic cr i t ic for his twenty years 
of highly valued service on the paper, з Gre in had no alternative b u t to 
resign, and the article which had appeared on 2 June was his last con­
tr ibut ion. O n 9 June the paper pr inted t h e following c o m m u n i c a t i o n : 
Mr. J . T . Grein has tendered his resignation as dramatic critic of The Sunday Times. 
We sincerely regret the circumstances through which his valued collaboration of 
more than twenty years comes to an end. 
Grein, who was succeeded on The Sunday Times by Sidney W . Carrol l , 
m e t w i t h m u c h sympathy from friends and strangers, and although t h e 
whole affair nearly caused him to break d o w n mentally and physically, 4 
it was n o t long before he rallied and took up again exactly w h e r e he had 
been forced to leave off. H e had by n o means lost his dash and flourish 
and being w i t h o u t an out let now, he created his o w n , as he had done 
before. O n ι February 1919 appeared t h e first issue of t h e Arts Gazette, 
one of his most ambitious efforts. Of the original Arts Gazette, Drama, 
Music, Art, Literature, 6 2 weekly issues w e r e pr inted, the last appearing on 
29 May 1920. A N e w Series was started on 18 March 1922 and kept up 
for 41 issues till 24 February 1923, by which t ime Grein, after ret i r ing 
from business at the end of 1922, had several o t h e r strings to his b o w . 
» Margery Ross, op. cit., pp. 331-2. 2 Thus according to Pieter Geyl in his last article 
in the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant of 9/7/18. Mrs. Grein rather seemed to suggest that 
her husband resigned entirely of his own free will. Cf. Orme, p. 264. Cf. also supra, 
p. 161 n. 3. 3 The Sunday Times, 13/1/18. • Cf. Orme, pp. 263-6. 
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Apart from a number of articles in a Dutch weekly, the Haagsche Post, 
between 4 October 1919 and 3 December 1921, under the heading 
Seated at a London Club Window, and fourteen English Biscuits in another 
Dutch weekly, De Kampioen, a sporting paper, between 24 December 
1920 and 7 July 1922, there were his contributions to the Gallery Gazette 
in 1921, and in The Curtain, its continuation. But Grein'smain platforms 
were The Illustrated London News, 1920-3ς. The Sketch, 1922-35, and the 
Christian Science Monitor, 1923-31, to which should be added Drama, The 
Journal of the British Drama League, to which he contributed nine long 
articles between 1925-33. 
This last period of Grein's life shows the same pattern as before : un-
flaggingly enthusiastic play-going, endless critical articles or appreci­
ations, countless attempts to further the cause of drama whenever oppor­
tunity offered, and part-realisations and failures without number of all 
sorts of plans and schemes to keep the cause of drama in the public eye. 
The Arts Gazette, with Grein's brother Louis (a musician and fairly well-
known London musical critic) as co-editor under the pen-name of 
L. Dunton Green, was started for once without a To Our Readers in Grein's 
usual manifesto style. It started well, and after three weeks Grein wrote : 
A curious reader asked how far we got across the world. It will interest him and 
many others that we have subscribers in all the centres of England, Scotland, Wales, 
and the Channel Islands; in the States, France, Canada, Belgium, Holland, Italy, 
Switzerland, and Scandinavia. Not bad after three weeks, and day by day the sphere 
develops.1 
Alfred Story, the late editor of The Continental Daily Mail, was appointed 
Paris correspondent, Barrett Clark was to become American corre­
spondent, and Frederick Whelan was made assistant dramatic critic.2 
Grein wrote his weekly Premières of the Week, and now and again ventured 
into "Kinema criticism, " complaining : "Flapdoodle and stereotype is the 
keynote of criticism applied to the film. " Most reviewers, Grein asserted, 
were just advertisers. They did not realise the phenomenal rise of the 
film, nor its great power of enlightenment, instruction, guidance, propa-
ganda, and entertainment. In America and in France the film had already 
"risen beyond being a craft to the pinnacle of art, " and Tolerance and The 
Birth of a Nation were "monuments of human imagination and pictorial 
art." In Britain, however, the film was only technically, and not dra-
1
 Arts Gazette, No. 3, 1^/2/19. г Ibid., Nos 4, 7, and 8. 
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matically on a par with the American film. Although rapid progress was 
being made, British actors and producers had not yet the right knack nor 
the right focus. Proper criticism, he believed, could cure all that, and he 
aimed to give this in the Arts Gazette.1 He considered the American film 
Ruggles of Red Gap "fit for provincial and suburban consumption, but too 
obvious to hold the more fastidious filmgoer in Central London, " 2 but 
after that Charles Lumière was appointed "Kinema critic," з and Grein 
reviewed only once or twice another film, such as Tarzan and the Gypsies, 
which he thought "absurd on the screen," although there were "good 
jungle scenes, " 4 and W. H. Griffith's Broken Blossoms, "a world of infinite 
sadness, intertwined with the blossoms of young love destined to die 
before bursting into flower. " s 
There was an occasional film review in The Illustrated London News and 
The Sketch, but after taking note of the review of The Sheik, we can pass 
over Grein's film criticism in silence. 
The rise of a film star is swift and sudden. Not so long ago the name of Rudolph 
Valentino was unknown except to his producer. Since The Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse rode triumphantly into our midst, Valentino is a name to conjure with. 
The film that "features" the fascinating Italian draws crowded houses and his flashing 
Southern eye will become as famous as the all-conquering smile of Douglas Fairbanks. 
Nor is his popularity unjustified There is this to be said for the art of the film : mere 
beauty in a woman or good looks in a man will never bring an artist to the top of the 
ladder. The camera is a cruel critic and a merciless exposer of the mediocre. And 
Valentino is far from being only a handsome jeune premier. He is a fine emotional 
actor, he has a most expressive face, and above all he can convey more by the lift 
of a hand or the tum of his head than many another actor with a dozen gestures . . . 
The story is romantic enough if not particularly interesting, but the value of the film 
lies in Valentino's acting and the truly marvellous desert background. Conceived 
with rare imagination, these scenes of shifting sand, sparse palms, and pitiless heat 
seem to transport one into the heart of the desert, and, together with the excellent 
manipulation of the crowds and fine display of horsemanship, command our admiration 
once again for the daring and the power of the American producer.6 
There had been no change in the general dramatic situation. Among 
the established playwrights John Galsworthy was still his favourite.' So 
was Barrie, whose Mary Rose, "a luxuriant garland of all that is beautiful 
and sad in romancing thought," should "not be spoiled by academic 
analysis."8 Shaw's Arms and the Man, which Grein had always disliked, 
was now called "a frolic," which with Robert Lorraine, was "a real 
t o n i c . " 9 W.S.Maugham's Caesar's Wife was "an entertaining and in-
i ArtsGazette, N 0 3 . »/Ы., No j . э Ib¡d., No 6. * Ibid., No 8. s ¡bri., No 46, 7/12/20. 
6
 The Sketch, 7/2/23 7 Arts Gazette, No ¡8, ι/ί/20 β Ibid , No ¡9· 9 Ibid., No 4$ 
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tellectual farce," although it showed that the author knew little about 
women,
1
 but he was slipping, for of his Home and Beauty only the first act 
was "a jewel," all the rest being useless. 2 Alfred Sutro was still going 
further down, The Choice being "mere theatre and not life," 3 but 
L. N. Parker and G. R. Sims had written "a logical, finely knit and gripping 
play" in The Great Day.* 
Among newer playwrights, Arnold Bennett was praised for Judith and 
especially for Sacred and Profane Love,5 but John Masefield's The Faithful 
was poor, and Grein considered his Pompey the Great only a slight im­
provement.6 H. M. Harwood's The Grain of Mustard Seed, on the other 
hand, was "by no means a common play, " 7 and John Drinkwater's 
Abraham Lincoln was "truly great, " each character being "an entity, " while 
there was "complete harmony between technique and characterisation. " 8 
X = O, however, was "clearly an early play." It was "dull" and its 
tragedy, which was there, "failed to come through. "» John Ferguson, 
however, by the Irish playwright St. John Ervine, was "a puissant play" 
and "better than any other since Armistice Day," I 0 and Leon M. Lion, 
the co-writer of some good small plays, was singled out for special praise 
as director.1 1 
As regards the classics, Farquhar's The Beaux' Stratagem did not impress 
Grein at all, but there was "nothing modem to equal Sheridan's School 
for Scandal. " і г Of foreign plays, Grein duly admired Euripides's The 
Trojan Women and Medea "in the wonderful, exquisite translation of 
Gilbert Murray";1 3 Reparation, an adaptation of Tolstoy's The Living 
Corpse, characteristically impressed him more than Chekhov's elusive 
The Three Sisters, with its "unexplained weirdness and vagaries of tech­
nique"; 1* and he considered Heijermans's The Rising Sun "a great play of 
decline, despair and love." 's It was one of the best things Edith Craig 
had done with her Pioneers, a troupe to which Grein sometimes gave the 
highest praise and sometimes criticised severely.16 
THE I N D E P E N D E N T THEATRE REVIVED 
The Arts Gazette was only one week old when Grein tried to revive his 
Independent Theatre. In the second issue a full-page advertisement 
1
 Лги Gazette, No io . 2 Ibid., No 2 j . ' Ibid., No 2 j . + Ibid., No 26. s Ibid., Nos 14 and 
34. 6 Ibid., Nos 12 and 44. Cf. also The Sunday Times, зі/^/ов. 7 Ibid., No ci. 8 Ibid., 
No 4. » Ibid., No. 16. I 0 Ibid., No 49. " Ibid., Nos 12, 16 and 2 j . " Ibid., Nos 2 and 
18. » Ibid., Nos 30 and j i . " Ibid., Nos 28 and ¡ 1. " Ibid., No 19. І б Ibid., Nos 3, 
9 and 4 ί · 
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appeared announcing an Independent Theatre performance of Molière's 
Les Précieuses Ridicules and a play competition. At the same time annual 
subscriptions at 12/6 were invited. The announcement was signed by 
Grein, F. G.Bettany, A.Jean Aubry, L.Dunton Green, Frank Rutter 
and Frederick Whelan. The next issue printed the conditions of the one 
hundred guinea play competition : a comedy in three acts to be written by 
a British author. A number of plays were received, but none was good 
enough.1 Another competition that failed was one for an "all-British Kine-
ma comedy-drama, " for which a prize of twenty-five guineas was offered.2 
A third competition only half-succeeded. Five guineas were offered, 
exclusively to readers of the Arts Gazette, for a 750-1000 word essay on 
The Need for a Minister of Fine Arts. In the end the prize was divided be-
tween two entries.3 
Beside the performance of Les Précieuses Ridicules several others were 
announced. For March or April 1919 two Independent Theatre matinées 
of Octave Mirabeau's Les Mauvais Bergers and Ibsen's The Lady from the Sea 
were scheduled, with "an English comedy still under consideration, and 
a performance of the Prize Comedy likely. " 4 Later there was a pre-
liminary announcement of the 1920 season at the Lyric, Hammersmith. 
Arthur Philips was then Grein's Artistic Co-Manager and Frank Rutter 
his Honorary Business-Manager. The forthcoming items were Shaw's 
The Dark Lady of'the Sonnets, Lord Dunsany's The Glittering Gate and Et 
Puis Bonsoir, a ballet by Miss Ruby Ginner's company.s These three were 
put on in a triple bill at the Lyric on 21 March 1920, as appears from a 
review of them by T. J. L. S. Boyd in the Arts Gazette of 27 March 1920.6 
The reviewer wrote of the re-appearance of the Independent Theatre 
"after a long silence. " This might indicate that the previously announced 
performances did not take place, except that of Les Précieuses Ridicules in 
May 1919, at the Kennington Theatre. Writing in The Illustrated London 
News some time later,7 Grein stated that only three plays by Molière had 
been produced in London since he arrived there in 1885. One of these 
had been "Les Précieuses Ridicules, put on at the Kennington Theatre in 
1920 by the Independent Theatre, in Edgar Jepson's excellent and 
faithful translation. " 8 This production had been the fulfilment of a long-
standing wish and only lack of funds had prevented it in 1893, when it 
1
 Arts Gazette, N 0 2 6 . 2 Ibid., Nos 6 and 7. 3 Ibid., Nos 4 and n . * Ibid., Nos 4 and 13. 
s Ibid., N 0 4 9 . 6 Ibid., No j 3 . Cf. also an undated playbill in B.D. L. playbills, vol. 1920. 
' The III. L.N., 28/1/22. β Grein might easily have mistaken the year. There is a playbill 
of the play at the Kennington Theatre in the Arts Gazette of 24/^/19. 
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was considered for the original Independent Theatre. T. J. L. S. Boyd also 
announced in the same review a performance of Galley Slaves, by "a new 
Icelandic author" for 16 May 1920, and he informed his readers of Grein's 
"intention to extend the influence of the Independent Theatre by a reper-
tory season in the provinces," where there was "ample room for the 
missionary spirit in drama, " and "for the production of plays not meant 
only to please a small and often morbid clique, but of good plays of all 
sorts which appealed to educated taste generally." He concluded: "If 
Sunday afternoon was an augury, the Independent Theatre was going to 
supply some of that need. " 
There is no way of finding out what happened to all these plans. The 
Independent Theatre was somehow kept going, but its extent cannot now 
be traced. The only reference for 1921 is supplied by De Kampioen of 
16 December 1921, in which Grein told his readers that he had got lost 
"last Sunday evening" in a London fog on his way to an Independent 
Theatre performance of Chekhov's Uncle Vanja at the Court Theatre. 
On 2 February 1925 the Independent Theatre presented Ibsen's The Lady 
from the Sea, at the Lyric Theatre, with the dancer and actress Lillebil 
Ibsen playing the lead, and under the patronage of King Haakon of 
Norway.1 Gordon Young recorded in Drama, the British Drama League 
publication, of October 1925, that "this production of the least difficult 
of Ibsen's plays" had on the whole been "gloomily received by the Press, " 
and that the Morning Post had even headed its review The Passing of Ibsen. 
This seems to have been the end of the Independent Theatre. One 
would have expected Grein to have revived it for the Ibsen and Tolstoy 
centenaries in 1928, but this was not the case. Ibsen was presented on 
and off on the London stage, but Grein wanted 1928 to be a real Ibsen 
year. He started preparations early, founded the Ibsen Society "to 
continue and keep alive the master's work, " 2 and wrote a long Tribute 
to Ibsen, in which he tried to define Ibsen's place in the development of 
the drama. Until Ibsen arrived, he argued, character had been sub-
servient to incident, but Ibsen had reversed the order and made incident 
subservient to character, thus relegating plot to the background, 
abolishing the mathematical structure of the play, and transforming what 
had been a complicated machinery into an instrument of the utmost 
simplicity.3 
Ibsen plays were put on at several theatres and the Pageant of Ibsen 
1 The III. L.N., 24/1/21; CAr. Se. Mon., ij/ìjic. г The ill. L.N., 2^6/27; The Curtain, 
1928. Vol. 7, p . 69. 3 Ibid., 24/3/28. 
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Homage opened at the Everyman with Hedda Gabler, and at the Kingsway 
with A Doll's House, followed by The Wild Duck.1 This play was very 
successful and the acting was "so magnificent that it was not to be outvied 
anywhere else." 2 Leon M. Lion put the Wyndham's Theatre at Grein's 
disposal and presented An Enemy of the People and Ghosts,3 with John 
Gielgud as Oswald and Mrs. Patrick Campbell as Mrs. Alving; both actors 
were chosen by Grein, the latter having been persuaded to make in this 
part "her welcome return to the London stage after an absence all too 
long. " 4 Little Eyolf was staged at the Everyman at the end of 19 2 8. It was 
directed by Malcolm Morley, who, "as a director of Ibsen going from 
strength to strength, " had "preserved the essential simplicity of the play's 
theme and created that feeling of intense life which an overstressing of 
the supernatural element would have blurred. " s J. and D. de Leon, 
finally, presented, in association with Grein, John Gabriel Borkman at the 
" Q " Theatre.6 According to an Arts Theatre playbill the play was 
produced at the Arts Theatre, "in conjunction with the Arts Theatre 
Club," from 13-17 November. At that same theatre there was a short 
series of three Ibsen plays, "presented by J. T. Grein and the Ibsen 
Society," in 1930-31. In March 1930 there were five performances of 
A Doll's House, in October six of Little Eyolf, and in March 1931 seven of 
Hedda Gabler. There were also apparently some performances of The 
Rat Wij'e.7 Grein's Cosmopolitan Theatre 8 revived Ghosts on 24 March 
1 9 3 3 ) а П ( 1 Λ Doll's House on 4 March 19 34, both again at the Arts Theatre.» 
For the Tolstoy Centenary in 1928 Grein and the Tolstoy Society gave 
in October and November some performances of The Tower of Darkness, 
and of The Fruits of Enlightenment, — "never produced in England and seldom 
on the Continent" - at the Arts Theatre. Both plays were directed by 
Keith Moss and Michael Orme. 1 0 
' The Sketch, 28/3/28. 2 ¡bid., 2^/4/28. 3 Ghosts was played at the Arts Theatre, according 
to an Arts Theatre playbill in the V. and A. collection. 4 The Sketch, 11/4/28. s Ibid., 
12/12/28; cf. also 30/4/30. 6 The Chr. Sc. Mon., 3/12/28; Drama, BDL, Dec. 1928. 
7 TheUI. L.N., 1/11/30; cf. also ί/4/30. β Cf. infra, pp. 239-41. 'Al l this information is 
from Arts Theatre playbills in the V. and A. collection, London. Grein had nothing to 
do with the Old Vic production of ГАе Vikings, in 1928, nor with the Independent Theatre 
Club, founded in 1932, which presented a number of foreign plays at the Kingsway 
Theatre, with Komisarjevsky as its "resident and permanent director." Cf. The Sketch, 
10/10/28; The 111. L.N., 29/10/32, 10/12/32. >o The III. L.N., 16/6/28, 17/11/28. 
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T H E F R E N C H PLAYERS 
Grein knew that a foreign theatre could never have a permanent place in 
London,1 and he did not support in 1920 a proposed Yiddish Theatre,2 
but he wanted to keep his wartime French Players going. In the Arts 
Gazette of 26 April 1919 Grein and Charles Montbars, artistic directors, 
announced their third season.3 Then George de Warfaz replaced 
Montbars,4 and some performances took place early in 1920. Le Secret, 
a play in three acts, by H. Bernstein was produced at the Lyric on 18 
January, and Le Bonheur, Mesdames, a comedy in four acts, by Fr. Croisset, 
on 29 February and 1 March, at the same theatre. These two plays, both 
produced for the first time in England, were the second and the third 
productions of the season. The first cannot be traced.s Anothei play 
was scheduled for 28 March, but it had to be postponed until May, as the 
date clashed with that of a Stage Society production.6 The troupe was 
kept going intermittently and in the Arts Gazette of 8 April 1922 Grein 
appealed for money to make a success of the sixth season, which was to 
open, by kindness of L. M. Lion, at the Court Theatre on 2 May 1922. 
The repertoire was announced, but there is no record of the season ever 
having taken place.7 At the end of 1924 another appeal appeared in The 
Illustrated London News of 2 о December, in French. The artistic success 
of the French Players had always been satisfactory, but so far they had 
cost Grein£2,ooo. However, if sufficient support was forthcoming, they 
would be "en route" again from the beginning of the new year. Cyril 
Green, who had his Queensboro' Club converted into a small theatre, 
offered it to Grein, and the French Players were to start in February.8 
Paris had received the appeal "with unwonted enthusiasm." André 
Antoine publicly supported it; Tristan Bernard promised to come and 
open the season with his Le Prince Charmant; Lillian Greuze, Sarah 
Bemhardt's god-daughter, offered to be the leading lady; and several 
ambassadors promised their patronage, so that Grein felt "reasonably 
confident that the enterprise would succeed. " » There is no record of 
either its success or failure. 
That same year, 192^, Robert Courtneidge, manager of the Savoy 
1
 The III. L.N., 24/4/20. 2 Ibid., i f /1/20, э Cf. also Arts Gazette, No 21, 21/6/19. 
+ Ibid., No 39, also Nos 40, 42, 43 and 45. s Lyric playbills in the V. and A. collection, 
London. 6 Arts Gazette, No f3 , 27/3/20. 7 Cf. Orme, pp. 294-$. 8 The III. L.N., 
io/i/2f. « Ibid., 24/1/2$. 
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Theatre, commissioned a French translation of Eric Hudson's successful 
The Unfair Sex. He wanted to put it on with French-speaking English 
actors. So many applied that he and Grein decided to establish a 
permanent French Theatre with George de Warfaz as director.1 They 
actually started with a matinée of Le Sexe Forte. It proved much less funny 
in French than it had been in English, for there was too much talk, and it 
was "not spicy enough; too much pother for two embraces, from the 
French point of view. " For this reason Grein did not believe that any 
French theatre would take it up, but the cast, all English except for 
Mme de Fabrèges, had proved that good performances of French plays in 
French were possible. After Le Sexe Forte only original modem French 
plays were to be produced, with some classics for the benefit of schools, 
and a season of matinées was planned for the summer of 1926. If that 
succeeded, a winter season was to follow, and, finally, the company 
would be established permanently.2 
Things had to be left at that for the time being, but in 1928 Grein 
tried again, "for the seventh time since 191^." He planned a series of 
twelve Sunday performances at the Arts Theatre, with French actors 
living in London, French-speaking English actors and some guests from 
France, and again, he hoped, with George de Warfaz as director. 
There is material enough in London to establish a cosmopolitan theatre in London in 
every language. I wonder that the Russians have not founded their own Moscow Art 
Theatre; and as for the Germans, well, it is on the cards that London will, by 1930, 
have its German Theatre, as it flourished from 19 о 1 -14. 3 
The first production was that of Molière's Le Misanthrope on 18 November 
1928. It was followed by four more plays, presented "in conjunction with 
the Arts Theatre Club" : Emile Zola's Thérèse Raquin, on 13 January 1929,+ 
Henri Becque's La Parisienne, on 17 February, Jean Sarment's Le Pêcheur 
d'Ombres, on 7 April, and Edouard Bourdet's La Prisonnière, on 24 No-
vember, all in 1929. With this last production the French Players were 
incorporated in Grein's Cosmopolitan Theatre, and ceased to function 
separately, s 
HOLLAND 
Grein's contributions to the Haagsche Post,6 although mainly concerned 
with the theatre, were not regular reports of the London stage. They 
1 The HI. L.N., 30/1/26, 13/2/26. г Ibid., 13/3/26. з Ibid., 30/6/28. • TheSketch, 23/1/29 
5 Cf. infra, p . 240. Arts Theatre playbills in the V. and A. collection, London. 6 Haagsche 
Post, Independent Weekly, The Hague, Vols, 6-8, 1919-21. 
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appeared irregularly and included such varied subjects as the steep rise of 
theatre rents, the excellence of English actors and the scarcity of great 
actresses, the London Shakespeare "mania, " realism at Drury Lane, the 
theatre slump, plays recommended to Dutch visitors in London, etc.1 
On 29 November 1919 its readers were the first to be told of greatplans. 
A Theatrical Entente Cordiale between England and Holland had always 
been one of Grein's ideals. He did not want to dwell on the failure of his 
last attempt during the war,2 but now he had every hope of success. He 
had been made the trustee of a considerable sum of money for a tour of 
Holland by the Rosa Lynd Company, expressly founded by him for the 
purpose, with Mid-Channel, a play by Pinero, who had graciously 
accepted the patronage of the tour. The Company was to leave England 
on 14 December and start in Amsterdam at the Grand Theatre the 
following day, after which performances were to be given in The Hague, 
Rotterdam, Leyden, Haarlem, Utrecht, Arnhem, Nijmegen, Deventer, 
Maastricht and Middelburg. The play had been a great success in London. 
It was soon to be performed in Paris, and Grein was confident that it 
would succeed in Holland. The well-known Anglo-Dutch actor Hector 
Abbas had done much to make the tour possible, while the Dutch impre­
sario H. K. Teune had organised it from the Dutch end. That was not all. 
Grein had promised the committee of the Dutch colony in London to 
give two charity matinees on behalf of a newly founded Home for Dutch 
women in London, and Eduard Verkade of the Royal Netherlands Stage 
Society had agreed to bring that company to London and play Hamlet and 
Candida at the Shaftesbury Theatre, which was under the management of 
E. Laurillard, another Dutchman and well-known in managerial circles. 
Grein was confident that Verkade would succeed with such well-known 
plays as Hamlet and Candida in London, where recently French, Russian 
and Italian plays had succeeded without any apparent language barrier. 
Finally, Grein wrote : "This is only the beginning of what I hope will 
grow into a regular yearly venture with both summer and winter seasons. " 
The tour started actually at the Stadsschouwburg in Amsterdam on 
13 December, a second performance followed at the Grand Theatre on 
ι ς December.з W. Bridges-Adams,* who had been appointed Director 
1
 Haagsche Post, Independent Weekly, The Hague, i i / i o / i g , 6/12/19, 21/2/20, 8/j/2o, 
19/6/20, 3 and 10/7/20, 2/10/20, 19/3/21, 4/6/21. * Cf. supra, pp. 191-2 э Cf. Playbills 
at the Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam. 4 In a letter, dated 20 September 1961, Mr. 
W. Bridges-Adams wrote : " Rosa Lynd, in private life Lady Chetwynd, was a young actress 
of great charm who had had some success in London and, having money at her disposal, 
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of the re-established Shakespeare Festivals at Stratford-on-Avon, directed 
Mid-Channel with Henry Millar as his assistant-director. Hector Abbas 
acted as Manager, while Grein himself was mentioned in the playbills as 
"Honorary Artistic Leader and Trustee." 
According to Grein Mid-Channel was a success in Amsterdam and in 
The Hague, but not in Rotterdam, where it was not understood.1 The 
dramatic critic v. B(ruggen) of the Algemeen Handelsblad thought the play 
a little old-fashioned, but the acting, although he would have preferred a 
little less restraint, was quite good and much appreciated by a full house.2 
The Amsterdam correspondent of the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant shared 
this opinion,3 but Barbarossa (J.C.Schröder), the caustic critic of De 
Telegraaf, bluntly stated that the play was dismally out of date and the 
acting downright bad. It had made him realise how good Dutch actors 
were and he hoped that next time Grein would consider Dutch taste.* 
In Rotterdam the play was given on 18 December. There were only few 
people in the audience and the applause was lukewarm. "No wonder," 
wrote the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, "with acting that was unemotional 
to a degree and lacked psychological depth, and a play, which made one 
think of a magazine story: smart, witty in parts, but on the whole 
hopelessly empty and conventional. " * 
No other information is available for any other performance, except 
for one of Candida in Amsterdam on 3 January 1920, a matinee at the 
Stadsschouwburg. W. Bridges-Adams had left after the first performance 
on 13 December and Candida was produced under the direction of 
Eduard Verkade. It was quite successful, according to the Amsterdam 
correspondent of the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant and enjoyed by a large 
audience.6 On 4 January the Dutch Actors' Association, which had long 
been in conflict with the managers, decided to call a strike and in conse-
quence nearly every performance was cancelled. The manager of the 
Stadsschouwburg persuaded the Rosa Lynd Company to perform Candida 
on that Sunday evening. After being informed of the situation Grein 
withdrew, and promised to give no other performances than the four to 
which the Company was bound by contract, as he did not want to take 
unfair advantage of the unemployment of the actors.7 
aspired to management. She sought the advice of Grein, who persuaded her that a 
foreign tour with her own company would not only be a safe test of her capacity but 
would serve also to restore the links between the British and European theatre that the 
war had broken." ' Haagsche Post, 20/12/19 and 3/1/20. г Algemeen Handelsblad, 14/12/19 
' Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, 14/12/19. * De Telegraaf, 14/12/19. s Nieuwe Kotter-
damsche Courant, 19/12/19. ('Ibid., ¡jij lo. τ De Telegraaf, ¡ji/lo. 
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The actors's strike was one reason why the Rosa Lynd Company's tour 
was not quite the success Grein had hoped, but on the other hand the 
play had not been a very happy choice, nor the company. Still, after his 
return to London Grein wrote in the Arts Gazette that their reception in 
Holland had been appreciative, and that the Dutch were clamouring for 
more English plays. Arrangements had therefore been made for the Rosa 
Lynd Company to return with "light fare," and he was thinking of 
producing Shakespeare and Sheridan in Holland.1 While still in Holland 
he had promised to return that summer with plays by Barrie, Shaw and 
Galsworthy.2 
The complaints about the play and the acting were answered by Grein 
in the Algemeen Handelsblad of 28 December. After praising some Dutch 
performances he had seen, he stated that the Rosa Lynd Company, es-
pecially founded by him for this Dutch tour, was in fact a first class com-
pany, and that several London critics, who had attended the rehearsals, 
had had nothing but praise for the acting. He agreed, however, that Dutch 
actresses were on the whole better than English actresses, which was 
mainly a matter of temperament. As for the play, a different choice 
might have had more success, but Mid-Channel was Pinero's own favour-
ite, and if the French wanted to produce it, it must have some merit.3 
While in Amsterdam Grein attended, together with the whole Rosa 
Lynd Company, a performance of Verkade's Hamlet. Since the day "our 
great Forbes Robertson" played the part, Grein had not seen a better 
Hamlet or one more completely in harmony with the whole company, 
the simple scenery and the mise-en-scène. He was convinced that it 
would be a great day for London and all for the good of English acting 
when Verkade's remarkable Hamlet and Louis Bouwmeester's monu-
mental Shylock would be seen there.* Having been made "Honorary 
Adviser of the Royal Netherlands Stage Society" in London, Grein started 
making arrangements as soon as he arrived in Amsterdam on 13 Decem-
ber. Verkade was to present Hamlet in London and Louis Bouwmeester 
his famous trial scene from The Merchant of Venice. Bouwmeester refused 
to be second to Verkade, but agreed when Grein suggested that he should 
play his Shylock part in Dutch together with an English company, 
probably Pagan's company, at the Court Theatre in London.5 In an 
interview with Grein, Barbarossa made it clear that Verkade's Hamlet 
1
 Arts Gazette, No 43, l y / i / i o . г De Telegraaf, 16/12/19. з Cf. aho De Telegraaf, 16/12/19. 
+ Arts Gazette, No 40, Î7/12/19; Haagsche Post, ïo/12/19 a n d Algemeen Handelsblad, 
19/12/19. i De Telegraaf, 13 and i í /12 /19 . 
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was not representative of the Dutch theatre and that Royaards would be 
a better choice. Grein expressed no opinion in the matter, but ac­
knowledged Royaards's significance for the Dutch theatre and confessed 
that only lack of money had prevented him from bringing Royaards to 
London just before the war. He had hopes, however, of soon becoming 
the Honorary Manager of a big London theatre,1 and he had already 
arranged for Royaards to appear in London, as soon as the Rosa Lynd 
Company had its own theatre.2 Arrangements had also been concluded 
with another Dutch actor, Louis de Vries, who was to present at the 
Pavilion in the East End of London, The Lehmann Family, The Great Dutch 
Jewish Tragedy, with which he had successfully toured South Africa in 
1917.3 Lastly, the well-known Dutch cabaret artist J. L. Pisuisse was to 
appear in London for the Dutch Club,* while another Dutch cabaret 
artist, Clinge Doorenbos, was already there. 5 
Schemes and projects in plenty — Grein had used his time in Holland 
well, he had even lectured on the English drama to the students of the 
Dutch Academy of Dramatic Art 6 —but very little came of it all. Verkade 
left the Royal Netherlands Stage Society, which made it impossible for 
him to take that company to London.7 Louis Bouwmeester came in 
March and his Shylock 
added for one brief week lustre to J. B. Pagan's season at the Duke of York's Theatre 
. . . He held us spellbound and made us forget the difference of language. As in 
opera the melody translated the words. But what we did not forget, and what should 
be recorded in proud admiration, is that, with but one rehearsal, our actors har­
monised so completely with their guest that the picture showed neither crack nor 
blur.» 
All the other plans failed. As Verkade could not come, Grein decided 
to put on in London with Dutch actors Femma, a Dutch feminist play, by 
1
 Probably the theatre which Rosa Lynd intended to have in London and run on the 
repertory system, as she told an interviewer of De Telegraaf, 19/12/19. Her plan was 
never realised. She died in Oct. 1922. 2 De Telegraaf, 16/12/19. з /Wem; Haagsche 
Post, 17/1/20; Ans Gazette, N0 43, 17/1/20; HetTooneel, N.S., Vol. IH, N0 6, Nov. 1917, 
pp. 8f-88. The Great Dutch Jewish Tragedy was in fact a German play about Silesian Jews, 
by Hermann Reichenbach and adapted into Dutch. The South African tour was just one 
performance at Durban on 3/10/17, when de Vries and his company were on their way 
back to Holland from a visit to the Dutch East Indies. • Arts Gazette, No 42. Cf. supra, 
p. 194. 'Haagsche Post, 17/1/20. 6 De Telegraaf, 7/1/20. ¿Haagsche Post, 31/1/20. 
8
 The III. L.N., 3/4/20 and 14/5/32. According to Louis Bouwmeester, Hennneriogen aan een 
groot Nederlander, Edited by Cor Dommelshuizen Jr., Hoorn, n.d., pp. 131-2, Louis 
Bouwmeester also played Shylock in Stratford-on-Avon in August 1921. 
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C. P. v. Rossum and F. J. Soesman, produced at the Hague for the first 
time on 14 September 1918.' 
It was his second attempt to establish a Dutch theatre in London 
with "Dutch talents." It was even shorter-lived than his war-time 
venture with the Dutch Players,2 for the scheduled Dutch performance 
never took place. 
In De Kampioen of 29 July 1921 3 Grein referred rather bitterly to the 
grand reception given in London to the Dutch writer Louis Couperus, 
which everybody had attended except that writer's first translator,* and 
he proudly announced that "another Dutchman, David de Groot, 
maestro of the Piccadilly Hotel and co-manager of the Prince of Wales's 
Theatre," was responsible for the great financial success of The Gypsy 
Princess, an Austrian operetta produced there, at a time most London 
theatres were running at a loss.' 
The Gallery Gazette was one of the minor ventures. This theatrical 
monthly was edited by G.F.Abbott, and, according to Mr. Malcolm 
Morley, sponsored by Grein. Its first volume, of which not a single copy 
is extant, seems to have been in typescript or stencil only, but after that 
Grein had it printed. The one available complete set of the printed 
issues, Vol. 11, May-October and Vol. ш, November-December 1921, 
seems to be that in Mr. Malcolm Morley's library. The last issue an­
nounced "A Special number of the Gazette for the New Year. " It was to 
be "an enlarged edition and contain many new features." This "Special 
Number" was the first number of The Curtain, a Monthly Review of the 
Drama, edited by Charles Hope, joined in 1926 by George F. Holland as 
co-editor. This paper, to which Grein contributed only very occasion­
ally, managed to live until January 1932, when an appeal for financial 
support ' produced no result. Invited to contribute, Grein wrote: 
I accept with joy and pride, for your invitation implies that despite my forty years 
of service to the drama you still consider me fresh enough to line up with the young 
generation. I will then send you little portraits of players and playwriters,7 short 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 226. 2 Cf. supra, p. 190. 3 Publication of the A.N.W.B., Tourist 
Association for the Netherlands, The Hague, Vols 37-9, 1920-22. * Grein himself had 
translated Couperus's Eline Vere, and had it published in New York in 1892, with an 
Introduction, The Dutch Sensitivist, by Edm. Gosse. * De Kampioen, 17/6/21. Cf. also 
Thelll.L.N., 18/6/21. * The Curtain, Vol. χι, No 12 ι, Jan. 1932, p. 2. ' S o m e of these 
had already appeared in The Illustrated London News to which Grein began contributing 
early in 1920. 
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appreciations of plays, and every month a graphic bundle of thoughts anent things of 
the theatre. 1 
Some of these thoughts were : 
that the British stage on the male side is second to none ; 
that on the female side it remains an eternal case of "cherchez la femme"; 
that at the present moment the London repertoire can vie with that of Paris ; 
that our theatres are too dear and rents, salaries and seats will have to come down 
lest the kinema become "facile princeps " ; 1 
that there are theatrical managers in London who know as much of their business as 
the average Briton of thrift and geography, nil ; 
that something should be done about the unfortunate chorus girl thrown out of work 
by a Gaiety failure, because I know that she is often in peril to stray into the easiest 
way (I am a regular student at Marlborough Police Court and could tales unfold) ; 
that we are waiting a decade and more for a National Theatre, and won't have it 
until I put my shoulder to the wheel, as I intend to ; 3 
that the Belgians - and other nations - want our plays and that they shall have them 
before the year runs out ; * 
that the stage-hand is a despot and that his charges amount to usury.s 
This kind of pontificating was supplemented by Gallery Gossip of which 
the following is a characteristic example. 
Women are bom actresses and generally remain so until they go on the stage . . . 
The drama is going to the dogs. At Wyndham's there is a "Bulldog" and at St. 
Martin's a "Great Dane" . . . Is it better to be beautiful or young? Stanley Lupino's 
press agent thinks the latter.* 
B E L G I U M 
In 1921 Grein began to direct his attention to Belgium. Our best source 
here is The Illustrated London News to which Grein began to contribute on 
13 March 1920.7 Grein seemed to have lost touch with most of his 
ian friends from his early years in Antwerp.8 Among the extensive 
collection of letters, papers and manuscripts of Louis Krinkels (1862-
1921), Grein's closest friend in Antwerp, there is not a single reference 
to Grein.» The one relevant letter to be found in the Antwerp archives 
is the following letter from Grein to Aug. Monet. 
1
 Gallery Gazette, Vol. 11, No 1, May 1921. 2 Ibidem, з Ibid., June 1921. * Ibid., July 
1921. s Ibid., Sept. 1921. 6 Ibid., June 1921. 7 Cf. also Gallery Gazette, June and July 
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24, Launceston Place, 
Kensington Gate, W. 8. 
7th July 1921 
My dear Monet, 
I had hoped that a Royal visit would have brought you to London, but that pleasure 
has been denied to me. I expect to be in Antwerp for a day towards the 16th and may 
have a chance of looking you up. I would not have you wait for my verdict of your 
play. I have read it with real interest. It strikes me as human and dramatic and very 
interesting. It may have a chance in England, but you know what London managers 
are, they require pathos leavened with humour and in your play there is very little of 
the latter. However, the experiment of a translation might be worth while and per-
haps when there is a rough translation I might find an adapter. Now, as your English 
is so good why don't you use your holidays with translating it yourself. You might 
send me two or three typewritten copies and I would try my luck with it, for you as 
a colleague, with truly friendly feelings. 
With kindest regards, 
sincerely, 
J. T. Grein. 
Monet (1875-1958) was a well-known journalist — for years he was the 
editor of the Antwerp Nieuwe Gazet — who also wrote some ten plays, 
which procured him a steady, though local, success.1 During the 1914-18 
war he worked in Holland for De Telegraaf and became friends with 
H. Heijermans who produced one of Monet's plays. Als de Klokken Luiden 
(When the Bells are Ringing) in Amsterdam. In Monet's Memoirs Grein's 
name does not occur among the more than 300 people mentioned.2 He 
can, therefore, hardly have been a close friend of Monet's. It is possible, 
however, that Monet sent his play to London because just then Grein 
was trying to establish some contact with the Antwerp theatre. The idea 
of taking English plays abroad was foremost in Grein's mind at the time. 
Recording the enthusiastic reception with which "the astute Mr. Percy 
Hutchinson, one of the most enterprising managers of the younger 
generation," had met in Canada, "which had not been visited by an 
English company of repute for five years, " Grein urged managers and 
actors to go there, for people, "tired of American control," asked for 
English plays.3 About Galsworthy's The Skin Game he wrote: 
1
 Cf. supra, p. 4 i n. 3: Het Vlaamsche Tooneel, pp. 100, n. 2. j j i . 2 Dit ¡s Allemaal 
Gebeurd, Een Journalistealeren, Antwerp, І9£2. з The HI. L.N., 1/1/21. 
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What a mission it would be for a rich man who loved England to man a company 
exclusively for the production of Galsworthy's plays abroad. It would do more for 
amity towards the Empire than all political efforts.1 
A week later he had "great pleasure in chronicling the progress of the 
British drama abroad." 
Here are a few facts which so far have not been recorded in any paper. Hutchinson's 
Right to Strike, after more than fifty performances in Amsterdam, has been accepted 
by the Royal Flemish Theatre of Antwerp, and, at the request of its director, Mr. 
van Kerckhoven, the leading Flemish critic, Mr. Louis Krinkels, is making a special 
translation of i t ; while Miss Philomène Jonkers, the director's wife and sole producer 
( = director) of plays - the only woman in Europe filling this part at a regular theatre -
is studying all the details, so that an excellent production may be expected. Anon, 
Mr. van Kerckhoven will ask Mr. Galsworthy to let him play The Skm Game at his 
theatre ; so that at length our Belgian friends will become acquainted with the master-
builder among our playwrights. As I write, all Amsterdam is flocking to The Wandering 
Jew; and so great is the enthusiasm aroused by Mr.Thurston's play that Barbarossa, 
the wittiest and severest critic in that city, proclaimed in De Telegraaf': "The play is 
far the most important event of the season - perhaps the only event of importance. " 
What balm this must be to the soul of the author, since so many over here have more 
or less conveyed to him the message that no one is a prophet in his own country - at 
any rate, in the critics' eyes.2 
Two months later again, 
Here is a primeur which goes to prove that The Illustrated London News is a potent factor 
in the cause of the amity of nations. A week ago I found a letter addressed to me at 
the office from Mr. E. Davidson, a leading citizen of Copenhagen . . . "I beg you 
cannot you prevail upon an English manager to send an English company to Copen-
hagen? The Comédie Française is celebrating triumphs here; Moissi of the Deutsches 
Theater has full houses night after night ; but we . . . want Shaw, Galsworthy and 
Barrie. We shall welcome you with open arms, and I feel sure that the British 
Embassy will help. Nor need there be any risk on your side ; we will guarantee funds, 
theatre and comfort. Will you be our friend across the sea?" 
Grein had set to work at once and he was now 
on the eve of concluding pourparlers with a theatre where the cult of Shaw and 
Galsworthy is the mainstay of its programmes. And if the authors are agreeable a 
company of young actors will sail in May with three one-act plays by Barrie, Candida 
by Shaw and The Fugitive by Galsworthy.' 
In May Grein visited Amsterdam and Antwerp. 
I have just come back and I am rubbing my dazzled eyes, for I saw in one week what 
in intellectual enjoyment was equal to a year's playgoing in London. I began in 
Antwerp at the Royal Theatre, as the sponsor of The Right to Strike. The production 
was an exact replica of Leon M. Lion's memorable London performance and in 
iThelll. L.N., ι ϊ / ι / 2 1 . * Ibid., 19/2/Ji. 3 Ibid., 16/4/2 1. 
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gratitude for the loan of the piece Lion was invited to come to Belgium with his 
Garrick Company to play Vachell's Count X in Antwerp and in Brussels, both the 
British and American Ambassadors having granted their patronage. 
He saw so many good things in Brussels, including "a dear old friend, The 
Two Orphans, " which "he savoured as a classic melodrama (Revive it !), " 
that he was sure that Brussels was "the hub of the universe next to Paris. " 
In Amsterdam Royaards was doing wonders with Shakespeare and he 
hoped he could persuade Royaards to show London at the Garrick how 
Shakespeare was understood in Dutch.1 
Leon M. Lion's visit to Belgium followed close upon the Old Vic 
Belgian tour for which Grein was in no way responsible and both were so 
successful that Grein felt that it was all "just a little preface to greater 
things to come." There was goodwill and co-operation on every side 
and Grein arranged further visits in 1922 with plays of Shaw, Galsworthy, 
Barrie and Pinero. Alfred Garner, the representative of W. H. Smith and 
Son in Belgium, would take the enterprise "under his wings, " and several 
Ambassadors promised their support and patronage. With such 
prospects Grein was convinced that 
My Theatre of the League of Nations will find a paved road for the even better 
understanding of friendly nations. More than that - it will send forth in due course 
to all the Allies, to the Neutrals of Spain, Holland and Scandinavia (and perhaps to 
some of the ex-enemies who have now become friends) British dramatic art as a unit 
in the cause of universal brotherhood. 2 
Together with Leon M. Lion, Grein organised in August ofthat same 
year a series of Galsworthy performances to be given at the Court 
Theatre, London. Galsworthy made difficulties about the casting of his 
plays, and things dragged a little,3 but his new play Windows appears to 
have been put on for a short run.·· This led to a Galsworthy Cycle 
(Justice, The Pigeon, The Silver Box, The Fugitive, and Foundations) at the 
same theatre in February 1922. 
If the experiment succeeds we may continue with Masefield, Bennett, Shaw, and 
plays of the Manchester school, such as Huidle Wakes, in order to remind our public 
1 The Hi. L.N., 4/6/21. * Ibid., 2/7/21 ; cf. also Haagsche Post, 9/7/21. з L. M. Lion, 
The Surprise of My Life, London, n.d. (c. 194Í), pp. 12J-31. • In the 1921 volume of 
playbills at the B.D.L. library, London, there is one undated Court Theatre playbill 
reading: By arrangement with J. B. Fagan, L. M. Lion and J. T. Grein present Windows, 
by John Galsworthy. Every evening at 8.30. Matinées Wednesday and Saturday at 2.30. 
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that, if the British drama to-day is not all it should be, the century so far has by no 
means been barren.' 
Although Grein was satisfied with the start of the season,2 The Fugitive 
and Foundations had to be dropped and replaced by Windows. The cycle, 
however, was not an unqualified success, and no other cycles followed, 
except one of two Pinero plays, Mid-Channel and Sweet Lavender, at the 
same theatre towards the end of 1922.3 Grein confided to the London 
correspondent of the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant that he had put on 
Sweet Lavender to make some money. His other ventures had cost him so 
much that he had to put on a play that paid, and it did pay.* 
"At the invitation of the Antwerp Town Council" Grein and Leon 
M. Lion took Windows to Antwerp in May 1922. Leon M. Lion wrote in 
his Memoirs : "After the termination of the cycle at the Court, Grein and 
I took Windows to Antwerp, where we had a very successful week. " 5 In 
fact one Gala Performance was given on Sunday 2 8 May and the company 
left London on Sunday morning and was back before Monday evening to 
continue the cycle.6 The Times of 2 May recorded that Grein had been 
appointed Antwerp's literary Councillor in England/ and went on: 
The first Flemish play to be seen in London for some years, When the Bells are Pealing,* 
by Auguste Monet, adapted by "Michael Orme," will be produced at the Playwrights' 
Theatre next month, while the autumn will see the first London production of The 
Delayed film, a play by Herman Teirlinck, the tutor of the children of the King of 
the Belgians. 
A fortnight later The Times reported that Grein had conveyed an invitation 
from the Antwerp Town Council to the British National Opera Company 
to give a Gala Performance at one of the Royal Theatres in Antwerp 
between now and 1 August/ and on 2 June it published a long article on 
the success of Windows and W.J.Locke's curtain-raiser The Joyous Ad­
ventures of Aristide Pujol in Antwerp.1 0 
1
 The 111. L.N., 11/2/22 ; Cf. also L. M. Lion, The Surprise of my Life, pp. 178-9. * Ibid., 
2^/2/22. 3 Cf. 1922 vol. of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London. The Sketch, гу/ю/гг, 
8 / I I / 2 2 and 27/12/22; Arts Gazette, N.S., No 33, 23/12/22. * Nieuwe Rotterdamsche 
Courant, 2/12/22. i Op. cit., p. 130. 6 The Times, 2/^/22. About this time the King and 
Queen of England paid a State visit to Brussels and Grein wrote a high-flown article in 
the Nieuwe Gazet, reprinted in the Arts Gazette, N.S., No 10, 2o/j/22. » Cf. Orme, 
p. 37 and Arts Gazette, N.S., No 6, 22/4/22. < This was the play referred to be Grein 
in his letter to Monet, cf. supra, p. 221. » The Times, ιβ/ς/ΐι. 1 0 Cf. also Arts Gazette, 
N.S., No 12, 3/6/22. 
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Early in January 1923 Grein saw a play by Shaw in Antwerp. It was 
called De Vlinder {The Butterßy), and not until the actual performance did 
he discover that it was The Philanderer, which had never been performed 
yet in London. He had never had a high opinion of the play,1 but the 
Flemish production was so good that Grein advised Basil Dean to in-
corporate it in his matinée schemes. Although Grein wrote: "and to 
think that in 1894 I was dense enough to let this gem slip through my 
fingers, " 2 Basil Dean was wise enough to disregard this advice. On this 
same occasion he met "the famous Flemish critic Auguste Monet, " whose 
The Bells are Ringing he hoped to have produced in London before long by 
the Playwrights' Theatre, an enterprise founded in 1920 by Irene 
Hentschel and Monica Ewer for the production of new English plays, 
which had celebrated its first anniversary in July 1921 "with a proud 
record of achievements."3 The play, however, was not taken on and 
Grein never managed to have either The Bells are Ringing or Teirlinck's 
The Delayed Film produced. 
"At the bidding of the Town Council, " Grein went back to Antwerp 
in 192^ with Sutton Vane's second play Fallen Leaves, "preceded by the 
lovely Lillebil Ibsen, descendant of the great playwright,4 in a selection 
of dances." 5 The success of the performance on 23 January led to two 
decisions: the Antwerp National Theatre was to play Candida in 
Flemish in London that summer; and a "triumvirate" was set up (Dr. 
de Gruyter, the manager of the Royal Theatre in Antwerp, Jules van 
Heurch (sic), the municipal controller of theatres, and J. T. Grein) "for 
the purpose of giving Antwerp from the autumn onwards a regular season 
of English plays by Wilde, Shaw, Galsworthy, the Irish School and the 
youngest English one." This was only the first step, wrote Grein, "the 
rest will follow — by deeds, not with words."6 The deeds never 
followed, for the rather sudden fall of the Belgian franc to nearly half its 
value made all plans for what Grein called his League of Nations Theatre 
financially impossible.7 
The Mistress of the Beeches, a poetic play by Emile Cammaerts, presented 
at the Rudolf Steiner Hall in 1927, Maeterlinck's "great war play" The 
Burgomaster of Stilemonde, revived at the Ambassadors Theatre in 192ς, 
and at the Garrick in 1927 and in 1933, and Monna Vanna, revived at the 
" Q " Theatre also in 1927, were almost the only Belgian plays presented 
•Cf. supra, pp. 122, 164 n. 3, 19J. 1 The III. L.N., 27/1/23. ' Ibidem; also 9/4/21, 
2/7/21. • She was in fact the wife of Ibsen's grand-son. s Orme, p. 294. 6 The III. L.N., 
7/2/2Í. ' 7 Ы . , 1/6/29. 
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in London at the time,1 but English plays became more and more popular 
in Belgium. After another visit in 1927 Grein sang the praises of the 
Antwerp Royal Theatre and its anglophile manager, Dr. de Gruyter, 
who "had established direct relations with London so as to secure the 
plays which were en vogue" and "produced 20-25 English plays per 
season. " Young English playwrights were popular, but Shakespeare and 
Shaw were particularly in demand and the Flemish production of The 
Taming of the Shrew, "infusing modernity into the play without detriment 
to its spirit, " was superior to that of the Old Vic and those at Stratford.2 
On the occasion of the centenary celebrations of Belgium's inde­
pendence in 1930, Grein made another attempt to induce London 
managers to send over companies with plays by Shaw, Galsworthy, Barrie 
or Maugham to Antwerp — "of all the continental cities the one where 
everything British was the most popular" — but there was no response. 
It was the end of any hope of the League of Nations Theatre. 
D U T C H PLAYS I N L O N D O N 
In between all this Grein did not forget other commitments. It is not on 
record whether he ever tried to realise his League of Nations Theatre in 
Holland, and there seems to have been little contact with this country. 
During 1920-21 the Dutch comedy Femina,3 "one of the most charming 
comedies that Grein had ever come across in Dutch literature, " made the 
round of London managers and was rejected despite the fact that it had 
had "a phenomenal success in Holland and had been accepted by the 
leading theatres on the Continent."·* Then Michael Orme adapted it, 
and Grein presented it as The Doctor of'Dreams, together with L. N. Parker's 
Typho, both directed by L. M. Lion, at the Prince of Wales's Theatre, 
as a Charity Matinee. The whole thing was a great success in the cause 
of charity, and 
found favour with everybody, except with certain journalists who cannot forgive a 
critic for practising what he preaches, with no ulterior motives but the widening of 
our horizon and the development of our theatre.s 
1 The Sketch, ι i/i i / í j , ι and 22/6/27, 28/9/27; The UI. L.N., 24/6/33. Cf. also W . D. 
Halls, Maurice Maeterlinck, Oxford, i960, p. 119. 2 The 111. L.N., 27/10/27. з Cf. supra, 
pp. 218-9. 4 The 111. L.N., 21/5/21. The play was quite popular in Holland. Cor van der 
Lugt Melsert's company, Hofstad Tooneel, performed it 122 times between 1917-37. 
Cf. Jan Feith, Bi] 't Afscheid...? Een-en-twmtig "Hofstad Tooneel" jaren voor 't Haagsche 
Voetlicht, Voorburg, n.d., p . 40. s The UI. L.N., 30/7/21. 
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Contact with Holland remained slight. English plays were better ap-
preciated there, but there does not seem to have been any need of Grein's 
intermediation. Visiting Brussels in the summer of 1924 - "nothing but 
very bad plays and very bad acting" — and Amsterdam, where "everything 
was wonderful, " ' he must have discussed Shaw's St. Joan with his friends. 
The London production with Sybil Thomdike playing St. Joan 2 was so 
impressive and Shaw was so much admired in Holland, that the manager 
of the Haagsche Post, S. F. van Oss, proposed to bring the whole company 
to The Hague, at his own expense, for a few performances. As so often, 
however, something went wrong, and nothing came of it.3 
After Heijermans's The Rising Sun in 1919,* the only Dutch plays per-
formed in London at the time seem to have been The Doctor of Dreams, 
put on by Grein in 1921,5 and Lancelot of Denmark, a late medieval Dutch 
play, translated by Pieter Geyl, at that time Professor of Dutch Studies 
in the University of London, and performed by the Sunday Players in 
February 1924.6 In 1929 it was "almost certain" that Louis de Vries 
would come to London with Heijermans's The Ghetto, which due to a 
bad English translation had been a complete failure in London in 1899,7 
but only The Rising Sun, in Christopher St. John's translation, was revived 
at the Kingsway in October 1929.* The only new Dutch plays were those 
of Jan Fabricius. Insult, (Dolle Hans), a colonial play, "skilfully adapted 
by Harold Terry and Harry Tighe, " was a success at the Apollo Theatre 
in April 1930 and ran for over five months.9 It was followed in June 1931 
by A Knight Passed By at the same theatre. "This remarkable little play and 
eerie comedy, delicately translated by W.A.Darlington," was "a thing 
of gossamer and make-believe, " and although Grein doubted whether it 
would succeed with an ordinary audience, "the connoisseur, who in the 
theatre would be lifted to the heights of poetic fancy, would enjoy every 
moment of it. " I 0 By this time Fabricius had settled in London and in 
1935 he had another play of his produced at the Embassy, At 8 A.M., 
which he wrote in English. Like Reginald Berkeley's At 8 O'clock it was 
concerned with capital punishment, but if the latter was by now 
1
 The III. L.N., îo/9/24. There was a very long article on Grein in Nieuwe Rotterdamsche 
Courant of 2/12/22, and 10 years later in Het Tooneel, xvni, Dec. '32, pp. 102-3. 2 The 
Sketch, 2/7/24. 3 The 111. L.N., 20/9/24. • Cf. supra, pp. 193 n. 2, 209. On the strength 
of Heijermans's connections in London, Grein appealed for help when Heijermans was 
dying and in financial difficulties. The III. L.N., 13/12/24. s Cf. supra, pp. 218-9, 2 2 6 
6
 Het Toneel, Lxxix, 1958, No 4, p . 94. ? The III. L.N., 20/4/29. Cf. supra, pp. 82-3, 
140. β The Sketch, 23/10/29. « Ibid., 30/4/30; De Telegraaf, 28/9/56. 1 0 /Ш.,17/6/31. 
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"a minor classic, and a drastic exposure of the horrors of capital punish­
ment, thrilling and paining and searing in its veracity," At 8 A.M. was 
"neither moving, nor, with all its details, plausible, and towards its end 
incredible indeed," because of the author's "concentration on the detail of 
incident at the expense of the detail of character, " and because of "his 
weaving a melodramatic story into the realistic t h e m e . " 1 Fabricius 
wrote some more plays which became popular with English amateurs, 
but none were produced professionally, and neither A Knight Passed By, 
nor At 8 A.M. was ever performed in Holland. 
Since Louis Bouwmeester's appearance in London in 1920 and in 
Stratford in 1921,2 no Dutch actors of any repute seem to have appeared 
in London for the next fifteen years or so. Henry de Vries frequently 
visited London, but apart maybe from an occasional one-man show, he 
was mainly concerned with making films.3 When Louis de Vries cele­
brated his silver jubilee as an actor in 1926, there was among the many 
committees formed to honour him, an English committee headed by Sir 
Johnston Forbes Robertson, but there is no evidence that he ever played 
in London.* H. de Lange, ex-director of the Independent Theatre - "a 
wonderful veteran, " Grein called him in 19 2 js — lived in London, and 
so did Hector Abbas,6 while Beppie de Vries from Amsterdam was just 
another operetta star singing in London.7 
E N G L I S H PLAYS 
All this was part of what Shaw called Grein's "apparently hopeless at­
tempt to bring the English theatre into some sort of relation with con­
temporary culture. " 8 From Grein's weekly columns it might appear that 
he was rather easily pleased, especially as regards the lighter drama, but 
he was in fact very much dissatisfied with the whole dramatic situation, as 
his first article in The illustrated London News of 13 March 1920 showed. 
On all sides we hear that since the war the British drama has gone down. It is nowhere. 
For a nation of fifty millions our production is practically sterile. One great work 
like Drinkwater's Lincoln is hailed as a redeemer. When we compare our drama 
1
 The Sketch, 20/2/35; The III. L.N., 2/3/3$; cf· Wet Tooneel, N.S. xvi, Aug. 1930. 
2
 Cf. supra, p . 218 and n. 8. 3 Cf. supra, p . 193 n. 6. Henri de Vries, Μηη Mémoires. 
+ File Louis de Vries, Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam, s The Sketch, 16/9/2 j . H. de Lange 
died in 1929 "at the fringe of his eighties," cf. his obituary by Grein in The Curtain, 1929, 
Vol. 8, No 94: Bernard Shaw's first producer. 6 Ibtd., 27/2/24, 23/12/2$. ' The 111. L.N., 
ίο/ς/ις. 8 J. T. Grein, The Worldofthe Theatre, London, 1921, Introd., p . v. 
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with the small countries across the Channel, such as Belgium and Holland, we may 
feel abashed at their intellectual superiority, width of horizon, indescribable love of 
the theatre . . 
It is true, at present we are in the doldrums, and the reason why is not far to seek 
For one thing, there is the overwhelming competition from America. Anything 
that has reaped American dollars is likely to attract British managers, and our public 
It is not a question of quality, it is a question of marketing . With the aid of Press 
Agents there is more talk of a forthcoming American play than of any new work of a 
native playwright, unless he be Bernard Shaw or Sir James Barrie When the American 
piece comes manned by American actors it is often a success through the punch in 
the acting and in the play, whose ideas, scenes and plots are often "borrowed" and, 
by the laxity of copyright laws, simply annexed 
When American pla)s, on the other hand, are acted by our own people - so much 
less agile, so much less exuberant of temperament, so much less hustled by the 
producers, who look upon the stage as a baseball ground — the effect is otherwise. 
We then feel the coarseness of the texture, the baldness of the dialogue, the entire 
purpose of bamboozling the public by hurry, scurry and sensation Now, our 
playwrights are less imaginative, perhaps less dexterous, but certainly more full of 
earnestness of purpose, possessed but rarely of the gift to pass off geese as swans 
True, we have some who manufacture plays as a cabinet-maker makes cupboards, but 
the majority seek to develop an idea, to express something which they feel they must 
say, seek to reproduce a mirage, if not a mirror, of life. But in their way stands one 
material factor few managers will consider any play that on the surface has no 
money in it, is not either pleasing or daring, and does not end happily. Should an 
issue logically and dramatically be a query - the solution that leaves much to the 
imagination of the playgoer - the play is taboo, because it forebodes bad bookings . . . 
For the chief enemy of the theatre is the imbued spirit of the average playgoer that 
entertainment and compassion are unfit to live in double harness, though there is 
often far deeper joy in human tragedy than in farce Laughter alone, or a good deal of 
love, is thought a fit solace after the day's work Now this is a fallacy, abetted by the 
manager for whom there is some excuse, for the theatre in England is left to private 
speculation, and by dramatic criticism, which in many cases is but a handmaiden to 
the managers, and approaches its high mission without the consciousness of responsi­
bility, and merely reports mainly in praise, instead of holding the scales . . . 
Grein very much blamed the newspapers for "allotting columns to prize­
fights and actors, and paragraphs to plays," thus reflecting the general 
attitude of the British audience, for whom "the theatre was only a 
plaything," and who considered anybody venturing "to use the word 
educational, or that other word elevation, even edification, in connection 
with the theatre, " as "either a dullard or a highbrow. " 
Reviewing 1920, however, he could but echo the opinion of a foreign 
visitor, who had found in London "such a series of fine plays, so much 
originality, and so much literary quality": Shakespeare at the Old Vic, 
The Skm Game (Galsworthy), Milestones (Bennett and Knoblauch), Мату 
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Rose (Barrie), The White-Headed Boy (Lennox Robinson), The Wandering 
Jew (Temple Thurston), The Great Lover (?), Fedora (Sardou), The 
Knight of the Burning Pestle (Beaumont and Fletcher), The Beggar's 
Opera (Gay), The Romantic Age (Milne), the Grand Guignol, and a num-
ber of good musical comedies. As for acting, English actresses still 
lacked the "grand trait," but the actors were "nulli secundi," and 
nowhere were to be found "such perfect gentlemen in attire, in manner, 
in restraint of emotion, more powerful than the bravura so beloved on the 
Continent, and the hustle-bustle in America. " ' 
"The lamentable record of 1921," however, "with two brilliant 
failures: Shaw's Heartbreak House and Clémence Dane's Will Shakespeare; 
and only four good plays i Bill of Divorcement (Clémence Dane), The 
Faithful Heart (M. Hoffe), The Circle (W. S. Maugham) and The Family Man 
(Galsworthy), significantly established the decline of our drama. " 2 
Our theatre suffers from imposts on every side - ridiculous rents, inflated salaries, 
exorbitant labour demands, entertainment tax, the aloofness of the middle class, 
the competition of the music-hall and the film with its palatial picture houses, but it 
suffers most from the methods by which our theatres are exploited in the absence of 
a definite policy, lack of attention to the plays submitted, and practically absolute 
ignorance of the great movements abroad. Our theatre is insular in every respect, 
walled-m by die-hard principles long since discarded elsewhere. And since the State 
persists in ignoring the theatre, failing to acknowledge it as an art and a necessity, in 
spite of the good example set by the King, there is nowhere hope of salvation, while 
the flood is roaring at the gate.3 
During the war Grein had been convinced that "the great brains were 
stalling, " and he had had great hopes of the future. 
Glorious deeds beget imagination. The greatness of the country's achievements will 
militate, at least for a time, against what is puny, trivial and frivolous. At first there 
will be romance, then the writers will turn to the burning questions of the day, and 
we shall struggle against mane and lewd revues, inane musical comedies, and other 
garbage, which may please the digestive playgoer, but are unworthy in the realm of 
art.·» 
It had all worked out otherwise, yet Grein was always ready to defend 
the British drama against attacks by foreigners. When a French critic 
wrote: "On sait ce que vaut la littérature dramatique de L'Angleterre 
actuelle qui n'est dans son ensemble, qu'un jeu puéril et négligeable", 
he urged another French critic "to take up the gauntlet, " as there was an 
* ThelH. L.N., 8/1/21. г Ibid., 14/1/12. 3 Ibid., lïjsjio. * The Sunday Times, 1 ς/io/16; 
The 111. L.N., 19/3/21. 
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"excellent case for the defence," 1 and when James White, "the new 
autocrat at Daly's, " said at a Press luncheon that he had been compelled 
to choose an American play because no suitable musical comedy by an 
English writer and composer had been available, Grein answered that he 
knew of at least three such plays, but that the authors had never even 
succeeded in getting an audition.2 
Always advocating "a gigantic reform of the whole London theatrical 
system, " Grein firmly believed that State and civic subsidies were neces­
sary, and he was convinced that they could not be withheld indefinitely. 
That subsidized theatres not only in London but all over the country will one day be 
an established fact I have not the slightest hesitation in affirming. Subsidized theatres 
at popular prices, real value for money, open on Sunday and acclaimed by laymen and 
clergymen alike will come, and I hope to be alive to cheer them on. 
What do we mean exactly by a subsidized theatre ? We mean a repertory theatre 
supported by the State, a theatre whose mission is not only to keep alive, but to keep 
vital, the dramatic literature, as apart from the dramatic trash, of the nation; and 
also to provide the soil in which fresh dramatic literature may take root and flourish. 
That is a mission which must be achieved by the State, because experience has shown 
that the individual enterprise is too heavily hampered by lack of funds to carry such a 
campaign to success.з 
The initial capital for each theatre was calculated by Grein at roughly 
£100,000 to tide them over the first years. Once the public would be 
properly educated (Grein refused to believe that the British public would 
be less ready to take art seriously than the public on the Continent), the 
theatres would pay themselves. For the time being, however, private 
enterprise would have to keep the serious drama alive.·* 
In may 1921 the Arts Gazette, sixteen months old, had to be discon-
tinued. Ten months later it was back again "with sufficient support to 
run for at least a couple of years," 5 and expired finally with its 41st issue 
on 24 February 1923. L. Dunton Green, the musical editor, was leaving 
for a journey round the world, and "since so many readers subscribed 
primarily for his musical criticisms," the editors suspended publication 
until his return.6 
Grein contributed a weekly column, Premières of the Week, one film 
review, an article on the necessity of theatre reform, a number of Cameos, 
which had already appeared in The Illustrated London News, and a few other 
1
 The 111. L.N., 1 9 / 1 1 / 2 1 . zibid., 3 1 / 1 2 / 2 1 . з Ibid., 17/12/21. *Ibid., 17/12/21. 
s Arts Gazette, N.S., No i , 18/3/22. 6 Ibid., Nos 40, 4 1 . L. Dunton Green (Louis 
Grein) died on 31/12/33 in the crash of the air-liner Apollo. 
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articles from that paper. His first premiere was that of Galsworthy's 
Loyalties, at the St. Martin's Theatre on 8 March 1922. "The depth of 
inwardness" was what attracted him most in Galsworthy's plays,1 and he 
concluded his review of Loyalties: "Galsworthy's work will live not only 
as the creation of a thinker and pleader, but as the architecture of a 
master-builder, whose design has reached perfection in Loyalties,"2 
showing how much he sometimes let his enthusiasm run away with him. 
On 29 April 1922 Grein announced that George F.Holland, 
already well-known as a brilliant lecturer on English literature, as the editor of 
Forum, and by the good work he had done for years to make English drama more 
accessible to working men and women, 
had consented to become his "brother-dramatic critic" on the Arts 
Gazette. Later he took Grein's place in The Illustrated London News and 
The Sketch, whenever Grein was away for any length of time.3 
In December 1922 Grein celebrated another jubilee with My Forty 
Years of Dramatic Criticism, in which he stressed again : "The great, the 
good, the beautiful, has ever been my goal, and the more it has been 
misunderstood, the more steeled became my armour."* There was 
another Complimentary Dinner to Grein, at the Hotel Cecil, London, 
to celebrate the jubilee and his sixtieth birthday, and he was presented 
with a portrait of himself painted by Miss Flora Lion.s 
In the course of 1922 Grein collected a number of articles from The 
Sunday Times, Arts Gazette, Gallery Gazette and The Illustrated London News, 
and published them in two small books : Cameos of Players and Playwrights, 
1914-21, London, 1922, containing twenty-six "Little Portraits," with 
an Open Letter from Sir Gerald du Maurier, and Miniatures of Players and 
Playwrights; London, 1922, containing sixteen other "Portraits" and an 
Open Letter from Lady du Maurier, both published by the author himself 
for the Actors' Orphanage. Just before this The World of the Theatre, 
Impiessions and Memoirs, March 1920-21, had appeared.6 It contained all 
the weekly articles written by Grein during his first year on The Illustrated 
London News, except one on Russian ballet,7 and was introduced by Shaw, 
who once more stressed the importance of the original Independent 
Theatre 
'The III. L.N., S/s/io. * Arts Gazette, N.S., No 1. з Mr. Malcolm Morley told the 
present writer that G.F.Holland and he himself sometimes "ghosted" Grein's articles 
for these two papers. * Arts Gazette, N.S., No 30, 2/12/22. s The Sketch, 6/12/22. 
6
 Heinemann, London, 1921. ι The 111. L.N., 20/3/20. 
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that made him (Shaw) finish his first play and, by giving him the experience of its 
rehearsal and performance, revealed the fact (to myself among others) that I possessed 
the gift of "fingering" the stage . . . Everything followed from that . . . It was the 
second revolution that England owed to a Dutchman.1 
The New World of the Theatre, 1923-24, the second and last collection of 
articles from The Illustrated London News, followed in 1924.2 This time 
Grein had invited G.K.Chesterton, as his colleague on the weekly, to 
introduce it. Chesterton duly obliged, feeling he could not refuse the 
compliment and pleading that, little as he could estimate Grein's 
judgment of plays, he had some right to form a judgment of articles ; and 
they were, "as the pushing commercial gentleman would say, very good 
indeed."з 
Towards the end of 1922, on his sixtieth birthday Grein retired from 
business and from then on spent all his time on the theatre. Just before 
his retirement he had been appointed dramatic critic of The Sketch. While 
his column in The Illustrated London News, The World of the Theatre, became 
a fortnightly contribution from September 1927,4 Criticism in Cameo 
appeared practically every week in The Sketch from 4 October 1922 until 
his death in 193 J, the last article appearing on 26 June. Both columns 
naturally contained the same sort of criticism, and Grein now and again 
repeated himself, but not to the same extent as he used to do when he 
wrote at the same time for The Sunday Times, The Ladies' Field and the 
Financial News.5 On the whole he wrote two different articles, often 
dealing with the lighter material in The Sketch, |and reserving, although 
by no means exclusively, the more serious drama and topics of ge­
neral dramatic interest for the other paper. This was especially the 
case during the last three years or so, when Grein came to realise that 
his old dictum, "the play's the thing, " did not really obtain any longer and 
he started reviewing plays almost entirely in terms of acting. 
In January 1923 followed his appointment on the Christian Science 
Monitor, Boston, U.S.A., an International Daily Newspaper. Every Tuesday 
it carried a special drama page, Theatrical News of the World, and Grein was 
1
 Introd. pp. vii-viii. г M. Hopkinson & Co, Ltd., London, 1924. 3 Introd. p. vu. 
In Mr. Malcolm Morley's library there is a bound volume of 240 typed sheets, Dramatic 
Opinions, which had belonged to Grein, containing eleven articles on general dramatic 
topics and 72 reviews, Dramatic Appreciations, all from The Sunday Times, 1914-18, and 
the Arts Gazette, 1919-20. It is clearly the manuscript of another volume of Collected 
Dramatic Criticism, which Grein failed to have printed. * Grein's wife was appointed 
film critic of the paper and their articles appeared everv other week, s Cf. supra, 
p p . 1 6 1 - 2 . 
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one of its several foreign correspondents from January 1923 until 
December 1931. Beside a number of London Cameos (short biographical 
articles mainly on English actors, actresses, managers, and directors), 
numbered 1-74 and appearing about twice a month from 6 February 1923 
until 12 January 1927, Grein wrote some 130 articles. They were more 
concerned with general dramatic topics than with particular plays or 
productions, and had as a rule already appeared or were to appear later 
on, in more or less the same form, in Grein's London magazines. The 
article with which he introduced himself on 9 January 1923 was My 
Forty Years of Dramatic Criticism, originally written for the Arts Gazette.1 
His second article, A Message in Season, reprinted in the Arts Gazette, was 
a defence of the British theatre. 
Now that it is my privilege to enter the portals of this journal of light and leading, I 
would begin with what I would call my confession of faith : Independence, candour 
combined with fairness, enthusiasm aflame, and unshaken belief in the future of the 
English drama. 
To disprove the constant cry that the British theatre was "sick unto 
death," he surveyed in very broad outline the revival of the English 
theatre from Pinero to Galsworthy. If during the war there had been 
ground for anxiety, there had been no ground for despair, for the British 
theatre was sound within ; English actors were the best in the world ; 
Basil Dean, Nigel Playfair, and A. E. Filmer of Birmingham, were great 
directors and there were plenty of good English plays. 
Not barrenness of talent, but commercialism is the bane of the theatre. And so long 
as we have not a single playhouse in the kingdom which is entirely beyond the shadow 
of the box-office - for even the Old Vic has its struggles - we shall wait and wallow 
in semi-darkness. Art cannot live on air, and the public must be educated. England 
spends millions of pounds on education, why not one million for a National Theatre, 
the greatest educational force of all.2 
This point was enlarged in The Illustrated London News of 6 January 1923 : 
1922 had been "a year of sanitation" (sic), and the plays had been "on the 
whole, infinitely superior to those of 19 21. " Bad plays had been "candid­
ly condemned," and there had been "many well-deserved short runs." 
Acting had been excellent, the men were "second to none, " and although 
there were as yet no great actresses, Madge Titheradge, Fay Compton, 
and Sybil Thomdike had greatly increased their reputation. The director 
1
 Cf. supra, p . 23г. 2 CA. Sc. Mon., 16/1/23 and Arts Gazette, 3/2/23. 
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was coming into his own and the public was beginning to appreciate the 
work of "the hidden hand." Moreover, Basil Dean, "the best English 
director," was going to introduce at the St. Martin's Theatre, a new 
German system of scenery and lighting, which would revolutionize the 
whole method of production.1 
As for plays, Galsworthy with three new plays was still the great force, 
and with Rumour C.K. Munro, "a new author of as yet exuberant pro-
lixity, but with an infinite fund of thought and human insight, " had been 
the find of the year. Besides, there were a good many home grown 
plays, and Grein felt convinced that there was a return to the hopeful 
pre-war days, when the young generation hammered at the door and 
found ready access. 
There is overwhelming evidence that sterility of talent is out of the question and that 
there must be much light hidden under the bushel, if the managers would but read the 
plays as assiduously as they tackled American plays irrespective of quality - save the 
one of the box-office. 
T H E P E O P L E ' S T H E A T R E F O R EAST L O N D O N 
The thing uppermost in Grein's mind at the moment, however, was his 
People's Theatre for East London. He had been planning it for some 
time, and now its realisation seemed near. He had met A. E. Filmer, 
"the well-known director of the Birmingham Repertory Theatre, " and 
together they had planned "to do for this side of the Thames what Miss 
Baylis had so marvellously achieved over Waterloo Bridge — to create a 
People's Theatie in East London." Councillor J.W.Rosenthal, owner 
of the Pavilion in Whitechapel Road, was willing to co-operate, and he 
put his theatre at their disposal to start in May or June 1923 with a 
repertory of revivals and new plays. There was to be no Shakespeare yet, 
but Shaw, Pinero, Carton, Jones, Houghton, Maugham, Ibsen, Zola, and 
some others. A small company was already being formed, and every 
actor was to be paid a living wage, while the net results were to be 
divided between a reserve fund, management remuneration and the 
actors. A three months' season had been scheduled, to be followed by a 
1
 Hasait, a German and director of a Dresden theatre, had invented a system of creating 
scenery by rays of light instead of by painting. Grein had explained the system and 
advocated it in The 111. L.N. of 27/8/21, and compared Hasait, in his characteristically 
exaggerated way, with "G. Graig and Max Reinhardt, the other two great reformers of 
scenery and stage-craft. " 
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tour, and lastly some more months in London.1 On 2 2 January Rosenthal, 
his secretary. Filmer and Grein signed a document establishing the 
Theatre, Grein committing himself to provide the play and the players. 
L. M. Lion offered to play Lickcheese in Widowers' Houses, which was to 
open the season, and Grein appealed to other actors to help the People's 
Theatre in its "task of uplifting the workers down East by happy evenings 
spent with good plays and fine acting. " 2 A number of actors responded, 
mostly younger ones, but money was slow to come in. Widowers' Houses 
was dropped, and the season was to open now with The Witch, a Danish 
play, adapted by John Masefield, to be followed by You Never Can Tell, 
Ghosts, and Thérèse Raquin, in the Independent Theatre's version, "all of 
them plays which would recommend themselves to every playgoer 
seeking something better than amusement to kill the time - something 
to appeal to his intellect, his mind, and his outlook on life. " 3 The per-
formances were well attended and the audience behaved much better 
than Grein had been told he might expect, and it all looked very 
promising.4 But the first season was also the last, for in one month the 
Theatre lost £800.5 
THE RENAISSANCE THEATRE 
The Renaissance Theatre was the next enterprise. In 1924 Grein had 
been in Budapest as the guest of the Hungarian Government. Its liberally 
subsidized National Theatre was of "an extraordinary vitality" and pro-
duced more Shakespeare plays than the whole of London, reaching a 
level, which "(he had) never seen equalled in any country. " Shaw was 
also very popular and plays by Barrie and Galsworthy were scheduled for 
192^ by the director of the National Theatre, Sandor Hevesi, himself a 
playwright : Elzevier was his latest, and Grein hoped to show it in London 
before long. The Hungarian National Theatre touched a sore point. For 
years Grein had been campaigning for a National Theatre,6 and im-
mediately after his return Grein wrote another long article urging its 
foundation,7 meanwhile starting another scheme of his own. 
While in Budapest he had heard that Miss Alice Fredman had broken 
her connection with the Stage Society and the Phoenix Theatre. In 
Grein's opinion she was "an organiser in a thousand," and he had long 
1 Theill.L.N., 27/1/23. г Ibid., 10/2/23 ; CAr.Sc. Mon., 27/2/23. * The 111. L.N., і э / ф з . 
*Ibid., 7/6/23. ¡Ibid., 2^/10/24; cf. also Het Toneel, N.S., xvi, Dec. 1930, p. 120. 
« The III. L.N., 30/4/20. 7 lb,d., 2 I / Í / 2 Í . 
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wanted to attach her to his enterprises, for then his French Players and 
his People 's Theatre would have been "a source of income instead of a 
sink. " He approached her and was told of her plans to start "a regular 
classical theatre, " if she found someone to help h e r . Grein jumped at it 
and then and there preliminaries were started. £ ^ , 0 0 0 was needed in 
shares of £ 1 0 0 and £ςο and the two founders headed t h e list of sub­
scribers. A name was found, a provisional reper tory was drawn u p , 
ranging from Wycherley, Beaumont and Fletcher and Alphra Behn, to 
G o e t h e ' s Faust and Calderon's Life's a Dream, and circulars sent out " to 
lovers of the theatre . " 
The future rests in the lap of the gods, but I am certain of this : the Renaissance 
Theatre has a sterling raison d'être. If we conduct it wisely it will live; it is destined 
to play a part in many careers, for we mean to help young actors, as we reckon on the 
co-operation of those who have arrived. It will find the necessary funds to carry on, 
fot this is neither commerce, nor artistic speculation. Our theatre will make history, 
for it is for all classes of the population. It will be entertaining as well as instructive -
who knows that it may even pave the way to the National Theatre for England — the 
dream of my life and of many others.1 
This t ime the money came forward, and the first winter season started at 
the Cour t Theatre wi th Arden of Feversham on 6 and 7 December 192J, 
the one English classical play produced by the Renaissance Theat re . 
Molière 's Tartuffe followed in March, and Calderon's Life's a Dream, in 
Edward Fitzgerald's version, on 6 and 7 June 1926. Molière 's Le Malade 
Imaginaire, adapted by С. Henry Wall, on 27 and 28 June, was " the 
concluding play of the winter cycle . " The Marriage of Figaro, Sir Barry 
Jackson's version of t h e Beaumarchais comedy, opened t h e a u t u m n cycle 
on 7 and 8 November 1926. Balzac's Mercadet, translated as The Trickster 
by Edward Agate, was staged on ς and 6 December , and de Musset 's On 
ne Badine pas avec l'Amour, adapted by Edith Reynold as Do not Trifle with 
Love, on 30 and 31 January 1927, was the last product ion. Although 
some actors appeared regularly for the Renaissance Theat re , it did n o t 
have its o w n company, and all the plays, directed by George de Warfaz, 
w e r e presented at the C o u r t Theatre on Sunday evenings, each t ime 
followed by a Monday mat inée. The Times wro te that "all that must have 
been of the essence of the drama had vanished u t te r ly" from Life'saDieam, 
and The Observer reproached Fitzgerald "for making a complete mess of 
the t e x t , " so that the play had become "utterly unintel l igible," bu t 
The Marriage of Figaro had become "an extraordinarily dashing and ex-
« The 111. L.N., 27/12/24. 
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uberant comedy, " ' while Grein himself was so enthusiastic about 
Tartuffe, that he now predicted a Molière vogue in London after that of 
Chekhov. 2 
THE JEWISH DRAMA LEAGUE 
Grein had always paid particular attention to Jewish plays, and the rare 
visits to London of such Jewish companies as the Vilna Art Theatre in 
1922, 1923 and 1924,3 and the Habima Players in 1931 with their plays 
in Yiddish and Hebrew,* were very fully covered. His connections with 
the Jewish Drama League dated from soon after its foundation in 1924, 
and after the death of its first President, Israel Zangwill, in 1926, he took 
over with Rabbi Sir H. Gollancz as Vice-President and Charles Landstone 
as Honorary Secretary. At once Grein started a play competition, with 
a prize of £ ςο and a West End production, for a play about English Jewish 
life by a Jewish author. Six of the sixteen plays sent in were eligible for 
the award, which was finally given by Grein and his co-judges, James 
Agate oiThe Sunday Times and José G. Levy, manager of the Little Theatre, 
to Noah Elstein's Israel m the Kitchen.s It was successfully produced at the 
Strand Theatre on ς December 1926, and acquired for production in 
America. Come to Meet the Bride, by Geoffrey Wolfe, another play sent in, 
was given a Sunday trial six months later. Although the author had "yet to 
learn the rudiments of dramatic construction," it was "a jolly, mad thing, 
likely to add to the gaiety of the provinces, and perhaps of London. " 6 Then 
Hettie Landstone translated Schnitzler's Dr. Bernhardi, but it never got any 
further than a reading at one of the League's playreading sessions in 1929, 
a dramatic activity which became more and more popular at the time. 7 
« The Times, 9/11/26, 9/6/26; The Observer, 13/6/26. 2 The 111. L.N., îo/3/26, 10/7/26, 
27/11/26, The Curtain, 1928, Vol. 7, p . 69. The only traceable playbills are those of 
Arden oj tevetsham, in the BDL collection, of I i / i ' i a Dream and Le Malade, in the V. and 
A. collection, and of The Marriage, with an announcement of Mercadet as forthcoming, in 
both the BDL and V. and A. collections. No playbill of Tartuffe can be traced. It was 
produced twice, and for the first time in English, in March 1926. Cf. The 111. L.N., 
20/3/26 and 9/10/26. There may have been more productions. Grein recorded in TTie 
111. L.N., j / 6 /26 , that his wife, M. Orme, had made a completely new version of La 
Dame aux Camélias for Stella Abemina, an English actress born in Russia, who had 
appeared in his Renaissance Theatre productions. Her name does not occur in the above 
playbills. 3 The 111. L.N., 11/11/22; Arts Gazette, N.S., Nos 23 and 26, 14/10/22, 
4/11/22; The Sketch, 24/10/23, 8/5/24, 21/2/34. 4 The Sketch, 14/1/31. sThelll. L.N., 
23/10/26. Ace. to CAr. Se. Mon., 7/12/26, it was 3 out of 13. 6 ¡bid., 4/6/26. ' Ibid., 
21/9/29. Cf. Orme, pp. 30Í-7. 
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T H E C O S M O P O L I T A N T H E A T R E 
By this time Grein had moved on to other schemes. The plans for a 
permanent German Theatre in London never materialized,1 but those for 
a Polyglot, International, or Cosmopolitan Theatre fared better. Already 
in 19 21 he had maintained that an International Theatre would have "ten 
chances to succeed in London, against one in Paris ." 2 When in 1926 
Gemier proposed a kind of Dramatic League of Nations "to foster the 
amity of peoples," and the British Drama League took the scheme under 
its wing as far as England was concerned. Grein had his doubts about the 
financial possibility,з but three months later, after reporting the 
plans for a Théâtre des Etrangers in Paris, he wrote : 
Why not a Polyglot Theatre, a theatre of many languages in London. There are so 
many foreigners that there is a great chance for a pioneer. I do not believe that even 
now there could be maintained in London a one-language foreign theatre on a perma-
nent basis, but there seems ample room for an institution where, in turns, per-
formances could be given in many languages. If properly organized, a Polyglot 
Theatre would be feasible and interesting.* 
He was much in favour of an International Theatre Festival to be held in 
London in 1928, provided that it would be better organized financially 
than Gémier's Festival in Paris in May-June 1927, from which Gladys 
Cooper, invited to present W.S.Maugham's The Letter, had had to 
withdraw at the last moment for financial reasons, and where Sybil 
Thomdike and Lewis Casson had had a great artistic success with Shaw's 
Saint Joan, but had also lost a good deal of money.s The plans for 1928 
were soon abandoned, and 1929 was aimed at,6 but nothing came of it. 
The plans for an International Theatrical Exhibition in London in 1931 
suffered the same fa te. 7 
Grein was little more than a well-wishing onlooker when, in 1926, 
under the presidency of the Spanish Ambassador, the Marquis Merry del 
Val, a number of people established an International Theatre in London, 
with Kitty Willoughby as its manager and director, and started off with a 
Spanish play, Echegaray's "modem classic" E¡ Gran Galioto, on 2$·January 
1927. A number of plays were produced and the season at the Little 
Theatre in June 1928 opened with Samson and the Philistines, by Sven Lange, 
• Thelll. L.N., 6/4/29. 2 Ibid., 29/1/гі. 3 Ibid., ι/ί/26. • Ibid., 7/8/26. s Chr. Sc. Mon., 
17/Í/27; The III. L.N., 2 i / i / 27 , 9/7/27, 17/12/27. « The III. L.N., 28/1/28. У Ibid., 
24/8/29, 21/9/29. 
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"admirably adapted from the Danish by Michael Orme and Kitty 
Willoughby, " and previously presented at the Arts Theatre. Grein 
showered praise on the enterprise for this "excellent choice" and for "the 
good work in presenting Continental drama to its members," I but he 
wanted more. He wanted "a nucleus of productions in which the many 
nations represented in London might express themselves in their own 
uage in the drama of their native lands. " All that was needed to found 
a Cosmopolitan Theatre was the concentration of the scattered attempts 
made before by himself and others. People would say : "There he is 
again, the enthusiast, the idealist, the builder of castles in the air, " but 
some of those castles had in fact been realised, and why not the Cosmo-
politan Theatre ? 2 An appeal for money met with some response and 
Sudermann's Johannisfeuer, played in German by English actors, at the 
Arts Theatre on 26 May 1929, inaugurated the new Theatre.3 Then a 
number of friends collected some money as a Silver Wedding gift to the 
Greins,4 and with this money Grein pursued his plans. He incorporated 
his French Players in his new enterprise^ and was given permission by 
Henri Bonnaire, representative of the French Société des Auteurs et des 
Compositeurs de Musique, to select for the next twelve months any seven 
plays from the whole repertory under the Society's control for one per-
formance at the Arts Theatre or any other theatre occupied by the 
Cosmopolitan Theatre. Bourdet's "famous La Prisonnière" was the first 
play to be presented on 24 November 1929. It was directed by Alice 
Cachet, head of the French section of the Royal Academy of Dramatic 
Art, and appointed after George de Warfaz had been engaged "by the 
talkies on such terms as the French Players could never dream of com-
peting with. " Un Tombeau sous l'Arc de Triomphe and Geraldy's Aimer were 
to follow, while the German section prepared a performance of an 
Austrian farce Das Blaue vom Himmel, by Hans Chlumberg, to be directed 
by Michael Orme, and it was hoped that in the spring the Italian section 
would make its début under the auspices of Viola Tree, who had "kindly 
and enthusiastically promised to be the woman at the wheel. " 6 
From the apparently complete set of Arts Theatre playbills in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum collection it was found that the following 
plays were actually produced by the Cosmopolitan Theatre in their origi-
nal languages: Bourdet's La Piisonnière, on 24 November 1929; Chlum-
berg's Das Blaue vom Himmel, on 16 February and 9 March 1930; Phèdre, 
• The Sketch, 4/7/28. 2 The III. L.N., 9/2/29; Chr. Sc. Mon., 19/9/29. з Chr. Sc. Mon., 
11/6/29. • Cf. Orme, p. 316. s Cf. supra, p . 214. ^Thelll. L.N., 16/11/29, 11/llï<>· 
lang 
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by Racine, on 2 March 1930; La Piccola, by Massano Bontempelli, on 
16 March 1930; Chelovek's Portfleur, (The Man with the Portfolio), a Russian 
play, by Alexei Farko, on 13 April 1930 ; Sudermann's Magda, on 27 April 
1930 (two performances); Devant la Porte, by Henri Duvemois, 
L'Occasion, by Jacques Normande and Georges Rivollet, and La Voix 
Humaine, by Jean Cocteau, three one-act plays, on 28 September 1930; 
Sturm in Wasserglass, by Bruno Frank, on 23 November 1930; Kail und 
Anna, by Leonhard Frank, on 8 February 1931 ; lui, by Alfred Savoir, 
on 1 March 1931 (two performances); Othello, by Shakespeare, on 4 
November 1931; Pailleron's Le Monde où l'on s'ennuie, on 6 December 
1931 (two performances); Maeterlinck's Pelléas et Mélisande, on 3 April 
1932 (two performances); Pailleron's La Souris, on 10 March 1933; and 
finally an English play, The Lonely Road, by Michael Orme, on 21 March 
I933·1 
It is not surprising that in his survey of 1930 Grein proudly referred to 
the great success of "my own Cosmopolitan Theatre at the Arts with 
plays in French, German, Russian, and Italian, all manned by English 
actors."2 He was not connected with the International Season at the 
Globe in the summer of 1930, sponsored by C. B. Cochran and Maurice 
Browne,з but he kept his Cosmopolitan Theatre going until illness forced 
him to give it up in 1933. It was later revived by Gerald M. Cooper, 
who had closely co-operated with Grein throughout its career.4 Although 
some of the plays presented by the Cosmopolitan Theatre were taken up 
by the regular stage : Magda, Das Blaue vom Himmel (Out of the Blue), 
Sturm in Wasserglass (Storm in a Teacup),5 the enterprise did not quite 
fulfil its purpose of supplying the English stage with many foreign plays. 
It must, however, have afforded Grein more pleasure than his next 
undertaking, the second People's Theatre. 
THE S E C O N D P E O P L E ' S THEATRE 
Edith Neville had founded her St. Paneras People's Theatre, a unique 
amateur enterprise, which was doing well enough,6 but Grein had never 
given up his own idea. In 1927 he urged Sir Oswald Stoll, "a man of 
1
 The Ibsen productions mentioned before, cf. supra, p. 212, have been left out here. 
Cf. also Het Toneel, N.S., xvi, Aug. 1930, p. $7. г The III. L.N., 27/12/30. * ibid., 
28/6/30; The Sketch, 11 and 2^/6/30, 2/7/30: a Japanese company appeared during this 
season. * The 111. L.N., 24/1/31; cf. Orme, pp. 314-19. s The Sketch, 21/5/30; cf. 
Orme, pp. 317-18. <> CAr. 5c. Mon., ί/6/28. 
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enterprise, a friend and, by virtue of the excellent entertainment pro-
ferred in his numerous theatres and picture-houses a benefactor of the 
people," to found a Workers' Theatre, — "a bounty possessed by all 
Continental countries, from France to Belgium and Holland" - where on 
Sunday afternoons, when his Opera House was mostly vacant, good plays 
could be enjoyed at cheap prices.1 Then Philip Ridgway, the owner of 
the late private Barnes Theatre and organiser of the Morning Theatre, 
wanted a Shilling Theatre and was looking for a suitable place with a 
seating capacity of at least ι,οοο, to compete with the ever growing 
number of cinemas. Grein knew that Ridgway had the money, and he 
saw "no possible reason why the plan should not succeed." 2 The Inde­
pendent Labour Party also wanted a Socialist Theatre for the people, and 
set up a committee with three Cabinet Ministers as sponsors, and Sybil 
Thorndike and Lewis Casson included among the Advisory Council.з 
While others talked Grein went ahead. When playgoing in Berlin in the 
summer of 1930, he had again seen its Volkstheater in action. He realised 
that London could "not hope for anything like that yet, " but finding the 
actress Nancy Price willing to help him, he launched an appeal. He had 
calculated that 3,000 subscriptions at half a crown would be sufficient to 
start a series of performances "of good quality modem plays" at one and 
six, while actors, who were to be engaged at first for a month and later, 
if possible, for three months, could be offered £,£ per week.·* 
This time the miracle happened, and in his survey of 1930 he wrote: 
The greatest event of 1930 - I say it with rightful pride - is the advent of the People's 
Theatre at the Fortune. We started it three months ago with literally nothing. With 
the help of the Press we enrolled 30,000 members, and we opened with the modern 
classic, Anstey's The Man from Blankley's, with an all-star cast, ready to work for glory 
at small pay. It was an auspicious beginning, unanimously acclaimed by the Press 
and the public. Anon we shall invade the provinces, - Manchester, Liverpool, 
Scotland — and we hope that this will be, while others talk, the construction of the 
much desired National Theatre. Meanwhile the Chancellor of the Exchequer has 
come down on the embryonic enterprise with a claim of £ ςςο in taxes - a fourth of 
our hard-earned capital. Thus does Old England support the idealists who work for 
the intellectual progress of the people.s 
An unfortunate misunderstanding with Nancy Price and his oncoming 
illness made him decide to leave the enterprise to Nancy Price, who 
1 Tfte 111. L.N., 29/1/27. г Ihd., 23/3/29, 21/9/29; Chr. Sc. Mon., 30/4/29. з Chr. 
Sc. Mon., 26/12/29. *Ibid., 2/8/30, Thelil. L.N., 13/12/30. ¡The 111. ¿ .Ν., 27/12/30; 
The Sketch, 24/12/30. 
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renamed it the People's National Theatre, and allowed the original policy 
of frequent changes of plays to lapse in favour of long runs, whenever a 
production showed lasting vitality. Grein followed it, however, with 
great interest, having most of the time nothing but praise for the choice 
of plays and the productions, many of which were directed by Malcolm 
Morley.1 
One of Nancy Price's first single-handed productions was that of 
O. Wilde's Salome after the censor had finally lifted the ban.2 In view of 
all the trouble that this play caused to Grein, it is pathetic to read what 
he wrote on the occasion of its first public performance. 
Now that the ban has been lifted, we may well ask why it was so long maintained. 
Viewed through the eyes of to-day Salome is sheer melodrama, poetically adorned, in 
which the sin of the heroine is condignly expiated by her death. The traffic with the 
head of Jokanaan, though disagreeable, no longer shocks. It is a poetic liberty 
running wild in licence, nothing more; and the language, though florally exuberant, 
palliates that which formerly seemed sacrilegious and profane. The worst that can be 
said is that the play is dull, that it seeks its effects in the spectacular, and that its 
action never goes beyond the skin-deep . . . We now look upon it as a literary 
curiosity, a relic of former methods long since obsolete . . . 3 
F O R E I G N PLAYS I N L O N D O N : F R E N C H PLAYS 
Despite Grain's efforts, and those of many others, the London stage 
remained stolidly insular and commercial. Between 1918 and 193^ the 
number of continental plays in London was even smaller than before the 
war. French plays which had flooded the London stage before, became a 
small minority; German plays, never popular, became almost non­
existent, and the number of Russian, Italian, Spanish, Austrian, 
Hungarian, and Scandinavian plays, to which an occasional Belgian, Dutch, 
Czech and old Oriental play may be added, became very small indeed. 
For a long time Grein had not been very happy about French plays. In 
1921, when the French critic Brisson proposed an International Theatre 
for Paris and received but meagre support from his colleagues, he wrote : 
Of course the French theatre is still amusing, but it does seem to stand still. The bill 
changes, but the nature of the plays does not. It seems to turn in the vicious circle of 
adultery and eroticism. A little fresh international air, a little less triangle, sex, and 
sordidness would raise the standard.« 
iTTie Sketch, 24/6/31, н / ю / э і . 30/12/31, 27/1/32, 29/6/32, 26/10/32, 7/12/32, 
12/4/33, i î / ч / з з , 21/3/34, 27/6/34, 17/10/34, 7/11/34; The 111. L.N., 7/11/3З, 
1 j/4/33, 22/12/34; Drama, BDL, April 1934. 2 Cf. supra, p . 200. з The Sketch, 14/10/31. 
*ThelU. L.N., 29/1/21. 
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That same year, however, he oifered a prize of a one week visit to Paris 
— changed in 1922 into the Grein French Prize, worth £20 ' - to the best 
pupil of the French section of the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, of 
which he was an Associate,2 and with evident satisfaction he announced 
that "the famous Lugné Poe" had undertaken to act as host to the 
winner.s In the middle of his negotiations with the Belgians in 192 2,·» he 
went to Paris and arranged with "the great actor Firmin Gémier, the 
State Director of the Odèon, " that the "Second Theatre of France " would 
visit London in the autumn, and the Théâtre Populaire, of which Gémier 
was also Director, a little later.s Both visits had to be cancelled, but that 
never discouraged Grein. 
French plays gradually lost their supremacy on the London stage, just 
as on the Continent, where they were little by little superseded by 
English plays.6 There were Anstey's adaptations of L· Bourgeois Gentil-
homme (The Would-be Gentleman), which was "very frolicsome Anstey, but 
not much Molière," and of Le Malade Imaginaire (The Imaginary Invalid);'' 
Love is the Best Doctor (L'Amour Médecin), also by Molière, "a delightful 
fantasy well translated,"8 and Marivaux's Manage à la Mode in a good 
adaptation,» all between 1926 and 1934, but practically no other classics, 
unless an occasional Augier, Dumas, Sardou, or Rostand play could be 
considered as such.10 Grein liked most of Sacha Guitry's plays, and those 
by Jean J. Bernard, some of which were presented in London in far from 
faultless translations or adaptations. But he was not much impressed by 
the ordinary modem French play, which he considered either as mere 
craftsman's work, such as those by Louis Verneuil, Sarah Bemhardt's 
grandson, or as too licentious, such as those by André Antoine Jr. 
Verneuil's plays were superficial and "lacked inwardness, " ' ' and Antoine's 
The Queen Bee, translated by José Levy, should have been left in France, 
for most of its wit had become "rancid" in the transition, and was such 
that it made even an "old-stager, " like Grein, "hide his blushes for the 
sake of the women around him. " I 2 
Although the standards of translation and adaptation had much im-
proved since the 19th century, the modem style of French writing, Grein 
1
 Cf. 1922 vol. of playbills at the B.D.L. library, London, Globe Theatre, 11/4/22. 
2 The Ili. L.N., 24/7/20, 9/4/21; Arts Gazette, N.S., No j , i i / 4 /21 . з ¡bid., 16/4/21. 
• Cf. supra, pp. 222-i. s Thelli. L.N., 27/^/22. 6 ibid., 7/12/27. 7 The Sketch, 24/11/26, 
13/11/29. « / ω . , 10/10/34; The III. L.N., 13/10/34. 9 Ibid., 22/10/30. "Ibid., 
29/11/27, 8/3/30, 1/11/30, 8/7/33; The 111. L.N., 12/3/30, 9/4/30, 12/11/30. "The 
Sketch, 2 6 / Í / 2 6 . "Ibid., 10/12/32; The 111. L.N., 1/11/30. 
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maintained, hardly lent itself to transmission, as it was either too 
literary, or concerned with subjects which were too psychological or 
analytical for the English public. " This, and the increased production of 
English plays, accounted for the visible decline of French importations, 
and "even the most long-headed managers would rather risk their money 
on American work than on adaptations from the French. " I 
Few French companies visited London. Lucien and Sacha Guitry 
came fairly regularly, but after Lucien's death in 192ς, Sacha's visits 
became much less frequent and the last time Grein saw him in London in 
1932, he complained about the plays as well as about "the general in­
audibility of leader and company, " 1 while before he had as a rule had 
nothing but praise.3 The Comédie Française visited London in May 1922. 
However much he liked French acting — praising Iris Hoey one day he 
could find no better phrase than one used by a French visitor : "Elle joue 
comme une Parisienne"* — the difference in acting styles between the 
older and the younger members produced "a hybrid and unsatisfactory 
result. " s It was the same six months later. On that occasion he also 
resented that only the second-best players had been sent over, while 
neither the repertoire, nor the theatre had been happily chosen, the 
London Coliseum being so much too big "that only the sang-froid of the 
actors saved the situation. " б A French adaptation of The Taming of the 
Shrew, presented by the Comédie Française at the Vaudeville in 1924 did 
not make matters any better, and it was a long time before the Comédie 
visited London again.7 That was in 1934, when they presented a number 
of classical plays and some modern ones. This time Grein was better 
pleased with the plays, but, again, he considered the acting as "static and 
conventional," "perfect of its kind," "but rigid and formalized, and alien 
to English acting," which was "all for experiment, freedom and origi-
nality of treatment. " 8 
Louis Vemeuil played at the Globe Theatre in 1926 9 ; another 
company, "a brilliant team," presented Pitoëff's "brilliant version of 
Shaw's Saint Joan" at that same theatre, as part of the International 
Season of German and French plays, organized by C.B.Cochran and 
Maurice Browne I0 ; André Brulé's company "disguised the hollowness of 
iThelll. L.N., 1/11/30, 23/1/32. г Ibid., 26/11/32. з Ib,d., i f and 29/1/20, 13/6/2^; 
The Sketch, 20 and 27/6/23, 7/7/26, 12/6/29; Arts Gazette, No 61, 22/5/20. + The 111. 
¿.N. ,30/10/20. s Ans Gazette, N.S., No 12, 3/6/22. 6 The 111. L.N., 11/11/22,2/12/22; 
The Sketch, 1/11/22, 26/5/26, 7/7/26. 7 The Sketch, 4/6/24. »Ibid., 6/6/34; The III. L.N., 
9/6/34. 9 Ibid., 2 6 / Í / 2 6 . "Ibid., 25/6/30. 
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the stage figures," which they presented at Daly's Theatre in 1932, "by 
their excellent acting" I ; and finally, the Compagnie des Quinzes played 
for three successive seasons at the New Theatre in 193 1, 1932 and 1933, 
again impressing Grein more by their acting than by their plays.2 
Visits of English companies to Paris were much scarcer. In 1927 Sybil 
Thomdike and Lewis Casson took part in Gémier's International Theatre 
Festival in Paris,3 and L. M. Lion did the same in 1928 with Galsworthy's 
Justice and Loyalties in 1928 at Gémier's invitation. Grein had nothing to 
do with these visits, but he accompanied Lion as his guest, and proved 
his usefulness by smoothing out some misunderstanding between the 
Odèon management and Lion, and by writing : 
The artistic structure and intense humanity of Galsworthy's plays, the unity of the 
ensemble, the fine individual characterisations of every actor concerned, and the 
poise and finish of the productions elicited paeans of praise from the critics, ovations 
from the audience, and complimentary speeches from the Director and from the 
Minister of Fine Arts.* 
For his services rendered to the drama L. M. Lion was made a Chevalier 
de la Légion de l'honneur, a decoration which the British Government, 
after some difficulties, allowed him to accept "with limited permission 
to wear it. " 5 
G E R M A N PLAYS 
When Ludwig Thoma's Medium was performed at the Everyman in 1923, 
Grein wrote : 
When they are gay, they are very, very gay, but when they are sad, they are morbid. 
This one might feel inclined to say when pondering on recent dramatic importations 
from Germany and Austria. The musical comedies that have found their way to us 
are jolly enough, but, apart from such entertainments, gloom, murder, mystery, and 
passion would appear to reign supreme there. "Would appear, " for in fact the theatres 
of Berlin and Vienna are not so steeped in misery as recent samples of their literature 
would lead us to suppose. Yet on the heels of Wilhelm Scholt's grim and fantastic 
study of autosuggestion — a play recently revived at the Everyman Theatre — comes 
Medium, with the power of hypnotism and its dread possibilities as its theme. Profes-
sor Thoma has a theory to propound, and he frames it in a sordid story of lust and 
murder . . . The result, though interesting, is not wholly convincing, for the simple 
reason that Thoma taxes our credulity too far, and lays his colours on with a trowel 
where he should have used a discreet and careful brush.6 
• The IH. L.N., 22 and 19/6/32,6/7/32. 2 Ibid., 3/2/32, 28/6/33, The III. LM., 24/6/33, 
8/7/зЗ· 3 Cf. supra, p. 239. • The 111. L.N., 17/11/28. s L. M. Lion, The Story of My 
Life, pp. 253-7. 6 The Sketch, 24/1/23. 
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Ernest Toller's The Machine Wreckers (Die Maschinestürmer, 1922) "rendered 
into exquisite Victorian English" by Ashley Dukes, and put on by the 
Stage Society, was "a play with a purpose," full of people who were "not 
characters, but merely means to illustrate a cause." It was, moreover, 
"so complex and involved," that even those who knew the German 
mentality "had the greatest difficulty to extract its real raison d'être from 
a maze of speeches, incidents and upheavals," in which the author's 
"power of projection had been drowned. " ' The same writer's Man and 
Masses (Masse Mensch, 1920), "the outcry of a soul, denouncing the State 
that kills by its commands," staged in 1924, did not please Grein either. 
The production was impressive enough, and so was Sybil Thomdike's 
acting, 
but as a drama, as a form of art, it leaves no other impression than that of fevered 
lubrication. It is like a flood, gushing its waters wildly over meadows and fields, 
creating devastation endless, and for what purpose? z 
His Hopla (Hoppla, Wir ¡eben!, 1927), five years later, was "not a play at 
all, and beyond the interest of English people, who sat like fair-goers 
looking at freaks. " 3 
Georg Kaiser's plays were "the elucubration (sic) of a mind benighted 
by the rudderlessness of his country. " All that was over now, and hence 
his From Morn to Midnight (Von Morgens bis Mitternacht, 1916), translated by 
Ashley Dukes, and already produced some years ago by the Stage Society, 
was "but interesting as a relic." 
Only a soul down and out could have concocted such weird stuff, which belongs 
neither to romance nor to reality, but is the fantasmagoria of a nervous system in 
breakdown. 
They say it is expressionist drama. What is that? I will tell you. It is our old 
friend the stage soliloquy redivivus. Like Hamlet, what you think and must not tell 
your fellow players you communicate to the audience. It is so simple and effective.* 
Paul Neumann's Such men are Dangerous was mainly interesting because it 
inaugurated Matheson Lang's return to management in 1928; in Fire in 
the Opera House the American translator had taken such strange liberties 
with Kaiser's original Der Brand im Opernhaus (ι918), that it was no 
longer the same play;' Eberhard W. Möller's Douaumont (Douaumont, 
oder die Heimkehr des Soldaten Odysseus, 1929), translated by G. and 
F. Rawson, could not even be compared with English war plays ; and 
1 The III. L.N., 19/1/23. 2 The Sketch, 28/^/24. iThelll. L.N., 9/3/29. 4 The Sketch, 
74/3/26. 4bid., 21/4/30; The ¡li. L.N., 20/10/28. 
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F.Bruckner's Elisabeth (Elisabeth von England, 1930), adapted again by 
Ashley Dukes, who had "curtailed and chastened its wearying and over-
powering rhetoric," "left the impression of a great spectacle and gorgeous 
scenery, rather than of a great play."1 Christa Winsloe's Children in 
Uniform (Mädchen m Uniform, 1930, originally Gestern und Heute), on the 
other hand, "achieved a triumph in London, despite its German origin," 
because it was "a tense drama as well as a work of art, whose ethical 
value was equalled by its dramatic force."2 Emil Ludwig's Versailles 
(1931), "a tour de force of a great biographer not innately dowered with 
the gift of dramatic projection," was disappointing and "cruelly unjust 
and exaggerated." 3 So was Hermann Rossmann's The Ace (Flieger, 1932), 
adapted by Miles Malleson, for it was "static, lacked the factor of 
development, generally diffuse, marred by repetition and elaboration, 
and only pictorially alive,"4 while G erhart Hauptmann's Before Sunset 
(Vor Sonnenuntergang, 1932) was "one of Hauptmann's lesser works, old-
fashioned in structure, static, and with none of the characters really 
coming to life. " s Grein was luckier with the last modem German play 
that he saw in London, The Mask of Virtue (Die Marquise von Aras, 1919), 
by Carl Stemheim, "one of the best pre-Nazi writers, " and "adapted by 
Ashley Dukes in his best Man With a Load of Mischief style of gracious 
English. " The play "conceived in a high comedy vein, " was "perhaps a 
little long, " but it was "a skein of gossamer of the lightest texture. " 6 
Old Heidelberg, revived at the Garrick Theatre in 1923, and again as 
The Student Prince at the Piccadilly in 1929, was still popular with the 
English public, and Grein stated that it had "borne its years well," ad-
mitting, however, that it was "no fare for the cynic. " ' Two farces, 
Love Adrift and The Garden of Eden, did not share this popularity,8 but 
It's a Boy, "belonging to the still time-honoured pattern of von Moser's 
The Private Secretary, " and Ob Daddy, "an amiable lunacy relying entirely 
on the comicality of the situations and not a little on the gags of the 
comedians," both "shrewdly adapted" by Austin Melford, did very well.» 
1
 The Sketch, 14/10/31; The III. L.N., 17/10/31; Chr. Sc. Mon., 24/10/31. 2 The Sketch, 
19/10/32; The III. L.N., 29/10/32. 3 The III. Í .N. , ibid. * Ibid., 16/9/33. The Sketch, 
6 /9/зЗ· 5 The Sketch, 11/10/33. 6 Ibid., 29/^/35. ''Ibid., 24/1/23, 20/11/29. β Ibid., 
20/10/26, ΐί/6/27. β Ibid., ΐί/10/30, 10/12/30. In this hst are not included. Jew Suss, 
adapted by Ashley Dukes, The Sketch, 2/10/29, The Ugly Duchess, adapted by Vera 
Beringer, The Sketch, 21 and 28/^/30, Mrs. Fisher's War, adapted by Joan Temple and 
Henrietta Leslie, The Sketch, 22/7/31, CAr. Se. Mon., 1/8/31, Grand Hotel, adapted by 
E.Knoblock, The Sketch, 16/9/31, The III. L.N., 28/11/31, as they are all four English 
dramatisations from German novels. 
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Lastly, Mother of Pearl, a musical comedy by Alfred Griinwald, after 
L. Vemeuil, with music by O. Strauss, and adapted by A. P. Herbert in his 
best style, was so little German, that it could hardly count as such.1 
A German company playing Sumurun at the Coliseum in London in 
1924, — a performance from which, in Grein's opinion, English actors 
and directors could learn very little,2 seems to have been the first German 
company to appear in London since the war. On 26 May 1929 Grein put 
on Sudermann'syo/ianniï/êuer in German at the Arts with English artists, 
as a kind of preliminary to his Cosmopolitan Theatre.3 The success of 
this production caused, according to Grein, a great interest in German 
performances which would exercise "some influence on the English 
theatre by widening its repertoire beyond the home-made products and 
importations from America,"* and he announced that arrangements 
were being made to bring the company of the German Staatstheater to 
London with Hamlet and, probably, a modem German play.s This led to 
another announcement in the Christian Science Monitor of ς October 1929, 
that a German company was to visit London with plays by Schiller, 
Goethe, Lessing, and Hauptmann and that the German actor Moïssi was 
to play Hamlet there in the spring of 1930. 
Some German Youth Theatre from a Real Gymnasium near Lübeck 
had toured the North of England in July 1929 with Lessing's Minna von 
Barnhelm, and had also presented it in London at the Royal Academy of 
Dramatic Art.6 The German company referred to above did not come, 
but Moïssi came to take part in the International Season, organized by 
C. B. Cochran and M. Browne,' and played Hamlet at the Globe, almost 
next door to the Old Vic Hamlet production at the Queen's Theatre, 
with John Gielgud. Gielgud's Hamlet was "the spontaneous expression of 
juvenility and inspiration, the nearest approach to the Hamlet of one's 
imagination, a rhapsody of philosophical introspection. " Moi'ssi's, on the 
other hand, was "a piece of mature acting, the acme of technique, and 
— to a certain extent — of artificiality, with only few moments of inspi-
ration. " 8 
The Aachen Municipal Company, "renowned all over the Continent 
for its cult of Goethe, " presented the Or-Faust at the Cambridge Theatre, 
on the occasion of the Goethe Centenary in 1932, in an "impressive 
production,"9 and, finally, in 1933 a company of Jewish actors, "no 
1
 The III. L.N., 4/2/33. 2 Ibid., 31/^/24. ¿Ibidem and 20/4/29, 29/6/29. Cf. supra, 
p. 240. * Ibid., 26/9/26. ¡Ibid., 6/4/29. 6Ibid., 29/6/29. ? Cf. supra, p. 241. 8 The 
III. L.N., 28/6/30; Chr. Sc. Mon., 7/6/30; The Sketch, 28 /^30 , 11/6/30. » Ibid., 19/3/32. 
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stars, but an excellent ensemble," refugees from Nazi Germany and on 
their way to America, played Schiller's "full-blooded i8th century 
drama" Kabale und Liebe (Intrigue and Love) and Sudermann's Magda.1 
Beside these rare visits of German companies, there were only occasional 
appearances of individual German artists on the London stage. Use Bois 
appeared in a variety programme at the Coliseum,2 and Walter Janssen, 
Rolf Mueller, and Walter Kraus, with varying degrees of success, among 
the English casts of several plays.3 Prof. Ernst Stern painted the scenery 
for The Song of Drums, the so-called All-British Musical Comedy,4 and 
later directed, together with Erik Charell, the "glamorous Variety Show 
The Flying Trapeze" at the Alhambra.s Max Hasait, "designer of ingenious 
devices, " 6 designed the scenery for Grand Hotel, E. Knoblock's adaptation 
of Vicky Baum's novel Menschen im Hotel; Dr. Ludwig Berger directed 
The Golden Toy, and also "constructed the massive and monumental 
scenery for this love story of Vasantesana and Karudutta;7 and when, 
thirty years after it had been written, Hermann Bahr's Josephine was 
finally shown in London, it was directed by Prof. Eugen Robert, who thus 
once more proved his interest in our drama. For before this, when he controlled 
four theatres in Berlin and three in Vienna, he produced twelve plays by Shaw, 
Sutton Vane's Outward Bound, and many plays by W.S. Maugham. He also redeemed 
Wilde's The Importance of Being Earnest, which had failed at two theatres, with a run of 
over 400 performances.8 
He also directed "a witty Hungarian comedy, Laszlo Fodor's Roulette, 
adapted by Harry Graham, and successfully presented at the Duke of 
York's in 1935.' 
A U S T R I A N AND S C A N D I N A V I A N PLAYS 
Apart from a number of operettas, very few Austrian plays were shown 
in London. When Arthur Schnitzler's Reigen (Roundelay, 1902) was 
creating a stir on the Continent in the early twenties, Grein thought it 
his duty to warn "any play producing society that might hear of the 
strange adventures of the play, " against taking it up. 
I yield to no one in my admiration of Schnitzler's work in general. With Frederick 
Whelan and Granville Barker 1 have pioneered Liebelei and Anatol, and I have pleaded 
¡The Sketch, гу/ю/зз, 18/11/33. г Ibid., 21/12/30. з ¡brf., 1/11/30, 22/6/32; The 
111. L.N., 14/10/33· *Ib'J., î i / i / 3 1 ; Chr. Sc. Mon., 7/3/31. s The III. L.N., ΐς/ς/ίς. 
6
 The Sketch, 16/9/31; Cf. supra, p . 23^ n. t . "> Ibid., 14/3/34; The UI. L.N., 17/3/34. 
» The 111. L.N., ι ς and 29/9/34. ' The Sketch, ¡¡б/ц. 
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over and over again to let us have his Dr. Bernhardt and Frei-wild (Quarry), but his 
Roundelaj is beyond the pale. It may be a round of stories of life, but of such life as 
can but offend good taste and bereave the hearer of all illusion.1 
He need not have worried. He tried in vain to make his countrymen like 
the Hungarians Melchior Lengyel 2 and Ferenc Molnar,^ and Spanish 
playwrights fared only slightly better. 4 
As for Scandinavian plays, apart from Ibsen, it was mainly Strindberg 
whom Grein wanted produced in London.' Which plays he wanted 
produced is not on record, and he was not connected with the few 
London productions, excepting that of The Father in 1927 by his friend 
Malcolm Morley, the manager of the Everyman Theatre at the time. 6 It 
seems unlikely that he had anything to do with Morley's production of 
Comrades, for he considered this "fourth of Strindberg's anti-feminine 
hymns of hate " as "almost a pamphlet against matrimony, and theatrically 
saved only by the technical mastery of the dramatist. " He was not con­
cerned with J. B. Pagan's production of the Spook Sonata, at the Globe in 
1927, nor with those of The Creditors, in that same year, The Dance of 
Death, at the Apollo in 1928, and Lady Julie, a few months later at the 
Faculty of Arts, "a new addition to the list of London's little subscription 
theatres." Grein was impressed by the productions, except by that of 
Lady Julie, which "had suffered from the unfavourable circumstances 
under which it had been put on. " As a play, however, he preferred 
Lady Julie, that "relentless analysis of the sex-motive, full of vivid drama 
and touching the deepest notes of terror and pity, " to the others. The 
Spook Sonata was "painful beyond words," "the ruthlessness of the 
theme of The Creditors (had) uprooted the artistic worth of the play, " 
and The Dance of Death was "a masterpiece with an uncongruous ending. " 7 
1
 The III. L.N., 7^jijl2. No records of productions of Liebelei or Anatol are available. 
During the Vedrenne-Barker season at the Court Theatre In the Hospital, in one act, was 
the only Schnitzler play produced. Febr. i g o j ; Cf. also supra, p . 238. г Ibid., 
' 4 / ï / 2 7 , Î3 /12/33; The Sketch, î j / i î / l g , 20/12/33. г Ibid., 2^/12/26, 12/7/30; ГЛе 
Sketch, î / i / 2 7 , 16/7/30. Cf. also The III. L.N., 23/7/23; The Sketch, 21/12/29, 11/11/31, 
28/9/32. Í /6/3Í · *neSketch, 9 and 30/11/27, 31/10/28, 5/12/28, 6/1/32, 15/6/32; 
The III. L.N., 11/11/33,4/8/34. s Cf. supra, pp. 119, ι 30-1. 6 This production, started 
at the Savoy, and taken to the Everyman for a fairly long run, was such "an artistic and 
financial success," that it was revived in 1928 in Wimbledon and again at the Everyman 
in 1929. Cf. The III. L.N., 13 and 20/8/27; The Sketch, 31/8/27, 6/6/28, 31/7/29. 
•> The Sketch, 22/6/27, * i / i / ! 8 , 7/3/28; The III. L.N., 3/12/27. 
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R U S S I A N PLAYS 
Russian drama had attracted Grein from the beginning, and in 190^ he 
had helped Nazimova, a Russian actress who had come to London with a 
company of Jewish Russian actors, to find a theatre for the Russian play 
The Chosen People. It had been performed for a whole week at the Avenue 
Theatre, and the house had been filled to capacity nearly every night. 
After that, however, nothing had happened, and with the help of Ellen 
Terry the Russians had gone to America.1 Chekhov was the only 
Russian dramatist that was at all fairly well represented on the London 
stage. At first Grein was a little annoyed with Chekhov, or rather with 
the adulation of Chekhov. In 1920 he found The Three Sisters "imitation 
Ibsen without the dexterity of the master, " z and of The Cherry Orchard 
he wrote in 1925: 
"One of the most wonderful plays ever written," said J.B.Fagan, who produced it 
with great care and acumen. Yes, wonderful in the weird and wild sense and, 
frankly, very tiresome in its slow progress I have never been able to understand why 
this is called a great play. It is a strange mixture of farce, comedy, satire, drama and 
a soupçon of tragedy very loosely constructed. 
This play - if play it can be called - is a forerunner of futurism, of expressionism, 
of the formless drama. As one familiar with all the modern forms of drama I cannot 
see for the life of me where the greatness of this particular play comes in. And yet I 
can understand the truly wonderful texture of his small panels of family life as well 
as the meaning of his Seagull, truly a work of imagination. But I confess fearlessly that 
this play only interested me as a curiosity.3 
He had seen The Seagull in Russian and in German, and had been much 
impressed, but the English production at the Little Theatre was "wooden 
and worked up," except for the part of Trepliov, played by John 
Gielgud.-* Mainly due to the Chekhov productions of Komisarjevsky, a 
Russian director who had settled in London, he gradually came to ap-
preciate the plays better. He greatly admired the productions of Ivanov, 
Uncle Vanja, and The Three Sisters at the small Barnes Theatre in 1926,5 and 
those of The Seagull and The Three Sisters at the Fortune three years later. 
Of the latter he even wrote : "how tragically beautiful is this delicate 
play. " 6 He liked The Bear, a one-act play put on at the Everyman together 
with plays of Galsworthy and Pirandello in 1926,' yet when the Old Vic 
1
 The 111. L.N., 30/4/27. * Cf. supra, p . 209. э The Sketch, іо/б/îf. * Ibid., 28/10/25. 
s Ibid., 13/1/26, 3/2/26; The 111. L.N., ίο and 27/2/26. « Ibid., 9/10/29, 6/11/29. 
' Ibid., 9/6/26. 
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produced The Cherry Orchard in 1933, he praised the acting, but he still 
found the play "tedious, and its total impression disappointing." He 
admitted, however, that this might be due to Tyrone Guthrie's direction, 
which "so much stressed the farcical elements, that the deeply emotional 
qualities were destroyed. " ' 
Gorki and Tolstoy were rated highly,2 but Turgenev's A Month in the 
Country, "his only play that had a lasting life, " showed that "he had never 
mastered the technique of dramatic construction. " 3 Of the other 
Russian writers presented in London he only recommended Merejkovs-
ky's Paul 1, "a brilliant historical play, admirably directed by Komisar-
jevsky" at the Court Theatre,4 and Ostrovsky's The Storm, which had only 
once been done in London before, in a reading at the late Opéra Comique 
in 1893 by Stepniak, a Russian refugee, but well worth doing, and 
excellently directed by Malcolm Morley at his Everyman Theatre in 
1929.5 Andreyev's Katerina, at the Barnes Theatre in 1926, was "a 
terrible picture of life and a true human comedy," but He who gets 
Slapped, "a strange play in which the psychological and the drastically 
melodramatic elements were intermingled in puzzling contrast," was 
only tepidly recommended, mostly as an encouraging pat on the back to 
Milton Rosmer and Malcolm Morley, the enterprising directors of the 
Everyman.6 He had nothing to say about Morley's production of The 
Sabine Women,7 and The Betrayal, at the Little Theatre, was simply very 
bad. In this play Andreyev was 
always out for sensation, and whenever he reached a certain pitch, he tailed off into 
byways, destroying his efTect and stultifying his audience. The précieux among the 
audience will proclaim it as a work of great profundity, psychology, psychiatry or any 
other such highfalutin' name, for it is Russian and that imposes upon them. If it 
were merely English - well, pooh pooh! We have seen all this before, and much 
more poignantly, in Zola's L'Assommoir (Drink), in Strindberg's The Father, and . . . 
in King Lear, by a man called Shakespeare. No, nothing will convince me that this is 
a great play.8 
Red Rust, an anonymous Russian play, translated by Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Vernon, and performed at the Little Theatre in 1929, was just 
a welter of immorality, lust, turpitude and degeneracy, a crude, but probably not 
over-coloured, picture of the putrescence of Russia, and as a play no more than a 
kaleidoscopic unfolding of events, which the cinema could vitalize with much more 
vividness.' 
1
 The 111. L. N., 28/10/33. 2 Cf. supra, pp. 164, 209, 211-2. з The Sketch, 14/7/'16. *Ibid,, 
12/10/27. s ¡bid., 28/12/29. 6 Ibid., 14/4/26, 23/11/27. ilbid., 18/4/28. »Ibid., 
28/1/31. 4bid., 13/3/29. 
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In 1928 the Moscow Art Theatre presented at the Garrick a drama­
tisation of Dostoyevsky's The Brothers Karamazov. At first Grein did not 
think that English actors could learn much from the Russians, but later 
he admitted that the Russians could teach them "how to emphasize a 
word by gesture" and "how eloquent silence could be." But few actors 
went to see the Russians, and neither did the public, "who wanted to be 
amused and nothing else." 1 Shortly after this Komisarjevsky directed 
his own adaptation of Dostoyevsky's novel, The Brass Taper-Weight, at the 
Apollo, and Grein much recommended and praised it.2 Three years 
later the Prague Section of the Moscow Art Theatre, brought to London 
by the East End bookseller Susman, presented Gogol's Revisor at the 
Kingsway. It had often been seen in London before, but never "in such 
a masterly performance. " The ensemble acting was of a standard "im­
possible except with a permanent company playing the same piece again 
and again together, " and the Russians had achieved "effects unattainable 
by British actors. " з 
Nikita Balieff's fairly regular visits to London from 1921 with his 
cabaret entertainment, La Chauve-Souris — "a wonderful troupe of trouba­
dours," "excellent entertainment," "a lovely show" - completed the 
picture of Russian drama in London.·* 
ITALIAN PLAYS 
Ending up this survey of continental drama in London with Italian plays, 
it need not surprise us, after what has gone before, that Grein did not 
appreciate Pirandello, practically the only Italian playwright presented 
in London. There were some others. Luigi Chiarelli's Money, Money !, 
at the Royalty Theatre in 1931, rather pleased Grein,s and Napoleon, the 
Hundred Days, by Forzano and Mussolini, adapted by John Drinkwater, 
had "great merits as a historical play. " Although "moving rather by the 
display than the main action," its production at the New Theatre had 
deserved a longer run,6 but Forzano's Cabbages and Kings, some time 
later at the Ambassadors, was "very slender comedy indeed." Its 
"idyllic romance," however, would serve as a "seasonable (Christmas) 
entertainment. " 7 
* The Sketch, 18/4/28; The 111. L.N., 21/4/18, ϊ/ί/28. г Ibid., 31/10/28; Cf. also ГАе 
Sunday Times, 23/2/13, 7/12/13. з Ibid., 9/12/31; Chr. Sc. Mon., 26/12/31. * Ibid., 
11/1/31, 1/4./31. 14/2/34· s 'M-, W3/31· 'TheSketch, 27/4/зг; Thelll.L.N., 28^/32. 
7 Ibid., 6 / 1 2 / 3 3 . 
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In that same year, 1933, "José Levy's long-headed enterprise" brought 
to his Little Theatre the Italian actor Petrolini, "only known to a few 
international connoisseurs" and "exactly that foreign, mercurial, much-en-
vied type of artist belonging essentially to the Latin race," and Grein 
went at once into raptures about him.1 He was also keen on Signor 
Podrecca's Italian Puppet Theatre, which came back to London at the 
Scala in 1934, eleven years after its previous visit, and easily maintained 
its high standard,2 but he thought Pirandello much overrated, and he 
found him very hard to digest. In June 1925 C. B. Cochran brought the 
Pirandello Players to London with Six Characters in Search of an Author. 
The production at the New Oxford Theatre was "a triumph of art and of 
Pirandello's interpreters, " and "the performance was deeply interesting, 
not least for the merits of the actors." з When, however, Henry IV was 
put on in English at the Everyman Theatre a little later, he wrote : 
Some will call it great, but they would have some difficulty in substantiating the claim. 
For greatness demands all-round perfection, and in Henry IV all the characters are 
subordinated to the centra) figure.4 
It was the same with And That is the Truth, produced in English by Nigel 
Playfair at his Lyric, Hammersmith, only two months later. 
Of course some people will tell you that the play is mightily profound. Pirandello is 
the mode just now - it must be so. Had his name been Smith, well I won't conjecture. 
With gratitude to Mr. N. Playfair for showing us this curio to appease our curiosity, 
whetted by the remarkable performance of our recent Italian visitors, I confess 
boldly that I found it laborious, futile in theme, and badly constructed à la Molière: 
just a group of indifferent people round the main character. Only Molière did it 
much more skilfully. This play is a trick and puzzle drama, clever in parts, and with 
an air of inwardness that pleases the "precious, " but disconcerts the normal mind, 
when it does not bore. ' 
When The Man with a Flower in His Mouth was played at the Everyman in 
1926, together with one-act plays by Galsworthy and Chekhov, he could 
not imagine what had moved Pirandello to write this one-act play on "a 
subject as powerful as it was repellent. " Yet is was "a study full of human 
observation in which Pirandello had penetrated into the soul of the 
sufferer." It was "gruesome, yet fascinating, because Ernest Milton 
played the part with such sincerity and finesse, with so vivid an imagi-
nation, that one forgot the theme in the mastery of the actor. " * 
'The Sketch, Î6 /7 /33; The 111. L.N., 5/8/33. 2 'b'd., 13/6/34, «/8/34- > Ibid., i/j/iç. 
*Ibid., 29/7/25. 5 Ibid., 30/9/25. * Ibid., 9/6/26. 
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It was more than eight years before Grein wrote again on Pirandello, 
except for a passing reference to a revival of "the poignant tragedy The 
Mock Emperor {Henry ¡V)" in 1929.1 
Within a month two of his plays were put on in London in 1934. Jean 
Forbes Robertson made her successful début as an actress-manageress at 
the Royalty Theatre with As You Desire Me, and Nancy Price opened the 
new season of her People's National Theatre at the Little Theatre with 
The Life That ¡ Gave Him. In both cases Grein had very high praise for the 
acting, not a word of praise for the plays. As You Desire Me was another of 
those Pirandello puzzles with a "violently melodramatic first act," a 
"mainly conversational" second act, and a "frankly chaotic, ludicrous 
jigzaw puzzle" as its third act,2 while The Life That I Gave Him, "melli-
fluously translated by Clifford Bax," could "only appeal to Pirandello's 
devotees and followers in whose affected opinions he was the harbinger 
of a new dramatic message, a fallacy easily defeated by a look at Maeter-
linck's earlier work. " Moreover Maeterlinck had written a poetic, 
captivating style, while Pirandello "ladled out his contemplations in 
heavy prose that might have come from a professor ex cathedra. " 3 
Both plays turn on the metaphysical problems of personality and similar questions on 
the value of being. 
But is it not time to examine these plays critically, to cut through the cloudy 
miasma which surrounds them and submit them to the severer tests of considered 
valuation? The philosophical ideas and metaphysical substance are not new. They 
contain many debatable half-truths, and, though in abstract discussion, they may 
intrigue the mind, it does not follow that they will possess the same stimulations 
when presented in the theatre. This must depend on the action itself. Do the charac-
ters persuade ? Do the incidents reveal ? Are the transitions logical ? Is there a march 
either in external movement or in the inner psychological development that takes 
us with it? 
Nor can we say that Signor Pirandello is the only playwright who has explored this 
strange territory. Maeterlinck was similarly drawn to it, and, in his own idiom, 
similarly delved into the nature of personality. A play is for the stage and it must be 
measured by its vitality in the theatre. Signor Pirandello is too clever a craftsman 
not to know the secrets of structure. He knows too how to provide opportunities of 
performance, and As You Desire Me supplied a vehicle for Miss Jean Forbes Robertson 
to express emotional intensity and sensitive illumination, just as The Life That I Gave 
Him afforded Miss Nancy Price and Miss Peggy Ashcroft scope in their contrasted 
parts to develop interesting studies. 
But the creative interest of these performances depended far more on the art of 
the players than on the plays themselves. For either, as in the play at the Royalty, we 
were pitched into melodramatic excesses which were tedious, or in yawning elabo-
• The 111. L.N., 9/2/29. 2 The Sketch, 10/10/34. 3 ' г"<'· . 2 4/ I O /34· 
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rations which have no compulsion in them ; or we were stretched, as in the late play 
at the Little, on a chilly enquiry that only got emotional values through the exposition 
of the principal actresses. The characters were but shadows, and the incidents 
communicated nothing beyond themselves. The lucidity of the Pirandellian idea will 
not carry the play, while the action itself remains unconvincing.1 
A M E R I C A N PLAYS 
Immediately after the 1914-18 war the influx of American plays - mostly 
detective and crime plays — became considerable. Grein considered 
some of them reasonably good. Channing Pollock's Sign on the Door was 
"by no means common stuff, " and "with its ingenuity of dramatic con-
struction, the finest melodrama America had ever sent, " 2 while Six-
Cylinder Love, "the latest Anglicized importation from the pen of William 
A. MacCuire" had "unlike most American farcical comedies, a good idea 
in it, " 3 but on the whole he thought little of them even if he feared 
their competition.4 In 1926, however, he rather suddenly changed his 
attitude. At the time everybody was talking of an American invasion. 
Grein thought this exaggerated, and he saw no reason for panic. 
Although he was against engaging American actors when English players 
were available, especially in view of "American Equity making short 
thrift of our English players across the Atlantic," s the number of 
American actors in London was almost négligeable compared with that 
of English actors in New York. As for plays, in thirteen of the forty-
three London theatres there were American plays, "including musical 
comedies, crook and mystery plays," and this was not an unfair pro-
portion. Moreover, he admitted that American plays were often 
superior to English plays in craft, although very rarely in thought, and 
that London managers could hardly be blamed for preferring New York 
successes to new English plays. The American successes should only be 
a stimulant for English playwrights to do better.6 For the next few 
years Grein still had his complaints about a number of American plays, 
but on the whole he was pleased with them, and "excellent, " "delightful, " 
and "fascinating" were the keywords of his reviews. He gave very high 
praise to Broadway, which he saw seven times, and to Crime, by Samuel 
Shipman and John B. Hymer, and such good American plays as The Trial 
of Mary Dugan, by Bayard Veiller, had livened up the first six months of 
1 The Hi. L.N., 27/10/34. *Ibid., 24/9/21. з Ibid., 8/11/24. 4 Cf. supra, pp. 228-9; 
The Sketch, 1/10/24, 11/2/25, 20/5/25, 3/6/25, 8/7/25, 28/10/25, e t c · s The Sketch, 
19/12/29. (-The Ui. L.N., 13/3/26. 
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1928, which were almost the worst that Grein could remember since 
the war. In all these cases Grain's praise concerned production and 
acting as well as the plays themselves.1 Then a slump set in and most 
American plays produced in London in 1929 were given bad notices, 
"the conspicuous failure of many American plays, the consequent dimi-
nution of their importation, and the gradual petering out of the crook, 
spook, and shock play" being "one of the features" ofthat year.2 In 1930 
the New York Theatre Guild appointed Alec Rea, the lessee of the 
St. Martin's Theatre, London, as their liaison officer for the exchange of 
plays between New York and London and vice versa.3 Rea's excellent 
theatrical record in London seemed sufficient guarantee of success, but 
little happened apparently, and for the next few years very few American 
importations found favour with Grein. 
The only American playwrights whom he really admired, although 
with qualifications, were Eugene O'Neill and Elmer Rice. In 1923 he 
wrote that O'Neill was "in the same way as C. K. Munro, one of the 
most considerable influences of our time," who "had something to say" 
and "was anxious to say i t . " 4 When Anna Chiistie was produced at the 
Strand Theatre in April 1923, he wrote: 
One day I'll write an essay on the difference of reading a play and seeing it acted. In 
print Anna Christie was of enchanting power, acted it became a drab story, gripping 
by moments, in the creating of atmosphere reminiscent of Jack London's John 
Barleycorn, and m expression of Joseph Conrad; but by the method of the actors the 
words became torrential and wearisome, and much of the beauty and power went for 
nought.s 
Desire under the Elms was banned in London, but an older play, The 
Emperor Jones, "impressionist drama in the simplest form," was produced 
at the Ambassadors Theatre at about the same time. It was "a powerful, 
crudely realistic episode of Radcliffe Highway Days," and "almost a 
tragedy in monologue." 6 Grein regretted that Beyond the Horizon was so 
short-lived in London,f and he was most impressed by The Hairy Ape, 
"a very sombre play," produced at the Gate Theatre in 1928,8 but 
O'Neill was "at his best and tersest" in All God's ChiHun Got Wwgs, which 
was produced soon after at the same theatre with an all-white cast ; at the 
Court Theatre, in 1929, with the negro actor Frank H. Wilson, "of 
Porgy fame, " and again at the Embassy Theatre in 1933, with Paul Robeson 
> The III. L.N., 19/2/Î7, i/11/27; and 20/10/28; The Sketch, 14 and 21/3/28. * Ibid., 
11/1/30. 3 Ibid., 22/2/30, СЛг. Sc. Mon., 22/3/30. * Ibid., 21/4/23. s The Sketch, 1 ς/¿h 
« Ibidem. ? Ibid., 14/4/26. * Ibid., ις/ι/ιΒ; Drama, BDL, March, 1929. 
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and Flora Robson. ' He considered In the Zone, at the Ambassadors Theatre 
in 1930 and before that at the Everyman, as "unsatisfactory from an 
English point of view, " 2 but Strange Interlude, at the Lyric Theatre in 
1931, "a bulky, bumptuous, pretentious play," provided him with "one 
of the most trying evenings he had ever endured in the theatre. " He 
resented being "spoon-fed" and he was really irritated by the way 
O'Neill treated his audience in this play 
as a party of children unfit to think for themselves and to be regaled with ready-made 
reflections of what is going on in the stage character's soul. It is the old-fashioned 
soliloquy à l'outrance. The modern dramatist has understood that it is his business by 
dialogue and situation to let us construe for ourselves what is going on in the minds 
of the characters. In other words, he relies on our imagination and conceptive 
powers. Not so O'Neill. Freed of its trappings the play would be poignant drama, 
now its action is halted, and its dramatic effect frustrated.3 
Elmer Rice had some six plays produced in London during Grein's time. 
The first was The Adding Machine, staged early in 1928. The author called 
it "expressionist drama, " * and as Grein, however much he disliked being 
taken for a reactionary, looked askance at both expressionist and im-
pressionist drama, he wrote : 
The Adding Machine will enrapture the high-brow, puzzle the groundlings, and not 
take in the others. I belong to the last-named. I know my Wedekind, my Nietsche, 
etc. There is something of them all in it, but it has nothing to do with drama. 
Sir Barry Jackson's Birmingham Players, however, had done it splendidly, 
and he was grateful for the experiment.5 He was not so sure about Street 
Scene, put on at the Globe Theatre in 1930 by L. M. Lion and Maurice 
Browne, "a deed for which we, lovers of the theatre, were greatly 
indebted to them. We came away in wonderment, all deeply impressed, 
some greatly moved. " The play "about the lower depths of New York 
life" was a great financial success and "thus justified the high expectations 
of its sponsors. " 6 See Naples and Die, however, first produced at the 
Embassy Theatre and then at the Little in 1932, made him enthusiastic. 
See this little play and jump with joy. This delightful play has now conquered its 
proper place, and if our public has a real sense of humour, the play should bring luck 
to the Little. 
4he Sketch, 26/6/29, 22/3/33; The UI. L.N., 1/4/33. 2 ¡bid., i /2/30. ¡Ibid., 18/2/31; 
The 111. L.N., 10/12/32. * Elmer Rice, The Living Theatre, London, i960, p . 124. 
s Ibid., 18/1/28. 4bid., 24/9/30; The 111. L.N., 4/10/30. 
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We know Elmer Rice in his serious mood. The Adding Machine was a play of 
moment. But we could scarcely have guessed that so profound a mind could turn out 
a badinage, so wildly merry, so mordantly satirical, so incandescent of wit. It is ayeu 
d'esprit as any flight of imagination of a French playwright. A mad drollery, with a 
lot of method in its madness.1 
The Left Bank, at the Ambassadors that same year, was "a queer little 
comedy, " even "its drift was not clear. " It was "old-fashioned in fashion 
and overloaded with trappings,"2 and Grein did not like it any better 
than Cock Robin, "a very ingenious murder and mystery play, which the 
audience seemed to like," but which did not take in Grein, as it was 
"endless and in its cross examination scene bizarre." з Counsellor-at-Law, 
however, produced in 1934, made up for every thing and Grein considered 
it "one of the most stimulating and characteristic plays America had ever 
sent over. " * 
ENGLISH PLAYS 
British drama took some time to recover from the effects of the war. 
There had been some improvement in 1919 and 1920, and some falling 
off again in 192 1, but in the beginning of 1923 Grein was convinced that 
things were mending and he felt fairly confident about the future.* 
Most of the older playwrights, J.Galsworthy, J.Barrie, G.B.Shaw, 
I.Zangwill, W.S.Maugham, A.Bennett and Knoblock,6 A.Sutro, A.A. 
Milne, Temple Thurston, and some others, went on writing plays or 
having old plays revived, and Grein did not change his opinion about 
them. J. Drinkwater had started well in 1918 with Abraham Lincoln, but 
Cromwell, Mary Stuart and Robert E. Lee were "not plays" and "lacked the 
primordial quality of dramatic emotion. " 7 
George Moore tried to make a come-back with The Coming of Gabrielle. 
Nigel Playfair was to produce it, but he gave it up and offered it to 
L. M. Lion, who together with Grein decided to give it a chance. It was 
finally put on at the St. James's Theatre in 1923, and failed, although 
there was "more originality in it than in a dozen comedies which would 
run for ages." Moore was "a great novelist, but he should have curbed 
his novelist's l icence." 8 William Archer, who died in 1924 and was 
ι The Sketch, 6/4/32 ; The 111. L.N., 2/4/32. 2 Ibid., ί/10/30. з Ibid., 8/3/33 ; The 111. L.N., 
, 8/3/ΐ3· *The III. L.N., 21/7/34. s Cf. supra, pp. 207-9, 228-35. 'Until the early 
twenties this name was spelled as Knoblauch, τ The 111. L.N., 14/10/22; The Sketch, 
6/6/23,4/7/23. * Ibid., 24/2/23; The Sketch, 1/8/23. 
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given his due by Grein in W. Archer, A Tribute,1 had written The Green 
Goddess in 192 3. It was "of exceptional quality as a specimen of the well-
made play, " but "its third act drifted into old-fashioned melodrama, " 2 
and H. A. Jones proved with The Lie that he was still "a great craftsman. " 3 
Harry Wall, the writer of ñutí, the prize-winning play of Grein's Sunday 
Times Play Competition, showed with his second play, A Lady Calis on 
Peter, that Grein "had not been far wrong in predicting a future for 
h im." 4 Havoc, his third, was "still no masterpiece" and many managers 
refused it, but the Repertory Players took it up and the performance 
proved that Wall was a potential dramatists 
Several new writers emerged. Noël Coward, John van Druten, Fred. 
Lonsdale, Ivor Novello, Leo Gordon, Ashley Dukes, A.Ridley, and some 
others, would prove to be mostly ordinary purveyors of entertainment. 
Others, such as Aldous Huxley, whose one-act Happy Families could "be 
enjoyed to better advantage in the study, " 6 and James Agate, whose 
Blessed are the Rich, adapted from a novel, showed "a fundamental error in 
the observation of life in the development of the play, " 7 would remain 
novelists and never be playwrights; and others again wrote good or 
remarkable first plays, but seldom fulfilled the promises they had inspired. 
Clémence Dane's A Bill of Divorcement had been in every respect the play 
of 19 21,8 but Will Shakespeare was a disappointment, and The Way Things 
Happen was "glaringly untrue, ever recalling an Ibsen word : People don't 
do these things."« C.K. Munro's Rumour had been the play of 1922.10 
At Mrs. Beam's, one year later, was "a diabolically clever and penetrating 
comedy," and if Munro, whose mind was "corrosive," would only 
"bring sympathy and a sense of tears into his plays," he would "do 
something very great for our theatre, " for he had "an easy mastery of the 
theatre's devices, and an eye for uncomfortable truth." " But Progress, 
although "grandly conceived," was "too discursively developed, and 
bewildering in its length and brilliant mass of argument. " Yet it was 
"valuable for its bold outspokenness," and the Stage society production 
of it was "a memorable event. " I2 
When Noël Coward's The Young Idea was presented at the Savoy, in 
1923, Grein reminded his readers of the promises which he had seen in 
Coward's "first little play produced a year or two ago. " "The craftsman-
1 The 111. L.N., l o / i / i j . г The Sketch, 19/9/23. * Ibid., 24/10/23. 4 Cf. supra, p . 188; 
The III. L.N., 12/2/2!. s The Sketch, 30/1/24. « ¡ / Ы . , 28/1/25. τ Ibid., 9/9/25. 
»The III. L.N., 2/4/21, 14/1/22. » Ibid., 3/12/25; The Sketch, 13/2/24. " Ibid., 6/1/23. 
"Ibid., 21/4/23. "The Sketch, 30/1/24. 
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ship, the audacious ideas, the lightness of touch, and the brilliant, direct, 
natural dialogue of The Young Idea " proved now that Coward was "indeed 
a playwright to be reckoned with and a comedian too. " ' London Calling, 
a revue written by Coward and Ronald Jeans, made it clear that "the 
young actor Noël Coward" was "nearly as good an actor and dancer as a 
playwright," and Hay Fever, two years later, was "wild and delicious 
nonsense, full of light, witty, and frothy talk."2 When Coward's first 
three plays were published by Benn of London, in 1925, Coward 
defended "the so-called unpleasantness" of some of his plays. Grein, 
fully agreeing, quoted him at length : 
One of the most disheartening difficulties for the sincere playwright is the desire of 
the British public to be amused and not enlightened. The problem arises: is the 
theatre to be a medium of expression, setting forth various aspects of reality, or 
merely a place of relaxation, where weary businessmen and women can witness a 
pleasing spectacle bearing no relation whatever to the hard facts of existence, and 
demanding no effort of concentration ? 
One hears on every side the petulant assertion that there is enough unpleasantness 
in real life without paying to be harrowed in the theatre. This attitude would be 
more consistent did it empty the Old Bailey during the more lurid cases, and diminish 
the sales of sensational Sunday papers. ' 
Further, with Ambush and Outward Bound, "a strange, weird, original and 
fantastic play," Sutton Vane had qualified as a dramatist of more than 
ordinary talent4 ; Benn W.Levy, "the latest discovery of the Play 
Actors," was "a man to be watched" because of "his fresh, vivid and well-
written play This Woman-Business, " and his "disregard of dramatic con-
ventions" s ; and Sean O'Casey's Juno and the Paycock clearly demonstrated 
that "unless this first play of our acquaintance were a mere swallow, " the 
writer would "one day rank with Synge and Shaw. " * 
In October 1924 Grein referred to "the many serious and good plays" 
running in London and in his survey of 1924 he stated that "even the 
habitual pessimist would have to admit that 1924 had been a good year." 
He also noted the spreading of the repertory movement and the steady 
increase in the number of play-acting societies. There was "bustle and 
progress everywhere," except in the field of dramatic criticism. Papers 
allotted less and less space to serious dramatic criticism, and England, 
where "the stage (i.e. the actors) was more pampered in lip-service than 
anywhere else, " was "still the only country in the world without a serious 
1 The Sketch, 21/2/23. 2 ¡bid., 26/1 2/23, 17/6/2$. 3 The III. L.N., 4/7/2$. * The Sketch, 
2 9 / 6 / 2 3 , 3 1 / 1 0 / 2 3 , 1 4 / 1 1 / 2 3 . s Ibid., 2 8 / 1 0 / 2 $ . blbld., l í / n / 2 f . 
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universal Dramatic Review. " The actual London plays, however, if of 
"varied quality, and not all of them profound," were "intellectually 
infinitely superior to the stuff that post-war insouciance and lenient criticism 
foisted on us," and the autumn plays of 1924 could easily vie with, in 
fact excelled, those of the same period in Paris. "So let us be thankful 
for what we have and help the good there is by being constructive in 
criticism." 1 1925 started "promising, with worth while plays and 
acting, " г and its "autumnal harvest, unusually bountiful, made selection 
difficult. "3 
It was the by now familiar picture: things had improved a little since 
the war, but on the whole the improvement was rather insecure. The 
situation had not really changed, except for the direction of plays and, more 
conspicuously, the acting, which had considerably changed for the better. 
There are many paradoxes in the theatre of to-day. One of them - the bewildering 
fact that poor plays give good box-office returns — is demonstrated by the present 
boom. Another becomes apparent when I say that rarely have the actors' achievements 
been more uniformly excellent. It hardly matters where you go, it is certain you 
will be rewarded by fine acting. I could go on waxing enthusiastic over the acting 
yet be cold enough when I consider the plays. Acting must, of course, be an expression 
of personality, and inferior plays offer the most scope. Here the player is the thing, 
and not the play. The very domination of the actor's art, the power of his mimicry, 
is at once both a source of strength and weakness to the drama, for it makes the mana­
gers think almost exclusively in terms of the players and not of the play, and because, 
while bad acting could easily destroy a good play, good acting could almost more 
easily save a bad one. 4 
Individual players, especially Sybil Thomdike and a few others, were re­
peatedly singled out for particular praise, but it was the all-round quality 
of the performances which was noted most of the time, and not the 
excellence of the individual players.5 
I contend that nowadays bad acting is the exception and not the rule, and I hold that 
nowhere - you may call it France, Germany, Holland or Italy, to take the four 
Continental countries where nowadays the best acting is to be seen - could a finer 
ensemble be found than - just to take an example — the Club scene in Galsworthy's 
Loyalties. The same does not apply to actresses, nor to both in costume, classic or 
verse plays. Indeed I would desire to reform the whole spirit of our so-called classic 
performances, humanize them as it were. But that is another story, and about the 
inferiority of our women as compared to our men we are all agreed.6 
• The III. L.N., 4/10/24, ιο/ι/ι;. 2 Ibid., H / Î / Î J . Э Drama, B.D.L., Oct. 192$. * The 
III. L.N., 22/11/24. s^Tts Gazette, N.S., No 4, 8/4/22; The III. L.N., 2 Í / I O / 2 2 , 
9/12/22, i i / 1 2 / 2 3 ; The Sketch, 2/7/24, 27/5/2^, and passim. ¿The III. L.N., 28/10/22; 
The Sketch, 1 2 and 19/3/24, 7/^/24. 
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He preferred English to American acting. 
The method of some American acting, when it is not of a bustling nature, is strangely 
artificial and lifeless. Sometimes it is all sententiousness, sometimes ebullient as by 
machine-gun method. It may impress the casual playgoer, but the more critically 
inclined are tempted to find it funny, when it attempts to be very serious indeed. 
The natural tone in such surroundings is as refreshing as the open air after a visit to a 
hothouse.1 
Moreover, American acting was too technical and "technique did not 
satisfy" Grein, who "sought the heart note in the artist," and "withal 
preferred our own English way of portrayal as less flamboyant and more 
restrained. " 2 
American ways of acting are very different from ours and we could hardly tolerate in 
our actors some of the methods of our visitors, which we now accept and wonder at 
as something original and peculiar. We know only two schools of acting: the stilted 
acting of the older school, and the natural acting of the new school, which even in the 
provinces is rapidly ousting the system of lingering and artifice. 
The American methods are many and wholly varied . . . and I should grieve to 
find them adopted on our stage. It is the triumph of English acting that it has gradually 
in the last twenty years broken away from staginess and conventions. This has led to 
freedom and, to a certain extent, to the licence of "gobbling" words in the desire to 
be natural. The latter led to protest, and is already being mended. But I would even 
prefer the fault of our own present-day actors to the subservience to one man's will 
and way, which is so obvious in American productions that it becomes obtrusive 
and stifling to the actors as well as to the hearers.з 
These last words were, naturally, an attack on certain American directors 
imposing what was to Grein a wrong style of acting on their troupes, and 
not an attack on the director as such. The few good directors there were : 
Nigel Playfair, Basil Dean, L. M. Lion, A. E. Filmer and Robert Atkins, 
were always given their due, and Grein gave great credit to Atkin's 
Shakespeare productions at the Old Vic, although he did not always see 
eye to eye with him. Of Henry IV, Part I, produced with the full text and 
very little scenery, he wrote : 
Shakespeare will not suffer by omission of lines that jar on modem ears, and passages 
that lack dramatic value. Moreover, many of the Old Vic players are too young to do 
without the resources of the theatre, and I cannot personally see what is gained by 
1
 The III. L.N., 9/9/22. 2 The Sketch, 25/4/23. Grein elaborated this point in Acting and 
Feeling in The III. L.N., 3/11/23. He invited a great number of actors and actresses to 
express their views, and the usual inconclusive correspondence followed, when some of 
them replied. Cf. The 111. L.N., 24/11/23, 1, 8, ις, 22, and 29/12/23, i/1/24. з The 
III. L.N., iojs/ls. 
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the reconstruction of the Elizabethan stage by means of a platform over the orchestra. 
Neither the house, nor the lighting, nor the audience conform to Elizabethan con-
ditions, and all that is achieved is a pitiless exposure of the artificiality of the stage-
trappings and grease-paint, and the subsequent loss of illusion.1 
These doubts still persisted five years later when William Poel was ex-
perimenting at the Holbom Empire.2 Grein never really knew where he 
was with Shakespeare. Even A Midsummer Night's Dream made him "sigh 
for the spirit of Mendelssohn to enliven the interpretation of Shake-
speare's fairy-tale, that treat of the study which so easily becomes a trial 
on the stage, " 3 and he considered Much Ado "thin material for actors. " * 
It was, therefore, only natural that he should be thrilled by Sir Barry 
Jackson's experiments with Shakespeare in modern dress and look upon 
them as the solution. 
It was the realisation of one of my day-dreams. As long as thirty years ago, when the 
wondrous modernity of Hamlet obsessed me, I expressed the hope that one day some-
one fearless of tradition would bring Hamlet to our time. I wrote it m Pans in La 
Revue d'Art Dramatique, for I dared not proclaim it in London, as I was afraid of the 
big Bonzes of the Press and very busy with a little revolution in the dramatic camp -
the Independent Theatre - a very foolhardy thing to do for a young man without 
money and of half-English descent only. Now it has come and conquered as easily as 
if it were merely a momentous revival and not an immense innovation, s 
It had all begun with the Birmingham Repertory Theatre's production of 
Cymbehne "in modern attire and modern manner of address," directed by 
H. K. Aylifif. 
Had so far-reaching an innovation been attempted in Paris, Berlin, or New York, it 
would have been proclaimed urbi et orbi as a world-stirring event. But now London 
took hardly any notice, and yet this provincial effort was the beginning of a new era. 
Then Sir Barry decided to put on Hamlet in modem dress at the Kingsway Theatre on 
2 j August 192¡. There was controversy in the air, but one thing was plain' what 
might have been considered as a huge joke - and that was the idea prevailing in the 
discussions before the event - impressed the numerous audience as a puissant mani-
festation. And the conviction was carried away by one and all that this modernisation 
of the national poet was an omen of the future. It had conclusively been proved that 
Shakespeare m thought, and even to a certain extent in expression, is so near to 
our times, maybe to all time to come, that there is no longer need to follow tradition 
slavishly in raiment and in utterance. For let us be candid. Some Shakespeare plays — 
1 The Sketch, 2^/10/22. * Ibid., 13/7/27, cf Robert Speaight, William Poel and the 
Elizabethan Rerival, London, 19^4, pp 246/7. 3 Ibid , 14 and 28/11/23. * The 111. L.N., 
3/12/27. s The Sketch, 2/9/25, cf ibid , 14 and 28/11/23, The III. L.N., 14/11/25, and 
passim. In fact only Grein's maternal grandmother was English, cf. supra, p i n 1. 
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unless they be interpreted by stars - bore the average playgoer and still spell ruin. 
Now that selfsame playgoer, seeing the play interpreted without trappings of clash and 
armour, without sonorous intonation and artificial solemnity, without pomposity and 
rhetorical finery; interpreted by ordinary, live human beings, who behave like him­
self and express extraordinary ideas in a natural manner, will be kindled to interest. 
Hamlet in the old form is a person of whom he knows little, and that little hazily, 
but Hamlet modernised lays hold of his imagination, and ceases to be an extraordinary 
being in a strange world. 
That this new method, so momentous and justifiable, will spread is a foregone 
conclusion, and that which may yet seem strange and bold will settle down as the 
order of the day, and add to the popularity of Shakespeare without impairing the 
dignity of his works, which by their spirit are independent of the traditional garb and 
intonation.1 
Then Macbeth, treated in this way, proved "a little disappointing," but 
The Taming of the Shrew was "a continuous feast of joy. " г 
Grein naturally favoured Shakespeare productions in the West End,3 
and the Shakespeare vogue in 1932 made him write that the Government 
ought to subsidize these efforts.•+ He very much welcomed the open-air 
productions in Regent's Park,s and he duly recorded practically every 
Shakespeare performance that came to his notice, but the majority of his 
reviews showed that he really considered Shakespeare's plays mainly as a 
test for actors, and most of his reviewing space was taken up by com­
paring actors' efforts. 
Going through Grein's annual surveys for his last ten years as a dramatic 
critic, i92£-3£, the general impression left on us by this tale of blighted 
hopes and continual disappointment with actual achievements, is one of 
gradual decline. Whenever there was a slight glimmer of hope Grein 
called the situation promising, but practically all the time he had to admit 
that the promises were not fulfilled. Some years were worse than others, 
and some were a little better, but that was all there really was to it. 
The world situation was unfavourable to the drama all over Europe, 
but as particular reason for the decline of English drama Grein gave again 
and again the peculiar economic situation of the London theatre : ex-
cessive theatre rents, exaggerated sumptuousness of properties and sce-
nery, fancy star salaries, and the ever increasing cost of labour. On one 
occasion, in 19 2 1, when a theatre had been lent to Grein free of charge 
and all the artists concerned had worked for nothing, the total 
iThelll. L.N., iî/9/lf. 2The Sketch, ij/ï/ïS, l/f/28. iThelll. L.N., ijs/io, 14/6/30, 
20/9/30. * Ibid., j / j / 3 2 ; The Sketch, 17/2/32. s Ibid., 6/8/32 ; TheSketch, 1/6/32,27/7/32. 
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expenditure for one matinee and one dress rehearsal of two short plays 
had run to £150, charged by the stage hands and removal men, a sum 
e enough to run a theatre for a whole week in Brussels at the time.1 
He also considered the film, especially the talking film which appeared in 
London in 1928, as a serious threat and competitor. It would never kill 
the theatre, that was "inconceivable as long as myriads of people pre-
ferred live art to mechanical ersatz," but it would "much intensify its 
struggle for existence. " 2 As counter measures he advocated : 
the complete reform of the theatrical system ; bigger theatres with cheaper seats, and 
permanent repertory companies with standardized salaries and a guaranteed living 
wage, instead of fitful employment and fancy salaries. 
And most important of all, we must use might and main to induce the state to 
establish an endowed theatre, with art for art's sake at the pennant; and failing the 
state, we must urge upon the municipal authorities to open in every great city a 
theatre which - as in Germany - can pursue a definite artistic policy, fortified by a 
tithe from the rates, under the leadership of men, who enjoy the confidence of the 
community.3 
If the film was looked upon as a danger, broadcasting was regarded as 
at least a potential ally which most managers, hide-bound and opposed as 
they were to anything new, failed to recognise. Almost from its be-
ginning the B.B.C, wanted to broadcast plays or parts of plays from 
theatres,·* and London managers fiercely opposed these attempts. Grein, 
believing in broadcasting as he believed in anything new, saw it as "full of 
educational possibilities, " and he agreed from the beginning with 
Archibald Haddon, "the first official dramatic critic of the B.B.C.," that 
the managers were wrong, as Haddon proved from American examples, 
in a paper read to the Gallery First Nighters.5 When the managers 
persisted, Grein, "aware of the inevitable march of the times, " flayed 
them in a long article in The Illustrated London News for their inability to 
see "that broadcast was a live advertisement for the theatre, kindling in 
the hearer a keen desire to see what he had heard, " 6 and when some 
agreement was reached in 192^, he hoped that it would only be the 
beginning of a much closer co-operation.' He did not yet think of plays 
specially written for broadcasting, and he merely advocated the broadcast 
of fragments of plays as a stimulant to the hearer to go and see the live 
performance. The Broadcast Players, established in 1925, also did full 
tThelll. L.N., 30/7/21. г Ibid., 4/1/29. э Ibid., i f / i î / î j , 17/1/30. Chr. Sc. Mon., 
30/10/28, 3/4/29. * Cf. British Radio Drama, A Survey, by Val Gielgud, London, 19^7. 
s The 111. L.N., 20/10/23. 6 Ibid., ι^/ι/ΐς. τ Ibid., ι^ς/ΐς. 
larg 
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plays, but Grein did not like what he had heard or seen of them. He was, 
however, "prepared to wait and hear. " ' Things remained rather un-
satisfactory, and in January 1927, he wrote : 
No doubt the first step of the new régime at the B.B.C will be to improve the broad-
casting of plays The present method is unsatisfactory, as well as to the sound as to 
the effect. With Shakespeare and the classics we can supply the vision from memory, 
but not with unknown plays, and so far there is more interest in reading a play than 
in hearing it broadcast. The remedy lies in the construction of the plays. The setting 
must never be complicated : a simple sentence, a mere word should depict the locale. 
Next, there must be as few personages as possible, and their description should be of 
the briefest. As for the action, it should be built up in the dialogue. The words must 
form the picture and the situation. Hence duologues or plays of very small compass, 
e.g Geraldy's Лшсг, or H. H. Davies's The Mollusc, are likely to impress the hearer 
as real and alive, although unseen. When a dramatist knows how to express all he 
wishes to convey in wordbuilding, he is sure to succeed in broadcasting. Some 
French authors possess this quality - for them dialogue is the main thing - and that 
is why they broadcast better than most English plays centred on action The whole 
secret is to create the vision by sound . . . 
In due course this will be realised by our playwrights, and there will anse a new 
school of writers who know how to catch all that drama, in its widest scope, means 
by the concreteness of dialogue.2 
Sitting, five years later, through A Kiss m Spring, a musical comedy by 
L. du Garde Peach, who was considered "an excellentB.B.C. playwright, " 
Grein could not help, "as the comedy unwound itself turgidly, " "making 
very useful reflections on the subject of why wireless drama was so in­
efficient, " 3 and, in 19 3 3, all that he obtained for his "pains of listening-in 
to a play for a few hours nearly every week, " was "the impression of a 
quaint mixture of sounds, trying to masquerade as human beings and 
actually occurring events." He could only conclude that "the right 
technique had not yet been found. " * 
The main reason for the unsatisfactory dramatic situation in London was 
the lack of good new plays. Grein always maintained that there were 
plenty of them, if managers would only take the trouble to find them. 
When Lee Shubert, the American manager, was reported to have said on 
his return from London, that he had been able to find only four suitable 
plays, Grein immediately took issue with him. It would be easy to find 
ten plays and more, and he had seen and read "at least a dozen plays by 
new writeis this half year, which would make their mark in New York." 
* The III. L.N., î s / j / i f , 2/1/26. * Ibid., 22/1/27. 3 The Sketch, 7/12/32. ^Thelll.L.N., 
•/ зз-
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Moreover, he suggested, play-readings, visits to the " Q " Theatre, the 
Embassy Theatre and similar institutions, and play competitions, were 
sure to yield results. Shubert answered that he would most carefully 
consider any play sent to him, and some sort of committee was set up, 
but there the matter seems to have been left.1 At the time Grein's 
Jewish Drama League Play Competition was producing some result,2 and 
sixty plays were sent in for his Empire or Colonial Play Competition, but 
none of these was considered good enough for production at Drury Lane, 
whose manager, Sir Alfred Butt, had generously promised to pay 
£ ι ,000 in advance of royalties for any suitable play.3 During the period 
192^-35· there were in fact plenty of new plays, all of which Grein 
approached "with the same hope and enthusiasm unblighted by routine, " 
and on all of which he spent "the same critical care." They were, 
however, nearly always "ordinary plays," and Grein admitted: "Of im­
portance to our drama are not the ordinary plays, but those that betoken 
development, progress, vitality, beyond the ordinary run, or, generally, 
the box-office. " * There were a small number of these plays, but time and 
again Grein admitted that a good many of them were bad economic pro­
positions, and that managers, who had to make their theatres pay 
somehow, could hardly be blamed for not taking them up, although he 
praised those "independent managers, who defied the cheap taste of the 
public, and dared launch out even at the risk of losing." s Sometimes, 
however, he blamed them for bad plays. "There is a lethargy in creation, 
because there is a timidity among the managers. " 6 
Grein reviewed well over 2,000 plays — the large majority of them 
English — during his last ten years, and in every annual survey he 
enumerated some six to twelve plays worth remembering. When told 
that he had praised quite a few more in the course of the year, he simply 
acknowledged that he had been mistaken in thinking them worth re­
membering, while they were not. He covered the work of some hundred 
more or less established living English dramatists, and the first plays of 
over 15-0 new English playwrights. As for the established playwrights, 
he stuck to his old preferences: Galsworthy, Shaw, Barrie, W. S. 
Maugham, A. A. Milne, and a few others. He had Galsworthy's plays 
revived again and again in London and abroad, and he welcomed the few 
new plays with enthusiasm, without realising that Galsworthy began to 
« Chr. Sc. Mon., 10/8/26, 31/8/26, 19/10/26; The 111. L.N., 20/11/26. ^ Cf. supra, 
p. 238. 3 The 111. L.N., 12/6/26, 3 and 31/7/26, 20/11/26. * Ibid., 12/1/29. s Ibid., 
9/1/26. i Ibid., 7/1 33. 
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date quite early, but he did begin to see some of his defects as a dramatist . 
Exiled, a new play produced at the Wyndham's Theatre in June 1929, was 
"less gripping and less surely constructed than many of its predecessors, " 
and "every character the embodiment of a theory. " "It is the human note 
that saves it , and its echo revives our interest when the action all too 
laboriously wanders to an end, which is a meditat ion, no t a conclusion. " ' 
The last play, The Little Man, p roduced at the Little Theat re in 1934 by 
Nancy Price for her People 's National Theat re , still proved Galsworthy's 
"adroit management of a situation and his command of the theatre , " but 
its characters were "mere types, comic figures that would fit in the pages 
of P u n c h . " 2 He also realised that Zangwill 's three last plays were 
essentially a novelist 's plays — "profuse, far too long, and prolix in 
construct ion" 3 - and he learned to be a little less enthusiastic about 
Shaw. He repeatedly praised the Macdona Players for "rendering 
yeoman's service to the propaganda of Shaw's work , " * but most of 
Shaw's new plays added little to what he had already said and done.5 
W . S. Maugham, still one of the great , also lost some of his splendour. 
The Constant Wife, 1927, had "only a brilliant first ac t , " the two others 
being "mere conversation and debate, sometimes amusing, sometimes a 
little weary ing . " 6 The Sacred Flame, 1929, was "perhaps the finest play 
after The Circle,"'7 but The Breadwinner, 1929, "amused (Grein) in patches 
and worr ied (him) in s t r e t ches . " 8 For Services Rendered, 1932, was 
"deficient in s t ruc tu re , "« and Sheppey, 1933, "started we l l , " 
but we scarcely expected that a great part of the play would be turned into a debating 
club on religious belief and non-belief, and that Maugham would use the stage as a 
rostrum to shake some sacred foundations in a manner frankly out of place. These 
disquisitions, ingenious and brutally frank as they may be, are steeped in Maugham's 
desire to shock his audience, besides being dramatically ineffective.10 
Similar stories could be told of J. M. Barrie, who produced very lit t le 
that was new, of A. A. Milne, C. K. Munro , Benn W . Levy, Clémence 
Dane, J. Dr inkwater , H . M . H a r w o o d , M. Hoffe, A .Sut ro , Sutton Vane, 
and some o thers . Most of Grein ' s greater as well as his lesser gods failed 
him, the Irishman Sean O'Casey being practically the only one that 
• The Sketch, 3/7/29, Î7/6/34. * Ibid., 27/6/34. з ¡bid., 22/7/21, 30/9/25; The Ili. L.N., 
30/1/26. * The 111. L.N., i i / n / 2 6 . s Ibid., 3/12/27, 6/8/32, 9/12/33, 7/7/34,4/8/34; 
The Sketch, 21/3/28, 2/10/29, б/^/зз, 27/6/34. ^ The Sketch, 20/4/27. ? The 111. L.N., 
23/2/29. B The Sketch, 20/2/29. ' Ліе 111. L.N., 20/11/32. I 0 Ibid., 30/9/33; The Sketch, 
20/9/3З· 
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fulfilled — if not quite consistently — everything that Grein expected from 
him. Every revival oí Juno and the Paycock showed what a masterpiece it 
was,1 and The Plough and the Stars was almost a masterpiece "but for its 
fourth act, which was sheer melodrama." О'Casey defied all the 
ordinary rules of the theatre, he had no real plot and he did not care a 
rap for construction. His was the drama, Grein wrote, of evolution. It 
evolved spontaneously from an observing mind, and the writer compelled 
our intellect and feelings by the general veracity of his conception.2 
The Silver Tassie, 1929, did not make Grein very happy. 
O'Casey, like many innovators, has as yet not mastered the necessity of co-ordination 
and clear definition. He has yet to learn to see through our eyes and temperament 
what he sees steadily and whole through his own. 3 
Within the Gates, 1934, could not at first find much favour with Grein 
either.* On second thoughts, however, the play was, 
a vital work of a playwright feeling so intensely and shaping his imagination so vividly, 
that the theme itself takes life; not the life born of argument, where intellect 
challenges and provokes, but of the deeper currents moved by emotion and controlled 
by artistic perception. The substance of the drama is a violent attack on the shams, 
fears and foibles of modern civilisation, and had that not passed through the sieve of a 
creative mind, it would have ended in a pamphlet or exhortation. But with O'Casey 
we are not dragooned by dogmatic assertion.* 
All these playwrights could easily hold their own against a host of new 
dramatists, among whom Noël Coward, John van Druten, Frederick 
Lonsdale, Ivor Novello, Edgar Wallace, and Ben Travers figured very 
prominently, although less by the quality than by the number of their 
plays. That Eden Phillpotts, not really a new playwright, but new to 
London,6 cut a very good figure among them, was characteristic of the 
calibre of these new dramatists, and marked the calibre of the decade's 
drama. 
It is impossible and unnecessary to deal with all these authors sepa-
rately. They produced mainly light comedies, musical comedies, ope-
rettas, revues, farces and detective plays, sometimes with satirical or 
ironical overtones, but on the whole chiefly intended as straightforward 
entertainment, pure and simple. They were, according to Grein, mostly 
1 The 111. L.N., 23/1/26; The Sketch, 16/2/27,4/7/34. J The Sketch, 26/^/26. з /¿,<f., 
23/10/29. * Ibid., 21/2/34. s T^e 111. L.N., 3/3/34. 6 The Farmer's Wife was first seen in 
Birmingham in 1916, and revived in London in 1924, at the Court Theatre, where it ran 
for 1300 performances. 
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good craftsmen, who did not experiment with new forms, but knew how 
to write what used to be called a "well-made play." They knew the 
taste of the public, who only wanted to be entertained, and they gave the 
public what they wanted, presenting their productions, moreover, in 
sumptuous settings, with costly costumes and a good deal of spectacle. 
As far as serious drama was concerned, the period was particularly 
barren, and the few serious or seriously intended plays that did appear 
had very little chance on the London stage, except at such suburban 
theatres as the "Q", the Embassy, the Everyman, the Lyric, and some 
little theatres à coté, which might be considered as "technical laboratories 
where the theatre's noblest traditions might gain fresh life, " but which 
could never be the real theatre for lack of a real audience.1 These few 
serious plays were, almost naturally, seized upon by people like Grein 
and as a rule grossly overestimated. Thus Grein overpraised Coward's 
The Vortex, Fallen Angels, The Rat Trap and Sirocco.2 The same was true of 
van Druten's Young Woodley, a study of adolescence, originally banned by 
the censor and produced by the Stage Society in 1928 as a protest.3 The 
long run of the play in London after the ban had been lifted, proved the 
advertising value of the censor's verdict. The same overpraise befell 
After All,* while London Wall "ranked in quality with Young Woodley, and 
in boldness of structure surpassed it. " s "The telephone rang ad nauseam" 
in There's Always Juliet,6 in 1931, but in Somebody Knows van Druten was 
breaking new ground,' and his only fault in the "greatly original" The 
Distaff Side, was that there were "as usual moments all too photographic 
to be lifelike. " 8 Flowers of the Forest, lastly, was "a play of rare quality. " » 
Overpraise is the key-note of practically every review that Grein 
wrote of any serious play that somehow tried to bring the audience face 
to face with some side or other of contemporary problems. He called it 
"constructive criticism," and meant it as encouragement. 
He approached every new writer in the same way. Being positively 
afraid to discourage them, he called them all "promising, although still 
novices in the playwright's craft," and he very seldom called a new play 
downright bad. During 192^-3^ Grein reviewed more than 1 ςο first 
1
 Jean Copeau, in Théâtre Populaire, No 36, quoted in The Times Literary Supplement, 
4/ i /62 , p. Ì17. *Ci. supra, pp. 261-1. The Sketch, 27/4/2^ 23/6/26, 2/11/27,7/12/27, 
8/10/30; The III. L.N., 2/6/26, 6/11/26. з The 111. LN., 24/4/26, 2^2/28, 20/10/28; 
The Sketch, 21/3/28. * Ibid., 18/5/29; The Sketch, 11/2/31. 5 The Sketch, i/8/31; 
Chr. Sc. Mon., IÌ/SIJI. <>lb¡d., 28/10/31. ? Ibid., 2ί/ί/32; The 111. L.N., 28/1/32. 
» Ibd., 13/9/33. « Ibid., 28/11/34; The 111. L.N., 8/12/34. 
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plays of new writers, and although quite a few of them went on writing 
for the stage, only a very small percentage of them wrote second or 
further plays which were worthy of serious criticism. To mention some 
new playwrights and first plays that Grein paid a good deal of attention 
t o : R. C.SherrifF started out in 1928 with his war play Journey's End; 
Emlyn Williams followed with Glamour and Beverley Nichols with The 
Stag in 1929; and Rudolph Besier's The Barretts of Wimpole Street — in 
Grein's opinion "one of the loveliest plays of modem England in con­
ception and in language —" and Miss E. M. Delafield's To See Ourselves m 
1930. The Good Companions, turned into a play by J.B.Priestley himself 
with the co-operation of E. Knoblock, Mordaunt Shairp's The Crime at 
Blossom's, The Anatomist, J. Bridie's first play to be produced in London, 
Ronald Mackenzie's Musical Chairs, and Arthur Macrae's Flat to Let, all 
appeared in 1931, followed by Anthony Kimmins's While Parents Sleep 
and Rodney Ackland's Strange Orchestra in 1932. 1933 saw the production 
of Miss Gordon Daviot's Richard of Boideaux, one of a great number of 
historical and biographical plays in the early thirties, The Rats of Norway, 
by Keith Winters, and Gallows Glorious, by Ronald Gow. The Moon in the 
Yellow River, by the Irishman Denis Johnston, and First Episode, by 
Terence Rattigan and Philip Hermann, were staged in 1934.' 
Grein called too many first plays "promising" for anybody to be able to 
say that he always correctly diagnosed the new writers' dramatic powers. 
It must, however, be admitted that he regarded the first plays mentioned 
above as particularly promising, and that all these writers, except in 
Grein's opinion, SherrifFand Besier —whose first plays were considered 
by him as two of the finest plays in the English language — wrote other 
plays of some merit. The plays were very uneven and on the whole 
overpraised, but they certainly stood out in a barren waste of musical 
comedies, revues, farces and variety. 
Some of these new writers mildly experimented with new forms of 
playwriting. About Journey's End Grein noted: 
The method is entirely away from hidebound rules. There is no plot, not even a 
continuous story. Sherriff is content to vitalize a handful of soldier characters, to 
turn the light of observation and introspection on them, to develop them in a certain 
1 The III. L.N., 29/12/28; The Sketch, 9/1/29, 17/4/29, '/10/30, 24/12/30, i/8/31, 
21/10/31, 2^11/31; The 111. L.N., 12/12/31; The Sketch, 27/1/32, ί/10/32, i i/2/33. 
19/4/33; The 111. L.N., 29/4/33; The Sketch, 7/6/33; The lil. L.N., 13/10/34, 8/12/34; 
The Sketch, i/12/34, 19/12/34; The UI. L.N., 17/2/34. 
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relationship to one another and, for the rest, render them dependent on force of 
circumstances and destiny, giving us slices of life, flung on the stage, as it were, at 
random, without system or scheme.1 
Macrae's Flat to Let and Kimmins's While Parents Sleep belonged to what 
Grein described as "the intuitive school. " He had criticized both writers 
for "not yet understanding that a play could not subsist on comic 
situations, mostly incoherent," and "that it was not sufficient to invent a 
central idea and enmesh it in a maze of incidents without rhyme or 
reason, "
 2
 and he had wondered what would have been the verdict on 
the plays if they had not been kept afloat by capital actors.з Then, a little 
later, he remembered an experiment made in London long ago and called 
the Ideal Theatre, where a number of actors were given a general idea 
which they were to work out extempore on the stage. Only one pro­
duction had been given because the strain on the actors had proved too 
great. 
Now plays like Flat to Let and While Parents Sleep break away from the time-honoured 
canons of dramatic art. No unities, no definite characters, no logically evolved story. 
Simply a starting point - and a fixed happy ending. The space in between is filled by 
intuition and random happy thought. This might lead to interesting experiments and 
it is a significant symptom of the activities of our young generation. No doubt, in 
time and by ripened experience it will grow into a less haphazard form than the present 
experiments of the pioneers.* 
This was in the beginning of 1932. A little over a year later Grein 
commented on "the revolt of modem playwrights against stage con­
ventions," "their concern with form, not with formula," s and "the now 
so current way of retrograde narrative." 6 Reviewing James Bridie's 
Colonel Wotherspoon in 1934, he noted: "This turning inside of the human 
"lining" is the newest form of experimental play," 7 andj.B.Priestley's 
Cornelius, in 1935, made him write: 
Who cares a fig for the plot, when the action, the people, the dialogue are not only 
interesting, but vitally vital. We have, me thinks, long since disposed of the time-
honoured unities, and allowed to the drama the same freedom of form as to other 
factors in life.8 
All this so-called experimenting, however, resulted in nothing but in 
overstressing the dialogue at the cost of the other elements of the play, 
and in attempting to make it witty, sparkling, bright and glib. 
1 The 111 I N . , 29/12/28. * Ibid, 12/12/31. з The Sketch, 27/1/32; cf. also ibid., 
26/10/32,14/12/32. *The III L.N., 6/2/32. s Ibid., 10/6/33. <> The Sketch, 20/6/34. 
11bid , 4/7/34. 8 Ibid , 3/4/3Í , cf also ibid., 14/12/32. 
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It was all part of the change in the subject matter of plays, noted by 
Grein in one of his last articles, Twenty-five Years' Cavalcade of Drama, in 
The Illustrated London News of n May 193^. In the course of the last 
twenty-five years, Grein wrote, the subject matter of plays had moved 
from "the romantic, heroic, and declamatory stage centres of the 
Victorian and Edwardian drama" first to "the social problem play," and 
then to "the individual, personal, intimate and conversational."This had 
of necessity brought in its train some changes in the way of writing plays, 
but the main change had occurred in the style of acting. There was still 
"the brilliant solo acting of the great tradition, " but many of the younger 
generation "had now graduated in a theatre in which the team and the 
ensemble were all-important. " 
Grein did not disapprove of entertainment, however light, in the theatre, 
nor did he in any way disdain it. He was by no means the high-brow, 
sophisticated playgoer his continuous concern with the higher, or serious, 
or intellectual drama might suggest. He enjoyed the tunefulness of the 
music, the freshness, and impudent wit of the musical comedies of 
Noël Coward, "that young genius to whom music came as easily as 
playwriting and revue invention," I of Ronald Jeans, A. P. Herbert, and 
countless others. He considered Coward's This Year of Grace, in 1928, as 
"superb, the best he had seen in many countries, " and "an entertainment 
worth a dozen plays now running in London. " 2 Because the general 
public did not know the difference between operetta and musical comedy, 
Coward's Bitter Sweet, in 1929, "rose to the skies" as a musical comedy, 
but it was in fact "a perfect specimen of the operetta of old days, " "every 
wit as good as the Viennese article, and in style of dialogue surpassing it. " 
It meant "the renascence of British operetta," brought about by Noël 
Coward "in his four-fold capacity of librettist, lyrist, composer and 
producer. " 3 
Ben Travers's Aldwych farces as well as those of W. Hackett and P. G. 
Wodehouse delighted him, and the same was true of Lonsdale's and 
Novello 's lightest comedies, Edgar Wallace's detective plays and any 
kind of thriller. He was glad to see his prophecy of the return of 
melodrama — not a term of abuse with Grein — come true,* and although 
he occasionally objected "to the pointless horror of mystery and horror 
• The 111. L.N., 20/4/29. 2 The Sketch, 4/4/28. з ¡bid., 31/7/29; The Ili. L.N., 30/11/29. 
*Ibid., 2O/Î/Î6, 9/2/27, 27/4/27; The 111. L.N., 4/12/26. The Chr. Sc. Mon., 18/^/26. 
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plays, " he liked "a good blood-curdler. " ' He was also a keen visitor of 
revues, which had been "rehabilitated as a form of dramatic art" by Noël 
Coward with his Words and Music, "the real article, not the spurious 
degeneration of so many variety shows, " 2 and he never missed any of the 
productions of C. B. Cochran, André Chariot, and many others. He 
enthusiastically frequented variety shows, welcomed very much the 
establishing of non-stop variety at several theatres, "from Daly's to 
Everyman" and the Windmill Theatre, whose every new Revuedeville he 
duly recorded and praised,з and he was an ardent patron of the music-
hall, whose decline he deplored, and whose revival gave him great joy.·* 
In a way he was an invincible optimist. Enthusing over Coward's 
Cavalcade, which to many people was "mere show," he wrote: 
Was ever the Mission of the Theatre so densely misunderstood? Is it not as 
powerful an agent to rouse that which is the best in us as is the pulpit? This play 
of national significance is no mere show. It recalls history and impelís us to think and 
reflect. Only a blasé от supercilious person could witness this vibrating pageant of 
events without feeling that it has a deeper meaning than to amuse . . . s 
Grein's enjoyment of the lighter, even the lightest form of drama did, 
however, not detract from his growing conviction that, as far as 
London was concerned, the serious drama was almost dead, and that, 
apart from regular revivals of the classics, the provincial Repertory 
Theatres were of greater significance than the whole of London. 
In 1929 he had noted "the miraculous and unprecedented vogue of 
British plays on the Continent, " and that "many plays which had failed or 
half failed in London, were successes in Berlin, Belgium, Holland, Vienna, 
Warsaw, Prague and Paris. " 6 This vogue spread and spread. It was the 
fulfilment of one of Grein's main ambitions in life, but now that it was 
coming about, he could hardly be enthusiastic about it. 
Indeed, when one reviews the repertoires of the theatres in Germany, Holland, 
Belgium, and constantly hears of successful "adaptations from the English, " one is 
tempted to believe that, apart from America, England is the general purveyor of the 
Continent, a fact all the more significant since we in England are constantly and 
rightly lamenting that our home supply is inadequate to satisfy the demand.? 
» The Sketch, 18 and 21/5/27; The 111. L.N., 23/7/27. г ¡bid., 28/9/32. з ¡bid., 30/3/32 ; 
The 111. L.N., 6/8/32, and passim. *TheIll. L.N., 11/2/28, 3/11/28, 7/3/31, 3/10/31, 
2J/6/32; The Sketch, 6/7/27, 30/11/32, 17/1/34, 19/12/34. Of the two articles which 
Grein wrote for Dutch papers during these years one dealt with his hope of the revival 
of the British drama, the other with the revival of the music-hall. Het Toneel, N.S., 
xiv, Dec. 1928, pp. 162-i ; xv, June 1929, pp. 13-f. 5 Ibid., 31/10/31 ; 6 Chr. Sc. Mon., 
ishlìo. »TneH/I.N., Ï Î / I / 3 2 . 
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Grein was indeed full of complaints all the t ime , and he repeatedly blamed 
the British public for its refusal to take the theatre seriously.1 Serious 
work did no t appeal, and enter ta inment in the sense of "mere laughter" 
was all that was wanted. This enter ta inment was lavishly supplied by 
clever craftsmen, who wro te their plays merely as vehicles for popular 
players, whose acting was in most cases the only saving grace of so many 
London product ions . 2 Once he had pointed to the bad diction and the 
inaudibilty of the actors as one of the reasons for the decline of the 
drama.3 He complained about this again and again,* bu t he still held that 
English acting was the finest in the world , and that play after play was 
saved only by superb acting.5 The logical ou tcome of this was, that most 
of the reviews wr i t ten during his last few years on The Illustrated London 
News were discussions of plays purely in te rms of acting. 
After fifty years of dramatic crit icism, in which he had always main-
tained that the play was the thing, he had to admit tacitly n o w that this 
did no t obtain any longer. The thing was not the play any m o r e , bu t 
the acting. 
> Thelll. L.N., 12/2/27, 14/1/28. * Ibid., í/i/sf. 3 Ibid., 21/1/33. * Ibid., 30/10/26, 
18/6/27, 28/7/28; The Sketch, 29/9/26, 20/10/26, 21/9/27, 1^/10/30, and passim. 
5 The Sketch, 18/1/33 ; The 111. L.N., s and 19/1/3$. 
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After the close of the Vedrenne-Barker seasons at the Court Theatre in 
1907 a complimentary dinner to Vedrenne and Barker took place, and 
speeches were made to congratulate them on their achievement. In reply 
Barker began by saying that they were standing on the shoulders of older 
men, and he mentioned J. T. Grein, William Archer, and William Poel.1 
In view of the importance of the seasons Barker could hardly have given 
more credit to Grein, or named him in better company. 
Shortly after this the not so progressive H.A.Jones also paid high 
tribute to Grein's work in The Censorship Muddle and a Way out of it. 
In this connection a loud word of gratitude and recognition is due to Mr Grein, who 
did most valuable pioneer work of this kind before the Stage Society existed And 
all the more honour is due to him inasmuch as, I believe, he was not backed and 
financed by a Society, but spent and lost a great deal of his own money in the labour 
This should always be remembered, and we may here put up a little tablet gratefully 
recording our appreciation of Mr. Grein and the Independent Theatre 2 
On 9 December 1932 Charles Morgan, President of the Critics' Circle 
(founded by Grein nearly twenty-five years before 3 ) said at a dinner held 
at the Waldorf Hotel, London, to celebrate Grein's seventieth birthday 
and the fiftieth year of his entry into dramatic criticism, that his criticism 
had always been distinguished "for its discernment, its wide cosmo­
politan basis, and above all by its zest. " * Grein's discernment as a critic 
might perhaps be questioned — he made some very odd choices — but 
there can be no questioning the cosmopolitan basis of his criticism, 
nor its zest, which might look childish at first, but which cannot but 
command one's admiration in the end. In 1932 Grein claimed to have 
1
 C. B. Purdom, Harley Granville Barker, London, 1955, ρ 64. No source of this 
information is gi\en. 2 In 1909, H. A Jones, The Foundations of a National Drama, 
A collection of Lectures, etc , London, 1913, pp. 333-4. 3 Cf supra, ρ l é o a n d n . 4. 
* The Times, lojiljjl. 
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seen some ι 2,ooo plays, most of which he reviewed for some paper or 
other, and, in the words of Charles Morgan, he was "still an undefatigable 
enthusiast, who was never bored at the theatre, went to every play with 
his soul full of hope, and tried all the time to be absolutely honest and 
to remain hopeful. " ' The theatre always kept for him its magic quality, 
which he first experienced as a boy. For most this enchantment does not 
last very long. Grein was lucky enough that it lasted for him until the 
end of his life. He learned very young to shake his head or nod sagely at 
the shortcomings or virtues of playwrights and players, but he never 
unlearnt how to surrender to their beguilement. 
He once wrote: "A dramatic critic is someone who knows life, the 
drama and theatre of his country, preferably of the world, and metes out 
justice, tempered by consideration."2 In his younger years this con­
sideration was not always given its due. He could be arrogant, un­
pleasantly patronising and knowing, showing the English — playwrights, 
actors, managers, and public alike — how incompetent they were, how 
insular, and how far behind the Continent. But he soon mellowed, and 
towards younger playwrights especially he rather often erred on the side 
of generosity. He never hurt, was never resentful, and bore no malice, 
neither against Clement Scott, who had attacked him over Ghosts in a 
hysterical and very ungentlemanlike way, nor even against Pemberton 
Billing, and when the latter ventured into playwriting Grein was as gentle 
with him as with any newcomer, з 
He was the dedicated critic, and his was a life-long dedication to the 
cause of the drama. When it was said that no man should write dramatic 
criticism for more than five years, as he would get stale and lose his 
enthusiasm, Grein simply answered that this might be so in individual 
cases, but that his case was different, and that he hoped that his 
readers felt the same way.-* Again and again he blamed his brother 
critics for not taking their work seriously enough, considering the drama 
often simply as news, and in The Critic's Commandments he pointed to the 
manifesto issued by the Paris Association de la Critique as the perfect 
expression of the whole duty and mission of dramatic criticism. 
The Commandments run as follows : 
*TheTimes, 10/12/32. z The Sunday Times, 13/6/1^. ' The Sketch, 21/11/28, where Grein 
reviewed Billing's High Treason (Strand Theatre), which he pronounced "a highly 
promising play, by a man of strong ideas, and not afraid to utter them," but who had 
"still to learn the rudiments of his craft." Cf. also Orme, p. 264, and supra, pp. 202-6. 
*TheIll. L.N., 21/9/26. 
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ι. To bring to the art of the theatre's manifestations an unquenched curiosity. 
2. To express with all courtesy, but with unfettered independence and real consci­
entiousness, opinions concerning the works and their interpreters. 
3. To guard against the public taste being lowered and deformed. 
4. To raise to distinction every effort, thought, and personal touch in the production. 
ς. To support every tentative originality and foster it. 
6. To fight for ideas and not for self-interest. 
7. To gain and merit by sincerity, the confidence of the reader. 
8. That is the part and duty of the critic, and it is by playing this part and fulfilling 
this duty that he serves the theatre and so establishes it as an essentially intellectual 
function. 
9. The critic's article, written in honest intent, may be forgotten soon, but one day 
it will be unearthed again. The history of the theatre is made by the critic. How 
many works would have sunk into oblivion if one had not been able to trace them 
in the dramatic and musical columns. Therefore it is essential to a critic that he 
should feel the true sentiment, which is bound up with his responsibility. 
How well [Grein went on] and graphically the whole conscientious mission of the 
dramatic critic is here embodied. And is not the very first commandment an ex­
hortation which the critic should daily practise? To go to good, indifferent, and bad 
performances in the same spirit of expectancy ; never to be blase; to write about trite 
material with buoyant freshness - is not an easy task, but its fulfilment is the imperative 
equipment of the critic worthy of the name. 1 
This accounted for a good deal of Grein's enthusiasm, but for little of 
his standards of criticism, his terms of reference by which he considered 
plays good or bad. He never formulated these terms, and he admitted: 
Even a seasoned critic sometimes cannot say why a play does not hold him. There is 
something inexplicable in some plays that defies analysis, and merely allows the 
statement that the atmosphere was wrong or lacking.г 
On the whole, however, he considered a play good when it was well-
written, and well-constructed ; when it increased knowledge of human 
motives; when it entertained and seemed relevant, urgent, and to the 
point. He looked for probability, or at least possibility, and consistency 
in plot and characters, and their evolution, and for naturalness and 
sincerity in dialogue. He wanted above all "dramatic verisimilitude, " by 
which he meant: "similitude to life, or an imaginative, not a photo­
graphic, recreation of it. " 3 "In fairy tales as in plays of real life, it is the 
touch of human nature that affects me, and the slightest interference with 
it hurts me like a false note in music. " * He also wanted emotion, in the 
ЧЪеІИ. L.N., 3/12/27. г The Sketch, 13/9/33. 3 Ibid., 13/9/33, The III. L.N., 16/1/3 j . 
+ The Sunday Times, 12/2/09. 
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sense that he could live the life of the characters on the stage. "We 
profess to be emotionalists; we go to the theatre to feel ; to feel amused, 
to feel touched; inßne, to experience the whole gamut of sentiments." ' 
And more explicitly in My Forty Years of Dramatic Criticism: 
. . . And here let me give you my creed as a dramatist. My school is the emotional 
one. I must feel in the theatre, and if I experience vibrations of heart and brain, be it 
under the spell of humour, or of conflict of passions and emotions, I know that it is 
real dramatic art. 
Technique I relegate to the second place ; just as many virtuosi fail to impress me 
because they are outwardly brilliant without being inwardly moved, so a playwright 
or an actor does not strike home with me, when he is not spontaneous, when his 
heart is not at work as well as his head.2 
In all this Grein did not differ materially from the average conscientious 
critic, and as his criticism was not notably better than that of several of 
his contemporaries, although he was perhaps a little better at spotting 
new talent among players, it is not as a critic that he is of importance in 
the history of the English drama. His fifty years of continuous critical 
reporting on the London stage provide a fair picture of what the London 
theatre was like during that period, and they are therefore a substantial 
source of theatrical history, but Grein's real importance is not to be 
found in what he wrote as a critic, but in what he did as a practical man 
of the theatre. 
Perhaps his most memorable work was accomplished, not as a critic, but as the 
practical pioneer of an artistic theatre. He founded the Independent Theatre in 1891, 
and so made it possible for Ibsen and Shaw to obtain a hearing in London. From that 
time onwards he was almost always engaged in placing foreign plays of quality before 
the London public, whether in their original languages or in translation.3 
Belief in the theatre as a great force for good in its widest sense inspired 
him in all his ventures and schemes. 
The theatre is the greatest, the most complete moving power on earth, for it includes 
all the arts, from the pictorial to verbal, musical, and lineal, and when that power 
fails, the theatre falls short of its mission.* 
After forty-two years of dramatic criticism I still go to the theatre with the heart 
of a child, the courage of a lion, and my soul full of hope. 
To me the theatre is not only an everlasting joy. It is a kind of Varsity, a school 
where I can leam, leam, learn even from things that are bad, ' 
1
 The Sunday Times, 26/ i /07. 2 Arts Gazette, N.S., No 30, 2/12/20. з \у. A. Darlington 
in his obituary note in The Daily Telegraph, 24/6/3^. * Arts Gazette, N.S., No 30, 2/12/20. 
s The UI. L.N., 6/9/24; cf. also supra, pp. 23^-6, 242 Grein always was rather self-
conscious about his lack of formal education. 
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he wrote, and young people, behaving badly at the theatre, were warned : 
"One day you will face facts which will make you silent. It were better 
for you that the experience should first be before the mirror of the play. " • 
It was part of all this that he was so much concerned with morals on the 
stage, and that he was, surprisingly enough for one so professedly 
progressive and broadminded, a staunch supporter of the censor's office. 
He had his tussles with the censor, notably over Ghosts and Monna Vanna,2 
but on the whole he considered the office as a useful institution, 
generally exercised wisely and sensibly, and he declared more than once 
that the public was not yet ripe for the abolition of the censorship and 
needed its protection.·' Sometimes he even thought the censor too 
lenient. Reviewing F. Harris's The Bucket Shop in 1914, he found the first 
act of the play, "a well-seasoned slice of life," fascinating, but 
. . . its third act ruined it because of a painful scene of seduction, needlessly detailed. 
The author forgot the rule of the slice of life. Brutal realism is as disgraceful to the 
public, as it must have been degrading to the actors. It obliterated art, and, the pity 
of it, in its wake followed the undoing of the play.4 
At the time he was curiously preoccupied with the moral dangers to 
which young actresses, chorus girls, and young women aspiring to the 
stage, were subjected. After a performance by students of the Royal 
Academy of Dramatic Art, he wrote : 
I object to young actresses appearing in obvious cocotte characters of an equally obvious 
low degree. To an artist everything is artistic, I know, but these are only artists (and 
women) in the bud,s 
and he issued warning after warning. This earned him a rebuke from 
C. B. Cochran, that he should stick to his job and not meddle with things 
of which he knew nothing, but Grein answered coolly that he never 
talked about things that he did not know.6 
When Weedon Grossmith stated in The Star of ς March 1919 that two 
thirds of the London theatres were occupied by a class of entertainment 
ι The 111. L.N., 11/6/27. 2 Cf. e.g. The Sketch, 28/9/27; supra, pp. 96-140, 187-8. 
3
 The Sunday Times, 24/11/07. *Ibid., 12/4/14. * Ibid., ^./^./ις. 6 Ibid., 3, 10, and 
17/12/16; cf. ibid., 20/1/18, 3 and 17/2/18; White Slaves, TheCryofthe Underpaid Actress, 
and Stage Slaves, in the Independent Theatregoer, No 1, Nov. 1912, pp. 13-i, No 4, Febr. 
1913, p. I J , No j , March 1913, pp. 3-4; and Name the Scoundrels (on some managers 
"driving women to prostitution by depriving them of a living wage") in Arts Gazette, 
Vol. 2, No 37, 6/1 2/19. 
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which had familiarized girls and boys with vulgarity and suggestiveness, 
Grein immediately wanted to set up an investigation,1 but when the 
Bishop of London denounced the theatre in 19 2 £ by writing : 
The theatre is rightly regarded as a great educational institution, but if it is to teach 
that adultery and illicit unions are practically normal conditions of life, it will so far 
from having an educational value, only demoralise, 
he protested that he had been able "to find only one play in London that 
approached the pernicious doctrines indicated by the Bishop," and he 
declared that the censor, "who was nowadays rather a guardian against 
licence than an obstruction to liberty," "exercised his office, on the 
whole, with discretion and such latitude as the progress of thought 
warranted. " г 
In the early thirties things apparently got a little out of hand and Grein 
complained about the increase of vulgarity, licence, and licentiousness 
on the stage. 
For some years the theatre and music-hall have been skating on very thin ice. Things 
have gone too far now, and it is time to cry: Stop. I am neither a hypocrite, nor a 
prude - I am too cosmopolitan for that. I like a spicy comedy which is not of the 
gutter. I am deeply interested in moral, ethical, and sexual questions when these are 
dealt with in a penetrating, instructive, and dramatic manner. But I do object to 
vulgarity, swear words, and double entendre,3 
and he believed that the censor should be stricter. 
He also realised the significance of children's theatre. He pleaded its 
necessity and supported every attempt in that direction,* and after Joan 
Luxton and Agnes Lawson had founded their Endell Street Children's 
Theatre, he was one of the few critics who gave a good deal of the space 
available to them to covering and praising its activities.s 
Although he held that there was "nothing, except the vulgar and the 
inane" that could not be dealt with on the stage,* Grein, being a typical 
ßn de siècle liberal, to whom religion was something purely private that 
ought never to intrude into public life, did not consider the religious, 
the supernatural, and transcendental ' as fit subjects for a play. He was 
1 Arts Gazette, Vol. 1, No 7, i i / 3 /19 . * The III. L.N., 6/6/2$, 26/12/2$. 1 Ibid., 4/2/33, 
lìl'olì^TheSketch, ιο/ι 2/30; cf. also The III. L.N., 23/7/27, 13/8/27.3/9/17. Э>/и/*7. 
2 Í / 2 / 2 8 ; The Sketch, 26/12/28, and passim. • Ibid., 14/6/23; CAr. Se. Mon., 15/9/2$, 
11/1/27. i Ibid., 10/3/28, 22/9/28, 10/8/28; The Sketch, 11/9/29, 22/1/30. 6 Green 




against religious propaganda in the theatre, but his sense of fairness 
equally resented any form of attack on religion.1 
In his early years Grein used to write all sorts of articles on general topics 
and on social questions, such as housing and living-conditions of the 
poor, police court cases, reform of prisons and lunatic asylums, the white 
slave trade etc., and cautionary, moralising stories of a kind. They ap­
peared in several Dutch and English papers and magazines,2 and a good 
many stories were collected under such titles as London, Ellende en Weelde 
(London, Misery and Wealth), 1889, Twixt Light and Dark, 1890, Silhouetten 
(Silhouettes), 189^, and Een Droom van Menschenhefde, 1895, published in 
English as Λ Dream of Charity, in 1910.З 
In 1892 he translated L. Couperus's novel Ebne Vere (a typical specimen 
of Dutch ƒ π de siècle aestheticism),4 and in 1894 he published Anguish, a 
highly romantic quasi-poetical story set in Italy, and written in the same 
amateurish imitation Maeterlinck style as In the Garden of Citrons. He 
presented the novel, to which he wrote an introduction, as written by 
Emilio Montanaro, the writer of In the Garden of Citrons, but the whole 
was in fact written by Grein himself, s 
Grein grew out of this kind of writing, and before long he concerned 
himself entirely with the theatre, except for his interest in criminology, 
which he studied most ardently during his almost weekly visits to London 
police courts, where "the drama of real life unrolled itself before his 
eyes, " and where most of his knowledge of life came from.6 He always 
wanted to write a book on criminology, but like the writing of his 
Memoirs, it remained one of his unfulfilled wishes.7 
He had the satisfaction of seeing his work for the theatre appreciated 
by people for whose opinion he cared, and his services rewarded with 
several honours and decorations. He received German, French, and 
Belgian honours,8 and Camille Huysmans, Mayor of the City of Antwerp, 
invited him in 1922 "to become our Library's and Theatre's Literary 
1
 The Sunday Times, 2/10/10, 26/8/17; Thelll. L.N., 28/8/20, 16/7/21, 17/7/26, 18/10/30; 
The Sketch, 1/10/24, 3°/ i2/ 2 i> l 6 / , , / 2 7 , 21/12/27, 20/3/29, 1/1/30, 1/2/30, 3°/7/з°. 
18/10/30, and passim. 2 Cf. supra, pp. £2 n. 2, ¡S η · ί ι ί*», ί9-6ο, 62, 8I-4, 9$, 214-j, 
219, 282 η . 6. 3 The Sunday Times, 20/3/10. * Cf. supia, p . 219 n. 4. John Gray 
(supra, p . 128 n. 3.) translated together with Teixeira de Mattos Couperus's novel Extase 
as Ecstasy, 1892, and some of his poetry; Mrs. Hugh Bell translated Noodlot as Footsteps of 
Fate, 1891 ; and Teixeira de Mattos and E.Dowson Majesteit as Majesty in 1894. 5 Cf. 
supra, p . 9 j . 6 The 111. L.N., 1^/7/22, and passim. ' Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, 
2/12/22. * Cf. supra, pp. 146 n. 1, 149, 162 ; Orme, p. 226. 
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Adviser and Councillor in the British Empire," "a new post specially 
created to knit the bonds between Great Britain and Great Little Belgium 
still firmer, " and by which Grein "felt greatly honoured. " ' He was 
appointed a Knight First Class of the Order of St. Olav by the King of 
Norway in 1928, the year of the Ibsen and Tolstoy Centenaries,2 and 
Wilhelmina, Queen of the Netherlands, presented him with the Order 
of Knight Officer of Orange Nassau in 1933.3 He received no official 
honours from the British Government for his services to the English 
drama, and had to be content with such marks of homage as that of the 
proprietor and the editor of The Sunday Times, inviting him on his 
seventieth birthday in 1932, "to confer upon their paper the honour of 
once more joining it as a member of its staff, " * and the honours conferred 
upon him by his numerous friends and colleagues at complimentary 
dinners and similar occasions. The invitation tendered to him by the 
Committee of the Dominion Drama League to come to Ottawa as 
adjudicator for the final competition of the amateur dramatic companies 
of Canada in 1934 was a gesture of a similar nature.s 
Reading what Conal O'Riordan wrote in his foreword to Mrs. Grein's 
biography of her husband : 
If the world of the English theatre is more interesting in 1936 than it was in 1886, 
when it differed as little as the clock hands, revolving in their make-belief progress, 
from 1836, for this we have to thank Jack Grein more than any professional impresario 
and for this his name should always be honoured. 
He came as a simple man who did things, into a crowd of subtle men who talked 
and scribbled without producing any effect whatever. He ended by hearing Shaw 
say, and say truly, that he had changed the whole nature of the British theatre and 
changed it for the better. It had been bom again in his hands . . .6 
one is inclined to ascribe this, at least partly, to pious exaggeration. A 
great deal had happened since 1886, and things certainly were different 
in 1936, but it is doubtful whether all the changes were due to Grein, or 
whether his efforts were lasting. 
This is, naturally, in no way meant to belittle Grein's achievement. 
But for him and his tenacity of purpose the London theatre would have 
been a great deal poorer, but it was in the nature of things that he could 
not win. His defeat was merely the outcome of the whole commercial 
theatrical system, the economic barriers proving too strong for Grein, 
as they had proved too strong for others before him, and would prove 
1
 Arts Gazette, N.S., No 6, 22/4/22. 2 Cf. supra, pp. 211-2. з The Times, 24/6/3J. 
+ Cf. supra, p . 206; Orme, p . 340. s Cf. Orme, pp. 329-39. 'Cf . Orme, p . i¡. 
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too strong for others after him. The "serious " theatre, as Grein advocated 
it, cannot subsist on private enterprise. Neither Grein nor anyone else 
has ever been able to create the new audience for that kind of theatre. 
"The history of any theatrical epoch," wrote George Rowell, "is the 
history of its audience's wishes." 1 This is only too true, and it will be a 
long time before the audience will have learnt to pay for "serious" drama. 
Until then it can only subsist on government and municipal subsidies, as 
Grein came to realise early on. 
At the time of writing, twenty-seven years after Grein's death, 
England is still disgracefully behind some other countries in these 
matters, but there are some subsidized theatres now, and Grein's almost 
life-long campaign for a National Theatre is about to achieve its end. The 
British Government, and a Conservative Government at that, at last 
realising that "serious" drama is a necessary adjunct to civilised life, and 
something on which public money ought to be spent, voted £ ι ,000,000 
on 3 July 1962, and gave its official consent to the building of an English 
National Theatre on the South Bank, with the London County Council 
co-operating in building and supporting the theatre. 
Nijmegen, 1^.8.62. 
1
 The Victorian Theatre, London, 1956, p. 1. 
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APPENDIX I 
LIST OF PLAYS PERFORMED IN AMSTERDAM 
D U R I N G THE SEASON 
OF 
I SEPTEMBER l 8 8 6 - 3 I A U G U S T 1 8 8 7 
[CF. SUPRA, P. 38 N. 4 ] 
The date indicates the first performance (presumably) of the season. 
The number in brackets indicates the number of performances during the season. 
(r) indicates the scarce straight runs. 
Straight operas, many of which were performed in Amsterdam and elsewhere by the 
Royal French Opera of The Hague and the German Opera of Rotterdam, are not 
mentioned in this list. 
STADSSCHOUWBURG 
1 September 1886 - 31 August 1887 
a com. in y acts, by Molière (Le Misanthrope), transi, from 
the French by J. A. Alberdingk Thijm. 
1/9/86. (2) (r) 
a com. in one act, by E. Labiche, adapted from the French 
by "Hollandina. " 
. /9/86. (3) 
a play in 3 acts, by H.A.Jones and H.Herman (The Silver 
King), transi, from the English by "Marie." 
4/9/86. (12) 
a drama in j acts, by D'Ennery and Tarbé, transi, from the 
French by H. L. Berckenhof. 
10/9/86. (2) 
a play in ς acts and a prologue, by Wilhelmina von Hillem, 
transi, from the German by J.H.Rössing. 
22/9/86. (9) 
a com. in 1 act, from the French of Jules de Prémary. 
24/9/86. ( ι ) 
a com, in 4 acts, by Francis Stahl, transi, from the German 
by "Lucie." 
24/9/86. (6) 
De Industrieel van Pont-Avesnes, 
a play in 4 acts, by George Ohnet (le Maître des Forges), 
transi, from the French by C. P. T. Bigot. 
28/9/86. (2) 
De Menschenhater, 








Dokter Hobin, a com. in ι act, from the French of Jules de Prémary. 
6/10/86. ( ί ) 
De Schoolrijdster, a com. in 1 act, by Emil Pohl (Die Schulreitenn), transi. 
from the German by A. J. L. Landre. 
8/10/86. (f) 
De Schaamteloozen, a play in j acts, by E. Augier (¿es Effrontés), transi, from the 
French by A.J. Legras. 
14/10/86. (1) 
De Toneelspeler des Keizers, a drama in 4 acts, by Karl Wartenburg, transi, from the 
German by J. H. Rossing. 
i i / i o / 8 6 . (j) 
an original com. in 3 acts, by Frederik van Eeden. 
ΐί/ιο/86. (J) 
a play in 4 acts, by Raymond Deslandes, transi, from the 
French by "Marie. " 
16/10/86. (8) 
a com. in 1 act, adapted from the Italian of A. G. Barilli by 
"Agatha. " 
• 6/10/86. (3) 
a drama in ς acts, from the German of A.E.Brachvogel. 
22/10/86. (3) 
Het Geheim ran den Monnik, a drama in ς acts, from the French of A.D'Ennery. 
ΐ8/ιο/86. (1) 
De Gouden Spin, a com. in 4 acts, by F. von Schönthan (Die goldene Spinne), 
transi, from the German by Soranus. 
29/Ю/86. (3) 
De Familie de Clairejont, a play in f acts, by C. H. R. Spoor, adapted from G. Ohnet's 
novel la Grande Marnière. 
30/10/86. (17) 
an original com. in j acts, by Justus van Maurilc. 
2/11/86. (2) 
a play in 3 acts, by Erckmann-Chatrian (L'Ami Fritz), transi. 
from the French by A. J. Legras. 
11/11/86. (1) 
a tragedy in j acts, by Paolo Giacometti, metrically transi. 
from the Italian by Lambert le Beques. 
31/10/86. (2) 
£ene Wereld waarin men zich verreelt, 
a com. in 3 acts, by E. Pailleron (¿e Monde où Γ on s'ennuie), 
transi, from the French by J. de Jong. 
24/11/86. (1) 
Fedora, a drama in 4 acts, from the French of Victorien Sardou. 
27/11/86. (9) 
Roofrogels, an original drama in 8 scenes, by H. G.Roodhuyzen. 
2/12/86. (1) 
De Student Thuis, 
Markies Harpagon, 












Engel en Duivel, 
Medea, a tragedy in 3 acts, by E. Legouvé, metrically transi, from 
the French by Jan C. de Vos. 
j / 1 2 / 8 6 . (1) 
Alphonse, a play in 3 acts, by A.Dumas Fils, transi, from the French 
by G.François. 
3 / 1 2 / 8 6 . (1) 
an original com. in 1 act, by L.Simons, Mz. 
11 /12 /86 . (7) 
a farce in 4 acts, by Rudolf Kneisel, transi, from the 
German by "Ernst. " 
1 1 / 1 2 / 8 6 . (7) 
a play from the French of A.Dumas Fils (La Dame aux 
Camélias). 
2 2 / 1 2 / 8 6 . (2) 
an original musical com. ("Blijspel met zang") in 1 act, by 
A. Ruijsch. 
2 3 / 1 2 / 8 6 . (1) 
a farce with songs in 1 act. 
2 3 / 1 2 / 8 6 . (1) 
a com. in 1 act, transí. from the French by H. Edw. Capadose. 
2 3 / 1 2 / 8 6 . (1 ) 
Margot de Bloemenrerkoopster, a drama in 4 acts and a prologue, from the French of 
Anicet Bourgeois and Ferdinand Dugué. 
2 Í / I 2 / 8 6 . (8) 
Gysbreght van Aemstel, an original tragedy by Joost van den Vondel. 
i / i /87 . (4) 
De Bruiloft van Kloris en Roosje, л musical farce in 1 act, by Dirck Buijsers. 
i/«/87- (4) 
Een Winteravondsprookje, a com. in j acts, by William Shakespeare (Twelfth Night), 
transi, by L. A. J. Burgersdijk. 
i f / i / 8 7 . (11) 
Mane Antoinette, Koningin en Martelares, 
an original historical play in three periods (nine scenes), by 
W. N. Peijpers. 
20/1/87. (1) 
a drama in ; acts, from the French of La Fontaine (La 
Servante). 
i / î / 8 7 . (8) 
a com. in f acts, by Octave Feuillet, transi, from the French 
by "Jean." 
10/2/87, (1) 
a play in 4 acts by Franz Herbst, adapted from the German 
by "Centurio." 
•9/2/87. (7) 






Een oud Soldaat, 
De Klephte, 
APPENDIX I 
Het Leven eenei Tooneelspeelster, 
a drama in ¡ acts, by Anicet Bourgeois and Théod. Barrière, 
transi, from the French by C.J.Roobol. 
i/3/87. (3) (r) 
Klatergoud, an original play in 4 acts, by D.H. Joosten. 
9/3/87. (4) 
Een Huis met Commensaals, an original farce in 1 act, by J. Mannoury. 
9/3/87. (7) 
De Koopman van Venetië, a com. by William Shakespeare (The Merchant of Venice), 
transi, by L. A. J.Burgersdijk. 
19/3/87. (О 
Een Amsterdamsche Jongen, oí Het Buskruidverraad 10 1622, 
an original play in ( acts, by J. van Lennep. 
20/3/87. (1) 
Dokter Klaus, a com. in 4 acts, by Adolph L'Arronge (Doctor Klaus), 
transi, from the German by J. H. Rossing. 
21 /3 /87 . (2) 
Jan Masseur, an original play in j acts, by D. M. Maaldrink. 
Î3/3/87. (9) 
De Crajsteen, a drama in 3 acts, from the French of A. Dumas Père. 
H/3/87. (О 
Een Fransche Krijgsgevangene, a musical com. ("Blijspel met zang") in 1 act, by Emile 
Seypgens. 
H/3/87. (О 
De Kruik, of Twee Processen om Echtscheiding, 
a com. in 4 acts, adapted from the French of Meilhac and 
Halévy (La Boule) by Gerard Keller. 
31/3/87. (О 
Inkwartiering, a com. in 4 acts, by G.von Moser and F. von Schönthan 
(Krieg im Frieden), transi, from the German by "Centuno." 
6/4/87. (ι) 
De Gebochelde, a drama in 4 acts and a prologue, from the French of Anicet 
Bourgeois and Paul Fé val. 
9/4/87. (8) 
De Steenhouwer, a drama in 3 acts, by A. Dumas Père, transi, from the French 
by J. H. Rossing. 
16/4/87. (4) 
Afgesprongen, a com. in 1 act, by A.Dreyfus, transi, from the French by 
"Marie. " 
16/4/87. (1) 
Storm op Zee, an original play in 1 act, by Wilhelma. 
2 2/4/87. (7) 
Franallon, a play in 3 acts, by A.Dumas Fils, transi, from the French 
by Jan van Arkel. 
30 /4 /87 . (10) 
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De Reu от de Wereld in So Dagen, 
a melodrama in 12 scenes and an apotheosis, from the 
French of Jules Veme and D'Ennery. 
14/^/87. (10) (r) 
De Dochter ran Fabntius, a drama in 4 acts, by Ad. Wilbrandt, transi, from the German 
by "Marie." 
H/i/87. (4) 
Ultimo oj de Laatste der Maand, 
a com. in ς acts, from the German of G.von Moser. 
31/8/87. (1) 
FOREIGN PERFORMANCES 
Le Manage de Figaro, drame en ς actes, par de Beaumarchais. 
29/12/86, ( ι ) 
Don Cézar de Bazan, drame en £ actes, par D'Ennery et Ph.-Fr. Pinel Dumanoir. 
30/12/86. (1) 
L'Héritière, comédie en 1 acte, par Morand. 
30/12/86. (1) 
La Comtesse Sarah, pièce en ¡ actes, par G. Ohne t. 
21/4/87. (1) 
FranalloD, comédie en 3 actes, par A. Dumas Fils. 
22/4/87. (1) 
L'Ioruation à la Valse, comédie en 1 acte, par A.Dumas Père. 
22/4/87. (1) 
GRAND THÉÂTRE VAN LIER, AMSTELSTRAAT, 
1 September 1886 - 31 August 1887 
Zwarte Griet, an original drama in 6 scenes, by Rosier Faassen. 
1/9/86. (8) 
Soldatenleven, an original com. with songs and choruses, in 3 acts, by 
С P. T. Bigot. 
i/9/86, (27) 
De Industrieel van Pont-Avesnes, 
a play in 4 acts, by George Ohnet (le Maître des Forges), 
transi, from the French by C. P. T. Bigot. 
7/10/86, (2) 
Het Geheim van den Blinde, an original drama in 10 scenes, by W. N. Peijpers. 
10/10/86. (9) 
John Walker, of The Tower of London, 
a drama in ς acts, by Eugène Nas, Alph. Brot and Ch. 
Lemaître, transi, from the French by C.H.R. Spoor. 
18/10/86. (2) 




Kieme Jacques, a drama in 9 scenes, by Jules Claretie and W Busnach, 
transi from the French by H. P. Boudier. 
8 /11 /86 . (10) 
De Orgeldraaier en zijn Pleegkind, 
a melodrama with songs in 1 act, from the German of Ch. 
Birch-Pfeiffer. 
20 /11 /86 (1) 
an original "volksstuk" by Justus van Maurik 
22 /11 /86 . (3) 
a comedy with songs, freely adapted from the German of 
W Mannstadt by C. P. T. Bigot. 
2 Í / I I / 8 6 . (2) 
a com. with songs in 4 acts, freely adapted from the German 
of W. Mannstadt and A. Weiler by C. P. T. Bigot. 
26 /11 /86 (9) 
a drama in ς acts, from the French of Anicet Bourgeois and 
Mich. Masson. 
i i / i î / 8 6 . (3) 
a play in j acts, adapted from the novel of Alph. Daudet 
by Alph. Daudet and Ad. Belot, transi, from the French by 
H. P. Boudier. 
i i / 1 2 / 8 6 . (9) (r) 
a drama in 7 scenes, from the French of Léonce and Eugène 
Nas. 
24 /12 /86 . (8) (г) 
a play in 4 acts, by Victor Hugo, transi, from the French by 
C.J Roobol. 
i/'/«7 (7) « 
a com. in 4 acts, adapted from the French ( le Tram de 
Plaisir) by С. P. T. Bigot. 
11/1/87. (13) 
De Oude Kleerkoper, of De Vriend in Nood, 
a com with songs in 8 scenes, by O.F.Berg (finer von 
Unsere Leute), transi from the German by J Both Jzn. 
31/1/87. (1) 
a com. in j acts, by G.von Moser and Fr. von Schonthan, 
transí, from the German by H. P. Boudier. 
2/2/87 (6) 
a tragedy in j acts, by Carl Gutzkow, transi, from the Ger-
man by P. C. F. Frowein. 
10/2/87 (4) 
an original drama in ς acts, by H.J.Schimmel. 
19/2/87. (2) 





De Wilde Kat, 
Christol, de Gehangene, 
Sappho, 
De Schrik der Zeeën, 
Angelo, Tyran van Padua, 




Oh, die Meisjes, 
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Zege na Strijd, a drama in 4 acts (9 scenes), adapted by Ed. van Hock from 
the novel Het Gezin ran Baas ran Ommeren by H.J.Schimmel. 
24/2/87. (4) 
De Burggraaf ran Létonères, a com. in 3 acts, adapted from the French of J. F. A. Bayard 
and Ph.-Fr. Pinel Dumanoir by D.de Bruijn. 
Γ/3/87. (3) 
a "volksstuk" in 2 parts or 8 scenes, adapted from J.v. 
Maurik's novel Kiates by Chr.de la Mar. 
10/3/87. (14) 
a volksdrama in 4 parts or 12 scenes, adapted from Ch. 
Dickens's novel Old Curiosity Shop by Ch. Birch-Pfeiffer, 
trans!, from the German by C.J.Roobol. 
26/3/87. (3) 
a drama in ¡ acts, by Victor Hugo, transí, from the French 
by F .H.Greb. 
30/3/87. (2) (r) 
a com. in J acts, adapted from the German of C. A. Gömer 
by С P. T. Bigot. 
2/4/87. (8) 
a play in ¡ acts, by Victorien Sardou, transi, from the French 
by С P. T. Bigot. 
9/4/87. (7) 
a new com. with songs in ¡ acts, adapted from the German 
of W. Mannstädt by С P. T. Bigot. 
16/4/87. (8) 
a new com. in 4 acts, by B.von Moser, transi, from the 
German by H. P. Boudier. 
Î3/4/87. (11) 
a com. with songs in 4 acts, adapted from the German of 
Léon Treptow by W. N. Peijpers. 
3/i /87. (10) (r) 
a play in 3 acts, by Erckmann-Chatrian (L'Ami Fritz), 
transi, from the French by A. J. Legras. 
«/ί/«7· (4) 
a drama in 8 scenes by George (H. P. Boudier), adapted by 
the author from his sensational novel Onder Valsche Vlag. 
ii/f/87. (21) 
a sensational drama in 4 acts and a prologue in 1 act, 
adapted from the French of Tournier and Meyer by J. P. 
Hagen. 
2 8/Î/87. ( ί ) (г) 
De Amsterdamsche Straatvogeis, 
an original com. with songs in 4 acts, by Rosier Paassen. 
2/6/87. (3) 
De Gelukzoekers, a new com. in 4 acts, from the German of Adolph L'Arronge. 




Ik heet Nieuwenhuis, 
Dora, 
Paardrijders, 
Geluk bij de Vrouwen, 
De Eerlijke Makelaar, 
Vriend Fntz, 
Onder Valsche Vlag, 
De Geheimzinnige Moord, 
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Een Strijd om Millwenen, a drama in 8 scenes, by H. P. Boudier, adapted by the author 
from his novel of the same name. 
i i /6 /87 . (9) (r) 
jWenjcft, erger je niet, a com. with songs, freely adapted from the German of 
Léon Treptow by С. P. T. Bigot. 
23/6/87. (2) 
Ben Lell, de Zoon ran de Nacht, 
a drama in 6 scenes and a prologue, by Victor Séjour, 
transi, from the French by J. Hertz Jr. 
î i /6 /87 . (9) (r) 
Door Tantes opgevoed, a prize com. in 4 acts, freely adapted from the German of 
Roderich Benedix {Weiher-Erziehung) by L.van Lier. 
7/7/87. (1) (r) 
De Oude Doos, a com. in 1 act, by G.zu Puttlitz. 
7/7/87. (2) (r) 
De Flesch, a drama in 2 parts or 6 scenes, by Thomas Proclus Taylor 
(TTie Bottle), transi, from the English by W. A. Braakensiek. 
9/7/87. (7) (r) 
Het Bloedige Schrift, (De Boeren, of de Familie Luxeuil), 
a drama in 8 scenes, from the French. 
I6/7/87. (4) 
Rose Michel, a drama. 
23/7/87. (!) (r) 
De Nacht van de 13e November, 
a drama in 7 scenes, from the French. 
31/7/87. (6) (r) 
John Koke, (England m 165/), 
an historical play in 7 scenes. 
7/8/87. (2) 
De Twee Weezen, a drama from the French of D'Ennery and E. Cormon. 
16/8/87. (4) 
Mane Antoinette, Koningin en Martelares, 
an original historical play, by W. N. Peijpers. 
»0/8/87. ω ω 
Katherine Howard, Koningin van Engeland, 
a romantic drama in 8 scenes, adapted from the French of 
A.Dumas Père by C.Alex.van Ray. 
27/8/87. (4) (r) 
Jean Calas, of De Onschuldig veroordeelde, 
a play in 3 acts, adapted from the French of Victor Ducange 
by Jan de Quack. 
31/8/87. (1) 





Don Carlos, Infant van Spanien, 
Tragödie in ¡ Aufzügen, von Friedrich von Schiller. 
1 /10/86 , (1) 
Uriel Acosta, Trauerspiel in ς Aufzügen, von Carl Gutzkow. 
2 /10 /86 . (2 ) 
Der Kaufmann von Venedig, Schauspiel von William Shakespeare. 
3 / 1 0 / 8 6 . (2) 
dramatisch Gedicht von G. Lessing. 
4 / 1 0 / 8 6 . (2) 
Tragödie von J. W. von Goethe. 
6 / 1 0 / 8 6 . (3) 
Trauerspiel in j Akten oder 7 Bildern, von A. E. Brachvogel 
8 /10 /86 . (2) 
Schauspiel in 3 Akten, von Erckmann-Chatrian. 
9 / 1 0 / 8 6 . (3) 
Trauerspiel in £ Akten, von Friedrich von Schiller. 
19 /10 /86 . (2) 
Tragödie von William Shakespeare, übersetzt von Schlegel. 
2 4 / 1 0 / 8 6 . (2) 
Die Stricke der Schmiede, Drama in 1 Akt, von F. von Coppée. 
2 / 1 1 / 8 6 . (2) 
Gelehrte Frauen, Lustspiel in $ Akten, von Molière (Les Femmes Savantes). 
2 /11 /86 . (2) 
Unter dem Siegel der Verschwiegenheit, 
Scherz in 1 Aufzug, von O. F. Berg. 
2 /11 /86 . (3) 
Trauerspiel in j Akten, von J. W. von Goethe. 
9 / 1 . / 8 6 . (1) 
Schauspiel in j Aufzügen, von K.von Heigel. 
2 3 / . . / 8 6 . (1) 
Tragödie van William Shakespeare. 
2 7 / 1 1 / 8 6 . (1) 
Lustspiel in 1 Akt, Bearbeitung für die Bühne von Fr. v. 
Dingelstedt. 
3 0 / 1 1 / 8 6 . (1) 
Trauerspiel in j Akten, von Adolf Wilbrandt. 
2 /12 /86 . (1) 
Tragödie von Gnllparzer. 
ί/ιί/86. (I) 
Die Jungfrau von Orleans, Schauspiel von F. von Schiller. 
7/12/86. (1) 
Doctor Klaus, Lustspiel in ς Akten, von Adolph L'Arronge. 
10/12/86. (2 ) 
Das Stftungsfest, Lustspiel von G.von Moser. 
14/12/86. (1) 









Eme Tame f ¡quei. 






Durch die Intendanz, 
Der Leibartz, 
Dorf und Stadt, 
Characterbild in ι Aufzug, von Hugo Muller. 
14/12/86. (1 ) 
Lustspiel in 4 Akten, von G.von Moser. 
22/12/86. (1) 
Lustspiel in ς Akten, von E. Henle. 
i/i/87. ( 0 
Lustspiel in 4 Akten, von Leopold Günther. 
7/1/87. (•) 
Schauspiel in 2 Abteilungen oder j Akten, von Ch. Birch-
Pfeiffer. 
11 /1 /87 . (4) 
Schauspiel in 4 Akten, von O. Blumenthal. 
13 /2 /87 . (1) 
Pariser Sittenbild in f Akten, von Meilhac und Halévy. 
Deutsch von E.Mauthner und O. Blumenthal. 
i j /1/87. (О 
Schauspiel in 1 Akt, von J.W.von Goethe. 
22/2/87. (О 
Lustspiel in 3 Akten, von Victorien Sardou und E. de Najac 
(Divorfons). 
22/2/87. (1) 
Schauspiel in 2 Abteilungen und 4 Akten, von Ch. Birch-
Pfeiffer. 
2S/2/87. (1 ) 
Lustspiel. 
Î 7 / Î / 8 7 . ( 0 
Lustspiel. 
» ( ·) 




Lustspiel in j Akten, von R. Benedix. 
4/3/87. (1) 
Lustspiel in 3 Akten, von Friedrich Schröder. 
6/3/87. (1) 
Dir Wie Mir (oder Dem Herrn ein Glass Wasser), 
Lustspiel in 1 Akt, von Anton Ascher. 
8/3/87. (1) 
Die Journalisten, Lustspiel von Gustav Freitag. 
11 /3 /87 . (2) 
Kean, oder Leidenschaft und Genie, 
Schauspiel von A.Dumas. 
•3/3/87. (О 
Em Lustspiel, oder Drei Braute auf einmal, 
Lustspiel in 4 Akten oder 7 Bildern, von Roderich Benedix. 
11/3/87. (О 
[ 2 9 6 ] 










Stille Wasser sind tief. 
APPENDIX I 
Die Memoiren des Teufels, Lustspiel in 3 Abteilungen. 
H/3/87· (•) 
Ein Knopf, oder Der Unirersitatsprojessor in tausend Angsten, 
Lustspiel. 
H/3/87· (О 
Die Relegierten Studenten, Lustspiel in 4 Akten oder 7 Bildern, von Roderich Benedix. 
»8/3/87, ( 0 
Mem Leopold, Original-Volsstuck mit Gesang in 3 Akten oder 6 Bildern, 
von Adolph L'Arronge. 
3I/3/87· (О 
A number of the plays listed above were performed by Van Lier's Deutsches Gesellschaft, 
a permanent company of Dutchmen and Germans living in Amsterdam. They also formed 
the supporting cast for such German actors as E Possart, Carl Sontag and others. 
Franz Tewele, "Bon-Vivant und Komiker vom kaiserl. kgl. prin. Carl-Theater in Wien" 
also gave a series of performances from 12/1/87 - 4/ 2 / 8 7 ' 
Em Delikater Auftrag, 
Frauen Emancipation, 
Em Ritter der Damen, 
Taub muss er sein. 
Im Schlafe, 
Em Engel, 
In der Sommerfrische, 




Cato ron Eisen, 
Eme Rasche Hand, 
Mit Vergnügen, 
Lustspiel in 1 Akt, von Roger. 
11 /1 /87 . ( г ) 
Schwank in 1 Akt, von Carl Sonntag. 
4/1/87. 0 ) 
Posse in 1 Akt, nach dem Franzosischen. 
11/1/87. (2) 
Schwank in 1 Akt, von Zul Moineaux. 
12/1/87. (3) 
Lustspiel in 1 Akt, von Julius Rosen. 
ΐ4/ι/β7 (J) 
Schwank in 3 Akten, von Julius Rosen. 
14/1/87. 
Posse in 1 Akt, von Mareno. 
14/1/87- (О 
Schwank in 4 Akten, von Franz van Schonthan. 
16/1/87. (3) 
Schwank in 1 Akt, von Carl Laus. 
16/1/87. (1) 
Posse in 3 Aufzügen, von Julius Rosen. 
•9/1/87. (•) 
Schwank in 2 Akten, aus dem Franzosischen von A.Frezemus 
19/1/87· (2) 
Lustspiel in 3 Akten, von Heinrich Laube. 
2 1 / 1 / 8 7 . ( I ) 
Schwank von Labiche und Martin. 
2 1 / 1 / 8 7 . ( • ) 
Schwank von Gustav von Moser und Otto Gimt. 
2 3 / 1 / 8 7 . (1) 
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Wer ist der Vater, Lustspiel in 3 Akten, von Edmond Gondinet. 
30/1/87. (1) 
Ein angenehmer Besuch, Lustspiel in drei Akten, von Theod. Barbière und Lambert 
Thiboust. 
1/2/87. (О 
Ein Zündhölzchen zwischen zwei Feuern, 
Schwank in 1 Aufzug, von Georg Hüte. 
i /2 /8 7 . 
Das Heis Lysen, Ein Fastnachtspiel auf frewdiger Schawbine von Hans Sachs. 
4-/Î/87. ω 
Die ehrliche Baekin mit ihren drei vermeinten Liebsten, 
Ein Possenspiel von Jacob Ayrer. 
4/2/87. (2) 
Hanswurst der traurige Küchelbäcker und sein Freund in der Noth, 
Ein Possenspiel von Gotlieb Prehauser. 
4/2/87. (2) 
Dir wie wtr, Lustspiel in 1 Akt, von Anton Ascher. 
4/2/87· (1) 
Eine reiche Erbin, Musikalische Parodie in 1 Akt, von Bauemfeld. 
4/2/87. (2) 
SCHOUWBURG VAN LIER, PLANTAGE, 
ι September 1886 - May 1887 
Zwarte Griet, an original drama in б scenes, by Rosier Paassen. 
i/9/86. (32) 
De Trompetter-Majoor, a com. with songs, freely adapted from the German of 
W.Mannstädt by C. P. T. Bigot. 
29/9/86. (4) 
De Industrieel van Pont-Avesnes, 
a play in 4 acts, by George Ohnet (Le Maitre des Forges), 
transi, form the French by C. P.T. Bigot. 
2/10/86. (7) 
De Twee Weezen, a drama, from the French of D'Ennery and E. Cormon. 
9/10/86. (6) 
Janus Tulp, an original "volksstuk" by Justus van Maurik. 
11/10/86. (7) 
Waterloo, an original historical drama with processions, fights and 
tableaux, by Ch. de la Mar. 
14/10/86. ( Í ) (r) 
John Walker, of de Tower van Londen, 
a drama in ς acts, by Eugène Nus, Alph. Brot and Ch. 
Lemaître, transi, from the French by C. H. R. Spoor. 
19/10/86. (11) 
Het Geheim van den Blinde, an original drama in 10 scenes, by W. N. Peijpers. 
29/10/86. (7) (r) 
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Mane Antoinette, Koningin en Martelares, 
an original historical play by W. N. Peijpers. 
7/1i/8é. (!) 
Lázaro de Veehoeder, a play in 4 acts, from the French of J. Bouchardy. 
I J / I I / 8 6 . (2) 
Marianne, de Marketenster van het Groóte Leger, 
a drama in ¡ acts and a prologue in 2 scenes, from the 
French of Anicet Bourgeois and Mich. Masson. 
20/11/86. (9) 
a drama in 9 scenes, by Jules Claretie and W. Busnach, 
transi, from the French by H. P. Boudier. 
27/11/86. ( i ) (r) 
a drama in ς acts and a prologue, from the French of 
Edouard Plouvier (Mangeur de Fer). 
4/12/86. (2) (г) 
an original play in ς acts, by Rosier Faassen. 
6/12/86. (4) 
a drama in ς acts, from the French of Anicet Bourgeois and 
Mich. Masson. 
14/2/86 (4) (r) 
a famous drama in 7 scenes, from the French by Ch. Buet 
and A. Rans. (?) 
18/12/86. (4) (г) 
a "volksdrama" in 4 parts or 12 scenes, adapted from 
Ch. Dickens's novel Old Cariosity Shop, by Ch. Birch-PfeifFer, 
transi, from the German by C. J.Roobol. 
22/12/86. (3) 
a tragedy in 4 acts or 9 scenes, from the German of Heinz 
Dan. Zschokke. 
24/12/86. (8) (r) 
De Roode Brug, of De Nacht van 13 November, 
a drama in j acts, from the French of Ch. Deslys and Ch. 
Barbara. 
i/./8 7 . (4) (r) 
De Roovers, a tragedy in ς acts, by Friedrich von Schiller, transi, from 
the German by L. J. Veltman. 
14/1/87. (4) 
De Dood van Rolla, of De Spanjaarden m Peru, 
a famous tragedy in ς acts or 8 scenes, from the German of 
Kotzebue. 
2./,/8 7 . (3) (r) 
Zelfopoffering, of Het Geheim van Diana, 
a new melodrama in ς acts or 7 scenes, from the French. 
28/1/87. (6) (r) 
Othello, a tragedy in 11 scenes, by Wiliam Shakespeare, transi, from 
the English by Jac. van Lennep. 




Christel, de Gehangene, 
De Priester, 
Nelly, 
Julius van Sassen, 
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De Vleziertrein, a com. in 4 acts, adapted from the French (Le Tram de 
Plaisir) by С. P. T. Bigot. 
6/2/87. (1 ) 
De Zeekapitein, a play in j acts or 8 scenes, by Bulwer Lytton (Jhe Sea-
Captain), transi, from the English by Jac. van Lennep. 
11/2/87. (1) 
Салоп van Frankrijk, of De Man met het IJzeren Masker, 
a drama in j acts, from the French of Auguste Amould and 
Narc. Fournier. 
12/2/87. (6) 
Onze Vrouwen, a com. in j acts, by G.von Moser and F. von Schönthan, 
transi, from the German by H.P.Boudier. 
20 /2 /87 . (2) 
OA, die Meisjes, a com. adapted from the German of Julius Rosen by C. P. T. 
Bigot. 
i i / * / 8 7- (4) 
Uriel Acosta, a tragedy in ς acts, by Carl Gutzkow, transi, from the German 
by P. C. F. Frowein. 
26/2/87. (1 ) 
Peperman, of Een Plezierreisje naar Spa, 
a com. in 4 acts, adapted from the French of Eug. Labiche 
(Le Voyage de Plaisir de Monsieur Pernchon). 
4/3/87. (1 ) 
Uit Liefde voor de Kunst, a com. in ι act. 
4/3/87. (О 
Zege na Strijd, a drama in 4 acts (9 scenes), adapted by Ed. van Hoek from 
the novel Het Gezin ran Baas ran Ommeren by H.J. Schimmel. 
í /3/87. (4) (г) 
De Wilde Kat, a com. with songs in 4 acts, freely adapted from the German 
of W. Mannstädt and A. Weiler by C. P.T. Bigot. 
9/3/87. (О 
De Oude Kleerkooper, of De Vriend m Nood, 
a com. with songs in 8 scenes, by O.F.Berg (Einer von 
unsere Leute), transi, from the German by J. Both Jzn. 
11/3/87. (1) 
De Schrik der Zeeën, a drama in 7 scenes, from the French of Léonceand Eugene Nus. 
12 /3 /87 . (2) 
Haar Korporaal, a com. with songs in ¡ acts. 
'з/з/87. (О 
Laurierboom en Bedelstaf, of Drie Winters ran een Dichter, 
a play in 3 acts (6 scenes) with an epilogue, by Carl von 
Holtey, transi, from the German by C.van Beek. 
18/3/87. (4 ) 
Katherine Howard, Koningin ran Engeland, of De Twee Schijndooden, 
a romantic drama in 8 scenes, from the French of A. Dumas 
Père. 
20 /3 /87 . (2) 
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Angelo, de Tyran van Padua, a play in 4 acts, by Victor Hugo, transi, from the French by 
С J. Roobol. 
2/4/87. (2) 
Jan de Huurkoetsier, a drama in s acts and a prologue in 2 scenes, adapted from 
the French of J. Bouchardy (Jean le Cocher) by P. A. Manus. 
6/4/87. (4) 
De Geitenhoedster op de Top der Alpen, 
a famous drama in ς acts, from the French of Ch. Desnoyers 
and Ad. D'Ennery (la Bergère des Alpes). 
9/4/87. (4) (г) 
De Kinderroofster, a drama in 7 scenes, adapted from the French by C.P.T. 
Bigot. 
ii/4/87. ( 4 ) (r) 
De Kaartlegster, a drama in Í acts and a prologue, from the French of Victor 
Séjour. 
22/4/87. (2) (r) 
Ik heet Nieuwenhuls, a com. in j acts, adapted from the German of C. A. Gömer 
by C.P.T.Bigot. 
24/4/87. 
Vriend Fritz, a play in 3 acts, by Erckmann-Chatrian (UAmi Fritz), transi. 
from the French by A.J. Legras. 
6/1/87. (2) (г) 
DE NIEUWE SCHOUWBURG, PLANTAGE, FRANSCHELAAN, 
May 1887 - 31 August 1887 
Daniela, a play in 4 acts, by Felix Philippi, transi, from the German 
by Jan C.de Vos. 
»«/г/«7. (7) (г) 
De Dochter van Fabricius, a drama in 4 acts, transi, from the German by Adolf 
Wilbrandt by "Marie". 
4/6/87. (4) (r) 
Een Huis met Commensaals, an original farce by J. Mannoury. 
4/6/87. ω 
De Leelijkste van de Zeven, a farce in 6 scenes, adapted from the French of A. Angély 
by D.van der Linden. 
8/6/87. (3) (r) 
Storm op Zee, an original play in one act, by Wilhelma. 
11/6/87. (7) (r) 
Een Scheiding, a drama in 4 acts, from the French of E. Legouvé. 
18/6/87. (12) /г) 
Afgesprongen, a com. in 1 act, by A.Dreyfus, transi, from the French by 
"Marie." 
18/6/87. (8) (r) 
Haar Tweede Man, an original com. in 1 act, by Joh. Gram. 
26/6/87. (J) (r) 
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De Goudea Spin, a com. in 4 acts, by F.von Schönthan, trans!, from the 
German by Soranus. 
Î8/6/87. (2) 
Tericulum in Mora, a play in г acts, by Octave Feuillet, transí, from the French, 
by "Hollandius."" 
i/7/»7. (7) (r) 
Warm, an original farce by J.Mannoury. 
J/?/«?. (9) 
Narciss, a drama in ς acts, from the German of A.E.Brachvogel. 
9/7/87. (3) (г) 
FraaciUon, a play in 3 acts, by A. Dumas Fils, transi, from the French by 
Jan van Arkel. 
12/7/87. (4) (r) 
Frou-frou, a play in ς acts, by Meilhac and Halévy, transi, from the 
French by H. P. Boudier. 
•6/7/87. (7) (r) 
Kean, a play from the French of A. Dumas Père. 
Î3/7/87. (О 
De Gebochelde, a play from the French of Anicet Bourgeois and Féval. 
24/7/87. (1) (г) 
Fijne Beschuiten, an original play in ς acts, by Justus van Maurik. 
26/7/87. (1) 
Dokter Klaus, a com. in ς acts, from the German of Adolph L'Arronge. 
27/7/87. (О 
Antoinette Kigaud, a play in 3 acts, by Raymond Deslandes, transi, from the 
French by "Marie." 
28/7/87. (2) 
DelndustrieelranPont-Aresnes, a play in 4 acts, by George Ohnet (Le Maître des Forges), 
from the French by C. P. T. Bigot. 
30/7/87. (3) (r) 
Kinderloos, a play in 3 acts, by Ph.-Fr. Pinel Dumanoir, transi, from the 
French by Teunis. 
2/8/87. ( " ) (r) 
Lieve Buurtjes, a farce in 3 acts, from the French of Hippolyte Raymond and 
Jules de Gasteyne. 
2/8/87. (16) 
Jacques Cerno/, a play in 3 acts, from the French of Eduard Cadal. 
13/8/87. (7) « 
Onder ons Meisjes, an original com. in 3 acts, by Wilhelma. 
13/8/87. (7) (r) 
De Tooneeispekr des Keizers, a drama in 4 acts, by Karl Wartenburg, transí, from the 
German by J.H.Rössing. 
20/8/87. (J) (г) 
De Vrouw in bet Wit, a drama in 3 parts, 6 scenes, adapted from Wilkie Collins's 
novel The Woman in White by Ch. Birch-Pfeiffer, transi, from 
the German by C.J.Roobol. 
î i /8 /87 , (6) (г) 
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SALON DES VARIÉTÉS, AMSTERDAM, 
ι September 1886 - 31 August 1887 
De Trekvogels, a c o m . in 4 acts, from the German of G. von Moser and 
F. van Schönthan. 
1 /9 /86. (9) (г) 
De Wraak ran Neptunus, of Een Zeereis tegen wil en dank, 
a fantastic farce in 7 scenes. 
11/9/86. (24) (r) 
De Zonderlinge Luchtreizen ran een Huisbaas, 
a c o m . in ς acts. 
ΐ / ι ο / 8 6 . ( ι ) 
Het Verkeerde Adres, a vaudeville in 1 act. 
14/10/86. ( ï ) (r) 
De Zangzieke Behanger, a c o m . in ι act. 
14/10/86. (2 ) (г) 
Не Huishouden ran den Schoenlapper, 
a c o m . in 1 act. 
14/10/86. (2) (r) 
Het Gebed der Schipbreukelingen, of De Dorst naar Coud, 
a drama in £ acts. 
16/10/86. (3) (r) 
Aapje 117, a c o m . in 3 acts, from the French of A.Millaud and E. de 
Najac (Fiacre 117). 
19/10/86. (12) 
Garibaldi, a farce in 1 act, from the German of Julius Rosen. 
20/10/86, (7 ) 
De Vondelingen ran de Brug Notre Dame, 
a drama in ς acts, by Anicet Bourgeois and Mich. Masson, 
transi, from the French by G. v. Beets. 
23/10/86. (6) 
De Zoon ran den Blinde, a drama in ς acts, adapted from the French by Gabriel 
Ungelman. 
30/10/86. (3 ) 
De Martelaar, of Tweemaal Getrouwd, 
a c o m . in 3 acts, adapted from the French (Bigame) by 
E. P. Boas. 
2/11/86. (7 ) (A parody on De Martelares). 
De Kleine Jacques, a drama in 9 scenes, by Jules Claretie and W . Busnach, 
transi, from the French by Van Korlaer. 
9 / 1 . / 8 6 . (9) (r) 
De Voddenraper ran Parijs, a drama from the French of (Pyat?) 
21/11/86. (1) 
We gaan de Pot reiteren in Amsterdam, 
a c o m . in ς acts, from the French of Eug. Labiche and A. de 
la Cour. 




Papa gaj permissie. 
De Salon-Tiroler, 
Brand m de Kostschool, 
Lekain m Duplo, 
Nichtjes Roman, 
a com. with songs in ι act. 
2/12/86. (3) 
a com. in 1 act, adapted from the German by M.v.d. 
Brugghe. 
2/11/86, (3) 
Rob en Bertram, of De Lustige Vagebonden, 
a farce in 4 acts from the German of G. Räder. 
î /W8 6 · (з) 
BoquiUon, of De Lotgevallen van een Oud-Vrygezel, 
a com. in 3 acts, from the French. 
6/12/86. (3) 
De Moord op de Martelaarsgracht, 
a farce in ι act, from the French. 
6/12/86. (j) 
a com, in f acts, by G.von Moser and F. van Schönthan, 
transí, from the German by "Vulpis." 
9/12/86. ( I J ) 
a com. 
18/12/86. (2) (r) 
18/12/86, (2) (r) 
a com. in verse in 1 act, adapted from the French of Paul 
Ferrier by J.N.van Hall. 
2 j/12/86. (10) 
Trim, het Regimentskind van Panjs, 
a com. with songs in 2 acts, adapted from the French by P. B. 
2Í/I2/86. (12) 
Bertram en Bertram, 1/1/87. (2) (r) 
De Oude Kleerkooper, of De Vriend m Nood, 
a com. with songs in 8 scenes, by O.F.Berg (Einer von 
unsere Leute), transi, from the German by J. Both, Jzn. 
6/1/87. ( 0 
a com. in 4 acts, adapted from the German of F. and P. von 
Schönthan, by G.V. 
10/1/87. (2) (r) 
a drama, from the French of D'Ennery. 
i f / i / 87 . (1) 
a com. in 4 acts, from the German of G.von Moser. 
ιβ/ι/β?. ω 
De Vogeltjes ran Blondinet, a com. in 3 acts, from the French of E. Labiche. 
22/1/87. ( ΐ ί ) 
De Panjsche Grisette, a com. in 1 act, adapted from the French by S. M. 
22/1/87. (IJ) 
De Straatjongen ran Panjs, a com. in 2 acts, from the French. 
29/1/87. (7) (r) 
's Naasten Huisvrouw, a com. in 3 acts, from the German of Julius Rosen. 
29/1/87- (7) (r) 
De Sabijnse Maagdenroof, 




Fadette, of De Kieme Heks, a com. with songs in 2 acts, adapted from the French by 
J. P. Hagen. 
6/2/87. (3) (r) 
Mevrouw Slaapt, a com. in 1 act, from the French. 
6/2/87 ω 
De Reis door Berlijn in So Uren, 
a famous comedy in 7 scenes, with songs, choruses, quod-
libets, etc., adapted from the German by J.A.Holtrop. 
10/2/87. (18) 
Janus Tulp, an original "volksstuk" by Justus van Maunk. 
24/2/87. (3) 
Inkwartiering, a com. in f acts, by G.von Moser and F. von Schónthan 
(¡bieg im Frieden), transi, from the German by "Centurie. " 
8/3/87- (13) 
De Dienstboden, a com. with songs in 3 acts, by Grange and R. Deslandes, 
transi, from the French by J. P. Hagen. 
19/3/87. (3) 
Zonder bruidschat, of Hi/ moest aan een klein tafeltje zitten, 
a vaudeville in ι act, from the French of E. Labiche. 
•9/3/87. (3) 
Frou-frou, a play in ς acts, by Meilhac and Halévy, transi, from the 
French by H. P. Boudier. 
23/3/87. (8) 
Het Testament van César Girodot, 
a com, in 3 acts, adapted from the French of Belot and 
Villetard by A. v. d. Heuvel Jr. 
1/4/87. (7) (r) 
DeNasleepvandeEersteEcht, a com. in 1 act, adapted from the French by J.P.Hagen. 
•M/S? (7) (г) 
De Reis naar de Kaukasus, a com, in 3 acts, from the French. 
20/4/87. ( í ) 
Яое Schoon is de Natuur, an operetta in 1 act. 
20/4/87. (j) 
Gelukkige Vaders, a com. in 4 acts, from the French of E. Labiche. 
ι/ί/87. (6) (r) 
De Zucht naar het Tooneel, a com. with songs in 3 parts, adapted from the French by 
E. P. Boas. 
7/ï/«7. (8) 
De Twee Door en, a com. with songs in 1 act, from the French. 
7/S/87 (9) 
Kleine Handen, a com. in 3 acts, from the French of E. Labiche. 
•4 / í /87 . (13) 
Meisjesdroomen, a com. in verse in 1 act, by E. Pailleron, transi, from the 
French by J. N. van Hall. 
14/Í/87. (13) 
De Bedelares, a drama in £ acts, from the French. 
2I/J/B7. (2) (r) 
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De Twee Moordenaars, a c o m . in ι act, from the French of E. Labiche. 
» 7 / í / « 7 · (2) 
Troetelman, of De Lotgevallen van een Vroohjke Rentenier, 
a farce in 8 scenes wi th quodlibets, choruses, e t c . , from the 
German of Emil Pohl. 
2 8 / Í / 8 7 . (27) 
Een Misdaad bij Ongeluk, a c o m . in 3 acts, from the French of E. Labiche. 
16 /6 /87 , (6) (г) 
Klaveren Vrouw, a farce with songs in ι act, from the French. 
23/6/87. (2 ) (r) 
Tamboer Janssens, a famous c o m . in 2 acts, from the French. 
24/6/87. (8) 
De Verschrikkelijke Dochter, a c o m . in 1 act, adapted from the French by "Junior. " 
24/6/87. (8) 
Matse ran de Waterleiding, a farce with songs in 7 scenes, from the German, newly 
arranged by H . P . Boudier. 
1/7/87. (11) (r) 
Jack Sheppard, of De Ridders van den Nevel, 
a famous drama in 10 scenes, from the French of Anicet 
Bourgeois and D'Ennery. 
16/7/87. (6 ) 
Schume Jongens, a c o m . in 4 acts, from the German. 
19/7/87· (10) 
De Vlaat Gepoetst, a farce in 3 acts, from the French of H. Bocage and A. 
Hennequin. 
26/7/87. (4 ) (r) 
Marianne, de Marketentster van het groóte leger, 
a drama in ς acts and a prologue, from the French of Anicet 
Bourgeois and Mich. Masson. 
6/8/87. (3) (r) 
Suzanne, an original c o m . in 2 acts, by P. F. Brunings. 
9/8/87. (8) 
Een Man die teveel gekoesterd werd, 
a c o m . wi th songs in 1 act, from the French. 
9/8/87. ( 1 0 ) 
De Drie Hoeden, a c o m . in 3 acts, from the French of A. Hennequin. 
23/8/87. (4) (r) 
De Balschoentjes, a play in 1 act, from the French of O. A. Gastineau. 
23/8/87. (4) (r) 
Haar Hart is Ontwaakt, a c o m . in 1 act, from the German of Wolfgang Millier. 
30/8/87. (2 ) (r) 
P A R K S C H O U W B U R G (MANAGEMENT J. G. DE G R O O T ) 
ι September 1 8 8 6 - 31 August 1887 
Jonker Frans Ackerman, a c o m . with songs, by Nap. Destanberg. 
2/9/86. ( . ) 
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De Atme Student, a comic operetta, by F. Zell and R. Gênée (Der Bettelstudent), 
music by Carl Millócker. 
4 / 9 / 8 6 . (28) 
Marjolaine, an operetta, in 3 acts by A. v. Loo and E. Letterier. 
1 8 / 9 / 8 6 . (10) 
Czaar en Scheepstimmerman, a comic opera. 
2 4 / 1 1 / 8 6 . (10) 
Zigeunerbaron, a comic operetta. 
18 /12 /86 . ( 2 j ) 
Donna Juanita, a comic opera in 3 acts, by F. Zell and R. Gênée, music by 
F. von Suppé. 
2 /7 /87 . (11) 
FOREIGN PERFORMANCES 
Le Fiacre 117, comédie en 3 actes, par A. Millaud et F. de Najac. 
2 2 / 1 0 / 8 6 . (2) 
(Tournée Schurmann) 
opérette vaudeville en 3 actes, par A. Millaud et A. 
Hennequin, musique par Marius Boulard. 
2 2 / 1 1 / 8 6 . (1) 
(Tournée Schurmann) 
opérette vaudeville en 3 actes par Alfred Hennequin et Alb. 
Millaud, musique par Hervé. 
3 0 / 1 1 / 8 6 . (1) 
(Tournée Schürmann) 
comédie en 3 actes, par Albin Valabrègue. 
28/1/87. w 
(Tournée Schiirmann) 
comédie en 1 acte, par Albin Valabrègue. 
2 8 / 1 / 8 7 . (2) 
(Tournée Schiirmann) 
pièce an 3 actes, par A.Dumas Fils. 
12 /4 /87 . (2) 
Further only operas: Faust, Carmen, Martha, от The Market of Richmond, La Juive, Barbier 
van Sevilla, Die Fledermaus, etc. 
Nmiche, 
Lih, 




ι September 1886- 31 August 1887 
Boccaccio, an operetta in 3 acts, by H. Chivot and A. Dum, music by 
Franz von Suppé. 
1/9/86. (9) (r) 
Josephine door haar zusters verkocht, 
an operetta in 3 acts, by P. Ferrier and F. Carré, music by 
Victor Roger. 
10/9/86. (29) (r) 
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De Kleine Faust, an opera-bouffe by Hector Crémieux and Jaime Fils, music 
by Hervé. 
9 /10 /86 . (14) (г) 
De Klokken ran Corneville, an operetta in 4 scenes, by Clairville and Ch. Gäbet {Les 
Cloches de Corneville), music by Rob. Planquette. 
23 /10 /86 . (10) 
Robert and Bertram, De Lustige Vagebonden, 
a farce in 4 acts, from the German of G. Räder. 
26 /10 /86 . (3) 
Nanon, De Kasteleinse uit 't Gouden Lam, 
an operetta, music by R. Gênée. 
3 0 / 1 0 / 8 6 . (32) 
De Jonge Hertog, an operetta in 3 acts, by H. Meilhac and Halévy (¿e Petit 
duc), music by Ch. Lecocq. 
3 /12 /86 . (17) 
Hart en Hand, an operetta by Charles Nuitter and Alex. Blaumont, music 
by Ch.Lecocq, transi, from the French by "Felix." 
13 /12 /86 . (6) 
Graziella, an operetta in 3 acts, from La Pente Mariée of Eug. Leterrier 
and Alb. van Loo, music by Ch. Lecocq. 
17 /12 /86 . (31) 
Rip, a romantic-phantastic operetta in j scenes, by H. Meilhac, 
Ph.Gille and H.Farnie, music by Rob. Planquette. 
14 /1 /87 . (4) 
't Ieren te Panjs, an operetta by H. Meilhac and Halévy, music by J. Offenbach 
22 /1 /87 . (4) 
Blank om één, an operetta in 3 acts, from L'Oeil crevé of Hector Crémieux 
and Hervé, transi, from the French by "Felix." 
27 /1 /87 . (17) 
De Moeder van het Werkmansgild, 
an operetta in 4 scenes, by H. Chivot and A. Dum, music by 
Hervé. 
21 /2 /87 . (8) 
Don César, an operetta in 3 acts, from the German of Oscar Walther 
by V. L., music by Rudolf Dellinger. 
3/3/87. ( î3) . 
Orpheus m het Schimmenrijk, an operetta in 4 scenes, music by J. Offenbach. 
9 /4 /87 . (16) 
De Dochter van juffrouw Angot, an operetta in 3 acts, music by Ch. Lecocq. 
21 /4 /87 . (11) 
De Mascona, an operetta in 3 acts, by A.Duru and H. Chivot, music by 
Edmond Audran. 
i i / f / 87 . (6) (r) 
Doctor Piccolo, an operetta in 3 acts, from Le Pompon of Henri Chivot and 
Alfred Dum, music by Ch. Lecocq, transi, from the French 
by "Lux." 
19/S/87 . (19) 
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Mazeppa, an operetta in 3 acts. 
16 /6 /87 . (7) 
Satamëlla, a magic operetta in 4 acts or 8 scenes and an apotheosis, 
from Les Amours du Diable of D e Saint-Georges, adapted from 
the French by J. Both Jr. Jzn. 
26 /6 /87 ( г о ) (r) 
De Groothertogin ran Gerolstein, 
an opera-bouffe in 4 scenes, by H. Meilhac and Halévy, 
adapted from the French by J. Both Jr. Jzn. 
16/7/87 (14) (r) 
Bertram en Bertram, a farce with songs, in 4 acts. 
9 /8 /87 . (3) 
De Adelborst, an operetta in 3 acts, by F.Zel l (Der See Kadet), adapted 
from the German by "Philip, " music by R. Gênée . 
I 3 / 7 / 8 7 · (19) (r ) ' 
GEBOUW MAATSCHAPPIJ V. D. WERKENDE STAND (KLOVENIERSBURGWAL 87) 
ι September 1886 - 31 August 1887) 
De Eer der Familie, a drama-comedy by Léon Battu and Maur. Delavigne, 
transi, from the French by A. L. van den Heuvel Jr. 
3 /9 /86 . (4) (r) 
De Salontiroler, a c o m . in 3 acts, by G . v o n Moser (Der Salon Tiroler). 
7 /9 /86 . (19) 
Hoe ouder hoe gekker, an original farce in 4 acts, by Rosier Faassen. 
11 /9 /86 ( . 2 ) (r) 
De Componist en de Orgeldraaier, 
a drama in ς acts, from the French of D'Ennery. 
2/10/86. (2) 
Met Plezier, a farce. 
6/10/86. (3) 
Oorlog aan de Liefde, (formerly: Koude Harten) 
a c o m . in 4 acts, from the German of G.von Moser. 
11/10/86. ( Í ) (r) 
Onze Hedendaagsche Dienstboden, 
a farce with songs in 3 acts. 
19 /10 /86 . (ς) (r) 
Een Kruidenier m de Klem, a c o m . in ι act. 
19/10/86. (?) 
De Twee Weezen, a drama in ¡ acts, from the French of D'Ennery and E. 
Cormon. 
2 i / i o / 8 6 . ( j ) 
(NIEUWE) SCHOUWBURG CH. DELA MAR (KLOVENIERSBURGWAL 8 7 ) 
Μηη naam is Lehmann, a c o m . in 4 acts, by Wilh. Mejo. 
29/9/86. ( ι ) 
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Brand in de Kostschool, a com. in ι act, from the French of A.Dreyfus. 
29/9/86. (1) 
De Componist en de Orgeldraaier, 
a drama in j acts, from the French of D'Ennery. 
7/10/86. (1) 
Waterloo, an original historical drama in j acts, by Ch. de la Mar. 
14/10/86. (3) 
Van Moskou naar Elba, of De Grenadier van Napoleon, 
an original historical drama in ς acts, by Ch.de la Mar. 
30/10/86. (2) (r) 
De Twee Weezen, a drama in ς acts, from the French of D'Ennery and Cormon. 
4/11/86. (6) 
Onschuldig veroordeeld, a drama in j acts. 
8/.1/86. (1) 
De Schoolmeester, a farce. 
9/11/86. (4) (r) 
Krankzinnig door Dronkenschap, en Liefde, 
a drama in 7 acts, from the French of D'Ennery. 
13/11/86. (2) (r) 
Dokter Klaus, a com. in j acts, from the German of Adolph L'Arronge 
(Doctor Klaus). 
i j/i i/Bfi. ( f ) (r) 
De Nacht van 13 November, of De Roode Brug, 
a drama in 5 acts, from the French of Ch. Deslys and Ch. 
Barbara. 
20/11/86. (1) 
Nichtjes Roman, a com. in 1 act, adapted from the French of Paul Ferrier 
by J.N.van Hall. 
(») 
Marianne, de Marketentster van het Groóte Leger, 
a drama in ¡ acts and a prologue in 2 scenes, from the 
French of Anicet Bourgeois and Mich. Masson. 
2 1 / П / 8 6 . (3) (r) 
Trim, het Regimentskind van Parijs, 
a com. with songs in 2 acts, adapted from the French by P.B. 
2 i / i 2 / 8 6 . (10) 
MAISON STROUCKEN (KLOVENIERSBURGWAL 8 7 ? ) 
1886 - 1887 
Hoe ouder hoe gekker, an original farce in 4 acts, by Rosier Faassen. 
23/11/86. 
De Moord aan de Roode Brug, 30/11/86. 
De Oude Korporaal, 3/12/86. (2) 




Onder Valse Vlag, a drama in 8 scenes, by George (H. P. Boudier), adapted by 
the author from his sensational novel Onder Valsche Vlag. 
ìlsl*7· i " ) 
Het Leven te Amsterdam, a farce in ¡ acts, with songs, choruses, quodlibets, etc. 
W i / 8 7 · (3) (O 
Gaspard Hauser, of 18 Jaar in een Graßielder, 
by(? ) . 
28/Í/87. (1) 
De Oude Kleerkooper, of Een Vriend m Nood, 
a com. with songs in 8 scenes, by O.F.Berg (Einer von 
unsere Leute), transi, from the German by J. Both Jr. Jzn. 
4/6/87. ( i ) 
Een ran de Zeven Vlagen, followed by : Lot is dood, 
a com. by (?). 
11 /6 /87 . (2) (r) 
Aapje 117, a com. in 3 acts, from the French of A. Millaud and E.de 
Najac (Fiacre If]). 
18/6/87. (4) (r) 
Tante en Nichtje, a com. in 1 act, from the German. 
18/6/87. (4) (r) 
Jansen overal], a farce. 
28/6/87. (1) 
PALEIS VAN VOLKSVLIJT 
ι September 1 8 8 6 - 31 August 1887 
Paoli, De Roode Bandiet, a great melodramatic Ballet-Pantomime in 8 scenes. 
27/12/86 (21) 
Herman de Ruiter op Loevenstein, of Vnjheidsliefde en Kmdertrouw, 
a historical fantastic ballet in 7 scenes and an apotheosis, 
by W. N. Peijpers. 
i/2/87. (26) 
For the rest operas, ballets, concerts, spectacles. 
GRAND CAFÉ 
ι September 1886- 31 August 1887 
Concerts, Walhalla, etc. 
ODEON (SINGEL) and TIVOLI SCHOUWBURG 
1886-1887 
Juggling, grands spectacles coupes, shows (music-hall), acrobats etc. 
ZOMER THEATER 
July 1887 
Operettas, farces, comedies with songs, such as: 
[S"] 
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De AmsUrdamsche . . . ? a comedy with songs in ι act. 
27/8/87 
Het Huishouden van de Schoenlapper, 




A P P E N D I X II 
E N G L I S H PLAYS IN H O L L A N D 
B E T W E E N iSSo-8s 
[CF. SUPRA, Р. 4 £ N. i ] 
Sources and abbreviations : 
[J.A.W.] indicates plays found in the list of translations and adaptations printed and 
published in Holland in the 19th century, and compiled by J. A. Worp in 
his Geschiedenis van het Drama en Tooneel in Nederland, Vol. II, Groningen, 1908, 
pp. 429-76. There are some γςο French, over joo German, and only 
$3 English titles. Of these only i j refer to I S J O - S Î . (16 are pre-i8jo, 
3 post- i88j, and 19 relate to Shakespeare). 
[L. v. Α.] indicates plays from the Catalogus Nederlands Toneel, compiled by Lucie 
J.N.K.van Aken, Vol. II, Amsterdam, ig j j . Translations and adaptations 
printed and published in Holland, pp. 116-21, 134-41. 
[B. W.D.] indicates the findings of Brian W. Downs, published in Anglo-Dutch Literary 
Relations, 1867-1900. Some Notes and Tentative Inferences, in The Modern Language 
Review, XXXI, 1936, pp. 289-346. 
[Gillh.] refers to Gerd Hage Gillhoff, The Royal Dutch Theatre at The Hague, 1804-76, 
The Hague, 1938. 
Gillhoff made use of the practically complete collection of some twelve 
hundred playbills of the Royal Dutch Theatre at The Hague, 1819-67 (since 
1910 in the possession of the New York Public Library), among which there 
are only 1 j translations and adaptations from the English. Cf. Η. E. van 
Gelder, Het Haagse Toneelleven en de Koninklijke Schouwburg, 1804-1954, The 
Hague, I9Í4, pp. 99-100. 
All further information was collected from the various collections of playbills and the 
van Lier Library (cf. supra, p. 69 n. 3) at the Toneel-Museum, Amsterdam, and from 
several magazines and papers, mainly De Portefeuille and Het Tooneel. 
Shakespeare is not mentioned in this list. 
No records of performances were found, unless stated. 
All the performances took place in Amsterdam, unless stated otherwise. 
The original English plays were not traced, unless stated. 
AINSWORTH, WILLIAM HARRISON, 
Jack Sheppard, of De Ridders van de Nevel, л drama in ς acts and 10 scenes, translated 
from the French of D'Ermery and E.Bourget by J. Hertz Jr., Amsterdam, 1857. 
Stadsschouwburg, 10/10/57 (première). (The playbill names D'Ennery and 
Bourgeois as authors). 
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A German version was played at the Grand Theatre des Variétés, 23/1/J7. 
Jack Sheppard, of De Londensche Bandieten, a melodrama in 9 scenes and a prologue, 
from the French. 
Salon des Variétés, 1873 and 1887. 
De Londensche Bandieten, a Flemish version by N. Destanberg. 
Antwerp, 13/9/^7. Cf. Sabbe, M., Het Vlaamsche Tooneel, inzonderheid in de igde 
Eeuw, Brussels, 1927, p . 459. 
AH three adaptations from Ainsworth's novel Jact Sheppard, 1839. 
The play was very popular in Holland and Belgium, and was often revived. 
ALLINGHAM, JOHN TILL, 
De Gunst der Fortuin, freely adapted from Fortune's Frolic, 1799, by D. F. van Heyst. 
For Amateurs. Amsterdam, 1871. [ J .W.A.] , [L.v.A.], [B.W.D.] 
BEAUMONT and FLETCHER, 
Stille Waters hebben Diepe Gronden, a comedy in 4 acts, translated from a German 
adaptation from Beaumont and Fletcher's Rule a Wife and Have a Wife, 1624, by 
D. Onderwater. 
Stadsschouwburg, 1/4/33, but revived after 18^0. Performed twelve times in 
The Hague between 1820-^2. [Gillh.] p . 86. 
[ B E E C H E R - S T O W E , HARRIET, 
De Negerhut van Oom Tom. 
Stadsschouwburg, 12/3/53, and many revivals. 
The Dutch play was adapted from a French adaptation of Dumanoir and D'Ennery, 
La Case de l'Oncle Tom, by G. van Beek. It is possible but unlikely that one of the 
numerous English adaptations from the American novel was used in Holland. 
"Jarret and Palmer's world-famous negro company" played the piece in the 
Nieuwe Schouwburg van Lier in 1880, in The Hague on J30/4/80.] 
BICKERSTAFFE, ISAAC, 
De Man die nooit is waar hi¡ wezen moet, a comedy in 2 acts, freely adapted (without 
women's parts) from the English by Servaas de Bruin. For Amateurs. Zutphen, 
i 8 7 i . [L.v.A.] 
This must be The Absent Man, a farce in 2 acts, 1768. 
The play seems to have been performed in Amsterdam in 1883. Cf. Eloquentia, 
III, No if, 14/4/83. 
BLACK, WILLIAM, 
Annie Bruneels, a play adapted from In Silk Attire, a novel by W. Black, by Frans 
Gittens, 1882. Ct. Sabbe, M., op. cit., p . 254. 
On William Black cf. J .T . Grein in Algemeen Handelsblad, 17/12/98. 
Some of Gittens's plays were quite popular in Holland. His play Elena was also 
an adaptation from an English novel. Cf. Sabbe, M., op. at., p . іцб. 
BOUCICAULT, DION, 
Het Meer van Glenaston, a play freely adapted from Dion Boucicault's The Lake of 
Glenaston. A handwritten copy in the van Lier Library, dated: 1867. The MS 
gives the cast of the play as performed in Rotterdam in 1867. There is another 
handwritten copy, dated Amsterdam 1886, "translated from D'Ennery's adap­
tation from the English of Dion Boucicault by P.K." 
De Kmderroofster, a "volksdrama" in 7 scenes, adapted from the English of J. (sic.) 
Boucicault by Ferdinand Derickse. 
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Performed at Dordrecht by the National Theatre of Antwerp in ι 867. The play 
was very popular in Rotterdam during the 1884-5 season. Cf. J. T. Grein's 
survey of the season in De Portefeuille, VII, Ν. 4 ' . 9/ г/86, pp. 66$-6. 
Het Telegram, adapted from D. Boucicault's Speaking Wire by J. H. Halbers 
(J.H.H.Albers?). 
Schouwburgloge, ί/ί/73. [B.W.D.] p. 331 n. ¡. 
(This theatre cannot be traced.) 
De Postrijder, adapted from the English of Dion Boucicault. 
L. Krinkels, reviewing a performance of the play by Belgian amateurs in 1882, 
wrote : "The play is a terrible drama in 9 scenes by Dion Boucicault, the not 
unfavourably known English dramatist. The performance was unsatisfactory, and 
all the supernumeraries did their best to look like Scotch girls, presumably 
because the scene is set in Ireland." Cf. Eloquentia, I, No 42, 21J1JS2. 
None of these four plays are mentioned in A. Nicoli, A History of English Drama, 
1660- ί 900. 
BRONTE, CHARLOTTE, 
Jane Eyre, of De Wees van Lowood, a play in 4 acts, adapted from the novel of 
Currer Bell by Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer, translated from the German by J. H. 
A.(lbers). 
Frascati, 30/1/60 (premiere). Often revived. 
The play was performed in German at the Grand Théâtre on 10/ς/$4.. 
BUCKSTONE, JOHN BALDWIN, 
De Mannen zijn Tyrannen, a play in 3 acts and ς scenes, adapted from the English 
of J.B.Buckstone by (?). 
An undated handwritten copy in the van Lier Library. There are two more 
undated MSS of the same play, but with a different t i t le: Het Gehuwde Leven. 
This must be Buckstone's Married Life, 1843. 
BYRON, GEORGE GORDON, L o r d , 
Abel's Dood, fragments from Cam, A Mystery, 1821, translated by H.de Vries, 
with some modifications and two original stanzas. Amsterdam, 1857. [L.v.A.] 
Cain, Een Mysteriespel, translated from the English Cam, A Mystery, 1821, by 
J. J. L. ten Cate, Leiden, 1870. [L.v.A.] 
Hemel en Aarde, Een Mysteriespel, translated from the English Heaven and Earth, 
A Mystery, 1822, by J. J. L. ten Cate, Leiden, 1870. [L.v.A.] 
Manfred, Een Dramatisch Gedicht in 3 acts, translated from the English Manfred, A 
Dramatic Poem, 1817, by J. R. Steinmetz, Amsterdam, 18J7. [J.A.W.], [L.v.A.] 
Manjred, Een Dramatisch Gedicht, translated from the English Manjred, A Dramatic 
Poem, 1817, by J. J. L. ten Cate, Leiden, 1870. [L.v.A.] 
Manfred, Een Dramatisch Gedicht in 3 acts, metrically translated from the English 
Manjred, A Dramatic Poem, 1817, by W . Gosier, Heusden, 1882. [J.A.W.], 
[L.v.A.] 
BYRON, HENRY JAMES, 
Onze Jongens, a comedy in 3 acts, translated from the English Our Boys, 187J, of 
Byron. 
The play had its premiere in London at the Vaudeville on 16/1/75. 
There is a playbill dated 1873-4 0 f a performance at the Salon des Variétés. 
This is probably wrong. It was performed for the first time in Rotterdam in 
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October 1883, but it was by then well-known in Amsterdam. Cf. De Portefeuille, 
V, No 27, 6/10/83. According to [B. W.D.] p . 331 n. 3 it was performed at the 
Salon des Variétés on 31/1/78, nine days after the performance of the play in 
German at the same theatre. 
Byron's Married in Haste, 187$, was performed in German in Amsterdam in 
ι88ς. [B.W.D.] p. 331 n. 3. 
COLLINS, WILLIAM WILKIE, 
De Vrouw in het Wit, freely adapted from the novel The Woman in White, i860, by 
Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer, and translated from the German by J . C . Roobol. 
Stadsschouwburg, 23/4/68. Often revived. 
The first act of the play in German was part of the evening bill at the Grand 
Théâtre on 2/2/70. 
De Boetvaardige, adapted from the English by Valois. 
Performed in The Hague in 1873. [B. W . D . | p . 332, [Gillh.J p . 88. 
De Nieuwe Magdalena, adapted from the English by H. P. Boudier. Frascati, 
19/6/76. [ B . W . D . J p . 332. 
Both adaptations from the novel The New Magdalen, 1873. 
There was a later adaptation by Mrs. van Lier-Cuypers, De Zondares. Grand 
Théâtre, 26/10/9j . [B.W.D.] p . 332. 
DICKENS, CHARLES, 
Nelly, a "volksdrama in 4 acts or 12 scenes, freely adapted from the novel The 
Old Curiosity Shop, 1840-1, by Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer, and translated from the 
German by J. C. Roobol. 
Stadsschouwburg, 27/У/69. Often revived. 
De Gouden Schoenpoetser, a play in ς acts, freely adapted from the novel Our 
Mutual Friend, 1864-j, by Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer, and translated from the 
German by Castigai. 
An undated handwritten copy in the van Lier Library. The MS refers to per­
formances in 1869, ' 7 j , '84 and 'Sf. De Portefeuille, VII, No 24, 12/9/8 j refers 
to performances in i 8 8 j . 
In the same library there is also a printed copy of Dai Testament eines Sonderlings, 
Schauspiel in ς Aufzügen mit teilweiser Benützung des Romans Der Gemem-
schaftliche Freund von Boz (Dickens) von Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer, Leipzig, 1867. 
A handwritten prompter's copy in the same library and stamped: 6/3/85 is 
entitled : De Gouden Schoenpoetser, of Het Testament eens Zonderlmgs. 
Nicolaos Nickleby, a play in j acts or 9 scenes, adapted for the Dutch stage from 
the novel of Charles Dickens by Annie Foore. 
Two handwritten copies, undated, in the van Lier Library. 
Stadsschouwburg, 10/4/70 (première). 
Olivier Twist, adapted from the novel Oliver Twist, 1837-8, by by H. P. Boudier. 
Cf. Eloquentia, I, No 7, 2 i / f / 8 i . 
DUBOURG, AUGUSTUS W., 
Twintig Minuten onder een Paraplu, translated from the English by C. van Berkel van 
Hoek, 1877. 
This is Dubourg's Twenty Minutes' Conversation under an Umbrella, 1873. [B.W.D.] 




De Politiek ran Jodocus, of Het Vernuft van een Hongerige, a farcical vaudeville with 
songs in 2 acts, from the English The lying Valet, Amsterdam, 1883. Given by 
[L.V.A.] as anonymous, but it is very probably Garrick's The Lying Valet, 174.1. 
Cf. A.Nicoli, op. cit., II, pp. 138, 329, 437. 
GOLDSMITH, OLIVER, 
Wie met sterk is moet slim zip, a comedy in j acts, translated from the English 
She Stoops to Conquer, 1773, by M.P.Lindo, Haarlem, 1871. [J. A.W.|, [L.v. A.) 
Performed in The Hague on 11/4/71, revived in 1874 [B. W.D.] p. 334; 6 times 
in The Hague in 1871. [Gillh.] p. 87. 
GORDON. W. R., 
Hoep-La\, translated from the English Hoop-La\, 1877. [B. W.D.] p. 331 n. 11. 
(No English playwright W. R. Gordon traced.) 
HALLIDAY, ANDREW, 
Schaakmat, a comedy in 2 acts, from the English. Amsterdam, 1871. [J. A. W.], 
[L.v. Α.] 
This is Halliday's Checkmate, 1869. [B. W.D.] p. 331 n. 11. 
JERROLD, DOUGLAS WILLIAM, 
Oe Betaaldag, a play in 4 acts, adapted from the English The Rent Day, 1832, of 
Douglas W.Jerrold by C.H. Hoving. 
Two undated handwritten copies in the van Lier Library. 
Stadsschouwburg, 7/2/52. 
JERROLD, M. W. BLANCHARD, 
De Beschroomde, a farce in ι act, translated from the English Cool as a Cucumber, 
I 8 J I , by Bernardus. For Amateurs. Amsterdam, 1880. 
Given bij [L.v.Α.] as anonymous. Must be Jerrold's Cool as a Cucumber, 1851. 
LILLE, HERBERT, 
Als Twee Druppels Water, a comedy in 1 act, by Herbert Lille Esq., translated from 
the English by W. Marten Wz. 
Two handwritten copies in the van Lier Library, dated: Amsterdam 1856. 
Stadsschouwburg, 10/1/57. 
Must be Herbert Lille's As Like as Two Peas, 1854. 
LYTTON, EDWARD GEORGE EARLE LYTTON BU L WER-LYTTON, ВаГОП, 
NacAt en Morgen, of de Familie Beaumont, a play in 4 acts, freely adapted from the 
novel of Bulwer by Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer, and translated from the German by 
J.C.Roobol. 
Stadsschouwburg, 14/2/44, but often revived after 1850. 
Performed 21 times in The Hague between 1844-69. Cf. v. Gelder, op. cit., 
p. 104. 
Geld, a comedy in 5 acts, translated from the English Money, 1840, of E. Lytton 
Bulwer by Iz. J. Lion, 1848. 
A handwritten copy in the van Lier Library, dated: 1848. 
Performed twice in The Hague in 1850. [Gillh.] p. 87. 
In the same library there is also a printed copy of Geld, Posse mit Gesang in 




Richard Moor, a play in 4 acts, preceded by Een Uur te Laat, in 1 act, from the 
French by H. Meyer, freely adapted from Bulwer's Eugemus Aram. 
Hoogduitsche Schouwburg, Amstelstraat, 6 /9 / i i . 
The two plays belong together and are an adaptation of Eugene Aram, 1832. 
De Zee-Kapitem, of Het Geboorterecht, translated from the English The Sea-Captam ; 
or. The Birth Right, 1839, of Sir E. Bulwer Lytton by J. van Lennep. Amsterdam, 
i S i , . [ J .A.W.] , [L.V.A.], [B.W.D.] p . 33 . n. 6. 
Frascati, 21/12/59 (première). Often revived. 
Pauline, Een Koopmansdochter, a play in ¡ acts, translated from the English The 
Lady of Lyons, 1838, of Bulwer by J. H. Ankersmit, Deventer, 1869. [ J .A.W.] , 
[L.V.A.], [B.W.D.] p . 331 n. 11. 
It seems that the play was not performed until October or November 1893 at 
the Salon des Variétés. Cf. Nieuws ν. d. Dag, 3/11/93; De Portefeuille, XV, 
N o 33, 11/11/93. 
Richelieu, a fragment, adapted from the English Richelieu; or. The Conspiracy, 1839, 
by H.de Vries Wz. Amsterdam, 1857. [L.v.A.] 
Richelieu, Kardinaal-Koning, a drama in j acts, translated from the English 
Richelieu; or, The Conspiracy, 1839, of Bulwer by J. H. Ankersmit, Deventer, 1870. 
[L.v.A.], [B.W.D.] p. 331 n. 11. 
MORTON, JOHN MADDISON, 
Een Wedren met Hmdernnsen (Steeple Chase), a comedy in 4 acts. [J.A.W.] Per­
formed in Amsterdam in July or August 1883. 
According to J. T. Grein, in an unfavourable review in Dram. Schetsen, pp. 36-8 
(cf. supra, p . 18 n. 2), the play is by Al. Mugge, and translated from the German. 
This German version, however, was probably a translation or adaptation from 
J .M.Morton ' s The Steeple Chase; or. In the Pigskin, iS6¡. 
Apollonia, of Uw Leven in Gevaar, a vaudeville in 1 act, adapted from the English 
of Maddison Morton. 
Salon des Variétés, 1872-3. 
Twice in The Hague in 18J9. [Gillh.] p . 87. 
In Antwerp in 1880. Cf. Sabbe, M., op. cit., p . 440. 
Box en Cox, translated from the English Box and Cox, 1847, 1867, of M. Morton 
by J. H. Geraets, Amsterdam, 1874. [B.W.D.] p. 331 n. 11. 
OTWAY, THOMAS, 
Venetië Gered, a tragedy in jac ts , translated from the English Venice Preserved, 1682, 
by Soera Rama (Is. Esser Jr.). Utrecht 1882. Cf. Eloquentia, II, No 1, 8/4/82. 
[ J .A.W.] , [L.v.A.], [B.W.D.] p . 334. 
PLANCHÉ, JAMES ROBINSON, 
Karel XII op het Eiland Rügen, an historical comedy in 4 acts and 6 scenes, from 
the original English of Planche. Translated from the German adaptation of 
L . W . B o t h b y J . C . R o o b o l . 
Stadsschouwburg, 28/2/jf (première). 
This must be Planché's Charles XII; or, The Siege of Stralsund, 1828. In the van 
Lier Library there is also an undated handwritten copy of Carl XII auf Rugen, 
Historisches Lustspiel in 4 Aufzügen, von L .W. Both, nach dem Englischen des 
Planché. It is stamped: Schoeman en van Lier, Hoogduitsche Schouwburg. 
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POOLE, J O H N , 
Simpson en Co, translated from the English Simpson and Co, 1823, of Poole by Dirk 
v. d. Linden. 
Stadsschouwburg, i j / i o / 4 j . Often revived after 1850. 
Performed ten times in The Hague between 184^-^6. [Gillh.] p. 87. [B. W. D.] 
p. 331 n. IO. 
SHERIDAN, Rt. НОП. RICHARD BRINSLEY, 
De Lasterschool, a comedy in ς acts, translated from the English The School for 
Scandal, 1777, of Sheridan. Dordrecht, 18J3. [J. A. W.], [L.v.A.] 
Lastertongen, a comedy in ς acts, translated from the English The School for Scandal, 
1777, of Sheridan by R.Heeren. Utrecht, 1872. [J.A.W.], [L.v.A.] 
Stadsschouwburg, ujiojjé. [B.W.D.] p . 334. 
De Mededingers, a comedy in ς acts, translated from the English The Rirais, 177$, 
of Sheridan by M.P.Lindo, 1871. [J.A.W.], [L.v.A.) 
Performed in The Hague in 1871. [B.W.D.] p. 334. 
SLOUS, ANGELO R., 
Martin, de Loods ran Plymouth Hoe, a new drama in 5 acts, from the English of 
A.R.Slous. 
Stadsschouwburg, 8/3/75. 
This isS\oiis'sTruetotheCore;or, A Story of the Armada, 1866. [B.W.D. jp . 331 n. 8. 
TAYLOR, THOMAS PROCLUS, 
De Flesch, a drama in 2 periods and 6 scenes, translated from the English The 
Bottle, 1847, by Iz.J.Lion. 
Stadsschouwburg, 24/11/48. Several times revived after 1850. 
Grand Théâtre, 9/7/87. [В. W . D . ] p. 332 η . 4. 
TAYLOR, TOM, 
Leven roor Leven, a play in 4 acts and 11 scenes, translated from the English of 
Tom Taylor and Charles Reade by B. Lamot. 
A handwritten prompter's copy in the van Lier Library, dated: Sept. 1 866. 
The MS gives the cast of the play as performed in Rotterdam in 1866. It was also 
performed at Dordrecht on 26/6/67. 
The play is probably a translation of Tom Taylor's Two Lores and a Life, 1854. 
Masker en Gelaat, translated from the English Masks and Faces, 18^2, of Tom Taylor 
and Ch. Reade. 
Performed twice in The Hague in iS¡¡. [Gillh.] p . 87. 
De Verborgen Hand, translated from the English Hidden Hand of Bury. 
Performed by Flemish actors at the Theatre des Variétés, 11/10/72. 
(No English playwright Bury traced. The play is possibly Tom Taylor's The 
Hidden Hand, 1864, although [B.W. D.] p . 331 n. 7 does not think so.) 
WEBSTER, BENJAMIN NOTTINGHAM, 
De Betooverde Viool en het Bloemenoproer, a drama-ballet etc. in verse in 2 acts, 
freely adapted from the English by Baron OUapodrida (J. van Lennep). Amsterdam, 
18£i. Stadsschouwburg 20/3/51 (première). 
Given by [L.v.A.] as anonymous. In the preface to the adaptation the play is 
said to be an adaptation from The Devil's Violin. This must be B.N.Webster 's 
The Devil's Violin and the Revolt of the Flowers, 1849. 
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WISEMAN, CARDINAL NICHOLAS PATRICK STEPHEN, 
De Verborgen Diamant, a drama in 2 acts, from the English of N. P. S.Wiseman. 
Amsterdam 1863. (This must be The Hidden Gem.). 
Twee Mysterien of Gewijde Dramas: De Herderinnen te Bethlehem, of De Kerstnacht, 
en (De Mortelle ran) Smte Ursula, adapted from the English of N. Wiseman by 
S.Daems. Herenthals, 1871. [J.A.W.], [L.v.A.] 
U N K N O W N AUTHORS 
The names of the Dutch translators or adapters are given alphabetically. 
ANONYMOUS, 
Een Kapitale Erfenis, of de Corsicaanse Bloedwraak, a farce in 1 act, from the English. 
Kampen, 1874. [L.v.A.] 
De Lantaarn Opsteker, of Het Blinde Meisje en de Kleine Gertruida, a drama in 2 acts 
and 17 scenes, from the English of William Seaman's adaptation from the Amer-
ican novel of the same name. London première on 26/6/f4. 
An undated handwritten copy in the van Lier Library. 
Possibly TAe Lamplighter; or. The Blind Girl's Protegee, 1854, by an unknown 
author. Cf. A.Nicoli, op. cit., V, p. 70J; cf. also ibid., p. 787. 
De Maanhchters, of Het Oproer m Ierland, an Irish drama in ς acts (6 scenes), 
translated from the English by H. Smits. 
An undated handwritten copy in the van Lier Library. An undated letter, 
inserted in the MS, from Jos van Lier to Louis Bouwmeester, refers to the 
latter's direction of the play for van Lier. As Bouwmeester joined the Nether­
lands Stage Society in 1879, it seems probable that the play was performed at 
one of the van Lier theatres before that date. 
De Modewerkster van Londen, a drama in ς acts, freely adapted from the French 
adaptation from Miss E. Braddon's novel Henry Dunbar by F. 
Stadsschouwburg, 24/8/86 (première). 
Μ. E. Braddon's ГЛе Loves of Arcadia, i860.? 
Tom Taylor's Henry Dunbar, і8б£.? 
Sara, a play in 4 acts and 7 scenes. 
A handwritten copy in the van Lier Library, dated: Amsterdam, Nov. i8 f2 . 
The MS gives the cast of the play as performed in Rotterdam. 
The play looks like an adaptation from the English. 
Te Zijn of Niet te Zijn, of De Nalatenschap van Doctor Faustus. 
[B.W.D.] p. 3JI n. 7. 
A. J. G . , 
Die Met Waagt, die Nooit Wint, a comedy in 1 act, translated from the English by 
A.J.G. 
An undated handwritten copy in the van Lier Library. 
A. P. , Een Kalme Dag, a comedy with songs, translated from the English by A.P. 
A handwritten copy in the van Lier Library, dated: June 18^9. On page 1 
of the MS the translation is said to be "from a German adaptation. " 
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B R O E K H O F F , BZ, J, 
Twee Broeders, a dramatic sketch in 3 acts, freely adapted from the English. For 
Amateurs. Purmerend, 1872. [L.v.A.] 
B R U I N , s. DE, 
De Notaris Klerk, freely adapted from the English without women's parts. For 
Amateurs. Kampen, i 8 8 j (3rd impression). [L.v.A.] 
G R E E N E N , W., 
De Landhoeve van Primrose, an "Engelsch volkstafereel " with songs in 1 act, 
freely adapted from the English of (E.) Cormon and Dutertre. 
An undated handwritten copy in the van Lier Library. 
K.,sr., 
Bever en Kever, a comedy in 1 act, freely adapted from the English. For Amateurs. 
Amsterdam, 187J. [L.v.A.] 
KALFF, M., 
Een Klem Misverstand, a comedy in 1 act, adapted from the English. For Amateurs. 
Amsterdam, 1870 (2nd impression 1872). [L.v.A.] 
O P Z O O M E R , с w . , 
Johan van Oldenbarnevelt, an English tragedy, translated from the anonymous 
Sir John van Oldenbarnevelt, 1619. The Hague, i 8 8 j . [L.v.A.] 
By some this play is attributed to J. Fletcher and Ph. Massinger. [L. v. Α.] 
On its publication De Portefeuille, VI, No 47, 21/2/85, remarked that a per­
formance of the play was likely to be forbidden by the Government, just as shortly 
before a performance of H.Th. Boelen's Mary of Utrecht had been forbidden. 
On that occasion the Government had notified the Royal Netherlands Stage 
Society a few days before the performance was due that its subsidies would be 
withdrawn if the play was performed. 
OSSELT, VAN, 
De Waarheid kan geen Herberg vinden, a play in 8 scenes, freely adapted from the 
English. Amsterdam, 1871. [L.v.A.] 
x., 
No 33, Het Derde Huis, Links, a comedy in 1 act, freely adapted from the English. 
Amsterdam, 1876. [L.v.A.] 
The following 8 German translations or adaptations from English plays - part of the van 
Lier Library - also very probably belong to 1850-85. 
They are mentioned here because, like the German versions mentioned above, they 
may easily have been played in Amsterdam by van Lier's German company. 
Die Düpierten, Lustspiel in 1 Aufzuge, frei nach dem Englischen von Dr. Hertz. Köln, 
1863. 
The printed copy gives the cast of the play as performed in Amsterdam by van 
Lier's German company. 
Die Eifersüchtigen, oder Keiner hat Recht, Ein Lustspiel in 4 Aufe. Nach All in the Wrong des 
Murphy von Schröder. Printed in Amsterdam. No date. 
Arthur Murphy's All m the Wrong, 1761. Cf. A.Nicoli, op. cit., Ill, p . 290. 
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К/еіл Heimchen, Charakterbild in 3 Akten. Frei nach Dickens' Marchen Das Heimchen 
am Herde (The Cricket on the Hearth, 184^) von W Weyergang. Printed in Berlin. 
No date. 
Mister Adam's Sundenjall, Schwank in 3 Akten, von John Shettley. 
Printed in München. No date. 
Romeo auf dem bureau. Schwank in 1 Aufzug, mit Benutzung eines Englischen Stoffes von 
Feodor Wehl Berlin, i S j j . 
The copy gives the cast of the play as performed by the German company of van 
Lier. 
Die Schachmaschme, oder Geniestreich über Geniestreich, Lustspiel in 4 Aufzügen, nach dem 
Englischen. Printed in Amsterdam. No date 
There is also a handwritten copy, which reads Frein nach dem Englischen von 
Hemr.Beck, and which is dated· 1843. 
Die Schule der Verliebten, Lustspiel in ς Akten, von C.Blum. Frei nach der Idee des 
Schendan (sie) in dem Lustspiel The Love Chase. An undated handwritten copy. 
James Sheridan Knowles's The Lore Chase, 1837, must be meant. 
Sie ist Wahnsinnig, nach Mélesville, mit Benutzung eines Englischen Stoffes, Recollections 
of a Physician, in The New London Magazine, von L.Schneider 
An undated handwritten copy. (Mélesville was a French author ) 
There is in the same library a Dutch version of this play by J. H. Berlage. It was 
performed at Frascati on 23/10/^9. 
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The Times, London, 1918. 
Arts Gazette, Drama, Music, Art, Literature, A Weekly. Editors J.T.Grein and L.Dunton 
Green, London, 1 Febr. 1919-29 May 1920. New Series, 
18 March 1922-24 Febr. 1923. 
Gallery Gazette, A Monthly. Editor G.F.Abbott, London, May-Dec. 192 1. Continuedas: 
The Curtain, A Monthly Review of the Drama. Editor Charles Hope, London, 1922-32. 
The Illustrated London News, London, 1920-3 j . 
The Sketch, London, 1922-35. 
Christian Science Monitor, An International Daily Newspaper, Boston, U.S.A., 1923-31. 




De Spectator voor Toooeel en Concert, Amsterdam, 1842-^0. 
De Portefeuille, Letterkundig Weekblad, Amsterdam, 18 79-9 j 
(The sub-title was changed several times.) 
Eloquentia, Weekblad gewijd aan Letteren en Uiterlijke Wehprekendheid, Amsterdam, 9 April 
1881-i May 1883. 
Het Tooneel, Orgaan van het Nederlandsch Tooneelvcrbond, Amsterdam, XI, 1881- Nieuwe 
Serie, XXI, 193^. Cf. supra, p . 32 η. 2. 
Het Nieuwe Weekblad, Amsterdam, 1883. 
De Amsterdamsche Courant, Nieuws- en Advertentieblad. Dagblad, Amsterdam, 1883, 1884, 
1886, 1887. 
De Amsterdammer, Weekblad voor Amsterdam, 1884-87. 
Algemeen Handehblad. Dagblad, Amsterdam, 1885-1900. 
Het Vaderland. Dagblad, The Hague, iSSj-igoo. 
De Leeswijzer, Nieuws- en Advertentieblad ter Bevordering van ons Letterkundig Verkeer, Haarlem, 
1884-89 (fortnightly). 
De Lantaarn, The Hague, 1885-87 (fortnightly). 
Hollandia, A Weekly. Founder J .T. Grein, Amsterdam, Nov. 1897-Oct. 1900. 
Haagsche Post, Onafhankelijk Weekblad, The Hague, Oct. 1919-Dec. 1921. 
De Kampioen, Orgaan van de A.N.W.В.,Toeristenbond voor Nederland. The Hague, 1920-22. 
A number of magazines and dailies either referred to in passing or used far less extensively 
than those listed, include: The Fortnightly Review, The New Review, Atheneum, Pall Mall 
Gazette, The Globe, The Star, The Daily Telegraph, De Telegraaf, Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, 
Wereldkroniek, The Modern Language Review, and some others; various scrap-books, 
collections of press cuttings, playbills, and other theatrical material, mostly at the 
British Drama League library, London, at the Enthoven Collection, Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London, the Amsterdam Municipal Archives, and the Toneel-Museum, 
Amsterdam, are mentioned in the notes only. 
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Toneel-Museum, Het, (Amsterdam), 73, notes 
on í , 3Í-8, 4é, 68, 89, 136-7, 140. i92-3» 
196, 2 i i , 228. 
Toneelschool, Amsterdam (Cf. Amsterdam 
School of Dram. Art). 
Tooneel-Vereeniging, Amsterdam, (Stage So-
ciety), 96 ,98-9 , 134. 
Transvaal, 81, 140-1. 
Travers, Ben, 271, ijs-
Tree, Herbert Beerbohm, 88, 87, 90, 109-10, 
117, 123 n. 3, 126, 130, 149, IÍ2-3, I jS, 
17З. 177, 183, 187, 189, 193η. 6. 
Tree, Viola, 240. 
Trench, Herbert, 180-1. 
Treptow, Leon, 19. 
Trial Stage (Cf. Proeftooneel), 1^9. 
Trowbridge, W., 198. 
Turgenev, 2^3. 
Turic, Mr., 183. 
Twixt üght and Dark, 284. 
Uchard, Mario, 1 $7. 
Une de Celles, SS η · é · 
Unger, Gladys, 176. 
Uniacke, John, 137. 
Vachell, Η. Α., ΐ9ί-6, 222. 
Vaderland, Het, ¡ι, loj, 108 η. ι, ι2ο, ι2ο η. 
4, 128 η. ι, 130, 131, 133 "• ι, '93 " · *• 
Valabrèque, Albin, S7> S9 η · 3· 
Valcros, William, 184. 
Valentino, Rudolph, 208. 
Valetta, Miss, 191. 
Valois, Jean, 107, 
Vane, Sutton, 139, 22; , 2jo, 262, 270. 
Vedder, Paul, 64. 
Vedrenne-Barker, 148, 44. n. 1, 1J9, 167, 
17Í. 177-8, 182 and n. 2, 2{ i n. 1, 278. 
Veiller, Bayard, 2^7. 
Veltman, L. J.p 36 n. 2, 37. 
Verhaeren, Emile, 187. 
Verkade, Eduard, 215-8. 
Vemeuil, Louis, 244-ί, 249. 
Vemon, Mr. and Mrs. Frank, 253. 
Verster, Th. M., £2 n. 1. 
Vezey, J. J., 76. 
Vidal, Jules, S9r • '9 · 
Vigilante, 202-4. 
Villiers de l'Isle-Adam, S9· 
Villiers-Stuart, Mrs., 204. 
Vink, Marie, 32. 
Vision of Salome, The, 200. 
Visser, Edmond, 194 η. s-
Volz, Johanna, 81, 83. 
Vondel, Joost van den, 30-1, 36, i8y-6. 
Voorwaarts, Tom (ps. of J. T. Grein), 13. 
Vos, Jan С. de, 8, 23, э · - * . 99. ίο?, " ί , · 3 ί -
Vosmaer, 6s η. ι. 
Voss, Richard, 90. 
„Vriendschap en Eendracht", 12. 
Vries, Beppie de, 228. 
Vries, Henri de, 186, 193 and n. 6, 228. 
Vries, Louis de, 218, 227-8. 
Vries, de ? , 17. 
Vyner, James D., 11 j , 128 n. 2. 
Wagner, H., 69. 
Wagner, Richard, 166. 
Walkley, A. В., 867, ібо. 
Wall, Harry, 188, 190-1, 237, 261. 
Wallace, Edgar, 271, г-js· 
Wallis, Mrs. L., 137. 
Wallner Theater, 8, 9. 
Walterop, H. P. L., (Cf. Henri de Vries), 193 
η. 6. 
Ward, A. С , 168 η. з . 
Ward, Geneviève, 48-9, 78, l o j . 
Warfaz, George de, 213-4, 137> 2 4 0 · 
War, Matinées, 188. 
Watson, Malcolm, js, 102, 137. 
Waxman, S. M., 96 n. 1, 91 n. 1, 106 n. 2, 
108. 
Webber, Byron, 84. 
Webster, John, 114. 
Wedekind, Frank, 82, 147, 2£9. 
Weekly Comedy, The, 67 n. 1, 72-4, 78 n. 4 , 100-
3, ι ° ί · 
Wereldkroniek, De, 171. 
Wertheim, А. С , 33· 
Weseler Zeitung, 2, SS η · 6. 
Wharton, Edith, 148. 
Wheeler, Fred., 190. 
Whelan, Frederick, 207, 210, 2fo. 
Whitaker's Almanacks, 17Í-6 notes, 180-2 notes. 
White, James, 231. 
Whittaker, R., 191. 
Whytc, Frederick, 116 n. 4, 126 n. 3. 
Wilde, Oscar, 86, 119, 12;, 133, 139, 174, 
• 9 ' . ' 9 Í . i97-*o6, 22 i , 243, 2 ϊο . 
Wildenbruch, Ernst von, 14J. 
Wille, Bruno, 97. 
Williams, Emlyn, 273. 
Willoughby, Kitty, 239-40. 
Wills, Freeman, 61, 19;. 
Wilson, Frank H., 2^8. 
Winsloe, Christa, 248. 
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Wintere, Keith, 273. 
Wisehus, Samuel, I., 30. 
Wodehouse, P. G., 27^. 
Wolfe, Geoffrey, 238. 
Wolff, P., 184. 
Wolff, Theodor, 96. 
Woman's, Theatre, The, 179. 
Wood, Mrs. Henry, 138. 
Workers' Theatre, A, 242. 
Worp, J. Α., 4Í-47 notes. 
Wright, Mrs. Theodore, 80, 120, i j ? . 
Wycherley, William, 44, 237. 
Wyndham, Sir Charles, I J S . 
Yeats, W. В., i8o. 
Yellow Book The, 79, 128 η. з. 
Yiddisch Theatre for London, A, 213. 
Young, Charles L., 43, 61. 
Young, Gordon, 211. 
Zangwill, Israel, 84, 119, i£2, i£4-£, 160, 
238, 260, 270. 
Zetterberg, Miss, 80. 
Zola, Emile, 12-14 and n. 1, 21, 97 n. 1, 106, 
4 4 - Î . 119. i*6> 134. 2 i 4 . *3Í. 2Í3· 
Zubli, A. J., 36, n. 2. 
Zuylen, A. van, 7, 37, 47, 134 n. 1. 
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INDEX OF PLAYS 
Dutch, English, French and German plays are indexed under the titles under which they were 
performed, even if some of these titles (mostly Dutch) do not occur in the book. In those cases 
— unless the title is clear in itself — the translated title used in the book is added in brackets e.g. : 
Vrienden van Ons {Nos Intimes). The translated title will be found again under its own section. 
American plays are listed under English titles. (Am) is added. 
Austrian, Italian, Russian, Scandinavian, Spanish and other plays appear with a few exceptions only 
under their English titles. 
(Aust), (D), (Dan), (E), (F), (G), (It), (N), (R), (Sp), (Sw) are added to indicate translations from 
the Austrian, Dutch, Danish, English, French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Russian, Spanish and 
Swedish. 
My own translations of titles are not indexed, nor are the plays listed in the two Appendices, pp. 
2 8 7 - 3 2 2 . 
Of some plays the original titles could not be traced. 
D U T C H T I T L E S 
Adrienne Lecouvreur (F), 18. 
Advertentiênj 11, and n. 4. 
Ahasvérus, 135. 
Als de eene hand de andere wascht (E), i j j η ι. 
Als de Klokken Luiden, 221. 
Als Ik Koning nas (E), 19^. 
Androcles en de Leeuw (E), 19$. 
Annemie, 47, 48 η. ι, 63. 
Armoede en Grootheid (Armut und Edelsinn), 4. 
Artiest, 13 j . 
Belachelijke Hoofsche Juffers ( t e Preneuses Ridi­
cules), 99. 
Belangrijkheid ψαη Ernst, De (E), 19$. 
Ben Uil, de Zoon ran de Nacht (F), 31. 
Bertram en Bertram (tr.?), {3. 
Beschermengel, De (Der Schutzgeist), 19. 
Beursspel (La Bourse), 18, 27. 
Bibhothekans, De (G), 5. 
Billee Taylor (E), 41· 
Blanchette (F), 134. 
Blauwe Grot, De (G), 73. 
Bloedbruiloft, of de Bartholomaeusnacht, De (Der 
Blmhochzeit, oder Die Bartholomäusnacht), 39. 
Brand m de Jonge Jan, 193, and n. 6. 
Bultenaar, De (F), 4. 
Burger Humbert (Le Lion Amoureux), 18, 24. 
Candida (E), 19Í, ιις, 11¡. 
Candidatuur van Bommel, De, 136. 
Cesaren Cleopatra (E), 19ξ. 
Charlotte Corda/ (F), 9, 18. 
Cjprienne (Divorçons), 18, 21, 26. 
Dawcheffs, De (F), 34. 
Deborah (G), 47. 
Dertig Zilverhngen, 190. 
Dokter Klaus (G), ς. 
Dokters Dilemma, Een (E), i g j . 
Dokter tegen Wil en Dank (Médecin malgré Lui), ц . 
Dolle Hans, 227. 
Dolly Beurt Zich (E), 19$. 
Domheldsmacht, 13f. 
Dora (F), 19. 
Dora Kremer, 13$. 
Drie Musketiers van den Koning, De (F), 34. 
Droomleven, 11 ς п. 2. 
East Lentie, of Een Misstap uit Jalousie (E), 138. 
Eenzamen, De (G), 13; . 
Eer, De (Die Ehre), 134. 
Eerloos, 13$. 
Eer van John Glayde, De (E), 193 n. 6, i g j . 
Eeuwige Trio, Het (E), 196. 
Elisa (La Fille Elisa), 134. 
Erfgenamen van Rabourdw, De (F), 134-5. 
Erminie (E), 138-9. 
Estelle, of Vader en Dochter (F), 11. 
Fabrieksbaas, De (The Middleman), 74, 138, 193. 
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Familie Evrard. De (F), IJ. 
Familie Lehman De (G), 218 and n. 3. 
Fanny ( E ) , tsS· 
Fannys Eerste Tooneelstuh (E), 19$. 
Fatinitza (G), I J . 
Fatsoen, 13$. 
i-acsocn en Anist, ι зг. 
Fèdora (F), 19. 
Femma, 21g, 226 and n. 4. 
Fernande (F), 19 n. 3, 22 n. 2, 23. 
Fiammtna (F), 5, 95 n. 6. 
Fijne Beschulten, 10. 
Fourchambaults, De (F), 37. 
Froment Jr. en Hisler Sir. (F), 34. 
Gabrielle (F), 34. 
Geheim van den Veroordeelde, Het, 12 η. ι. 
Geheim ran het Huurrijtuig, Het (E), 138. 
Geheim ran Miss Aurora, Het (F), 31. 
Gehuwd 7, 12. 
GeriAfl, De (E), 139. 
Gekocht en Betaald (E), 19$. 
Getemde Feeb, De (E), 2 2$. 
Ghetto, 82-3, I J Í , 140, 193. 
Goede Buitenlui Die, (F), IJ, 19 n. 3. 
Gondeliers, De (E), 139. 
Goudnschje, Het, 110 n. 2, 114 n. 6, 13J. 
Grafsteen, of De Steenhouwer, De (F), 4. 
Gravin Sarah, 7ς. 
Gnngoire (F), 134-i. 
Groóte ^fontuur. Het (E), 19£· 
Grootste Belooning, De, 11, 
Gulden Riddertijd, De (E), 19; . 
Hoor TTIUIS (tfe-mac), 134. 
Hamlet (E), 8, 18 n. 2, 21, 31, 36, n. 2 38, 40, 
14, 217. 
Handelaren en Aristocraten (E), 72. 
Handschoen, De {The Gauntlet), 134. 
Het/da Gafcíer (N), 107, 134. 
Herodes (E), 19Í. 
Hillarys, De (E), 19$. 
H. M. S. Pinafore (E), 139. 
Hobsons Dochters (E), igf. 
Hoe Langer Hoe Gekker (E), 139. 
Huizen van den Weduwnaar, De (E), 19$. 
Weo/e Echtgenoot, Een (E), 19$. 
/n de KJem (F), 193. 
/n de Nachttrein, 1 3 , 9 1 . 
Indringer, De (L'Intruse), 1 34. 
Industrieel van Pont-Avesnes, De (Le Maitre des 
Forges), is η. i , 37. 
Intérieur (F), 13; . 
Jadt Sheppard (F), 31. 
JanusTulp, 22, 3 9 , 4 7 . 
yeufld (G), 134. 
Joan Wouterszoon, 3 1. 
John Gabriel Borkman (Ν), 135. 
Julius Caesar (E), 140. 
Katharina de Groóte (E), 19;. 
Kiesvereenigmg van Stellendijk, De, 47, 49. 
Klaveren Aas (F), 21. 
Kleine Eyolf, De, (N), 13$. 
Kleine Lord, De, (Little iord Fauntleroy), 137. 
Koopman van Venetië, De (E), 36, 40, 217. 
Krankzinnig uit Liefde (F), 4, j . 
land der Belofte, Het (E), 19^. 
Lastertongen (E), 34-$. 
Ledige Wieg, De, 47-9. 
Levende Brug, De (E), 139. 
Leugenaars, De (E), 195. 
Lied ran den ¿fuzíJÍant, ííet (G), 23. 
Lise Fleuron (F), 28. 
Londen en Parijs (E), 19$. 
Londen, Nieuw om Oud (E), 9ƒ η. 6, ι$6. 
Lord Quex (E), 139, 168, 192, i g j . 
Losbol, De (The Profligate), 73, 137. 
Lotgevallen van Juffrouw Brown, De (E), 139. 
¿ouïs XI (F), 3 1 . 
Lucifer, 30, 18 j . 
Machines (G), 19. 
Magiër. De (E), 19$. 
Majoor Barbara (E), 19J. 
Manus de Snorder, 47, 49. 
Mane Antoinette (F), 47. 
Manna (E), 68. 
Marmeren Beelden en Ijskoude Harten (Les Filles de 
Marble), ς. 
Meesteren Knecht (E), 139. 
/Meid, De (The Hired Girl), 193. 
Meisje van 16 Jaar, Een (E), 4$ η. 6. 
/Иеп Kan Νοοιί H^ eten (E), 19$. 
Mensch en Oppermensch (E), 195. 
Mensch, Erger je Niet (G), 19. 
Л/е гош Warrens Beroep (E), 19J and η. ι. 
Mijlpalen (E), 195. 
Mijn OJfìcieele Vrouw (E), 139. 
Mikado, De (E), 139-40. 
Militaire Willemsorde, De, 47. 
Minderwaardig Geslacht, Het (E), 10;. 
Misdaad bij Nacht (E), 138-9. 
Aiiss Hobbs (E), I9 i . 
Miss Julia (Sw), I3£. 
.Wiss Multon, of De Engelsche Gouvernante (F), 18 
n. 2. 
Moeder, Een (E), 139. 
Motten (E), 139. 
jWr. Barnes ran Neir Vort (E), 68-9, 137. 
Musette (F), 134. 
Naar de Koloniale Tentoonstelling, 23. 
Niemand sterft van Blijdschap (La Jote Fait Peur), 3 ς. 
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Nieuwe Dokter, Een, г ι η. 2. 
Nieuwe Huis, Het (Maison Neuve), 26. 
Nieuwe Jongen, De (E), 139. 
Nieuwe Prefekt, De (F), 23. 
Ntobe (E), 139. 
Nora (Ν), 99, loj, 134. 
Odette (F), 8, 
Oester, De (E), 19e. 
Onbelangrijke Vrouw, Een (E), 19^. 
Onder Ons, ι ¡ς. 
Onze Kau (E), 19Í. 
Onze Vrouwen (G), 6, 7. 
Oogsttijd (E), 139. 
Oom Benjamin (E), 139. 
Op Aßetalmg (E), 138. 
Op Hoop van Zegen, 13Í, 1^9, 190. 
Opzei en Toeval (E), 196. 
Orgeldraaier en zijn Pleegkind, De (Der Leiermann 
und sein Pßegehnd), i o . 
Othello (E), 2, 31, 3ί η. ι, 36 and η. 2, 40. 
Ouderlijk Huis, Het (Cf. Haar TAuis). 
Paladijn, Een, {9 n. 6. 
Popa (G), i í - 6 . 
Pano (E), 19Í. 
Patii de Vagebond (E), 139. 
Peggjr Míjn Kind (E), 19Í. 
Penelope (E), 19Í. 
Poppenwtnkel (E), 1 39. 
Proefpijl, De (Der Probepfeil), 19. 
Professor Crampton (G), 134. 
Pygmalion (E), 19^. 
Quinneys, De (E), 19$. 
Bantzaus, De (F), 9. 
Яеск tot Staten, Het (E), 2 22. 
Reis от de Wereld in Tachtig Dagen (F), 33. 
Richard III (E), 31, 38, 40, Jo. 
WericJ) HeWcr (G), 27. 
Romeo en Juliet (E), 31, 36, 39 η. 3, S-
Rose Dominos (F), 138. 
Rosmersholm (N), 135" η. ι. 
Rutherford & Co (E), ig ς. 
Ruth Kirby, of Sterk in de Verzoeking (E), 138-9. 
Salome (E), 199-200. 
San Toc (E), 139. 
Schakeis (Links), ідо. 
Schelmen van Londen, De (G), 139. 
Schermer, Bessern en Co, 4, 12. 
Schoolmeester, De, 190. 
Schoone Galathée, De (E), i o . 
Schuld, De, 8. 
Schurkenstreken (E), 139. 
Sherlock Holmes (E), 139. 
Sodoms Ondergang (G), 134. 
Sofonisbe (G), 34. 
Sonnet, Het, 21, до η. 3. 
Spelen met Vuur (Playing with Fire), 135. 
Spoken (Ghosts), 107, 134. 
Steep/e C/iase (G), 18 n. 2. 
Steunpilaren der Maatschappij, De (The Pillars of 
Society), 37, loé , I3ï . 
Stiefiindenjes (E), 139. 
Stuivertje Wisselen (E), 196. 
Suzanne, 91-2. 
Tante van Charlie, De (E), 138-9. 
Tartuffe (F), 36. 
Teeken des Kruises, Het (The Sign of the Cross), 139. 
Te Wapen (E), 19J. 
Theodora (F), ι j η. j . 
Thérèse Raqui η (F), 134-J. 
rbuis (Cf. Haar Thuis), 
Tooneelstudiën, 4. 
Triify (E), 139. 
Tweede Mevrouw Tanquerqy, De (E), 139. 
Ttvee Tudors, 31. 
Twee Weezen, De (F), 223. 
Tfi-annie der Tranen, De (E), 19$. 
Uitgaan, 33, Í9 n. 3. 
Uncle Sam (F), 19 η. з · 
Vader (E), 139 η. ι. 
Vader, De (Sw), 134. 
Kan Dolens van Poelwijk, De, 21 п. 2. 
Verborgen Geluk (Das Gluck im Winkel), 13$. 
Verlaten Post, De, 190. 
Vijand des Volks, Een (Ν), I J , 18, 20, 38, 106-7. 
Viohers, De, 187. 
Kisite, £en (Dan), 134. 
Vlinder, De (E), 19$, 22$. 
Vlinders (Schmetterlingsschlacht), ij¡. 
Voerman Henschel (G), 13$. 
Vorstenschool, De, 47. 
Vreemdeling, De (E), 19J. 
Vrienden van Ons (Nos Intimes), 19 п. з. 
Vriend Frits (F), 9, 47. 
Vrouw der Zee, De (The Lady of the Sea), 107, I3J. 
Vrouwenharten (Scand), 9. 
Waaier, De (E), 139. 
Wandelende Jood, De (E), 222. 
Wereld Waarin Men Zich Verveelt, Eene (F), 6, 7, 
37, 39· 
Wevers, De (G), 134. 
Wie í s ' t ' (E) , 196. 
Wilde Eend, De (The Wild Duck), 107, 134. 
Wintervoeten (Cf. In de Nachttrein), 
Zee-Kapitem, De (The Sea-Captain), 35. 
Zevende Gebod, Het, 13$. 
Ziejbe Familie, Een (Eine Kranke Familie), 19. 
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Zijn Meis/e komt uit, 21. 
Zijn Tweede Vrouw (E), 195. 
Ztlverkonmg, De (E), 72 n. 8. 
Zoon van Corúiie, De (Le Fils de Corahe), 26, ібу. 
E N G L I S H T I T L E S 
Abraham Lincoln, 209, 228, 260. 
Ace, The (G), 248. 
Adding Machine, The (Am), 2^9-60. 
Admirable Bashville, or Constancy Unrewarded, The, 
167. 
After AU, 272. 
After Dark, 139, 
Alan's Wife, i i i - 6 , 122 n. 1, 123-4, ІІЛ n - >· 
All God's Chilian Got Wmgs (Am), 258. 
Alone in London, {3 . 
Amazons, The, 169. 
Amber Heart, The, 61. 
Ambush, 262. 
Ambush of Young Days, The, 128 n. 3. 
Anarchy (Cf. Paul Kaurar) (Am), 88. 
Anatomist, The, 273. 
Androcles and the Lion, 167, 19J. 
And That is the Truth (It), 2^^. 
Anna Christie (Am), 2^8. 
Antony and Cleopatra, 112, and n. ; , 149. 
Arden of Feversham, 237, 238 n. 2. 
Armada, 67 η. ς. 
Arms and the Man, 122, τ6ς and n. 2, 19$, 208. 
As You Desire Me (It), 256. 
At a Health Resort, ιις. 
At 8 A. M., 227-8. 
At 8 'Oclocb, 227. 
Λί Airs. Beam's. 261. 
Aunt Jack, 71. 
yfu^usius Does tts Bit, 167-8. 
Bad Shepherds, The (F), 187, 210. 
Barretts of Wimpole Street, The, 273. 
Barrier, The, 172. 
Barrister, The, 61. 
Batt/e of tie Buttei/7ies (G), gf n. 6, 13$, i f j , 
I Í9 n. ¡. 
Bauble Shop, The, 139. 
Bear, The (R), 2$2. 
Beau Austin, 75. 
Beauty and the Beast, 86. 
Beaux' Strategem, The, 209. 
Be/ore Sunset (G), 248. 
Beggar's Opera, The, 230. 
Bejie of New York, The, 140 n. 3, 192. 
Betrayal, The (R), 2^3. 
Beyond the Horizon (Am), 2ς8. 
Big Drum, The, 169. 
Bill of Divorcement, 230, 261. 
Billee Taylor, 4ζ. 
Birds ofPasage (F), 187. 
Bittei-Sweet, 27 j . 
Black Cat, The, ιις-б, ill n. 1, 123-4, 186. 
Blackmailers, The, 128 n. 3. 
Black Sheep, 128 n. 3. 
Blanchette (F), 9$ n. 6, 113, 116, 127, l f4-6. 
Blessed Are the Rich, 261. 
Bfot in the 'Scutcheon, A, 11 3-5. 
Blue-bells of Scotland, The, 60 η. ς. 
Blue Bird, r/ie(F), 181. 
Bluff King Hall, 170. 
Bought and Paid For, i g j . 
Brand (N), 117, 126. 
Brass Paperweight, The (R), 2J4. 
Breadwinner, The, 270. 
Breaking a Butterfly (N) (Cf. Nora), 104. 
Broadway (Am), 2£7. 
Brothers Karamazov, The (R), 2^4. 
BUCJKÍ SJiop, Tie, 282. 
Burgomaster of Stillemonde, The (F), 22c. 
Cabbages and Kings (It), 214. 
Cabinet Minister, The, 86. 
Cafcman, Tie (D), 47. 
Caesar and Cleopatra, ι$ς. 
Caesar's Wife, 208. 
Camille (F), 17. 
Candida, 114, іб£-6, 192, i9£, 216, 222. 
Captain Brassbound's Conversion, 167. 
Carman Henschel (G), 187. 
Carmen-up-to-date, 140. 
Cose of Arson, A (D), 193 and n. 6. 
Casilis Engagement, The, 178. 
Caste, 44, £0, 66, 145. 
Catherine the Great, 19$. 
Cavalcade, 276. 
Cenci, TVie, 97 n. 2. 
Chains, 1 7 Í , 1 8 2 , 1 9 1 . 
Charity That Began At Home, The, 178. 
Charlie's Aunt, 139, 196 η. ι. 
Cherry Orchard, The, 252-3. 
Children in Uniform, 248. 
CAWi Widow, The, iji n. 3. 
Choice, The, 209, 
C/iosen People, The (R), 2^2. 
Circle, The, 230, 270. 
Cm/ HOr (F), ϊ 6 . 
CWigo (G), 113-114. 
Cfoisters, ГАе (F), 187 and η . 8. 
CocJt ЯоЬіп (Am), 260. 
Colonel Wotherspoon, 274. 
Come to Meet the Bride, 238. 
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Coming of Gabrielle, The, 260. 
Coming of Peace, The (G), 147. 
Compromising Coat, The, 93 n. 2 t 94. 
Comrades (Sw), 2 f i . 
Constant Wife, The, 270. 
Corneiius, 274. 
Counsellor-at-Law (Am), 260. 
Count X, 223. 
Cousin Kate, 19 s. 
Cradle, The, i i £ , 133, 13^. 
Creditors, The (Sw), 251. 
Crime (Am), г ^ . 
Crime at fl/osvom's, 273. 
Cromwell, 260. 
Crusaders, The, 87. 
Cymbehne, 78, 2б£. 
Су rene, %£. 
Dame aux Camelias, La, 238 η. 2. 
Dance of Death, The (Sw), 2 j i . 
Dancing Girl, The, 77, 86, 89, 137, 170. 
Dangerous Age, The, 171. 
Dante, 11 £, 116 n. 2. 
Dori Іаіік о/" the Sonnets, The, 210. 
David, 87. 
Death of a Soul, The, 157. 
Death of Count Geoffrey, The, Ι2ς. 
Debutante, The, 11 ς. 
Delayed Film, The (D), 2*4-$. 
Denise (F), ιςβ. 
Desire under the Elms (Am), 258. 
Devil's Disciple, The, 166. 
Dick Venables, 85. 
Disraeli, 170. 
Distaff Side, The, 272. 
Doctor, The (F), ς?. 
Doctor of Dreams, The (D), 226-7. 
Doctor's Dilemma, The, 167, і 9 £ . 
Doll's House, A (N) (Cf. Nora), 7 1 . «β, io4-f, 
1 1 2 , 114-6, 2 1 2 . 
Dol¡y Reforming Herself, 189, 19$". 
Dominion of Darkness, The (R), 119, 126, 
Don Juan (F), 119, 126. 
Don Juan in Hell, 167. 
Do Not Trifle With Love (F), 237. 
Don Quixotte, 181. 
Douaumont (G), 247. 
Drake, 170. 
Dr. Bernhardt (Aust), 238, 2£ 1. 
Dfini(F), 2^3. 
Duchess of Afalfi, The, 114, 116, 123. 
Dumb Man's Curse, A, 193 n. 6. 
fast Lynne, 137. 
Elisabeth (G), 248. 
£/iza Comes to Stay, 171. 
Elzevier (Hungarian), 236. 
Emilia Galotti (G), 9$ n. 6, 119. 
Emperor and Galilean (N), 104. 
Emperor Jones, The (Am), 2^8. 
Empress of the Balkans (tr.), 186. 
Empty Cradle, The (D), 47-9. 
Enemy of the People, An (N), i j , 18, 2o, 38, 104, 
1 OÍ η. ς, ιο6, 114, 212. 
Engaged, 61. 
Engagement, An (Dan), 126. 
English Rose, 77ie, 89. 
Ermime £3, 138. 
Esther Sandrez, 8£. 
£t Puis Bonsoir, a ballet (F), 210. 
Exiled, 270. 
¿pes rAat Яаге Seen, TAe (F), 80. 
Faithful, The, 209. 
Faithful Heart, The, 230. 
Fallen Angels, 272. 
Fallen Leaves, 225·. 
Family Man, The, 230. 
Family ñeumon. A, 12$. 
Fanny's First Play, 195. 
Farmer's Wife, The, lyi n. 6. 
Fascinating Mr. Vandervelt, The, 171. 
Father, The (Sw), 119, 12$, 131 and n . 2, 2 j i , 
2*3* 
f oust (G), 237. 
Faustme (It), 126. 
Faust-up-to-date, 140. 
Fedora (F), 230. 
Fiammma (F), 9^ n. 6, і£7 . 
Fire m the Opera House (G), 247. 
First Call, A (F), 1*6-7. 
First Episode, 273. 
First Step, The, 126 and n. $. 
Fiat to let, 273-4. 
Flowers of the Forest, 272. 
F¡ying Trapeze, The, ίςο. 
For Services Rendered, 270. 
Foundations, 223-4. 
Freaks, The, 169. 
From Morn to Midnight (G), 247. 
Fruits of Enlightenment, The (R), 2 i 2 . 
Fugitive, The, 222-4. 
Galley Slaves (Icelandic), 211. 
Gallows Glorious, 273. 
Garden of Eden, The (G), 248. 
Gauntlet, The (N), 119, 126. 
Gay Lord Quex, The, 139, 168, 192, 19*. 
Geisha, The, 139. 
General Post, 191-2, 196. 
Gentlemen of the Road, 181. 
Getting Married, 167. 
Ghetto (D), 82-3, 140, 193, 227. 
Ghosts (N), 7 1 , y ς п. з , 104-9» 1 І 4» i1*», і і 8 -
-2о, 122, 124. ι32> ι 6 ί » 167-8, 212, 236, 
279» 2 8 2 . 
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Glamour, 273. 
Glittering Gate, The, 210. 
Golden Band, The, 6 1 . 
Golden Toy, The (bid?), 2£о. 
Goldfish, The (D), n o n. 2, 114, 120-1, 13Î-6, 
186. 
Gold Mme, The (Am), 88. 
Gondoliers, The, 74, 139. 
Good Companions, The, 273. 
Good Hope, The (D), 13J, 159, 190, 193. 
Grain of Mustard Seed, The, 209. 
Grand Hotel (G), 248 n. 9, i¡o. 
Great Adventure, The, 19s· 
Great Day, The, 209. 
Great Lover, The, 230. 
Green Goddess, The, 261. 
Gnerson's Way, ijo. 
Grip, The(F), 193. 
Gypsy Princess, The (Aust), 219. 
Hairy Ape, The (Am), 2^8. 
Hamlet, 78-80, 87, 140, 149, 192, 249, ι6ς-6. 
Hannele (G), 146, 148. 
Happy Families, 261. 
Happy Noot, A (G), ss, "· 6, 148, if4-r, if?. 
Harbour Lights, 89. 
Harvest, 139. 
Havoc, 261, 
H<jp Fever, 262. 
Heanbreah House, 230. 
HecMa Gabler (Ν), 106-7, , 0 9> · ·* η · í i I 1 4 . 
116-7, 212. 
Heirs of Rabourdm, The (F), n j , 122 n. 1, 126, 
128. 
He/J by the Enemy, 6 1 . 
Helena's Path, 182. 
Henrietta, The, 87. 
Hen/7 /P (It), 2ÍÍ-6. 
Henry IV, Part I, 264. 
Herod, 1 £2, 19Í. 
He (Wio Gets Stopped (R), 2^3. 
Higfc Treason, 279 n. 3. 
Hindle Wakes, 19Í, 223. 
Hired Girl, The (D), 193. 
His House in Order, 169, 195, 200. 
H.M.S. Pinafore, 139. 
Hobson's Choice, 176, 19$. 
Home and Beauty, 209. 
Honeymoon, The, 19J. 
Honour, The (D), 119, 136. 
Honour, The (G), 144-i, 147. 
Hoodman Blind, £3 . 
Hop/a (G), 247. 
Heir 5Ae bed to Her Husband, 166. 
Humble Pie, 72 n. 6. 
Hunchback, The (F), 4 . 
Ibsen's Ghosts; or, Toole-up-to-date, 118. 
Ideal Husband, An, 174, 1 9 ; . 
Ifl Were King, iSS, i j j . 
Imaginary Invalid, The (F), 237, 238 n. 1, 244. 
Immortal Memoiy, The, 191. 
Importance of being Earnest, The, 174, 19Í, 2£0. 
Inca of Perusalem, 168. 
/л Chancery, 43 . 
/nsuJt (D), 227. 
/n t/ie Garden of Citrons, 9$, 128 n. 3, 284. 
In the Hospital (Aust), 148, 2fi n. 1. 
/n theZone (Am), 2^9. 
Intrigue and Love (G), 2£o. 
Intruder, The (F), 117. 
Ли, IJ2, l68. 
Israel in the Kitchen, 238. 
It's a Boy (G), 248. 
/t-anor (R), 2^2. 
Jasper Bright (G), 193 n. 6. 
Jensen Family, The (Dan), i { 4 - { . 
Jerry-Builder Solness, 11 ς, 118. 
yew Suss ( G ) , 248 o. 9. 
/im tAe Penman, 61. 
Jobmaster Henschel (G) (Cf. Carmaster H.), 144, 
187. 
John Barleycorn, 2 j 8 . 
УоАп Bull's Other Island, ι6ς η . 2, 167, 19 1 · 
John Ferguson, 209. 
John Gabriel Borkman (N), 112 and п. ¡, т . 
John Glqyde's Honour, 193 n. 6, 19Î. 
Josephine (Aust), 2£o. 
Journey's End, 273. 
Joy of Living, The (G), 148. 
Joyous Adventures of Aristide Pujol, The, 224. 
Judah, л , 86, 88-9, 137. 
Judith, 209. 
Judith Shakespeare, 118-9, 126. 
Julius Caesar, 82, 140. 
Juno and the Paycock, 262, 271. 
ymtice, 173, I 7 i , i8 i-2, 223, 246. 
Kammersänger, Der (G), 147-8. 
Karthoum, {о. 
Katerina (R), 2f 3. 
Katherine and Petruchio, 82. 
Юпд ¿ear, 181, 253, 
Kiss, TTie (F), 114, 118-9, l 9 6 · 
Kiss for Cinderella, A, 173. 
Kiss in Spring, A, 268. 
Kiss or TVo, Л, 171. 
Kitte Grey (F), i f ? . 
Knight of the Burning Pestle, The, 230. 
KnigAt Posset/ By, A, 227-8. 
lady Bountiful, 8 ; . 
£adr Cai/s on Peter, A, 161. 
Lady from the Sea, The, (N), 112, 116, 126, 13; , 
187 , 1 9 1 , 2 1 0 - 1 . 
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Lady Huntworth's Experiment, 189. 
Ladyjuhe (Sw), i j i . 
Lady Tetiey's Divorce, 145. 
Lady Windermere's Fan, 86, 139, 174, 198. 
Lancashire Lass, The, 138. 
Lancelot of Danmark (D), 227. 
Land of Promise, The, 19$. 
Last Chance, The, ¡2. 
Left Baak, The (Am), 260. 
Legacy, The (G), ι ¡6. 
Lehmann Family, The (D) (G), 218 and n. 3. 
Uida (D), l i j and η. j , ιις α. ς, iìS-6. 
Letter, The, 239. 
Leay, 168-9. 
l ie . The, 19Í, 261. 
Li/è's α Dream (Sp), 237, 238 n. 1. 
Ii/i TTiot ƒ Gore Him, The (It), 2 ί ί . 
Iig/its Out (G), 148. 
Linfa (D), 1Í9. 193. 
Lion Hunters, The (F), 1^4. 
LittleEyoIf(N),Tj, 79-80, 111-2, 127, i i s , 
2 1 2 . 
LiCt/e Loi-J Fauntlerqy, 71, 89, 9 i n. 6, 137 
and n. 2, 3. 
Utile Man, The, 270. 
London Calling, 262. 
London Pnde, 176. 
London Wall, 272. 
Lonely Uves (G), 126, 147, 159. 
Lonely Road, The, 241. 
Long Lire Li/i (G), 187. 
Lirais-ЩР), j i . 
Lore Adrift (G), 248. 
Le« is eAe Best Doctor (F), 244. 
Love's Labour Lost, 113-4. 
Love Wutcfies, (Am) (F), 181. 
Leiver Depths, The (R), 164. 
Loyalties, 232, 246, 263. 
Macbeth, ц η. 2, 64, 140, 266. 
Machine Wreckers, The (G), 246. 
Madras House, The, 172, 18I. 
Magda (G), 78-9, 143, 147, 241, 2£о. 
Magic, ΐ 9 ί . 
Magistrate, The, 43, 62, 73, 189. 
Major Barbara, 167, 19^. 
Make-beliefs (Dan), 93 n. 2, 94-1. 
Maker of Men, A, 171. 
Maker of Woman, The, ι $7. 
Man and his Portrait, The (G), 148. 
Man and Masses (G), 247. 
Man and Superman, 167, I9f. 
Manjrom Blankley's, The, 173, 242. 
Man in the Stalls, The, 196. 
Man of Destiny, A, IÍ4-Í , 159, 166. 
Man of Honour, A, 172. 
Man's Lore, A (D), 71, 91-3, i n , i i i - 6 , 127. 
Man trith a Flower in Ais Mouth, The (It), гц. 
Man with a Load of Mischief, 248. 
Λίοη with the Portfolio, The (R), 241. 
Mariana (Sp), i£6. 
Marquesa, The, 137-8. 
Manage à la Mode (F), 244. 
Marriage of Figaro, The (F), 237, 238 n. 1. 
Marrying Phyllis, 19^. 
Mary Rose, 208, 230. 
Mary Stuart, 260. 
Aiosi of Virtue, The (G), 248. 
Master and Man, 139. 
Master-Builder, The (N), 114, 117. 
Master of the House, The (G), 1^6. 
Mqyfalr (F), 43. 
Aiedea (Greek), 209. 
Medium (G), 24$. 
Mercedes (Am), 1^6-7. 
Merchant of Venice, The, 36, 192, 217. 
Merry Wives of Windsor, The, 149. 
Message from Mars, Α, ιςΒ. 
Michael and his Lost Angel, 77. 
Mid-Channel, 169, 192, ιις-j, 224. 
Middleman, The, 62, 72-4, 88-9, 136-7, 193. 
Midsummer Fires (G), 95 η. 6, 147, ι £9 and η. ς. 
Midsummer Night's Dream, Α, 26ς. 
Mikado, The, 43, £3, 139-40. 
Milestones, I9£, 229. 
Mina, The, 192η. ι. 
"Mind the Paint" Girl, The, 169. 
Minister's Call, The, 114. 
Misalliance, 167, 181. 
Miss Hobhs, 189, 19 j . 
Missing Man, A, 69, 137. 
Miss in her Teens; or, The Medley of Lovers, 45 n. 6. 
Miss Vere d'Arsay, 1^7. 
Mistress of the Beeches, The (F), 22f. 
Л/осі Emperor, The (It), 2^6. 
Mollusc, The, 192, 196, 268. 
Monde où l'on s'ennuie. Le (F) (Cf. 77ie Lion 
Hunters), 9 ί n. 6, IÍ3-4, 173. 
Money, Money I (It), 214. 
Monica's Blue Boy, 169. 
Monna Vanna, 187-8, 22{, 282. 
Month in £Йе County, Λ (R), 2^3. 
Moon in tAe Yellow River, The, 273. 
Morocco Bound, 140. 
Mother of Pearl (G), 249. 
MotAs, 139. 
Mouse, The (F), 9$ n. 6, 1^7. 
Л/г. Barnes of New York, 68-9, 137. 
Л/г. Uvermore's Dream, 169. 
/tfri. FisAer's HOr (G), 248 n. 9. 
Airs. Warren's Profession, 122, 164-i, i g j and 
n. 1. 
Much Ado About Nothing, 87, 26j . 
Murder in c/ie Cathedral, 81. 
Afusie Cure, T7ie, 167. 
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Musical Chairs, 273. 
Aíy Lady Virtue, 170. 
My Official Wife, 139. 
Mystery of a Hansom Cab, The, Ï 3 8 . 
My Sweetheart, 140. 
Nachtasyl (R), 164 η. 2. 
Napoleon (G), 119. 
Napoleon, the Hundred Days (It), 254. 
hew Acres and Old Men, 72. 
New Boy, The, 139. 
New Lamps for Old, ss o. 6, 138. 
Newly Married Couple, The (N), 118. 
Niobe, 139. 
Norj (N) (Cf. Λ Doll's House), 43, 104-i, 1 
Northern Aspect, A, 128 n. 3. 
Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith, The, 168. 
O'Gnndles, The, 171. 
O/i, Daddy (G), 248. 
OU Friends, 182. 
OM Heidelberg (G), 146, 248. 
One Summer's Day, 170. 
OnJy И'а)', The, 19Í. 
On tiic Влпіг, 91. 
Othello, 87, 241. 
Our Boys, yo, 66. 
Our Diva (F), jS. 
Our Flat, 13 В. 
Ours, 4 4 . 
Out of the Blue (Aust), 241. 
Outward Bound, 250, 262. 
Page 97, 193 n. 6. 
Paladine, A (D), 9Í n. 6, 186, 193. 
Pan and the Young Shepherd, 178. 
Papa's Honeymoon ( G ) , 90 . 
Partnership, 191. 
Passing of the Third Floor Back, The, 195. 
Patience, 140. 
РаиП(К), 2уз. 
Paul íCauvar (Am) (Cf. Anarchy), 88. 
Peg of My Heart, 19^. 
Pelleas and Melisande ÇF), 127. 
Penelope, 195. 
Peter's Mother (F), 177. 
Peter t/ie Great, 82, i j i . 
Petticoat Perfidy, 43. 
Pharisee, The, л , 137. 
Philanderer, The, 122, 164 and n. 3, 19Í, 22f. 
Picture of Dorian Grey, The (Am), 174. 
Pigeon, The, 223. 
Pilars of Society, The (N), 37, 104-6, 131 (Cf. 
Quicksands: or. The Pillars of Society). 
Pini Dominos, 138. 
Playgoers, 169. 
Playing mth Fire (Sw), 13Í. 
Plough and the Stars, The, 271. 
Poison Flower, 87. 
Pompey the Great, 209. 
Power of Darkness, The (R), 164 η. 2, 2 i 2 . 
Précieuses Ridicules, Les (F), 210. 
Presenting Mr. Panmure, 169. 
Pretenders, The (N), iB j . 
Primrose Path, The, 87. 
Prince and the Pauper, The, 137-8. 
Princesse Maleine, La (F), I 2 j . 
Private Secretary, The (G), £0, y i , £8, 248. 
Profligate, The, 72-4, 89, 137. 
Progress, 261. 
Prunella, 182. 
Pygmalion, 187, 19$. 
Quarry (Aust), 2 j i . 
Quasimodo, or TAe Bell-ñinger of the Notre Dame 
(F),2. 
Queen flee. The (F), 244. 
Question if Age, A, 178 
Question of Memory, A, 114-6, І22П.І, 123-4. 
Quicksands, or. The Pillars of Society (N), 104-6. 
Qu/nney's, 195. 
Rats of Norway, The, 273. 
Kat Trap, The, 2 7 2 . 
Bat Wife, 77ie(N), 212. 
Ravenswood, 87. 
Red Rust (R), 2J3. 
Rembrandt (F) 9J n.6, і$6 and n.i. 
Reparation, 93 n.2, 94. 
Reparation (R), 209. 
Revisor (R), 2$4. 
Revolted Daughter, The, 1 {4. 
Revuedeville, 276. 
Richard II, 114, 149. 
Richard III, 3 1 , 1 9 4 . 
Richard if Bordeaux, 273. 
RigÄt to ί ο « (G), іуб. 
Rig/it to Strife, 2 22. 
Rising Sun, The, 187, 193, 209, 127. 
Rivals, The, 44. 
Robert E. Lee, 260. 
Rogue's Comedy, The, 139. 
Romantic Age, The, 230. 
Romeo and Juliet, 31. 
Roses if Shadow, 116. 
Rosmersholm (N), іо$-6, 113, 117. 
Roulette (Hung), 2£o. 
Roundelay (Aust), l¡o-t. 
Rumour, 23£, 261. 
Rutherford and Son, I9£. 
Ruts, 188, 190-1, 261. 
Sabine Women, The (R), 2^3. 
Sacred and Profane Love, 209. 
Sacred Flame, The, I70. 
Samt Joan, 227, 239, 244. 
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Saints and Sinnen, 43, 87. 
Salome, 174, 191-2, 195, 197-206, 243. 
Salvé, I I Í , 127. 1ЗЗ· 
Samson and the Philistines (Dan), 239. 
San Toy, 139. 
Sap(p)ho (F), ΐ ί 7 · 
Saving Grace, The, 192, 
School, 44. 
School JOT Scandal, The, 34-i, 44, 209. 
Schoolmistress, The, 61, 169. 
Sec-Captain, The, 3£. 
Seagull, The (R), г ¡г. 
Second Mrs. Tanqueray, The, 80, 139, 140, 168-9, 
192. 
See Naples and Die (Am), 259. 
Sentimentalist, The, 170. 
Sentimentalists, The, 182. 
Set Free, 12$. 
Shackle, The (G), 1$6. 
Sheppey, 270. 
Sherlock Holmes, 139. 
Shewing Up of Blanco Posnet, The, 167. 
Sicilian Idyll, 87. 
Si^n q/*tbe Cross, The, 139 
Sign on tAe Door (Am), 2£7. 
Siíra- Box, The, 172, 223. 
SWver King, The, 72. 
Silver Shield, The, 4 3 . 
Silver Tassie, The, 271. 
Single Man, The, 19^. 
Sin of David, 198 and n. 1. 
Sirocco, 272. 
Sister yWarf, 137-8. 
Sister Philomène (F), 119, 126. 
Six Characters in Search of an Author (It), 255. 
Six-Cylinder Love (Am), 2^7. 
Skin Game, The, 221-2, 229. 
Somebody Knows, 272. 
Song of Drums, The, 2£o. 
Sophia, 6 1 . 
Sour Grapes, 128 n. 3. 
Span of Life, The, 139. 
Spooi Sonata (Sw), 2 j i . 
Spring Leaves (D), 93-4. 
Sta#, TTie, 273. 
Storm, The (R), 120 n. 1, 2f3 . 
Storm in a Teacup (G), 241. 
Strange Adventures tf Miss Brown, The, 139. 
Strange Interlude (Am), 259. 
Strange Orchestra, 273. 
Street Scene (Am), 2^9. 
Strife, 173, 180. 
Strike at Arhngford, The, 113-6, 123, 186. 
Struggle for Life, The (F), 87. 
Student Printe, The (G), 248. 
Submarine, 77ie (F), 193 n. 6. 
Such Men Are Dangerous (G), 247. 
Summer Moths, 126 n. £. 
Sunfcm BeHs, Tbe (G), 147-8. 
Sunlight and Shadow, γς. 
Sweet Lavender, 86, 224. 
Sweet Nancy, 86. 
Taming of the Shrew, The, 82, 130, 22£, 244, 266. 
Tartuffe (F), 237, 238 and η. 2. 
Theory and Practice, 11 j . 
There's Always Juliet, 272. 
Thérèse Raqmn (F), 83, 88, 114, 118-120, 134-i 
214, 236. 
Thieves' Comedy, The (G), 148. 
77MS HOman-Business, 262. 
This Year of Grace, 175. 
Thorny Path, The (G), i j ô . 
Three Musketeers of the King The, (F), 34. 
ГАгее Sisters, TTie (R), 219, 2^2. 
Thunderholt, 169. 
Thyrza Fleming, 110, i i i - 6 , 126. 
Timbertown Follies, The, 196 n. 1. 
Time and Again, 188. 
Times, The, 87. 
To See Ourselves, 273. 
Trelawney of the „Wells", 168, 182. 
Trial of Mary Dugan, The (Am), 2^7. 
Tricfater, The (F), 237. 
Trilby, 139, 149. 
Trojan Women, The (Greek), 209. 
True Women (Sw), 119. 
Twelfth Night, 149. 
Twelve Pound Look, The, 182. 
Two Gentlemen of Verona, The, 114. 
Two Orphans, The (F), 223. 
Two Virtues, The, 172. 
Typho, г 16. 
Tyranny of Tears, 195. 
Ugly Duchess, The (G), 248 n. 9. 
Uncle Sam (F), 19 n. 3. 
Uncle Tom, 61 n. 6. 
Uncle Vanya (R), 211, 2^2. 
Unfair Sex, The, 214. 
Versailles (G), 248. 
Cice Versa, 173. 
Vikings, The (N), 212 n. 9. 
Village Priest, A (F), 8^. 
Viola (Sw), 119. 
Violiers, The (D), 187. 
Kisit, A (Dan), 114, 118, 122 n. 1, 186. 
Koicano, 77>e, 94. 
Vortex, The, 272. 
Voysey Inheritance, The, 172, 178. 
Walls of Jericho, The 171, 192. 
Wandering Jew, The, 222, 230. 
Wandering Minstrel, The, ςβ and n. 1. 
War, 126 n. ¡. 
[3i3l 
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Wastet 172. 
Way Things Happen, TTie, 261. 
Wealth, 71, 137-8. 
Weaverst The (G), 147. 
Welcome, Little Stranger, 66. 
We Two (G), 90. 
When Knights were Bold, 19^. 
When the Bells are Ringing {Pealing) (D), 22i, 
224-i. 
When We Awake from Death (N), (When We Dead 
Awaken), 144· 
When We Were Twenty-One, 170. 
While Parents Sleep, 273-4. 
White-Headed Boy, The, 230. 
Widow and the Waiter, The, 189. 
Widowers* Houses, 86, і іу-6, і22-з, і£б, 164, 
ι€ς п. 2, I9Í , 236. 
Wife Without a Smile, A, 169. 
Wild Duck, The, 107, n o , 112, i i j - 6 , 119, 
126, 186, 212. 
Wilderness, The, 170. 
William Rufus, ιΐς. 
Will Shakespeare, 230, 261. 
Windows, 223-4. 
Witch, The (Dan), 236. 
Within the Gates, 271. 
Woman of No Importance, A, 174, 195". 
Woodbarrow Farm, 68, 137-8. 
Woodlanders, The, $ς η. 6, ΐ2ς. 
Words and Music, 276. 
Wouíd-Ве Gentleman, The (F), 244. 
X = 0, 209. 
You Never Can Tell, п б , i9£, 236. 
Young Idea, The, 261-2. 
Young Wisdom, 176. 
Young Woodley, 272. 
F R E N C H T I T L E S 
Adnenne Lecouvreur, 18. 
Aimer, 240, 268. 
Ami Fritz, V, 9, 47. 
Amour Médecin, L\ 244. 
A Quoi Rêvent Lesjeunes Filles, 190. 
Assommoir, V, 253. 
Autre Motif, L\ 1J7. 
Baiser, Le, 128 n. 3, 130. 
Blanchette, 9$ n. 6, 113, 116, 127, 1^4-6. 
Bonheur, Mesdames, Le, 213. 
Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Le, 244. 
Bourse, La, 18, 27. 
Camille, ¡j. 
Centenaire, 2. 
Charlotte Corday, 9, 18. 
Chauve-Souris, La, 154* 
Chelekov's Portfieur (R), 241. 
Cherchez la Femme, 12, 60 and n. 2. 
Cloître, Le, 187 and n. 8. 
Créanciers, Les (Sw), i3f . 
Dame aux Camélias, La, ι6ς, 238 η. 2. 
Danicheffs, Les, 34. 
Délaissée, La, 184. 
Denise, 26, IJÔ. 
Depuis Six Mois, 184. 
Devant /a Porte, 241. 
Divorçons, 18, 21, 26. 
Doctoresse, La, $7. 
Domaine, La, і^б. 
Donjuan, 119, 126. 
Esulle, п . 
Etincelle, V, $8. 
Evasion, L*, 59. 
Fédora, 19, 198. 
Fernande, 19, п. з, 22 η. 2, 23. 
Fiammma, La, ς, 95" п. 6, і£7· 
Fi Я« <fe Marble, Les, 4, £. 
Fils de^Corahe, Le, 26, іб^. 
Fourchamhaults, Les, 37. 
FranciUon, ς6. 
Froment Jr. et Risler Sr., 34. 
Gabrielle, 34. 
Gnngoire, 134-$. 
Héritiers de Rabourdm, Les, i i f , i 2 2 n . ι, 126. 
128. 
Hirondelle, V, 193 n. 6. 
Indécis, 128 η. 3. 
Intérieur, V, і з £ . 
/ntruse, 1', 117, 126-7, I34-Î· 
Jézabel, 198-9. 
Уоіе Peit Peur, La, 35". 
Joséphine vendue par ses Soeurs, 58. 
lion amoureux, Le, 18, 24. 
Lise Fleuron, 28. 
Louis Я7, 31. 
Lui, 241. 
Lutte pour la Vie, La, 87. 
Maison Neuve, 26, 43. 
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Malade Imaginaire, Le, 237, 
Manage à la Mode, 244. 
Mariage Blanc, 136. 
Mariage de Figaro, Le, 237, 
Mauvais Bergers, Les, 210. 
Médecin Malgré Lui, j¡. 
Megère Apprivoisée, La (The 
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Mercada, ις6, 237, 238 η. 
Misanthrope, Le, 214. 
Mlle Bressier, ¡6. 
Monde où l'on s'ennuie, Le, 6 
IÍ4 . >73. 241. 
Musette, 130. 
Noi Bons Villageois, i j , 19 : 
Nos Intimes, 19 n. 3, 198. 
Occasion, V, 241. 
Odette, 8. 






Taming of the Shrew), 
I . 
. 7, 37. 
п. з. 
On ne Badine pas avec L'Amour, 237, 
Oncle Sam, L', 19 n. 3. 
Panache, La, 23. 
Parisienne, La, 214. 
Pater, Le, ii; and n. 4, 11 
Patrie en Danger, La, 71. 
Pêcheur d'Ombres, L·, 214. 
8, 124. 
Pelléas et Méhsande, 117, 127, 131, 
Petite Chocolatière, La, 190. 
PAà/re, 240. 
Précieuses Ridicules, Les, 99, 
Prêtre, le , $9 n. 3. 
2 I O . 
39. П . η · 6 . 
241. 
/(it Heidelberg, 146, 248. 
Anatol (Aust), 250-1 and n. 1. 
Andere, Der, 143. 
zinne ¿tese, io . 
Лгтт uni/ Edelsinn, 4. 
Befreiten, Die, 146. 
Biberpelz, Der, 82, 144, 148. 
Bibliothekar, Der, ς, ςι, £8. 
B/auc Grotte, Die (E), 73. 
il/aue roiii Himmel, Das (Aust), 240 
Bluthochzeit, oder Die Bartholomäusnacht, Die, 39. 
Brand im Opernhaus, Der, 247. 
Clavigo, 113-4. 
College Crampton, 134, 146. 
Condottieri, Die, 147. 
Prince Charmant, Le, 213. 
Princesse Maleme, La, ι2ς. 
Prise de Bergen-op-Zoom, La, 184. 
Prisonnière, La, 214, 240. 
Quasimodo, 2. 
Adntzaif*?, ¿es, 9. 
Rembrandt, 9 j п. 6, ι$6 and η. ι. 
Revenants, ¿«s (Ν), ι об. 
RosmersWm (Ν), 117, 13J. 
Sainte Jeanne (E), 24$. 
Salomé, 197-206. 
Sapho, i£7. 
Saturnales, Les, s9 п. з . 
Secret, Le, 213. 
Secret Je /d Terreuse, Le, ης. 
Secret de Polichinelle, L·, 184. 
Se« forte, Le (E), 214. 
Soeur Philomène, £9. 
Solness, le Constructeur (N), 117, 13$. 
Souris, La, 9£ n. 6, 1^7, 241. 
Tartuffe, 36, 237, 238 and n. 2. 
Theodora, ι ¡a. ¡, 19, 27, 54. 
Thérèse Raqum, 83, 88, 114, 118-20, 134-;, 
2 14. Î36. 
Tosca, 198. 
Tombeau sous JMrc Je Triomphe, Un, 240. 
Trois Mousquetaires, 34. 
Fisite de Noces, Une, 1^6-7. 
Kon Humaine, La, 241. 
Debora/i, 47. 
Doctor Klaus, 4, {, 9. 
Dornenweg, Der, 14$, і£б. 
Dr. Bernhardi (Aust), 238, i j i . 
Dr. Kohn, ι ς ς. 
Douaumont, oder Die Heimhehr des Soldaten 
Odysseus, 247. 
Ehre, Die, 134, 144, 147. 
Ehrenschuld, Eine (D), 8 n. 2. 
Einsame Menschen, 135, 146-7. 
Elisabeth von England, 248. 
Emilia Galotti, Э5 n. 6, 119. 
£rbe. Das, i£6, 183. 
Erziehung zur Ehe, 82. 
£s ¿¿be Jos ¿eben, 146, 148. 
£ra, 90. 
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Fuhrmann Henschel, 13$, 144. 
Gespenster (N), 106. 
Gestern und Heute, 248. 
Giudi jm WinAei, Day, 9^ η . 6, 143, 148, i f 4 , 
Grosse Uchty Das, 14.5. 
Hamlet (E), 249. 
Hannele, 146, 148. 
Haubenlerche, Die, i4f. 
Heimat (Cf. Magda), 78, 
Herr im Haus, Der, і^б. 
Hopla, Wir Lehen, 247. 
34» 143, i47i H o . 
/fo-e Famihe (E), 145. 
/m Bunten Aoc¿, 146. 
In Behandlung, 14^. 
Johannisfeuer, 82, 14c, 147, 1^9, 183, 240, 249. 
Josephine (Aust), ιςο. 
Jourßx, 9. 
Уидепа, 82, 134, 143-
Jugendfreunde, 144· 
Kabale und Liebe, ίςο. 
Kammersänger, Der, 82, 148. 
Karl und Anna, 241. 
Kranke Familie, Eine, 19. 
Lady Tetley's Scheidung (E), 14^. 
Leibrente, Die, £9 n. 3. 
Leiermann und Sem Pßegehmd, Der, 4. 
Uebelei (Aust), 143, 250-1 and n. i . 
¿ist und Phlegma, 4. 
Madchen in Uniform, 248. 
Magda, (Cf. Heimat) 241, 2£o. 
Marquise von Arcis, Die, 248. 
Maschmesturmer, Die, 247. 
Masse Mensch, 247. 
Medium, 245". 
Л/еш Leopold, 142. 
Minna von Barnhelm, 147, 249. 
Nachtasyl (R), 146. 
Nathan der Weise, 144. 
Nora, «fer £ιπ Puppenheim (N), 144, 154-5". 
Ол&е/ Brasig, 142. 
Pastor Lärm, 147, η 4. 
Probekandidat, Der, 144. 
Probepfeil, Der, 19. 
Reihen (Aust), 250. 
Kodench Heller, 27. 
Rose Berne/, 146. 
Rosenmontag, 145. 
Bote Hahn, Der, 145. 
Schmetterlingsschlacht, Die, 95 n. 6, 135, 145, 
Schone Galathee, Die, io. 
Schutzgetst, Der, 19. 
Sodom's Ende, 119, 134, 148. 
Sofonisbe, 34. 
Sonderbare Dingen, 59 n. 3. 
Stein unter Steine, 146. 
Sturmgeselle Socrates, Der, 146. 
Sturm in Wassertf/dss, 241. 
SucA Л/еп Лге Dangerous, 247. 
Sumurun (Indian), 249. 
Τα/ Jes Lebens, Das, 146. 
Unsere Frauen, 6, 7, 9. 
f/nter Fier Augen, 90. 
Ur-Faust, 249. 
Fersai/Zes, 248. 
Kersunfcene Glocke, Die, 146-8. 
Fon Morgens his Mitternacht, 247. 
For Sonnenaufgang, 106. 
For Sonnenuntergang, 248. 
ÉFeber, Die, 134, 146-7. 
Zuppenstruck, 148. 
Excelsior, ballet, 51 . 
Maria Antonietta, 47. 
£/ Gran Galtoto, 239. 
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Piccola, La, 241. 
Romanticismo, 190. 
S P A N I S H T I T L E S 
Mariana, 156. 
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S U M M A R Y 
J . T . Grein, geboren in Amsterdam op i i ok tober 1862, begon zich al 
actief met het toneel te bemoeien voordat hij achtt ien jaar was. Na 
vanaf zijn elfde jaar in Duitsland op school te zijn geweest (Grein Sr., 
genaturaliseerd Nederlander , was Duitser van geboorte) werd hij eind 
1879 jongste bediende op het kantoor van een oom in Antwerpen. Daar 
raakte hij bevriend me t Louis Krinkels en samen begonnen zij luidruchtig 
kri t iek uit te oefenen op de voorstellingen i n d e Nederlandsche Schouw-
burg, maar zijn eerste kri t ieken in 1881 in Eloquentia, een Amsterdams 
Weekblad Gewijd aan Letteren en Uiterlijke Welsprekendheid, waren erg mild. 
Hij p robeerde allerlei Nederlandse en Duitse stukken in Antwerpen in 
te voeren, maar dit lukte klaarblijkelijk alleen voor een Duitse klucht , 
von Mosers Der Bibliothekar, die hij voor de Nederlandsche Schouwburg 
vertaalde. L. Krinkels vertaalde Unsere Frauen van dezelfde auteur . Terug 
in Amsterdam schreef hij links en rechts pedante kri t ieken, waarin hij 
geen geheim maakte van zijn ontevredenheid me t de Amsterdamse 
toneelsituatie, was actief als secretaris van de Amsterdamse afdeling van 
het in 1870 opgerichte Nederlandsche Tooneelverbond, schreef enkele 
eenakters , die zowel door amateurs als door het beroepstoneel werden 
gespeeld, en vertaalde De Schuld van Jan C .de Vos en M . B . Mendes da 
Costa als Eine Ehrenschuld, dat hij vergeefs p robeerde in Berlijn te laten 
opvoeren. In 1884 verscheen Dramaturgische Schetsen en Causeriën 1883-
84, een verzameling stukken hoofdzakelijk uit De Portefeuille, het 
Amsterdams let terkundig weekblad van Taco H . d e Beer, die van Grein 
de hoogste verwachtingen had. 
Het faillisement van de bank waar Grein werk t e , werd in het begin 
van 188$· de aanleiding tot zijn vertrek naar Londen, waar hij een be-
trekking kreeg op een handelskantoor in de City. Ch. Boissevain, hoofd-
redacteur van het Algemeen Handelsblad gaf hem een aanstelling als Lon-
dens correspondent m e e ; hij kreeg dezelfde functie bij Het Vaderland, 
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Den Haag, en bleef schrijven voor De Portefeuille. In zijn eerste verslagen 
voor dit blad wist hij weinig goeds van het Londens toneel te melden. 
Men vertaalde en bewerkte veel Franse stukken, maar ander buitenlands 
toneel was er vrijwel onbekend. Er leefde nog een vage herinnering aan 
het bezoek van het Rotterdams gezelschap van Legras, van Zuylen en 
Haspels in 1880, maar verder wist men er nog minder van het Neder-
lands toneel dan in Nederland van het Engelse. Hij besloot te proberen 
hierin verandering te brengen en de uitwisseling van toneelstukken tus-
sen Engeland en het vasteland werd een van de voornaamste punten van 
zijn werkprogram. Hij begon propaganda te maken voor het Engelse toneel 
en al was hij tot de conclusie gekomen dat het Engelse toneel veel beter 
was dan men in Nederland dacht en dat er heel wat goede stukken waren, 
zijn belofte aan van Lier uit te zien naar "goede kasstukken" laat zien dat 
hij niet altijd even kieskeurig was. Wel eiste hij steeds dat er redelijke 
auteursrechten werden betaald. 
Inmiddels schreef hij in verschillende Engelse en andere tijdschriften 
en in 1889 verscheen zijn eerste eigen blad: Comedy, A Fortnightly Review 
of Art. Het eerste nummer bevatte de trotse aankondiging van het 
Amsterdamse succes van Mr. Barnes van New York, dat door zijn bemidde-
ling door de Gebr. van Lier was gekocht voor het Grand Theatre. Het 
Nederlandsch Tooneel was er helemaal niet enthousiast over, maar het was 
slechts een aanloop. Spoedig volgden De Losbol (Pinero's The Profligate), 
De Fabrieksbaas (The Middleman), Judah, beide van H. A, Jones, De Kleine 
Laid (Little Lord Fauntleroy van Frances Hodgson Burnett) door Grein 
zelf vertaald, en De Danseres (The Dancing Girl van H.A.Jones). Ver-
schillende van deze stukken werden door Grein's bemiddeling ook opge-
voerd in Duitsland, de Scandinavische landen en Frankrijk. 
In 1891 stichtte hij in navolging van Antoine's Parijse Theatre Libre 
het Independent Theatre, een vereniging die voorstellingen alleen toe-
gankelijk voor leden en genodigden organiseerde in voor de gelegenheid 
gehuurde theaters. Het was een eerste poging om het moderne buiten-
lands repertoire naar Londen te halen. Ook zouden er nieuwe Engelse 
stukken, die normaal weinig kans tot opvoering hadden ofwel omdat de 
censor een vergunning weigerde, ofwel omdat schouwburgdirecties er 
geen winst in zagen, worden opgevoerd. De berucht geworden eerste 
voorstelling van Ibsens Spoken op 13 maart 1891 leverde zo veel moeilijk-
heden op, dat Grein er van afzag nog meer stukken op te voeren zonder 
vergunning van de censor. In het geheel werden er van 1891-98 door de 
vereniging, die in 1893 een afdeling kreeg in Manchester maar in Londen 
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zelf nooit meer dan 17^ betalende leden had, 29 stukken opgevoerd: 
16 Engelse (waarvan 14 nieuwe, o.a. Shaws eerste stuk Widowers' 
Houses), ς Franse, 3 Nederlandse, 3 Noorse (Ibsen), ι Deens en ι 
Vlaams. Bovendien speelde het Parijse gezelschap van Lugné Poë in 
1895· in Londen enkele stukken van Ibsen en Maeterlinck onder auspiciën 
van het Independent Theatre. 
Met C. W. Jarvis had Grein enkele eenakters in het Engels geschreven 
of bewerkt en Suzanne van Jan C.de Vos vertaald als A Man s Love. Het 
werd opgevoerd in 1889 en 1895. Later vertaalde hij, meestal met zijn 
vrouw, nog enkele Duitse en Franse stukken. Van 1890-93 schreef hij 
wekelijkse kritieken voor Life, een society blad, gaf eigen tijdschriften 
uit, was van 1898-1918 recensent van The Sunday Special (na 1903 The 
Sunday Times), van 1905-18 van The Ladies' Field en van 1913-14 ook nog 
van de Financial News. 
In 1900 richtte hij zijn German Theatre op. Het Duitse gezelschap van 
Junkermann kwam hiervoor elk jaar tot 1908 enkele maanden naar 
Londen en Manchester met meestal nieuwe Duitse stukken, o.a. van 
Sudermann, Hauptmann, Halbe, Hartleben, Lindau en Schnitzler. Het 
resultaat was dat de in 1899 opgerichte Stage Society meerdere van deze 
stukken, soms in Greins vertaling op het repertoire nam. De Sunday 
Special Matinees liepen van 1901-02, maar pogingen voor een French 
Theatre en een Londens Repertory Theatre bleven zonder resultaat. 
The Independent Theatregoer, Greins zevende tijdschrift, verscheen van 
november 1912-april 1913. Een poging het Independent Theatre weer 
op te richten mislukte, maar Grein werkte mee aan de tot stand koming 
van een Duits Volkstheater en een Engels People's Theatre (goed toneel 
tegen populaire prijzen). Ook maakte hij een begin met een permanent 
French Theatre. Het uitbreken van de oorlog belette elk duurzaam 
succes. Vlak voor de oorlog echter wist hij enkele voorstellingen van de 
Independent Players te organiseren, o.a. van Maeterlincks Monna Vanna 
en van Spoken, voor welke stukken hij eindelijk een vergunning had 
weten te krijgen. Spoken werd opgevoerd in het Haymarket Theatre op 
14 juli 1914 "under the gracious patronage of Their Majesties the King 
and Queen of Norway." 
In 1915 schreef Grein één van zijn geliefde prijsvragen uit voor een 
oorspronkelijk Engels stuk en één voor een libretto voor een komische 
opera. Van de 261 inzendingen werd Harry Walls Ruts bekroond en in 
februari 1917 opgevoerd als eerste voorstelling van Greins Londens 
Repertory Theatre dat nog geen maand stand hield. Uit veel minder 
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inzendingen werd ook een libretto bekroond, maar niet opgevoerd. De 
Independent War Players, een gezelschap dat militaire kampen en hos-
pitalen afreisde, en Le Théâtre du Soldat, een gezelschap van Belgische 
acteurs, dat hetzelfde deed voor Belgische en Franse militairen en réfu-
giés, werden opgericht in 1915, de French Players en Le Théâtre des 
Alliés volgden in 1916 en 1917, en de Italian Play Society en de Dutch 
Players, die o.a. De Verlaten Post van Pieter Geyl en Op Hoop van Zegen 
van Heyermans opvoerden, in 1918. 
In het begin van 1918 maakte Grein plannen voor de uitzending van 
gezelschappen (Grein's War Players) naar neutrale landen. Hij had de 
stellige overtuiging dat de regering achter deze plannen stond, maar een 
officiële verklaring in de dagbladpers van 18 april ontkende dit. Grein 
verkeerde op dat moment in grote moeilijkheden. Hij had enige Inde-
pendent Theatre voorstellingen georganiseerd, waarvan die van Oscar 
Wilde's Salome op 1 2 april met de Canadese danseres Maud Allan in de 
titelrol de laatste was. Dit stuk werd de aanleiding tot een hysterisch 
proces, dat voor iemand met minder weerstandsvermogen dan Grein 
gemakkelijk het einde van alles had kunnen betekenen. Grein en Maud 
Allan verloren het proces en werden veroordeeld tot het betalen van de 
proceskosten. Bovendien werd Grein ontslagen als redacteur van The 
Sunday Times en van The Ladies' Field. 
In 1920 werd hij aangesteld tot criticus van The Illustrated London News. 
The Sketch volgde in 1922, het jaar waarin Grein zich uit zaken terugtrok. 
Wekelijkse bijdragen verschenen tot aan zijn dood in juni 193^. Boven-
dien was hij van 1923-31 Londens correspondent van het internationale 
dagblad de Christian Science Monitor uit Boston, U.S.A., en schreef hij 
voor Drama, het orgaan van de British Drama League, en andere tijd-
schriften. 
Deze laatste periode vertoont het vertrouwde patroon: duizenden 
recencies die in hun continuiteit historisch van belang zijn als index van 
het Engelse en buitenlandse repertoire in Londen ; bovendien weer tal-
loze plannen, voorstellingen en ondernemingen, waarvan er vele mis-
lukten en andere dikwijls slechts gedeeltelijk slaagden. 
In 1919 werd het Independent Theatre her-opgericht met een voor-
stelling van Molière's Les Précieuses Ridicules in een nieuwe vertaling. 
Incidenteel waren er voorstellingen tot in 1925. In 1920 bracht hij zijn 
French Players uit de oorlog weer bijeen voor Franse opvoeringen van 
klassieke en moderne stukken. Ten koste van grote persoonlijke finan-
ciële offers wist hij de troep, die later voornamelijk uit Frans sprekende 
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Engelse spelers bestond, tot 1929 in stand te houden. In 1923 volgde een 
People's Theatre in het East End. Het eerste seizoen leverde een verlies 
van £ 800 op en was dus ook het laatste. Grein ging rustig door, al 
raakte hij meer en meer overtuigd van de noodzaak van regerings- en 
gemeentesubsidie, waarop hij dan ook herhaaldelijk, zij het zonder 
succes, aandrong. In 1925 stichtte hij met Alice Fredman het Renaissance 
Theatre voor de opvoering van Engelse klassieken. Arden of Feversham, 
in december 192^, was het enige Engelse klassieke stuk dat werd opge-
voerd, maar tot in januari 1927 werden er Calderón, Molière, de Beau-
marchais en Balzac gespeeld. In 1926 werd hij voorzitter van de Jewish 
Drama League. Een prijsvraag leverde twee speelbare Joodse stukken op. 
In 1928 liet hij stukken van Tolstoy en Ibsen opvoeren ter herdenking 
van hun honderdste geboortejaar. Tegelijk was hij bezig aan de voor-
bereiding van zijn Cosmopolitan Theatre, dat in 1929 van stapel liep en 
waar in één jaar 14 Franse, Duitse, Engelse, Italiaanse en Russische 
stukken werden gespeeld in de oorspronkelijke taal door voornamelijk 
Engelse spelers. Tenslotte stichtte hij in 1930, nadat hij in Berlijn het 
Duitse Volkstheater weer eens in actie had gezien, samen met Nancy 
Price zijn laatste People's Theatre. Hij had gehoopt op 3000 intekenaren, 
het werden er 30.000 en het eerste seizoen was zelfs een financieel succes. 
Onenigheid met Nancy Price deed hem besluiten zich terug te trekken 
en de enige onderneming die hem geen geld had gekost aan haar over te 
laten. 
Wat de verspreiding van het Engelse toneel naar het buitenland betreft, 
in december 1919 bracht hij de speciaal voor dit doel door hem opge-
richte Rosa Lynd Company naar Amsterdam voor een uitgebreide tour-
nee met The Middleman van H.A.Jones en Candida van Shaw. Enkele op-
voeringen werden gegeven in Amsterdam, maar door de Nederlandse 
toneelstaking eindigde de tournee voortijdig. Grein maakte tijdens zijn 
verblijf allerlei plannen voor verdere tournees hier en in Engeland. 
Verkade, Louis Bouwmeester en Louis de Vries zouden naar Engeland 
gaan, enz. Tenslotte ging alleen Bouwmeester. In maart 1920 speelde hij 
een week lang zijn Shylockrol in een Engelse voorstelling van The 
Merchant of Venice in het Duke of Yorks' Theatre in het Nederlands. Ter 
compensatie wilde Grein toen Femina van C. P. v. Rossum en F. J. Soesman 
in het Nederlands in Londen laten spelen. Ook dat ging niet door. 
Uiteindelijk vertaalde zijn vrouw het als Doctor of Dreams voor een op-
voering in het Prince of Wales' Theatre in mei 1921. Er was weinig 
contact met Nederland en Jan Fabricius, die zich omstreeks 1930 in 
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Londen vestigde, was de enige nieuwe Nederlandse auteur die daar werd 
gespeeld: Insult (Dolle Hans) in 1930, A Knight Passed By in 1931 en 
At 8 A.M. in 193Í, beide laatste in het Engels geschreven en nooit in 
Nederland opgevoerd. 
In 1921 werden de relaties met België weer opgenomen: in 1922 was 
Grein verantwoordelijk voor de opvoering in het Nederlands van Hut-
chinsons The Right to Strike in Antwerpen. L. M. Lion speelde er daama 
Vachells Count X. Verder organiseerde Grein tournees in België met 
stukken van Galsworthy, Shaw, Barrie en Pinero. Behalve Galsworthy's 
Windows en Sutton Vane's Fallen Leaves, resp. in 1922 en 1925 in het 
Engels gespeeld in Antwerpen, kon geen enkel plan doorgaan. Geldgebrek 
maakte alles onmogelijk. 
Na de oorlog hadden Amerika en Engeland langzamerhand de rol 
overgenomen die Frankrijk zo lang had gespeeld, en naarmate Franse 
stukken op het vasteland terrein verloren, werden de Engelse er steeds 
meer populair, al waren het niet altijd de stukken die Grein het beste 
vond. 
Vijftig jaar lang had Grein de ontwikkeling van het Engelse toneel 
nauwkeurig gevolgd en geprobeerd te beïnvloeden. De ontwikkeling 
was allesbehalve in stijgende lijn verlopen. Er waren enkele hoogtepun-
ten geweest en met elke nieuwe schrijver leefde de hoop weer op, maar 
de ene teleurstelling volgde op de andere. Het werd steeds duidelijker 
dat de Engelse toneelspelers - de besten van de wereld volgens Grein — 
veel beter waren dan de Engelse toneelstukken, die vaak alleen maar door 
het goede spel aanvaardbaar werden. Jarenlang had Grein geprobeerd vol 
te houden dat het om het stuk ging, maar uiteindelijk moest hij stil-
zwijgend toegeven dat het steeds meer om het spel ging. Gedurende de 
laatste jaren besteedde hij in zijn kritieken daar dan ook de meeste 
aandacht aan. 




S T E L L I N G E N 
ι. D e moraal als praktische wetenschap is niet pr imair n o r m e r e n d , 
maar geeft inzicht in de s t ructuur van het bovennatuurlijk leven. 
2. Het volwaardig menselijk handelen is niet zo zeer gebaseerd o p het 
gewetensoordeel , als wel o p het verstandigheidsoordeel dat een 
oordeel u i t neiging is. 
3. D e functie van priester-leraar als docent in de profane vakken aan 
instellingen van v . h . m . o . dient, evenals die van r e c t o r of d i recteur aan 
dezelfde instellingen, zo spoedig mogelijk te w o r d e n afgeschaft. 
4 . Z o n d e r een oordeel uit te spreken over de authentici te i t van de door 
Margery Kempe (c. 1 373-1438) als bovennatuurlijk beschreven erva­
ringen (visioenen en openbaringen), menen wij dat er beslist on­
voldoende argumenten zijn haar als een pathologische bedriegster te 
beschouwen. (Cf. The Book of Margery Kempe, Ed. S. В. Meech and 
H. E. Allen, E.E.T.S. , о.s., N o . 212, London, 1940). 
ξ. De bestudering van de geschiedenis van de katholieken in Engeland 
sinds de Reformatie w o r d t ernstig bemoeilijkt d o o r he t ontbreken van 
voldoende gedrukte bronnenpublikaties. (Cf. E. I. Watkin, Roman 
Catholicism in England from the Reformation to Í 950 , London, 19^7, 
M. D . R. Leys, Catholics in England 1529-1829, A Social History, 
London, 1961, en Martin J. Havran, The Catholics in Caroline England, 
London, 1963). 

De rehabilitatie door Vincent Alan McClelland in zijn Cardinal 
Manning, His Public Life and Influence 1865-92, London, 1962, onder-
nomen ten aanzien van Kardinaal Manning verdient instemming, 
maar het is te betreuren dat zij geschiedt ten koste van Kardinaal 
Newman. 
7. Dat de sentimental comedy (comédie larmoyante, sentimentele comedie) 
en de domestic tragedy (tragédie bourgeoise, burgerlijk drama) Enge-
land's geheel eigen bijdrage tot de ontwikkeling van het toneel zijn, 
wordt vooral van belang als men bedenkt dat deze vorm van toneel 
het uitgangspunt is geworden van het hele moderne drama. 
8. Het succes van en de waardering voor John Osbome's Look Back ¡n 
Anger (Omzien m Wrok) en The Entertainer (De Humorist) bleven in 
Nederland terecht onder de verwachtingen, omdat deze stukken te 
zeer gebonden zijn aan Engelse toestanden. Hetzelfde geldt, zij het in 
mindere mate, voor het werk van Arnold Wesker en andere moderne 
Engelse toneelschrijvers. Bij de keuze van het repertoire wordt 
hieraan niet voldoende aandacht geschonken. 
9. Het zou wenselijk zijn, dat aan het Toneel-Museum te Amsterdam de 
middelen werden verschaft om te komen tot een volledig reper-
torium van alle in Nederland gespeelde toneelstukken. 
Stellingen behorende bij N. H. G. Schoonderwoerd O.P., 
J. T. Grein - Ambassador of the theatre 1862-193Í, Nijmegen 1963. 


